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ABSTRACT
The Pahlavi Rivayat Accompanying the Dadestan I Denlg is a collection of 
sixty-five miscellaneous texts, of varying length, all connected with the 
Zoroastrian religion (legend, mythology, ritual, customs, ethics, wisdom, 
precept). In its present form it is attributed to the tenth century of 
the Christian era, but this redaction comprises much material which is 
thought to be considerably older, derived from the older, written and oral, 
priestly tradition of the religion. The Pahlavi Rivayat Accompanying the 
Dadestan 1 Denlg was edited by B.N. Dhabhar and published ir\ Bombay in 
1913* H.K. Mirza presented a transcription and translation, with notes, 
of the majority of the Pahlavi Rivayat Preceding the Dadestan I Denlg 
(omitting four previously published chapters and the three chapters 
following the Dadestan i Denig). as a PhD. thesis to the University of 
London in 1942. Although my own work is quite independent of Dr. Mirza!s 
work, I have paid attention to some of the valuable analysis and etymological 
explanation of the earlier thesis, in particular because Dr. Mirza was 
supervised in his work by Professor W.B. Henning. I acknowledge in my 
thesis any instances where I include textual emendations, translations or 
explanations which were the result of Dr. Mirza*s work with Professor 
Henning. Like Dr. Mirza, in establishing the text of the Rivayat I have 
also used two manuscripts which were not accessible to B.N. Dhabhar: K35 
and a ms. in the India Office Library, London. I have, however, as the 
title of the present thesis indicates, translated the whole of the text 
in Dhabhar*s. edition, including the concluding (three) chapters omitted by 
Dr. Mirza, but excluding chapter 58* The exclusion of chapter 58 - a long 
and problematic text of extracts from the Nirangistan - is regrettable, in 
that it disrupts the otherwise continuous treatment of the text, but 
necessary because this chapter requires a separate study in its own right 
and in the context of a study of the Nirangistan (which is, fortunately, 
currently being undertaken by Dastur Dr. Piroze Kotwal in Bombay).
Because the transliteration of Pahlavi script is problematic and open to 
widely different interpretation, I present a full transliteration of the 
text; this is accompanied by a parallel transcription, with footnotes of 
significant alterative readings in the mss. There follows a new 
translation of the text and a commentary. This latter comprises an 
attempt to understand the subject matter of the Rivayat in its religious 
(theological and ritual) and historical context.
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4Volume I
kXGBi t6(Lv dnwv te, 61icri <5'i0uvc Oeyiaxay 
Tuvn* £yw 6e kg, lie pan GTryruya yuGncrouynv.
Ook apa yoOvov gY|V ,Ep{’5wv yGVog*, aXX' gtti yaiav 
ciai 6uo* xyv ycv kgv GTTaivcaaGiG vonaa?,
n 6 ' GTTiywynxn* 6ia 6 * av6ixa Quyov Gyouaiv.
H2 I0A0Y EPrA KAI HMEPAI
5Foreword
The tenth century Pahlavi text which is the subject of this study 
/ — 
is commonly known now as the Pahlavi Rivayat Accompanying the Dadestan
i Denlg. This is a cumbersome and unllluminating title for a set of
writings which are unique in Zoroastrian literature in several respects.
In no other Pahlavi text of equivalent length (some 26,000 words) is
there so clear a display of so many different facets of the Zoroastrian
religious tradition. And yet, because it is found in the company of
the celebrated Dadestan i Denlg of the high-priest of Pars and Kirman,
ManuS&ihr, and, perhaps, because the author is not known, the Pahlavi
Rivavat has been somewhat overlooked, E.W, Vest did not include it in
the Sacred Books of the East series, (though the inferior Sad Par Nasr
is there), and even now no translation of the whole work has been
published. Yet as an indication of its value, it is to be noted that
several of its chapters have been studied and translated in learned
articles over the last century. The present study, then, was undertaken
with a view to giving the Pahlavi Rivayat its rightful place alongside
the other important later religious writings in Pahlavi. It has
generally been regarded as an anthology, and thus, perhaps, as having
no central unity as a text. It is suggested here, however, that indeed
the work constitutes a whole, and is the product of one mind and compiled
from the Zoroastrian oral and written traditions of theology, observance,
legend, law and spirituality, all put together for the particular
purpose of resolving contemporary difficulties. For this reason, if the
text were to be given a new title, albeit belatedly, the present writer
would suggest fThe Resolutions of the Good Religion' (WizariSn I Veh Ren).
Since the publication of B.N. Dhabhar*s edition of the text in 
1913> the only major study of the Pahlavi Rivayat has been an unpublished 
thesis (treating of most of the Rivayat preceding the Dadestan I Denlg). 
which was submitted to the University of London in 1942. Dr Mirza 
transcribed and translated the text, with philological notes, working 
under the supervision of the late Professor W.B. Henning. It hag not 
been my intention to duplicate the researches of these two scholars, 
particularly as I have approached the text with, frankly, less of a 
philological interest and with more that of a student of the history 
of religion. Nonetheless I wish to record here my appreciation of their 
learning and insights in respect of the text. As many others have said
6"before, the Pahlavi script and grammar pose unique problems to one 
who tries to read, let alone translate, the writings they enclose.
One can have only the deepest admiration for those scholars such as
E. W. West who wrestled so dauntlessly with the Pahlavi texts, and who 
produced pioneer translations which still have value today and which 
in many cases have not been superseded in the light of new knowledge.
A literal translation of the Pahlavi Rivayat should reflect the clear 
and confident style of the Pahlavi writer, who, in comparison with 
other,known authors, expressed himself relatively straightforwardly. 
There is a rhythm and a robustness here which, one presumes, is bom 
of a high degree of literacy combined with a life of chanting the 
sacred prayers of the faith. The task of the translator is to keep 
such elements alive, as far as possible, as well as doing justice
to the smaller units of sense. It was originally planned that this
study should contain a full glossary of words in the Pahlavi Rivayat 
and in texts cited in the notes, and considerable progress wan made 
with this task until it became apparent that the thesis would be far
too long with a glossary. This would have been a more serious loss
in a text of greater linguistic complexity and uncertainty; it is 
hoped that the major problems have been dealt with in the notes. It 
is fully my intention to add a comprehensive glossary in the published 
version of this thesis -in the hope that the Pahlavi Rivayat will Boon 
see the light of day in published translation.
For anyone whose primary academic interest is in the study of 
religion, the WehJDen, the 'Good Religion* of Zoroastrianism affords 
an unexpected opportunity to look into a remarkably wide spectrum 
of religious life and thought. For one, also, whose field of study 
is the literature of Iran, the Pahlavi Rivayat Accompanying the 
Dadestan i Denlg is especially fascinating, written down as it was 
at a time of crisis and rapid change in Iran in the tenth century A.D., 
and preserved in the cryptic and often tantalisingly ambiguous priestly 
language of Book Pahlavi. I wish,then,, to express my sincere thanks 
to my teacher, Professor Mary Boyce, who first suggested that I should 
undertake the present thesis and has given me the benefit of countless 
hours of her attention and learned guidance, not to mention the wisdom 
(~o and patience of an Sdurbad, to enable me to bring it to completion.
The thesis has been a long time in preparation, having been virtually
7set aside during the first eighteen months after my appointment to a 
teaching post in the University of Sussex, The memory of two periods 
of contact with Zoroastrians has therefore been very important for me. 
The Queen’s College, Oxford and the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, London both gave me travelling grants which enabled me, in 
the first instance,to visit the Zoroastrian villages in the vicinity 
of Yazd in Iran in 1975» in the second, to visit the Parsis of 
Bombay and Gujarat in 1977* I am grateful to both colleges for giving 
me the opportunity to meet the two old communities of Zoroastrians.
I am indebted also to the Trustees of the Parsi Punchayat in Bombay 
and to Dastur Ur K.M. Jamasp Asa, who have provided the Library of 
the University of Sussex with valuable Zoroastrian books for teaching 
and research, which have been of use to me in my work. I should also 
like to thank the University of Sussex, and in particular the School 
of African and Asian Studies, for generous grants to defray the costs 
of having the present work typed and copied for examination. I am 
grateful to Miss Naomi Prances of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, London, who undertook the great labour of typing the Pahlavi 
transliteration and transcription with the notes, and completed it 
so accurately and uncomplainingly.
Lastly, I thank my wife Joanna who, amongst everything else she 
has done for me, typed the translation and introduction. I cannot 
repay her for all the support she gave me and the sacrifices she made.
This work is dedicated to my mother and father, and Charles.
i
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AMI Archaeologische Mitteilungen aus Iran
AJ Ayadgar T JamaspTg.ed. Messina
Av. Avestan
AVN Arda Viraz Namag
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Nlr.S. Nirangistan. ed. D.P. Sanjana
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Pahl. Pahlavi
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RHR Revue de llhistoire des religions
RV Rg Veda
SEE . Sacred Books of the East, ed. M. Muller
Sd.Bd. Sad Par BundahiSn
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T. J.C. Tavadia
TEA. T.D. Anklesaria
TJnv. M.R. Unvala
Yd. Yendidad
Yr. Visperad
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Yt. YaSt
Z R.C. Zaehner
ZDMG Zeitschrift der deutscher morgenlandischen Gesellschai>t
ZKA Zand-i Khurtak Avistak. ed. B.N. Dhabhar
ZN Zaratust Name
SVYt. Zand i Vahman Yast. B.T. Anklesaria, see Bibliography
ftfZZ /Zaehner7 Zurvan. A Zoroastrian Dilemma.
( ) In the Pahl. text round brackets enclose words which are better
omitted.
( ) In the translation round brackets enclose words which are
added to complete. the sense in English.
/ / Square brackets enclose words which are considered to have
been omitted from the text.
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Introduction
The Pahlavi Rivayat Accompanying the Dadestan I Denlg is trudy 
a ‘traditional* text, in the sense that, as it lacks a title, author’s 
name and date of its own, its identity may be derived solely in 
relation to the cultural and historical context into which it fits,
^ SI
It is called a Rivayat by analogy with other Pahlavi and New Persian 
works; this Arabic/New Persian word denotes a ’tradition*, ’something 
handed from one to another’, or even simply ’manuscript’. The title 
by which it is known was coined by E.V. West^ and was adopted by 
B.N. Dhabhar for his edition of the text in 1913* Dhabhar arranged 
the text (i.e. those writings both immediately preceding and following 
the Dadestan I Denlg in several mss.) into sixty-five ’chapters’, each 
with headings, according to their subject-matter. This format of the 
text has been adopted in the present study. H.K. Mirza translated and 
transcribed chapters 1-62 (i.e. the parts preceding the Dadestan I Denlg, 
but excluding chapters 1, 4» 42 and part of 17 which had all been 
translated previously) in a Ph.D. thesis which was submitted to the 
University of London in 1942. For the sake of completeness, and for a 
reconsideration in the light of previous studies, in the present thesis 
all of Dhabhar’s sixty-five Chapters are included, with the exception 
of chapter 58* Chapter 58 is a long, detailed exposition of rituals 
from the Nirangistan whtah deserves a full and separate treatment, and 
has thus been omitted from this work, appropriately as it happens, since 
it has recently been the subject of the specialist attentions of Dastur
F. Kotwal and Dastur K.M. Jamasp Asa in two independent studies.
The Pahlavi Rivayat Accompanying the Dadestan I Denlg (PRDd.)
Q
is acknowledged by all those scholars who have considered it , to be 
a post-Sasanian compilation, both to judge from references in the text, 
and from the relatively simple style of the language which is thought 
to be late Pahlavi (see below). Yet much of the material of PRDd. 
appears to have been derived directly from an oral or written knowledge 
of the Pahlavi versions of the Avesta and Zand; the text represents, 
therefore, a tradition from time immemorial and in some instances a 
record of material which is not found in any other extant sources.
a. See E0W. West, SEE XVIII, xv.
b. GIP lib, 104.
c. See e.g. West, SEE XVIII, xv, 415> Dhabhar, op.cit..2; Mirza, p.2.
13)
The arrangement of themes dealt with in PRDd. does not accord with
the cosmological sequence of e.g. the Greater BundahiSn. nor the
thematic consideration of the Denkard. It resembles rather that of
the Dadestan I Denlg. insofar as each of the chapters is in some
d eway an answer to a question, which is either explicit , or implied ,
f
or to a predicament • It is not written in vacuo but is addressed,
tr
it seems, to an audience, principally of the laity, but sometimes0 
more particularly to the priesthood alone. The text is neither 
speculative, philosophical, nor in any narrow sense theological.
As in other Zoroastrian texts, but here -par excellence the central 
themes of purity, righteousness, and just and meritorious action 
are extolled to the reader by all available means. Clearly, the 
writer is a priest. His knowledge of the Avestan nasks and the 
Zand, and his command of a clear grammatical style of writing 
allow him to muster ancient scriptural tradition and authority in 
an exhortation to immediate, practical religion. The often fluent, 
vernacular style is markedly different from the tortuously complex 
periods of ManuSdihrfs writings, or the rarified scholasticism of 
much of the Denkard. Its popular appeal made it a model for the
^  Jl
later rivayats in NP (one of which in fact incorporates about 
three-quarters of PRDd. in the text known as the Sad Par Bundahi8n).
The NP rivSvats were, of course, written as comnmniquls from 
the Iranian priesthood in answer to questions and problems from the 
Indian community. As published by M.R. TTnvala and translated by 
B.N. Dhabhar, they range over a vast area of Zoroastrian life, 
furnishing details on practical and ritual observance in respect of 
maintaining religious purity. It is a mistake to expect the same 
in this Pahlavi Rivayat.for the author had a quite different purpose. 
The fact that it is written in fairly standard Book Pahlavi, without 
Arabic loan words, Islamicisms, or the infelicities of 1hybrid1 late 
Pahlavi syntax,is an indication that the text dates, probably, from 
the mid-10th century A.D. and thus was addressed to Zoroastrians t 
living in Muslim Iran. The text is not intended merely to impart
d. e.g. chs. 1, 2, 31
e. e.g. chs. 4* 5> 7*
f. e.g. chs. 8, 14» 26, 31 •
g. e.g. chs. 55^* •
h. The Rivayat of Kamdin Khambayeti, also known as Kama Asa; see 
B.N. Dhabhar. Saddar NaBr and Saddar Bundahesh. introd., xix.
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information, whether practical, ritual or theological to the 
community; the Iranian Zoroastrians suffered different problems 
fron^those of a people in exile: they were rather, it would seem 
besieged in theirown land by the Islamic religion. The author of 
PRDd. endeavours to provide his community with the means to 
revitalise the principles and practice of the Veh Den. This he 
does by treating of a large number of problems, some perennial, 
some particular to the time; all are characterised in Zoroastrian 
thought as stemming from the fact of worldly existence (gumeziSn) 
in the state of getTg - i.e. the fact of opposition and strife of 
the heterogeneous forces of Ahreman against the creations of Ohrmazd. 
This duality is perceived in all aspects of life, personal, public 
and spiritual, and PRDd. deals with a range of which the principal 
ones are given in Table I below. The Actualities * of the creation 
appear in the left-hand column, the evil antitheses of each are to 
the right. Each chapter of PRDd. has one or more of these dualities 
as its explicit theme. In most cases the writer attempts to resolve 
the duality either explicity in doctrinal or ritual prescriptions 
from the orthodox tradition, or more allusively in legendary narrative, 
cosmological symbolism, or religious mythology. The idea of Resolution* 
is -used here in accordance with the Zoroastrian eschatological coneept 
wizariSn ‘resolution* of the present state of gumeziSn ‘mixture* of 
opposites in strife (netyaragdmandlh). These resolutions are given 
on the horizontal axis of the table; the numbers on the grid indicate 
the chapters in which a resolution is made. The table is not 
exhaustive of the contents of PRDd. but is an attempt to represent 
some major structures of thought.
Some examples are given here of the resolutions:
- Trade (and profit) is a wholesome activity, but its opposite, 
greed (and meanness), poses a problem; this is resolved by 
the giving of righteous charity (i.e. to a priest); ch. 42.2.
- Sexual relations in marriage are wholesome, but the menstrual 
processes of woman are heavily polluting: the problem is 
resolved by a purity code and by the procreation of children - 
a productive a doubly meritorious act (because it is a means 
of stopping menstruation); see ch.43«
15
Table I Resolutions of Dualities in Chapters of PRDd.
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- The Good Religion is opposed by Evil Religion and 
contamination and attrition from contact with the latter 
is difficult to avoid: xwedodah minimises such contact; 
ch. 8.
- Gospand are considered holy, but men eat their meat: 
righteousness resolves the problem, for the wicked suffer 
punishment for the sins of gospand that they eat; ch. 14.
Looked at in this way certain facts emerge which are not evident 
from a study of the ‘subjects* dealt with in PRDd. chapter by chapter. 
The author is concerned,in nearly all cases, less with descriptions 
of rites and rituals, or with priestly memorabilia, rather than to 
apply these normative resolutions to Zoroastrian problems. The five 
dominant resolutions are (in order of their emphasis):righteousness, 
practical observance, retribution and reward, wisdom, eschatological 
optimism. In the notes to the present work an attempt has been made 
to place the contents of PRDd. into the context of Zoroastrian 
tradition by comparing them with earlier and later sources. Here 
it is intended only to point out certain features of the text which 
corroborate the general assumptions made thus far.
PRDd. has no prefatory or introductory section, and like e.g. 
the £>ayist ne Tavist. its author is not named. Chapter 1 begins 
after a brief dedicatory formula (which possibly reflects the Muslim 
Bismillah). As Christensen pointed out1, the Rivayat preoeding the 
Dadestan l Denig has its own opening and closing formulas, as does 
that following the Dadestan i Denlg. and *Lt would seem most reasonable 
to regard them as two independent texts*. The styles of chs. 63-65 
are all within the range displayed by the author of the preceding 
Rivayat and the details of ch. 65 do not contradict anything said on 
the same subject in chs. 45 and 46.6-7. The enclosing formulas may 
be a later addition and therefore signify little in respect of the 
composition.
With the same skill with which he analysed the mss. tradition 
of PRDd., Mirza argued that the text is both compiled from a 
comprehensive work or works, and that its origin fcannot be traced 
to any of the Pahlavi works now extant*^. As Mirza also correctly 
observed PRDd. is placed in the mss. with works by authors from one
i. In the Introduction to his facsimile edition of K35» p.6.
j. P. 2.
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well-known family of learned priests and it is likely that a member 
of the family might have compiled this Rivavat* . It is also possible 
then that chs. 63-65 were placed after the Dade stain i Denig to enclose, 
so to speak, the illustrious text to ensure its safe keeping in the 
mss.
The correspondences with other texts are indicated below in the
notes to the chs. in this work. In general this text is valuable for
the more extensive treatment it gives to themes found elsewhere in the
Pahlavi books, e.g. the legend of KriSasp, the care of fire, the
Creation, the conversion of Wi&tasp, eschatology etc. There are signs
throughout that the material is not merely *a late compilation*^,
but has been retold, if not recomposed, for a contemporary audience by
a single author. Such a writer remains in the background, and although
he may have been a priest of high standing in his community, he does
not answer on his own authority but on that of scripture and tradition.
The only personal references are rare, such as in ch. 9.1s
dar gn ku kirbag T yaziSn £iyon dahem u-m az abestag 
paydagenid tuwan pad gokan nibesem, ud az han 1 kamist 
leunem
"This chapter, where I write in detail, as I know and can 
explain from the Avesta, about the merit of worship, and 
about those which minimally I perform." (cf. 11.11;12.2; 
37.a.10).
Ohrmazd and ZarduSt are the main protagonists, introduced by one of
several standard formulas;
ZarduSt /gn-iz7 pursld /az be Qhrmazd7 ku (l;2;6;8.f., etc.) 
u—S en-iz " " " " " (3;8.j)
ZarduSt,/be 0 Ohngazd/ guft ku (8.0;23:56;48 )
Ohrmazd /en-iz7 /be ZarduSt/ guft kg.
Alternatively reference to scripture is made in a formula such as:
en-iz a paydag ku (most common), or variants including the 
words abestag or den
In a few cases a third type of introductory formula is used which
appeals not to scriptural tradition but, it would seem, to priestly
custom. It is a curious fact that the group of chapters 24-34 all
begin with the formula en-iz paydag ku (or variant) and that these
are the chs. which were reproduced en bloc in NP in Sad Par BundahiSn.
(chs.24-34 “ all except 31 and 34 in this group in PRDd. are short).
k. P.22
1. West, SBE XXVIII, xv, 415(and Mirza p.2).
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In addition to having recourse to the authority of Ohrmazd, 
the Prophet and the scriptures (which often reflects a knowledge 
of parts of the Avesta which are now lost), the writer employs 
various other narrative and pedagogic techniques. There are 
several notable instances of legendary figures, who are introduced 
to illustrate the subject under discussion: * Yim and Yimag in ch. 8 
on xwedodah; Kridasp in ch. 18 on Fire; Yim in ch.31 on confession, 
etc. These also are the most notable examples of legendary heroes 
who are distinguished by their anomalous status in respect of the 
religious judgement upon them (in contrast to their great popularity 
in the national folk tradition). Eventually they are forgiven for 
their transgressions, either actually or virtually: in ch. 31 Yim is 
allocated to Hammistagah, as is Kridasp also, one assumes, in ch. 18 
(see 18.f.30, 31 )• In respect of these heroes a narrative technique 
used to great affect is the 1 imagined* dialogue*, drawn from religious 
mythology, in which the problem is presented imaginatively for 
resolution. Four examples are:
the complaint of gospand to Ohrmazd (14)
the complaint of fire to Ohrmazd and the amahraspands (l8.d.3ff*) 
the curses of the ox, horse, and Horn against wicked men (26) 
the complaint of fire to Ohrmazd (46.30-33)-
Other examples of this technique occur in 10.d.2; 13-a.8j 16.a.4; 20; 46.
The great variety of subjects in this text is matched by the
range of styles so that there are examples here of every kind of
Pahlavi text (excluding the worst excesses of Dd. or of Dk.). The
writer frequently uses the long formulaic structure of listing items
which clearly has mnemonic advantages in an oral tradition but which
is tedious in texts (cf. Yd,). Indeed it is for those subjects which
are of more interest to priestly minds that this style is used:
the eight types of ill-treatment of fires (l8.d.8ff.) 
on collecting different fires (l8.e.6-20; 34-b.2-15) 
merits of reciting adam vohu (27).
In several chapters this priestly formulaic style of recording detailed
matters is borrowed for other purposes, in combination with a running
narrative. 18.f.1ff. is a good example of an epic, poetic narrative
punctuated frequently by the reiteration:
ud ohrmazd guft ku : *be est, ruwan I kridasp.
81 -m zidt pad 8adm he, le-t ataxd 1 man pus ozad. 
u-t pahrez ne kard (93>.4»8,15»19>24)
"And Ohrmazd said : *Stand away 0 soul of Kridasp, 
for you are hateful in my sight, because my son Fire was
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extinguished by you, and you did not take care of him*"1.
(cf. ch. 46.4, 5, 11 etc.; ch.47 /4§7.16,18,20; but cf.
47/46/. 20,21).
The formulaic presentation of material sometimes serves to reinforce 
doctrines:
- in ch.23 the narrative of the righteous souls procession 
to Heaven (SS.1—17) is closely parallel to that of the 
wicked soul*s journey to Hell (SS.I8-36; cf.28.b.1,c.1).
- in ch.48_the accounts of the millennia of HuSedar,
HuSedarmah and So&yans are parallel even in details; the 
impression is given of a gradual, but inevitable process,
in keeping with a prevailing mood of eschatological progress, 
(cf. 48.89,98).
- in many passages the dualism that pervades all this world 
is well represented in an expressive technique wherein the 
writer lists the best and worst things, e.g. 10.1.1.where 
Ohrmazed says; -m panj di5 en nektar dad, and in 10.1.2 
-m panj Si§ en ziStar did, giving descriptions of each in 
Turn, (tif. 8.c. 1; 13.a.8ff.; 13.b. 1C ; l6.b.3,4ff., 8f.; 52.)
Both in the more obvious examples cited above and in other more subtle
usages, the style and form of expression is integral to the resolution
of the problems.111 It is,however, also necessary to see that the wide
variety of subjects and styles discloses a.consistent Zoroastrian
identity which in ideal form embodies all the resolutions of the text.
This identity is apparent if one looks beyond the subject matter and
beyond the format to the religious imperative which underlies both. An
example is the pair of chapters 21 and 22. In stark contrast to the
almost tedious enumerations of merit to be gained from killing obnoxious
creatures of this getTg world in ch. 21, ch. 22 is a brief and poetic
expression of the omniscience of Ohrmazd, the ideal and hope of
Zoroastrians for the menog world. Nowhere, then, would the text
appear to be more miscellaneous. In ch.21 the xrafstars of Ahreman
plague the getig world, and man's ugly duty is to control their numbers
until, eventually, the world will be rid of them. Thus the particular
consideration of each instance and its merit reflects the tenacity man
must maintain in this obligation. Ch.22 speaks of an altogether
different spiritual level, but again it is noteworthy that particularity
is the essence of the divine knowledge. Specially significant is that
the example of mixed liquids (the milk of mothers, water, etc.) reflects
the condition of gumezisn 'mixture* in this world. This is not, then,
a simile of Ohrmazd*s knowledge. It is an example of his omniscience,
and thus the chapter expresses the eschatological optimism that is a
m. See below e.g. ch. 3 n.1.
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central feature of the religion, i.e. that God will unmix this fmixed* 
world. The endeavour of the righteous man in ch. 21, and the hope 
expressed in ch. 22 axe thus seen to be essentially the same.
As one scholar has observed in a survey of Pahlavi literature, 
by a comparison of PRDd. with the NP Sd.Bd. *Some idea may be gained 
of the excellence of this Pahlavi text*n. The following table gives 
the principal correspondences between PRDd., Sd.Bd., and Sad Par Nasr 
Table II
PRDd. Sd.Bd. Sd.N.
10m 75.1-2
11.1-3 89
14 54.21-24, 38-41
17.c 54.13-14
18.d 54
18.f 20
21.a 23 43
23 99
24-34 24-34
27 27 80
36 30
36 36
42 38
48 35
Amongst the longer chapters of PRDd., 18.f is most faithfully rendered
in Sd.Bd.. in ch. 20. Yet it is a paraphrase which is prolix where
PRDd. is terse, and foreshortened where PRDd. is most poetic. It is
in such epic narratives, especially in describing the titanic feats
of heroes, that PRDd. is most eloquent. An example is this brief
description which is omitted in Sd.Bd.:
ud hamag mardomah az xwarm *guhravehld hein. 
ud axist hem ud harw gam hazar gam be .Tast hem
ud hah I az nay l man be .last harw Se-8 uahikaft
a-8 atax8 andar obast.be o zreh ^ud hem 
u-m awe San abaz awurd hend 
u-m gandarw grift ud ozad
"And I was wakened from sleep by everyone,
And I rose and I sprang forward a thousand steps
for every step
n. P. J. de Menasce, * Zoroastrian Pahlavi Writings1, Cambridge History 
of Iran 3 (2), p.1187.
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And everything that was struck hy that which leapt
from (under) my foot 
Burst into flames, I went to the sea 
And I brought them back,
And I seized Gandarw and slew him,”
(I8.f.13)
Similarly in 18.f.17 there is a hyperbole of titanic might which is
omitted in Sd.Bd.
. ° .u-m pad zang be zad hend 
awe&an 5bast hind ~ 
u-san kof 1 pad zamTg Skast
"...and I struck them on the ankles, 
they fell down
and smashed the mountains on the earth."
(Cf. Sd.Bd. 20.27 va man ba is an karezar kardan va har haft ra be-kostam.
"And I struggled with them and I killed all seven (of them)".)
The difficulty of the Pahlavi language has often, it would seem,
made its literature appear less than attractive. Writing on Zoroastrian
literature in the Muslim era, one scholar has said :
"If it presents very few ’literary* features, it is at 
least superior to the literature of the preceding period... 
in that it reveals the workings of a certain line of 
thought. Though lacking in aesthetic merit, it is not 
without interest for the history of philosophical and 
theological speculation, at the very period when 
Islamic thought was in full spate."
This judgement seems harsh. Perhaps the writer had not read PRDd, (he
does not mention it in his essay). The author of PRDd. is most eloquent
when he himself is most moved. Ch. 48 is a fine example of extended
narrative conceived so that the heroic epic style of e.g. 18.f coincides
with the vistas of eschatological optimism he seeks to convey in ch.48;
indeed chs.46-49 all contain elements in which the epic tradition of
Sasanian narrative poetry is reflected. In the work generally there
are several good examples of similes which are worthy of a poet, but
serve the purposes of the priest:
wehdenih a-df kirbag en meh ka gired, ku ya§t be kuned, 
a-g hah yagt hamgg winah edon az bun be bared ud be robed, 
Eivon wad-ew tez ud Skeft, ka abar daSt-ew be Sawed 
ud be robed ud be bared, ud han-iz yagt mwah i merag 
edon as wiireh p£k-.be, kmied
"(As regards) the Good Religion, then, this (is) the 
greatest virtue of it, when one accepts it, so that one 
performs worship, then that worship removes and sweeps
o. tZoroastrian Literature after the Muslim Conquest*, CHI 4> 544
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away all sin from one*s account, like a swift and strong 
wind when it "blows over a plain and sweeps and bears away.
And likewise indeed that worship makes the man*s soul pure 
from sin. '1 (ch.7#5)
ke dron-ew be yazed, *a-s *tanapuhl-ew kirbag
u-& abdih ud nerbzgarih ud oz ud taglglh
edon ast ku meriog T dron ka xwarsed andar Sawed
ud ahreman az du§ox, ud dewan pad marag
gjyon bu§ l asp mumjeniin I gehan ray pad geKan be ayend
"Whoever celebrates a Dr on. then it is) one tanapuhl merit
for him,
and its wondrousness and victoriousness and power and strength 
are so great that the Spirit of the Dr on. when the sun goes in,
and Ahreman comes out from Hell to the world, and the dews
in numbers
like the (hairs in the) mane of a horse, for the destruction
of the world.” 
'(ch.9.2)
Some other vivid and extended similes are found in 18.b; 23.29; 25.4; 
48.77; and 48.87-8.
As will be indicated in the notes to the chapters, there are many 
correspondences between the contents of PRDd. and older texts, in 
Avestan and Pahlavi. It is to be acknowledged that although much of 
the text is clear, interesting and resounds with religious authority, 
some parts of it are slightly obscure, especially when they are masked
in a convoluted syntax (e.g. 10.g; 49*3)* or deal with matters so
unfamiliar that, it seems, the copyists had little idea of what they 
were writing (e.g. 61.6; 63). There is no reason to doubt that the 
author of PRDd. was drawing on his knowledge of the Avesta and Zand 
when he claims to do so, though such sources often seem to be nasks 
of the Avesta which are no longer extant. There are many short 
passages in which it can be seen that the material is translated from 
Avestan, in which the word order sometimes reflects an original in a 
more highly inflected language (though there is virtually no Avestan 
quoted verbatim in PRDd.). One or two clear examples will suffice 
here:
gyag^ -ew paydag ku ohrmazd guft ku4m atax£ I warahran 
a-m arz ne guft ud agar-iS arz gowem a-§ hamag abadih. 
bun, ud hamag ahlavih navdagih bar, ud hamag apenag 
menog dim 1 getig estisn arz
The latter part of this sentence would be rendered more typically in
the Pahlavi of PRDd. thus:
a-S bun I hamag abadih ud bar 1 paydagih I hamag ahlayih 
ud arz 1 gsti&n 1 hamag dam 1 getig I spenag mgnOg
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"Then it is the basis of all prosperity, and the fruit 
of the manifestation of all righteousness and the value 
of the existence of all the material creation of the 
Holy Spirit,11 (ch.18.h)-
Sometimes explanatory glosses accompany such older language:
ka a&ma ne had ataxS kardar
(ku atax§ az-iS ne Saved weXt)
hah asma had adursog
(ku ka-s abar nihend a fraz *wax£ed).
"Since you will not be makers of fire
(that is, it will not be possible to separate fire from them) 
may you be the fuel of the fire
(that when they put (you) on to it, then it will blaze up)",
(ch.46.29)
Most common is the old apposition denoting a genitive relationship 
(in place of the later izafe). e.g. ahreman xrafstarah "the xrafstars 
of Ahreman" (21,b.l) and :
hagriz az xrafstarah i ahreman daman 
ziStar ud reinantar az hah rie did
"uglier and filthier than any of the xraf stars, 
the miscreations of Ahreman, which he had ever seen".
(oh.23.23)
For other examples see 13*a.2, 6, 7» 9$ 10; 17#d,14; 18.e.17f 18; 31*k*1 
34.b.3; 45? 46,7} and especially
be o wahist ud garodmah ud wenisn i ohrmazd 
ud amahraspandan mihr arzanigih bawedo
"there will be worthiness of going to Heaven 
and Garodman and of beholding Ohrmazd and of 
the love of the amahraspands", (36.14)
As well as linguistic archaisms there are several instances of 
subject matter which would have been similarly anachronistic in the 10th 
10th century under Muslim rule. Ch. 15*a.5f. mentions the practice of 
beheading margarzan sinners: this would have been possible only when
the Zoroastrian church was supported by the Sasanian judicial system, 
and was not enforcible for the same crimes and punishments by the 
Muslim authorities. The emphasis upon ’spiritual beheading* in PRDd. 
ch. 15 may represent a way of compensating for actual punishment of 
capital offences. It is doubtful also that in this period 
Zoroastrians would have been able to own slaves as they had in former 
times. The mention of slaves in 34.c.2 has a virtually rhetorical
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function (see Commentary ch.34#n,6, and cf. ch.30). Similarly, 
references to oppressive lords and rulers (17.c, 40.2) and foreign 
enemies, appear to hark hack to Sasanian times; in fact, they serve 
as illusions to the problems of the day^. Nowhere in the text is 
anything Muslim mentioned by name - for this would be to invite 
persecution - yet the writer emphasises the stark polarity of 
Weh PenTh and Agdenih throughout • Apostasy from Zoroastrianism to 
another faith (dad 1 dudigar) is a margarzah offence because the 
other faith is bad (dad 1 wad 7*2)# Both here, and at the 
beginning of the next chapter, on xwedodah. it is said that a 
non-Zoroastrian may convert to the Good Religion, indeed it is 
the greatest virtue he is capable of as an infidel (agden-e kirbag 
eh meh 8.a.l). The term agden clearly refers to the Muslim, In 
ch, 33$ as elsewhere, druwand •wicked* seems to be a familiar way 
of referring to Muslims, and the chapter hints at the strife and 
ill-will between the two religions. Presumably also anerah •non- 
Iranians* refers to Arabs, as in ch, 14.7» Zoroastrians must not 
trade in meat with * non-Iranian infidels* (anerah ud agdenan).
This section has clearly been appended to the rest of the chapter 
which deals with the more ancient problem of reconciling meat-eating 
with the sacredness of the gospand creation.
Abhorrence of contact with Muslims is an anxiety which pervades 
much of this text; it is expressed not only in terms of the explicit 
opposition Weh Ben - Agden. but also in many other of the dualities 
listed in Table I (h, i, k, m, p, q, u, x, y)?. The hardship which 
was imposed upon the Zoroastrian community by Islam only compounded
3?the difficulties of a world already under attack from evil • The 
resolution of the problems falls roughly into two types: 1) of
righteousness ( purity), 2) of eschatological hope. Both types of 
resolution put the evils of the day into a greater perspective,
i.e. of the traditional, religious world-view of Zoroastrianism, and 
thus urge the revitilisation of the tradition. Righteousness in all 
its forms (ritual, moral, spiritual etc.) serves to seal off the 
community from outside influence and thus to minimise the effects 
of oppression and scarcity. Eschatological hope is present at many 
levels of the text also, most explicitly in the long chapter 48,
p. See below ch.17» nc11. 
q. See esp. notes to ch.8. 
r. See below ch.13 n.5*
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but most succinctly in ch.49* 18 which announces the restoration and 
triumph of the Good Religion in EranSahr. Both types of resolution 
are summarised and symbolised in what is for this text a locus 
classicus of religious mythology, viz the well-known address of 
Ohrmazd to the fravaSis:
ohrmazd i xwaday awes an frawahr pad en do cis hunsand 
kard hend. ewag hah ka-& guft ku: "kirbagjkie a§ma 
kuned. a-tan mizd ud padasn wes dahent1 ud ewag hah ka 
guft kus<!-tih mard hah be brehenem -pad hah gah ke asma 
az hah ariagih be bozed: ov ke-s yazdah hah Z abayed 
pad-is paydag ku tan az han kar be bared, pad hah cis 
winahgar bawed"
"Those frava&is were satisfied by Lord Ohrmazd with 
these two things; one (was) that, when he said:
'For the good deeds which you perform, then I shall 
give you more reward and recompense1 , and one was 
that, when he said: 'I shall fashion for you in that 
time the man by whom you will be saved from that 
distress; when the needs of the yazads have been 
revealed through him, if you should turn yourselves 
away from those matters, you will be sinners thereby' 0
07.d.l4)
As old as this material may be, it has an immediate relevance for the 
10th century Zoroastrian priest. The religious tradition was 
suffering in two direct ways from the ascendancy of Islam,
1) conversion to the new faith, and as a result, from lack of support,
2) attrition and impoverishment of the priesthood. Since the text 
represents an attempt to counter these trends, the implication of 
nearly every chapter is that the layman should, in every way possible, 
support the religion through the priesthood. It happens that 
Zoroastrianism is par excellence both priestly in its spiritual 
practice and eschatological in its view of existence. These two 
characteristics are united in the righteous soul with special 
emphasis in PRDd. The soul is, of course, the locus of personal 
eschatological progress, but also, with all the other righteous 
souls, contributes to the bringing of Fra^egird in the world. The 
souls righteous progress is by good deeds, principally,. through 
religious services and righteous charity.(ka radih fraronTha kunend, 
10.b.l), both of which serve to maintain the priesthood. In all 
cases the writer makes his point through orthodox religious doctrine, 
and never baldly through plain command or exhortation (see e.g. 8.C.1,
h.1; 16.a.1; 18; 39*b.3)« The priest is called here the'righteous 
man* mard l ahlaw: care of the sacred fire is the religious duty of
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the priesthood (I8.b.20), but care of the priesthood is correspondingly 
the responsibility of the lay community. The subject of charity to 
priests is given special attention in ch. 10. Merit is even described 
in the ’coinage* of charity to priests, e.g. 16.a.1s
gahSmbar ray pavdag ku ka be sazedf vazed xwared 
ud rSdiha ud rastiha dahed. a-S kirbag ed5n bawed 
Sivon ka-§ hazar me§ I zadag ke-g warrag abag pad 
dahiSn i ahlawdad be o mard 1 ahlav dad he
’’Concerning the Gahambar it is revealed that when 
(a man) prepares, celebrates, consumes, and gives 
(to others) charitably and sincerely, then the merit 
for him will be such as if he had offered a thousand 
ewes with their lambs as a righteous gift to a priest”.
As if to show how maintenance of the priesthood is integral to the 
progress both of the soul and of the eschatological realisation, it 
is said that ZarduSt was Mowbadan Mowbad (47*21, presumably the first), 
and Sosyans will also have that office (48.49* presumably the last).
The priest is both alpha and omega of Zoroastrian religious history.
It seems that the most important consideration in Zoroastrian 
life is the gaining of merit. Retribution arid punishment are 
incurred largely through sins of commission and ommission with regard 
to the code of ritual, services, purity, and moral rectitude, all of 
which are best represented in the life and practice of the priest. 
Unless, however, one has committed a margarzah sin, one can oneself 
work for personal salvation, for Zoroastrianism does not have a 
doctrine of Original Sin (N.B. SoSyans comes to save the world, 
not individual souls who must chose their own destiny). Apart from 
supporting the priesthood, the greatest meritorious act is, 
according to ch. 27, that of reciting the mat hr a again vohu:
ka-g dadestah edon bawed ka han again vohu-ew 
/gowed/ be az *du§oxih be o hammistaganlh rased. 
agS._haji.az. harw Ci§ arzomandtar.
”If the judgement is such for him (i.e. that he must 
go to Hell), when /h.e recites/ an agam vohu he will 
come out of Hell to Hammi stagSn. then that is more 
valuable for him than all other things”. (27.12)
According to this doctrine, then, with righteousness (a|a) all things 
are possible. Certain other religious acts are similarly effective 
in opposing evilj confession (the example of Yim in ch.31); contrite 
repentance (KriSasp in ch,18); xwedgdah (in ch.8); worship (in ch.17*d).
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In each case the resolution is primarily normative. overriding petty
considerations, and is thus expressive of Zoroastrian ideals and
aspirations towards the restoration of the Good Religion and the
destruction of evil. Performance of worship is the most fundamental
of religious acts recommended here. The term yazi^n denotes worship
of Ohrmazd and the yazads generally (see e.g. 17.d. 1—3). The term
yaSt is also used (see e.g. 7*5> also called ya§t I nabar in 7*6,
17.a.Iff., etc.) to denote the primary act of allegiance to the Weh
D5n, i.e. the initiatory rite:
wehdenih a-g kirbag *en meh* ka girSd. 
ku vagt he kuned. a-g han yagt hamag 
winah edon az bun he bargd ud be rob§d 
- (As regards) the Good Religion, then this 
(is) the greatest virtue of it, when one 
accepts it so that one performs worship, 
then that worship removes and sweeps away 
all sin from one’s account". (7*5? cf.8.i.1; 9*10).
Thus it appears that in spite of the difficulties of the 
contemporary conditions in Iran the author of PRDd. remains true to 
an optimism which is more than merely other-worldly; as M. Mole said 
generally of religion in the Pahlavi hooks:
"le salut qu’il preche n ’est pas uniquement spirituel, 
ce sera l’epanouissement de la view telle que nous 
la connaissons ici-bas, mais transformed et transfiguree, 
liberee des liens de la mort et des servitudes qui 
pesent sur elle actuellement".
In PRDd., as elsewhere, the concept of the getig world is, as the same 
scholar observed "(dans les ecrits pehlevis) a la fois plus souple et 
plus nuancee que ce qu'on affirme d’habitude". The fact of mortality 
(as opposed to the observances surrounding death) is faced with a 
straightforwardness more usually associated with handarz texts. 
According to PRDd., death is inevitable in this present world (andar 
gehah ch.5)> and thus the body is secondary to the soul in the 
religious endeavour (ch.10.a.2; 29.4). The righteous at first feel 
pain of separation from the body in Heaven, and are, so to speak 
weaned from it with celestial food (23*15* 17)? it is made clear, 
though, that they achieve a happiness unknown in the getig state 
(23.3-5)* On the other hand only the immortal part of man is capable 
of such happiness and in this world, of mortal men even ZarduSt must
s. M. Mole,'Un asc^tisme moral dans les livres pehlevis?’, RHR CLV 
(1959), 189. 
t. ibid., 147
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be disappointed in his hope for immortality here and now (ch.36.6); 
only when evil has been banished can this world become immortal (47*73- 
100). Thus it is taught that progeny and increase are better in this 
getig state (36.13) and religious knowledge, righteousness and 
worthiness of Heaven (36.14). The body is tended as sacred in life, 
in which virtuousness (hunarawandih) is to be preserved by excluding 
the demons Greed,Wrath,Lust and Disgrace (62.10). To achieve this 
the practice of xwedodah is recommended (8.1.1), and the cultivation 
of spiritual virtues (ch.62). Moderation is the touchstone of the 
religious philosophy throughout:
paymahigrh hah bawed ke harw cis be o* paymah handazed, 
kd wSs ud kam andar ne abayed ce harw xlr bowandaglh 
•paymah
"moderation is he who plans everything according to 
the measure, so that more and less should not be therein, 
for the right measure is the completeness of everything".
(62.18).
However there is a zeal b o m  of righteousness in which excess is 
recommended, and this is at the heart of the Pahlavi Rivayat and all 
Zoroastrian orthodoxy, as the handarz is concluded:
be han cis ke paymanlglh nest: danagih, dostih ud kirbag
"except those things in which there is no need for 
moderation: knowledge, love and good deeds", (loc.cit.).
*  *  *  *
The four manuscripts used by Dhabhar in his edition of PRDd..
are described in his Introduction, pp.12-15, and also by West in
the introductions to his translations of the BundahiSn and Dadestan 
1 DenTg and in GIP lib, p. 103. H.K. Mirza used two additional mss.
.^s does the present write^, K35 and 10; he devoted more than half 
of his Introduction to a detailed analysis of the relationship 
between all of the mss., and for this reason the present writer 
will not repeat the process but will summarise the main points of 
the earlier scholar*s laborious inquiry. Pirst, however, a brief
synopsis of each of the mss. is desirable:
BK is described by Dhabhar on p. 12 of his edition. It has 
a colophon dated Roz Asman Mah Amur dad A.Y 941, which, as West says 
(SBE XVIII, xvi), corresponds to 19th March, 1572. Though Dhabhar 
says it was written then (loc. cit.). West explains that the colophon
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may have been copied from K35, from which BK descends, along with 
the scribe1 s name Marzabah FrSdon Vahram Rustam Shahmardan Ben-hayyar, 
and that the colophon of BK has been lost with the last folio of that 
ms.
J was described by West in SBE XVIII, xviif, and by Bhabhar, 
op.cit.. 13. Bhabhar says that the oldest part of this ms. (to Ep.
Man. I.vii.4) is dated A.Y. 1188 (i.e. A.B. 1818, West, loc. cit.).
Both scholars note that the rest is a still more recent copy.
MR was copied by Bastur Erachji Sorabji Meherji Rana from BK 
and TB in A.Y. 1241-2, A.B. 1872, (see West, SBE V, xxxiii, xlix;
SVIII, xvif; Bhabhar, op.cit. 13).
MR1 was copied by the same Bastur in A.Y. 12 36, A.B. 1867,
"from a copy (undated) of the late Ervad Minocherji Jamaspji Vacha"
(Bhabhar, op.cit.,14).
K35 was described by West in SBE XVIII, xv f. and GIP lib, 
p. 102ff. It was published in a facsimile edition by A. Christensen 
in 1934, who described the ms. in his Introduction, p.5. The first 
71 folios of the ms. are lost; fols. 72r., 1.1-99r., 1.10 contain 
the text of FRBd. p.146.3-200 (in B.*s ed.), i.e. from ch. 48»S28 
to the end of the text preceding Bd. All of the 92 pursi^n of Dd. 
follow, after which, from fols. 202v. 1.12 to 206r, follow the 
three short texts called chs. 63-5 in B.fs ed. As stated above, 
the date of this ms. may be that recorded in the colophon in BK.
10 is a ms. of 33 folios (referred to - but not used by - 
Bhabhar, op.cit.. 15)* It is ms. no. CCXXVIII of "the Catalogue 
of Two Collections of Persian and Arabic Manuscripts preserved in 
the India Office Library", compiled by E. Benison Ross and E.G.
Browne, London, 1902. This ms., obviously, is only a fragment of 
PRDd.
The findings of Mirza’s analysis are summarised below, 
with references to the paragraphs of his Introduction:
§24------ In BK the text of PRDd. 1.1-42.5 (pp. in B. »s ed.) has
been added later on. It is referred to as BKa. The original 
remainder of BK is termed BKb.
In MR1 ■, PRDd. 1,1—42.17 has been added latterly (copied 
from BKa). It is called MR1a. Similarly, in J PRDd. 1.1-30.5 
(after which some folios are missing) was added later on; 
it is called Ja.
§25——— —  MR1b contains PRDd.42.17—end, copied from a defective, undated 
codex called MJ, described by West, SEE XVIII, xvii, with n.1; 
GIP lib, p.102.
§26——— —  The text of one folio (PRDd. 172.10-174* 14) which was lacking 
was copied from BKb and is called MR1c.
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§29------ BKa, MR1a, Ja have several mistakes in common, but
§50------ Ja is not a copy of BKa,
§31------- nor vice versa.
§32------ BKa and Ja descend from a common source, but
§33------ BKa and Ja are not copies of 10, nor vice versa.
§34------  MR1a was copied from BKa (or, as Bhabhar says, from a copy
of BKa -see B.fs ed., p. 14)#
§37------ BKb was copied from K35»
BKa and BKb transcribe several Pahl. words into HP, which 
K35 never does (MR1a and MR1b always give these words in 
HP too,S35)* BKa and BKb were written by the same scribe.
§39------ BKa was compared with Ja, and both were corrected from the
comparison before MR1a was copied from BKa (in 1867).
However, MR1a sometimes gives the ,uncorrected' text of BKa.
§§41-3---  Mirza corroborates West*s statement (SBE XVIII. xvi; V, xlix)
that BKb is a copy of K35*
§§45”6— - MR1b and Jb are closely connected but they are independent
of one another. They represent a group of mss. distinct 
from that represented by BKb. Jb was compared with BKb.
§47------  10 is not a fragment of K35*
§48------ 10 is related to BKb (but is not a copy of it, S49) and.
hence to its original, K35, but
§51------ 10 is independent of either of them.
§52------ MR was copied from BK and K35* But in BKb ch. 62 is lacking
and MR has it from TB.
6§54-6---  The mss. fall into three distinct, mutually independent
groups:
1)10, K35, BKb, MR 2) MR1b, Jb 3)BKa, MR1a, Ja.
§38------ None of the mss. descends from the original ms. of the author.
All the mss. descend from a defective ms. of a final redactor.
Based upon the above findings and also Mirza *s diagram (p.21) the
relationship of the mss. may be drawn as in the diagram below:
unbroken vortical llnca  ^"copied from,.."; broken vertical lines- "unknown descent from...": horizontal lines ^''related to,
X
ms. of final redactor (undated)
BKa 
(undated) 
pp. 1-4?!. 5
Cop
MR la 
(1067) 
pp.1-42.17
(un dl?ed) 
pp.16.1-10.2
27.3-29.11
72.5-151.13
(1572?)
p p .146 .3-200  
201-210
BKb 
(undated) 
pp.42.5-end
■RRIc
(undated)
pp.172. 10-
174.14
TD 
(c.15301
MJ
[undated) 
pp.42.17-end
i ‘ MR 
'(1872)
jt
(post 1841 
pre 1867) 
pp.42.17-end
KRIb 
(1867) 
pp.42.7-end excl. 
text of MR1c
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The system of transliteration and transcription adopted in this thesis 
follows that recommended hy D.N. Mackenzie in his *Notes on the 
Transcription of Pahlavi*, BSOAS 30, (1967), 17-29, and in A Concise 
Pahlavi Dictionary. Oxford University Press (1971)• The only differences 
from Prof. Mackenzie*s system are in a few of the conventions of 
transliteration^
ideographic he is rendered by H (not E)
ideographic cayin I is rendered by r (not 0) 
in ideograms/lranian words het jo is rendered by x/h (not H/h) 
in ideograms/lranian words *alep jl> is rendered by */* (not A/J). 
Corrupt letters are indicated in ideograms by underlining.
Generally the text of BK is regarded as most dependable except where 
K35 can be consulted for better readings. ME1, J, etc. often appear to 
have been * improved* in copying with glosses and omissions, but occasionally 
have better readings. The Pahlavi script is,as always, very often ambiguous 
in PRDd. Some Pahlavi letters are repeatedly confused with one another; 
(ft/g/y) with 9(k) andJj('/h) and \(b) and I (w); *^(m) with (mn/H/MN); 
s) with
The izafe J (ZY/i) and the conjunction I (w/ud) are often added or omitted 
by the copyists erroneously; the present writer has exercised a certain 
licence to "edit in"(or out) these two words. In the mss. a number of letters 
are often added or omitted, and these *loose1 letters always have to be 
borne in mind when one attempts to read a difficult word:
Jll is often prefixed before a word (e.g. 3*5)
I is often inserted in the middle of a word (passim)
^ is often duplicated, is often reduced to J 
1 is often added to end of word in multiples, e.g.
9 is often added at end of a word.
are often omitted from ends of words.
The many confusions of words in this text result mainly from the 
ideographic element in the language; the corruptions arise from two 
principal types of error (or from a combination of both);
1) error in reading - copyist writes an orthographically similar word
2) error in hearing - copyist writes a homophone.
With hardly an exception,the principal errors of the first type are all 
in ideograms. Copyists had far less trouble in reading Iranian spellings. 
Deducing the original text now is easier from the second type of mistake.
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The following is a list of examples of the commoner mistakes which occur 
in the mss, 5 they are listed according to type as given above:
1) orthographic confusions (many occur vice versa)
M  is mistakenly written *7K e.g.9.15
juu 2®  1 15.d.1
JUI X3) " " 10.b,3
’YKs’rf " " HHtCF’Ps'n ' 10.q
A\y> i-i " " !=1 passim
bnpSh " " ^*oytNP§H 1 18.f.30
-f P YWM " " ttfKSE 1 7.2
znh n n 7.2
1 W " 11 J\ «D 1 2.4
at *D M " it 48.23
it *L " M 3* wl * 17.d.10
as zk§ " •• zy| f 37.a.3
5) nc n 1 1 0 0  l»t ' 8.a.1
(tf MN 11 11 ) U f 5^ n ' 8.a.1
" m ffrM 1 5
M  " " f V i M  ' 3.2
MH MN " 11 JMTm 1 8.a.7
HtOQl cygwn " M MO PWN ' 8.d.9
^ W n !  " " >Yli^>,wb,n; 1 17.c
and the following verbal endings:
i -a " " ltO-yt» 8.C.3
-t; " " tfO-yt* 1 2.7
ji« _tj " " )|t* -tn' passim
IK* =tn  ^ " " a -d 1 15.a.5
and the following verbs:
PLXWNtn* 'foPUtob0 ,LFWNtn* !l 41.1
tt^H^I iXDWNt* ” iP/iKMt fBYDWNt * 1 18.f.6
llOttfCH? Y’TWNyt* " tt€3 SGYTWNyt1 1 13.a.1
2\Y*& YDBXWNd " YXSNNd ' I6.a.3
YKcYMWNvt1 " YXWWNyt* 1 21.b.2
A ! A W  YXBWNd ,f YXSNNd ' 10.1.1
attftfcana y x y t y w m  »• atHVU YXSNNd ' 23.14
JMYO YXWWNd " YXBWNd 1 11.11
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Some words are consistently written incorrectly, e. g.^38^ 1 si f o r ^ ^ hyhl; 
frstyt8 forftg}^ 3U>*styt1 viyu^an >symfn forj}Ugfru%sm»n: 
for I \Q blyhynyt1; i^^ jclSzl^ h for zlyh; KLB>n for
KLBT- rn; im\t6 mn§ny for niyn§n1; )X(KHJ§DYf n for W l H t O  5dY*~fn,
2) homophonic confusions
abar (QJM) is mistakenly written abag (LWTH) 8.d.5
any 1XRN) " " ban (ZK) 18.d.9
a-S (J-g) " " u^§ (»PS) 1.5
a-£ah (1-S,n) " " u-§an (,P§,n) 8.a.7
awe§an (xLH§*n) 11 oy I-San (CLH ZY§ah)8.g. 1
burdar (bwlt*l) " bradar (bl*t*l) 8.g.1
6i§ (MND«M) " " 5e-§ (MHS) 7.1
=1 (=l) " zlK fe) 11.8
edon (>ytwn*) 11 " ed (XN») 15.*b.1
en (2m) " =E (r l) 21 .a. 1
enya ( Jyny*) " " hah (h*n) 18.f.27
enya (*707*) " " any (»XRN) 18.f.25
ew (XD) " " ed (XN* ) 8.C.4
-Ig  (-yk) " M “ih (yh) 5.a
=ih (zyh) 11 £  (z y) 3.2
i-S (ZYs) M " u-| (*Ps) 8.e.6
ke (MHV) " " MI (TYK) 8.a.1
ku-'S (* YKs ) " 11 ka-i (*H I) 8.b.2
u-m ( a Rn) M M a-m (*-m) 11.11
xwast (B'YXWNt*) » xwast (PLXWNt1) 8.b.2
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TEXT
35
FWN Sm  ZY yzdt1 d'tgl 
pad nam i yazd dadgar
fin'dSn' ZY d't*l *whrmazd l'd'wmnd GDH'wmnd 
SnayiSn i dadar ohrmazd rayomand xwarrahomand
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Chapter I
(1) zltwhSt' ZNHc pwrsyt1 MN ’whrmzd ’YK plw’hl ZY 
’hlwb’n' *PWN MH zm’n*1 PWN m ’hm’nyh BR* gytyk Y ’TWNd
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt* ’YK ZK 10 YWM ZY plwltyk’n PWN 
lwck’l ZY NPSH *plwltyk’n2 M  ZY ’twr' BYRX sfjL 
hm’y ’MT-S’n' KN ycSn1 ‘BYDWNd W KRYTW[N]d
(3) ’MT ZK 5 YWM ZY g ’s’nyk BR’ YMYTWNyt1 PWN 
*BYRX3 ZY pltwm PWN 30 YWM l’st' ’-S m ,hy[k]’n'
BR’ d’lSn1 ’PS ’p ’ryk m ’hyk’n *plwltyn,i+ YWM YXSNNSn1 
’PS s ’ly[k] ’n PWN lwck’l ZY NPSH d’lSn'
(1+) ’MT L ’ pyt ’k *YK MH BYRX W MH YWM BR’ YMYTWNyt1 ’-S 
m ’hyk’n BYRX ’twr' ’PS lwck’l^ plwltyn*
(1) ZarduSt eniz pursld az Ohrmazd ku: "frawahr I
* — * — _ 
ahlawan pad Ce zaman pad mehmanih be getig ayend?"
(2) Ohrmazd guft ku: "han dah roz I frawardlgan, pad
—  -¥r _  —  _ ___ _ _ __________
rozgar 1 xweS, frawardlgan roz 1 adur mah sar, 
hame ka-San oh yaziSn kunend ud xwanend."
(3) ka han panj roz I gahanig be mired, pad
— — — — — — — mah 1 fradom pad sih roz rast a-9 mahigan
—  _  —  —  —  —  -jf _ _ _
be dariSn. u-S abarig mahigan, frawardin roz dariSn. 
u-S sallgan pad rozgar I xweS dariSn.
(1+) ka ne pay dag ku Ce mah ud Ce roz be mired, a-S
mahigan mah adur u-S rozgar frawardin.
1. Nyb. supplies the words PWN MH zm’n, which he suggests were 
lost through haplography, because of their resemblance to the
following PWN m ’hm’nyh. 2. MSS plwltyk. 3« MSS m ’hy’n.
1+. MSS plwltyk ’n 1. £. MSS ’p ’lwck’l.
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1.5-7
(£) ’MT m ’hyk’n pyt’k' * ’PS^ lwck’l L ’ pyt’k * ’-S^ m ’hyk’n 
ZK ZY pyt’k * ’PS6 lwck’l plwltyn' YWM
(6) ’MTS YWM pyt’k ’PS BYRX L ’ pyt’k ' * ’-S7 YWM ZK ZY 
pyt’k m ’hyk’n BYRX ’twr'
(7) ’MT ’ywl YD*YTWNyt1 ’YK8 [L’ ’twr' BYRX ’ywl * YD‘YTWNyt1 
’YK]8 L’ plwltyn’ YWM YMYTWNyt' ’-S BYRX ddw' W YWM 
wlhl’n ’ ’p ’yt1 d’Stn’
/• _» \ _ _ _ _ ¥r       _ _ _ _
) ka mahigan pay dag, u-S rozgar ne pay dag, a-S mahigan
    _ ■¥: _ _  _ _
han l paydag, u-S rozgar frawardin roz.
(6) kar-S roz pay dag, u-S mah ne pay dag, *a-S roz han I 
pay dag, mahigan mah adur.
(7) ka ewar daned ku [ne adur mah, ewar*daned
ku] ne frawardin roz mired, a-S mah dai ud roz 
warahran abayed daStan.
6. MSS ’-S 7* MSS ’PS 8. Lacking in the MSS; Dhabhar
restored L ’ ’twr1 BYRX ’ywl YD*TWNd ’YK on the authority of a 
late copy (MS no. 2k of D. Erachji Sorabji Meherji Rana’s 
collection in the Navsari Meherji Rana Library, pp. 2^ 3-251+) •
D. 1/2
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Chapter 2 2.1-3
(1) zltwhSt ZNHc MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt' ’YK h ’nk' ZY 
[XD] BB ’1 ’MTS ’ywk'XD BYN BR’ YMYTWNyt' ’ MH 
’p ’yt' krt'
(2) 2hwlSn' ZY s’htk' ZY BYN ZK h ’nk' ZY XD
BB’ hwlSn' ZY s’htk' ZY LXM’ W BSLY’ ZY pwhtk'
W hlyStk' W hwltyk W ZK ZY L ’ s’htk' ’-S 9 LYLY’
W BYEX *dlhn’d3 MH YXWWNyt'
(3) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ’MT PWN h ’myn' BYN h ’nk' ZY XD
BB’ BR’ YMYTWNyt' ’-S *D XD BYRX BR’ YXWWNyt'
’-S ’whS L’ ’p ’yt' * ZLWNtn' PWN zmst’n' *D 9 LYLY’
BR’ YXWWNyt' ’-S L ’ ’p ’yt' *ZLWNt'
(1) zarduSt en-iz az ohrmazd pursld ku: "xanag I D*2
[ew] dar ka-S ewag-ew andar he mired, a Ce
ahayed kard?
(2) "xwariSn I sax tag I andar han xanag I ew
dar —  xwariSn I saxtag I nan ud goSt 1 poxtag 
ud hriStag ud xwardlg —  ud han 1 ne saxtag, a-S no Sah 
ud mah drahnay Ce hawed?1'
(3) ohrmazd guft ku: "ka pad hamln andar xanag I ew D«3
dar he mired, a-S ta ew mah he hawed,
a-S awiS ne ahayed Sudan; pad zamestan ta no Sah 
he hawed, a^ -S ne ahayed Sud.
1. MSS h ’nk' BB*. 2. MSS have the evidently erroneous
interpolation: ’PS gwpt ’whrmzd ’YK before hwlSn'.
3. MSS dlhn ’ dk.
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»
2.1+-8
(h) hwlSn' ZY L’ s’ht' * ’styt' PWN h ’myn' ^*‘D *XD^
BYRX b[w]ndk BR’ YXWWNyt' PWN zmst’n' *D 9 LYLY’ 
b[w]ndk BR’ YXWWNyt' ’-S k ’l L’ plm’dSn ZK ZY s’htk' ’k ’l
(5) MNW BYN 9 LYLY’ W BYRX dlhn’d ’thS BYN *L h ’nk'
c
YBLWNd ’-S tn’pwhl-I vm’s ’MT BR’ ’plwcyt' [PWN] hmgyw’k 
tn’pwhl-I [W PWN ywdt' gyw’k' y ’t'"XD] 6
(6) 7MNW [MY’ ] 6 BYN *L h ’nk' YBLWNd ’-S plm’nXL8 wn’s 
’MT BR’ lycyt' PWN hmgyw’k [tn’pwhl-l] 6 W PWN ywdt' 
gyw’k' y ’t-XD
(7) KR’ MNW PWN k ’m-wc’l BYN **ZLWNyt'9 ’-S plm’nXD wn’s
(8) hwlSn'-XD s’htk' ZY BYN h ’nk' YBLWNd hm’k ’p ’ty’p
(U) "xwariSn I ne saxt "ested pad hamin ta ew
mah bowandag be bawed, pad zamestan ta no Bab
bowandag be bawed, a-S kar ne framayiSn; han I saxtag akar.
(5) "ke andar no Sab ud mah drahnay ataxS andar o xanag 
barend, a-S tanapuhl-e winah; ka be abrozed [pad] hamgyag 
tanapuhl-e [ud pad ^ud gyag yad-ewj.
(6) "ke [ ab] andar o xanag barend a-S framan-ew winah;
. ka be rezed pad hamgyag [tanapuhl-e], ud pad Jud
gyag yad-ew.
(7) "harw ke pad kam-wizar andar Sawed, a-S framan-ew winah.
(8) "xwariSn-ew saxtag i andar xanag barend hamag apadyab."
1+. MSS WXD. J; BK, MR^: hmwgyw’k. 6. Lacking in all
MSS. 7. MSS have ’MT BR’ lycyt hmgyw’k tn’pwhl-I PWN ywdt 
gyw’k 1 y ’t'XD before MNW; these words are evidently a mistaken
anticipation of the last part of the paragraph. If they are
omitted, g 6 becomes parallel in expression with g 5>.
8. BK, MR^ plm’n'ykXP; J plm’nyk. 9- MSS *ZLWNt.
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Chapter 3 3*1-5
(1) ’PS ZNHc pwrsyt' MN ’whrmzd ’YK GBR’ ’MT' [PWN] 
hm’k hnd’m wn’s *BYDWNx2 * ’-S^ ’n ’kyh *kt’l^ hnd’m 
L‘YN' YXMTWNyt'
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK XN’ I’d *MH3 BYN *Hn' *ZY^ ’NSWT’- ’n' 
hnd’m ZY ’wzw’n' ’k ’wmndtl ’ ’n BR’ *L ’wzw’n
L‘YN' YXMTWNyt'
(3) ’PS ZNHc pwrsyt' ’YK ’XL ^’YK YXMTWNyt'
(1+) ’PS gwpt' ’whrmzd ’YK ’XL BR’ *L LBBMH
YXMTWNyt' ’PS ’XL BR’ ‘ L * ’ Skmb' 6 YXMTWNyt'
(5>) ’PS prznd ZY *wnstk^ W zySt' hcS YLYDWNd
XN’ I’d *MH8 wn’s *BYDWNx2 ¥ krpk L’ *BYDWNx2
(1) u-S en-iz pursld az ohrmazd ku: "mard ka [pad] D.4
—  —  —  _  _  
hamag handam winah kuned, a^S anagih kadar handam
peS rased?"
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: "ed ray Ce andar tan i mardoman 
handam i uzwan arzomandtar, a an be o uzwan
peS rased."
(3) "u-S en-iz pursid ku: "pas ku rased?"
(U) u-S guft ohrmazd ku: ”pas be o dil
rased, u-S pas be o aSkamb rased.
(5) "u-S frazand 1 *winastag ud ziSt aziS zayend, 
ed ray Ce winah kuned ud kirbag ne kuned."
1. MSS _^ PS. 2. MSS ’kt’l. 3. MSS ’MT1 . 1+. BK, MR^
TWR’ZY; J tn'XD. £. MSS have ^ before ’YK. 6. MSS ’ySkmb'.
7. MSS nstk. 8. MSS have ’MT1 after MH.
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3.6-8
(6) ’MT ’NSWT’ k ’l ¥ krpk' ‘BYDWNx2 hcS’n' nywkyh 
kt’l hnd’m L‘y n ' YXMTWNyt'
(7) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK BR’ *L ’wzw’n L‘YN' YXMTWNyt'
XN’ I’d MH7 ’wzw’n MN hm’k hnd’m SPYL YXBWWNt'
YK*YMWNyt' ’PS ’XL BR’ *L LBBMH YXMTWNyt' ’PS
’XL BR’ [*L] * ’Skmb'^  lsyt' ’PS ’XL BR* *L hm’k tn 
YXMTWNyt'
(8) *PS prznd ZY plhht' W hwySk’l W d’tst’nyk W
hncmn'yk hcS YLYDWNd XN’ I’d MH krpk' ‘BYDWNx2
W wn’s L ’ ‘BYDWNx^
(6) "ka mardom kar ud kirbag kunend, aziSan neklh ^ 
kadar handam peS rased?"
(7) ohrmazd guft ku: "be o uzwan peS rased, 
ed ray Ce uzwan az hamag handam weh dad 
ested, u-S pas be o dil rased u-S
r _  1 *  _  _  _
pas be |_oJ aSkamb rased, u-S pas be o hamag tan 
rased.
(8) u-S frazand 1 frahixt ud xweSkar ud dadestanlg ud q 
han^amanlg aziS zayend ed ray Ce kirbag kuned
ud winah ne kuned."
.4
. 4 / 5
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Chapter U l*.l-2
(1) ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YK ’MT [’YS] BYN
*LKL BR’ *plypjrdj2 ’PS ’n ’kyh ZY LK YCBHN’t' 
krtn1 ZY *tngyh ZY hw’stk' ’ LK dwSmn XWH'-’t 
LK MRY’ LWTH ‘LH clpyh’ W d’tst’ngyh’ YMRRWN 
MH ’MT* MRY’ clpyh’ W d’tst’ngyh’ *YMRRWN^d£*
’-t'^ PWN d’tst’ngyh *LH SPYL twb’n' MXYTWNtn' W 
’ylhtn1 cygwn ’MTS PWN dyp’hlyh W dlwStyh 
LWTH YMRRWN^dj
(2) MH GBR’ ZY 1’st-B*YXWN ’MTS d’tst’n' l’dynyt'
W BYN d’tst’n 1 *l’dynytn' 7 W *gwptn'^ *mwstyh’^  glcyt1 
W d’tst’n ’h[w]kynyh’ l’dynyt1 ’-6 ZK ’g ’wmndtl^ cygwn
(1) ohrmazd be 5 zarduSt guft ku: "ka [kas] andar
y _  ^ .y. "H" _ __________ _ _
getig to be frebe, u-S anaglh I to kamad
— * _ _ — __ 
kardan—1 tangih 1 xwastag— a to duSmen had;
to saxwan abag oy Carblha ud dades tanaglha gow,
_ * _ _
Ce ka saxwan Carblha ud dadestanaglha goweh,
a-t pad dade stanaglh oy weh tuwan zadan ud
_ _ * _
eraxtan Ciyon ka-S pad debahnh ud druStih
abag goweh.
(2) Ce mard I rast-xwah, ka-S dadestin riyened
_ * _ _ _ * _ _  
ud andar dade s tan rayenidan ud guft an mustiha garzed,
ud dadestan ahogenlha rayened, a-S han agomandtar Ciyon
1. MSS written as one word. 2. MSS plsyp’h.
3. MSS tnngyh. i+. B.’s reading; MSS hmwh’. MSS ’twr.
6. M.’s reading; BK, MR, splyh; J zyplyh. 7« B.’s reading;
BK 1 ’dtnytn1; ME^, J l’dtytn*. 8. MSS gwpt'XL.
9. MSS MN st’h. 10. B. reads MSS ’Swmndtl. \
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’NSWT’ ZY Vt-hw’h11 *mdL2 d’tst’n hwp' l’dynyt' W 
’d*tyh BYN *‘LH13 k ’l d’lyt1 MH ZK ZY KDB’^ B*YXWN1^ 
wn’s MN Vb-hw’hSn’1  ^ZY ’YS byt’ ‘LH MN KR’
2 *KN16 YXWWNyt’ ’ywk’ MN hw’stk’ * ’pl17 bwtn’ ’ywk' 
MN Vt-hw’hfin’18 ZY ’YS
-X* -X-
mardom 1 wad-xwah ke dadestan xub rayened ud 
_
adadih andar oy kar dared; Ce han I dro-xwahiSn
_ ^  _ _ _ 
winah az wad-xwahiSn 1 kas bed; oy az harw
_
do oh bawed, ewag az xwastag appar budan, ewag
* _ 
az wad-xwahiSn 1 kas.
11. B.’s reading; MSS wt’hw’h. 12. M.’s emendation;
MSS ’MT. 13. MSS ^L. li+. M.’s reading; MSS B*YXWN’k.
V~>» BK, MR, wthwhSn’; J thwhSn’. 16. MSS *L.
17* M.’s reading; MSS w ’pl bwtn’. 18. M.’s emendation;
MSS wth’n ’.
h-2
D.5/6
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Chapter £
’whrmzd ZNHc BR’ [*L] zltwhSt' gwpt* ’YK BYN gyh’n ’YS L’ 
YXWWNyt' MNWS ZNH twb’n' krtn' ’YK *LH [*L] ’YS XN’ 
YMR[R]WNyt' ’YK LK KN zywndk L gw’hlyk' ZY LK BR’
‘ZLWNm IffiKR’ ’YS MN gytjrd^  BR’ ‘ZLWNyt' BR’ ZK 
MNW * ’hwS^ YXBWNt' *’styt' MNWc MN hm’k ’n ’kyh 
bwhtyt1 ’DYN'c *MN2 zlm’nyh BR’ L’ bwhtyt' MH zlm’n'
MN ’hlmn' BR’ ptglpt' ’YK PWN KR’ MNB*M PWN 
’pdwmyh KR’ ’YS BR’ ’psh[y]nm MN L *MNW3 zlm’nyh 
XWH'm BR* *LYKWNtn1 L’ twb’n' k ’l W krpk' ‘BYDWNd 
MH ZK MNWS ptS S’yt' YXWWNtn' lwb’n tn' PWN 
’yc ’dwynk' *L kwc' L ’ YXMTWNyt'
ohrmazd en-iz be o zarduSt guft ku: "andar gehan kas ne
bawed ke-S en tuwan kardan, ku oy [o] kas ed
go wed ku: H o  oh z Indag, man gohrlg I to be
Sawem*; Ce harw kas az getig be Sawed be han
ke ahoS dad ested. ke-z az hamag anaglh
boxted, eg-iz az zarmanlh be ne boxted; Ce zarman
az ahreman be padlrift ku: *pad harw CiS pad
_ _ _ _  x _ _ _
abdomih harw kas be abesihenem, az man, ke zarmanlh
horn, be wirextan ne tuwan’. kar ud kirbag kunend,
Ce han ke-S padiS Sayed budan ruwan; tan pad
eC ewenag o koC ne rased."
1. M.’s reading. MSS ’hwn, perhaps through haplography with
the YX of YXBWNt'. following. 2. MSS MNW. 3. MSS MN.
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Chapter 6 6.1-1+
(1) zltwhSt' MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt' ’YK mtr'dlwc find ’dwynk 
’ YT
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' 6 ’dwynk'
(3) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK MNW BYN ’YS-I mtr' ’wdlwc'
ZK [p’td’Sn'C?)]1 zwttl ’-S PWN 9 SNT* QJ)M BR’ YXMTWNyt' 
(1+) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK ’MT GBR’ wn’s W *bck'2 ‘BYBWNXg
mtr' ’wdlwc BR’ *L prznd YXMTWNyt' ZY ’XL MN wn’s W *bck'2
*‘BYBWNtn'3 he-5 YLYBWNyt
(1) zarduSt az ohrmazd pursld ku: "mihrdroz Sand ewenag
ast?"
(2) ohrmazd guft: "SaS ewenag".
(3) en-iz paydag ku: ke andar kas-e mihrodru^»
han [padaSn(?)] zudtar, a-S pad no sal abar be rased.
(i*) enr-iz paydag ku: ka mard winah ud bazag kuned —
*
mihrodruj-be o frazand rased 1 pas az winah ud bazag
X-_______________ _
kardan az-iS zayed.
1. A word must have been omitted here. 2. MSS bwck'.
3. MSS * BYDWNyt'.
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Chapter 7 7.1-2
(1) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK wyhdyn'-XD MNW M N D ^ I  pr’c YXMTWNyt'
W L ’ *YD‘YTWNyt,:L ’YK MN krtn' krpk' ’ywp' wn’s XT' MND*M
MN ZK ZYS twb’n' spwhtn' ’MT L’ *BYDWNyt' ’PS BR’
* 2.
spwht' twb’n ’-S L ’ kwnSn' W BR’ spwcSn1 ’MT MND*M
MN ZK ZYS BR’ L ’ twb’n' spwht *XT'3 PWN dstwbl
B* YXWNt W pwrsyt' ’wn’s ’MT **LH^ *BYDWNyt' ’-S *L bwn
L‘y t ' ’MT *wn’s6 ’-S *L bwn ’PS PWN wc’lSn' *MN7
bwn KN * ZLWNyt'
(2) MNW MN d’t' ZYS BYN YK*'YMWNyt' BR’ *L d’t' ZY
o
dtykl * ZLWNy t' mlglc’n' XN’ I’d ’YK d’t' ZY wyhdynyh 
BR’ hm’y SBKWNy t' W *ZNH9 d’t ZY SLY’ hm’y ‘XDWNyt'
(1) en-iz paydag, ku wehden-ew ke CiS-e fraz rased,
ud ne daned ku az kardan kirbag ayab winah, agar CiS 
az han l-S tuwan spoxtan ka ne kuned, u-S be
sp5xt tuwan, a-S ne kuniSn ud be spoziSn; ka CiS
_ * 
az han l-S be ne tuwan spoxt, agar pad dastwar
_  _  _  M-_ _  _
xwast ud pursid, awinah, ka oy kuned, a-S o bun
— ■X- — — _ -H*
nest; ka winah, a-S o bun, u-S pad wizariSn az 
bun oh Sawed.
(2) ke az dad l-S andar ested be o dad i
dudlgar Sawed, margarzan, ed ray ku dad I wehdenlh
* _ _ _  _ _ _ 
be hame hiled, ud en dad l wad hame gired;
1. MSS YD*YTWN. 2. MSS MHS. 3. BK ’twr; MR1, J ’twr'.
1*. MSS B*YXWNtn'. 5. MSS ^L. 6. MSS wn’sk’l.
7. MSS MNW. 8. MR^, J, BK wyhdyn'yh. 9* MSS MH.
D. 7
D.7/8
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7*3-5
d’t ZY SLYtl *glptn110 I’d XN’ I’d mlglc’n hm’y 
YXWWNd
(3) MH ZK d’t1 ZYS PWN ’plm’nd pr’c ’wbS mt' ’-S BNPSH1 
ptS wn’sk’l L’ YXWWNyt’ W LZNH ^YWM11 ’MT1 ’ywk’
ZY TWB *XDWNyt’ ptS wn’sk’l 
(k) W MNW12 mlglc’n ’MT *L d’t' ZY wyhdyn’n'13 Y ’TWNyt1
PWN gyw’k' ’hlwb' YXWWNyt'
(5) ^wyhdynyh1^ ’-S krpk' *ZNH ms*1  ^ ’MT' ‘XDWNyt' ’YK ySt' 
BR’ ‘BYDWNyt' ’-S ZK ySt' hm’k wn’s ’ytwn' MN bwn 
BR’ YBLWNyt' W BR’ lwpyt' cygwn w ’tXD tyc W Skpt'
’MT' QDM dSt'-I BR’ *ZLWNyt' W BR’ lwpyt' W BR’ YBLWNyt'
— — ^ _ — _   _
dad l wattar griftan ray, ed ray margarzan hame
bawend.
(3) Ce han dad l-S pad abarmand fraz awiS mad, a-S xwad
padiS winahgar ne bawed, ud imroz ka ewag
I did glred, padiS winahgar.
(k) ud ke margarzan, ka o dad 1 wehdenan ayed, 
pad gyag ahlaw bawed.
(5) *VehdenIh,a-S kirbag *en meh*, ka gired ku yaSt 
be kuned, a-S han yaSt hamag winah edon az bun 
be bared ud be robed, Ciyon wad-ew tez ud Skeft 
ka abar daSt-ew be Sawed ud be robed ud be bared;
10. MSS glpt' . 11. MSS ZNH. 12. MSS MN.
13. MR^; BK wyhdyn' ’n. llj. MSS wyhdyn'yh-I.
l£. D.’s emendation; MSS ’nmnmy’.
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7*3>-6
W ZKc ySt1 lwb’n' ZY mylk1 ’ytwn' MN wn’s16 
DKY’ BR’ * BYDWNyt'
(6) pyt’k ’YK BYN ZK YWM ’MT ySt'-I17 *n’bl l8<BYDWNyt' 
’mhrspnd’n 1 MN glwtm’n plwt’ Y ’TWNd W lwb’n' ZY 
‘LH BYN ZK ’ywk' YWM 3 V I  *L glwtm’n' gyw’k'
ZY NPSH YBLWNx2 ’PS nywkyh ptS <BYDWNx1 ’PS mzd 
W p’t’Sn' YXBWNd
ud han-iz yaSt ruwan I me rag edon az winah 
pak be kuned.
(6) paydag ku andar han roz ka yaSt-e nabar kuned, 
amahraspandan az garodman frod ayend ud ruwan I 
oy andar han ewag roz se bar 5 garodman, gyag 
I xweS, barend, u-S neklh padiS kunend, u-S mizd 
ud padaSn dahend.
16. MN wn’s written in BK above the line by a later hand.
17. MSS ySt'-2. 18. BK nn’ybl; MR^ nn’bl.
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Chapter 8 8.a.1-2
a (l) W ’kdyn'-I krpk' ZNH ms1 ’MT MN d’t' ZY ’kdyn’yh 
BR’ ‘L wyhdyn' Y ’TWNyt1 W wyhdyn' ’XL *MN2 ZK ’MTS 
ySt1 krt' krpk'-I ZNH ms ’MT1 hwytwd’t' *BYDWNy t' MH 
ZK hwyt[w]d’tyh I’d *MNW^ ’ytwn' * ’lc’wmnd^ W *shyk'^
W mhst'^ znSn' ZY SDY’n'
(2) W ’whrmzd PWN hwyt[w]d’tyh krtn' pyt’k' ’YK ’MT1
zltwhSt L*YN ’whrmzd YTYBV/Nst' W whwmn W ’rtwhst'
7 & * 9
W Strywr W hwrdt W ’mwrdt1 W spndrmt' pyl’mwn
ZY ’whrmzd YTYBWNd ’PS spndrmt'8 FWN kn’l
YTYBWNyt1 ’PS dst' PWN glyw' YJCYTYWNt1 * ’st’t'
zltwhSt' PWN *L ’whrmzd pwrsyt' ’YK XN’ MNW ZY
a (l) ud agden-e ,kirbag en meh,ka az dad I agdenlh D.9
he o wehden ayedj ud wehden, pas az han ka-S 
yaSt kard, kirbag-e en meh^ka xwedodah kunedfCe
-¥r
han xwedodahih ray, ke edon arzomand ud sahlg 
ud mahist, zaniSn I dewan.
(2) ud ohrmazd,pad xwedodahih kardan paydag ku ka
zarduSt peS ohrmazd niSast, ud wahman ud ardwahiSt
«. * _ _ _ 
ud Sahrewar ud hordad ud amurdad ud spandarmad peramon
I ohrmazd niSinend u-S spandarmad pad kanar
_ * 
niSined, u-S dast pad griw awurd estad,
zarduSt be o ohrmazd pursld ku: "ed ke, I
1. J; BK, MR^ my s. 2. MSS m ’n. 3. MSS ’YK.
I*. MSS ’lc’wmwnd. MSS sh’k'. 6. MSS mhsyt'.
7* J; BK, MR^ Stywr. 8. J; BK, MR^ spynmt'. 9* MSS pylymwn.
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8 • a • 2- ^
(3)
(«
(5)
(3)
(b)
(5)
10.
12.
13*
PWN kn’l ZY LK YTYBWNyt' ’PS ’ytwn' dwst XWHjrc^ r
W ZKc ‘h LK ’ytwn' dwst XWHydy 
L’ LK M W  ’whrmzd XWHydy,*M10 *LH ’YNH BR’ 
wlt^dg W L ’ ‘LH M  LK BR’ wltyt' *LKn  M W  ’whrmzd 
XWHydy ‘LH M  dst BR’ L ’12 SBKWNydy W L ’ *LH 
LK M  YDH BR’ SBKWNyt'
W ’whrmzd gwpt' ZNH spndrmt'13 ZY L BRTH ’Pm 
ktk-h’nwk' ZY whst' W ’M Z Y d ’m ’n 
zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YK ’MT BYN gyh’n MNI^M-I ZNH 
Skypttl YMRRWNd cygwn LK MNW ’whrmzd XWHydy 
XT' BR’ ‘L LK gwpt'
pad kanar I to niSlned u-S edon d5st he,
ud han-iz 5 to edon dost he?
■X-
"ne to ke ohrmazd he az oy SaSm he
warde,ud ne oy az t5 he warded; *to ke ohrmazd D.9/10
he oy az dast he ne hile,ud ne oy 
to az dast he hiled".
ud ohrmazd guft: "en spandarmad, I man duxt, u-m
kadag - hanug I wahiSt, ud mad I daman". 
zarduSt guft ku: "ka andar gehan CiS-ew en
skefttar gowend, Siyon, to ke ohrmazd he, 
agar he o to guft?"
Lhahhar’s reading; MSS MNW. 11. MSS 1 *t'
L* written ahove line in BK; lacking in MR^ < 
BK, J spynmt' •
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8.a. 6-8
(6) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK zltwhSt' p ’hlwm nwSyt' MNI^M 
ZY ’NSWT’- ’n' ZNH hwt’ XWHydy
(7) "^*MH *MN^ bwndhSn' ’wlwn' ’MT m ’hlydy; W *m’hlydynyy^
KN *krt'16 LKWMc KN krt' XWHydy MB ’MT
’NSWT’- ’n' ZK MND‘M BR’ wltynyt' * ’-S’n'17 BR’ L ’ 
wltynyt' XWHydy
(8) ’ytwn1 cygwn' m ’hlydy W m ’hlydynyy hwyt[w]d’t' krt'
’ ’NSWT’- ’n' KN krt' XWHydy hm’k' ’NSWT’ ptwnd
W twhmk' ZY NPSH YD*YTWNst' XWHydy hk(w)lc ’X *LH 
ZY ’X W ’XTH ‘LH ZY ’XTH1 MN dwstyh BR’
L ’ SBKWNyt' XWHydy
(6) ohrmazd guft ku: "zarduSt, pahlom noSld CiS
i mardoman en hud he.
(7) " ee az bundahiSn oron, ka mahle ud mahlem
■X* —  —oh kard, aSmah-iz oh kard he, Ce ka
mardoman han CiS be wardenld a-San be ne 
wardenld he.
(8) Medon Ciyon mahle ud mahlenl xwedodah kard,
a mardoman oh kard he; hamag mardom paywand 
ud tohmag 1 xweS danist he, hagriz brad oy 
1 brad ud xwah oy 1 xwah az dostlh be 
ne hilld he.
D. 10
ll+. MSS ’MTm. 1^. MSS m ’hlydynyy. 16. MSS krt’.
17. MSS ’PS’n.
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8.a.9-b.2
(9) MH hm’k L*YT '-MND'Myh *w’d-’kynyhl8 W hwSkyh BR* ‘l»
’NSWT»n' M  ZK ml mt ’MTs’n MN ywdt-Str' W 
MN ywdt'-lwtst’k' W MN ywdt-MT’ GBR* Y ’TWNt' XWH'd 
’Pg’n' NYSH krt* W ’MTg’n' NYSH BR’ YBLWNd ’B* V 
’M gldst1 XWH'd19 PWN ZNH ’YKm’n BETH PWN wltkyh 
hm’y YBLWNXgd
b (l) ZNHc ’YK hwyt[w]d’t' ’ytwn1 ’pd ZK ZY *gl’n'twm wn’s 
cygwn y ’twkyh ZY mlglc’n bwhtgn' MN dwghw'
(2) ¥ ’pyp’hlyh MN dwghw' ZY * ’pyp’hlyh1 MN ’hlmn
W *SDY’n ' 2 PWN ZK *‘DN’3 YXWWNyt' ’MT MN ZK * ’yKS^
*  ^
y ’twkyh krtn' B*YXWNt' mlglc’n' krt'
(9) "de hamag nest-Ciglh, way-agenlh ud hugklh be o 
mardoman az han mar mad, kar-San az Jud-gahr ud 
az ;jud - rostag ud az 3ud - deh mard amad hend, 
u-San zan kard, ud ka-San zan be barend, pid ud 
mad griyist hend, pad en ku: ’man duxt pad wardaglh
hame barend*M.
b (1) en-iz,ku xwedodah edon abd,han I *garantom winah 
Ciyon 3aduglh I margarzan boxtiSn az dugox.
(2) ud abebahrlh az dugox, I abebahrih az ahreman 
ud dewan, pad han zaman bawed, ka az han ku-S 
J aduglh kardan xwast, margarzan kard.
18. MSS w ’b ’kynyh. 19. J; BK, MR^ WXWWH'd.
1. MSS ’pyp’hl. 2. D.’s emendation; BK, ’^ BY’n'; J YSDY’n . 
3. B.’s emendation; BK, MR^ *I)NN’; J DNN’. I*. MSS ’MTg.
MSS have PDCWNt', the ideogram for xwast,"to trample", 
apparently written mistakenly for B<YXWNt' xwast "desire, seek".
D. 10
D.10/11
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8.b.3-c.3
(3) W ’MT hwytwd’t1 ‘BYBWNx^ hcS MN dwShw
znd’n' ZY ’hlmn' W SDY’n' bwht' W ’pyp’hl hwytwd’t'
’ytwn' ’pd-I
c (l) gyw’k[*XD] pyt’k ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YK 
Ij. MN3)*M ZNH p ’hlwm ycSn' ZY ’whrmzd ZY hwt’y 
W ’thS ’[y]sm W hwd W zwhl YXBWNtn' W GBR’ ZY 
’hlwb' Sn’dynytn' V MNW LWTH bwlt’l ’ywp' BRTH1 
’ywp LWTH ’XTH' hwytwd’t' *BYDWNyt1
(2) W MN ZK hm’k ZK ms W wyh W p ’hlwm 
MNW hwytwd’t'1 *BYDWNx2
(3) W hwytwd’t' ViM11' ’pd ’hlmn' W SDY’n' W ’n ’kyh ZY
(3) ud ka xwedodah kunend, aziS az duSox, D.ll
zendan 1 ahreman ud dewan, boxt ud abebahr; xwedodah 
edon abd-e.
c (l) gyag[-ew] paydagku ohrmazd be o zarduSt guft ku:
"Sahar SiS en pahlom; yaziSn 1 ohrmazd I xwaday; 
ud ataxS esm ud boy ud zohr dadan; ud mard 1 
ahlaw Snayenldan; ud ke abag burdar ayab duxt 
ayab abag xwah xwedodah kuned.
(2) ud az han hamag, han meh ud weh ud pahlom 
ke xwedodah kuned.
(3) ud xwedodah edon abd, ahreman ud dewan ud anagih I
6. After *BYLWNXp MSS repeat, by mistake, ’MT hwytwd’t.
1. J; BK, MR^ hwytwwd’t.
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8.c.3-5>
’N»d¥T’- ’n 1 *bySSnf^  ’whrmzd ZY hwt’y W hm’k 
yzd’n I’d PWN hm’k hng’m LWTH1 hm’k SDY’n '
y *3
kwnmlc1 * BYDWNx^ gwlsgyh W syc W tySngyh W
zlm’nyh ¥ wym’lyh W wStyh W * ’wyl’nyh^ W
sthink’yh ZY hlpstl’n W ’p ’ryk hm’k' ’n ’kyh ZY BYN
* ^
gyh’n ' [MN] kwnmlc wyS YXWWNd 
(k) pyt’k ’YK ’MT1 hm’k hlpstl ZY BYN gyh’n' kwp' b ’l’
BR’ YMYTWNd W hm’k wS W gndyh W lymnyh BR’ *L 
*XD^ gyw’k' Y ’TWNyd^ gnd BR’ *L ’whrmzd ¥ whSt*
L’ YXMTWN^rdj
(5) ’MT ’NS¥T’ kwnmlc ^BYD¥N-X2» gnd MN kwnmlc ‘D *L
_  —  _  —  —  —  mardoman beSiSn, ohrmazd l xwaday ud hamag
yazdan ray; pad hamag hangam abag hamag dewan
— __ _ _ 
kunmarz kunend: gursagih ud se^ ud tiSnagih ud
__ * _ ' _ 
zarmanih ud wemarih ud waStih ud aweranih, ud
stahmaglh I xrafstaran, ud abarlg hamag anaglh I andar
gehan [az] kunmarz weS bawend.
(I4) paydag ku ka hamag xrafstar 1 andar gehan, kof-bala,
be mlrend, -ud hamag wiS ud gandlh ud remanih be o 
__
ew gyag aye, gand be o ohrmazd ud wahiSt 
ne rase.
(5>) ka mardom kunmarz kunend, gand az kunmarz ta 5
2. D.’s emendation; BK bSS’n; MR^ bS’’n'; J bSyS’n 1.
3. MSS twSnwyh. i*. MSS ’w ’l’nyh. MSS YX¥¥Nyt.
6. MSS XN’i for e(d), by mistake for ew.
D. 12
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8.c «5>-d.2
pytyd’lk’wmndyh *ZLWNyt'
(6) ’ytwn' cygwn LZNH-YWM pl’hst' ’n ’kyh MN kwnmlc' 
’ytwn' ’MT swS*ns Y ’TWNyt' hm’k ’NSWT’ hwytwd’t1 
*BYBWNd W hm’k' dlwc PWN ’pd W nylwk' ZY hwytwd’t' 
BR’ ’psyhyt'. 
d (l) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK GBR’-I hwytwd’t1 ’ywk' [LWTH]
*bwlt’l1 W ’ywk' LWTH z’hk' BRTH' ZK ZY LWTH 
bwlt’l QPM *LH' ZY TWB lt’n XN’ I’d MHS ZK ZY MN 
tn' BR’ *Y’TWNt'2 nzdyktl
(2) MH pyt’k ’YK ’hlmn' ZY gcstk'3 ’MTS LWTH1 NPSH-tn' 
kwnmlc krt1 gl’ntl YXWWNt' cygwn' ’MTs LWTH
petyaragomandlh Sawed.
(6) edon fiiyon im-roz frahist anaglh az kunmarz, 
edon ka soSans ayed hamag mardom xwedodah 
kunend, ud hamag druz pad abd ud nerog I xwedodah 
be abesihed.
a (i) en-iz paydag,ku mard-e xwedodah ewag [abag]
■K* _
burdar ud ewag abag zahag/duxtj han I abag 
burdar abar oy l did radan ed ray Ce-S han I az 
tan be*amad nazdiktar.
(2) Ce paydag ku ahreman 1 gizistag ka^S abag xweS - tan 
kunmarz kard, a garantar bud Ciyon kar-S abag
D. 12
D.12/13
1. MSS bwlt’lt'. 2. MSS Y ’TWNtn'. 3. BK, MR]_ gc’stk1.
i+. MSS
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8.d.2-6
SDY’n krtn'
(3) ZK ZY LWTH BRTH1 QJ)M ZK ZY TWB It' MNWS
LWTH *XTH krt' * ’styt ^*BR’ z’hk' *hcS^ L ’ YXWWNyt'
(I*) BRTH ’ywl *MNW6 *MN7 ’M YLYDWNt' ’B 1 ’MT1 LWTH 
BRTH *BYDWNyt' *MNWS8 MN SLYTWNtn' ZY NPSH1 BR’
* YLYDWNt' ^ * ’styt' 1Q*’-S *Q£M *‘LH YXWWNyt' ’MTS 
’X L ’ YXWWNyt' 10
(5) ’XTH W ’X ’MT *hm-’B 111XWH1 d ywdt'-’M ’-S’n' KN 
YXWWNyt' U ’MT hm-’M XWH'd ywdt'-’B* * ’-S’n ' 12 KN 
YXWWNyt'
(6) GBR’-I ’MTS ’hwySk’lyh* BRTH'-XD MN NYSH ZY ’YS- ’n'
dewan kardan. 0 *
(3) han I abag duxt abar han 1 did rad ke-S
abag xwah kard ested be zahag aziS ne bawed.
(I4) duxt ewar ke az mad zad, pid ka abag
duxt kuned ke-S az gadan I xweS be
_ * * *_ 
zad ested a-S abar oy bawed ksu-S
brad ne bawed.
(5) xwah ud brad ka ham-pid hend Jud-mad, a-Sin oh 
bawed/ud ka ham-mad hend JJud pid, a,-San oh 
bawed.
(6) mard-e ka^ -S axweSkarlha duxt-ew az zan 1 kasan
5. MSS wwbS z’hk' ’ywS. 6. MSS ’YK. 7. BK, MR]_ MNW;
J ’MT. 8. MSS ’MTS. 9. MSS YLYPWNyt'•. 10. MSS *DS LWTH
KN YXWWNyt' ’MTS L ’ ’X L ’ YXWWNyt'. 11. MSS ’M W ’B.
12. MSS ’PS’n.
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8,d.6-8
YLYDWNt' YK^YMWNyt' TO ZK ‘DN’ TOS PWN NYSHyh
L & it ^ ^ I I
XDWNyt dstwb’lyh ’-£ krpk ZY hwy twd’t KN 
YXWWNyt1 W mtrwdlwc' ’ytwn' PWN z’hk YXWWNyt' cygwn 
hwytwd’t'
(7) *lwb’n-c13 ZY ’pln’yk’n MNW *D 7 SNT1 BR’ YMYTWNyt'
* ’-S11+ lwb’n' PWN hwlSyt' p ’dyk * ’styt' W T O 1 ’B 1 ’hlwb'
LWTH ’B' BR’ ‘L whSt1 W TO ’B 1 dlwnd TO ’M
’hlwb' LWTH ’M BR’ whSt' ‘ZLWNyt’ TOS ’B* W ’M 
KR’ 2 dlwnd LWTH ’B 1 W ’M BR’ *L dwShw' ‘ZLWNyt
(8) YXWWNt' dstw[b]l MNWS ’ytwn' gwpt' ’YK TO* ’thS-I
*n’mg’n *ZY^ *LH BR’ cynynd hlpstl-I PWN lwb’n 1 ZY
zad ested, ka han zaman ka-S pad zanih 
glred, dastwarih, kirbag I xwedodah oh
bawed, ud mihrodruj ed5n pad zahag bawed, Ciyon 
xwedodah.
(7) ruwart-iz l abumayagan ke ta haft sal be mired, 
a-S ruwan pad xwarSed payag ested; ud ka pid ahlaw, 
abag pid be o wahist; ud ka pid druwand, ka mad 
ahlaw, abag mad be wahiSt Sawed; ka-S pid ud mad
harw do druwand, abag pid ud mad be o duSox Sawed.
(8) bud dastwar ke-S edon guft ku:"ka ataxS-e
■X _ _ X— — — _ — —
namagan l oy be Cinend, xrafstar-e pad ruwan l
D. 13
D.13/14
13. BK, MR1 lbw’nc; J lwbw’nc. li+. MSS ’PS.
15>. MSS n ’mg’nyh.
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8.d.9-e.l
*LH BR’ YKTLWNd ’-S lwb’n' 1  ’M V  ’B 1 ywdt’k'
BR’ YXWWNyt1 *L dwShw' L’ ‘ZLWNyt’
(9) bwt1 dstwbl MNWS gwpt' ’YK *LH k ’l W krpk1 ZY
NPSH I’d YXWWNyt' MH MN ’pst’k' pyt’k' ’YK ’whrmzd 
ZK dwS’lm ’MT1 ’B' prznd plwlyt' ’-S ’ytwn' YXBWNt1 
*YKS16 ‘D 7 SNT1 lwb’n' LWTH ’B 1 W ’M lwb’n-c'
ZY * ’pwln’yk^ *cygwn^ z’hk YXWWNyt' 
e (l) V hwytwd’t ’ytwn' ’pd ym I’d pyt’k ’YK ’MTS
GDH ZY hwt’yh hcS BR’ *ZLWNt' YXWWNt' LWTH ymg
*ZYS1 ’XTH' MN hncmn ZY dh’k' ’NSWT’- ’n' SBY’n W plyk’n'
‘LYKWNtn* BR’ *L wl ZY zlyh 4ZLWNt'
oy be ozanend, a-S ruwan az mad ud pid J^udag 
be bawed, o duSox ne Sawed"
(9) bud dastwar ke-S guft kui"oy kar ud kirbag I
xweS ray bawed, Ce az abestag paydag ku ohrmazd 
han doSaram ka pid frazand parwared. a-S edon dad 
ku-S ta haft sal ruwan abag pid ud mad; ruwan-iz
—  *  -1 —  1 1 —  , Wl abumayag Ciyon zahag bawed. 
e (l) ud xwedodah edon abd, yim ray paydag ku ka-S
xwarrah I xwadayih aziS be Sud, bud abag yimag
l-S xwah,az hanjaman l dahag, mardoman, dewan, ud parlgan
wirextan be o war, I zreh, Sud.
16. MSS ’MTS. 17. MSS ’pwl’yk. 18. MSS PWN.
1. MSS ’PS.
59 8. e. 2- 6
(2) ’PS’n BYN dwShw' *B*YXWNst'2 W L ’ XZYTWNt1 ’PS’n BYN 
’NSWT’- ’n' W M Y ’ W zmyk V gwspnd W BYN ’wlwl W BYN
kwp' W BYN lwst’k' * ’-S’n '3 B*YXWNst' ’PS’n' L’ *XZYTWNt,i+
(3) ’XL ’hlmn1 dl’yt* ’YK ’ytwn1 mynym ’YK ym BIN 
wl ZY zlyh hm’y SGYTWNyt1
(h) W SBY’ W plyk'-XD BYN YK*YMWNyt1 XWH'd ’YK 
LNH1 *ZLWNm W ym B* YXWNm
(5) W dwb’lyst W ‘ZLWNt1 XWH'd W ’MT BR’ *L ZK 
wl mt' XWH'd ’YK ym bwt' ZK wl ZY MY’ ZY
tyl bwt' ym gwpt' ’YK LKWM MNW XWH'yt
(6) ’PS’n gwpt' ’YK LNH' ZK XWHm MNW ’ytwn' Cygwn
(2) u-S an andar duSox *xwast, ud ne did; u-S an andar E
mardoman ud ab ud zamig ud gospand ud andar urwar ud andar 
kof ud andar rostag a-San xwast, u-S an ne did.
(3) pas ahreman drayed ku: "edon menem,ku yim andar C
war, I zreh, hame rawed."
(U) ud dew udparig-ew andar estid hend ku:
"amah Sawem ud yim xwahem”
(5>) ud *dwarist ud Sud hendfud ka be o han
war mad hend ku yim bud, han war 1 ab 1 
tir bud, yim guft ku: "aSmah ke hed?"
(6) u-S an guft ku: "amah han hem ke edon Ciyon
.14
.14/15
2. MSS B*XWNstn'. 3. MSS ’yS ’n' . 1+. MSS XZYTWNyt'.
5. MSS dwb’l’st'.
60 8*e.6-9
LK* M W  [MN] dst' ZY SBY’n **LYKWNt'6 XWH^dj 
LNHc M  SBY’n BR’ wlyht' XWHm * ’yw-krtk‘7 
YXWWNm
(7) W LK1 XN’ ’XTH PWN NYSHyh *L L YXBWN 
*B Lyc ZNH BR’ *L LK YXBWNm
(8) W ym XN’ I ’d ’MTS SBY’ M  ’NSWT’ L’ Sn’ht' *XWHt'8 
* ’-89 plyk1 NPSH NYSH krt' ’PS ’XTH1 BR’ *L NYSH 
ZY SBY’ YXBWWNt1
(9) W M  ym W ZK plyk his W *kpyk'10 W gndlp 
W gwSbl YLYDWNt' M  ymk W ZK SBY’ gsp
W kwlbk' W gwnc W w k W  dy^k'W ’XRNyc' KBB
t5 ke [az] dast I dewan wirext he, D.15
amah-iz az dewan be wirext hem.ew-kardag
bawem.
(7) 'ud to ed xwah pad zanlh o man dah,
ta man-iz en be o to dahem."
(8) ud yim,ed ray ka^S dew az mardom ne Snaxt had,
a-S pang xweS zan kard, u-S xwah be o zan 
I dew dad.
(9) ud az yim ud han parlg xirs ud *kablg ud gandarb 
ud goSwar zad; az yimag ud han dew gasf
ud gurbag ud gunj ud wak ud dewjfljk ud any-iz was
6. MSS *LYKWNtn‘. 7* MSS ’ywk TWB. 8. MSS XWH’d.
9. MSS ’PS. 10. MSS kwpyk' •
6i i.e.9
hlpstl YLYDWNt' XWH'd W ^ ymk'11 ZK SDY’ XZYTWNt'
’YK SLY’ bwt' ’PS zn-tc” p»yt' B* YXWNt’
(10) W YWM-I ’MT1 ym W ZK SDY’ PWN mdy ‘STHNt'
bwt' XWH'd ’-S gyw’k' W wstlg ZY NPSH LWTH' ZK 
ZY plyk BR’ gwh’lyt1 W ’MT1 ym Y ’TWNt1 mst'
YXWWNt' * ’n ’k ’syh’12 LWTH' ymk' ZYS ’XTH bwt'
BR’ hwpt' W krpk' ZY hwytwd’t' BR’ *L d’tst’n' 
Y ’TWNt'13 KBD SDY’ BR’ Skst' XWH'd W YMYTWNtXWH'd 
W ‘LHS’n'PWN »yw-[b]’lkyh BR’ dwb’lyst' XWH'd W L ’WXL 
*L dwShw' ’wpst' XWHd 
f (l) ZNHc MN ’pst’k' pyt’k' ’YK zltwhSt' BR’ *L ’whrmzd
xrafstar zad hend; ud yimag han dew did 
ku wad bud,u-S zan-tafia abayed xwast.
(10) ud roz-e,ka yim ud han dew pad may xward
bud hend, a-S gyag ud wastarag i xweS abag han 
I parlg be goharld, ud ka yim amad mast 
bud, anagahiha abag yimag I-S xwah bud 
be xuft,ud kirbag I xwedbdah be o dadestan 
amad; was dew be Skast hend ud murd hend, 
ud awe San pad ew-baragih be dwarist hend. ud abaz 
o duSox obast hend. 
f (i) en-iz az abestag paydag,ku zarduSt be o ohrmazd
-f .1
D. 15
D.15/16
11. MSS yymk'. 12. MSS ’n ’k ’yh’. 13. MSS add XWH'd
perhaps as a wrong anticipation of Skst' XWH'd following.
11*. J; BK, MR1 YMYTWt'.
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8.f .1-3
pwrsyt' ’YK KBD mynSn' KBD gwbSn' KBD
kwnSn ’-t' gwpt1 LK MNW ’whrmzd XWHydy ’YK ’p ’yt'
mynytn1 gwptn' W krtn' MN hm’k mynSn' gwbSn'
W kwnSn' MH wyh ’MT1 myn'ydy YMR[R]WNydy W kwnydy
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK KBD mynSn' [KBD] gwbSn1 W 
KBD kwnSn' ’-m pr’c' gwpt' XWHydy zltwhSt' MN 
ZK mynSngwbSn' W kwnSn' ZY ,p ,y‘t' mynytn' 
gwptn' W krtn' ZK SPYL W p ’Swm *MNW^ 
hwytwd’t' ‘BYDWNyt'
(3) MH pyt’k ’YK pltwm b ’l ’MTS BR’ nzdyk ‘ZLWNyt'
1000 SDY’ BR’ YMYTWNyt' W 2000 y ’twk' W plyk'
pursld ku: "was menisn, was gowiSn ud was D.16
kuniSn a-t guft, to ke ohrmazd he, ku abayed 
menldan, guf tan ud kardan; az hamag meniSn,gowiSn 
ud kuniSn,Se weh ka mene, gowe ud kune?"
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: "was meniSn, was gowiSn ud 
was kuniSn a-m fraz guft he, zarduSt,* az
han meniSn, gowiSn ud kuniSn 1 abayed menldan, 
guf tan ud kardan, han weh ud paSom ke 
xwedodah kuned.
(3) Ce paydag ku fradorn bar ka-S be nazdlk Sawed, 
hazar dew be mired ud do hazar Jadug ud parlg;
1. J; BK, MR^ mnSn'. 2. MSS MN.
63 8.f.3-g«l
* ’MTS3 2 V I  BR’ nzdyk ‘ZLWNyt' 2000 SDY* BR’
YMYTWNyt1 W 1*000 y ’twk W plyk’ ’MT[s] 3 V I  
BR* ‘L nzdyk ‘ZLWNyt' 3000 SDY’ BR’ YMYTWNyt'
W 6000 y ’twk' W plyk ’MTS 1* b ’l BR’ *L 
nzdyk ‘ZLWNyt' ’Sk’lk* ’hlwb1 YXWWNyt' GBR’ W NYSH 
g (l) XN’ YMR[R]WNyt' ZK MNW BRH1 BR’ *L bwlt’l ’YK
y p
tn' IVN tn' gwmycSnyh BR’ KN YXBWNd *I)m’n bym 
ZY MN dwShw' L ’ YXWWNyt' W wn’s ZYm’n' krt'
YK*YMWNyt' MN bwn BR’ ‘ZLWNyt' W PWN 3*cynwt'
*pwhl [p’k] LBBMH3 YXWWNm ’Pm’n' gyw’k ZY nywk'
W ’p ’ySnyk' NPSH YXWWNyt' ^ W ’whrmzd Sn’dynym
ka-S do bar be nazdlk Sawed, do hazar dew be 
mired ud Cahar hazar ^adug ud parlg; ka-[s] se bar 
be o nazdlk Sawed, se hazar dew be mired 
ud SaS hazar Jadug ud parlg; ka-S Cahar bar be o
nazdlk Sawed, aSkarag ahlaw bawed mard ud zan. 
g (l) ed go wed han ke pus be o burdar - ku
tan pad tan gumeziSnlh - be oh dahend: "ta-man bem
I az duSox ne bawed, ud winah 1-man kard
#.
ested az bun be Sawed, ud pad Cinwad 
puhl [pak] dil bawem, u-man gyag 1 nek 
ud abayiSnlg xweS bawed, ud ohrmazd Snayenem
3* MSS MNWS. I. BK BR’ with BRH written above by a later hand. 
2. MSS ^L. 3. MSS cnt pwhlt ZY LBBMH.
1*. MR1, J; BK YXWWNt'.
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8.g.l-2
W ’hlmn bySynym XN’ YMR[R]WNyt' *bwlt’l^ BR’ *L 
BRH1 * ’MT6 PWN ’hi ’dyh YMR[R]WNyt1 BR’ LK YXBWNm 
[tn' PWN] tn' gwmycSnyh ’ytwn Cygwn gwpt' LK BRH1 
XN’ YMR[R]WNyt1 ’B 1 *L 7BRTH' *XN’7 YMR[R]WNyt1 
BRTH BR’ *L *‘LH8 ZY ’B 1 XN’ XMR[R]WNyt' ’X BR’ [*L] 
‘LH ZY ’XTH [XN’] YMR[R]WNyt' ’XTH* *L *LH ZY 
’X ’ytwn* cygwn-m npSt1
(2) MN ZK kwnSn' ZY hwytwd’t' SBY’n ’ znSn ~XB W
bySSn'-XB ’ytwn’ BR’ YXWWNyt' ’MT ’XL *MN9 [ZK] 
‘LHS’n ’ GBR’ W NYSH y ’twk BR’ YXWWNd W 1000 
p ’h W stwl IWN ’ywb’l ’d’tyh’ kwSynd W zwhl BR’
_ _ _ _ M- -
ud ahreman beSenem." ed gowed burdar be o
pus^ka pad ahlayih gowed: "be to dahemM
[tan pad] tan gumeziSnlh, edon Ciyon guft, "to»pus."
—  —  —  —  __ _  
ed gowed pid o duxt; ed gowed
_  *  _  _  r _ - i
duxt be o oy l pid; ed gowed brad be (_oJ 
oy I xwah; [ed] gowed xwah o oy I 
brad, edon Ciyon-im nibiSt.
(2) az han kuniSn 1 xwedodah, dewan zaniSn-ew ud 
beSiSn-ew edon be bawed, ka, pas az [han], 
awe San mard ud zan Jadug be bawend,ud hazar 
pah ud stor pad ewbar adadlha koSend, ud zohr be
MSS bl’tl. 6. MSS ’YK. 7. MSS BRTH’XB.
8. B.’s emendation; MSS *L. 9. MSS MNW.
D. 17
D.17/18
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8.g.2-h.l
‘L SPY’n' YXBWNd SDY’n' ZK znSn' W bySSn' I’d 
ZYS’n' MN hwytwd’t' bwt * ’styt' ’-S’n * ’s’nyh bwndk"^
L ’ YXWWNyt' ’PS’n' L’ XYMN[N]yt' ’YK lwb’n' ZY 
*‘LHS’n'n  BR’ *L LNH *YXMTWNyt'12 
h (l) MNW *XD1 SNT' hwy twd ’ t1 PWN NYSHyh YXSNNyt1
’ytwn1 YXWWNyt' cygwn ’MTS hm’k ZNH gyh’n 1 3 ’ywk'-I 
LWTH MY’ LWTH ’wlwl W LWTH ywlt’y ’-S PWN 
’hlwb1 d’t' BR’ ‘L GBR’ ZY ’hlwb' YXBWNt' XWH^d^
W ’MT 2 SNT' PWN NYSHyh YXSNNyt' Cygwn ’MTS
[hm’k] ZNH gyh’n' 2 3 ’ywk' LWTH MY’ ’wlwl
W ywlt’y [PWN 'Swkd’t'] BR’ *L GBR’ ZY ’Swk' YXBWNt' XWH^ rd^
o dewan dahend, dewan, han zaniSn ud beSiSn ray ^
_ _  _ _
l-San az xwedodah bud ested, a-8an asanih bawandag,
ne bawed, u-San ne wurroyid ku: "ruwan I
■)(" — 
aweSan be o amah rased."
h (l) ke *ew sal xwedodah pad zanih dared»
edon bawed Ciyon ka-S hamag en gehan se ewag-e,
abag ab,abag urwar ud abag Jorda,a-S pad
ahlawdad be o mard i ahlaw dad he;
ud ka do sal pad zanih dared,Ciyon ka-S
[hamag] en gehan do se ewag abag ab, urwar
ud 3orcLar[pad aSodad] be o mard I aSo dad he.
10. MSS ’s’n' *1) bwndk. 11. MSS * LH ZY S’n'.
12. MSS YXMTyt' . 1. MSS XN’.
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8.h.2 -i.l
(2) ’MT 3 SNT1 PWN NYSHyh d’lyt' ’ytwn' cygwn ’MT 
hm’k ZNH gyh’n ' LWTH MY’ LWTH ’wlwl V LWTH KR’ 
MND‘M PWN ’hlwb'd’t' BR’ *L GBR’ ZY ’hlwb'
YXBWNt' XWHydy
(3) ’MTS h SNT1 PWN znyh d’lyt' ’PS ySt krt'
*styt' **-S2 lwb’n' ’Sk’lk' BR’ glwtm’n ‘ZLWNyt' W 
’MT L ’*’-S2 *L whSt' ‘ZLWNyt' 
i (l) zltwhSt' MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt' ’YK * ’MT^ GBR’
ZY hwytwd’t' ’PS ySt' krt' YK‘YMWNyt' ’PS ycSn'-XB 
YXBWNyt' ’-S krpk' ’ytwn' YXWWNyt' cygwn ’hwytwd’t' 
YXBWNt' MH ’dwynk' YXWWNyt'
(2) ka se sal pad zanih dared, edon Ciyon ka 
hamag en gehan,abag ab, abag urwar ud abag harw 
CiSjpad ahlawdad be o mard 1 ahlaw
dad he.
(3) ka-S Cahar sal pad zanih dared,u-S yaSt kard
^ _ 
ested, a-S ruwan aSkarag be garodman Sawed— ud
ka ne,*a-S o wahist Sawed.
i (l) zarduSt az ohrmazd pursld ku: "*ka mard
I xwedodah, u-S yaSt kard ested u-S yaziSn-ew
dahed, a-S kirbag edon bawed Ciyon axwedodah
dad ?Ce ewenag bawed?"
D. 18
D . 18/19
2. MSS ’PS. 1. MSS MNW.
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8.i.2-j .2
(2) ’whrmzd. gwpt1 ’ytwn' cygwn ’M S  100 GBR’ ZY 
’hwytwd ’ t' YXBWNt' XWH^d^-
(3) zltwhSt' ZNHc pwrsyt1 MN ’whrmzd ’YK GBR’ ZY 
hwytwd’t' ’pryn'-*XD^ ‘BYDWNx^ cygwn YXWWNyt'
(U) gwpt' ’YK cygwn ’MT 100 GBR’ ZY ’hwytwd’t'
’pryn' ‘BYDWNd 
j (l) ’PS ZNHc pwrsyt' ’YK 1’LHS’n' MNW1 hdyb’lyh
‘BYDWNd *LHS’n' *L hwytwd’t' ^hnd’cynd ¥ h ’cynd^ W 
*gwptn'^ ZY *LHS’n' I’d hwytwd’t' ‘BYDWNyt' krpk cygwn 
YXWWNyt'
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK cygwn * ’MT^ 100 hylpt' MNW KR’
(2) ohrmazd giift: "edon Ciyon ka-S sad mard I D
axwedodah dad he."
(3) zarduSt en-iz pursld az ohrmazd ku: "mard 1
xwedodah afrin- ew kuned, Ciyon bawed?"
(h) guft ku: "Ciyon ka sad mard 1 axwedodah
afr in kunend."
3 (1) u-S en-iz pursid ku: "aweSan ke hayyarih
kunend, aweSan o xwedodah handazend ud hazend^ud
* _ _ _ _ _ _
guftan 1 aweSan ray xwedodah kuned, kirbag Ciyon
bawed?"
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: "Ciyon *ka sad herbad ke harw
2. MSS ’pryn' ZY. 1. MSS MNW *L5S’n '. 2. MSS hnd’cyt* W
h ’cyt'. 3. MSS gwpt'. I4. MSS MNW.
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8. j .2-1.1
hylpt'-XB 100 h ’wSt1 ’YT1 ’PS PWN hwlSn' W wstlg 
XD zmst’n d’lyt1 ’-S krpk' YXWWNyt 
k (l) zltwhst' ZNHc pwrsyt1 MN ’whrmzd ’YK *LHs’n' MNW 
GBR’ [MN] hwytwd’t' krtn' L ’WXL YXSNNyt' W 
*gwptn'^ ZY ‘LH^’n' I’d hwytwd’t’ L ’ ‘BYBWNx^ *-6 
wn’s MH
(2) *gyw’k-S dwShw^
1 (l) gyv’k' pyt’k 1 ’YK MN d’n ’g’n1 d’n ’ktl MN pl’lwn’n
pl’lwntl MNW SBY’n ' PWN mynSn' gwbSn' W kwnSn' ’p ’thS’tl 
XWH'd W ’hlmn W SBY’n 1 PWN tn' ZY ‘LH ’p ’thS’tl 
XWH’d MNW [GBR’ ZY] hwytwd’t' ’PS ySt' krt' * ’styt'
herbad-^w sad hawiSt ast u-S pad xwariSn ud wastarag 
ew zamestan dared, a-S kirbag bawed". 
k (l) zarduSt en-iz pursid az ohrmazd ku: "aweSan ke '
mard [az] xwedodah kardan abaz dared ud
- - _ _ _ _ _  
guftan 1 aweSan ray xwedodah ne kuned a-S
winah Se?"
(2) "a^gyag-iS duSox."
1 (1) gyag paydag ku az danagan danagtar, az fraronan
frarontar ke dewan pad meniSn, gowiSn ud kuniSn apadixSatar
hend; ud ahreman ud dewan pad tan i oy apadixSatar
hend ke [mard i] xwedodah u-S yaSt kard ested.
.19
.20
1. MSS gwpt'. 2. MSS ’y gyw’kyh dwShw. 
1. MR^ J; BK d’n ’gyn'.
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m (l) MN dyn' pyt’k 1 ’YK ZK [‘DN’] ’MT zltwhst' MN 
L‘yn' ’whrmzd hwt’[y] BR’ Y ’TWNt' BYN *gyh’n J 
XB gyw’k 1 ’YK SGYTWNt' ’-S ZNH gwpt' ’YK dyn1 
st’dyt' hwytwd’t' <BYDWNx;l
(2) W MN SPYL YMRRV/Nm W dyn' ’st[wb]’n' ’hwySk’l’n' W 
SLYtl’n' ’-S’n PWN Skyptyh ZNH gwpt' ’YK MND‘M-I 
’ytwn1 Skypt' W gl’n' ZYm’n PWN d’t' hwytwd’t'
L ’ krtn'
(3) ’ *2ZNHc *gl’n LXD2 PWN p ’Swm ZY KR’ MND‘m 
KN YMR[R]WNyt' ’YK KN ’p ’yt' krtn'
(h) mn-c ZNH pyt’k' [’YK] ’MT PWN hm’k' d’t' W
m (i) az den paydag ku han [zaman] ka zarduSt az
- _ _ _ * _ _
peS ohrmazd l xwaday he amad andar gehan
ew gyag ku raft a-S in guft ku: "den
stayed, xwedodah kuned 1
(2) "ud az weh gowem ud den-ast[aw]an; axweSkaran ud 
wattaran a-San pad skeftlh en guft ku/ciS-e 
edon Skeft ud gar an l-man pad dad, xwedodah,
ne kardan'.
(3) "a *en-iz *garan-ew; pad paSom 1 harw CiS 
oh gowed ku oh abayed kardan.
(I*) “man-iz en paydag [ku] ka pad hamag dad ud
1* MSS gyh ’nk1. 2. Tentative suggested reading only; MSS
ZNH cyly dnnXD.
D20
.20/21
70 8.m.l;-o.l
wlwdSn1 ZY dyn* ’st[wb]’n ’-S’n' ZK gl’ntl wn’s 
gwpt' * ’styt' PWN ZNH d’t' W wlwdSn' ZY wyh’n 
ZK ZY m ’zdysn p’Swm V SPYL krpk1 gwpt' YK*YMWNyt' 
n (l) ZNHc MN dyn' pyt’k ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhst'
gwpt' ’YK s’htn' Z Y k ’l W krpk' <BYDWNx1 W zltwhst' 
gwpt ’YK kt’l k ’l W krpk' L‘YN ‘BYBWNm
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK hwytwd’t' MH MN hm’k ZK k ’l W
krpk1 PWN pygyh^ kwnSn' MN PWN ’pdwmyh PWN hwytwd’t' 
Y ’TWNyt * ’YK2 KR’ MNW PWN gyh’n' BR’ ‘L dyn' h ’cynd 
o (l) ZNHc MN dyn' pyt’k ’YK zltwhst' BR’ *L ’whrmzd 
gwpt' ’YKm wt’ W s’ht' V Skypt' IV/N cSm
wurroyiSn I den astawan, a-San han garantar winah 
guft ested, pad en dad ud wurroyiSn 1 wehan, 
han I mazdesn, paSom ud weh kirbag guft ested!' 
n (i) en-iz az den paydag, ku ohrmazd be o zarduSt
guft ku: "saxtan I kar ud kirbag kunedM; ud zarduSt
guft ku: "kadar kar ud kirbag pes kunem?"
(2) ohrmazd guft kui'xwedodah, Se az hamag han kar ud
kirbag pad peSih kuniSn; Se pad abdomlh pad xwedodah
—  —  — 
ayed ku harw ke pad gehan be o den hazend."
o (1) en-iz az den paydag#ku zarduSt be o ohrmazd
guft ku: ’im wad ud saxt ud Skeft pad SaSm
1. MSS pySyh’. 2. MSS ’MT.
71 8.o.l-3
’YK BYN ’NSWT’ hwytwd’t1 cygwn lwb’k' BR’ ‘BYDWNm
(2) *whrm£d gwpt' ’YK Lye1 ’ytwn' PWN * ’YNH^ cygwn LK* 
BR’ XN’ I’d * ’YK2 MN KR’ MNI)‘M p ’Swm ’-t' tng W 
sht' ’L ^ ’y3 MDMHN'yt1
(3) PWN hwytwd’t1 krtn* twhS’k YXWWNyh W ’YS-’n-c 
twhS’k ‘BYDWNx2
ku andar mardom xwedodah Ciyon rawag be kunem."
y
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: "man-iz edon pad CaSm Ciyon to,
w  -  -  *  —  _be ed ray ku az harw CiS paSom; a-t tang ud
%■_ _ 
saxt ma e sahed.
(3) "pad xwedodah kardan tuxSag baweh, ud kasan-iz
tuxSag kunend."
1. MSS ’YNm. 2. MSS ’MT. 3. MSS XN’.
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Chapter 9 9.1-2
(1) BB» ZNH ’YK krpk' ZY ycSn' cygwn YD*YTWNm ’Pm MN 
’pst’k 1 pyt’kynyt1 twb’n* PWN gwk’n YKTYBWNm W MN ZK ZY 
kmst ‘BYDWNm
(2) MNW *dlwn-XD1 BR’ YBBXWNyt1 * ’-S2 *tn’pwhl-XD3 
krpk1 ’PS ’pdyh W pylwcglyh W ’wc W tkykyh
’ytwn' ’YT1 [’YK] mynwg ZY dlwn' ’MT^ *hwlSyt1 ^ BYN .‘ZLWNyt1 
W ’hlmn* MN dwShw W^ SDY’n PWN ^mlk1^  cygwn bwS ZY ’sp1^  
mlncynSn1 ZY gyh’n I’d PWN gyh’n BR’ *Y’TWNd9
(1) dar en, ku kirbag I yaziSn, Ciyon danem u-m az 
abestag paydagenid tuwan, pad gokan nibesem, ud az han I 
kamist kunem.
(2) ke dron-ew be yazed, a-S tanapuhl-ew 
kirbag, u-S abdlh ud perozgarlh ud oz ud taglglh
edon ast [ku] menog I dron, ka *xwarSed andar Sawed
_ _ * _ _
ud ahreman az duSox, ud dewan pad marag Ciyon buS 1 asp,
.y .
mumJeniSn 1 gehan ray, pad gehan be ayend,
1. MSS dlwbXD. 2. MSS ’PS. 3. MSS tn’pwhlXH-I.
MSS ’YK. M.’s emendation; MSS hwlSt; 3). suggests
’W[w]ylst1. 6. MSS ZY. 7* P.’s emendation; MSS mlwk1.
8. MSS add ’hlmn. 9. MSS Y ’TWNyt1 •
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9*3-9
(3) mynwg ZY dlwn' ’MT YDBXWNd LWTH ‘LHS’n' SBY’n' k ’lyc’l *BYBWNx2 
99 b ’l ’ytwn1 s’ht1 kwhSyt' cygwn TWR’*^bSkck' ^
‘LHS’n' SBY’n BR’ ‘L zmyk *MXYTWNyt111 W cygwn 
*tklg12 ’MT BR’ ‘L zmyk ’wptyt13
(9) W ’MT g ’wSd’k' W dlwn ’pyl^krpk'^ w Snwmn'ZY
’whrmzd ZY hwt’y ’pryn krpk1 *300^ YXWWNyt1 ^  
dlwn' W g ’wSd’k'- yc wyS krpk' l’tyh W ’hl’dyh
(3) menog I dron, ka yazend, abag aweSan dewan karezar kuned, D 
nawad ud no bar edon saxt koxSed. Ciy5n gaw^baSkizag
—  —  —  —  —  —  __ 
aweSan dewan be o zamig zaned, ud Ciyon
* _ tagarg ka be o zamig ofted.
/  r \ \  —  —  —  —  ^  —(9) ud ka goSodag ud dron, aber kirbag, ud Snuman i
—  —  —  —  -X- _  _
ohrmazd 1 xwaday afnn ud kirbag se sad bawed. 
dron ud goSodag- iz weS kirbag radih ud ahlayih
D,
D ,
10. M.’s emendation; MSS TWR’ bSkwc K*N. 11. MSS MXYTWNd; the 
words bSkwc ... MXYTWNd are written above the line in BK by a later 
hand. 12. MSS tyglg. 13. §§ Li-8 are wrongly inserted in this
chapter in all MSS; see below Comm. 23, n. 17.. ll|. M.’s
emendation; BK, J krtk'; MR^ krt'. 11?. MSS MN. 16. MSS
17. J; BK, MR1
22
22.11
23.11
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9.9
■h* T 8 i 19
BYN yzd’n W ’pst’k- ye wy9 g’s ’pz’dynyt ms
l ’mSn' ‘bYDWNx  ^W dlwn' ZY 3 d’nk' krpk' 3 dlwn'
20*bwt' *MNW20 ySt' ZY21 ks gwpt' dlwn' ZY *p’hn22
’MTS yzSn'2  ^*ptglyhyt'2^ end dlwn' ’-9 krpk' 2 * ’nd2^
dlwn' KN YXWWNyt' W *MT 2 »nd ’YT' end dlwn'
’-9 krpk' 2 ’nd *KN26 YXWWNyt' end dlwn' ySt'-XD
L ’ PWN zwhl krpk' 100 tn’pwhl KN YXWWNyt'
’ywk' ZY PWN zwhl krpk' 1,000 tn’pwhl KN YXWWNyt'
andar yazdan ud abestag— iz we9 gah abzayened, meh 
ramiSn kuned; ud dron I se danag kirbag se dron.
■¥r -¥r -K-
bud ke yaSt I keh guft. dron l pahn
—  —    M-
ka-9 yaziSn padirihed, Cand dron a-9 kirbag do and
dron oh bawed; ud ka do and ast 5and dr5n,
a-9 kirbag d5 and oh bawed 9and dron. yaSt-ew
ne pad z5hr kirbag sad tanapuhl oh bawed,
ewag i pad zohr kirbag hazar tanapuhl oh bawed.
19* MSS ’pz’dyn'd. 20 M. ’s reading; MSS bwtn' dyn'.
21. MSS y9t-XD ZY. 22. MSS phyn. 23. Written ’9n.
2^ . M.’s reading; MSS PWN dlhn’d ’YT'. 2£. D.’s reading;
MSS ywnd. 26. MSS *L.
0.23
D.23/24
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9.10-13
(10) ygt krtn' ’ytwn' LB’ W m ’t[k]yk K*N n ’mcStyk
W ’lc’wmnd ’YK MN ’pst’k' pyt’k ’YK GBR’ ’MT l£
SNTk' ’Pg ygt1 L’ krt' * ’styt' *’-g27 LXM’ W MY’
MN ’dwynk' ZY *KLB’- ’n'28 W w ’d’n' YXBWNgn'
(11) wsplyt-XD L ’ PWN zwhl krpk1 1,000 tn’pwhl 
ZK ZY PWN zwhl 100,000 tn’pwhl
(12) *h’twht '-XD 29 L’ PWN zwhl krpk' 2,000 tn’pwhl 
ZK ZY PWN zwhl 200,000 tn’pwhl
(13) dw’cdhhwm’st'-XD L ’ [PWN] zwhl ’-g27 krpk'
200,000 tn’pwhl ZK ZY PWN zwhl 1,000,000 tn’pwhl
(10) yagt kardan edon wuzurg ud mad[ag]lg, nun nambigtlg, 
ud arzomand, ku az abestag paydag ku mard ka panzdah 
salag u-g yagt ne kard ested, a-g nan ud ab
az ewenag I sagan ud wayan dahign.
(11) wispared-ew ne pad zohr kirbag hazar tanapuhl, 
han 1 pad z5hr sad hazar tanapuhl.
(12) hadoxt-ew ne pad zohr kirbag do hazar tanapuhl, 
han 1 pad z5hr do sad hazar tanapuhl.
(13) dwazdahhomast- e w ne [pad] zohr, a-g kirbag
d5 sad hazar tanapuhl, han I pad z5hr hazar hazar tanapuhl
C
27. MSS 28. D.’s reading; MSS KLB’n' .
29. MSS h ’twwht'XD.
.24
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9.1U
(ll;) hm’k-dyn'-1 PWN 10-hwm’st' krpk' 100 ’nd KN
YXWWNyt' end ZK ZY ’ywk'-hwm’st' W hm’k-dyn-XI) PWN 
zwhl ZY 10-hwm’st' krpk' 100 hm’k-dyn' ZY 10-hwm’st‘
ZY L’ PWN zwhl KN YXWWNyt' hm’k-dyn-XD ’ywk'-hwm’st'
ZY L’ PWN zwhl krpk' *1,000"^ tn’pwhl KN YXWWNyt'
ZK ZY ’ywk'-hwm’st' ZY PWN zwhl *100,OOO31 ZK ZY 
10-hwm’st' ZY L ’ PWN zwhl *100,OOO32 ZK ZY 10-hwm’st' ZY 
PWN zwhl *1,000,000^ ’pst’k wyS krpk'yh’ ’pz’dynd 
ZK ZY 10-hwm’st' ZY IVN zwhl cygwn npSt* PWN ZNH cym 
’MT* hm’k'-dyn'-XD BR’ YDBXWNd * ’-S^ hm’k wn’s MN bwn
(lU) hamag-den-e pad dah-homast kirbag sad and oh
bawed Cand han l ewag-homast; ud hamag-den-ew pad 
zohr I dah-homast kirbag sad hamag-den I dah-homast
I ne pad zohr oh bawed; hamag-den-ew ewag-homast
—  —  *  —  —  —
l ne pad zohr kirbag hazar tanapuhl oh bawed,
han I ewag-homast I pad zohr *sad-hazar, han I
•X* —
dah-homast I ne pad zohr sad-hazar, han l dah-homast I 
pad zohr hazar-hazar. abestag weS, kirbaglha abzayend. 
han l dah-homast I pad zohr Ciyon nibiSt; pad en Cim 
ka hamag-den-ew be yazend a-S hamag winah az bun
30. M.’s reading; MSS 31. M. ’s reading; MSS
32. M.’s reading; MSS
33* M.’s reading; MSS 3 +^ • MSS ’J
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9.15-16
BR’ *ZLWNyt' BR’ wn’s ZY mlglc’n'
(15) ’MT krpk' M N D ^ I  ’ytwn' LB’3^ ’ytwn' hw’l krtn' ’YK PWN hm’k- 
dyn'-XD ’nd krpk* KN YXWWNyt' * ’36 ’MT lwb’n' ZY ’N§WT’-’n
BR’ *L cynwt' pwhl YXMTWNyt' wn’s W krpk' *L *tl’cwk'3^
XNXTWNd W ’MT krpk' PWN ’nd end mwd-I t’k' ZY *dwk' 38 
* 3I1
wyS *-S BR* *L whSt' YDLWNx^ ’MTS wn’s ’ndend 
m[y]ck'-XD t’k W L*YSH ZY ZK *myck' 39 wyg *-S3^ BR’ *L 
dwShw YBLWNx^
(16) ’ytwn cygwn krpk' hw’l krtn' wn’s-yc hw’l krtn'
W PWN krpk1 krtn1 twhS’k' ’p ’yt' bwtn' W MN wn’s BR’
p ’hlyhtn' MH ’MT MN wn’s p’hlycyt' BR’ *L dwShw L’ YXMTWNyt
be Sawed, be winah 1 margarzan. D • ^
(15) ka kirbag 5iS-e edon wuznrg, edon xwar kardan ku pad
_  _ __ _  —    *X* _  _  _
hamag-den-ew and kirbag oh bawed. a ka ruwan 1 mardoman
_ _ _ _ * _ _
be o Cinwad-puhl rased, winah ud kirbag o tarazug
— — — — — ^ — 
nihend, ud ka kirbag pad and band moy-e tag 1 dok
weS, a-S be o wahiSt nayend; ka-S winah and band
•X* -X*
mijag-ew tag ud sar 1 han mi Jag weS, a-S be o
dugox nayend.
(16) edon Ciyon kirbag xwar kardan, *a winah-iz xwar kardan, 
ud pad kirbag kardan tuxSag abayed budan ud az winah be
pahrextan, be ka az winah pahrezed be o duSox ne rased.
35* D.’s reading;- MSS all have ’twr' after LB’, presumably an old 
mistake for the following ’ytwn'. 36. MSS ’YK. 37* D.’s
emendation; MSS t’l’cwk'. 38. D.’s emendation; MSS hwk'.
39* M.’s emendation; MSS ’mck'. 1*0. MSS ’y.
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Chapter 10 10.a.1-2
a (l) BB’ ZNH ’YK zltwhSt1 MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt1 ’YKIWN mltwm’n 
hwnl-I MH SPYL
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' 1’st'-gwbSnyh SPYL MH BYN 1 ’st'-gwbSnyh
hwslwbyh BYN gyh’n' W hw’hwyh W ’hl’dyh IWN whSt' W ptwnd’n'
W ’wb1 ’tk’n ZY LK PWN k ’l W krpk' krtn' ’-S’n ^hwyS’n1 
hwptl YXWWNyt W LK lwb’n 1 ’hlwb' BNPSH YXWWNyt1 MH MNW 
l’styh I’d PWN hw’stk1 ’ylhtyt *’-S2 SPYL cygwn 
MNW dlwcyh I’d IWN lwb’n ' ’ylhtyt1 MH hw’stk' L’WXL 
S’yt* hndwhtn1 lwb’n ‘ ’MT YMYTWNt1 *ZLWNd ’-S2 c’lk' L‘y t '
a (l) dar en: ku zarduSt az ohrmazd pursid ku: "pad mardoman D.26
hunar-e be weh?"
(2) ohrmazd guft: "rast-gowiSnih weh, be andar rast-gowiSnlh
husrawlh andar gehan ud huaxwlh ud ahlayih pad wahiSt; ud paywandan
— — — _ — — -H*
ud awadagan 1 t5, pad kar ud kirbag kardan a-San xweSan 
xubtar bawed, ud to ruwan ahlaw xwad bawed." be ke 
rastlh ray pad xwastag eraxted, a-S weh biyon 
ke druzlh ray pad ruwan eraxted, be xwastag abaz 
Sayed handoxtan, ruwan, ka murd, Sawend. a-S barag nest.
1. M.’s emendation; MSS hyS’n. 2. MSS V
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10.a.3-b.l
(3) MB pyt’k ’YK L ’ dwst' ‘LH1 dwst' L’
’X ‘LH1 ’X L’ ’B 1 ‘lh' BRH W ’MTc-S’n k ’l krpk' 
wyg ’YK ZK ZY-S ptS ’Swk' XWH'd ’MT MN gyt^dy 
BR’ ‘ZLWNt' XWH'd ’ywk' *L ‘LH ZY TWB YXBWNt' L’ twb’n'
b (l) BB’ ZNH ’YK' l’tyh krpk-'XD ’ytwn' LB’
W ’lc’wmn<?W n ’mcStyk ’YK lsSn' ZY yzd’n' W SPYB-’n'
W nywkyh ZY ’whrmzd W ’mhrspnd’n PWN gyt^ rdy MN h ’nk'
ZY l’t’n wyS YXWWNyt' *’MT^ l’tyh pl’lwnyh’ <BYBWNx1 *L 
SPYB-’n 1 W ’lc’nyk’n nywkyh ZY ’lc’nyk’n 1 hylpt’n W *h’wSt’n' 
lsSn' BR’ ‘L h ’nk' ZY 1’t’n ZY pi’lwn' l’t’n YXWWNyt'
(3) paydag ku ne d5st oy dost, ne B,
brad oy brad, ne pid oy pus; ud ka-iz-iSan kar ud kirbag
weS ku han I-S padiS aSo hend, ka az getig 
be Sud hend, ewag o oy 1 did dad ne tuwan. 
b (l) dar en: ku radlh kirbag-ew ed5n wuzurg
ud arzomand ud namCiStlg ku rasiSn I yazdan ud wehan,
ud nekih I ohrmazd ud amahraspandan pad getig az xanag
1 radan weS bawed. ka radlh fraroniha kunend o D.
— — — — — _ _ — — 
wehan ud arzanigan, nekih 1 arzanigan, herbadan ud hawistan
rasiSn be 5 xanag 1 radan i frardn radan bawed.
3» J; BK, MEL^  «AuLol>>l . J4. M ’s emendation; MSS MN.
B.’s emendation; MSS h ’St’n.
26
26/27
so
10.b.2-c
V £
(2) KR’ krpk' ZY *LHS’n' ZY BYN h ’nk' ZY l’t’n *BYDWNd 
l’t ZY pi’lwn' l’t' ’ytwn' YXWWNyt' cygwn ’MTS PWN 
dst1 ZY NPSH krt' XWH^r
(3) W l’t’n ZY ’p ’lwn l’t’n' MNW [*L] SLYtl W * ’hwySk’lyk7
[YXBWNd] gdk W l’sd’l *L h ’nk' YXMTWNynd ’n ’kyh ZY ’whrmzd 
W ’p ’ryk' yzd’n MN ZK h ’nk' *LHS’n' dlwnd’n' BYN ZK h ’nk' 
wn’s ZY mynynd W YMR[R]WNd W ‘BYBWNd l’t ZY ’p ’lwn l’t' ’ytwn'
YXWWNyt' cygwn ’MTS PWN dst' ZY NPSH krt' XWH^d^
c ZNHc MN dyn' pyt’k ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt'
gwpt' ’YK MNW l’tyh Sn’sgyh’ W wcyt’lyh’ *BYDWNx2
(2) harw kirbag I awe San I andar xanag i radan *kunend, D.27
rad I fraron rad edon bawed Ciyon ka-S pad
dast 1 xweS kard he.
(3) ud radan I abaron radan, ke [o] wattar ud *axweSkarig 
[dahend], geg ud rahdar o xanag r as end; anagih i ohrmazd
ud abarlg yazdan az han xanag; awe San druwandan andar han xanag 
winah 1 menend ud gowend ud kunend, rad i abaron rad edon 
bawed Ciyon ka-S pad dast 1 xweS kard he. 
c en-iz az den paydag ku ohrmazd be 5 zarduSt
guft ku; "ke radih Snasagiha ud wizidariha kuned
6. BK, MR1 ‘BYDWNyt. 7- MSS ’hwySk’lyh.
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10.c-d.2
L h ’wnd MNW ’whnnzd *XWHm^ W MNW ’d’nyh’ W ’Sn’sgyh’
W * ’wcyt’lyh’9 *BYDWNx2 [h’wnd ZY] ’hlmn 
d (l) ZNHc MN dyn' pyt’k ' ’YK ’MT GBR’ 2 *ptk’lynd10
W ’ywk' YMR[R]WNyt' ’YK ’MT L wcyt’1-dhSnyh ‘BYDWNm BR’ 
PWN SPYLyh W cygwnyh W ’pz’l hwp Sn’sym *1)3 MND*M-yc 
’wbS L ’ YXBWNm ZK PWN ZK gwbSn' ’MT ’ytwn' YMRRWNyt 
YXMTWNyt BR’ *L dwShw 
(2) ’ywk' YMRRWNyt' ’YK L L ’ ’hlwb' Sn’sym L ’ dlwnd 
BR’ MNW MN L k ’l W krpk' ptglyt* ’YK ’hl’dyh 
st’yt' W SDY’- ’n"^ *bySyt'^ ’PS wn’sk’lyh L*
man hawandtke ohrmazd^om; nd ke adaniha nd aSnasagiha D. 27 
nd awizldarlha kuned [hawand i] ahreman.
d (1) en-iz az den paydagf kn ka mard do*pahikarend, D.28
nd ewag go wed kn: "ka man wizldar- dahiSnlh kunem, be
pad wehlh ud diyonlh nd abzar xub Snasem, ta-S diS-iz 
awis ne dahem," han pad han gowiSn ka edon gowed, 
rased be o dnSox.
(2) ewag gowed kn: "man ne ah law Snasem ne druwand,
be ke az man kar nd kirbag padlred, ku ahlaylh
_ _ _ _ _ 
stayed nd dewan beSed, u-S winahgarih ne
8. D.’s emendation; MSS ’w ’wm. 9» D.’s emendation; MSS
MSS ’wcyt’lyh ZY. 10. MSS ptk’lyynd. 11. J; BK, MRX SDY’n .
12. M.’s reading; MSS byS’st'.
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10.cL.2-e
*13YD4YTWNm * ’-S13 BYN wl’wmndyh PWN GBR’-I nywk' YXSNNm 
’PS BSLY’ W wstlg YXBWNm ZK PWN [ZK] gwbSn' ’MT ’ytwn'
YMRRWNyt' YXMTWNyt' BR’ *L whSt' 
e ZNHc MN ’pst’k pyt’k 1 ’YK MNW GBR’-I1^
y  "I
’hlwb' MNB‘M YXBWNyt' BR’ *L whSt' YXMTWNyt' W MNW 
‘L *dlwnd-XB16 MND‘m  YXBWNyt' W L* YD*YTWNyt' ’YK dlwnd ’MT BR’
‘L d’nSn' YXMTWNyt' ’YK dlwnd * ’-S17 L’WXL YNSBWNSn' ’MTS 
gwk’dy18 ’p ’yt' YDLWNx2 ’YKm ZNH MND‘M BR’ *L LK 
L ’ YXBWNt' ’PS19 KN YDLWNx^ KR’ ’hwk' ZY-S twb’n'
XWH’t'20 4BYDWNt' XN’21 4BYDWNyt' YXSNNSn' ZY hw’stk' BR’
’L 4XBWNx1
*danem, a-S andar waromandlh, pad mard-e nek darem, D.28
u-S goSt ud wastarag dahem," han pad [han] gowiSn ka edon 
gowed, rased be o wahiSt.
e en-iz az abestag paydag, ku ke mard-e
_ _ _ * _ 
ahlaw bis dahed be o wahiSt rased, ud ke
■H* — —  —
o druwand-ew bis dahed, ud ne daned ku druwand, ka be 
_ _ *
o daniSn rased ku druwand, a-S abaz staniSn; kar-S 
gugay abayed nldan ku: "-m en bis be o to
ne dad", u-S oh niyed, harw ahog i-S tuwan D. 28/29
had kard, ed kuned, dariSn l xwastag be 
ma glred.
13. D.’s emendation; BK, ME^, J ’nyt' m ’h; 10 YD4YTWNm ’DYN.
ll+. MEL^ , J; BK GBR’y-I. V~>» D.’s emendation; MSS MN. 16. MSS
dlwnd’n*. 17. MSS 18. MR^, J; BK gwk’d’. 19. MSS _[P
’PS (i.e. dittography). 20. 10; BK, MR^, J hmwht'.
21. M. reads 5 by mistake.
33
lO.f-g
f ZNHc MN dyn* pyt’k 1 ’YK l’tyh ’ytwn' ’pd22
’MT hw’stk' BR’ *L GBR’ ZY nywk1 YXBWNyt' ’-S17 BYN ‘DN’
K ’L ’ ZY gwbSn' BR’ l‘yn' ’whrmzd hwt’y lsyt' ’PS 
mzd W * p ’t ’Sn'2^ YXBWNd 
g ZNHc pyt’k ' ’YK 1’tyh ’ytwn' *’lc’wmnd2^ [’YK] ’MT
’whrmzd ywlt’y [YXBWNt'] *bwn-yS2  ^swptk', h ’ngwst' bwt' ’PS 
hwSk' 3 nyck' b ’l’ ZY 3 n ’d bwt' SPY’ BR’
‘ZLWNt' XWHd ’PS’n26 ... ZK ywlt’y26 ... BR’ MH m ’hlyd’ W 
m ’hlyd’n'27 PWN mwst'28 pr’c *XDWNt' ‘B-S’n' ZK 
dtygl BR’ mlnc[y]nyt' ’whrmzd c’lk' ZY MND*M krt' ’PS
f en-iz az den paydag, ku radlh edon abd
ka xwastag be o mard I nek dahed, a-S andar zaman
wang I g5wiSn be peS ohrmazd xwaday rased, u-S
*  _ _ _ 
mizd ud padaSn dahend.
g en-iz paydag, ku radlh ed5n *arz5mand [ku] ka
ohrmazd Jorda [dad], bun-iS suftag Cahar angust bud, u-S
hoSag se nezag bala, I se nay, bud; dew be
Sud hend u-S an ... han ^orda ... be Ce mahliya ud
mahliyan pad must fraz grift tar-San han
dudlgar be murjenld. ohrmazd Carag I CiS kard, u-S
22. BK ’p ’tyh with ’pd ZY written above) MR^ ’p’tyh; M. reads 
abd I ... . 23• D.’s emendation; MSS p ’t’hn'. 2l+. MSS
’lc’wmwnd. 2^ . M.’s emendation; MSS BR’ ’h. 26. Some words
are missing here. 27* MSS have also ’’. 28. BK, MR-^  have also
PWN MN.
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lO.g-h
has *ZY29 PWN30 * ’hl’dyh [QDM] * ’lc’nyk'3° c’lk'
B* YXWNst[n] 1 I’d BR’ *L m[’h]lyd’ W m ’hlyd’n'31 YXMTWNyt'
’PS ywlt’y B*YXWNst' ’PS ’n' ywlt’y BR’ ’wbS nmwt' W ’XL mynwg 
ZY l’tyh W ZKc *hdS32 W d’hm’n ’pryn' BR’ *L d’tst’n mt'
XWH'd ’PS ’n SDY’n' BR’ ’pshynyt' XWH'd ’PS’n' stwb' XWH'd 
h ZNHc MN dyn' pyt’k' ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt'
gwpt' ’YK l’tyh MND‘M.1 ’ytwn' s’hyk33 33 
l’s MN glwtm’n BR’ cynwt pwhl * ’styt' W KR’ MNW 
PWN krpk '-XD ’hlwb' YXWWNyt1 * ’-S3i+ PWN l’s-I twb’n' *ZLWNtn'
W ZK *MNW3^ PWN l’tyh ’hlwb' YXWWNyt' * ’-S3^ PWN hm’k ZK 
l’s *ZLWNtn' twb’n' YXWWNyt’
hadiS I pad ahlayih [abar] arzanlg CiS Carag *
xwastan ray be o mahliya ud mahliyan rased;
u-S Jorda xwast, u-S han Jdrda awiS nimud; ud pas mendg
- - -  _ *  _ _ _  _ _ _  n  29/30l radlh ud han-iz hadiS ud dahman afrm be o dadestan mad * '
hend, u-San dewan be abeslhenld hend u-S an stow hend.
h en-iz az den paydag, ku ohrmazd be o zarduSt
guft ku: "radih CiS-e edon sahlg, slh ud se
_  —  —  
rah az garodman be C inwad puhl ested, ud harw ke
—  —  -)f _
pad kirbag-ew ahlaw bawed a^ -S pad rah-e tuwan Sudan
— — — — 
ud han ke pad radlh ahlaw bawed, a-S pad hamag han
rah Sudan tuwan bawed".
29« BK, J hdSyS; MR^ hdyhyhy. 30* MSS PWN ’sy’ ’dwynk1; see 
Comm. n. 7» 31 • MSS mlyd’nydy. 32. MSS h ’dSyh.
33* J breaks off here, some folios being lost. 3U» MSS ’’.
3!?. D. ’s reading; MSS MN.
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lO.i-k
0
k
i
D
k
31*.
MSS
ZNHc pyt’k ' ’YK MNW k ’l-I wyh ‘BYDWNx W *LH MNWS MND*M L*YT 
* ’-S3i* MND*M YXBWNyt* * ’-S3i+ hm’k k ’l W krpk* BYN 
ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK GBR’ m[y]nSn' MN wn’s BR’ [’y]
YXSNNyt' ’wzw’n MN MRY’ ZY L ’ ’p ’yt' gwptn* BR’ ’y 
p ’hlycyt* W myn[w]k* MN NYSH* ’y ’SLWNyt* ’Skmb 
I’d ’ytwn* ’L ’y twhSyt* [’YK] KR’ MH ’Snwyt*
*»_S3l+ KN ’p ’yt'
ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK hm’k ’NSWT* ’ywk* LWTH TWB
’ytwn* [’y] SGYTWNd cygwn ’MT* * ’X36 XWH'd *dwS’lmyh’37 ^ y 38
en-iz paydag, ku ke kar-e weh kuned ud oy ke-S CiS nest D
* _ * _ _
-S CiS dahed, a-S hamag kar ud kirbag andar.
en-iz paydag, ku mard meniSn az winah be [e]
dared, uzwan az saxwan I ne abayed guftan be e
pahrezed, ud menog az zan e banded; aSkamb
ray edon ma e tuxSed, [ku] harw Ce aSnawed
* — — 
a-S oh abayed.
en-iz paydag, ku hamag mard5m ewag abag did
    r _  -i   _  -X   _  "X" _  _  _  X _
edon |_eJ rawend Ciyon ka brad hend; doSaramiha e
MSS 36. D.’s reading;
w ’h. 37. MSS dwhSlmyh’. 38. MSS XN’.
.30
.31
36
10.k-l*1
‘STHNd ¥ ZK ZY-S’n * ’y39 ’p ’yt' krtn' ’y ‘BYD¥Nx2
W k ’l W  krpk' Iwb’n I’d ’y ‘BYD¥Nx2 W dhSn' *L GBR’- ’n ’hlwb’n
* ’y3  ^‘BYB¥Nx2 W ’kyn'yh’ ¥ ’hSmyh’ L¥TH ’NS¥T’- ’n'
SGYTWNd ¥ MNI^M wcyt’lyh’ * ’y38 YXB¥Nd 
1 (l) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt'
gwpt' ’YKm 5 MND‘M ZNH nywk'tl YXB¥Nt' hwlSyt' ’MT
L ’L’ Y ’T¥Nyt' tn' ZY ym ’MTS pwl GDH YXW¥Nt' ’MT 
w ’l’n' *Y’T¥Nt'^° YK*YMWNyt1 ¥ MY’ PWN w ’stl YTYEWNst'
YK* YMWNyt' ’PS ’pt’p QBM ’wptyt' mtr1 ZY *pl’hw-gwywtli+1 ’MT 
*L *MT’-I^2 YXMT¥Nyt' ¥ BYN MT’ mtr'-y’lyh <BYD¥Nx;l ¥ ’thg ZY
xwarend, ud hail I-San *e abayed kardan e kunend, D. 31
ud kar ud kirbag ruwan ray e kunend, ud dahiSn o mar dan ahlawan
■*_ _ _ _ _ 
e kunend, ud akeniha ud axeSmiha abag mardoman
_ _ _ _ _ 
rawend, ud CiS wizidanha e dahend.
i (i) en-iz paydag, ku ohrmazd be o zarduSt
guft ku: M-m panj CiS en nektar dad: xwarSed ka
ul ayed; tan I yim kar-S purr xwarrah bud; ka
_ _ *’ _ _ 
waran amad ested ud ab pad wastar niSast
ested u-S aftab abar 5fted; mihr I frax-goyod ka
_ _ _ _ _  
o deh-e rased ud andar deh mihr-yarih kuned; ud ataxS l
39. MSS ZY. 1*0. MSS Y ’TWNyt'. 1*1. MSS pl’swywt' .
1*2. MSS MT’y.
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10.1.1-2
swhl ZY swc’k' ’MT PWN g’s’nb’l zwhl pt-S * Y X B W N d ^
’Pm MN ZK  ^MND‘M ’-m MND*M ZNH nywktl W
’p ’dSnyktl YXBWNt1 MNW ’k’syh’ PWN d’nSn MND*M ZY l’st'
YMR[R]WNyt1
(2) ’Pm 5 MNDWM ZNH zyStl XZYTWNt' ’MT PWN
dSt'-XD hz’n-XD krt' YK*YMWNyt' ’PS nrwltkLXD nwk'
BYN ’wbS bwlt' YK* "YMWNyt' ’PS BYN wSwpSn YK* YMWNyt' PWN 
LYLY’ ZY zmst’n' ZY t’lyk' ’MT dwSmyn’n PWN l’s 
bwt XWHd ’wzw’n' ZY dwShw' dwSp’thS’’n' sthm’n 
’MTS’n' PWN hSm plm’n-XD dwSp’thS’’n s’htyh’
_ _ * 
suxr i suzag ka pad gahanbar zohr pad-iS dahend;
u-m az han panj CiS gu-m CiS en nektar ud
abayiSnigtar dad ke agahiha pad daniSn CiS i rast
gowed.
(2) "u-m pan^ CiS en ziStar did: ka pad
daSt-ew hazzan-ew kard ested, u-S murdag-ew nog 
andar awiS burd ested, u-S andar wiSdbiSn ested; pad 
Sab I zamestan I tarlk ka duSmenan pad rah 
bud hend; uzwan i duSox duSpadixSayan stahman, 
ka-San pad xeSm framan-ew duSpadixSayan saxtlha
D. 31
D. 32
U3. MSS YKSNNd.
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10.1.2-m
pt-S YXBWNt' BYN MT* ' ’MTS’n mtr' L ’ d’St' ’PS’n'
’MT1 wyh krt* W zlm’nyh ’MT QDM ’N§WT’- ’n' mt YK‘XMWNyt' 
W BR’ ‘L gyw’k' mt’ YXWWNyt' MN ZK hm’k ’-m MND*M^^
ZNH PWN CSm zyStl YXWWNt' MNW-S ’k ’syh’ KDB’ 
gwpt'
m ZNH-c pyt’k 1 ’YK l’tyh krpk'XD ’ytwn’ *shyk^
zmyk ZK SPYL MDMHNyt1 ’MT1 GBR’ ZY l’t' QJ)M 
SGYTWNyt1 w ’t^6 ZK^6 [SPYL] MDMHNyt1 ’MT1 *L tn' ZY 
YXMTWNyt' NYSH ZK SPYL MDMHNyt' ’MTS GBR’ ZY l’t'
Swd ’sp' ZK SPYL MDMHNyt' ’MTS km’n' GBR’ ZY
pad-iS dad; andar deh ka-San mihr.ne daSt u-San 
ka weh kart; ud zarmanlh ka abar mardoman mad ested 
ud be o gyag mad bawed; az han hamag a-m GiS 
en pad CaSm ziStar bud, ke-S agahlha drow
guft."
_ _ _ _ _ 
m en-iz paydag, ku radlh kirbag-ew edon sahig,
zamlg han weh sahed ka mard I rad abar
rawed; wad han [weh] sahed ka o tan I *oy rad
rasid; zan han weh sahed ka-S mard I rad
Soy; asp han weh sahed ka-S kaman mard I
t'
D. 32
hh» MSS have also XD. US* MSS s’hyk. ^6. Written in BK above 
the line by a later hand. 1*7• M.’s reading; MSS ‘LH’n.
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lO.m-o
l ’t' ’hncyt' V gwspnd ZK SPYL MDMHNyt ’MTS GBR’
ZY l’t' bl hcS ‘STHNyt' PWN GBH ZY l’t’n' hwlSyt' PWN 
ZK 1 * s SPYL SGYTWNyt' m ’h-c PWN ZK l’s * SGYTWNyt 
*stl’n ,i|9 PWN *LHS’n' l’s SGYTWNd MN ZK * ’YK^° l’t’n' 
MNB^ BR’ YXBWNd ’NSWT’- ’n ZY gyh’n' zywynd W wck ZY 
mwlw’n' BYN h ’dk W bylwn' h ’dk zywynd 
n ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt' gwpt'
’YK KR’ MH l’t’n' BR’ YXBWNd ’-S^1 L ’ywk' 2 L’WXL 
YXBWNm W hnb’l(w)m
i f?2o ZNHc pyt’k ’YK ’whrmzd gwpt ’YK L l’t’n bwlcym
rad ahanjed; ud go span d han weh sahed ka-S mard
I rad bar aziS xwared; pad xwarrah I radan xwarSed pad
_  —  _ _ _
han rah weh rawed, mah-iz pad han rah rawed,
* _ _ _ _  _ _ * _ _ _ 
staran pad awe San rah rawend; az han ku radan
CiS be dahend, mardoman I gehan zlwend, ud wafidag 1
murwan andar xayag ud beron xayag zlwend.
n en-iz paydag, ku ohrmazd be o zarduSt guft
ku: "harw Ce radan be dahend, a-S man ewag do abaz
dahem, ud hambarem."
o en-iz paydag, ku ohrmazd guft ku: "man radan burzem
D. 32 
D.32/33
1*8. MSS SGYTWNt'. 1*9. MSS stwl’n'. 50. MSS ZY ’MT.
5l• MSS V . £2. MSS bwlcym XWH'd; M. emends to *burzld *hom.
90 lO.o-q
’MTm XZYTWNt' lwb’n ZY l’t’n' ’MT PWN kwp' ZY 
hlbwlc1 wtlt' XWH'd BYN [*L] glwtm’n' *ZLWNt' XWH'd 
p ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK ’-whrmzd gwpt' ’YK nywk' LK l’t'
MNW MN ’p ’ryk lwb’n ’n' ’m ’wndyh’tl W pylwcglyh’tl Y ’TWNjrdj 
q ZNHc pyt’k ' ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt' gwpt'
’YK hm’k' ’NSWT’ I’d BR’ *L LK YMR[R]WNym MNW zltwhSt'
XWHydy ’YK-S’n'^ gltwtm’n whSt' ZY ’whrmzd NPSH MNW 
*L ’hlwb’n' l’tyh *BYBWNx^ ’PS ZNHc gwpt ’YK hm’k 
’NSWT’- ’n' I’d BR’ *L LK YMR[R]WNm MNW zltwhSt' XWH^ djr 
’YKS’n' dwShw' ZY t’lykyh NPSH MNW *L dlwnd’n' l’tyh *BYDWNyt'
ksum did ruwan I radan ka pad kof I 
harborz widard hend, andar [o] garodmin Sud hend." 
p en-iz paydag ku ohrmazd guft ku: "nek, to rad,
ke az abarlg ruwanan amawandlhatar ud perozgarlhatar aye."
q en-iz paydag, ku ohrmazd be 5 zarduSt guft
ku: "hamag mardom ray be 5 to gowem, ke zarduSt
X — _ _ —
he, ku-San garodman, wahiSt l ohrmazd, xweS ke 
o ahlawan radlh kuned." u-S en-iz guft ku: "hamag
mardoman ray be 5 to gowem, ke zarduSt he, 
ku-San duSox I tarlglh xweS ke o druwandan radlh kuned."
.33
.34
$3. MSS ’PS’n'.
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Chapter 11 11.1-3
(1) ’NSWT’- ’n' ’MTS’n kwstyk wS’t' W pyl’hn' ZY 
XL-Vk'1 ptmwht1 * ’styt' *pltwm2 g’m ZY BR’ XNXTWNd 
plm’n-XD wn’s ch’lwm g ’m ’-S’n' tn’pwhl-I wn’s
W ’XL ‘D BR’ YK* YMWNyt1 ’-c' wyS l ‘y t ' ’YK tn’pwhl-I
(2) ’MT BR’ *’styt' ’XL BR’ SGYTWNyt' * ’-S3 d’tst’n'
’ytwn' cygwn MN bwn ’yw-mwk' dwb’lSnyh ’-S d’tst’n'
’ytwn' cygwn' wS’t' dwb’lSnyh ZY SLYtl MH ’yw-mwk' dwb’lSnyh
hm’k pym ZY NKB- ’n ZY PWN gyh’n BR’ k ’hyt'
(3) MNW MN LGLH BR’ mycyt' * ’-g^ tn’pwhl-I wn’s W MNW
LCBr tyh ZY LGLH XD wtyst' W 2 ’ngwst' BR’ mycyt' * ’-S^
(1) mardoman ka-S an kustlg wiSad ud perihan 1 ^ ^
-K-
ew-tag paymoxt ested, fradom gam 1 be nihend, 
framan-ew winah; Caharom gam a^ -San tanapuhl-e winah, 
ud pas, ta be ested, a^ -z weS nest ku tanapuhl-e.
(2) ka be ested, pas be rawed, a-S dadestan
edon Ciyon, az bun, ew-mog - dwariSnlh; su-S dadestan 
edon Ciyon wiSad - dwariSnlh, 1 wattar, Ce ew-mog-dwariSnlh 
hamag pern I madagan 1 pad gehan be kahed.
(3) ke az pay be me zed, *a-S tanapuhl- e winah; ud ke
—
tar teh I pay ew widest ud do angust be mezed, ar-S
1. MSS XD twk1 (cf. DdA. 12^.6). 2. D.’s emendation; MSS plytwm.
3* D.’s reading; MSS w ’h. MSS .
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11.U-8
tn’pwhl-I wn’s 
(U) W MNW Swsl ’k ’l BR’ *BYBWNyt' *’-S^ tn’pwhl-I
(5) W MNW hwltyk W hwlSnyk MND*M ’k ’l * * BYBWNyt1 ^ * ’V 4 tn’pwhl-XD wn’s
(6) MNW MY’ PWN LYLY’ BR* *L kwstk ZY ’p’htl lycyt * ’-S tn’pwhl-XD wn’s
(7) MNW ZWZN'-XB MN GBR’-I BR’ YNSBWNyt' ’ywp' BR’
* £>
dwcyt' [’-S PWN] g’s wn’s ’PS gytygyh’ ZK ZY PWN sthm 
YNSBWNyt' h ZWZN1 ZK ZY BR’ dwcyt' 2 ZWZN1 BR’
’p ’yt' YXBWNt'
(8) MNW *gwspnd-3^BR’ dwcyt ’ywp YXNCLWNyt' ’-S [PWN]
*g’s8 wn’s ’PS L-*w’d9 W 2-*w’d9 L’WXL ’p ’yt' YXBWNt'
tanapuhl-e winah D.34
(Ii) ud ke Susar akar be kuned, a-S tanapuhl-e.
(5) ud ke xwardlg ud xwariSnlg CiS akar kuned. a-S tanapuhl-ew winah.
■X- —
(6) ke ab pad Sab be 5 kustag I abaxtar re zed, a-S tanapuhl-ew winah.
(7) ke drahm-ew az mard-e be staned ayab be D.35
duzed [a-S pad] gah winah u-S getlglha han i pad stahm
staned, Cahar drahm, han i be duzed, do drahm be 
abayed dad.
/ \ ^  y
(8) ke gospand-e be duzed ayab appared, ar-S [pad]
* _ _ _ _ 
gah winah, u-S Cahar- way ud do- way abaz abayed dad.
Ij. MSS MSS lycyt; possibly by mistake from §6 (lycyt').
6. M.’s emendation (see below comm. 11, n.7) MSS wy’’; D. suggests 
d’t '. 7. M.’s emendation; MSS gwspndyk. 8. M.’s emendation;
MSS g’s-I; D. suggests d’t'. 9» M.’s emendation; MSS w ’’.
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11.9-11
(9) W MNW stwl-I BR* dwcyt' ’ywp' YXNCLWNyt'
* ’- S^ mynw[g]yh’ 10U styl wn’s ’PS gytjrdyyh’
U-w’d W 2-w’d L ’WXL ’p ’yt' YXBWNtn'
(10) MNW bndk'-XD BR’ dwcyt' *’-S^ mynwgyh’ tn’pwhl-XD wn’s ’PS 
gyt^djyh’ b-w’d W 2-w’d L ’WXL ’p’y’t' XXBWNtn'
(11) W MNW NYSH-XD BR’ *L GBR’-I YXBWNyt’ W mylk' MNWS
’wbS YXBWNyt' ’-S ZK ’hlwb’d’t' BR’ ptglpt' ’XL ^zyd’nk11 
BR’ ‘L GBR’-I dtygl YXBWNyt' W *zyd’nk'n  PWN 
*d’tn'12 *L mylk' hmd’tst’n' cygwn' PWNc ZK GBR’ ZY 
nzdyst' ’MT* XD SNT1 dlhn’d"^ dwcyt ’ mylk' *zyd’nk'^
W ZKc GBR’ MNWS ’XL ’wbS YXBWNt' mlglc’n' *YXWWNd1*1 
’-S’n gyw’k' npSt' ’P-m gwk’n hcdl npSt'
(9) ud ke stor-e be duzed ayab appared, D.35
-X-
a-S menoglha sad ud Cahar ster winah, u-S getigiha 
Cahar-way ud do-way abaz abayed dadan.
(10) ke bandag-ew be duzed, a-S menoglha tanapuhl-ew winah, u-S 
getigiha Cahar-way ud do-way abaz abayed dadan.
(11) ud ke zan-ew be o mard-e dahed, ud me rag ke-S
—  _
awiS dahed a-S han ahlawdad be padirift, pas ziyanag
— — — — ^ _ 
be o mard-e dudigar dahed, ud ziyanag pad
dadan o me rag hamdadestan, Ciyon pad-iz han mard i
        _  ¥ r  _
nazdist, ka ew sal drahnay duzed, a merag, ziyanag
_ _ _ * _
ud han-iz mard ke-S pas awiS dad margarzan bawend;
_ _ * _ _ _ 
a-San gyag nibiSt, u-m gokan azer nibiSt.
10. MSS ’- ’. 11. D.’s emendation; MSS z’d’nk'. 12. MSS d’t'.
13* MSS dlhn’k'. ll|. D.’s emendation; MSS YXBWNd. l£. MSS ’-m.
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Chapter 12 12.1-i*
(1) MNW LWTH GBR’-I PWN MRY’ dwS’lmyh’ pSt' ‘ BYDWNy t'
W ZK mtr1 BR’ dlwcyt' *D 300 SNT1
KR’ MNW MN ptwnd ZY GBR’ h ’mwdyn' bym ’PS’n' ZK 
mtr' ’wdlwc' Q£M YXMTWNyt'
(2) dtygl ZK MNW dst' s’dt' PWN ZNH k ’l ’YKm mtr' LWTH ‘BYDWN 
W mtr' BR’ dlwcyt' *1) 600 SNT1 cygwn-m npSt'
(3) stygl ZK MNW gwspnd-XD BR’ YXBWNyt' * ’YKm1 mtr'
LWTH *BYDWN W mtr' BR’ dlwcyt' *1) 700 [SNT] ’ytwn' cygwn-m 
gwpt'
(U) ch’lwm ZK MNW stwl-I PWN ZNH k ’l BR’ YXBWNyt'
D 36(1) ke abag mard-e pad saxwan ddSaramiha past kuned, 
ud han mihr be drdzed, ta se sad sal
harw ke az paywand l mard hamoyen bim, u-S an han 
mihrddruj abar rased.
(2) dudigar, han ki dast sayed pad en kar, ku: "-m mihr abag kunM,
ud mihr be drdzed, ta SaS sal, Ciy5n-om nibiSt.
(3) sidigar, han ke gospand-ew be dahed ku: M-m mihr
abag kunM, ud mihr be drozed, ta haft sad [b51], edon Ciyon-im 
guft.
(i|) Caharom, han ke stor-e pad en kar be dahed,
1. M.’s emendation; MSS ’YK.
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12.
* ’YKm1 mtr' LWTH ‘BYBWN W mtr' BR’ dlwcyt' [*D]
800 SNT' ’ytwn' cygwn-m gwpt'
(5) pncwm ZK MNW £00 ZWZN PWN ZNH k ’l BR’ YXBWNyt'
’YKm mtr LWTH ‘BYDWN W mtr BR’ dlwcyt' *D 900 SNT1 
’ytwn' cygwn-m gwpt'
(6) SSwm ZK MNW MT’-I PWN ZNH k ’l BR’ YXBWNyt’
’YKm mtr' LWTH ‘BYDWN W mtr' BR’ dlwcyt' ‘D 1,000 
SdNT’ ’ytwn' cygwn-m gwpt'
ku: '-im mihr abag kun", ud mihr be drozed, [ta]
hast sad sal, edon Ciy5n-im guft.
(£) pan^om, han ke panj sad drahm pad en kar be dahed,
ku: ^m mihr abag kun,” ud mihr be drozed, ta no sad
sal, edon Ciyon-im guft.
(6) SaSom, han ke deh-e pad en kar be dahed,
ku: ^m mihr abag kun,M ud mihr be drozed, ta hazar
sal, edon Ciyon-im guft.
1. M.’s emendation; MSS ’YK.
h 6
.36
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Chapter 13 13.a.1-5
a (l) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK zltwh^t' MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt' ’YK whSk' W ’XR[n]-c 
*krpk^ k ’l *Y’TWNyt'^ *snyh’k'^ hm’ytwn'
(2) W ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK * ’MT^ k ’l  ^ ’hlmn1 W SDY’n' zyndkyh 
kwstn' I’d Y ’TWNyt'
(3) zltwhSt gwpt1 ’YKS *bySynSyh^ MH
(i+) ’whrmzd gwpt1 ’YK ’MTS yt’hwkwylw-I W ’Smwhwk'-XD
* 7
QDM BR’ YMRRWNd ’-S MND*Myc wn’s W zyd’n krtn1 L’ 
twb’n 1 PS swt' n ’mcStyk hcS YXWWNyt*
(5) MH KBD MND*M YXWWNyt' *ZY8 ’hlmn' ZY dlwnd 
* ’-S7 zyd’n ZY d’m ’n ZY L I’d YXBWNt'
a (1) en-iz paydag ku zarduSt az ohrmazd pursid ku: "waxSag ud any-z
■¥r
kirbag kar ayed snehag hamedon?"
(2) ud ohrmazd guft ku: "*ka kar ahreman ud dewan zlndagih
kostan ray ayed."
(3) zarduSt guft ku: 'IS *beSeniSnIh Ce?"
(I4) ohrmazd guft ku: "ka-S ya0a ahu vairyo-e ud aS8m vohu-ew
abar be gowend,ar-S CiS-iz winah ud ziyan kardan ne 
tuwan, i-S sud namCiStlg aziS bawed.
(5) "Ce was CiS bawed *1 ahreman I druwand,
* _ _ _ _ _  _ 
eu-S ziyan 1 daman 1 man ray dad;
1. D.’s emendation; MSS krp'. 2. M.’s emendation; MSS SGYTWNyt'.
3» M.s emendation; MSS SnwSk'. I4. M.’s emendation; MSS MNW.
5>. MSS have also krtn'. 6. MSS bySyynSn'yh. 7* MSS ’- ’.
8. M. ’s emendation; MSS XD.
D. 37
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13.a.5-8
*W9 L ZK ZY hcS bwt' * ’-S10 swt' hcS BR7 YXYTYWNt1 
d’m ’n ZY L KBD swt' W h[d]yb’lyh hcS bwt'
’PS d’m ’n ZY ’hlmn’ gl’n wznd W zyd’n hcS
(6) MH pyt’k ’YK ’hlmn' 3 MND*M gl’ntl PWN XN’ d’St'
’YK PWN d’m ’n ZY ’whrmzd hm’y *BYDWNm ZY ’whrmzd
* 11 , bySSn hc-S wyS
(7) XTS ZK MND‘M L’ YXBWNt' XWHjrdj *L *‘LH12 dlwnd ’hlmn'
swt’wmndtl bwt* XWHjrdy^ ¥ d’m ’n ZY L hc-S gl’n' wznd^
i * l5 bwt XWHydy ^
(8) ’ywk ZK ’MTS mlgyh YXBWNt' mltwm YMYTWNt' XWH'd MH
pyt’k' [’YK] ’MT1 ’c ' nyd’c* dlwcyh W kwhSSn^ YXBWNt' YXWWNt'
W ’NSWT’ L’ *mwlt* XWHydj^^ zlm’nyh I’d
-¥r —  ^  —  _  n  ^  ^ 7
ud man, han l aziS bud, a-S sud aziS be awurd, U,J '
daman I man was sud ud hayyarlh aziS bud,
u-S daman I ahreman garan wizend ud ziyan aziS.
(6) Ce paydag ku ahreman se CiS garantar pad ed daSt ku:
"pad daman i ohrmazd hame kunem I ohrmazd
*beSiSn az-iS weS."
(7) agar-iS han CiS ne dad he o *oy druwand ahreman
—  —  —  *
sudomandtar bud he, ud daman 1 man az-iS garan wizend
_ * _ 
bud he.
(8) ewag han ka-S marglh dad, mardom murd hend; Ce D.38
paydag [ku] ka az, niyaz, drozih ud koxSiSn dad bud
_ _. -¥r — _
ud mardom ne murd he zarmanih ray,
9. MSS ’PS; M. omits following L. 10. MSS JPS. 11. MSS byS’n.
12. MSS *L *L. 13. D.’s emendation; MSS ’whrmzd. lU. M.’s emend­
ation; MSS znyt' (alternative emendation *znSn' ("smiting, blow").
15. D.’s emendation; MSS XWHd. 16. MR^; BK kwhSySn. 17* MSS mlt' XWHd.
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13.a.8-10
BR’ YKTWLNt' ’p ’dst XWHydy W hm’k ’NSWT’ ’ywk' LWTH TWB 
PWN hm’k' lwck’l kwhSSn' W k ’lyc’l krt' XWHydy ’PS’n' XN’ 
gwpt' XWHydy ’YK ’MT L ’ YMYTWNm ’-m’n hw’stk' wyS ’p’yt' 
W ’XL KR’ ’NSWT ’ bym ZY * LH ZY TWB I’d PWN krp‘ d’St[n]' 
swl’k ’p ’dst* XWHy dy W zywyst[n’] ZY d’m ’n gl’n ’n ’kyh 
YXWWNt1 XWHydy
(9) ’ywk* ZK ’MTS MY’ BR’ [hw’synyt'MH XT MY’]-^hw’synSn'19 
L’ XWHydy hm’k' ZNH zmyk’ BR’ * ’st’t' XWHydy 
’PS hcS gl’n 1 ’n ’kyh XWHydy
(10) ’ywk ZK ’MTS ’thS BR’ ’ps’lt' MH XT ’thS KN swht' XWHydy 
BR’ L ’ ’ps’lt1 XWHydy hm’k ZNH gyh’n' ’thS
be ozad abayist he, ud hamag mardom ewag abag did 
pad hamag rozgar koxSiSn ud karezar kard he, u-S an ed 
guft he ku: "ka ne mlrem, a-man xwastag weS abayed",
ud pas harw marddm blm I oy I did ray pad kirb daStan 
surag abayist he,ud zlstan I daman garan anaglh 
bud he.
(9) ewag han ka-S ab be [xwasenld, Ce agar ab]- xwaseniSn 
ne he hamag en zamig be estad he, 
u-S aziS garan anagih he.
(10) ewag han ka-S ataxS be afsard, Ce agar ataxS oh soxt he, 
be ne af sard he, hamag en gehan ataxS
D. 38
18. M.’s restoration. 19* M.’s emendation; MSS ’n ’ySnSn'.
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13.a. 10-b
’ytwn1 BR’ *’st’t‘ XWHjrd^  * ,2° KR’ ’YS swcSn' bym bwt' XWH’t' 
’PS hc-S gl’n ’n ’kyh W dwShw’lyh bwt* XWH’t1 
b (l) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L ZltwhSt' gwpt* ’YK
hm’k' ’NSWT’ ZY BYN gyh’n *1) zywndk' XWHd ’-S’n ’p ’dst*
3 ’dwnk1 YXWWNyt’
(2) ’MT *drwst,21 YXWWNd ’PS’n wym’lyh-I W p ’tpl’s-I l ‘y t ’ 
’DYNS’n'22 hm’k' nywkyh ZY gytydjr KN ’p ’yt'
(3) ’MTS’n' tngyh-I W dwShw’lyh-I2  ^YXWWNyt1 ’-S’n ZK ’p ’yt'
’MTS’n XY’ MN tn’ BR’ ‘ZLWNyt’
(1+) W ’MTS’n XY’ BR’ *L klynSn’ * ’st’t' W MN gyt^ djj ’n ’wmyt’ BR’ 
YXWWNt1 XWH'd ’-S’n ’XL ’hl’dyh ZY lwb’n ’ MN KR’ Min^M k ’mk’tl
_  _  _  _ ¥r _  _ _ _  r
edon be estad he, a harw kas soziSn bim bud had, 
u-S az-iS garan anagih ud duSxwarih bud had.” 
b (1) en-iz paydag, ku ohrmazd be o zarduSt guft ku:
"hamag mardom I andar gehan ta zindag hend a-San abayist f
se ewenag bawed.
(2) ka drust bawend u-S an wemarih-i ud padifrah-e nest, 
eg-iSan hamag nekih i getlg oh abayed.
(3) ka-San tanglh-e ud duSxwarih-e bawed, a-San han abayed 
ka-San gyan az tan be Sawed.
(k) ud kar-San gyan be 5 kirriniSn estad, ud az getlg anummed be 
bud hend, a-San pas ahlaylh i ruwan az harw CiS kamagtar."
20. MSS ZY. 21. M.’s emendation; MSS dwst’.
22. D.’s emendation; MSS ’’nS’n. 23* MSS dwShw’l-I dwShw’lyh-I
.38
.38/39
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Chapter lU l/j.1-5
(1) gyw’k pyt’k' ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ 4L gwspnd’n' gwpt' ’YK 
tn' BR’ *L gytyd^ r YXBWNt' 4B-t’n' ’NSWT’- ’n KN ‘STHNd
(2) W gwspnd’n 1 ’n ’kyh ZYS’n' K*N *MN1 ’NSWT’- ’n 1 BR’ ’wbS hm’y 
YXMTWNyt1 ’-S’n' mynwkyh’ XZYTWNt1 ’PS’n' LWTH ’whrmzd KBD 
d’tst’n'-ptk’l 4BYDWNt'
(3) ’-S’n' ’whrmzd *pSn-I2 LWTH BR’ krt' 3 ’YK tn' BR’ YXBWNyt'
MH wn’s ‘BYDWNy t’ ’-t'’n 4L bwn L ’ YXWWNyt' 4DS’n' tn'
BR’ L’ YXBWNt'
(!+) W ’XL gwspnd’n' gwpt' wn’s ZY LNH *4BYBWNyin4 4L bwn ZY MNW YXWWNyt'
v
(5) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ‘ifl MNW BSLY’ ZY LKWM ‘STHNyt' W dst' BYN wn’s
(1) gyag paydag ku ohrmazd be o gospandan guft ku: D.39 
"tan be o getlg dahed ta-tan mardoman oh xwarend."
(2) ud gospandan anagih i-San nun *az mardoman be awiS hame 
rased a-San menogiha did, u-S an abag ohrmazd was
dade s tan-pahikar kard.
(3) a-San ohrmazd paSn-e abag be kard ku: "tan be dahed;
Ce winah kuned a-tan o bun ne bawed” ta-San tan
be ne dad.
(U) ud pas gospandan guft: "winah i amah kunem, 5 bun i ke bawed?"
(5>) ohrmazd guft ku: "5y ke goSt i aSmah xwared ud dast andar winah D. 39/40
1. B.’s emendation; MSS MNW. 2. MSS pwSt'-I; M. reads puSt-^ I:
"a safeguard". 3» MSS have also XWH'd (om. as scribal error).
U. L.’s emendation; MSS 4BYDWNm.
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1/4.5-7
YXSNNyt' hm’k wn’s ZY gwspnd ‘BYDWNx1 ‘LH *L bwn YXWWNyt'
(6) MH MNWg m ’hyk ZY kwc-XD*‘STHNt'^  *styt' W wn’s <BYDWNx1
’MT ’wst(w)l—I GBR’-I BR’ YKTLWNyt' ’-c 4LH *L bwn YXWWNyt'
(7) BSLY’ *MN^ * ’n ’yl’n'^ W ’kdyn'’n' *wyg^ ’YK ’y[w]b’l^ L’ SLYT’ 
ZBNN'x2 W ’kdyn' BR’ ’MT1 PWN XN’ YXSNNyd^ ’YK BR’ YMYTWNyt' 
’yny’-S MND‘Mc L’ ’p ’yt' YXBWNt'
dared, hamag winah i go span d kuned oy 5 bun bawed." D.40
(6) Ce ke-g mahig i kuC-ew xward ested ud winah kuned, 
ka uStar-e mard-e be ozaned a-z 5y 5 bun bawed.
✓ \ —  X* X- —  X  _  —  r  “1 —  —  —
\1) gost az aneran ud agdenan weS ku e|_wjbar ne padixSa
xrldan; ud agden, be ka pad ed dare ku be mired, 
enya-g Cig-iz ne abayed dad.
£. MSS *STHNyt'. 6. MSS MNW. 7. M.’s emendation; MSS wysl’n'.
8. MSS byg, perhaps NP. form for wyg ("more"). 9« MSS ’yb’l;
M. reads the preceding three words beg ku hayar: "either a foe or a
friend"•
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Chapter 15 l£.a.l-l*
a (l) EB’ ZNH ’YK ycSn* kt’l ZY ’MT 4BYDWNx BR’ *L 
pwhl 4 ZLWNy t1
(2) hwlSyt* W g ’s’nb’l W *lpytpyn’^  W stwS W plwltyk’n*
2<L *4LH2 pwhl 4ZLWNyt1
(3) k ’l ZNH ’YK 'MT1 L’ 4BYDWNx2 p ’tpl’s ’p ’yt' krtn' [4L] 
cynwt pwhl *ZYS^ bwn IWNc ck’t ZY *d’ytyk^ ’PS 
dwShw* hcdl
(U) W ’NSWT’ ’MT1 BR’ YMYTWNyt1 PWN wn’s ZYS krt' YK4YMWNyt1
PWN ptyt1 YXWWNyt* PWN ’wS ZY stygl BR’ 4L 
^*ck’t* ZY *d’ytyk^ YBLWNd ’PS BR’ 4L whSt* YBLWN'd
a (l) dar en: ku yaziSn kadar 1 ka kuned be o
puhl Sawed.
*
(2) xwarSed ud gahanbar ud rapihwin ud stoS ud frawardigan
X
o oy puhl Sawed.
(3) kar en, ku ka ne kuned, padifrah abayed kardan [0]
Cinwad puhl, i-S bun pad-iz Cagad i daidig u-S 
duSox azer.
(1+) ud mardom ka be mired, pad winah i-S kard ested
pad patet bawed, pad oS i sidigar be o 
Cagad i daidig nayend, u-S be 5 wahiSt nayend.
1. MSS ’lpytpyn'. 2. MSS 4L 4L (also possibly dittography for
^L). 3- M.’s emendation; MSS 1+. MSS d’yty-I.
£. MSS cyhyt* ZY d’yty-I.
D . 40
D.40/41
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15>.a.£-8
(£) MNWS mlglc’n-XD krt1 * ’styt' W gyty^yh’ PWN ptyt1 YXWWNyt’
’PS si BR’ PSKWNd * ’-S6 PWN gyw’k' stwS ’p ’yt' s’htn'
W yStn1 W ’hlwb' W ’MT ptyt1 ’PS gytjrd^yh’ si
L ’ S’yt1 *PSKWNtn1^  ’PS mynwgyh’ LYLY’ ZY stygl PWN bwn ZY pwhl
si BR’ PSKWNd ’-c I4 wm [YWM] stwS ’p ’yt1 yStn1 W ’hlwb'
(6) W ’MT PWN ptyt L ’ *YXWWNyt' 8 BR’ *L dwShw' ‘ZLWNyt'
‘D tn* ZY psyn' PWN dwShw' YXWWNyt1
(7) ’PS *DN’ tn’wmndyh’ L ’WXL *BYDWNx2 ’PS si BR’ PSKWNd 
’PS p ’tpl’s ZY dwShw BR’ nm’dynd
(8) bwt* dstwbl MNWS gwpt* ’YK MNWS mlglc’n ’-XB krt* YK*YMWNyt1
(5) ke-S margar zan-ew kard ested, ud getlgiha pad patet bawed, D.41 
u-S sar be brinend, a-S pad gyag stoS abayed saxtan
ud yaStan, ud ahlaw; ud ka patet, u-S getlgiha sar 
ne Sayed b n  dan, u-S menoglha Sab 1 si dr gar pad bun I puhl 
sar be brinend, a-z Caharom [roz] stoS abayed yaStan, ud ahlaw.
(6) ud ka pad patet ne *bawed, be o duSox Sawed; 
ta tan I pasen pad duSox bawed.
(7) u-S zaman tanomandlha abaz kunend, u-S sar be brinend, 
u-S padifrah I duSox be nimayend.
(8) bud dastwar ke-S guft kus Mke-S margarzan-ew kard ested
6. MSS ’- ’. 7. MSS PSKWNd. 8. M.’s emendation;
MSS YXWWNt1.
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l^.a.8-10
’hlwb' KN YXWWNyt1 MNWS 2 krt' *%tyt* L ’ YXWWNyt* XN» I’d 
MH ‘LH gyt^d^yh ’ GBR* BR* YKTLWNt * * ’styt* BR’ ’MTS PWN 
gytjrdjr BNPSH L ’WXL YKTLWNd *DS ZK twcSn* L ’ krt* YXWWNyt*
(9) * LH MNWS gwpt* ’YK ’ywk* mlglc’n* ’hlwb* KN YXWWNyt*
2 mlglc’n' L ’ YXWWNyt* * ’-S6 MND‘m  cym BR’ gwpt* ’YK 
si ZY ZK XD b ’l BR’ S’yt* PSKWNt* PWN gytyd^
(10) W ZKc MNWS gwpt* 2 mlglc’n' ’hlwb* KN YXWWNyt* * ’-S9
MND*M [cym] BR’ gwpt* [’YK] ’MTS PWN gytyd^ l ‘YSH* ZY tn*
BR’ PSKWNd *PS LYLY’ ZY stygl PWN mynwg PWN bwn ZY pwhl 
ZK ZY lwb’n* BR’ PSKWNd
D. 41
D.41/42
9» M.’s emendation; MSS ’PS.
ahlaw oh bawed; ke-S do kard ested ne bawed, ed ray
Ce oy getigiha mard be ozad ested; be ka-S pad
getlg xwad abaz ozanend, ta-S han toziSn ne kard bawed."
(9) oy ke-S guft ku: "ewag margarzan ahlaw oh bawed,
* — 
do margarzan ne bawed", ar-S CiS Sim be guft, ku:
"sar I han ew bar be Sayed brid pad getlg."
(10) ud han-iz ke-S guft: "do margarzan ahlaw oh bawed," a-S
CiS [eim] be guft [ku]: "kar-S pad getlg, sar I tan
be brinend, u-S Sab i sidigar, pad menog pad bun I puhl,
han i ruwan be brinend?
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1^.a.11-13
(11) W pwlywtkyS hm’k PWN ZNH OjDM * ’st’t* XWH*d ’YK ’MTS 
ptytykyh krt' BR’ *L dwShw' L ’ ‘ZLWNyt' XN’ [l’d] MH 
’MT si ZY lwb’n* PSKWNd lwb’n KBD b ’l si PSKWNt' S’yt'
(12) ’MTS mlglc’n* KBD krt1 **styt* PWN ptyt' L’ YXWWNyt*
BR’ [*L] dwShw1 ‘ZLWNyt* ’PS PWN tn* ZY psyn* tn'’wmndyh
L’WXL ‘BYDWNd ’PS KR’ ’ywk'-XL l’d ’ywk* b ’l
si BR’ PSKWNd ’PS p ’tpl’s ZY dwShw* BR’ nm’dyn'd W ’hlwb*
(13) MNW g’s’nb’l XD SNT* L’ YBBXWNyt1 * ’-S10 KR’ ’ywk'-XD l’d 
’wwylSt-XD ‘L bwn W ZK wn’s BR’ *L pwhl ‘ZLWNyt*
‘DS p ’tpl’s BR’ ‘BYDWNx2 * ’-S10 pwhl BYN *‘ZLWNtn,n L ’ twb’n'
(11) ud poryotkeS hamag pad en abar estad hend, ku ka-S D.42
patetlglh kard, be o duSox ne Sawed, ed [ray] Ce
ka sar 1 ruwan brinend, ruwan was bar sar brid Sayed.
(12) kar-S margarzan was kard ested pad patet ne bawed,
be jb] duSox Sawed, u-S pad tan i pasen tanomandih 
abaz kunend, u-S harw ewag-ew ray ewag bar
sar be brinend, u-S padifrah i duSox be nimayend, ud ahlaw.
(13) ke gahanbar ew sal ne yazed, *a-S harw ewag-ew ray
owiriSt-ew o bun, ud han winah be o puhl Sawed;
t i r - S  padifrah be kard, a-S puhl andar Sudan ne tuwan.
10. MSS 11. MSS * ZLWNyt*.
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l5.a.ll*-b.l
(lit) MNW hwlSyt1 BYN YWM XI) b ’l L’ YBBXWNyt1 * ’-S10 plm’n'-XB wn’s 
W ’MT1 2 b ’l L ’ YBBXWNyt * ’-S10 TLYN plm’n' wn’s 
W ’MT 3 b ’l L’ YBBXWNyt' ’-S12 ’ww[y]lSt-XD *L bwn 
W ZKo BR’ *L pwhl * ZLWNyt1 ’MT YWM ZY dtygl 
KR’ 3 b ’l L’ YBBXWNyt' * ’-S13 ’ytwn' hm YXWWNyt'
(l£) W lpytpyn' W stwS W plwltyk’n' KR’ ’ywk'
wyS L* YXWWNyt' ’YK plm’n W ZKc BR’ *L pwhl ‘ZLWNyt' 
b (l) ’NSWT’ ’MT MN gytyg BR’ ‘ZLWNd ’MTS lwb’n' V I  BR’
‘BYDWNd * ’ytwn'1^ ’MTS krpk' wyS ’YK wn’s * ’-S10 BR’ *L 
whSt' YBLWNd
(lit) ke xwarSed andar roz ew bar ne yazed, *eu-S framan-ew winah; 
ud ka do bar ne yazed, a-S do framan winah; 
ud ka se bar ne yazed a-S owiriSt-ew o bun, 
ud han-iz be o puhl Sawed; ka roz I dudlgar 
harw se bar ne yazed, a-S edon ham bawed.
(l5>) ud rapihwln ud stoS ud frawardlgan, harw ewag
weS ne bawed ku framan, ud han-iz be o puhl Sawed.
b (l) mardom ka az getlg be Sawend, ka-S ruwan amar be
_ _ _ *
kunend, edon, ka-S kirbag weS ku winah, a-S be o
wahiSt nayend.
12. MR^, J; lacking in BK. 13• MSS ’PS. lit* MSS XN’ i.e.
ed for edon.
D. 42 
D. 42/43
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l5.b.2-l*
M r 1  ^
(2) ZK ZY hmym’l’n ,p ,myh, ptS ’-S PWN tn1 ZY psyn*
’hlwb'd’t1 BR* ‘BYDWNd W wn’s W krpk* ZY lwb’nyk
[*-S] krpk' mzd YXBWNd ’PS wn’s p ’tpl’s ‘BYDWNd
(3) ’NSWT’- ’n PWN BR’ wtylSnyh ptyt l‘yn' ‘LH16 ’p ’yt' krtn1
MNWS d’t1 W znd wlm W [MNW] MN wn’s W krpk*
’k ’stl ’PS wn’s ’ywk1 ’ywk' BR’ ’p ’yt1 ’wSmwltn*
(I4) KR’ ZK ZY twb’nyk* ’-S1*7 BR’ ’p ’yt wc’ltn* ’MT twb’nyk
W L’ wc’lyt' »-S17 ptyt* i/YT1 MH ptyt' MNB‘M-I 
’twb’nyk18 YXWWNyt*
(2) han 1 hamemalan abamiha padiS, a-S pad tan I pasen 
ahlawdad be kunend, ud winah ud kirbag 1 ruwanig 
[a-S] kirbag mizd dahend u-S winah padifrah kunend.
(3) mardoman pad be wideriSnih patet peS oy abayed kardan 
ke-S dad ud zand warm ud [ke] az winah ud kirbag 
agahtar, u-S winah ewag ewag be abayed oSmurdan.
(I4) harw han 1 tuwanig a-S be abayed wizardan; ka tuwanig
ud ne wizared, a-S patet nest, fie patet CiS-e 
atuwanig bawed.
15. MSS ’PS. 16. MR1, J; BK %  B. and M. emend to rad (lV
17. MRX, J; BK 18. BK; MR^ J ’twb’nykyh.
D. 43
)•
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i5.fc.5-c
(5) *PS wn’s ZY hmym’l’n hwSnwt BR’ ’p ’yt' krtn' ’PS hc-S
BYN hmym’l PWN ptyt' BR’ ’p ’yt' YXWWNt' BR’ *SLYTWNtn’19 *t’dw’n20 
[’p ’yt' YXBWNt'] MSS ZK BYN It' ZY NPSH* PWN ptyt'
BR’ ’p ’yt' YXWWNt' W cygwn Swd k ’m YD*YTWNyt * ’_S2  ^twcSn'
BR’ [*L] Swd ’p ’yt' YXBWNt' PWN ZNH k ’l *YK ‘l)S 
dwS’lm ZY NYSH' W prcnd22 BR’ L ’ ‘ZLWN’t'
GBR’-I ’MT wn’s-1 XD fc’l * BYDWNy t' PWN ptyt' YXWWNyt'
W ’MT 2 b ’l ‘BYDWNyt' PWN ptyt' YXWWNyt' W ’MT 
3 b ’l ‘BYDWNyt' PWN ptyt1 YXWWNyt' W ’MT b ’l 
‘BYDWNyt'23 PWN ptyt' YXWWNyt' 1+ wm b ’l ’-S2i+ ZK ZY krt1 
b w ’d L’WXL *L bwn YXWWNyt'
($) u-S winah I hamemalan huSnud be abayed kardan, u-S az-iS
_  —  ■X- _  -X-
andar hamemal pad patet be abayed bud; be gadan tawan 
[abayed dad], Ce-S han andar rad I xweS pad patet
-X-
be abayed bud, ud Ciyon S5y kam daned, a-S toziSn 
be [o] Soy abayed dad, pad en kar ku ta-S 
do Sar am I zan ud frazand be ne Sawad. 
c marcUe ka winah-e ew bar kuned, pad patet bawed;
ud ka do bar kuned, pad patet bawed; ud ka 
se bar kuned pad patet bawed; ud ka Cahar bar 
kuned, pad patet bawed; Caharom bar a-S han l kard 
Cahar-way abaz o bun bawed.
19. BK SLYTWNt'; MR1, J SLYTNt'. 20. BK t’hw’n; MR^ J t’hw.
21. MSS ’PS. 22. MR1, J; BK przwnd. 23. MR1» J; BK <BYBWNx2.
2l+. MR^, J; BK ’- ’.
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d (l) GBR’-I BYN ^  YWM MN hm’k wn’s ZYS26 krt' PWN
hwltk1 PWN ptyt' YXWWNyt1 BR’ *wc’lt'27 ’XL k ’mkyh’ TWBc ZK 
wn’s KN ‘B YDWNyt1 * ’DYNS28 hm’k 1+ w ’d29 L ’WXL ‘L hwn YXWWNyt1
(2) W ptytykyh ’MT KN ‘BYDWNd ’-S2^ nzdyst* MN mlglc’n PWN 
ptyt* ’p ’yt1 YXWWNt1 ’XL ’p’ryk wn’s PWN ptyt1 ’p ’yt' YXWWNt1
(3) bwt* dstwbl MNWS gwpt1 ’YK MN ’pst’k 1 ’ytwn1 pyt’k* ’YK 
’MT YMRRWNyt ’YK ’yw-kltkyh’ MN hm’k wn’s ZYm yst1
PWN ptyt1 XWHm ’-S2l+ ptyt krt* YXWWNyt1 
(k) bwt1 dstwbl MNWS gwpt1 ’YK BR’ ’MT wn’s ZYS krt*
* ’styt! ’ywk1 ’ywk1 BR’ hng’lt1^  W PWN ptyt1 YXWWNyt1
d (l) mard-e andar se roz az hamag winah i-S kard pad
xwurdag pad patet bawed, be wizard; pas kamagiha did-iz han 
winah oh kuned, eg-iS hamag Cahar-way abaz 5 bun bawed.
(2) ud patetlgih ka oh kunend, a-S nazdist az margarzan pad
patet abayed bud, pas abarlg winah pad patet abayed bud.
(3) bud dastwar ke-S guft ku: "az abestag edon paydag ku
ka go wed ku: "ew-kardaglha az hamag winah I-m JJast
pad patet hem," a-S patet kard bawed."
(I4) bud dastwar ke-S guft ku: "be ka winah i-S kard
ested ewag ewag be hangard ud pad patet bawed,
D
2^ . MR1; BK, J XD. 26. MR^, J; BK _[PS. 27* BK wc’lyt;
MRl wc ’Itn*. 28. M.’s emendation; BK ’yn'yyh; MR^, J ’ynS.
29« MR^, J; BK hm’kw’y. 30» D* *s emendation; BK wyng’lt *; 
MR1> J wyng’lyt*.
.44
D.44/45
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l£.d.L|.-e.U
’yny’-S ptytykyh L’ YXWWNyt* *LHc 
e (l) MN ’pst’k pyt’kynyt* YK ZNH KE* *231 ’p ’yt' krtn*
’phSyh W ’Sk’lkyh ZY ptytykyh
(2) W ’phSyh ZK ’MT PWN mynSn* ’phS YXWWNyt
(3) W ’Sk’lkyh32 ZK YXWWNyt* ’MT Sim *l’d33 si L ’WXL 
LMYTWNyt* W wn’s ZYS krt* *’styt* ’ywk* ’ywk* L*YN 
It* ZY dstwbl YMRRWNyt* PWN ptyt* YXWWNyt*
(I4) bwt* dstwbl MNWS *ytwn* gwpt* ’YK XN’ PWN BR’ wtylSnyh 
’MT GBR’ ZY NPSH BR’ ‘BYDWNx]L ’- c * S’yt' XN’ l’d 
’YK ‘D *YS wn’s ZYS nyh’nyk krt* YK*YMWNyt' L*YN
enyar-S patetlgih ne bawed." oy-iz 
e (1) az abestag paydagenid ku: en harw *do abayed kardan:
abaxSlh ud askaragih 1 patetlgih.
(2) ud abaxSih han: ka pad meniSn abaxS bawed.
(3) ud aSkaragih han bawed ka Sarm *ray sar abaz 
abganed ud winah i-S kard ested ewag ewag peS 
rad, i dastwar, gowed pad patet bawed.
(1+) bud dastwar ke-S edon guft ku: "ed, pad be wideriSnih, 
ka mard i xweS be kuned, a^ -z Sayed, ed ray, 
ku ta kas winah i-S nihanig kard ested peS
31.
32. J; MR^ ’Sk’lyh; BK wn’sk’lyh. 33* BK, J lpt* (i.e. LCBr);
MR^ It'; M. reads tar.
.45
.45/46
Ill
l5,e,h-5
dstwb’l ZY NPSH BR* YMRRWNyt' ’P-S MN bwn BR’ *ZLWN’t 
(5) MN ’pst’k pyt’k ’YK ’MT1 ZK It' ZY dstwbl 
wn’s ZY ZK my Ik1 PWN hwltk pyS hng’lyt'
V c ’lk'[-I] ’Sk’lk' BR’ ‘BYDWNyt1 mylk1 dstwbl mlglc’n 1 
YXWWNyt'
dastwar I xwes be gowed, u-S az bun be Sawad.
(5) az abestag paydag ku ka han rad, I dastwar, 
winah l han me rag pad xwurdag peS hangar ed 
ozarak[-e] aSkarag be kuned, merag dastwar margarzan 
bawed.
D. 46
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Chapter 16 16.a.1-3
a (l) g ’s’nb’l l’d pyt’k' ’YK ’MT BR’ s’cyt' YBBXWNyt' ‘STHNyt 
W l’tyh’ W l’st[y]h’ YXBWNyt1 ’-S1 krpk' ’ytwn YXWWNyt'2 
cygwn ’MTS 1,000 myS ZY z’tk' MNWS wlk' LWTH PWN dhSn1 ZY 
’hlwb’d’t1 BR’ ‘L GBR’ ZY ’hlwb' YXBWNt' XWHy^
(2) MNW ‘STHNyt' MNW s’cyt' MNW YXBWNyt' ’-S1 hm ZNH krpk'
KN YXBWNyt'
(3) ’MT PWN 10 GBR’ g ’s’nb’l-XB *YBBXWNd3 MN ZNH 
g ’s’nb’l ‘D BR’ ‘L2 ZK g ’s’nb’l KR’ k ’l W
krpk' ZY MN ZK 10 GBR’ ’ywk'-XB BR’ ‘BYBWNx1 h ’mwdyn' 
’ytwn' b ’hl YXWWNyt' cygwn ’MTS-n PWN dst ZY NPSH
a (l) gahanbar ray paydag ku ka be sazed, yazed, xwared D.46
ud radiha ud rastiha dahed, a-S kirbag edon bawed 
Ciy5n ka-S hazar meS I zadag ke-S warrag abag pad dahiSn I 
ahlawdad be o mard I ahlaw dad he.
(2) ke xwared, ke sazed, ke dahed, a-S ham en kirbag 
oh bawed.
(3) ka pad dah mard gahanbar-ew yazend, az en 
gahanbar ta be o han gahanbar harw kar ud
kirbag I az han dah mard ewag-e be kuned hamoyen D.46/47
edon bahr bawed, Ciyon ka-San pad dast 1 xweS
1. MR^, J; BK ’- ’. 2. MR^, J; lacking in BK. 3* M.’s emenddtion;
MSS YXSNNd. Presumably a double error by the copyist: the ideogram 
YDBXWNd was read YXBWNd which was, as often, written mistakenly 
YXSNNd.
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l6.a.3-b.l
krt XWHydy V ’MT PWN 100 GBR’ W ’MT 1,000 
GBR’ *hnA ’ytwn' YXWWNyt 
(U) W g’s’nb’l l’d pyt’k ' ’YK l ‘YN' MN 5 YWM
’MT BYN Y ’TWNyt' hm’k' d’m ZY ’whrmzd ZK ZY hcdl 
zmyk cygwn lwp’h W l(w)swk' W k ’km W mwSk 
W ’p ’ryk hm’k' d’m ZY hcpl zmyk cygwn MY’ W 
’wlwl W gwspnd W ’N§WT’ * ’dmyt'^ YXSNNd ’YK MN
c
mynwg ZY g’s’nb’l BR’ ’pz’dym W pyt’k ' ’YK m[y]zd 
ZK ms W SPYL ZY g ’s’nb’l 
b (l) gyw’k^XD pyt’k ' ’YK zltwhSt' MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt1 ’YK 
h ^ w ^ c 1 hc-t' myzd krt'
kard he, ud ka pad sad mard ud ka hazar
* _ _ 
mard, ham edon bawed.
(I4) ud gahanbar ray, pay dag ku peS az pan^ roz
ka andar ayed, hamag dam 1 ohrmazd, han 1 azer
zamig, Ciyon robah ud rasug ud kakom ud muSk,
ud abarig hamag dam 1 azabar zamig, eiyon ab ud
urwar ud gospand ud mardom, emed darend ku: Maz
menog i gahanbar be abzayem." ud paydag ku mezd
han meh ud weh 1 gahanbar.
b (l) gyag-e paydag ku zarduSt az ohrmazd pur si d ku:
"hagriz az-at mezd kard?”
D. 47
I4. B.’s emendation; BK ’Pm ’ytwn* YXWWNyt1; MR^ ’p ’yt' YXWWNt1; 
J ’p’yt' YXWWNyt1. £. M.’s emendation; MSS ’’myt'.
6. BK; in MR^ and J this word is written my’zd throughout.
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16.b. 2-3
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' YKm krt' MH ’MTm gyh’n YXBWNt' ’-m myzd-XD
BR’ krt' ’MTm XY’ *L g’ywkmlt' 7 YXBWNt' ’-m myzd-I
BR’ krt ’MT LK zltwhSt' MN ’M YLYDWNt XWH^dy
’-m myzd-I BR’ krt' ’MT-t dyn' MN L BR’ ptglpt
’-m myzd-I BR’ krt' myzd ’ytwn' s’hyk [ ’YK] ’NSWT’- ’n' KR’
k ’l W d’tst’n' ZY pl’lwnyh’ pr’c ‘BYDWNd ’-S’n' PWN bwn
myzd-I BR’ kwnSn'
(3) MH pyt’k ’YK myzd-I PWN 3 GBR’ ’-S1
bywl plw’hl ZY ’Swk’n BR’ ’wbS YXMTWNd
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: Um kard, Ce ka-m gehan dad, a-m mezd-e 
be kard; ka-m gyan o gaydmard dad, a-m mezd-e
be kard; ka to,zarduSt, az mad zad he,
a-m mezd-e be kard; ka-t den az man be padlrift,
a-m mezd-e be kard." mezd edon sahig [ku] mardoman harw
kar ud dadestan 1 fraronlha fraz kunend, a-San pad bun
mezd-e be kuniSn.
(3) Ce paydag ku mezd-e pad se mard, a-S 
bewar frawahr I aSdwan be awiS rasend.
D.47
D. 47/48
7. MRX, J; BK g’y ’wmlt.
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lf,.b.l*-7
(1+) zltwhst' ZNH pwrsyt' MN ’whrmzd ’YK myzd-I BR* *L^ 
yzd’n YXMTWNyt1 ’-S9 dhSk' MH
(5) W ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ’ywk' dhSk' ’MT1 w ’l’n' ’p ’yt'
BYN myzd w ’l’n YXWWNyt
(6) ’PS ZNHc dhSk'-XD ’MT ‘LHS’n' MNW myzd hm’y ‘BYEWNx
’PS’n' L‘YN * ’n ’Styh10 bwt' * ’styt' BYN myzd ’Styh BR’ <BYDWNx1
(7) ’PS ZNHc dhSk'-XD ’MT GBR’ ZY nywk' ZY SPYL ZY ’lc’nyk 
MNW PWN myzd L’ *KRYTWNt11 YK‘YMWNyt' hmhw’st' BR’ *L ZK 
myzd YXMTWNyt' ’PS BR’ MKBLWNd12 ’PS nywk' YXSNNd
(ii) zarduSt en pursld az ohrmazd ku: "mezd-e be o D *
yazdan rased, a-S daxSag be?"
(5>) ud ohrmazd guft ku: "ewag daxSag, ka waran abayed,
andar mezd waran bawed*
(0 "u-S en-iz daxSag-ew, ka aweSan ke mezd hame kunend,
_ _ _ _  
u-San peS anaStih bud ested, andar mezd aStih be kunend.
(7) Mu-S en-iz daxSag-ew; ka mard l nek,i weh l arzanig,
_  —  —  —  _ 
ke pad mezd ne xwand ested, hamxwast be o han
mezd rased, u-S be padlrend u-S nek darend."
8. MR1, J; lacking in BK. 9- MR1, J; BK ’-’ YXMTWNyt ’.
10. M.’s emendation; MSS ’n ’Styh-I. 11. M.’s emendation;
BK ’nKRYTWNd; MR^ KRTWNd; J KRYTWNB. 12. MR1» J; BK MKBLWNX2•
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16.b.8-9
(8) ’PS M e  pwrsyt' ’YK myzd ZY BR’ ‘L SLY’n' YXMTWNyt'
’-S^ dhsk MH
(9) ’PS gwpt' ’YK ’bl Z Y h ’mwn ZY w ’l’n' BYN ’p ’yt' *wlwckl[|
‘BYDWNyt' ’ywk' LWTH TWB kwhSSn' W k ’lyc’l BYN myzd ‘BYDWNd 
’NSWT’ ZY SLY’ BYN myzd YXMTWNd W hm’y ’MT ’ytwn' YXWWNyt' 
myzd' BR’ *L SDY’n' mt' YXWWNyt'
(8) u-S en-iz pursid ku: Mmezd l be o dewan rased, D.49
a-S daxSag Ce?"
(9) u-S guft ku: Mabr l hamon l waran andar abayed, wirozag
kuned; ewag abag did koxSiSn ud karezar andar mezd kunend; 
mardom I wad andar mezd rasend. ud hame ka edon bawed, 
mezd be 5 dewan mad bawed1*.
13. MR^, J; BK ’PS. ll*. BK wyl ykS; MR^, J wwylykyh; M. reads 
[uS] ver [u<S] say.
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Chapter 17 17.a.1-2
(1) BB’ ZNH ’YK ’pwln’dyk' ZY 71 s’lk' ySt' L’
’p ’yt1 krtn' ZK ZY 8 s’lk' KN Vyt' krtn'
(2) NYSH MNWS ySt1 krt' YK*YMWNyt' ’-S2 hwlSyt'
W ’thS ZY wlhl’n nyd’dSn' L ’ ’p V ^ 1 krtn1 ’PS’n' 
’wstwplyt' L’ ’p’y't' yStn' W ‘STHNtn' ’PS’n' ycSn' ZY 
PWN zwhl L ’ ’p’yt1 krtn' XN’ l’d MHS’n BR’ ‘L 
gwmbt' L ’ SBKWNSn' ’PS’n' g ’s’nb’l KN ’p ’y't' yStn'
’PS’n' *lpytpyn'3 ’MT BYN hm’y YBBXWNd 
’p’yt' yStn' ‘L bylwn p’thS’ XWH'd ’MT* L’
‘ZLWNd KR’ ZK myzd^ MNWS ’pryng’n' pt-S
’p’yt' gwptn' PWN pySg’syh’ L ’ YXSNNd^ ZNH cygwn
(1) dar en: ku abumayag I haft salag yaSt ne 
abayed kardan; han 1 hast salag oh abayed kardan.
(2) zan ke-S yaSt kard ested, a-S xwarSed
ud ataxS 1 warhran niyayiSn ne abayed kardan, u-San 
ustofrlt ne abayed yaStan ud xwardan, u -San yaziSn I 
pad zohr ne abayed kardan, ed ray fie-San be 5
gumbad ne hiliSn; u-San gahanbar oh abayed yaStan,
— ^ — u-San rapihwin, ka andar hame yazend,
abayed yaStan o ber5n, padixSa hend ka no
Sawend; harw han mezd ke-S afrinagan pad-is
abayed guftan, padpeSgahlha ne darend, en Siyon
1. MR^, J; BK 6, 2. MR^, J; BK V  • 3» M.’s emendation;
BK ’lptpyn' (Misprint in D. ’lptpt'); MR^, J ’lpytpkyn'.
U. MR1, J my’zd; MR^ BK, J YXXSNNd.
D . 49
D. 49/50
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17*a.2-b
g’s’nb’l W nwkn’bl^ W s’lyk’n' W plwltyk’n' W 
’wstwplyt
b ZNHc ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhst' gwpt1 ’YKm *L
GBR’- ’n W ‘L NYSH-’n'7 KR’ 2 plmwt' ’YK yet'
BR’ ‘BYDWNyt1 ’YK BR’ *L GBR’- ’n XN’ 1’dMH 
NYSH’n' ’XL MN 15 SNT1 Swd **XEWNtnl8 SPYL 
MBMHNyt' ’YK w ’ck1 *KRYTWNtn'9 W ySt' krtn' MH L’
’YS MN ’NSWT’- ’n' ’hlwb' W glwtm’nyk L’ YXWWNyt 
MNWS g’s’n10 L’ wlm11 ‘BYDWNx1 ’hlwb' zltwhst'
BR’ ZK ’NSWT’ MNW PWN ySt’ krtn' ’wn’s W 
MND‘M BR’ YXBWNyt' W YMRRWNyt' ’YK L I’d
gahanbar ud nog-nabar ud sallgan ud f r award! gan ud D. 5
ustdfrlt•
b en-iz ohrmazd be o zarduSt guft ku: ’-mo
mar dan ud 5 zanan harw do framud, ku: ’yaSt
be kuned!' ku be o mardan, ed ray Ce
    _
zanan pas az panzdah sal Soy griftan weh
_ -K- _ _ _
sahed ku wazag xwandan ud yaSt kardan; Ce ne 
kas az mardoman ahlaw ud garodmanig ne bawed 
ke-S gahan ne warm kard, ahlaw zarduSt, 
be han mardom ke pad yaSt kardan awinah, ud 
CiS be dahed, ud gowed ku: 'man ray
6. M.’s emendation; BK nwkn’’bl; MR^, J nwkn’ybl. 7» BK adds hwk*»
8. MSS krtn1, probably an error (‘BYDWN ~ <XBWN) for griftan.
9. MSS PLXWNtn i.e. xwastan "to trample", an obvious mistake for
xwandan "to recite". 10. MR^, J; BK g’y ’n. 11. J; BK, MR^ *LH.
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17-b-d.l
ySt' BR’ ‘BYDWNyt' ZK ySt' gyty^ KN hlyt KRYTWNd 
c BB’ ZNH ’YK ’MT SLYT’- ’n' W *twb’n12 hwt’y ’n'
’NSWT’ ’k ’mk’wmnd PWN k ’l ZY ^ hw’st’lyh1^
BYDWNd ’MT1 ZK k ’l ZY hw’st’lyh ‘BYDWNd 
‘BYDWNx2 SPYL ’ywp ’MT Str' W zmyk BR’
SBKWNx2 W BR’ ‘ZLWNd W l’st' ’YK MND‘M-I 
Skypt‘ MNW hcdl dst' ZY p ’thS ” n k ’l ZY 
hw’st’lyh ‘BYDWNyt1 
d (l) BR’ MN ’pst’k 1 pyt’k' ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L
zltwhst' ’ytwn' gwpt' ’YK ycSn' ZY *LH ’YS
‘BYDWNx2 ZY ’MT *‘BYDWNyt' ’pygwm’n XWH'jrd^ r ’YK BR’ [*L]
yaSt be kuned!’; han yaSt‘getlg oh xrldf xwanend.
_  _  _  _  _  _  _ _ 
c dar en: ku ka padixSayan ud tuwan xwadayan
__ _ _ _ 
mard5m akamagomand pad kar l xwastarih
kunend, ka han kar I xwastarih kunend,
kardan weh, ayab ka Sahr ud zamig be
hilend ud be Sawend, ud rast ku CiS-e
Skeft ka azer dast I padixSa[y]an kar I
xwastarih kuned.
d (1) be az abestag paydag ku ohrmazd be o
zarduSt edon guft ku: ’’yaziSn I oy kas
—  _  _ 
kuned, l ka kuned,abeguman he ku be o
12. M/s emendation; MSS ’wb’n. 13* BK hwstb’lyh;
*®1» ^ hwstwb’lyh. llj. MSS ‘BYDWNd.
D. 50 
D. 51
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17.d.l-5
whSt' YXMTWNydj
(2) zltwhst' gwpt' kt’l ZK ycSn'
(3) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ycSn' ZY d’t’l ’whrmzd *BYDWNyt 
MH O T  ZNH KR’ ’YS hmd’tst’n' ’YK ycSn' ZY 
d’t’l ’whrmzd KN ’p’yt krtn'
(h) W p ’hlyc ZY gwspnd’n' ‘BYDWNx2 MH ’MT lwb’n' 
l’d L’ hmd’tst’n ’DYNc tn' l’d hmd’tst’n' MH 
pyt’k' ’YK ’MT gwspnd’n' PWN MY’ W w ’stl SLYT’
MN gwspnd hwlSn' W wstlg YXWWNyt'
(5) W y ’tkgwb'yh ZY dlgwS’n' ‘BYDWNyt' MH PWN
XN’ KR’ ’YS hmd’tst’n' ’YK y ’tkgwb'yh ZY
wahiSt rase.11
(2) zarduSt guft: "kadar han yaziSn?"
(3) ohrmazd guft ku: "yaziSn 1 dadar ohrmazd kuned,
fie pad en harw kas hamdadestan, ku yaziSn 1
dadar ohrmazd oh abayed kardan.
(1|) ud pahrez 1 gospandan kuned, Ce ka ruwan
ray ne hamdadestan, eg-iz tan ray hamdadestan; 
paydag ku ka gospandan pad ab ud was tar padixSay, 
az gospand xwariSn ud wastarag bawed.
(5) ud 3adaggowih 1 driyoSan kuned, Ce pad
ed harw kas hamdadestan, ku J adaggowih i
15. MSS MNW.
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17-d.5-7
dlgwS’n' l6’p ’yt' krtn' W BE’ ‘L dstwbl’n
YXBWNtn' MH PWN XN’ KR’ ’YS hmd’tst’n ’YK 
MNB*M BR’ ‘L dstwbl’n ’p ’yt^ k ’l W d’tst’n ZY 
ms-swtyh’ ‘BYDWNx^
(6) MH PWN XN’ KR’17 ’YS hmd’tst’n 1 ’YK ms-d’tst’nyh 
KR’ ’YS KN ’p ’yt' nkylytn'
(7) ’MT GBR’ MNWS18 PWN sthm ‘BYDWNd gyw’k BR’ SBKWNx1
W BR’ ‘ZLWNyt W dwsp’thS” n19 k ’l ZY *‘LH20 ’YS plm’dynd
[’YK] ‘LH21 ’YS MNWS MN ZK ZY ‘LH kwnSn'
Str1 W zmyk' * ’wyl’nyh22 W ’NSWT’- ’n lyS W zyd’n'
PWN hw’stk' YXWWNyt' ZK GBR’ MNW23 ZK Str'
driyoSan abayed kardan ud CiS be o dastwaran D*
dadan, Ce pad ed harw kas hamdadestan ku 
5is be o dastwaran abayed; kar ud dadestan 
meh-sudlha kunend.
(6) Ce pad ed harw kas hamdadestan,ku hamdadestan ku meh-dadestanlh 
harw kas oh abayed nigerldan.
(7) ka mard ke-S pad stahm kunend, gyag be hiled
ud be Sawed, ud duSpadixSa|y]an kar i *oy kas framayend
[ku]: Moy kas ke-S az han 1 oy kuniSn
_ 'X' _ _ _ — —  —Sahr ud zamig aweranih, ud mardoman reS, ud ziyan
pad xwastag bawed, han mard ke han Sahr
16. These twenty words are lacking in MR^, J. 17. MR^, J; BK k ’l.
18. MR^, J; BK ’MT's. 19. MR1, J; BK dwSp’thS’n. 20. MSS _^L.
21. M.’s reading; BK ‘LH ‘L; MR1> J *L ‘L. 22. MSS ’w ’yl’nyh.
23. MR1, J; BK MN.
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17.cL.7-8
W zmyk BR* SBKWNx^ W ’MTS Str1 W zmyk L*
S B M x2 XWHjrdjr krtn' ZY2l+ ZK k ’l l’d ‘LH
ZK lyS W zyd’n W ’wyl’nyh PWN Str* W zmyk1 W
’NSWT’- ’n' L’ twb’n' YXWWNt1 XWHy^ krtn' W *LH
PWN k ’m-wc’l ’MTS bym MN mlgyh L*YT' ZK
k ’l W d’tst’n L’ ‘bYBWNx2 ’-S2  ^lyS' W zyd’n ZY
’NSWT’- ’n' ZY BYN26 ZK Str’ *L bwn YXWWNyt'
(8) MHS ms-d’tst’nyh2  ^ ’p ’y'k'^ nkyltyn' MH ’whrmzd
W ’mhrspnd’n ms-d’tst’nyh2  ^nkylynd^ W *YB<YTWNd^ '^
’YK^2 PWN ms-d’tst’nyh swt' ZY gyh’n l’d ZK MND*M 
‘BYDWNd^ MNWS [swd ZY] ’NSWT’- ’n' hc-S YXWWNyt
ud zamig be hiled*; ud ka-S Sahr ud zamig ne D.52
hist he kardan i han kar ray, oy
han reS ud zyan ud aweranih pad Sahr ud zamig ud
mardoman ne tuwan bud he kardan; ud oy D. 52/53
pad kam-wizar, ka-S bim az margih nest, han 
kar ud dadestan ne kuned, a-S reS ud zyan i 
mardoman i andar han Sahr o bun bawed.
(8) Ce-S meh-dadestanih abayed nigeridan, Ce ohrmazd
_ — _ _ __ _ _ 
ud amahraspandan meh-dadestanih nigerend, ud danend
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ku pad meh-dadestanih sud l gehan ray han CiS
kunend, ke-S sud i mardoman az-iS bawed.
2h» MSS have also *LH. 2£. MR^, J; BK . 26. Lacking in BK.
27. MR1, J; BK d’tst’n. 28. ME^, J; BK ’p ’dst*. 29. MR^, J;
BK d’tst’ngyh. 30* J> BK nkylynfd. 31* M.’s emendation;
BK, J YXWWNyt'; MEL^  YXWWNt'. 32. M.’s emendation; MSS ’MT.
33. MR1, J; BK *BYDWNx2.
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17.d.9-10
(9) MH w ’l’n ‘BYDWNXg W KBD ml twin PWN w ’l’n 
YMYTWNyt' KBD ’NSWT’ lwt' BR’ YBLWNd KBD 
’NSWT’ PWN MY’ YMYTWNyt1 ^  W ’XLc XN’ l’d 
* ’Yk;3^  v^i’n 1 krtn1 swt’wmndtl ’whrmzd W ’mhrspnd’n' 
krtn1 ZY w ’l’n l’d ’whrmzd W ’mhrspnd’n' LWTH 
’himn' W SDY’n 1 kwhSSn' W k ’lyc’l km L ’ * BYDWNd
(10) MN ’pst’k pyt’k 1 ’YK *MT ’n ’yl dwSwmn' Y ’TWNd W 
PWN Str' ZY ’yl’n' wltk' W zyd’n' ZY KBD 
YCBHNd krtn' W ’ltySt’l ‘LHS’n L’WXL d’Stn' l’d BR’ 
*‘L36 ‘LHS’n * ZLWNyt1 KBD *YXWWNd37 MNW^8 ’ltySt’l 
KBD YKTLWNd W ’XLc ms-d’tst’nyh l’d ’n ’yl BR’
(9) Ce waran kunend, ud was mardom pad waran 
mired, was mardom r5d be barend, was
mardom pad ab mired, ud pas-iz ed ray
_  __ _  _  
ku waran kardan sudomandtar, ohrmazd ud amahraspandan
-kardan I waran ray ohrmazd ud amahraspandan abag
ahreman ud dewan koxSiSn ud karezar kam ne kunend.
(10) az abestag paydag ku ka aner duSmen ayend, ud 
pad Sahr I eran wardag ud zyan I was
kamend kardan, ud arteStar aweSan abaz daStan ray be
* _ _ _  _ * _ _ _ _  
o aweSan Sawed, was bawend ke arteStar
was ozanend, ud pas-iz, meh-dadestanih ray, aner be
3b• ME^, J; BK YMYTWNt1. 3$. MSS ’MT1 . 36. MSS wl.
37. MSS YXWWNyt'. 38. MSS ’MT.
D. 53
D. 54
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17*d.10-11
Y ’TWNd V ’ thS ZY wlhl’n' W GBR’ ZY ’hlwb'
BR’ YKTLWNd W PWN ’yl’n 1 Str1 wltk* W zyd’n 
‘BYDWNd^ ’ltySt’l MNW39 ZK k ’lyc’l BR’ L’ *BYDWNy t'
W *LYKWNyt1 mlg’lc’n ZK M W  ‘bYDWNx2 ’PS BYN 
k ’lyc’l BR’ YKTLWNd ’hlwb' YXWWNyt'
(ll) ZNH ms-d’tst’nyh *MNWc^ GBR’ ’p ’yt' nkylytn'
’MTS ’n ’yl dwSmn PWN Str' *gwm’lt^ ’PS PWN Str' 
zyd’n' W wSwpSn' ‘BYDWNx2 ’PS BNPSH bym ZY^2 
mlgyh l‘yt' W Str' PWN dwSmn BR’ SBKWNx2 W BR’
*ZLWNyt' ‘LH L’WXL d’Stn' twb’n' W PWN ’thS ZY wlhl’n'
W GBR’ ZY ’hlwb1 W gwspnd’n W MY’ W ’wlwl zyd’n'
ayend ud ataxS I warhran ud mard I ahlaw 
be ozanend, ud pad eran Sahr wardag ud zyan 
kunend, arteStar ke han karezar be ne kuned 
ud wirezed margarzan; han ke kuned, u-S andar 
karezar be ozanend, ahlaw bawed.
(n) en meh-dadestanih, ke— z mard abayed nigerldan*
*
ka-S aner duSmen pad Sahr gurnard,u-S pad Sahr 
zyan ud wiSbbiSn kuned, u-S xwad blm I 
marglh nest, ud Sahr pad duSmen be hiled ud be 
Sawed, oy abaz daStan tuwan, ud pad ataxS I warhran 
ud mard I ahlaw ud go span dan ud ab ud urwar zyan
33. MR1, J; BK *BYDWNxg.
39. MR]_, J;
BK M .  I4O. M.’s emendation; MSS Me. I4I. M.’s emendation;
BK gwm’lynd; MR^, J gwm’lytn1. 1*2. BK has mlglc’n after ZY.
D. 54
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17.d.11-12
YXWWNyt1 ZK GBR’ twcSn' ’p ’yt' krtn' ’Pm XN’
I’d gwpt' ’YK ’MTS bym ZY mlgyh i/YT ’ 
p ’thS’ BR’ ’MT' ‘BYBWNx
(12) M N ^  ’pst’k' pyt’k 1 ’YK GBR’ ZY Str' ’MTS 
BNPSH pSyc'-XD zyd’n' Z Y ’IfS-’n' 1,000^ ’ 
p ’thS’ ’MT hdyb’lyh L ’ <BYDWNx1 ’MTS BNPSH 
swt' W ’NSWT’- ’n' bym-^XB^6 PWN tn' wl’wmnd [L’ p ’thS’]
BR’ ’MT hw’stk' BR’ YXBWNyt1 W ‘LHS’n' *hdyb’1’wmndyh^7 
‘BYBWNx^8 W ’MTS bym-*Xl/^ PWN tn' wl’wmnd 
W ’YS-’n bym-^XB^6 PWN tn' ’ywl L’ p ’ths’ BR’
’MT BNPSH tn' ’psp’lyt' [’YK] ‘LH&’n' hdyb’1’wmndyh
bawed, han mard tdziSn abayed kardan; u-m ed 
ray guft kutka-S blm I marglh nest, a 
ne padixSa be ka kuned.
(12) az abestag paydag ku mard l Sahr ka-S 
xwad paSiz-ew, zyan I kasan hazar, a 
padixSa ka hayyarlh ne kuned; ka-S xwad 
sud, ud mardoman blm- ew pad tan waromand, [ne padixSa]
be ka xwastag be dahed ud awe San hayyaromandih
__ _    _
kuned; ud ka-S bim- ew pad tan waromand,
_ _ _ _ _  
ud kasan bim- ew pad tan ewar, ne padixSa be
ka xwad tan abe spared [ku] M awe San hayyaromandih
k3. MR1, J; BK I’d. 1*1;. MR^, J; BK MH. 1+5. MSS y ’ 1,000.
1+6. MSS bym ZY. 1+7* D.’s emendation; BK hdyb’lyh mnd; MR^, J
hdyb’l’wmnd. 1+8. MR^ J; BK *BYDWNd.
D. 54
D. 55
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17.a.i2-il*
li 6 v
‘BYDWNm ’M ’S bym-XD PWN mlgyh ’ywl W ’YS- ’n-c
bym-Xl/*6 PWN mlgyh ’ywl p ’ths ’M  L’ *BYI)WNx1
(13) W pyt’k' ’YK ’whrmzd ’MT ’NSWT’- ’n ZY PWN
ZNH ’wb’m BR’ *L ’wb’m ZY ’ytwn’ Skypt'
*blyhynyt'^° W YXBWNt' ’ plw’hl ZY ’NSWT’-’n' ZY
PWN ZNH ’wb’m PWN glcSn' pyS ’whrmzd ZY
hwt’y YK*YMWN’t' XWH'd
(lU) ’whrmzd ZY hwt’y *LHS’n' plw’hl PWN ZNH^1 2
MND*M hwnsnd^2 krt' XWH'd ’ywk' ZK ’MT-S
gwpt' ’YK krpk' MNW LKWM ‘BYDWNx *-t’n mzd
W p ’td’Sn' wyS YXBWNm W ’ywk' ZK ’M  gwpt'
— — __ _ 
kunem"; ka-S bim— ew pad marglh ewar, ud kasan-iz D. 55
_ _ _  _ 
bim- ew pad marglh ewar, padixSa ka ne kuned.
(13) ud paydag ku ohrmazd ka mardoman I pad
en awam be 5 awam i edon Skeft
M r ___ _ _ _ _ _ _
brehemd ud dad, a frawahr 1 mardoman 1 
pad en awam pad garziSn peS ohrmazd 1 
xwaday estad hend.
(ill) ohrmazd 1 xwaday awe San frawahr pad en do 
CiS hunsand kard hend I ewag han, ka-S 
guft ku: "kirbag ke aSma kuned, a-tan mizd
ud padaSn weS dahem",ud ewag han,ka guft
1*9* MR^j BK, J ’p ’thwhS’. 5>0. MSS bl’hynyt*. 3>1. Lacking in BK.
£2. MR^, J; BK hwnswnd.
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17.d.lU
’YKt’n GBR’ ZK BR’ *blyhynm^3 PWN ZK 
g’s M W  LKWM M  ZK ’n ’kyh BR’ bwcyt'
‘LH ’M ’S yzd’n' ZK ZY pt-S pyt’k'
‘BYBWNx1 ’M  tn1 M  ZK k’l BR’ YBLWNx^
PWN ZK MD*M wn’sk’l YXWWNyt MH plw’hl 
ZY ‘iHS’n 1 ’NSWT’- ’n' PWN ZK cym hwnsnd 
bwt' XWH'd ’M  ’whrmzd ’ytwn' gwpt'
—  —  —  
ku: "-tan mard han be brehenem pad han
gah ke aSma az han anaglh be bozed;
5y kar-S yazdan han I abayed pad-iS pay dag
kard, ka tan az han kar be bared,
pad han CiS winahgar bawedf,;Ce frawahr
I aweSan mardoman pad han Cim hunsand
bud hend, ka ohrmazd edon guft.
53* BK bl’hnm; IXCE^, J bl’hynm. Sk» MSS ’p’dst'.
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Chapter 18 18.a.1-1*
a (l) BB’ ZNH ’YK ’lc’wmndyh ZY ’thS ZY wlhl’n
YTYBWNst[n]' I’d gyw’k'-XL pyt’k' ’YK zltwhSt' MN 
’whrmzd pwrsyt' ’YK gyh’n SPYL ’ywp ’thS ZY wlhl’n
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ’thS ZY wlhl’n SPYL ’YK gyh’n
(3) zltwhSt' pwrsyt' ’YK MH I’d
(U) ’whrmzd gwpt’ ’YK PWN ZNH cym I’d MH XT ’thS
ZY wlhl’n' L’ bwt XWH’t' gyh’n wyn’ltn’ L’ YXWWNt'1
XWH^dy W gyw’k'-XB2 pyt’k' ’YK zltwhSt' BR’ *L wSt’sp' ZY 
MLK’- ’n-Sh gwpt' ’YK PWN KR’ g’s W ‘DN’ ’thS ZY 
wlhl’n YTYBWN MN ’thS ZY wlhl’n' nS’stn' NPSH tn'
D. 56
D.56/57
1. MR1> J; BK YXWWNyt'. 2. MR^ J; XL lacking in BK.
a (1) dar en: ku arzomandih l ataxS l warahran
nifiastan ray, gyag-ew paydag ku zarduxSt az
ohrmazd pursid ku: "gehan weh ayab ataxS l warahran?"
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: "ataxS I warahran weh ku gehan".
(3) zarduxSt pursid ku: "be ray?"
(1|) ohrmazd guft ku: "pad en dim ray be agar ataxS
I warahran ne bud had, gehan winardan ne bud 
he." ud gyag-ew paydag ku zarduSt be o wiStasp i 
Sahan-Sah guft ku: "pad harw gah ud zaman ataxS i
warahran niSan, az ataxS i warahran niSastan xweS tan
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1 8  • EL • Ij—  C  • 1
L’WXL ’L YXSNN MH hk^Lc' zywndk BYN gyh’n ' L’
KTLWNt1 XWHyd^ r L’ MNW pthyw* W twh’ngl 
W L’ MNW PWN swt' swt'-hw’st’l ’MTm ’thS ZY wlhl’n 
L’ YXBWNt' XWHydy M  ’thS ZY wlhl’n I’d ’MT 
PWN LYLY’ 3*Y’TWNt' W *‘ZLWNt'3 S’yt' ’thS ZY 
wlhl’n' I’d ’MT1 ’IdSwng BYN h ’nk' m’hm’nyh YXWWNyt 
b ZNHc pyt’k1 ’YK cygwn H y ’sp’nf’n] *lsSn ^’lwnd1
yzd’n-c lsSn1 *L m’n ZY ’thS ZY wlhl’n' 
c (l) ’ thS ZY wlhl’n ’ytwn' ’pd PWN PRO-LYLY’
’MT BR’ ’plwcynd ’hlmn BR’ MXYTWNyt' W hwnwSk’n'
ZY ’hlmn' W Vsk1 ZY 9 W 902 W 900 W 9,000 W
abaz ma dar, Ce hagriz zlndag andar gehan ne D.57
mind he, ne ke padex ud tuwangar
ud ne ke pad sud sud-xwastar — ka-m ataxS I warahran
ne dad he, Ce ataxS I warahran ray ka
*_ * _ _ 
pad Sab amad ud Sud Sayed, ataxS l
warahran ray ka ardiSwang andar xanag mehmanlh bawed". 
b en-iz paydag ku Ciyon bayaspan[an] *rasiSn *arwand,
yazdan-iz rasiSn o man I ataxS l warahran 
c (l) ataxS I warahran ed5n abd, pad nem-Sab
ka be abrozend, ahreman be zaned, ud hunuSagan
I ahreman ud yask I n5 ud nawad ud n5 sad ud n5 hazar ud D. 57/58
3. MSS Y’TWNyt' W ‘ZLWNyt'
1. M.’s reading; BK by’sp’n ’wlySn *L wwwd; MR^ by’sp ’ww’n ’wlySn'
*L wwwwd; J by’sp ’ww’n ls’n 1 *L wwwwd.
1. BK sy’k; MR^ , J ’sk. 2. BK, J hwnwSk; MR^ hwnsk a corruption of 
the figures for 90 presumably under the influence of the earlier 
hwnwSk’n 1.
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l8.c.l-d.l
9 bywl BR’ MXYTWNyt'
(2) ’MT bwd3 *L ’thS XNXTWNd MN ZK kwstk' ’YK 
w ’t' Y’TWNyt' ZK ’thS ZY wlhl’n'^ 1,000 SDY’
BR’ MXYTWNyt'  ^W 2 ’nd y ’twk' W plyk
(3) W ’MT L’ PWN nym-LYLY’ ’plwcynd 1,000 SDY’ BR*
MXYTWNyt' W 2 ’nd y’twk' W plyk
v
(i+) V ’twlwk1 ’MT PWN nym-LYLY’ ’plwcynd 1,000 SDY’
BR’ MXYTWNyt' W 2 ’nd y ’twk' W plyk
(£) W ’MT L’ PWN nym-LYLY’ ’plwcynd tm6 W t’lykyh
PSKWNyt' W km BR’ *BYDWNyt' 
d (l) gyw’k'-XD pyt’k' ’YK ’thS ’ytwn' ’lc’wmnd
no bewar be zaned.
(2) ka boy o ataxS nihend az han kustag ku 
wad ayed, han ataxS 1 warahran [hazar dew
be zaned} ud do and Jadug ud parig.
(3) ud ka ne pad nem-Sab abrozend, hazar dew be 
zaned ud do and Jadug ud parig.
(I4) ud adurog ka pad nem-Sab abrozend, hazar dew 
be zaned ud do and Jjadug ud parig.
(5) ud ka ne pad nem-Sab abrozend, tom ud tarigih 
brined ud kam be kuned. 
d (1) gyag-ew paydag ku ataxS edon arzomand
3* So MR^, J; BK BR’; MR-^ , J have also L’L’. J4. D.’s restoration,
from §3> after wlhl’n ' MR^ has also *L gyh’n W mynwg’n'; J has *L
gyh’n myng’n'. £. MR^, J; BK ’tlwk1. 6. MR^, J twin.
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18.a.i-3
’whrmzd1 ZK ZY ’thS tn' W XY’2 MN w’lwm 
W *mynSn3 ZY NPSH' BR’ blyhynyt' ’PS bl’h W GDH 
MN lwSn'yh ^ZY ’sl-lwSnyh BR’ blyhynyt'
(2) ’PS PWN6 5 BR’ krt1 ’ywk' ZK ZY BYN glwtm’n
pyS BNPSH swcyt1 ’PS gwh’l ZY ’NSWT’-’n' pt-S SPYL 4BYBWNyt '
W ’ywk ZK ZY-S BYN tn' ZY ’NSWT’-’n BR’ YXBWNt1 
’ywk' ZK MNWS SDY’ ZY *spncgl7 pt-S MXTWNyt'
W ’ywk' ZK ZY-S BYN MY’ W ’wlwl BR’ YXBWNt'
’ywk' ZK ZY-S BR’8 *L gytyg YCBHNst1 YXBWNt'
(3) pyt’k' ’YK ’whrmzd LWTH ’mhrspnd’n' hncmn^ krt'
— — — — — n sohrmazd han 1 ataxS tan ud gyan az warom •J
_  — — — — — — ud meniSn 1 xweS be brehenld, u-S brah ud xwarrah
az roSnlh 1 asar-roSnlh be brehenld.
(2) u-S pad panj be kard. ewag han 1 andar garodman
peS xwad s5zed, u-S gohar 1 mardoman pad-iS weh kuned; 
ud ewag han I-S andar tan 1 mardoman be dad; 
ewag han ke-S dew 1 span^agr pad-iS zaned; 
ud ewag han I-S andar ab ud urwar be dad; 
ewag han I-S be o getlg kamist dad.
(3) payday ku ohrmazd abag amahraspandan han^aman kard
1. The phrase tn' ZY ’NSWT’- ’n W follows in MSS but these words* seem 
to be interpolated and confuse the meaning of the sentence.
2. MR^, J; y’n'. 3. MSS mwnSn' . U* MR^, J; BK lwSnyyh.
MR1? J; BK ’slyh. 6. MR^ J; BK BR’. 7. MSS spnclwd’k' ♦
8. MR^, J; BK BYN.. 9« MSS hncmn’k (dittography for initial k of
krt' following)•
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18.d.3-8
W ’thS-c PWN hncmn1 bwt1 
(k) ’PS L*YN' ’whrmzd W ’mhrspnd’n' si BR’ nkwn krt' W gldst'
(£) ’mhrspnd’n pyl’mwn1^ ’thS nS^t' XWHd ’PS’n' gldst'
(8) ’MTS XZYTWNt' ’YK ’mhrspnd’n-c *gldynd^ L‘y n ' ’whrmzd
BR’ * ’st’t' W gldst'
(7) ’PS BR’ ‘L ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK LK hw’pl12 BR’ ‘ZLWNyd^
MN ZNH gyh’n ZY ’n ’kyh’wmnd BR’ *L glwtm’n ZY 
’pytyd’lk' W L LTMH BR’ SBKWNyd^ r
(8) ’Pm PWN ’p ’lwn blSnyh YBLWNx2 BYN m ’n ZY
’NSWT’- ’n' ’MT* ktk'-hwt’y BR’ XLMWNyt' ’-m PWN srd’lyh
ud ataxS-iz pad han^aman bud.
(U) u-S peS ohrmazd ud amahraspandan sar be nigun kard ud griyist.
(5>) amahraspandan peramon ataxS niSast hend u-San griyist.
(6) ka-S did ku amahraspandan-iz *griyend,peS ohrmazd 
be estad ud griyist.
(7) u-S be o ohrmazd guft ku: "to, xwabar, be Sawe
az en gehan i anaglhomand be 5 garodman i 
apetyarag, ud man edar be hile.
(8) "u-m pad abaron bariSnih barend;andar man l 
mardoman, ka kadag-xwaday be xufsed, a-m pad salarih
10. MR^, J; BK pylmn. 11. MSS dl’dynd for gldynd. 12. * PWN
added by M.
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l8.d.&-ll
dhSn1 *PWN12 znSn SBKWN-x2 ’Pm ‘LHS’n bl’h ‘BYDWNd 
W h ’nk' nkylytn1 I’d BYN *L h ’nk' YBLWNx2 ’Pm BR’
LMYTto[N]d ’Pm BR’ YKTLWNd
(9) dtygl ZK ’MT' MN ZK gyw’k' ’YK p ’hlyc 1
13<BY1MNx2 * ’-m1^ BR’ *L * ’50®^ gyw’k YBLWNd ’Pm p ’hlyc13 
L’ ‘BYBWNd W LTMH stlt' ’wptym16
(10) stygl ZK ’MTm yh ZY dlwnd PWN dSt’n PWN
nzdykyh BR’ dwb’lynd W L1  ^MN ‘LHS’n 1 yhSn ktk-ms’d 
gnd * ’wbS *BR’ YXMTWNyt1  ^ ’Pm wym’lyh YXWWNyt1 V lyran'yh 
‘STHNm
(11) h wm ZK ’MTS yh ZY y ’twk PWN ’tySt BYN
dahiSn, pad zaniSn hilend; u-m aweSan brah kunend, 
ud xanag nigerldan ray andar o xanag barend, u-m be 
abganend u-m be ozanend.
(9) "dudigar han, ka az han gyag ku pahrez
_ _ _ _ 
kunend, a^ -m be o any gyag barend, u-m pahrez
ne kunend, ud edar stard of tern.
(10) "sidlgar han, ka^ -m Jeh I druwand pad daStan pad
nazdikih be dwarend, ud man az aweSan ^ehiSn kadag-masay
* _ _ _ _ _
gand awiS be rased, u-m wemanh bawed ud remamh
xwarem.
(11) "Caharom han,kar-S Jeh I jadug pad adist andar
D. 59
D. 60
13. ‘BYBWNxg »». p ’hlyc' not in BK. ll*. MSS ’Pm. 1$. MSS ZK.
16. MR^, J; BK ’wpt’m. 17* MSS have L ... BR’ ’wbS YXMTWNyt, 
which seems an impossible construction.
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18. a. n-il*
y 1 O “1 O ^ 20
§BKWNx^ W wls wyl’cynd W gys ’wlwnynd W L ZK ZY
v
’LHS’n wls W lym * STHNm
(12) W 5>wm ZK ’MT ’pwln’dyk' Y ’TWNd ’Pm *hyndkyh21
-X- 29
W lymnyh ’wbS LMYTWNd W L MN 4LHS’n hyndkyh
v
W lymnyh 4 STHNm
(13) 6wm ZK ’MT 2^*L *MN * ’hnkl k'l2  ^ ’ywkSwst' ZY 
lymn QJ)M YBLWNx2 ’Pm w ’t PWN PWMH1 dmynd2^ L* PWN 
dm W ’hwnsndyh’ W L’ PWN k ’m ZK ’ywkSwst' t’pwm
(lU) 7wm ZK ’MT PWN wl ZY ps’ht ’MTm bwht* W
’yl’ht' pyt’k' BR’ krt' ywdt-d’tst’n XWH'd ’YKS L’-c 
PWN cym W d’tst’n krt'
•X- *X*
hiled, ud wars wirazend ud ges orunend, ud man han 1 D.60
aweSan wars ud rem xwarem.
(12) "ud panjom han, ka abumayag ayend, u-m *xlndaglh
—  —  —  -X- —  —
ud remanih awiS abganend, ud man az aweSan xmdagih 
ud remanih xwarem.
_x»
(13) "SaSom han, ka man az ahangar kar ayoxSust i
reman abar barend, u-m wad pad dahan damend, ne pad
dam, ud ahunsandiha ud ne pad kam han ayoxSust tabom.
(ll+) "haftom han,ka pad war 1 passaxt,ka-m b5xt ud
eraxt paydag be kard, 3U(1 dadestan hend,ku: e-S ne-iz D. 60/61 
pad Sim ud dadestan kard*.
18. MSS wc’lynd. 19. MSS g’s. 20. MSS ’wlwynd.
21. P.’s emendation; MSS ’ywk1. 22. P.’s emendation; MSS hynyh. 
23. Emended so as to be parallel with §15> below; MSS ’MT 4LHS’n 
slwk k ’l; M. emends to ka aveSan gululgaran "when those armourers".
2k• MR^, J; BK dm’nd.
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18.d.15-17
(15) *8wm ’MTm MN k ’l W wlc' BR’ YBLWNx^ ’Pm 
mynwgyh’ BR’ *L *gytytljr2  ^YBLWNXg ’Pm dlwnd’n*
W ’hlwb’n' hdyb’lyh ’yw'-twm twb’n krtn*
(16) ’PS ZNHc gwpt' ’YK ’whrmzd BR’-m *L gytydj ’L YXBWN
PWN gyh’n cygwn stl W m ’h W hwlSyt' lwSnyh ‘BYBWNx^
Lyc PWN tn-XD KN ‘BYDWNm
(17) ’whrmzd ’MTS glcSn' ZY ’thS BR’ ’Snwt1 YXWWNt' ’-S26 
BR’ ‘L ’mhrspnd’n gwpt' ’YK ’MT ’thS glcSn' PWN ZNH 
’dwynk’ hm’y ‘BYBWNx1 W L d’m ywdt27 MN ’thS BR’
*L gytyd^ r YXBWNt[n] 1 L ’ twb’n ' cygwn PWN SPYL W 
swt’wmndtl d’lyt1
(15) "haStom ka-m az kar ud warz be barend, u-m
_ _ _ _ _ 
menogiha be o getig barend, u-m druwandan
ud ahlawan hayyarih ew-tom tuwan kardani'
(16) u-S en-iz guft ku; "ohrmazd, be-m o getig ma dah, 
pad gehan Ciyon star ud mah ud xwarSed roSnih kunend, 
man-iz pad tan-ew oh kunem."
(17) ohrmazd ka-S garziSn 1 ataxS be aSnud bud, a-S
be o amahraspandan guft ku: "ka ataxS garziSn pad en
ewenag hame kuned, ud man dam 3ud az ataxS be
5 getig dad [an] ne tuwan, Ciyon pad weh ud 
suddmandtar dared —
25. BK gytygyh ’; MR^, J gytydyyh’. 26. MR1» J; BK ’- ’.
27* MR^, J; lacking in BK.
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18.d.18-19
(18) ’MT ZNH mwst1 W gylk' PWN28 ’thg BR’ SBKWNm
W d’m BR’ *L gytydj YXBWNm ’ywp' ’thg BR’ *L gytyd^
L’ YXBWNm ’Pg mwst1 W gylk' L’ YXWWNyt MH L [MN] ’thg 
ZNH mwst' W gylk1 ’ytwn* twb’n YBLWNt'2  ^ ’MTg BR’ *L 
gytydy L’ YXBWNm
(19) W ’mhrspnd’n gwpt' ’YK ’MT1 d’m BR’ *L gytjrdjr YXBWNydy 
SPYL W swt’wmndtl cygwn ’MT ’thg glcgn1 L’ ‘BYDWNx^
W d’m BR’ *L gytydy L ’ YXBWNydy BR’ LK ’whrmzd 
’thg YNSBWN ’Pg PWN wlhl’nyh BYN m ’n YTYBWN 
* ’ytwn'-g3° LNH hdyb’1 ’wmndyh KN ‘BYDWNm ’Pg * ’twr'31 
ZY gwgnsp'32 PWN YDH^ ZY NPSH *YNSBWNt^ ’Pg BYN m ’n' [PWN]
(18) ka en must ud gilag pad ataxg be hilem, D.61 
ud dim be 5 getig dahem, ayab ataxg be o getig
ne dahem, u-g must ud gilag ne bawed? Ce man [az] ataxg 
en must ud gilag edon tuwan burd ka-g be o 
getig ne dahem”.
(19) ud amahraspandan guft ku: "ka dim be o getig dahe D. 61/62
weh ud sudomandtar, Ciyon ka ataxg garzign ne kuned
ud dim be 5 getig ne dahe. be to, ohrmazd,
ataxg stan u-g pad warahrinlh andar min nigin;
_ _ _
edon-ig amah hayyaromandih oh kunem”. u-g adur
I gugnasp pad dast I xweg *stad u-g andar min [pad]
28. BK has also BR’. 29- MSS YBLWNd. 30. MSS have also ZYg
31. B.’s emendation; MSS ’ytwn'. 32* MR^, J; BK gwgsp.
33. J; BK, MR1 d’m. 3I*. MSS YNSEWNm.
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18.d.19-21
wlhl ’nyh YTYBWNst' ’PS ’twr' ZY *plwbg3  ^W ZKc ZY bwlcyn'mtr1 
PWN *YDH ZY NPSH36 BR’ YTYBWNst' ’PS ’ywk' ’ywk' ’pryn'
QDM krt'37 ’YK lwSnyh ZY d’t’l W nyvkyh ZY d’t’l 
YXWWNyt' BYN m ’n ZY NPSH
(20) ’PS BH’ ‘L ’thS gwpt' ’YK PWN ’NSWT’- ’n nywkyh 
<BYDWNx1 BYN hm’k m ’n' W BYN hm’k wys W BYN 
hm’k znd W BYN hm’k MT’ W *LHS’n LK bwlcynd 
MNW MY’ MNW ’wlwl W MNW ’hlwb’n plw’hl ’MT 
zwhl BR’ ‘L LK YBLWNd W ’MT ’[y]sm pr’c *L LK 
YXSNNd hwSk' ZY PWN lwSnyh nkylyt'
(21) ’XLc ’thS PWN tn' BR’ *L38 gytydy YXBWNt[n] ' BYN L’
warahranih niSast, u-S adur l *farrobag ud han-iz l burzenmihr 62
__ _  _  __ _  
pad dast I xweS be niSast, u-S ewag ewag afrln
abar kard ku: Mr5SnIh I dadar ud neklh I dadar
bawed andar man I xweS."
(20) u-S be o ataxS guft ku: "pad mardoman neklh
kune, andar hamag man ud andar hamag wis ud andar 
hamag zand ud andar hamag deh; ud aweSan to burzend, 
ke ab, ke urwar ud ke ahlawan frawahr, ka
z5hr be o to barend, ud ka esm fraz 5 to 
darend, huSk, I pad rbSnlh nigerld".
(21) pas-iz ataxS pad tan be o getig dad[an] andar ne
35>. MSS plwb'. 36. J PWN WYPH NPSH; BK PWN d’tn NPSH; D. reads
PWN NPSH YDH. 37. J; BK, M 1 krtn'. 38. MR^ J; lacking in BK.
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l8.d.21-e.3
* ’st’t' *DS ’whrmzd pwSt' LWTH BR’ krt' ’PS PWN 
BB’ ZY whSt1 SLYT’ BR’ krt' ’PS wzl-XD pr’c ’wbS 
YXBWNt’ ’PS plmwt’ ’YK KR’ MNWS LK hc-S L’ hwSnwt' 
XWHjrdj PWN ZNH *wzl^ BR’ *L dwShw LMYTWNyt'
(22) ’PS ’XL PWN YXBWNtn' *L g y t ^  hmd’tst’n' bwt'
e (l) gyw’k'-XD p ’yt’k' ’YK ’MT ’thS ZY wlhl’n
YTYBWNyt' ’thS ZY ’d’St’l'*' W ’p ’hlyc1 end wySyst' 
twb’n * ’-S BR’ cynSn'
(2) bwt' dstwbl MNWS ’ytwn' gwpt' ’YK 1,000 W ’ywk'
BR ’ cynSn'
(3) MNW ’ thS-I BR’ cynyt' W BR’ *L ’twlwk^ ZY ’thS ZY
estad, ta-S ohrmazd pnSt abag be kard, u-S pad 
dar 1 wahiSt padixSay be kard; u-S wazr-ew fraz awiS 
dad, u-S framudjku: Mharw ke-S to az-iS ne huSnud
he, pad en *wazr be o duSox abganed!”
(22) u-S pas pad dadan o getig hamdadestan bud. 
e (l) gyag-e paydag ku: Mka ataxS 1 warahran
nlSaned, ataxS 1 adaStar ud apahrez Sand weSist 
tuwan a-S be CiniSn”.
(2) bud dastwar ke-S edon guft ku: "hazar ud ewag
be ClniSn."
(3) ke ataxS-e be Clned, ud be o adurog 1 ataxS i
D. 62 
D. 63
39. M.’s emendation; MSS wlz.
1. MR^ J; BK ’d’St’lyh. 2. MSS . 3. MR^, J; BK ’twrlk'.
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18.e.> 9
ll «5 Iwlhl’n YBLWNx1 ’-S4 90^ krpk 
(U) MNW PWN swtkyh6 BR’ YKTLWNyt1 YXWWNt'7 dstwbl 
MNWS ’ytwn1 gwpt ’YK mlg’lc’n YXWWNyt'
(5) ’thS ZY wlhl’n XN’ ’MT PWN swtkyh6 W XN’
’MT PWN nkylSn' W KR’ cygwn BR’ YKTLWNyt'
* ’ywlyh’8 mlg’lc’n YXWWNyt
(6) ’MT KN cynyt'^ nzdst' ’thS ZK ’p’y't cynytn'
^ZY-S1^ bym MN ns’y pwhtn1
(7) W dtygl ZK MNWS *hyhin  ptS ’PPWNd
(8) W stygl ZK MNWS slgyn1 ZY *hyhl’wmnd1  ^ptS ’PR/Nd
(9) W l^ wm ZK MNWS13 dwsynk' ptS ’PPWNd
warhran bared, ar-S nawad kirbag ^
(U) ke pad sudagih be ozaned, bud dastwar
ke-S edon guft ku: "margarzan bawed".
(5) ataxS I warhran ed ka pad sudagih,ud ed
ka pad nigeriSn,ud harw Ciyon be 5zaned,
_   _
ewanha margarzan bawed.
(6) ka oh Cined, nazdist ataxS han abayed Cinidan D
i-S bim az nasa p®xtan.
(7) ud dudigar han ke-S *hixr padiS pazend.
(8) ud sidigar han ke-S sargen i *hixr6mand padiS pazend.
(9) ud Caharom han ka-S dbsenag padiS pazend.
1+. MR1, J; BK ’- ’. 5. MR^, J; BK S_^ . 6. MR^, J; BK swtwkyh.
7. MR^, J; BK YXWWNyt'. 8. BK ’ywlyyh; MR^, J w ’ywlyyh.
9. MSS cynytn'. 10. MSS ^D. 11. MSS ’si. 12. MSS
’sl’wmwnd. 13. MR^, J; BK ’MTS.
.63
.64
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18.e.10-20
(10) 5wm ZK MNW ’kwl ptS pzynd
(11) 6wm ZK ZY MN zlykl’n
(12) 7wm ’symgl’n
(13) 8wm MN cyl’ngl’n
(ll+) 9wm MN tnwl
(l£) lOwm MN dyg
(16) y ’cdhwm MN hlbndk’n W *dhywk’n ’n ^
(17) 12wm MN pyS mhst’n 1^  hwnyd’kgl’n
(18) 13wm MN ’swb’l’n' TB-’n'
(19) li+wm MN k ’l ZY 16 ’p ’ryk
(20) W ’MTS 1,000 W ’ywk' ’thS BR’ cynyt1 PWN ZK
(10) pan^om han ke agur padiS pazend. D. 64
(11) SaSom han 1 az zarrlgaran.
(12) haftom asemgaran.
(13) haStom az Celangaran.
(ll+) nohom az tanur.
(15) dahom az dSg.
(16) yazdahom az xarbandagan ud *dahiganan.
(17) dwazdahom az peS mahistan huniyagaran.
(18) slzdahom az aswaran newan.
(19) Cahardahom az kar I abarlg.
(20) ud ka-S hazar ud ewag ataxS he Clned, pad han
II4. BK dhyhndk’n; MR^ dh’bndk’n': probably both forms are corruptions 
of dahiganan under the influence of preceding xarbandagan. 
l£. MR1, J; BK mhsyt’n' . 16. MSS BR’.
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l8.e.20-2h
‘DN’ PWN wlhl’nyh BR’ SLYT' YTYBWNst' W >MT p’hlyc 
*L ’stwh’n' YXBWNt117 KR’ g’s W g’s’nh’l zwhl ZY 
BKY’ BR’ twb’n' YXBWNt'
(21) ’PS p ’tlwc' PWN 7[y]sm W bwd ’ytwn1 twb’n d’Stn'
ZY-S tn' ’nd ’YT end GBR’-I mdy’nk'
(22) ’MT KN YTYBWNyt' ’MTS ZNH hm’k ’ytwn' krtn' L’ 
twb’n' ,l8 L’ SLYT’ YTYBWNst'
(23) ’MT-S mlg’lc’n' krt' ’styt' ’ L’ p ’ths’ nS’st'
(2I4) ’MT L‘YN' ’ thS YTYBWNyt' ’XL mlg’lc’n' ‘BYDWNx1
’NTS zywSn' W d’St’lyh L’ NN MND*M ZY mlg’lc’n'
’-S19 n ’mk’nyh BR’ ’p ’yt' wStn' W BR’ SBKWNx^0
zaman pad warhranlh be padixSa niSast, ud ka pahrez 8),
o astawan dad, harw gah ud gahanbar zohr 1 
pak be tuwan dad.
(21) u-S padroz pad esm ud boy edon tuwan daStan,
I-S tan and ast Sand mard-e mayanag.
(22) ka oh niSaned ka-S en hamag edon kardan ne 
tuwan, a ne padixSa niSast.
(23) ka-S margarzan kard ested, a ne padixSa niSast.
(2I4) ka peS ataxS niSaned, pas margarzan kuned,
ka-S ziSn ud daStarlh ne az CiS i margarzan, 
a-S namaganlh be abayed waStan ud be hist.
17* NR^, J; lacking in BK. 18. ^ lacking in BK. 19* MSS ’PS.
20. J; MR1 *BYLWNx]_; BK SBKWNd.
64/65
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18.f.1-3
f (l) W pyt’k ’YK ’thS ’ytwn' ’lc’wmnd ’whrmzd BR’ *L
zltwhSt' gwpt ’YK lwb’n ' 1 ZK ZY MNW SPYL MDMHNyt ’MT 
BR’ XZYTW[N]yd£
(2) W zltwhSt1 gwpt' ’YK ZK ZY2 klys[’]sp
(3) ’whrmzd lwh’n' ZY klys[’]sp B‘YXWNst' W lwh’n ZY klyg[’]sp
XZYTWNt1 ’n ’kyh ZY-S BYN dwShw XZYTWNt' YK‘YMWN’t I’d BR’ ‘L
zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YK k ’c 1? hylpt'-I bwt XWH'm *YKn/* twb’n-XD 
IWN pwSt' XWHydy zywSn B‘YXWNst[n]' I’d PWN gyh’n hm’y 
SGYTWNt XWHm W gyh’n' L zySt* PWN cSm bwt' XWHydy W gyh’n  ^MN
-H- ^
wlc ZY L tlsyt XWHydy
f (l) ud pay dag ku ataxS edon arzomand, ohrmazd be o D.6o
zarduxSt guft ku: "ruwan han I ke weh sahed ka
be wene?"
(2) ud zarduxSt guft ku: "han 1 kriS^p". 0.66
(3) ohrmazd ruwan 1 kriS^jsp xwast, ud ruwan I kriS^p 
did; anagih i-S andar duSox did estad ray be 5
zarduxSt guft ku: "kafi man herbad-e bud hem ku-m tuwan-ew
pad puSt he. ziSn xwast [an] ray pad gehan hame
raft hem, ud gehan man zist pad CaSm bud he ud gehan az
—  —  —  warz 1 man tarsid he."
1. The gloss kwnSn gyw’k bwd plw’hl ’YT1 is added mechanically after 
the word lwb’n (kwnSn1 is lacking in MR^, J; gyw’k is surely a mistake 
for XY’ ~ gyan); see Comm. 2. BK has also MNW. 3. D. ’s
reading; see Comm. l8.n<36. lj. MSS MNWm.
5>. Nyb.’s emendation; BK, W have MNW LB ZY L; MR^, J MN lzwl; see 
Comm. 18.f. •
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18.f .4-6
(k) W 'whrmzd gwpt' ’YK BR’ YK'YMWN lwb’n ZY klyS’sp'
MHm zySt' PWN cSm XWHjrdj MHt ’thS ZY L BRH YKTLWNt' 
’Pt' p ’hlyc1 L’ krt'
(5) W lwb’n ZY klyS’sp' gwpt' ’YKm BR’ ’mwlc ’whrmzd 
’Pm ZK ZY p’Swm ’hw’n YXBWN ’Pm glwtm’n BR’ YXBWN
’c' ZY slwwbl BR’ ’wet' ZY ’sp-’wp’l ZYGBR’- ’wp’l ’PS 
dnd’n ’nd end b ’cwk' ZY L YXWWNt ’PS gwS ’nd end 
II4 nmt' YXWWNt' ’PS * ’S^ ’nd end wltywn-XB YXWWNt
’PS slwb1 ’nd end S’k ’7 PWN b ’l’d bwt'
-x- R
(6) ’Pm end PWN YWM PWN pwSt' hm’y tcyt' XWHm *Bm si
(I4) ud ohrmazd guft ku: "be est, ruwan 1 kriSasp,
Ce-m ziSt pad Casm he, Ce-t ataxS 1 man pus ozad, 
ut pahrez ne kard."
(£) ud ruwan I kriSasp guft ku: -m be amurz, ohrmazd,
u-m han 1 paSom axwan dah, u-m garodman be dah! 
az 1 sruwar be ozad, 1 asp-obar 1 mard-5bar. u-S
dandan and Cand bazug 1 man bud, u-S goS and Sand
_  _ -X* — — —Cahardah namad bud, u-S aS and Cand wardyun-ew bud,
u-S sru and band Sak pad balay bud.
( 0  "u-m Sand *pad roz pad puSt hame tazid hem ta-m sar
r
C
6. ME^, J; BK, 10 . 7. See Comm. l8.n.37. 8. MR^; BK PRG,
. 66
.66/67
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18.f .6-10
BR’ *L dst1 **XDWNt9 kt'-XD *L gltn' zt' ’Pm BR’
YKTLWNt1
(7) W XTm ZK ’c' L ’ ’wet'10 XWHydy ’-S6 hm’k' d’m 
ZY LK ’pshynyt' XWHjrd^  W LK hkjC^ Lc c’lk' ZY ’hlmn 
L ’ YD*YTWNst1 XWHydy
(8) ’whrmzd gwpt’ ’YK BR’ YK* YMWN MHt ’thS ZY L BRH ’wet'
(9) klyS’sp' gwpt' ’YK ’whrmzd ZKm p ’Swm ’hw’n ¥ glwtm’n'
YXBWN MHm gndlp BR’ ’wet'11 MNWS PWN XL b ’l 12
MT’ BR’ ywt'
(10) ’MTm BYN dnd’n ZY gndlp BR’ nkylyt' ’-S6 mltwm ZY
mwltk1 BYN dnd’n' ’kwst' * ’st’t' ’PS lyS ZY L *XDWNt
he 5 dast"grift, gad-ew o gardan zad, u-m be D.67
ozad.
(7) "ud agar-om han az ne ozad he, ar-S hamag dam
1 to abesihenld he, ud to hagriz Carag 1 ahreman 
ne danist he.’1
(8) ohrmazd guft ku: "be esti Ce-t ataxS 1 man pus ozad".
(9) kriSasp guft ku: "ohrmazd, han-om paSom axwan ud garodman
dah, Ce-m gandarw be ozad, ke-S pad ew bar dwazdah
deh be 3ud.
(10) "ka-m andar dandan i gandarw be nigerid,a-S mardom 1
murdag andar dandan agust estad; u-S reS 1 man grift,
9. Taking krt1 (all MSS) as a mistaken reading of earlier **XDWNt
for the identical ideogram * BYDWNt. 10. MSS
’wewt'. 11. BK ’we1.
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18.f.10-12
’PS BR’ zlyh *kSyt'12 XWHm ’Pm’n' 9 lwc1 Sp’n BYN 
zlyh k ’lyc’l d’St1 W ’XL L MN gndlp p ’tyd’wndtl 
YXWWNt XWHm
(11) ’Pm tyh ZY LGLH ZY gndlp' ‘XBWNt ’Pm ‘B si elm BR’
' ’hht ’Pm13 dst' W LGLH ZY gndlp' ptS bst' ’Pm zlyh BR’
*L h ’l *k8yt' ’Pm BR’ ’hlwlg ’psp’lt' ’Pm l£ ’sp' 
kwSt' W *STHNt'
(12) W PWN ’s’yk'1  ^ZY stwl BR’ hwpt XWHm W gndlp
’hlwlg ZY dwst' kSyt' ’PS16 XN’ ZY L NYSH kSyt' ’PS ’B 1 W 
d’yk ZY L *kSyt'17
u-S be zreh *keSld hem, u-man no roz-Saban andar D. 67/68
zreh karezar daSt; ud pas man az gandarw padyawandtar 
bud hem.
(n) "u-m teh l pay l gandarw grift, u-m ta sar Carm be
ahixt, u-m dast ud pay I gandarw padiS bast, u-m zreh be
* _ 
o bar keSid, u-m be axrurag abespard. u-m panzdah asp
kuSt ud xward.
(12) "ud pad asSyag 1 stor be xuft hem, ud gandarw
axrurag i d5st keSid, u-S ed 1 man zan keSid, u-S pid ud
_ * 
dayag 1 man keSid.
12. BK kS’yt'; 10 kst'; J kwSyt; MR1 kwSt'. 13. MR^ J, W; BK ’PS.
II4. BK kS ’yt'; MR^, J kwSyt'; 10 kst'. l5« MR-^ , J (Nyb.’s reading);
BK 1ySk'; West reads aisako (weSag?) "dense thicket". 16. MR^, J;
BK, 10 ’Pm. 17* Nyb.’s emendation; MSS kwSyt'.
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18.f.13-15
(13) W hm’k ’NSWT’ l8L MN18 hwlm *gwhl’ynyt'19 XWHm W ’hst' 
XWH'm W KR’ g’m 1,000 g’m BR’ yst' XWHm W ZK
ZY MN LGLH1 ZY L BR5 yst' KR’ MHS ptkpt' ’-S20 ’thS BYN
’wpst' BR’ ‘L zlyh *ZLWNt' XWH'm ’Pm ’LHS’n L ’WXL 
[Y]XYTYWNt XWHd ’Pm gndlp ‘XBWNt' W ’wet'
(ill) XTm BR’ L ’ ’wet' XWHydy ’hlmn' QJ)M d’m ZY LK 
p ’thS’ bwt' XWHydy 
(l£) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK BR’ YK*YMWN MHm zySt' PWN 
cSm [XWHydy] MHt ’thS ZY L BRH ’wet'
(13) "ud hamag mardom man az xwarm *guhrayenid hem, ud axist 
hem ud harw gam hazar gam be Jast hem, ud han 
1 az pay I man be Jast harw Ce-S pahikaft a-S ataxS andar
obast. be o zreh Sud hem u-m aweSan abaz
awurd hend, u-m gandarw grift ud ozad.
(ii*) "agar-om be ne ozad he, ahreman abar dam 1 to
padixSa bud he.*'
(l!?) ohrmazd guft ku: "be est, Ce-m ziSt pad
CaSm [he], Ce-t ataxS 1 man pus ozad.M
18. MR^, J; BK, 10 LNH. 19* MSS gwh’l’ynyt'. 20. MR1» J;
BK, 10
D. 68
D. 69
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18.f .16-18
(16) klyS’sp' gwpt' ’YK ’whrmzd whSt' W glwtm’n 1 BR’ YXBWN MHm 
l’sd’l YKTLWNt'21 XWHm MNW PWN tn' ’ytwn LB’ bwt'22 XWH'd 
’MT hm’y SGYTWNt' XWH'd ’NSWT’- ’n PWN XN’ d’St' ’YKS’n 
hcdl stl2  ^W m ’h ’PS’n' hcdl ’wS hwlSyt' SGYTWNyt' ’PS’n 
MY’ ZY zlyh ‘D ‘L Snwk2i| YXWWNyt'
ozL ocj
(17) ’PS*n L ‘d ‘l zng bwt' XWHm ’Pm ^PWN zng"p BR’
MXYTWNt XWHd ‘LHS’n' ’wpst' XWH'd ’PS’n kwp' ZY PWN 
zmyk Sk’st'
(18) W XTm ‘LHS’n' ’wpst’n' l’sd’l L’ ’wet1 XWH'd ’hlmn
(16) kriSasp guft ku: "ohrmazd wahiSt ud garodman be dah, Ce-m 
rahdar ozad hem, ke pad tan edon wuzurg bud hend
ka hame raft hend, mardoman pad ed daSt ku-San
azer star ud mah, u-San azer 5S xwarSed rawed, u-San
ab 1 zreh ta 5 Snug bawed.
(17) u-S an man ta o zang bud hem, u-m pad zang be 
zad hend, aweSan obast hend u-San kof 1 pad 
zamlg Skast.
(18) ud agar-om aweSan obastan rahdar ne ozad hend, ahreman
21. BK SGYTWNt'. 22. MR^, J; BK, 10 BR’. 23. J; other MSS
stwl. 2I4. MR^, J; BK, 10 d’nk. 25* MR^ J; BK, 10 prznd.
D. 69
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18.f.19-20
QJ)M d’m ZY LK p ’thS’ bwt' XWHydy;
(19) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK BR’ YK*YMWN MHm zySt' PWN cSm 
XWHjrdj MHt1 ’thS ZY L BRH ’wet'
(20) klyS’sp' gwpt ’YK ’whrmzd whSt-m W glwtm’n BR’ YXBWN
’MTm w ’t' lht' ’Pm stwb' krt' SBY’n' w ’t' BR’ plypt* ’PS’n BR’ 
*L26 w ’t' gwpt' ’YK MN KR’ d’m-dhSn' LK1 p’tyd’wndtl ’-S27 
’ytwn' *mynyt‘28 ’YK ’YS MN L p ’tyd’wndtl L‘YT' klyS’sp' Q£M 
ZNH zmyk SGYTWNyt W SLY’n' W ’NSWT’- ’n tl mynyt'
¥ LKyc MNW w ’t'2  ^XWHydy ’ -1' tl *mynyt' ^
abar dam I t5 padixSa bud he". D
(19) ohrmazd guft ku: "be est, Ce-m ziSt pad CaSm ^
he, Ce-t ataxS I man pus ozad."
(20) kriSasp guft ku: "ohrmazd, wahiSt-om ud garodman be dah,
kar-m wad raxt u-m sto kart, dewan wad be freft, u-S an be
o wad guft ku: *az harw dam-dahiSn, to padyawandtar ;a-S
_  —  f _ _ _ 1 _
edon mened ku: kas az man padyawandtar nest. kriSasp abar
en zamlg rawed ud dewan ud mardoman tar mened,
_  —  —  _  __ 
ud to-iz ke wad he, a-t tar mened* .
26. Lacking in BK, 10. 27* J; MR^ dwS; BK, 10 w ’h . 28. MSS
myn[w]gyh. 29* BK ’-t'. 30. MSS mynwyt.
.69
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18.f.21-22
(21) w ’t‘ ’MTS ZK shwn ’Snwt ’ytwn' s’ht' BR’ SGYTWNt'
^ - S ^1 hm’k (1*1 W dlht' ZYS QJ)M l’s bwt' XPLWNt'
’PS hm’k zmyk' ZY-S QJ)M l’s bwt1 ’-S^2 *pyr’wnyhyt^ krt'
W t’lykyh BR’ * ’st’t'
(22) W ’MT ‘L L mt' M W  klyS’sp' XWHm ’-S32 LGLH ZY 
M  zmyk' QJ)M d’Stn' L ’ twb’n' bwt' W L ’hst' XWHm 
’Pm PWN zmyk BR’ YXBWNt1 ’PS PWN KR’ 2 LGLH3  ^PWN 
mlS * ’ s t ’ t' XWHm *DS pSt'-XD36 BR’ krt' ’YK L ’WXL *L
D. 70
D.70/71
(21) "wad ka-S han saxwan aSnud, edon saxt be raft
* _  _ _ _ _ 
a-S hamag dar ud draxt l-S abar rah bud kand,
— — — — 
u-S hamag zamig l-S abar rah bud a-S perawanihid kard,
ud tarlglh be estad.
(22) "ud ka o man mad ke kriSasp hem, a-S pay 1 man
az zamlg abar daStan ne tuwan bud ud man axist hem 
u-m pad zamlg be dad, u-S pad harw do pay pad 
marS estad hem, ta-S paSt-ew be kard ku: ’abaz o
31. MSS ZYS. 32. MR1, J; BK, 10 . 33* BK, W, with Nyb.’s
reading (see gloss, below); MR^, J pyr’wyhyt1; alternative 
hypothetical reading of the whole doubtful phrase ’PS hm’k zmyk' ZYS
QDM l’s bwt' * ’Swpt' [w] *hngyht' krt' "and by it all the ground^ - - - _ _ _  ^
which was in its path was disturbed and stirred up". 3^ 4* Lacking
in BK. 3^ . BR LYLY’. 36. MR1» J; BK, 10 pwst'-XB.
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18.f.22-26
hcdl zmyk * ZLWNm ZK ZY ’whrmzd plmwt' ’YK 
zmyk W ’sm’n YXSNN ‘BYDWNm ’-m BR’ L ’ SBKWN-x^
(23) W XTm ZK MND‘m L’ krt' XWHydy ’hlmn' QDM d’m 
ZY LK p ’thS’d YXWWNt1 XWHy^ dj 
(2U) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK BR’ YK‘YMWN MHm zySt' PWN CSm 
XWHy^ dy MHt ’ths ZY L BRH MX YTWN t ' 37
(25) klyS’sp' gwpt' ’YK ’whrmzd whSt' W glwtm’n BR’ YXBWN 
MH MN dyn' ’ytwn* pyt’k' ’YK ’MT dh’k' MN bnd
l’hyt' 38 ’-S39 c’lk’ BR’ L * ’yny’^ ° ’YS B‘YXWNst' L’ twb’n' 
ZK cym I’d ’-m whSt' W glwtm’n BR’ YXBWN
(26) W XTm whSt1 W glwtm’n L’ S’yt' YXBWNt1 ’-m
azer zamlg Sawem; han 1 ohrmazd framud, ku, D.71
zamig ud asman dar/ kunem a-m be ne hilem?
(23) Mud agar-om han CiS ne kard he, ahreman abar dam
1 to padixSay bud he".
(21;) ohrmazd guft ku: "be est, Ce-m ziSt pad CaSm
he, Ce-t ataxS 1 man pus zad".
(2£) kriSasp guft ku: "ohrmazd, wahiSt ud garodman be dah,
Se az den ed5n pay dag ku ka dahag az band 
rahed, a-S Carag be man enya kas xwast ne tuwan; 
han Sim ray a-m wahiSt ud garodman be dah.
(26) "ud agar-om wahiSt ud garodman ne Sayed dad, a-m
37. MR1, J; BK MXYTWNyt1; 10 MXYTWN. 38. MR^ BK, 10 l’yhyt'.
39* MR1> J; BK, 10 . 1*0. MSS ’XRN.
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18.f .26-27
’m ’wndyh W pylwcklyh ZYm BYN zywndkyh bwt'
’-m L ’WXL YXBWN MH ’MTm ZK ’ytwn1 ’m ’wndyh W 
pylwcglyh ZY ’MT zywndk' *YXWWNt'^1 XWHm ’-m YXWWNt'
L ’WXL YXBWNjrd^  ’hlmn' LWTH SDY’n' BR’ YKTLWNm 
t’lykyh MN dwShw' XPLWNm nywkwk W lwSn' BR’
‘BYDWNm ’PS *tnyh’^2 BYN KN YTYBWNm^3 W BYN KN 
SGYTWNm^
(27) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK XN’-t L’ YXBWNm lwb’n ZY klyS’sp MH
’NSWT’-’n wn’s ‘BYDWN-x2W *D ’MT ’NSWT’- ’n * ’yny’^  wn’s 
L ’ ‘BYDWNd LK zywndk' L’WXL L’ S’yt' krtn' W ’p ’ryk-c 
’NSWT’ L ’WXL zywndk' L ’ *S’yt'^ krtn' MH lyst’hyc' ’ytwn
amawandih ud perozgarlh I-m an dar zlndaglh bud 
a-m abaz dah; be ka-m han edon amawandih ud
          . r-\
perozgarlh l ka zindag bud hem a-m bud 
abaz dahe, ahreman abag dewan be ozanem,
tarlglh az duSox kanem,nekog,ud r5Sn be
* — — _ _ _ _
kunem,u-S tamha an dar oh niSmem ud andar oh
rawem."
(27) ohrmazd guft ku: Med-it ne dahem, ruwan I kriSasp, be
— —  —  —  _  __ -)f _  __
mardoman winah kunend, ud ta ka mardoman enya winah
ne kunend, to zindag abaz ne Sayed kardan, ud abarlg-iz
— — — _ _
mardom abaz zindag ne Sayed kardan; be ristaxez edon
1+1. MSS YXBWNt'. 1+2. MSS tnXP (cf. Sd.Bd. 20.1+8 va tanha dar
anja beniSlnam). 1+3* MR^, J; BK, 10 YTYBWNyt. 1+1+. MR^, J;
BK, 10 SGYTWNyt. l+£. MSS h ’n. 1+6. D.’s emendation; MSS SDY’
71
71/72
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18.f.27-29
k[w]n[y]nd^ ’MT hm’k ’NSWT’ ’wn’s BR’ YXWWNd
(28) ’NSWT* ’MT BR’ YMYTWNd ’PS’n' lwb’n 1 dlwnd ’-S’n 
hm’k ’s’nyh SBKWN-x^ ’PS’n hm’k ’n ’kyh W dwShw’lyh 
‘BYDWNt YXWWNyt
(29) ’MT klyS’sp1 krt’lyh ZY NPSH PWN ZNH ’dwynk' gwpt'
YXWWNt' yzd’n ZY mynwg’n' W yzd’n ZY gytyg’n'
BR’ gldst' XWHd W zltwhSt' ZY spyt’m ’n BR’ gldst' W gwpt1 
’YK ’MT L’ plypt’l XWHyrdjr L plypt’l PWN cSm 
XWHydy ’whrmzd BYN lwb’n ZY klyS’sp' MH ’MT1 
klyS’sp' PWN tn'’wmnd W y ’n ’wmnd L ’ YXWWNt1^  XWHydy 
MND*Mc ZY d’m ZY LK PWN gytydy *’stSn L ’ bwt' XWHydy
k[u]n[e]nd ka hamag mardom awinah be bawend.
(28) "mardom ka be mi rend, u-San ruwan druwand, a-San 
hamag asanih hilend, u-San hamag anaglh ud duSxwarih 
kard bawed."
(29) ka kriSasp kardarih I xweS pad en ewenag guft 
bud, yazdan i menogan ud yazdan i getigan
be griyist hend, ud zarduxSt 1 spitaman be griyist, ud guft 
ku: "ka ne freftar he, man freftar pad CaSm
he, ohrmazd, andar ruwan 1 kriSasp, Ce ka 
kriSasp pad tanomand ud gyanomand ne bud he,
SiS-iz i dam 1 to pad getig estiSn ne bud he."
BK krt' ‘B. U8. BK YXWWNyt.
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18.f.30-32
(30) ’MT zltwhst' h ’rnwS *L’WXL^9 * ’st’t' ’thS BR’ *L
LGLH * ’st’t' ’PS wn’sk’lyh ZY klyS’sp'^0 BYN *BNPSH^1 BR’
gwpt' ’PS gwpt' ’YKS L BR’ *L^2 whSt' L ’ SBKWNm
(31) W ’ thS ZNH ’nd gwbSn' gwpt' BR’ YK*YMWN’t1 W 
gwS’wlwn yzdt' BR’ *L LGLH * ’st’t' ’PS gwpt' ’YK L BR’
v
*L dwShw L’ SBKWNm MHS PWN L nywkyh KBD krt
(32) gwS’wlwn ZNH ’nd MRY’ gwpt' BR’ * ’st’t* W zltwhst' BR’
*L LGLH * ’st’t' ’PS BR’ *L ’thS nm’c bwlt' ’PS gwpt1 *YK 
p ’hlyc' ZY LK *BYDWNm W krt’lyh ZY LK BYN gyh’n BR’
YMRRWNm ¥ *L wSt’sp W y ’m ’sp1 BR’ 7MR[R]WNm ’YK
BR* nkylyt1 ’YK ’thS cygwn * ’kynyh’^  krt1 ’MT1 klyS’sp'^
(30) ka zarduxSt xamoS abaz bud estad, ataxS be 5
pay estad, u-S winahgarih I kriSasp an dar xwad be 
guft, u-S guft ku: "-S man be o wahiSt ne hilem."
(31) ud ataxS en and gowiSn guft be estad, ud
goSurwan yazd be o pay estad u-S guft ku: "man be
o duSox ne hilem, Ce-S pad man neklh was kard.1
(32) goSurwan en and saxwan guft be estad, ud zarduxSt be
o pay estad, u-S be 5 ataxS namaz burd, u-S guft ku:
"pahrez 1 to kunem, ud kardarih I to an dar gehan be 
gowem, ud o wiStasp ud Jamasp be gowem ku:
’be nigered ku ataxS Ciyon akemha kard ka kriSasp
1*9. MSS LWTH. 50. 10; BK, MR klySsp; JkylySsp'. 5l. MSS
v  " - - - - - -  -
NPSH. 92. Lacking in BK, 10. 53• Nyb.’s emendation; BK
’knyn'yh’; MR^, J ’kyn'yh’. 5U» 10; BK, MEL^ , J klySsp.
.73
. 73/74
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18. f .32-36
PWN ptyt BR* krt' ’PS BR’ ’mwlcyt'
(33) zltwhst' pwrsyt' MN ’whrmzd ,YK nzdyst'-lsyt
ZKMNW wl*cyh 
(3U) W * whrmzd gwpt ’YK^6 ZK ZY klyS’sp'
(35) W zltwhst1 gl’n' MDMHNyst' ’PS BR’ *L ’whrmzd
gwpt' »YK^6a ’MT klyS’sp' k ’l ’NSWT’-YKTLWNt' bwt'
MH I’d nhwst'-lsyt' ZK *LH *BYDWNydy
(36) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YKt gl’n ’L MDMHNyt' zltw[h]st'
MH ’MT klyS’sp'^7 L ’ bwt' XWH^r ’PS ZNH ’nd k ’l 
L’ krt' XWHjrdy ZY gwpt' * ’st’t' L’ LK W L’
* ’yc '^ 8 d’m ZY * ’stSn' L’ bwt' XWHydy
pad patet be kard u-S be amurzid."
(33) zarduxSt pursld az ohrmazd ku: "nazdist-rasld
-  *  _ han ke wirazeh?"
(3 )^ ud ohrmazd guft ku: "han 1 kriSasp."
(35) ud zarduxSt gar an sahist, u-S be o ohrmazd 
guft ku: "ka kriSasp kar mard5m-ozad bud,
Ce ray naxust-rasid han oy kune?"
(36) ohrmazd guft ku: ’J-t gar an ma sahed, zarduxSt,
Ce ka kriSasp ne bud he, u-S en and kar
ne kard he 1 guft estad, ne to ud ne 
eC dam 1 man estiSn ne bud he.
55* MSS wl ’cyyh. 56* MSS have also ’MT1 (B. emends to MNW).
Then the next thirteen words are lacking in BK (i.e. to n.£6a). 
57* MR^, 10; BK, J klySsp. 58. D.’s emendation; MSS ’c'.
59. BK L ’.
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18.g.1-5
6 (l) w pyt’k' YXWWNyt' ’YK PWN hwyS swtyh ’YS
L’ ’wstwb’l
(2) W pyt’k 1 YXWWNyt’ YK wn’s ZY hmym’l’n ’MTS hmym’l
hwSnwt * ’-S^ wc’lt1 YXWWNyt' pyt’k 1 ’YK *y£d’n'c^ 
ms-d*tst’nyh KN nkylynd
(3) W pyt’k YXWWNyt' ’YK ’MT1 yzdt'-I *hdyb’l3 ’-S1 
BR’ ‘L dwShw' L ’ SBKWNx2
(k) W pyt’k 1 YXWWNyt' ’YK ’MT-S yzdt'-XD hmym’l ’-S1
BR’ ‘L whSt' L’ SBKWNx^
(5) ’MT MN ’ thS ZY wlhl’n YTYBWNst[n]' GBR’ ZNH1
swt’mndyh XWHydy ’MTS ZK ZY yzdt' hdyb’lyh BR’ *L
g (l) ud pay dag tawed, ku pad xweS sudih kas D.75
ne awestwar.
(2) ud paydag tawed ku winah 1 hamemalan ka-S hamemal 
huSnud, a-S wizard tawed; paydag ku yazdan-iz 
meh-dadestanlh oh nigerend.
(3) ud paydag tawed, ku ka yazd-e hayyar, a-S 
te o duSox ne hilend.
(1+) ud paydag tawed ku ka-S yazd-ew hamemal, a-S 
be 5 wahiSt ne hilend.
(5) ka az ataxS 1 warhran niSast[an], mard en
sudomandih he, ka-S han 1 yazd hayyarih, te 5
1. BK, 10 ’- ’. 2. MSS yzdt'-c. 3. MSS hdyt’lyh
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l8.g.£-h
dwShw' L’ *ZLWNyt1 ’DYN-c'-S ’lc' L ’ pyt'’k' 
h gyw’k'-XD pyt’k' ’YK ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YKm ’thS ZY
wlhl’n ' 1 ’-m2 ’lc L ’ gwpt' W XT-S ’lc' YMRRWNm 
’-B3 hm’k' ’p ’tyh hwn V hm’k ’hl’dyh pyt’kyh^ bl 
W hm’k spyn’k mynwg d’m ZY gytydy * ’st'sn *lc'
duSox ne Sawed; eg-iz-iS arz ne paydag. 
h gyag-ew paydag ku ohrmazd guft ku: H«.m ataxS I
warhran, a-m arz ne guft; ud agar-iS arz gowem, 
a-S hamag abadlh bun, ud hamag ahlaylh paydagih bar, 
ud hamag spenag menog dam I getlg estiSn arz '*•
D. 75
1. The words GBR’ ZY hwt’y ZY ’hlwb' follow wlhl’n' in all MSS,
but are probably a scribal addition. 2. MR^, J; BK, 10 ’Pm.
3. MR1, J; BK, 10 ’PS. 1+. MR^ J; BK, 10 pyt’k.
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Chapter 19
gyw’k'-XD pyt’k' ’YK ktk'-hwt’y W ktk-b’nwk' ’MT 
BYN h ’nk' BR’ YMYTWNd LCDr BB’ ZY bylwn BR’ L ’ ’p ’yt' 
bwltn' MHS GDH ZY h ’nk' LWTH BR’ ‘ZLWNyt'
gyag-ew paydag ku kadag-xwaday ud kadag-banug ka 
an dar xanag be mirend, tar dar i beron be ne abayed 
burdan, Ce-S xwarrah i xanag abag be Sawed.
D. 76
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Chapter 20 20.1-3
(1) gyw’k'-XD pyt’k' ’YK GBR’-I ’MT BR’ KRYTWNyt1
’YK XTm ZNH nywkyh YXWWNyt ’wstwplyt'-XD BR’ ‘BYXSWNm 
’ ’MT'c-S L’ YXWWNyt' ’-S1 BR’ ’p ’yt' krtn' MH yzd’n2 
swt'-dhSn' XWHd L’ k ’mk'-dhSn' W nylmt' ZY ’NSWT’-’n' 
yzd’n SPYL YD*YTWNd
(2) bwt' dstwbl MNWS ’ytwn' gwpt' ’YK [GBR’-I ’MT BR’ KRYTWNyt'
’YK]^ XTm ZNH nywkyh L’ YXWWNyt' ’ L’ ‘BYBWNm p ’ths’ YXWWNyt
’MT L ’ ‘BYBWNx2
(3) ’MT5^ ’wstwplytk'^ KRYTWNt' ’-S1 LXM’-yc W XS W spl[h]m
W *st’p6 W ’ndcnd ZY PWN ZK ’wcynk' BYN ’p’yt' L’ p’thS’d 
BR’ ’MT YXBWNyt
(1) gyag-ew paydag ku mard-e ka be xwaned D.76 
ku: Magar-om en neklh bawed, ustofrlt-ew be kunem",
a ka-iz-iS ne bawed, a-S be abayed kardan, Ce yazdan
sud-dahiSn hend, ne kamag-dahiSn, ud nlrmad i mardoman
yazdan weh danend.
(2) bud dastwar ke-S edon guft ku [mard-e ka be xwaned
ku: ] taagar-om en nekih ne bawed, a ne kunem", padixSa bawed 
ka ne kuned.
(3) ka-S ustofntag xwand, a-S nan-iz ud may ud sprahm
ud *sudab ud and Send 1 pad han uzenag andar abayed, ne padixSay D. 76/77 
be ka dahed.
1. MR^, J; BK ’- ’. 2. BK has also ZY W after yzd’n. 3« M. adds
words in parenthesis. 1;. MR^, J; BK MNWS. 5. MR^, J;
BK ’wstplytk'. 6. MSS Swdwb, interpreted as sudab by D.; M. notes 
that 'the word is written st’p, PRDd.p.17^.2; or styp, GBd.li7.l6;
NirS.f .l4Or.ll' (ch.20, n.lj, p.i;03)»
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20.1*
(k) W ’MTs’n ’wstwplyt' ygt' ZK ’NSWT’ MNWg ygt' L’ krt' * ’styt' 
’ywp1g dl’d’n' *STHNt * ’styt' W ZKc MNWg ’plk' L’WXL YXWWNyt 
L ’ p *ths’ YXBWN11 W ZK ZY ‘LHS’n' ‘STHNd ’nd end ‘STHNd 
L’ YXWWNyt W ZNH dlwn-yc ’ytwn' YXWWNyt W ’MT 
‘LHg’n L ’ mt' YK* YMWNd BR’ *L KLB* W w ’d ’p ’yt' YXBWNt1
(U) ud ka-gan ustofrit yagt, han mardom ke-g yagt ne kard ested, 
ayab-ig drayan xward ested, ud han-iz ke-g apparag abaz bawed 
ne padixga dad; ud han I awegan xwarend, and Cand xwarend, 
oyjj’ • bawed; ud en dron-iz ed5n bawed, ud ka 
awegan ne mad estend, be o sag ud way abayed dad.
7* Some words seem to be missing.
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Chapter 21 21.a.1-5
a (l) BB ’1 ZNH ’YK [MNW] kwnmlc'-XB BR’ YKTLWNyt'
’-g2 tn’pwhl-XB krpk1
(2) M W  GBR’-I dlwnd ZY mlg’lc’n BR’ YKTLWNyt'
2
’-g tn’pwhl-XB krpk
(3) M W  m ’l-I PWN pi BR’ YKTLWNyt' ’-g2 tn’pwhl-XB krpk'
(1+) W M W  wk-XB BYN MY’ ‘XBWNyt' BR’ YKTLWNyt3
W M  MY’ BR’ YXYTYWNyt ’-g2 tn’pwhl-I krpk1 
’MT BYN MY’ YKTLWNyt' W 1,^00 ^BR’ YKTLWNyt' [’-g] 
tn’pwhl-I [krpk]^
(5) MNW mwlk1 BR’ YKTLWNyt3 [’-g] 90 krpk'
D. 77
D.77/78
1. MSS BB’-I. 2. MRX, J; BK 3. BK; MR^ J YBLWNyt'.'
BK tn ’pwhl-I BR’ YKTLWNyt; MR^ J tn’pwhl-I BR’ YBLWNyt'.
(1) dar en ku [ke] kunmarz-ew be ozaned, 
a-g tanapuhl-ew kirbag.
(2) ke mard-e druwand 1 margarzan be ozaned, 
a-g tanapuhl-ew kirbag.
(3) ke mar-e pad parr be ozaned, a-g tanapuhl-ew kirbag.
(I4) ud ke wak-e andar ab glred, be ozaned
ud az ab be awared a-g tanapuhl-e kirbag;
ka andar ab ozaned ud hazar ud pan^ sad be ozaned, [a-g]
tanapuhl-I [kirbag].
(£) ke mo rag be ozaned [a— g] nawad kirbag.
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21.a.6-10
(6) [MNW] m ’l-I BR’ YKTLWNyt' 3 ^’MTS ’pst’k ptS6 YMRRWNyt 
’-S tn’pwhl-XD k r p k ’MTS ’pst’k' ptS L’ YMRRWNyt7
(7) ’MT 12 BR’ YKTLWNyt' 3 ’-S tn’pwhl-I krpk'
(8) * ’MT^ ^gcdwmb' W *pykwk W kSwg W *tSt’kwl^
100 BR’ YKTLWNyt' ’-S tn’pwhl-XD krpk'
(9) ’MT p ’cwk' ZY *gwhglt-XD10 BR’ YKTLWNyt' 12 krpk'
(10) W *MRW11 *hlp’k'-XD12 BR’ YKTLWNyt' 3 ’-S XD BYRX13 dlhn’d
ySt' ZY *ms11+ ZY *slwt' ZY g’s’n'1^
(6) [ke] mar-e be 5zaned, ka-S abestag padiS gowed, D.78
a-S tanapuhl-ew kirbag; ka-S abestag padiS ne gowed,
(7) ka dwazdah be ozaned, a-S tanapuhl-e kirbag.
y  y_ .y. .y
(8) ka gazdumb ud pegog ud kaSawag ud taStakwar 
sad be ozaned a-S tanapuhl-ew kirbag
(9) ka pazug i guhgard-ew be ozaned, dwazdah kirbag.
(10) ud *ke *harbag-ew be ozaned, a-S ew mah drahnay
y  y
yaSt i meh, I srod 1 gahan.
£. These seven words are lacking in BK. 6. MR^, J QDM.
7* After this BK has 12 tn’pwhl-I krpk' written in a later hand.
8. MSS ’MTS. 9» These words are tentative readings; see Comm. 21
n.f>. BK, 10 gcdwmb' W wyl W ’’lwk' tSn ’ywl 100; MR^ gcdwbwm W wyl 
W ” lwk' tSn wswl 100; J gcdwbwm W wyl W ” lwk* tSn w ’ywl 100.
M. emends to gzdwmb klbyS wzg w kSwk y swl lOC^ ^azdumb karbiS vazay 
u<3 kaSuk 1 sur sad (p.l+Ol*, n.l) M100 scorpions, or lizards, or frogs, 
living in holes". 10. BK gwnd glt’n'; MR^, J gnd gltyn'; M. reads 
gwh wlt’n pazuk 1 guh vardan "the weevil creeping in filth".
11. D. ’s emendation; MSS MN. 12. L.’s emendation; MSS sl’p ’k'-XD.
13. MR^ J; BK byr’y. ll+. MSS MY’. 1^. D.’s emendation; BK
slwn g’d’n'; MR^ wstl g’s’n'; J wstlw g’s’n*.
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21.a.11-16
(11) MNW l6*klcng ZY dlyd’p16 BR* YKTLWNyt3 ’-g17 tn’pwhl-I krpk'
(12) MNW KLB’ [klp]nk-XD18 BR’ YKTLWNyt' * ’-g19 XD BYRX13 dlhn’d
ygt' ZY *ms11+ ZY slwt' ZY g’s ’n
(13) MNW *kgwk-XD20 BR* YKTLWNyt' *-g tn’pwhl-XD krpk'
(lk) MNW21 mks22 ZY \lm-lyc23 BR’ YKTLWNyt ’-g 10 YWM
ygt' ZY *msli+ ZY slwt' ZY g’s’n*
(15) MNW 100 *ywc2^ BR’ YKTLWNyt' ’-g SNT1 dlhn’d ygt' ZY *ms^
ZY slwt' ZY g’s’n'
(16) MNW g|w]lbk'-XD2^ ns’y-*YBLWN26 BR’ YKTLWNyt ’-g krpk'
y  .y.
(11) ka karzang 1 drayab be ozaned, a-g tanapuhl-e kirbag. D
(12) ke sag [karb]unag-ew be ozaned, a-g ew mah drahnay
_ * _ _ _ _ _ 
yagt 1 meh, 1 srod 1 gahan.
y
(13) ke kaSawag-ew be ozaned, a-g tanapuhl-ew kirbag. D
y
(1J4) ke magas i kirm-rez be ozaned, a-g dah roz
.y.
yagt 1 meh,! srod i gahan.
(l9) ke sad *y°z be ozaned, a-g sal drahnay yagt 1 *meh,
1 srod 1 gahan.
(l6) ke gurbag-ew nasa-*bar be ozaned a-S kirbag
16. MSS kick' 100 y ’k; M. emends to *xarcang 1^0; see Comm. n.9.
17- Lacking in BK. 18. BK klb’y nk-XD; MIL, J klb’ nk-XD.
M. emends to karbuy-e. 19* M.’s emendation; MSS *PS.
.y.
20. MSS kswkwy’k; M. emends to kasok-e. 21. MR^, J; Lacking
in BK. 22. J; BK mws; MR^ mkyh. 23* M.’s emendation; MSS
klmlyb. 2I4. M. *s emendation; MSS ywwc. 2%, M. reads garzay-
26. MSS ns’y-PSKWN, i.e. nasa-brln which could be a mistake for
.y.
nasa-bar; M. emends' to garzay-e vig-affgan.
.78
.78/79
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21.a.l6-b.l
’ytwn' YXWWNyt' cygwn ’MTS gwlg h ZY Sgl
on
XWEjrdj W gwlg ywc' W gwlg Sgl ’MT BR* YKTLWNyt'
’ »nd end tn'28 ZY Sgl ZY gw]|g]yk28 sncyt 
*-S ZK tn’pwhl krpk1 
(17) W MNW 2 Vs29 ’yvp* 2 kdyk^° BR* YKTLWNyt^1 
’-S XL^2 YWM ySt' ZY ^ms1^ ZY slwt1 ZY g’s’n* 
b (l) ZNHc pyt’k 1 ’YK zltwhst1 MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt1
’YK MN ’hlmn hlpstl’n' MH ^dglndtl PWN *gyh’n ^ zywyt'1
edon bawed Ciyon ka-S gurg Cahar I Sagr
he; nd gurg yoz ud gurg Sagr ka be ozaned,
a and Sand tan I Sagr I gur[g|lg sanjed,
a-S han tanapuhl kirbag.
(17) nd ke do *sas ayab do kayk be ozaned,
a-S ew roz yaSt I meh 1 srod I gahan.
D (1) en-iz paydag, ku zarduSt az ohrmazd purs Id 
—
ku: "az ahreman xrafstaran Ce dagrandtar
27* MR^; BK YKTLWNt. 28. M.’s reading; the words ZY Sgr ZY gwHfejyk 
are misplaced in MSS, following ’-8 ZK tn’pwhl. 29* M.’s emendation,
following D. *s suggestion; MR^, J s’S; BK ySyh. 30. MR^, J; BJC gdyg.
31. J; BK YKTLWNt'; MR1 YBLWNyt1. 32. MR1> J; BK XN’.
1. MSS dglwndtl PWN XY’ zywstn*.
D. 79
pad gehan zlwed?"
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21.b. 2-1*
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK mwl W m ’l W ‘LHs’n KR’ ’ywk'
I’d 1,000 SNT' *zywyt' 2 mwl PWN 1,133 SNT' 3
*qW *  m ’l pi BR’ lwdyt' ’MTS pi BR’ lwst' *YK*YMWNyt^
*DYN m ’l slwh1 BR’ lwdyt' MN ZK ZY ’hlmn hlpstl 
w(y]s’wmnd ’ndcnd [’YK ’MT] glck' ZY *XB6 ’ngwst1 BR’
YKTLWNyt' ’-S7 YWM ySt' ZY ms ZY slwt' ZY g’s’n' YXWWNyt'
o
(3) MNW zwzg'-XB BR’ YKTLWNyt ’-S £ tn’pwhl wn’s YXWWNyt 
(h) MNW ’wdlk-XD ’ywp lwp’h-I BR’ YKTLWN'yt
’ywp' lswk'-XB ’-S 2 tn’pwhl W PRG wn’s
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: Mm5r ud mar; ud aweSan harw ewag D.79
ray, hazar sal ziwed, mor pad hazar ud sad ud slh ud se sal*
abar mar parr be r5yed; ka-S parr be rost ested, D.80
eg mar sru be royed. az han 1 ahreman xraftsar 
wiSomand and Cand [ku ka] garzag I *ew angust be 
ozaned,a-S roz yaSt 1 meh I srud 1 gahan bawed.
(3) ke zuzag-ew be ozaned, a-S pan^ tanapuhl winah bawed.
([*) ke udrag-ew ayab robah-e be ozaned,
ayab rasug-ew, a-S do tanapuhl ud nem winah.
2. BK zywnd; lacking in MR^ with previous ten words (in J. they are
written on the margin). 3* J? BK YXWWNt'. 1*. MSS L’WXL.
£. MSS YXWWNyt', which M. omits. 6. MSS glck'-XD ZY. 7» 10
has also XB. 8. MR^, J; BK YKTLWNt.
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21.b.5-6
(5) MNW KLB’-XD BR’ YKTLWNyt’ ’-S9 b tn’pwhl wn’s
(6) MNW bplk'-XD ’pyk BR’ YKTLWNyt ’-S 1^0 tn’pwhl wn’s
(5) "ke sag-ew be ozaned, a-S Cahar tanapuhl winah.
(6) "ke babrag-ew ablg be ozaned,a-S sad ud pan^ah tanapuhl winah".
9. MEL^ , J; BK, 10
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Chapter 22 22.1-1+
(1) -^EB* ZNH1 ’YK zltwhst1 MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt’ ’YK d’n ’k 
W hlwsp-’k ’s XWHjrdj
(2) W ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK d’n ’g W hlwsp-’k ’s XWHm
(3) W zltwhst1 gwpt1 ’YKt *d’n ’kyh^ cygwn ’YT1
(I4) ’whrmzd gwpt1 ’YKm d’n ’kyh ’ytwn1 ’YT* ’MT hm’k pym
ZY KR* MND*M BYN *L y ’mk'-XD YNSBWNd3 * L ’ywk' ’ywk* 
ywdt’kyh’ BR’ YD* YTWNm gwpt' ’YK MN pyst’n ZY MNW 
W ’MT hm’k MY’ ZY PWN gyh’n BYN *L *XD6 gyw’k*
(1) dar en, ku zarduSt az ohrmazd pur si d ku: "danag D.80 
ud harwisp-agah he?"
(2) ud ohrmazd guft ku: "danag ud harwisp-agah hem."
(3) nd zarduSt guft ku: — "t danaglh Ciyon ast?"
(U) ohrmazd guft ku: "-m danaglh edon ast ka hamag pern D. 80/81
—  ^  -X-
1 harw CiS andar o Jamag-ew stanend, a man ewag ewag
—  —  —  -X-
Judaglha be danem guft ku az pestan I ke;
—  —  *  —  -X-
ud ka hamag ab I pad gehan andar o ew gyag
1. MSS BB’I ZNH. 2. D.’s emendation; MSS d’n ’k ZY. 3. MR^ 
J; BK YNSBWd, which M. reads dwsynd "drawn". I4. M.’s reading; MSS 
ZY. 5>» B.’s reading; MSS MNW. 6. MSS XN’.
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22.1+
SBKWN-Xg ’ywk1 ’ywk* ywdt’k BR* YD‘YTWNm8 gwpt1 
’YK MN kt’l h ’nyk' W ’MT hm’k ’wlwl ZY PWN 
hm’k gyh’n ’^  hwlt BR* ’pg’lynd ’ywk1 ’ywk' L ’WXL *L 
gyw’k ' ZY NPSH YD‘YTWNm8 XNXTWNt1
hilend, man ewag ewag Judag be dahem guft D.8
ku az kadar xanig; ud ka hamag urwar I pad 
hamag gehan xwurd be afSarend, ewag ewag abaz o 
gyag I xweS danem nihad."
7. 10; lacking in BK, MEL^ , J. 8. MR1, J; BK YD*YTWm. 9. MR ,
J; lacking in BK.
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Chapter 23 23.1-3
(1) zltwhst* gwpt'^ ’YK^ d’t’l hlwsp*-’k ’s XWHj^ d^  W hm’k MND*M 
*Y0‘YTWNyd^ ’hlwb’n MN gyt^d^ BR* wtylynd lwb’n ZY 
‘LHS’n* ‘L ’YK YXMTWNyt
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt* ’YK ^  LYLY’ ZK gyw’k ’YK ’MTS XY’
BR’ ‘ZLWNyt* ’-S^ L*YSH YK*YMWNyt* * ’hlwb lwb’n*6 
ZK gyw’k7 YTYBWNyt* wstlg ZY spyt* d’lyt* ZNH shwn*
YMRRWNyt ’YK nywk'-m bwt* ’MTm k ’l W krpk* krt* XWHjrd^
’whrmzd NPSH XWHm ’Pm PWN k ’mk ZY NPSH nywkyh ptS8 ‘BYDWNx2
-X- Q
(3) *PS LYLY’ ZY pltwm ZK ’nd nywkyh BR’ nm’dynd cygwn
(1) zardust guft ku: "dadax, harwisp-agah he ud hamag CiS D.81
dane; ahlawan az getlg be widerend, ruwan 1
aweSan o ku rased?”
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: "se Sab han gyag ku ka-S gyan 
be Sawed, su-S sar ested,*ahlaw ruwan*
han gyag nisined, wastarag 1 sped dared, en saxwan D.82
go wed ku: 'nek-om bud ka-m kar ud kirbag kard he,
ohrmazd xweS hem, u-m pad kamag 1 xweS neklh pad-is kuned.' "
(3J u-S Sab 1 fradom han and neklh be nimayend Ciyon
1. Lacking in BK. 2. J; BK hlwst *; MR^ h ’ lwp *. 3» D.’s
suggested emendation; BK YD*YTWd ’h; MR^, J YD*YTWNxg ’-S.
1+. 10 has also YWM; cf. §19 3 lwc-Sp’n. £. MR^ J?'BK .
6. MSS ’hlwb’n, presumably a haplography; a singular, not a plural, 
subject is required. 7* BK repeats last eleven words. 8. BK
repeats ptS. 9* MSS nm’dyn*d.
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23.3-7
GBR*-1 MNW [‘d] zywndk YXWWNt"^ ’-S^ BYN gyh’n nywktl YXWWNt1 
(k) LYLY’c ZY dtygl W stygl ’-S ’ytwn1 YXWWNyt1 
(5>) LYLY’ ZY stygl FWNc *g’s ^  ’ytwn MBMHNyt cygwn hm’k
’wlwl ZY BYN gyh’n 1 hwbwdtl12 BR’ *L XN’ gyw’k YXYTYWNt XWHy^
W BYN ZK sp][h]m ZY hwbwdyh YTYBWNyt' W YMRRWNyt 
’YK ZNH bwd ’ytwn* hwbwd W ’ytwn' BSYM ZY w ’t'
*L wynyk ZY L *YXYTWNyt"^ ’Pm hk^lc* PWN gytyd^ ; 
hwbwdyh cygwn ZNH L ’ XZYTWNt1
(6) ’whrmzd gwpt1 *YK ZK w ’t1 W bwd MN whSt* YXYTYWNt1
(7) ’MT lwb’n 1 BYN ZK w ’t' BR’ nkylyt* knyck'-XD XZYTWNyt
mard-e ke [ta] zindag bud a-S andar gehan nektar bud. D.82
(1+) Sah-iz I dudigar ud sidigar a^ -S edon bawed.
(5>) Sab I sidigar, pad-iz *gah, edon sahed Ciyon hamag
urwar I andar gehan huboytar be o ed gyag awurd he, 
ud andar han spra[h]m I huboylh niSlned»ud go wed
ku; "en boy edon huboy ud edon xwaS I wad
 ___ _ _ -x-______ _ _
o wemg l man awared,u-m hagriz pad getig
huboylh Ciyon en ne did.”
(6) ohrmazd guft ku; "han wad ud boy az wahiSt awurd."
(7) ka ruwan andar han wad be nigered, kanlzag-ew wened
10. MR1, J; BK YXWWNyt*. 11. BK, J FWNc g’h; MRX PWN c’h .
12. MR1, J; BK hwbdtl. 13. M.’s emendation; MSS YXSNNt.
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23.7-11
MNWS^ hm’k tn'^ lwSn* ’p ’dSnyk' ’PS kip1 ’ytwn1 nywkwk 
ZYS hk(y/)lc' MN d’m ZY ’whrmzd tn'-XD [MN] ZK^ nywkwktl 
L’17 XZYTWNt'18
(8) ’PS pwrsyt1 ’YK knyck' MNW19 NPSH XWHygy
(9) knyck1 YMREWNyt1 ’YK ywb’n ZY hwm|y]nSn' hwgwbSn' 
hwkwnSn' L kwnSn1 ZY LK XWHm LK NPSH XWHm
(10) W lwb’n YMREWNyt' ’YK MN krt' ZY MNW LK ’ytwn' ms
W SPYL W pylwcgl W nywkwk' W ’byS cygwn L MDMHN'yt'
(11) knyck' YMREWNyt' ’YK *MN20 krt' ZY LK L ’ytwn' XWHm 
cygwn LK MDMHN'yt'
ke-S hamag tan roSn ud abayiSnig,u-S kirb edon nekog 0.
l-S hagriz az dam I ohrmazd tan-ew [az] han nekogtar
ne did.”
(8) u-S pursed ku: "kanizag, ke xweS he?"
(9) kanFzag go wed ku: "Juwan i hum[e]niSn, hugowiSn
hukuniSn, man kuniSn I to hem, to xweS hem.”
(10) ud ruwan gowed ku: ”az kard i ke to edon meh
ud weh ud perozgar ud nekog ud abeS, Ciyon man sahed?”
(11) kanizag go wed ku: " az kard i to man edon hem
Ciyon to sahed.
li+. MR^, J; BK ’MTS. l£. BK has IwbSn' lwSn after tn*.
16. MR^, J; BK ZYS. 17* 10; lacking in BK, MR^, J. 18. 10;
BK, MR^, J XZYTWNyt. 19. J; BK et al. MN. 20. B.’s emendation
MSS MNW.
82/8 3
»
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23.12-13
(12) ’MT21 LK ‘LH XZYTWNt* MNWg SDY’-yckyh22 krt'
’PS *k’mk23 ZY dwst’n L’ *hnc’pt'2i+ ’PS BB’ BYN bst 
’PS MND‘Mc BR’ L ’ YXBWNt * * LK YTYBWNst * XWH^ rdj 
’Pt* ycSn* krt1 ’Pt* GBR* ZY ’hlwb* MND‘M YXBWNt* MNW 
MN nzdyk1 W MNW [MN] dwl mt1 W L nywkwk YXWWNt* XWHm 
’Pt*2^ nywktl BR* krt* XWHm ’p ’dSnyk YXWWNt* XWHm 
’Pt* ’p ’dSnyktl BR’ krt* XWHm PWN k ’l W krpk* ZY LK 
krt* *1) tn* ZY psyn* [’MT] ’NSWT’- ’n BYN gyt^ d^ r 
ycgn* ZY ’whrmzd ‘BYDWNx^ L YWM YWM nywk'tl YXWWNyt*
(13) lwb’n pltwm g ’m ZY pr’c XNXTWNyt ZK gyw’k ’YK
stl PWN hwmt' BR’ XNXTWNyt* dtygl g’m ZK gyw’k ’YK
(12) "ka to oy did ke-g dew-ezagih kard
^b
u-S kamag i dost an ne hanjaft, u-S dar andar bast 
u-S CiS-iz be ne dad»a to niSast he 
u-t yaziSn kard, u-t mard i ahlaw CIS dad ke 
az nazdik ud ke [az] dur mad, ud man nekog bud hem, 
u-t nektar be kard hem, abayiSnig bud hem 
u-t abayiSnlgtar be kard hem pad kar ud kirbag 1 to 
kard.ta tan i pasen, [ka] mardoman andar getig 
yaziSn i ohrmazd kunend, man roz roz nektar bawed."
(13) ruwan fradom gam i fraz nihed han gyag ku
star, pad humat, be nihed, dudlgar gam han gyag ku
D. 83
D.83/84
21. MR^, J; lacking in BK. 22. MR^, J; BK SDY’ycyh. 23. MSS 
k ’m ’k. 2I4. M.’s emendation; BK hnc’t; MR^ htwht'; BK has also XT*.
25. M.’s reading; BK, J QJ)M ’Pt; MR1 MH ’Pt.
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23-13-15
o C
m ’h PWN hwht BR* XNXTWNyt' stygl g’m ZK gyw’k ’YK 
hwlgyt' PWN hwwlgt'2  ^BR* XNXTWNyt* W l;wm g’m BYN 
glwtm’n ZY lwSn' BR’ XNXTWNyt 
(1U) W lwb’n ZY ’hlwb’n ZY V yN28 MN29 ‘LH MN gytydj
BR’ ‘ZLWNt1 XWHd W BYN glwtm’n XWH'd ’-g bwd ZY BSYM
*L ptylk *YXYTYWNd31 W YMRRWNd *YK drwst' Y ’TWNt' XWHjrd^ r 
W SPYL Y ’TWNt' XWH^ djr MN gytjrdjr ZY * ’n ’kyh’wmnd32 
ZY *pytyd’lk’wmnd33 *L ZNH gyw’k ZY ’n ’n ’kyh ZY ’pytyd’lk'
W *dglnd3^ ‘DN’ LK nywk' YXWWNyt 
(l£) ’whrmzd YMRRWNyt ’YKg MRY* hc-g ’L pwrsyt'
MH mtr'3^ W *dwg’lm36 ZY tn' I’d ’MT MN tn' BR’
mah, pad huxt,be nihed, sidigar gam han gyag ku D
xwarged,pad huwarSt,be nihed, ud Caharom gam andar
garodman,! roSn,be nihed.
(ll;) ud ruwan i ahlawah i peg az oy az getig
be gud hend ud andar garodman hend a-g boy i xwag
_
0 padirag awarend ud gowend ku: "drust
_  # —
amad he, ud weh amad he az getig l anagihomand
1 petyaragomand o en gyag l ananagih l apetyarag,
■X- _
ud dagrand zaman to nek bawed.”
(if?) ohrmazd go wed ku: -g saxwan az-ig ma pursed,
_ _ _ _
Ce mihr ud dogaram l tan ray ka az tan be
26. MR1, J; BK hwwht'. 27. MR^ BK, J hwlgt*. 28. MSS LY*N
29. M.’s reading; MSS MNW. 30. MSS ‘ZLWNyt*. 31. MSS
YXSNNd. 32* MSS ’n ’kyh’wmwnd. 33* MSS pytyd’lk' ’wmwnd.
3!+. MSS dglwnd. 35* MR^ J; BK MHN*. 36. M.’s reading; BK
dwh’lm; MR^, J dwhglm.
.84
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23.15-19
Y ’TWNt'37 ’-g38 dwghw’l YXWWNt' ’Pg hwlgn' YXBWWNyt'
(16) lwb’n YMRRWNd39 ’YK hwlgn' nhwst' kt’m YXBWNid
(17) ’whrmzd iMRRWNyt' ’YK pym ZY ’sp' W mzg W MSY’
W XS^ ZY gylyn' ’ywp' MSY’ ZY mytywkzlm krt'
* ’styt' YXBWNyt' nhwst YXBWNyt1 MSY’ ZY mytywkzlm^1 MH 
lwb’n ZY ’hlwb’n ’MT MN gyt^r BR’ *ZLWNt'^2 XWHd ’-g’n 
‘B tn' ZYpsyn' hwlgn' ZNH ’YT1
(18) zltwhSt' ZNHc pwrsyt' MN ’whrmzd ’YK ’MT ZK ZY 
dlwnd BR’ YMYTWNyt' lwb’n' BR’ ‘l ’YK dwb’lyt'
(19) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK 3 lwc-gp’n ZK gyw’k ’YK
’MTg XY’ BR’ *ZLWNyt' ’-g km’l * ’styt' YTYBWNst'
amad, a-g dugxwar bud; u-g xwarign dahedIM
(16) ruwan gowend ku: "xwarign naxust kadam dahem?"
(17) ohrmazd gowed ku: "pern 1 asp, ud mazg ud royn
ud may 1 giren, ayab royn i medyozarm kard 
ested, dahed; naxust dahed royn i medydzarm, Ce 
ruwan 1 ahlawan ka az getig be gud hend, a-gan 
ta tan 1 pasen xwarign en ast."
(18) zardugt en-iz pursid az ohrmazd ku: "ka han i
druwand be mired, ruwan be o ku dwared?"
(19) ohrmazd guft ku: "se roz-gab an han gyag ku
ka-g gyan be gawed a-g kamal ested nigast.
D. 84
D. 85
37. MR^, J; BK Y ’TWNyt. 38. ME^, J; BK . 39. BK; D. follows
MR1, J YMRWNyt. 1*0. MR^ J; BK XY’. 1*1. MR^, J; BK mytkzlm.
1*2. B.’s reading; BK 4ZLWNt' •
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23.19-22
W wstlg ZY d^ jyjtk' W pwtk'^3 ZY FWN dw4^  swpt^
* ’styt ’-S^ nhwpt' YK* YMWNyt' W ZNHc YMRRWNyt ’YK 
*SLY’-c-wn/^ bwt' ’MTm k ’l W krpk' L’ krt' ’hlmn1 NPSH XWHm 
‘L kt’l zmyk ‘ZLWNm W MNW B*YXWNm W MNW ZNH ’n ’kyh MN L 
L’WXL YXSNNyt1
(20) ’PS Sp1 ZY pltwm *ZK^ ’nd ’n ’kyh BR’ nm’dynd cygwn
GBR’-I MNW ‘D zywndk YXWWNt ’-S^6 BYN gyh’n SLYtl YXWWNt,i+9
(21) W LYLY’c ZY dtygl W stygl ’-S ’ytwn1 YXWWNyt'
(22) LYLY’ ZY stygl PWNc g ’h ’ytwn' MDMHNyt cygwn ’MT' BYN
ud wastarag 1 darrldag ud pudag 1 pad do suft D.85
ested a-S nihuft ested, ud en-iz gowed ku:
* — — — _ __ 
'wad-iz-om bud, ka-m kar ud kirbag ne kard; alireman xweS hem;
o kadar zamig Sawem, ud ke xwahem, ud ke en anaglh az man
abaz dared?’"
(20) u-S Sab 1 fradom han and anaglh be nimayend Ciyon
mard-eke, ta zlndag bud, a-S andar gehan wattar bud. D.8 5/86
(21) ud Sab-iz 1 dudigar ud sidigar a-S edon bawed.
(22) Sab 1 sidigar, pad-iz gah,ed5n sahed Ciyon ka andar
U3. MR^, J; BK ptk1. kh» M.’s reading; MSS dwtpwt. 1*5>. MR^, J
ystyt1; BKyst'. I46. MR^, J; BK 1+7 • M.’s emendation; MSS
SLY’c ’Pm. 148. M.’s emendation; BK _[h; MR^, J ’-S. ‘ 1+9- MEL^ , J;
BK YXWWNyt1 .
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23.22-2U
snyhl^0 W gnd^1 ZY FWN gyh’n BR’ *L XN’ gyw’k'
YXYTYWNt' XWHydjr ’PS ‘LH' BYN SKBXWNyt' ’MTS ZK gnd ‘h 
wynyk' ptkpyt' YMRRWNyt1 ’YK w ’t' ZNH gnd ZY ’ytwn1 Skypt1 MN 
’YK YXYTYWNt ZYm hkfw^ Lc' FWN gytyrd^  gnd ZY cygwn ZNH *L wynyk1 
L ’ ptkpt'
(23) W ZK w ’t' MN dwshw1 gnd ZY ’hlmn' ’MT BR’ nkylyt'
BYN ZK w ’t' * ’-c^2 kwnSn' ZY NPSH XZYTWNyt' ZYS hl^c MN 
hlpstl’n ZY ’hlmn d’m ’n zyStl W lymn'tl MN ZK L’ *XZYTWNt'^3 
(2U) ’PS pwrsyt' ’YK LK MNW NPSH XWH^dj
snexr, ud gand 1 pad gehan be o ed gyag D.8€
awurd he, u-S oy andar nibayed; ka^ -S han gand 0 
wenig pahikafed, gowed ku: "wad en gand I edon Skeft az
ku awurd, l-m hagriz pad getlg gand 1 Ciyon en 5 wenig 
ne pahikaft?"
(23) ud han wad az duSox, gand I ahreman! ka be nigered
_ _ • *  _ _ _ _ _  
andar han wad, a-z kuniSn 1 xweS wened, l-S hagriz az
— . —
xrafstaran,i ahreman daman,ziStar ud remantar az han ne did.
(210 u-S pursed ku: "to, ke xweS he?"
50. MR^, J; BK sn’hi. J?l. MR^, J; BK gwnd. $2, M.’s emendation;
MSS MN. 53. M.’s reading; MSS XZYTWNyt'.
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23.2^-27
(25) W kwnSn' YMRRWNyt ’YK ywb’n ZY dwSmlyliSn' ZY dwSgwbSn'9^ ZY 
dwSkwnSn' *L^ kwnSn' ZY LK XWHm
(26) W dlwnd YMRRWNyt ’YK M  krt' ZY MNW^6 LK ’ytwn'
SLY’ W bckyn' W lymn W gndk W pwtk' W ’pylwckl W 
57byS ’wmnd XWHjrdj cygwn L MLMHNyt
(27) kwnSn' YMRRWNyt ’YK MN krt' ZY LK ’ytwn' XWHm cygwn 
LK MLMHNyt ’MT LK ‘LH XZYTWNt'^ 8 MNWS ycSn' krt'
’PS^9 GBR’ ZY ’hlwb' MNL‘M YXBWNt' ’ LK BB’ BYN 
’SLWN-x2 ’Pt dwst’n ’c’lt* XWH'd ’Pt MNL*M BR’ L ’ YXBWWNt'
W SLY’ bwt' XWHm ’Pt' SLYtl BR’ krt' XWHm zySt' bwt
XWHm ’Pt zyStl BR’ krt' XWHm FWN wn’s ZY LK krt'
(25) nd kuniSn go wed ku: "Juwan I duSmfejiiSn, 1 duSgowiSn, 1 D.86
duSkuniSn, man kuniSn 1 to hem."
(26) ud druwand gowed ku: "az kard 1 ke to edon
wad ud bazagen ud reman ud gandag ud pudag ud aperBzgar ud 
beSomand he, Ciyon man sahed?" D.87
(27) kuniSn gBwed ku: Maz kard 1 to edon hem Siyon
to sahed. ka to oy did ke-S yaziSn kard,
u-S mard 1 ahlaw CiS dad, a to dar andar 
bast u-t dostan azard hend u-t CiS be ne dad; 
ud wad bud hem, u-t wattar be kard hem; ziSt bud 
hem, u-t ziStar be kard hem pad winah I t5 kard.
51+• MR-^ ) BK, J dwSwynSn'. 55* M.’s emendation; MSS dyn', perhaps
a mistake for mn', i.e. man written phonetically. 56. L.’s addition
lacking in MSS. 57- MR1, J; BK b ’Swmnd. 58. ME^, J; BK XZYTWt'.
59. Lacking in BK.
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23.27-29
*D tn' ZY psyn1 ’MT ’hlmn BR’ mlncyi{yn]i * L 
YWM YWM SLYtl YXWWNyt' ’ *dwb’lyt'6° *L dwShw'
(28) W dlwnd YMRRWNyt ’YK ’MTm si BR’ blynynd ’ywp-m PWN
tgr BR’ PSKWNd W BR’ YKTLWNd ’ywp-m *wltk6lypyS BR’ ‘BYDWNx1 
* ’BYNm^2 PWN S KYN’6^ BR’ PSKWNd ’-m6^  SPYL MDMHNyt cygwn PWN 
ZNH l’s * ’YKm6  ^gnc1 *w’cyt66 YK*YMWNyt ’-m BR’ *L dwShw 
’p ’yt *ZLWNt1 k ’mkyh’ L ’ **ZLWNm67
(29) ’PS *wyzlyS68 SBY’ bnd *L gltn69 LMYTWNyt'70 ’PS kwnSn' ZY NPSH 
*shmkyn'yh’ W bymkyn'yh’ pyS ’styt1 bym ZY kwnSn* ZY NPSH
I’d pyS wyzlyS^8 SBY’ ’ytwn' *dwb’lyt7  ^cygwn ’sp ZY t’ht' ’'styt'
ta tan 1 pasen, ka ahreman be mur^ ei^ enfi, a man D.87
__ _  _  -X* _  _  _
roz roz wattar bawed". a dwared o duSox. '
(28) ud druwand g5wed ku: "ka-m sar be brlnend, ayab-om pad
_ _  _ _  _ ■ *  * - ~ tigr be bnnend ud be ozanend, ayab-om wardag peS be kunend
eg-om pad kard be brlnend, a-m weh sahed Ciyon pad
* _ * _ _ 
en rah, ku-m ganj wazid ested; a-m be o duSox
__ _ _ _ _ -x _
abayed Sud, kamagiha ne Sawem.'
(29) u-S *wizareS dew band o gardan abganed, u-S kuniSn 1 xweS
*sahmgeniha ud bimgeniha peS ested. bim I kuniSn 1 xweS D.87/88
_ _ _ _ _  
ray peS wizareS dew edon dwared Ciyon asp 1 taxt ested
60. B.’s emendation; MSS dwb’l. 6l. MSS wltpyS; M. emends'to
-X- _ -
wl-TWP’H: var-jamay: "mantle1*, comparing NP puSe and var-puSe
"veil, mantle". 62. MSS ’ynwm. 63. MR^, J; BK SKYN’y.
6I4. MRX, J; BK ’Pm. 6£. MSS ’YK MN gncw ’pcyt. 66. MSS gnc'
’pcyt; M. reads ganj aftazlc?. 67. MSS *ZLWNyt. 68. B.’s
emendation; MSS yz’S. 69* MR^, J glyw'. 70. MR^, J;
BK LMYTWyt'. 71* B.’s reading; BK yhmkyn'yh,» J shmkyn'yh’h.
72. M.’s emendation; MSS dwbyt.
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23.29-32
’MT bym MN t’c’nk' I’d BYN * ’s p l y s ^  *tcyt'^ ZKc *L dwghw 
’ytwn' tcyt'
(30) *lwb’n7  ^pltwm g ’m ZY *pr’c76 XNXTWNyt FWN dwSmt'77 BR’ XNXTWNyt 
W dtygl g’m PWN dwghwhtJ8 W stygl g’m FWN dwghwwlgt'^ BR* 
XNXTWNyt W i|wm g ’m FWN dwShw' ZY t’lykyh BR’ XNXTWNyt'
(31) W dlwnd ZY l ‘y n ' MN ‘LH [MN] gyty^ dwb’lst' YK‘YMWNyt'8°
’-g FWN gnd BR’ *L ptylk' dwb’lynd
(32) ’Pg YMRRWNd ’YKt SLY’ bwt' [XWHyd^] W SLY’ Y’TWNt XWHjrdjr MN 
ZK gyty^r ZY ’n ’kyh’wu(v^ d ZY mlg’wmnd BR’ *L ZNH gyw’k'
Y ’TWNt XWH^r ZYt' ZK ’n ’kyh BYN ZNH ’n ’kyh hw’l YXWWNt'
_  _  _  __ ~)f — . "K*   __   r\
ka bim az tazanag ray andar aspres tazed, han-iz o duSox u 
edon tazed.
(30) ruwan fradom gam 1 fraz nihed pad dugmat be nihed,
ud dudlgar gam pad dughuxt, ud sidigar gam pad dugxwargt be 
nihed, ud Caharom gam pad dugox, 1 tarlglh, be nihed.
(31) ud druwand 1 peg az oy [az] getlg dwarist ested, 
a-g pad gand be o padlrag dwarend.
(32) u-g gdwend ku: M-t wad bud [he]/ud wad amad he az
han getlg 1 anagihomand 1 margomand be o en gyag 
amad he i-t han anaglh andar en anaglh xwar bud."
73. M.*s reading; BK ’sp'l’s; MR^ ’YT1 ’Is . 7l+. M.’s reading; MSS
twcyt'. 75* M.’s reading; MSS SGYTWNgn (i.e. rawign). 76. MSS
BR’; see above §13 for parallel. 77* J; BK dwgwmt.
78. M.’s emendation; BK dwgwhwwt; MR^, J dwghwwht. 79* MR^, J;
BK dwgwlgt1. 80.. MR1, J; BK YK*MWNd.
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23*33-36
(33) ’hlmn' dl’dyt' ’YK dlwnd BR’ *L glystk' ZY L cym
[I’d] Y ’TWNt XWHjrdj ’MT1 LTMH BR’ dl.t W dwshw’lyh 
W ’n ’kyh ZY-t' ptS ‘BYDWNx2 ’yny’ 81 ’XRN MND*M l‘yt'
y Qp
’Pt' hm’k' ’n ’kyh *YT'
(3i+) *L lwb’n-c ZY dlwnd’n YMRRWNyt ’YKS8  ^pwrsSn' hc-S
’L *BYBWNyt1 ’PS hwlSn' ZY ptS ’lc’nyk YXBWWNyt'
(35>) ¥ dlwnd’n YMR[R]WNd ’YKS gnd YXBWWNm ZY nwk' lyt' YK*YMWNyt'
wyh ZK 8^ *gnd * ’MTS8i* YXBWNm ’ywp 1 ZK ZY L’ nwk' 
lyt' YK*YMWNyt
(36) ’hlmn YMRRWNyt ’YKS gnd ZY nwk YXBWNyt MH lwh’n ZY
dlwnd’n' ’-S’n *B tn’ ZY psyn hwlSn' ZNH [’YT]
(33) ahreman dr aye d ku: "druwand, be o gilistag I man film
[ray] amad he? ka edar be dard ud duSxwarlh
ud anaglh I-t padiS kunend, enya any CiS nest,
— — — Pt*u-t hamag anaglh ast
(310 o ruwan-iz 1 druwandan gowed ku: "-S pursiSn aziS
ma kunedi u-S xwariSn 1 padiS arzanlg dahedi"
(35) ud druwandan gowend ku: M-S gand dahem 1 nog rid ested?
_ -X- -X-
weh han gand ka-S dahem, ayab han 1 ne nog 
rid ested?"
(36) ahreman gowed ku: "-S gand I nog dahed, Ce ruwan I
druwandan, a-San ta tan I pasen xwariSn en [ast]."
81. M. reads ey-iS by mistake. 82. MSS ’ytwn'. 83* MR^, J
BK ’YK. 8I4. M . ’s reading; BK gndk1 ’h; MR^ gndk' ’-S.
D. 88
D . 88/89
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Chapter 2).; 2 k -1-2
(1) ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK Iwb’n ZY ’hlwb’n ’XL MN ZK ’MT 
XY’ MN tn' BE’ ‘ZLWNyt' ’MT *gwlg1 W lwp’h W KLB’2
W w ’d PSKWNd W ywdyn'd lwb’n ZY ’hlwb’n MNB*Mc ZY dwShw’lyh 
L ’ YXWWNyt' W lwb’n ZY dlwnd’n' ’XL MN ZK ’MTS’n 
lwb’n MN tn' BR’ ‘ZLWNyt3 ’MTS gwlg W lwp’h W KLB’
W w ’d tn' PSKWNd W ywdynd dlt'-XD W dwShw’lyhf-X3)^
’ytwn KN YXWWNyt' ’YK K ’L ’^  ‘BYBWNx1
(2) YMRRWNyt ’YK ’MT hm’k d’m ZY ’whrmzd L ‘ STHNt XWH^ rdjr 
* ’DYNm6 ZNH p ’tpl’s W ’n ’kyh KBD XWHy^ W dl’d(y]t' BR’ *L tn' 
YMRRWNyt ’YK tn' ZY dwc ZY dlwnd KBD hw’stk' LK
PWN gytjrdjr BR’ krt' * ’PS7 LZNH YWM BRH* W ’X
(1) en-iz paydag, ku ruwan I ahlawan, pas az han ka ^ 
gyan az tan be Sawed, ka gurg ud robah ud sag
ud way brlnend ud Joyend, ruwan I ahlawan CiS-iz I duSxwarlh 
ne bawed; ud ruwan I druwandan, pas az han ka-San 
ruwan az tan be Sawed, ka-S gurg ud robah ud sag 
ud way tan brlnend ud JJoyend, dard-ew ud duSxwarlh-ew 
edon oh bawed ku wang kuned.
(2) gowed ku: ”ka hamag dam I ohrmazd man xward he,
eg-om en padifrah ud anaglh was he,” ud drayed be o tan,
gowed ku: "tan I duz I druwand, was xwastag to
_ _ * _ _ 
pad getlg be kard, u-S im roz pus ud brad
1. MSS mwlw; M. reads mury. 2. MSS KLB’y. 3* J; BK ZLWNyt.
k. MR1, J; BK dwShw’lk'-XD. £. MR.^ J; BK KLB’. 6. M.’s
emendation; MSS ’ynm. 7* MSS ’Pt.
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V hwyg’wn'd ZY LK pt8 ptk’lynd W LK PWN L 
MNW lwb’n ' XWHm * ’yc^ MNI^Mc nywkyh L ’ *krt'^ W ‘LHg’n 1 
LK I’d MND‘Mc nywkyh L’ <BYLWNx1 W dlwn'yc-XB PWN 
lwb’n 1 ZY LK L’ <BYDWNx1 W L BYN dwShw' BYN dst'
ZY SBY’- ’n'^ glyd’jnf'^ XWHm ’Pm *B tn' ZY psyn' ’-m 
’n ’kyh ’p ’yt1 wt’ltn1 W LK KLB’ W w ’d W gwlg 
W lwp’h LTMH ywdynd ’Pt hw’stk' ZYt' krt' ’-t MNB‘Mc 
BR* ‘L plyd’t1 L’ YXMTWNyt' KR’ MNW wn’s ‘BYBWNx1 
’-S11 ZNH p ’tpl’s
ud xwegawand I to padiS pahikarend: ud to pad man,
ke ruwan hem, ec CiS-iz nekih ne kard, ud aweSan 
to ray CiS-iz nekih ne kunend, ud dron-iz-ew pad 
ruwan i to ne kunend; ud man andar duSox andar dast 
i dewan griya|n] hem, u-m ta tan i pasen a-m 
anagih abayed widardan; ud to sag ud way ud gurg 
ud robah edar Joyend; u-t xwastag i-t kard a-t dig 
be o frayad ne rased!harw ke winah kuned, 
a-S en padifrah.
2U.2
D. 90
8. MSS krtn'. 9. MR]L, J; BK SDY’n. 10. BK, J; MR^ gly” .
11. ME^, J; BK ’P8.
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Chapter 2£ 25-1-U
(1) ’hl’dyh ’ytwn1 s’hyk W LB* W * ’lc’wmnd^ gyw’k'-XD pyt’k' ’YK 
zltwhSt' MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt' ’YK end 4BN’ L ’WXL *L plSkrt 
4BN’ ’YK2 plSkrt' krt'’lyh YXWWNyt tn' ZY psyn'
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK 3,0003 SNT1
(3) zltwhSt1 BR’ tlsyt' ’PS gwpt ’YK *BN’ ^ZY *dglnd^ L’WXL ’YT'
(h) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ZNH 4 BN’ * ’-t^ 6 *dglnd7 ’L XN’ MBMHNyt1
MH lwb’n ZY ’hlwb’n *B BYN glwtm’n XWH'd ’-S’n ZNH ’nd 
‘BN’ ZY 3,0003 SNT ’-S’n ’nd *dlhn’d8 PWN cSm 
’PS ’ytwn1 hw’l MBMHNyt cygwn knyck'-XB ’p ’dSnyk' ZY l5 
SNTk' W GBR’9 ZY ywb’n ZY wyst' s’lk'
y.  . . .
(1) ahlayih edon sahig ud wuzurg ud arzomand gyag-ew paydag ku D.91
zarduSt az ohrmazd pursid ku: "Sand zaman abaz o fraSegird
zaman,ku fraSegird kardarih, bawed, tan i pasen?"
(2) ohrmazd guft ku; "se hazar sal."
(3) zarduSt be tarsld u-S guft ku; "zaman i dagrand abaz asti"
.y.
(U) ohrmazd guft ku; "en zaman a-t dagrand ma ed sahed,
Ce ruwan 1 ahlawan ta andar gar o dm an hend a-San en and 
zaman I se hazar sal a-San and drahnay pad CaSm 
u-S edon xwar sahed Ciyon kanizag-ew abayiSnlg 1 panzdah 
salag ud mard i Juwan 1 wist salag
1. MSS ’lc’wmwnd. 2. plSkrt1 4BN’ ’YK lacking in MR^, J.
3. MSS have three hooks -U* before the numeral ^  (hazar) which can
be read XB or 3; see Comm. 2^ n./f. i+. These ten words lacking in
BK, 10. 5. MSS dglwnd. 6. MR^, J ’Pt'; lacking in BK. 7. BK
dglynd; MR1, J dglwnd. 8. BK dlhn’k; MR1 dln’k'. 9. MR-^ j BK
GBR’-I.
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25 - h
’MTS ’n ’ywk LWTH TWB BYN *L h ’nk'-XD *Y’TWNd10 ’pS’n PWN 
wstlg ZY nlm BR’ hw’pynd W mylk *L zyd’nk1 PWN XY’ 
dwst1 ’PS’n ZK ’p ’yt1 ’YK LYLY’ hkfo)lc lwSn' ’L YXWWN’t 
‘hHS’n'-c MNW ’hlwb1 XWHd BYN glwtm’n' ’-S’n BSyifyh W 1’mSn'
I’d ZYS’n' ’YT1 ’-S’n ZK ’p ’yt' ’YK11 hkfc)lc' ZK ‘DN’
L’ YXMTWNydy
ka-San ewag abag did andar 5 xanag-ew *ayend u-S an pad D.91
wastarag I narm be xwabend ud me rag 5 xiyanag pad gyan
dost u-S an han abayed ku: nSab hagriz roSn ma bawad!"
aweSan-iz ke ahlaw hend andar garodman a-San xwaSlh ud ramiSn D.92
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ll _  _
ray l-San ast a-San han abayed ku hagriz han zaman
-  - I wne rase.
10. MSS have ’MTS’n ’ywk* LWTH TW£ £YN *L h ’nk'-XB (Zl) ‘BYDWNxj; 
in error M. omits ’MTS ’n (and, purposely, BYN *L) reading evak aftay 
di£ xanay kard ("when (?) they marry each other". See Comm. 2^ n.6 .
If the defective ideog. BYDWNxj is emended to Y’TWNd
the MSS reading yields good sense - though in late and 
grammatically incorrect Pahlavi (i.e. -San ... ayend ... -San ... 
xwabend). 11. 10; BK, MR^, J ’MT.
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Chapter 26 26.1-3
(1) ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK *TWR’X W ’sp' W hwm yzdt 
nplyn BYDWNx1 ’MTS’n ’d’tyh’ YXSNNd
(2) W TWR’ ‘LH ’YS I’d2 nplyn' *BYI)WNx 3 ’PS YMRRWNyt
’YKt prznd ’L YXWWN’t ’Pt dwslwbyh W ’p ’ryk ’n ’kyh LWTH 
KR* ’n ’kyh YXWWN’t MNWm^ *kwSydj^ ’Pm pcy^ dj^  ’Pm *L ’lc’nyk’n 
YXBWNydy W NYSHc W *pwsl’n7 W ’Skmb' ZY NPSH1 I’d 
p ’hlyc;jrdj W YXSNNjrdj
(3) ’sp *‘LH8 ’YS nplyn' ‘BYLWNx1 MNWS QDM YTYBWNyt ’YK QJ3M L 
YTYBWNst' ’L twb’n YXWWN’t' MNW PWN 9zwl W nylwk'9 ZY L 
hdyb’lyh *L SPYL’n L ’ ‘BYBWN^r W dwSmn’n L ’WXL L ’ YXSNN^dj
(1) en- iz paydag ku: gaw ud asp ud hom yazd ^
nifrln kunend ka-San adadiha darend.
(2) ud gaw oy kas ray nifrln kuned, u-S gowed
ku: M-t frazand ma bawad, u-t dusrawlh ud abarlg anaglh abag
harw anaglh bawad, ke-m kuSe u-m paze u-m 5 arzanlgan ne 
dahe, ud zan-iz ud pusaran ud aSkamb 1 xweS ray 
pahreze ud dare!"
(3) asp *oy kas nifrin kuned ke-S abar niSmed ku: "abar man
niSast ma tuwan bawad, ke pad z5r ud nerog I man 
hayyarlh o wehan ne kune, ud duSmenan abaz ne dare 1"
1. MSS TWR’y. 2. ME^, J; BK Lj_. 3. MR^, J; BK *BYBWNym. *
h» MR1> J; BK MNW L. £. MSS kwg’d. 6. MR1; BK pc’d.
7* MSS pwslyn; PU has pusaran. 8. BK *L; MR^, J *L *L.
9 • BK zwl ZY nylk1; MR^ zwhl W nylwk' •
L ’
.92
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2^.1+
(1+) W hwmyzdt' *‘LH10 ’YS I’d11 nplyn' *BYDWNx YMRRWNyt ’YKt prznd 
’L YXWWN’t1 ’Pt' dwslwbyhc W ’p ’ryk ’n ’kyh NPSH YXWWN’t MNW 
L BYN ycSn' k ’l L’ ^plm’djrd^^ W swl ZY ’B 1 ’whrmzd 
BR’ ‘L L YXBWNt' ’dlw’lk' LWTH ’wzw’n' W ’YNH ZY hwy 
ZY hm’k gwspnd"^ W gwspnd sltk’n ^  L ’ YDBXWNjrdj BR’ ^ywd^^d^^
MNW ZK swl ZY ’B 1 ZY L ’whrmzd BR’ *L L 
YXBWNt L ’ YBBXWNyt BR’ ywdyt' BYN m ’n ZY *LH' L ’
YLYDWNyt1 L ’ ’slwn' L ’ ’ltySt’l W L’ w ’stlywS16 BYN m ’n ZY *LH
YLYDWNd ’NSWT’ ZY cyhl ZY y ’twk’n W *wn’syt17 *dhSn' *ZYl8 ’whrmzd
(1+) ud homyazd *oy kas ray nifrln kuned, gowed ku; M-t frazand D.93
ma bawad, u-t dusrawlh-iz ud abarlg anaglh xweS bawad, ke
  _ ...   _
man andar yaziSn kar ne framaye; ud sur l pid ohrmazd
be o man dad, erwarag abag uzwan ud CaSm I hoy
_______ _ _ _ _ ~y~ |
l hamag gospand ud gospand sardagan, ne yaze, be Joye;
ke han sur I pid I man ohrmazd be o man
dad ne yazed, be Joyed, andar man I oy ne
zayed ne asron ne arteStar ud ne wastaryoS, andar man I oy
zayend marddm I Cihr l Jadugan, ud winahed dahiSn I ohrmazd,
10. MSS *L. 11. ’YS I’d lacking in BK. 12. MSS plmydy.
13* After gwspnd BK has also L ’. ll+. MR^, J; BK stltk’n.
l£. BK, J ywS1; MR^ ywSn1. 16. MR^, J; BK w ’slwn'yh.
17* M.’s reading; BK wn’st1; MR^, J whyst'. 18. M.’s reading;
MSS dhSnyh.
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*klynyt’l19 ZY MNI)‘M tp’h20 *BYDWx1 W k ’l W d’tst’n KBD 
pr’c ‘XDWNyt' MN3)‘Mc BR’ *L plc’m L ’ YXTYWNyt' ’PS mynwgyh’ 
PWN ZK bnd ’SLWN'm ZYm twl ZY pl’sy’p21 bst*
kirrenldar I CiS tabah kuned, ud kar ud dadestan
was fraz glred, CiS-iz be 5 frazam ne awared, u-S menogiha
pad han band bandem I-m tur I frasyab bast.
.h
D. 93
19. BK gl’nyt’l; MR1, J glynyt’l. 20. MR^ J; BK twcMi.
21. BK pl’s*p; MR■ 9 J pi’s* *p.
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Chapter 27 27-1-7
(1) ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK hng’m ’YT1 ’MT* GBR’ ’Smwhwk'-XD BR’
YMRRWNyt' ZK ’ywk' ’Smwhwk' MN 10 ’Smwhwk' ’lc’wmndtl
(2) W hng’m ’YT1 * ’MT^ ’ywk' ’Smwhwk’ MN 100 ’Smwhwk' ’lc’wmndtl
(3) W hng’m ’YT ’MT ’ywk' ’Smwhwk' MN 1,000 ’Smwhwk' ’lc’wmndtl
(k) W hng’m ’YT' ’MT ’ywk' ’Smwhwk MN *bywl^ ’Smwhwk' ’lc’wmndtl
(5>) hng’m ’YT* ’MT ’ywk' ’Smwhwk' MN kySwl ZY hwnyls ywdt
MN ’NSWT’ ’lc’wmndtl
(6) hng’m ’YT1 ’MT ’ywk' ’Smwhwk' MN hm’k' gyh’n' W^ gytygyh’
’lc’wmndtl
v
(7) ZK ’MT BR’ YMRRWNyt' W slwS dlwn' 4STHNyt' ’-S^ MN 10 ’lc’wmndtl
/ \ -  _ _ _  _ _  D 93/94
(1) en-iz paydag ku hangam ast ka mard aSamvohu-ew be
gowed, han ewag aSamvohu az dah aSamvohu arzomandtar.
(2) ud hangam ast *ka ewag aSamvohu az sad aSamvohu arzomandtar.
(3) "U-d hangam ast ka ewag aSamvohu az *hazar aSamvohu arzomandtar
(b) nd hangam ast ka ewag aSamvohu az *bewar aSsmvohu arzomandtar.
(5>) hangam ast ka ewag aSamvohu az kiSwar I xwanirah
az mardom arzomandtar
(6) hangam ast ka ewag aSamvohu az hamag gehan ud getlgiha 
arzomandtar.
(7) han ka be gowed ud sroS dron xwared, ar-S az dah arzomandtar.
1. BK MNW; lacking in MR^, J. 2. M.’s emendation; MSS bywl.*
§3 is lacking in 10. 3. MSS 1,000. 1*. MSS ZY. 5. MR^ J;
BK ’PS.
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27.8-12
(8) W ZK ’MT BR* YMRRWNyt' W 6pl’hwm ‘ STHNyt' ’-S ZK MN 
100 ’lc’wmndtl
(9) W ZK ’MT BR* YMRRWNyt'6 BR’ hwpsyt7 ’-S ZK MN 1,000 ’lc’wmndtl
(10) ZK ’MT wgl’t YXWWNyt' *L dtygl kwst' wltyt'8 ’-S ZK 
MN bywl ’lc’wmndtl
(11) ’MT PWN ’pdwm wltSn' [ZY XY’]9 ’-S BR* YMRRWNyt 
-S MN kySwl ZY hwnyls ’lc’wmndtl
(12) ’MTS d’tst’n ’ytwn' YXWWNyt' ’MT ZK ’Smwhwk'-XD [YMRRWNyt1] BR’
MN *dwShwyh10 BR’ ‘L11 hmystk’nykyh YXMTWNyt' ’-S ZK MN KR’
MNB‘m  ’lc’wmndtl
(8) ud han ka be gowed ud parahom xwared, a-S han az D.94
sad arzomandtar
(9) ud han ka be gowed be xufsed, a-S han az hazar arzomandtar
(10) han ka wigrad bawed o dudlgar kust warded, ar-S han 
az bewar arzomandtar.
(11) ka pad abdom wardiSn [I gyan] a-S be gowed, 
a-S az kiSwar I xwanirah arzomandtar.
(12) ka^ -S dadestan edon bawed ka han aS3mvohu-ev[gowed] be D.95
. ______ _ __
az duSoxih be o hammistaganlgih rased, a-S han az harw
CiS arzomandtar.
6. The words pl’hwm *STHNyt ... BR* YMRRWNyt' are lacking in BK.
7. MSS hwptyt'. 8. MR^ J; BK wlcyt. 9. ZY XY’ lacking in MSS,
probably by a scribal error of haplography. 10. M.’s emendation;
MSS dwShwyk. 11. MR^, J; lacking in BK.
Chapter 28 28.a-c
ZNHc pyt’k ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YK KR’
k ’l W krpk' ZYt1 twb’n' XWH’t' krtn' KR’ hm lwck’l
ZY mt * ’styt' BR’ ‘BYDWN MH ’MT YMR[R]WNydy ’YK ’XL ‘BYDWNm
YXWWNyt' ’MT ^ ’stwyd’t1 ’whS YXMTWNyt' ’Pt BR’ krtn' L’ twb’n
ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK GBR’-I ’MT YMRRWNyt ’YK ‘Dm hw’stk'
1,000 bwndk YXWWNyt' krpk' L’ ‘BYDWNm W lwb’n L’ * ’mwlcym2 
’-S3 PWN ZK gwbSn’ * ’stwyd’t^ BR’  ^ ’wbS^ YXMTWNyt'
’PS ’XL krtn' L ’ twb’n'
ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt' gwpt'
’YK PWN k ’l W krpk' krtn' twhS’k' YXWWNjrdy MH
en-iz paydag: ku ohrmazd be o zarduSt guft ku: Mharw D.95
kar ud kirbag l-t tuwan had kardan, harw ham rozgar
1 mad ested be kun, Ce ka gowe ku: *pas kunem* ,
—
bawed ka astwihad awiS rased, u-t be kardan ne tuwan.”
en-iz paydag: ku mard-e ka gowed ku: "ta-m xwastag
_ *)f
hazar bowandag bawed, kirbag ne kunem ud ruwan ne amurzem,”
*
a-S pad han gowiSn astwihad be awiS rased, 
u-S pas kardan ne tuwan.
en-iz paydag: ku ohrmazd be o zarduSt guft D.96
ku: "pad kar ud kirbag kardan tuxSag bawe, 5e
1. M.’s reading; MSS ’st' ZY wyd’t'. 2. MSS ’mwlcwm. 3» MR^,
J; BK ’-*. i|. BK ’st' ZY wyd’t; MR^ ’stwwyd’t'. BK has also
*L. 6. MR^, J; BK gwbSn'.
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28.c
BYN XD YWM GBR’ ZNH hm’k MND*M BR’ ’wbS YXMTWNyt'
MN g’s ZY *pltwm^ twb’ngl PWN y ’n' ZY hwt’y ’n hwp1
d’St' YK*YMWNyt1 MN g’s ZY c’St *BN’ MN hwt’y ’n
* ’-S8 MN BB’ L’WXL YXSNNd ’XL MN nym-IWM * ’-S9
hw’stk' L’WXL ‘L Shyk’n *XDWNd ’MT Sp YXWWNyt' ’-S’n
BR’ *YKTLWNt10 W w ’d’n *STHNt dstwbl’n' QJ)M c’St'11 YK*YMWNyt'
cygwn wlhl’n* ZY ’twr'm’h' bwt' [’YK] mwlwyc' ZY * ’ndlw’d~^
‘ZLWNd ’-S’n ZK ^ ’stwyd’t1 W zlm’nyh BR’ ’wbS YXMTWN'yt'
’wS’wn&jhd PWN tn' ’wS’wn^id PWN znQrk' ’wptynd W BR’ YMYTWNd'^ 
tn' ZY ’wS’wmnd PWN tn' ZY ’wS’wmnd ’n ’kyh cym *BYDWNx^
andar ew roz mard en hamag CiS be awiS rased: D.96
    -¥r   __ _ _ _ _
az gah l fradom tuwangar, pad gyan l xwadayan xub
daSt ested; az gah I CaSt zaman az xwadayan
* _ _ _ _ 
a-S az dar abaz darend; pas az nem-roz a^ -S
xwastag abaz 5 Sahlgan glrend; ka Sab bawed a^San
be *ozad ud wayan xward1' dastwaran abar Cast ested,
y
Ciyon warahran I adurmah bud, [ku] murw-iz I andarway
— — — -X- _  — _  _
Sawend a-San han astwihad ud zarmanih be awiS rased, 
oSomand pad tan, oSomand pad zamig of tend ud be mlrend. 
tan i oSomand pad tan 1 oSomand anaglh Sim kuned,
7* MSS pit’k'. 8. MSS ’PS. 9. MSS ’- ’. 10. MSS YKTLWNyt.
11. MR^, J; BK C’Syt. 12. M.’s emendation; BK PWN din’d; MR^, J
PWN dl’n ’d. 13. MR1, J; BK YMYTWd.
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28.c
PWN ZNH cym *twhSyt'li+ ’YK ‘Dm hw’stk' L’ YXWWN’t'
PWN ZNH cym *twhSyt'li; ’YK ‘Dm prcnd L ’ YXWWN’t'
PWN ZNH cym *twhSyt'^ ’YK ‘Dm gwspnd BR’ YMYTWN’t
’MT ’k ’s PWN ZK ZY NPSH hit' YD*YTWNyt' ’YK ’wS’wmnd 
YMYTWNyt' W ’PL’ YXWWNyt TWR’ ’PL’ YXWWNyt ’sp' ’PL’ 
YXWWNyt' ZXB’ W ’sym ’PL’ YXWWNyt' GBR’ ZY tkyk ’PL’ 
YXWWNyt' hlwsp' hyl ZY gytjrdj ’PL’ YXWWNyt ZK ’ywk' ’PL’
L’ YXWWNyt'1  ^ ’MT GBR’ ’hl’dyh mynyt' k ’l W krpk' <BYDWNx1 
W k ’l W krpk' KBD ‘BYDWNx^6 ’hlwb’n MND*M YXBWNyt
_ _ __ _ 
pad en Cim tuxSed ku: "ta-m xwastag ne bawad",
* _ 
pad en Sim tuxSed ku: "ta-m frazand ne bawad"
— ^ _ _ _  _ __ 
pad en Cim tuxSed ku: "ta-m gospand be mirad."
ka agah, pad han I xweS xrad dined ku oSomand
mired ud xak bawed; gaw xak bawed, asp xak
bawed, zarr ud asem xak bawed, mard i tagig xak
bawed, harwisp xir i getlg xak bawed; han ewag xak
ne bawed, ka mard ahlayih mened,kar ud kirbag kuned,
ud kar ud kirbag was kard, ahlawan CiS dahed.
D. 96
D.96/97
ll+. MSS twhSt'. l£. MRlf J; BK YXWWN’t'. 16. BK ‘BYDWNd;
MRi * BYDWNx-] W .
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Chapter 29 29.1
(l) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK ’whrmzd BR’ *L zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YK ’MT
’B 1 LWTH BRH W hylpt' LWTH h ’wSt' W \wswl1 LWTH
z’m ’t' BYN’ W d’twblyh * ’-S2 krt' W ’MT ’B 1 gwk’dy3 
’ywk' LWTH W BRH gwk’dy ’ywk' LWTH wcyl BR’ *L^
’B 1 ‘bYBWNx  ^W hw’stk' BR’ *L ’B 1 ’psp’l PWN ZNH 
cym MH ZK nywkyh ZY ’B 1 PWN BRH ‘BYBWHx^ BRH hklc'
ZK nywkyh L’WXL twhtn1 L’ twb’n 1 MNWS MN ’pwln’dyh W 
tlngyh BR’ plwlt' *B ZK ’MT1 pwln’d YXWWNyt' MNc 
ZNH w ’ck' ’YK BRH *B l£ s’lk' plwlSn' MN ’B' ’ - c ' 
wndSn' ’B 1^  NPSH *B zywndk W hm’k k ’l W krpk' ZY BRH 
4BYBWNx^ ’B 1 ’ytwn' cygwn ’MTS IWN YBH ZY NPSH krt' XWHydy
\
(i) en-iz paydagfku ohrmazd be o zarduSt guft ku: "ka
pid abag pus, ud herbad abag hawiSt, ud xwasur abag
— — -X* —
zamad dadestan ud dadwarih a-S kard, ud ka pid gugay 
ewag abagfud pus gugay ewag abag, wizlr be 5 
pid kuneh, ud xwastag be o pid abespar, pad en 
Sim, Ce han nekih 1 pid pad pus kuned, pus hagriz 
han nekih abaz toxtan ne tuwan; ke-S az abumayih ud 
tarunagih be parward ta han ka pumay bawed; az-iz 
en wazag ku: 'pus ta panzdah salag parwariSn az pid' , a-z
windiSn pid xweS ta zindag^ud hamag kar ud kirbag i pus 
kuned^pid edon Ciyon ka-S pad dast i xweS kard he."
.97
D. 97/98
1. M.’s emendation, after B.’s suggestion (p*99» n.10); MSS wswk.
2. MSS ’PS; M. reads az-^S. 3. MR^, J; BK gwk’dyh. k» MR^, J;
lacking in BK.
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29
(2) zltwhSt' ZNHc pwrsyt' MN ’whrmzd ’YK krpk' ZY BRH 
W BRTH ‘BYEWNx [*L] ’M' ’ywp ’B 1 YXWWNyt
(3) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK KR’ 2 ’ywtwm YXWWNyt MH KR’ 2 
‘LH1 XWH' d ’B' W ’M
(h) W ’MT hylpt-c gwk’dy-XD^ LWTH W h’wSt' gwk’dy LWTH 
d’tst’n BR’ ‘L hylpt' ‘BYBWNx^ PWN ZNH cym MH hylpt 
ZY ’hlwb’n ' PWN ’pst’k W znd^ BR’ *L h’wSt' gwpt1 
MNWS pts MN tngyh ZY dwShw bwcyt' ’PS pl’hwyh 
YXBWNyt'8 ’PS PWN cynwt pwhl wt’lk' <BYBWNx1 [*D] BR’ 
*L whSt' lsyt' h’wSt'c KR’ k’l W krpk'
ZY ZK w ’ck' ‘BYDWNyt1 ZY hylpt' hmwht hylpt'
(2) zarduSt en-iz pursld az ohrmazd ku: ’’kirbag 1 pus
ud duxt kunend [o] mad ayab pid bawed?”
(3) ohrmazd guft ku: "harw do ew-tom bawed, Ce harw do
oy hend pid ud mad.
(U) ”ud ka herbad-iz gugay-ew abag ud hawiSt gugay abag, 
dadestan be o herbad kuneh pad en cim, Ce herbad 
i ahlawan pad abestag ud zand be o hawiSt guft;
ke-S padiS az tanglh I duSox b5zed, u-S fraxlh 
dahed, u-S pad Cinwad puhl widarag kuned [ta] be
0 wahiSt rased; hawiSt-iz harw kar ud kirbag
1 han wazag kuned, I herbad hammbxt, herbad
5>* BK gwk’dyyh; MR^, J gwk’dy ZY. 6. MR^, J; BK *BYDWNym. 
7. BK zwnd. 8. ME^, J; BK YXBWNt.
D. 98
D.98/99
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29.14-5
’ytwn' YXWWNyt1 cygwn ’M'S PWN dst1 ZY NPSH krt1 XWHydy 
W PWNc lst^hyc1 hylpt1 W h ’wSt' PWN ’ywb’l L ’WXL ’hycynynd^
MH pyt’k ’YK hylpt1 SPYL ’YK ’B 1 W ’M MH 
’B 1 plwlt’l ZY tn1 W hylpt1 plwlt’l ZY lwh’n MNW10 
lwb’n plwlt’l SPYL ’YK MNW tn1 plwlt’l MH ’M  lwb’n 
mlg’lc’n YXWWNyt ’ tn’c zywstn1 L ’ twb’n 1 MHS si BR’ PSKWNd
(5) W ’MT* \wswl11 gwk’dy-1 LWTH W d’m ’t gwk’dy-XD12 LWTH 
d’tst’n *L \wswl11 <BYI)WNx1 MH L’ hls^c' d’m ’t ZK ZY 
\wswl11 *L’WXL13 twhtn1 L ’ twb’n ' PWN ZNH cym MHS *L d’m ’t 
YXBWNt ^  NYSHyh ’wbS d’t MNWS ZNH hm’k* nywkyh hc-S 
S’[d]yt' YXWWNt'1^
edon bawed Ciyon kar-S pad dast l xweS kard he. D.91
nd pad-iz ristaxez herbad nd hawiSt pad ewbar abaz *axezenend;
Se paydag ku herbad weh ku. pid nd mad, Ce 
pid parwardar I tan nd herbad parwardar I ruwan; ke 
ruwan parwardar weh kn ke tan parwardar, Se ka ruwan 
margarzan bawed, a tan-iz zlstan ne tuwan, 5e-S sar be brlnend.
(5) ,lud ka xwasnr gugay-e abag ud damad gugay-ew abag,
_ _ _ _ _  _ _  _
dadestan o xwasur kuneh, Ce ne hagriz damad han l
* * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
xwasur abaz toxtan ne tuwan, pad en Cim, Ce-S o damad
dad,zanlh awiS dad, ke-S en hamag nekih az-iS 
Sayed bud."
9* MSS ’hcyn’nd; M. reads haCenand "will be initiated". 10. MR^,
J; BK MH. 11. M.’s emendation, as in n.l above; MSS [wfcwl.
12. MR^, J gwk’dy ZY; lacking in BK. 13. M.’s emendation; MSS
LWTH. II4. After YXBWNt MSS have the following gloss: W d’twblyh W
mgwptyh [W] ltyh W mgwg’n '-hndljcjptyh W mgwpt ’n '-mgvrptyh W; see Comm.
29 n.5. 15. MR1, J; BK YXWWNyt.
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Chapter 30
(1) ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK ’nSt[r]yk' BR’ *L ’kdyn’n ' 1 L’ p ’thS’d 
MZBNWx12
(2) *MNW3 MZBWNx W ‘LH MNWS ZBNNx^ PWN ’nSt[r]yk'
KR’ 2 BYN It' ZY mylk ZY wyhdyn' dwc' XWH'd
(3) PWNcZWZN ZYS YNSBWNx^ ^dwc' *XWH'd^ d’t'wbl’n dlwS6 BR’ kwnSn'
(U) ’MTS’n' ’kdyn' BR’ *‘BYDWNt'^  ’XL hm’k wn’s ZYS
’kdyn'yh I’d ptS ‘BYDWNt' 8 * ’n'c9 ZY BNPSH' PWN
’kdyn'yh ‘XBWNx1 ‘ LH MNWS *MZBNWt' 10 W *LH MNWS11
*ZBNNt' 12 ’-S13 ’ytwn' YXWWNyt' cygwn ’MTS 
PWN dst' ZY NP&H krt' X W H ^
(1) en-iz paydag ku anSah[r]ig be o agdenan ne padixSay 
froxtan.
(2) *ke froSed ud 5y ke-S xrinedtpad anSah[r]ig 
harw do, andar rad 1 merag I wehden, duz hend.
(3) pad- iz drahm l-S stanend, duz hend; dadwaran droS be kuniSn.
(I4) ka^San agden be *kard, pas hamag winah l-S
_ _ * 
agdenih ray padiS kard, han-iz 1 xwad pad
agdenih griftan, oy ke-S froxt ud oy ke-S
_  __ _
xnd ar-S edon bawed Ciyon ka-S
pad dast 1 xweS kard he.
I. MR^, J; BK hwdyn' ’n, 2. MR^, J; BK mynwg’n. 3* M.’s
emendation; MSS ’MT. 1+. MR^, J; BK MZBNWx^. MSS dwc’wmnd
6. MR^, J; BK dlywS. 7» M.’s emendation; MSS ‘BYDWNd. 8. M.
emendation; BK ‘BYDWNd; MR^ ‘BYDWNymnd; J ‘BYDWNymn. 9» M.’s
emendation; MSS XN’c. 10. M.’s emendation; MSS MZBWNd.
II. MR1, J; BK mwS. 12. MSS ZBNNd. 13. MR1» J; BK ’- ’.
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Chapter J>\ 31.a.1-6
a (l) pyt’k ’YK ptytykyh1 MND‘M- 1  ’ytwn' ’lc’wmnd W shyk2 ’YK
zltwhSt' MN ’whrmzd pwrsyt' ’YK ZK MNW FWN tn' ZY
’NSwT’- ’n BYN gyh’n krt’1 twin bwt' ’-m lwb’n BR’ nm’d
(2) ’whrmzd lwb’n ZY ym MN ’p ’htl nymk' BR’ B‘YXWNst'
(3) FWN Snwk' W ’lSn'yc' hm’y SGYTWNt ’PS LBWSY’3 nhwpt' 
YK‘YMWNt' ZY dlytk'^  ^MNW MN^ hm’k kwstk6 swl’k' YXWWNt
(I4) ’PS wstig ptmwht YK*YMWN’t ZY bckyn' YXWWNt
(5) ’PS Sim ZY MN ’whrmzd I ’d 12 g ’m MN ’whrmzd 
dwl YTYBWNst'
(6) zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YK ’whrmzd ’XN’ MNW MNWS Sim ZY MN
a (l) paydag ku patetlglh CiS-e edon arzomand ud sahlg ku
zarduSt az ohrmazd pursld ku: "han ke pad tan I
mardoman andar gehan kardartom bud a-m ruwan be nimay."
(2) ohrmazd ruwan I yim az abaxtar nemag be xwast.
(3) pad Snug ud areSniz hame raft u-S warr nihuft 
ested i darridag ke az hamag kustag surag bud.
(k) u-S wastarag paymoxt estad 1 bazagen bud.
(5) u-S Sarm 1 az ohrmazd ray, dwazdah gam az ohrmazd 
dur niSast.
(6) zarduSt guft ku: "ohrmazd, ed ke, ke-S Sarm i az
D100
D.100/101
1. ME^, J; BK pyttykyh. 2. MR1» J; BK s’hyk. 3. BK LBSY’;“
MRX, J LWBW’ ’yh. I4. 10; BK, MR^ J dltk' . £. MR^, J; BK MNWm.
6. Lacking in 10.
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31.a.6-10
LKWM I’d [12 g’m MN LKWM | dwl YTYBWNst'
(7) W ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK XN’ ym ZY wywngh’n'
(8) zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YKS MH^ krt' ym ZY wywngh’n^
MNWS d’tst’n' ’ytwn' SLY’8
(9) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YKm nzdst' MN gytyg’n' ’m dyn'^ *L ym nmwt'
’MTS d’n ’ktl ’p ’dst' bwt' BR’ ‘L l’s ZY ’hlmn' W SDY’n YK*YMWN’t
(10) ’PS gwpt' ’YK10 MY’ L YXBWNt' zmyk L YXBWNt
’wlwl L YXBWNt^gwspnd11 L YXBWNt' *hwlSyt'n  L YXBWNt'
m ’h W stl L 1 YXBWNt' h ’mwdyn' dhSn' ZY * ’sm’n'^
L YXBWNt h ’mwdyn' dhSn' ZY gytydy L d’t'
aSma ray [dwazdah gam az aSma] dur niSast?” D.101
(7) ud ohrmazd guft ku: "ed yim 1 wlwanghan."
(8) zarduSt guft ku: M-S Ce kard yim I wlwanghan
ke-S dadestan edon wad?M
(9) ohrmazd guft ku: "-m nazdist az getigan im den o yim nimud;
ka^S danagtar abayist bud, be o rah I ahreman ud dewan estad.
(10) 'U-S guft ku: *ab man dad, zamlg man dad,
— M- -X* _.
urwar man dad, gospand man dad, xwarSed man dad
_ _ _ _  _ * 
mah ud star man dad, hamoyen dahiSn 1 asman
man dad, hamoyen dahiSn 1 getlg man dad. D. 101/102
7. MR^, J; these four words lacking in BK. 8. BK has slwb'.
9. MR^, J; BK BYN. 10. The following text of §10 up to the words 
’ytwn KDB’ gwpt' is differently given by the two groups of MSS, BK, 10 
and MR^, J. Reading of BK, 10 is retained; MR^, J reads ’PS gwpt'
’YK MY’ L YXBWNt' zmyk L YXBWNt ’wlwl L YXBWNt hwlSyt' L YXBWNt' m ’h 
L YXBWNt' stl L YXBWNt' W ’s’m ’n* L YXBWNt' gwspnd L YXBWNt' ’NSWT’ L
YXBWNt' h ’mwdyn' dhSn' gyt'ydy L YXBWNt'. M. reconstructs the text - 
see Comm. 31 n.3 . 11. gwspnd and hwlSyt' in reverse order in MSS
12. MSS ’s’m ’n.
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31.a.lO-b.2
’PS13 9ytwn1 KDB’ gwpt' ’YK SBKWNx^ XN’ ’YK ‘LH YXBWNt 
BR’ XN’ ’YK cygwn YXBWNt' ^ s t ’t'1  ^* ’-Sl6 L’ YD* YTW|N]st W PWN 
ZK KDB’-gwbSnyh ’-S GDH W hwt’yyh hcS ’p ’l bwt' ’PS 
tn' BR’ ‘L13 wSwpSn' ZY dst' ZY SDY’n' *mt'^ ’p ’ryk'c"^
*t9S [*LH] MNW19 NPSH. tn' ZK hwnl st’dyt' ZY-S20 L* YT ’-S 
ZK ZY ’YT' ’ytwn' hcS BR’ ‘ZLWNyt cygwn MN ym BR’ *ZLWNt'22 
b (l) zltwhSt' ZNHc pwrsyt' MN ’whrmzd ’YK ym PWN gyh’n 
nywkyh MH SPYL krt'
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ZK ZY ’MT1 SDY’n BR’ *L ’NSWT’- ’n 
gwpt' ’YK gwspnd BR’ YKTLWNyt' *D-t’n LNH pyl YXBWNm
u-S edon dro guft ku hiliSn, ed ku oy dad; D.102
__ _ __ __ _   -¥r _
be ed, ku Ciyon dad estad, gu-S ne danist. ud pad
han dro-gowiSnlh, a-S xwarrah ud xwadaylh aziS appar bud,
_ _ _  _ _ _ *  _ _  
u-S tan be o wiSobiSn l dast l dewan mad. abang-iz,
*a-S [oy] ke xweS tan han hunar stayed l-S nest, a-S
han I ast edon aziS be Sawed, Ciyon az yim be Sud."
b (l) zarduSt en-iz pursld az ohrmazd ku: Myim pad gehan
nekih Ce weh kard?M
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: "han i ka dewan be o mardoman
guft ku: 'gospand be ozaned,ta-tan amah pil dahem
13* Lacking in BK, 10. ll|. M. reads his tan. 15>. MR^, J; BK 
yst’t'. 16. MSS ’PS; M. reads az-^S. 17* D.’s reading; MSS 
mtr'. 18. MR^, J; BK ’p ’rp'c. 19* BK, J ’hmn'; MR^ ’hlmn'.
20. MR1, J; BK zmyS. 21. MR^ J; BK ’- ’. 22. MR^ J; BK
* ZLWNyt'.
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31.b.2-c.2
ZY swt’wmnd MNWS d’St’l V p’nk' L’ ’p ’yt'
(3) ’NSWT’- ’n gwpt' ’YK *L ’23 PWN dstwblyh2^ ZY ym BR’ ‘BYDV/Nid 
’PS’n krt1 W ym PWN L’ *YKTLV/Ntn'2  ^ZY ’NSWT’- ’n 
gwspnd W M L ’ YNSBWNt[n] ' ZY ’NSWT’- ’n MN SBY’n
v Q  /T v p  iy
pyl LWTH SBY’n ’ytwn' ptk’lt' YK SBY’n ' BR’
’ylht XWH'd ’PS mlg’wmnd W p ’tpl’swmnd krt' XWHd 
c (l) zltwhSt' ZNHc pwrsyt' MN ’whrmzd ’YK ym PWN gyh’n 
MH SLYtl krt'
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ’MTm dyn' ’wbS nrnwt L’ ptglpt'
1 sudomand ke-S daStar ud panag ne abaye d '.
(3) "mardSman guft ku: '*ne pad dastwarlh 1 yim be kunem',
_ _ _
u-San kard; ud yim pad ne ozadan 1 mardoman
gospand ud pad ne stadan 1 mardoman az dewan
_  —  _
pil abag dewan edon pahikard, ku dewan be
eraxt hend u-S margomand ud padifrahomand kard hend”.
c (l) zarduSt en-iz pursid az ohrmazd ku: Myim pad gehan
Se wattar kard?"
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: *'ka-m den awiS nimud, ne padirift."
23. MSS (ny?) for V.  2h- MR^ J; BK dstwl. 2$. M.’s
reading; BK YKTLWNyt'; IflL , J YKTLWNt' . 26. MSS ZYS; M. reads
- i n  X  1 " 1
I-S. 27* M.’s emendation; MSS SBY’.
.102
.102/103
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3i-c.3-7
(3) lwb’n' ZY ym BR’ *L zltwhSt’ w ’ng krt1 ’YK p ’hlyc'
MRY’ ZY SBY’n ' ’L *SMHN W dyn' BR’ MKBLWN MH 
XN’ ‘BN’ SPYL V p’Swm28 * ’MT29 *L LK YMR[R]WNyt ’whrmzd 
(U) MHS3^ nzdst’31 BR’ *L L nmwt’ W ’MT d’n ’ktl ’p ’dst1
bwt1 *L l’s ZY SBY’n 1 YK*YMW[N]’t' XWHm
(5) ’Pm KR’ d’m W dhSn' 32 ZY mynwg W gytydy gwpt1
’YK L YXBWNt1
(6) FWN ZK KDB’ ZYm gwpt* L GBH W hwt’yyh hcS ’p ’l
YXWWNt' ’Pm tn' BR’ *L wSwpSn’ ZY dst' ZY SBY’n ' mt'
(7) LK MNW zltwhSt' XWH^r ’MTt tngyh YXWWN’t
’MT pl’hwyh he33 dyn’3^ gwptn' L’WXL ’L YK‘YMWN3^
(3) ruwan l yim be o zarduSt wang kard ku: 1,pahrez, ^
saxwan I dewan ma aSnaw,ud den be padir, Ce
* _ _ _ _ 
ed zaman weh ud paSom ka o to gowed ohrmazd.
(I4) •'Ce-S nazdist be o man nimud, ud ka danagtar abayist
bud,o rah l dewan estad hem.
(5) ”u-m harw dam ud dahiSn l menog ud getig guft 
ku man dad.
(6) ''pad han dro i-m guft, man xwarrah ud xwadaylh aziS appar 
bud,u-m tan be 5 wiSobiSn l dast l dewan mad.
(7) Mto ke zarduSt he, kar-t tangih bawad, D
ka fraxih,az den guftan abaz ma est;
28. MR^, J; BK p’S’wwm. 29* M.’s emendation; BK MN; MR-^ , J MNW.
30. BK repeats MH3. 31* MR^, J; BK nzdyst'. 32* MR^, J; BK
d’hSn1 . 33. J; BK ’Pm; MR^ ’PS. 3)4. MR^ J; BK y ’n 1 .
35. MR1, J; BK yst1.
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31.C.7-8
MH ZNH zmyk' ’MT h ’mwn BR’ YXWWNyt' MY’ ’MT 
BYN *zlyh36 BR’ YK*YMWNyt' W syn'-mwlw' ’MT BYN 
wySk' * ’Syd’n ' 37 <BYDWNx1 W KR’ MNW FWN gyh’n ’MT38 L’WXL 
’hycyt' hwlSyt1 ’MT PWN ZK l’s SGYTWNyt KR’ MNW39 FWN 
gyh’n ’MT ’wn’s^0 BR’ YXWWNyt ’hlmn W SBY’n 1 ’MT * ’psyhyt,i+1 
hm’k ycSn' W nyd’dSn' ZY ’whrmzd W ’mhrspnd’n PWN dyn' YXWWNyt
(8) ’MT ym PWN ZNH ’dwynk' gwpt' YXWWNt' ’-S ptytykyh 
W ’phSyh BR’ ml Y ’TWNt W ’whrmzd W ’mhrspnd’n 1 
W ’p ’ryk yzd’n' BR’ ’mwlcyt' W MN ’p ’htl nymk1 BR’ *L 
hmystk’nyh W hwt’yyh ZY hmystk’n mt1
Ce en zamlg ka hamon be bawed, ab ka D.104
* _
andar zreh be ested, ud sen-murw ka andar
_ _ _
weSag aSyan kuned, ud harw ke pad gehan ka abaz 
axezed, xwarSed ka pad han rah rawed, harw ke pad 
gehan ka awinah be bawed, ahreman ud dewan ka abesihed, 
hamag yaziSn ud niyayiSn I ohrmazd ud amahraspandan pad din bawed."
(8) ka yim pad en ewenag guft bud, a-S patetigih
ud abaxSlh be mar amad, ud ohrmazd ud amahraspsndan
ud abarlg yazdan be amurzid, ud az abaxtar nemag be o
hammistaganlh ud xwadaylh i hammistagan mad.
36. MSS zl’h . 37. MSS ’S’n . 38. BK repeats ’MT. 39* MR^
J; BK ’MT. hO* MR^ J; BK wn’s. Ul. MSS ’ps’hyt' .
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Chapter 32
(1) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK ’MT hw’stk' ZY PWN hm’k gyh’n 1 GBR’-I NPSH 
’PS ’hlmn W SDY’n' ZK hw’stk' hcS BR’ ^YXNCLWNd1 
* ’I)YN'c^  ’hlmn W SBY’n 1 L ’ mynynd ’YKm’n zyd’n-I bwndk 
pt-S krt'
(2) ’MTS [PWN] hm’k gyh’n BRH'-XD ’YT' ’PS BR’ YKTLWNd ’BYN'c L ’ 
mynynd ’YKm’n zyd’n-XB hwndk pt-S krt1
(3) ’MT PWN hm’k gyh’n hwt’y ’PS ZK hwt’yyh hcS BR’ YNSEWNXg 
’BYN'c L’ mynynd ’YKm’n zyd’n-XB bwndk pt-S krt'^
(h) ’MTS XY’ MN tn' YBLWNd ’BYN'c L ’ mynynd ’YKm’n zyd’n'-XD 
bwndk pt-S BR’ krt'
(5) ’MTS lwb’n dlwndW ’pyt’k ‘BYDWNd PWN ‘DN’ ’hlmn V SDY’n' 
mynynd ’YKm’n zyd’n ZY bwndk pt-S krt'
(1) en-iz paydag,ku ka xwastag l pad hamag gehan mard-e xweS, D.104
u-S ahreman ud dewan han xwastag aziS be apparend, D.104/105
— — _ _ _ _ • — 
eg-iz ahreman ud dewan ne menend ku: "-man zyan-e bowandag
pad-iS kard.”
(2) ka-S [pad] hamag gehan pus-ew ast, u-S be ozanend, eg-iz ne 
menend ku: ’’-man zyan-ew bowandag pad-iS kard.”
(3) ka pad hamag gehan xwaday, u-S han xwadaylh aziS be stanend, 
eg-iz ne menend ku: ’’-man zyan-ew bowandag pad-iS kard."^4
(U) ka-S gyan az tan barend, eg-iz ne menend ku: ’’-man zyan-ew 
bowandag pad-iS be kard.”
(£) ka-S ruwan druwand ud abaydag kunendrpad zaman ahreman ud dewan 
menend ku: "-man zyan 1 bowandag pad-iS kard.”
1. BK YDNCLWNd; MR^ J YBNC LWNynd. 2. BK ’YNc'-S; MR1 ’YN'c.
3» MR^, J; BK bwdk'. It. §3 lacking in MR^f written on margin in J.
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Chapter 33
a ZNHc pyt’k ’YK BYN ZNH gytyg dwS’lm *L dlwnd’n
L ’ ’p ’yt' *YBLWNtn'1 MH *LHS’n* MNW dlwnd XWH'd SPYL-’n 
plypynd ’MTS’n nywkyh ’YT1 ’-S’n PWN plyp* hcS BR’ YBLWNd 
’MTS’n tngyh W dwShw’lyh W ’p ’lyh BR’ ’whs YXMTWNyt1 
’-S *hdyb’ 1 ’wmndyh2 L ’ <BYI)WNx1 ZK dwS’lm I’d ZYS *L dlwnd’n' 
[BR’ ’YBLWNt'] BR’ *L dwShw gyw’k ZY ’hlmn W SBY’n YXMTWNyt* 
b ZNHc pyt’k ’YK SPYL- ’n ’MTS’n bym MN SLYtl’n* ’-S’n' gwbSn'
’wbS ’p ’yt' 3gwpt' W nmwt* ’YKm’n* LWTH LKWM3 dwS’lm ’Pm’n 
nywkyh ZY LKWM MN KR’ MNB‘m  SPYL MBMHN1 yt* ’PS’n mynSnyk 
nplyn* ’p’yt' krtn* W ’MTS wtlg YXMTWNyt* ’-S^ ’n ’kyh 
W znSn* ptS ’p ’yt' krt*
a en-iz paydag,ku andar en getlg doSaram o druwandan ^
        _ _  _  - _
ne abayed bnrdan, Ce aweSan ke druwand hend wehan
frebend; ka-San nekih ast, a-San pad freb aziS be barend; £>
ka-San tangih ud duSxwarih ud apparlh be awiS rased,
* _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  
ar-S hayyaromandih ne kunend; han doSaram ray i-S o druwandan
[be burd], be o duSox, gyag I ahreman ud dewan, rased.
b en-iz paydag,ku wehan ka-San bim az wattaran, a^ -San gowiSn
awiS abayed guft ud nimud ku: ''-man abag aSma doSaram, u-man
nekih i aSma az harw CiS weh sahed"; u-S an meniSnig
nifrin abayed kardan, ud ka-S widarag rased, a-S anagih
ud zaniSn padiS abayed kard.
1. BK YBLWNd; MR^, J YLWWNd. 2. B.’s emendation; MSS
hdyb *1 ’wmwnd. 3 • 1Le words gwpt . •. LKWM are lacking in 10.
U• BK ’- ’; MR^ wyy’; J w ’’.
.105
.105/106
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Chapter 3^ 3li • a • 1—"b • 3
a (l) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK ’pwln’dyk *‘b S  SNT1 bwndk'2
YXWWNyt' ’MTS ’B 1 PWN pl’hng *krt'3 ’wn’s KR’
wn’s ZY *LH ‘BDWNx p ’tpl’s W lyS1* PWN SBY’n <BYDWNx1
V V /T
(2) MN 8 SNT' *B l£ SNT' ’MT mlg’lc’n' <BYBWNx1 ’-S
y ’t'-XB *L bwn YXWWNyt ’MT1 V^wkyh7 * ’LPWN'yt' 8 ’-S 
tn’pwhl-XB wn’s W ’p ’ryk wn’s ZY *‘LH9 ‘bYDWNx^ ’-S *B
,, 1 v_ * < 10 ,y ’t -XB L bwn
b (l) BRTH ’MTS 9 SNT1 l‘YT' BR’ *L Swd L ’ p’thS’d 
YXBWNt' hwt NYSH L’ p ’thS’d krtn'
(2) W ’MTS 9 SNT' ’YT' PWN ZK *BN’ BR’ p ’thS’d YXBWNtn'
(3) ’MT PWN mtr' GBR’ k ’mk' ’MT 12 s’lk'
a (1) en-iz paydag, ku abumayag *ta haft sal bowandag Di
bawed, ka-S pid pad frahang kard, awinah; harw 
winah 1 oy kuned padifrah ud reS pad dewan kuned.
(2) az hast sal ta panzdah sal, ka margarzan kuned, a-S
yad-ew o bun bawed; ka 3aduglh hammozed, a-S
    _ _ _   __ _
tanapuhl-ew winah, ud abang winah 1 oy kuned a-S ta
*_
yad-ew o bun. 
b (l) duxt ka-S no sal nest,be o S5y ne padixSay 
dad; xwad zan ne padixSay kardan.
(2) ud ka-S no sal ast, pad han zaman be padixSay dadan.
(3) ka pad mihr mard kamag, ka dwazdah salag
1. MSS ££. 2. MR1, J; BK bwdk'. 3* MSS krtn'. B.’s
reading; MR^, J, BK wwlyS. MR-^ , J; BK 6. MR^, J; BK ’PS
7. MSS y ’twk'. 8. M.’s emendation; MSS PLXWNyt. 9* MSS I®
10. M.’s emendation; BK ZY; lacking in MR^.
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3U.b.3-c.2
’PS SLYT|w]Nt' ’-c' bhl BR’ L ’ YXBWNt' ’ mlg’:i[c]’n 
c (l) GBR’ NYSH ZY p’thstd] hwt’yh ’ytwn' QDM k ’l
ZY *NY§Hn  KR’ cygwn-S plmtdjyt1 L ’ p ’thS’d BR’ ’MT 
tBYBWNx1 GBR’ NYSH PWN ZK ‘DN’ *glcyt'12 ’tlsk’syh13 
QJ)M p ’ thS 7 d (2) ZY ^ ’nStrfyk]'1^ ’MT ’wbS plm^yt’ ’YK LBWSY-I 
*‘BYBWNyt'^  W ‘LH nym LBWSY’-I *BYI)WNx1 ’PS *hmwcyt'16 ’YK 
MND‘m ZY pl’lwn' ‘BYDWNx1 ¥ ‘LH ZK ZY ’p ’lwn' ‘BYEWNx 
’PS YMR[R]WNyt ’YK MNl/M-I ^XDWNyt'17 ZY ZWZN-I ’lcyt' W *LH 
ZK18 ‘XBWNx1 ZYM-3 ’lcyt' W ’MTS plmfdlyt' ’YK19 *pyhw'2° 
tBYBWNx1 W ‘LH L’21 4BYI)WNx1 MN ZNH ’nd ZYm gwpt'
u-S gad, a-z bahr be ne dad, a margar[z]an.
c (l) mard zan I padixSa[y] xwadaylh, edon abar kar
_ * _ _ _ _ _ _1 zan harw 5iyon-iS framayed, ne padixSay be ka
      “X~   _ ______
kuned; mard zan pad han zaman garzed,atarsagahih# 
abar padixSay 2) 1 ianSahr[ig]: ka awiS frama[y]ed ku warr-e
■K* _  —  —  __ _  __
kuned,ud oy nem warr-e kuned, u-S hammozed ku
CiS I fraron kuned ud oy han i abaron kuned,
_ _  _ * _ _ _  
u-S gowed ku CiS-e gired l drahm-e arzed ud oy
_ _ _ _ _ _  _  _ _ _ - * _
han gired l se dang arzed, ud ka-S framayed ku pih
kuned ud oy ne kuned - az en and I-m guft
, v  ,
11. Barth.’s emendation (see Comm. 3h no); MSS NPSH. 12. M.’s 
emendation (U26 n.£)* 13» MSS have also ’-S. lJi. M.’s emendation;
MSS ’nwSt1 . 15. MSS ‘BYBWNd. 16. D.’s emendation? MSS
hmycyt'. 17» 10; BK, MR^, J *XBWNd; M. accidentally omits the
following words I drahm-e arzed ud oy han gired in transcription.
18. BK repeats ‘LH ZK. 19• BK repeats ’YK. 20. MSS ycSn'
(= ypyhw1); M. emends to *pihan. 21. MR^, J; BK I’d.
D. 107
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3U.C.2-6
’MT ’ywk'-I L’ ‘BYDVTCh^  ’-S *glcyt'22 PWN * ’tlsk’syh2-^
QXiM NYSH YNSBWNx2 (3)hm’k hw’stk' ZY mylk' BR’ ‘L 
*zyd’nk'2^ YXBWNt' L ’WXL *L mylk ‘ZLWNyt1 ’PS MNB‘Mc hw’stk1 
l ‘y t ' ’PS [’MT] *wtlt'2  ^mylk' MN hw’stk' ZY mylk' ’-S 
MNB‘Mc h ’hi L’ YXWWNyt'
(U) NYSH ’MT 3 b ’l ‘L Swd YMRRWNyt' ’YK NYSHyh ZY LK 
L’ ‘BYBWNm ’ mlg[’]lc’n'
(5) BRH ’MTS 3 b ’l BR’ ‘L ’B' YMRRWNyt' ’YK BRHlyh ZY LK 
L’ ‘BYBWNm [’] mlg[’]lc’n'
(6) ’B* ’MT 3 b ’l BR’ ‘L BRH1 YMRRWNyt' ’YK L’
L BRH' X W H ^  [’] mlg[»]lc’n ’PS ’Bytlyh hc-S ’p ’l
— —. — _
ka ewag-e ne kuned, a-S garzed,pad atarsagahih. D.100
abar zan staniSn : 3) hamag; xwastag I me rag be o
_ _ _ _ _ — — 
ziyanag dad abaz o merag Sawed, u-S CiS-iz xwastag
nest; u-S [ka] *widard merag, az xwastag I merag a-S
CiS-iz bahr ne bawed.
(^ ) zan ka se bar o Soy gowed ku: "zanih I to
ne kunem " , a margarzan.
(5) pus ka-S se bar be o pid gowed ku: ‘’pusanh l to
ne kunem ”, [a] margarzan.
(6) pid ka se bar be o pusar gowed ku: ,fne
man pus he [a] margarzan, u-S pidarlh aziS appar.
22. BK dcnd; MR^ glcnd. 23» M.’s emendation; BK ’tlsg’s; MR^
’tlsg’yh. 2l|. B.’s emendation; MSS z’d’nk1. 2%, MSS wtwlt1.
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3h.c.7-d.2
* ’nStr'yk'26 ’MT YMRRWNyt' ’YK * ’nStr'yk'yh ZY27 LK L’ ‘BYBWNm 
* mlg[’]lc’n' L’ YXWWNyt' BR’ ’ytwn' YXWWNyt' cygwn TWR’-I ’MT 
BR’ XLMWNyt' W k ’l L’ ‘BYDWNx1 W hm’y ’p ’yt' MXYTW[N]t' *B 
plm’n-bwlt’l YXWWNyt' ’MTS29 M N B ^ I  pl’lwn' plmtdjyt' W L ’ 
<BYDWNx1 ZK p’tpl’s BR’ YMRRWNyt' * ’nStr'yk'26 mlg’lc’n' 
d (l) GBR’-I NYSH ZY NPSH PWN ZK zm’n' BR’ SLYT’
SBKWNX2 ’MT bym PWN tn* ’ywp ZK PWN lwb’n' ’ywl
(2) ’MTS SLYTWNt' ’ywb’l BR’ YXBWNt' bym PWN tn' ’ywl30 
’MT' dSt’n' ’ywb’l PWN nyh’n' L ’WXL krt' ’-S 
bym PWN lwb’n' ’ywl W MN NYSHyh BR’ p ’thS’ SBKWNx2
anSahrig ka gowed ku: M anSahrigih 1 to ne kunem'*,
a margarzan ne bawed be edon bawed Ciyon gaw-e ka 
be xufsed ud kar ne kuned ud hame abayed zad ta
framan-burdar bawed; ka-S CiS-e fraron framayed ud ne
— _ _ * — - - — kuned, han padifrah be gowedj anSahrig margarzan.
d (l) mard-e zan I xweS pad han zaman be padixSa
his tan ka blm pad tan ayab han pad ruwan ewar.
(2) ka-S gad ewbar be dad bim pad tan ewar;
ka daStan ewbar pad nihan abaz kard a-S
bim pad ruwan ewar, ud az zanlh be padixSa hiStan.
26. M.’s emendation; BK ’nwStyk'; MR^, J ’nwStr'yk'. 27* M.’s
emendation; BK ’nwStyk'; MR^, J ’nwStrygyh ZY. 28. MR^, J; BK
YXWWNt'. 29. After ’MTS BK has also MH. 30. MR^ J; BK QJDM.
D. 108 
D. 108/109
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3U.d.3-
(3) PWN ZK zm’n31 p ’thS’d ’MT srd’l-I PWN XZYTWNt' 4 BYDWNy t'
’MTS srd’l PWN XZYTWNt' 32 L ’ twb’n krtn' ’ BNPSH
L’ SLYT’ SLYTW[N]t' ’PS PWN d’tyh’ srd’l ’p ’yt' d’Stn'
(U) ’MTS L’ dstwblyh’ BR’ SBKWNd33 BR’ SBKWNyt' wn’s gl’n
(5) bwt'3^ dstwbl MNWS gwpt' ’YK mlg[’]lc’n' 
e MN ’pst’k ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK GBR’ PWN lwSnyh ZY hwlSyt'
W ’thS ‘L nzdyk' ZY NYSH ZY NPSH ’p ’yt' ‘ZLWNt'
MH ’MT ’ytwn' ‘BYBWNx  ^SBY’n wn’sSn' km pt-S twb’n' krtn' 
prznd ZY YLYBWNyt' PWN ’hlwb'yh3^ ’hlwb'tl W pylwcgltl YXWWNyt'
(3) pad han zaman padixSay ka salar-e pad did kuned;
ka-S salar pad did ne tuwan kardan, a xwad 
ne padixSay gad,u-S pad dadiha salar abayed daStan.
(U) ka^S ne dastwariha be hilend be hiled, winah garan.
(5) bud dastwar ke-S guft ku margarzan. 
e az abestag en-iz paydag, ku mard pad r5Snih i xwarSed O.
ud ataxS 5 nazdik i zan i xweS abayed Sud;
Se ka edon kuned dewan winahiSn kam pad-iS tuwan kardan;
frazand i zayed pad ahlawih ahlawtar ud perBzgartar bawed.
31. BK has zm’n, with *BN’ written above; MR^, J 4DN’. All MSS then
have _W. 32. MI^, J; BK XZYTWt'. 33. So MSS; M. reads hiStan.
3U» MR^, J; lacking in BK.
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Chapter y~> 3!?.a.l-6
a (l) zltwhSt' ZNHc pwrsyt' ’YK1 ZNH MH ’MT mltwm
‘L ’dwynk' W MY’ nkylynd2 kip' ZY NPSH XZYTWNd
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK lwSnyh ZY glwtm’n' ZYS d’m YXBWNt' * ’ystyt'
(3) ZNHc lwc’k' MH ZY MN ’bl Y ’TWNyt'
(U) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ZNH lwSnyh MN glwtm’n ' PWN hdyb’lyh
3 ^ '  * >pg3 y ’TWNyt' * ’YK^ *spncgl^ SHY’ MXYTWNyt'
(5) ZNH wyl ZY MN ’bl ’wptyt' MH
(6) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK ZNH sk' ’YT* ’MT ’bl MY’ YNSBWNa^
PWN nylwk' ZY w ’t' W ywmbSn' ZY ZK XMR’ ZY
3 LGLH ZY BYN mdy’n ZY *zlyh6 * ’ystyt' [*L] ’ndlw’d
a (l) zarduSt en-iz pursld ku: *'en Ce ka marddm D.110
o ewenag ud ab nigerend kirb I xweS wenend?”
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: "roSnlh 1 garddman l-S dam dad ested. '*
(3) "en-iz rozag Ce 1 az abr ayed?'1
(I4) ohrmazd guft ku: "en roSnih az garodman pad hayyarlh
ast u-S ayed ku spanjagr dew zaned.'
(5) nen wer 1 az abr ofted Ce?”
(6) ohrmazd guft ku: "en sag ast; ka abr ab stSned,
pad nerog 1 wad ud u^JtibiSn 1 han xar 1
 ___ ___  __ __ _ __________ __ __ r- _  -1___________________
se pay 1 andar mayan 1 zreh ested, [oj andarway
1. MR^, J; lacking in BK. 2. MR^, J; BK nnslynd; 10 nkylytk.'
3. MSS ’YT1 ’-S; M. emends to ataxS. 1*. BK MN; MR^, J MNW.
BK spnclwyh; MR^, J spnclyh. 6. MSS zl’h.
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3!?.a.6-c.2
BR’ * ZLWNyt' W dlwSt' t’pyt' W glm *BYDWNt' ^ ’MT ’wptyt'
‘L ’NSWT’- ’n W gwspnd’n BR’ YKTLWNyt1 W ’hlmn' sthmktl YXWWNyt1 
b (l) ’PS pwrsyt' ’YK *K’L ’ 8 ZY ’hlmn' BR’ *L9 MH hwm’n ’k'
(2) ’PS gwpt' ’YK ‘L *gl’n ’k ' 10 W *K’L ’ ZY XMR’ *K’L ’ ZY Sgl
Ic’L ’ ZY GMR’11 ZYdynwtk' It’L’ ZY *gldyndk' 12 Ic’L’ ZY GBR’ ZY 
’hlwb' ’MTS ’d’tst’nyh’ MXYTWNyt' W K ’L’ ‘BYDWNy t 
c (l) ZNHc st’lk' ZY BR’ wtylyt' MH
(2) ZNH ’hwkynSn ZY MN ’hlmn' ’MT *L ’NSWT’- ’n' ’wptyt' 
wls spyt' <BYDWNx1 W ’MT *L ’wlwl’n ' 13 ’wptyt' BR ’1*4 
hwSynyt'1^ W ’MT BR ’16 [*L] gwspnd’n' ’wptyt' YMYTWNd
be Sawed ud druSt tabid ud garm kard,ka ofted
o mardoman ud go span dan be ozaned, ud ahreman stahmagtar bawed”. 
D CD u-S pursid ku: °wang l ahreman be o Ce homanag?”
(2) u-S guft ku: "o *garranag ud wang l xar, wang l Sagr,
_ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ — 
wang l uStar l denodag , wang l griyendag wang l mard l
ahlaw ka-S adadestanlha zaned ud wang kuned.”
c (l) *’en-iz starag I be widered Ce?”
(2) ,?en ahogeniSn l az ahreman; ka o mardoman ofted
wars sped kuned, ud ka 5 urwaran ofted be
hoSened, ud ka be [o] gospan dan ofted, mlrend.”
7. MSS *BYDWNy t'. 8. MSS K ’L’Y throughout this ch. 9. MR^, J
lacking in BK. 10. MSS gwlg; M. reads gurg. 11. BK has also
K ’L’Y here. 12. BK gldynnd; MR^, J glynd. 13. MR^, J; BK ’wlw’n
lU» M. omits accidentally. l£. MR^, J; BK ’wptyt'. 16. So MSS
M. reads o.
110/111
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3^.c.3-8
MH
(3) W ZNH stwn ZY ’YT1 spyt' ’YT' zlt' ’YT1 dpi MH
(U) KR* MH"^ spyt' MN dhSn' ZY ’whrmzd^ W ZK ZY dtygl
MN dhgn* ZY ’hlmn1 ZK ZY spyt' PWN hdyb’lyh ZY 
w ,l,n' W ZK ZY dtygl PWN *hmyst’lyh19 ZY w ’l’n'
(5) ZNh V l ’ ZYBR’ <BYDWNx1 ’Pg ’ywk1 pshw' L’WXL Y ’TWNyt *
(6) ’MT *K’L ’ ZY pl’lwn' ‘bYDWNx2 ’-g *K’L’ ZY pl’lwn pshw' 
Y ’TWNyt1 W yzd’n nylwk' YXWWNyt' ’MT *K’L ’ ZY ’p ’lwn'
’-g ’p ’lwn' pshw' Y ’TWNyt' W SBY-’n' nylwk' YXWWNyt'
(7) ‘LHg’n ’thg ZY swcynd ZY hwlg L ’ ‘BYDWNx2 ’ MH
(8) W ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK KR’ ZY hwlg *BYDWNx^ ’whrmzd 
ZK ZY-g hwlg W hi ’h L’ YXWWNyt' ’hlmn' YXBWNt'
(3) Mud en stun 1 ast sped, ast zard, ast dabr Ce?" D.lll
(1*) "harw Ce sped az dahiSn 1 ohrmazd, ud han I dudlgar
az dahiSn 1 ahreman; han I sped pad hayyarlh 1 D.112
_ — — ^ _ _ _ _ _ 
waran ud han 1 dudlgar pad hamestarih 1 waran."
(£) "en wang 1 be kuned u-S ewag passox abaz ayed, a Ce?"
(6) "ka wang 1 fraron kuned, a-g wang I fraron passox
ayed ud yazdan ner5g bawed; ka wang I abaron,
_ _  _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 1
a-g abaron passox ayed ud dewan nerog bawed.
(7) "awegan ataxg 1 sozend I xwarg ne kuned a Ce?"
(8) ud ohrmazd guft ku: "harw I xwarg kuned,ohrmazd;
han I-g xwarg ud brah ne bawed,ahreman dad"
17. MRX, J; lacking in BK. 18. MR^, J; BK ’wlwm’y . 19. M.’s
emendation; BK hmyst’l’n'; MR^, J hmyst’l ZY
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Chapter 36 36*1-6
(1) ZNHc pyt’k' ’YK zlthwSt' BR’ ‘L ’whnnzd gwpt' ’YK ’MT LK 
BR’ ‘ZLWN^d^ W Lyc BR’ ‘ZLWNm PWN tn'’wimdyh * ’m T 1 L’WXL 
YXMTWNm2
(2) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK PWN hncmn ZY (yjstw’stl’n
(3) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK lwb’n ZY ,’hlwb’n' ’ywk' LWTH TWB KN lsynd 
dwst1 W ’X^ W ’B 1 W BRH *hwyg’wnd^ W NYSH Swd
(lj) ’MT dlwnd XWH'd ’ L’ YXMTWNd6 PWN ’pdwmyh
(£) ’MT zltwhSt' MN L‘yn‘ ’whrmzd BR’ Y ’TWNt' 7 BR’ gldst'
’PS gwpt' ’YK ’whrmzd L ’mlg BR’ ‘ETON
(6) ’whrmzd gwpt1 ’YK L’ S’yt' krt' MH twl^ ZY bl’tlwhS^
ZY kip' 10 ZY ’hlmn1 YKTLWNt[n] ' ZY LK I’d YXBWNt'
(1) en-iz paydag, ku zarduSt be o ohrmazd guft ku: "ka to
be Sawe ud man-iz be Sawem, pad tanomandih kay abaz
rasem?"
(2) ohrmazd guft ku: "pad hanjaman 1 [i]sadwastaran".
(3) en-iz paydag ku ruwan 1 ahlawan ewag abag did oh rasend,
—. X
dost ud brad ud pid ud pus ud xweSawand ud zan ud Soy.
(W ka druwand hend, a ne rasend pad abdomlh.
(5) ka zarduSt az peS ohrmazd be amad be griyist
u-S guft ku: "ohrmazd, man amarg be kun!"
(6) ohrmazd guft ku: "ne Sayed kard, Ce tur 1 bradarwaxS,
1 karb, i ahreman o z ad [an] i to ray dad,
1. D.’s emendation; MSS ’MT. 2. MR^ J; BK YXMTWNyt. 3. MR^,
J; BK 1 ’swnd. I4. MR^, J; BK ’-S; M. emends to dwst'. £. B.’s
emendation; BK, MR^, J hwySwnd; 10 hwyS’wnd’n'. 6. MR^, J; BK
YXMTWNyt. 7« MR^ J; BK Y ’TWNyt. 8. MR^ J; BK twwl.
9* MR^, J bl’twlwhS. 10. MR^, J; BK tn', written, probably, from
a misreading of kip' as kirb "body" instead of karb "hostile priest".
B. 112
D.113
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36.6-9
ZK ’mlg BR’ YXWWNyt W lyst’hyc' W tn'
ZY psyn' L’ YXWWNyt MNWS11 dlgwS ’n ’dmyt' ’wbS YXSNNd
(7) zltwhSt'12 glyd’n' pshw' gwpt' ’YK13 w ’t' LK YXBWNt' MY’ LK 
YXBWNt' TYN’ LK YXBWNt' ’thS LK YXBWNt' KR’ MNI>‘M LK YXBWNt' BR’ 
nkyl c’lk' ZY L b‘YXWN ’YK MN mlg BR’ *bwht’ *XWH'm1^
(8) W ’XL ’whrmzd hit' ZY hlwsp'- ’k’s QJ)M ‘L zltwhSt' YBLWNt'
(9) zltwhst' KR’ MH bwt' W W YXWWNyt' ZY ZNH gyw’k16 
ZY gyt^r W ZKc ZY mynwg W ZKc ZY KR’ ’YS BR’ XZYTWNt17
han amarg be bawed, ud ristaxez ud tan 
I pasen ne bawed, ka-S driyoSan emed awiS darend."
(7) zarduSt griyan passox guft ku: "wad to dad, ab to 
dad, gil to dad, ataxS to dad, harw CIS to dad, be 
niger, Carag 1 man xwah ku az marg be boxt horn."
(8) ud pas ohrmazd xrad 1 harwisp-agah abar o zarduSt burd.
(9) zarduSt harw Se bud ud ast ud bawed I en gyag 
I getlg, ud han-iz I menog ud han-iz 1 harw kas be did.
11. MR^, J; BK ’MTS. 12. After zltwhst' BK has also dlgywS’n.
13. After ’YK MSS have also L’; D. omits; M. emends to *1) ("Since you 
created ... "). IJ4. MSS bwhtym (i.e. ENP form). 1^ . M.’s reading; 
MSS ’ytwn'. 16. MR^, J; BK d’n’k. 17. MR , J; BK XZYTWNyt.
B.113
D.113/114
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36.10-13
(10) ’PS XZYTWNt' gyw’k' ZY *LH MNW ’mlg bwt' ’PS prznd 
L’ YXWWNt' ’PS ^ ’ndwhkyn'^ W pymkyn' MDMHNst'^
(11) ’PS XZYTWNt'20 gyw’k' ZY ‘LH MNW mlg’wmnd YXWWNt ’PS prznd 
YXWWNt W *1’mSnyh’wmnd2'*' W S’tyh’wmnd MBMHNst'
(12) ’PS ’XL BR’ ‘L ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK Vtyl’wmndyh22
* ’-m2  ^SPYL MDMHNyt ’YK hm’y - zywndkyh W L‘y t' - przndyh
(13) ’whrmzd gwpt' ’YK SPYL ’Pt nywk' *nywhSyt'2^  W *XZYTWNt'2  ^
zlthwSt' 2^*’YK *’MT2  ^prznd ZY ’snwtk' *’-m2  ^SPYL MDMHNyt'
’YK ’MT hm’y zywndk' ’wmndyh ’Pt' prznd L*YT' NYSH *XLWN
(10) u-S did gyag 1 oy ke amarg bud, u-S frazand
_ _ x- _ _ _
ne bud, u-S andohgen ud pimgen sahist.
(11) u-S did gyag 1 oy ke margomand bud, u-S frazand
  X- ___________ _ _ _
bud, ud ramiSnihomandud Sadihomand sahist.
(12) u-S pas be o ohrmazd guft ku: 1 wideromandih
■X- _ _ _ _ _ _  _a-m weh sahed ku hame - zmdagih ud nest - frazandih.”
(13) ohrmazd guft ku: nweh, u-t nek *niyoxsid ud did,
x- _ x- _ _ _ X- _
zarduSt, ku ka frazand 1 asnudag a-m weh sahed 
ku ka hame-zindagomandih u-t frazand nest; zan gir,
18. M.’s emendation; BK ’ndhkkyn'; MR^, J ’ndhkyn'. 19* MSS have 
also XWH'd. 20. MR^, J; BK XZYTWt' • 21. M.’s emendation; MSS
1’mSnyk’wmnd. 22. D. ’s emendation; MSS wtyl’wmnd. ‘ 23* MSS
’Pm. 2I4. BK nywkSyt'; MR^, J nywS’yt'. 29• M.’s emendation;
MSS ’YT1. 26. M.’s emendation; BK MNW; MR^, J MNW MN MNW.
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36.13-lU
*Dt prznd YXWWNyt 'MH KR’ MNWS PWN wn’sk’lyh NYSH L’YTr
BR’ *L whSt1 L ’ YXMTWNyt'
(lU) ’NSWT’- ’n ZK ZY MN ’pst’k' W znd27 W ZK ZY
P R
PWN ’YNH1 XZYTWNd W PWN gwS ’Snw|y]nd ’-S’n hmwhtSn’
W nywhSSn'2  ^ ’pV^* [krtn1] MHS’n' MN hmwhtSn’ d’n ’kyh ’PS’n 
MN nywhSSn nyd’tkyh^ W clpyh YXWWNyt’ W MN d’n ’kyh W clpyh 
BR’ *L whSt’ W glwtm’n W wynSn1 ZY ’whrmzd 
W ’mhrspnd’n mtr' ’lc’nykyh YXWWNyt
ta-t frazand bawed, 5e harw ke-S, pad winahgarlh, zan nest D#114
be o wahiSt ne rased."
(ll+) mardoman han I az abestag ud zand ud han I
pad CaSm wenend ud pad goS aSnawend 2u-San hammoxtiSn D.114/115
ud niydxSiSn abayed [kardan]•be-San az hammdxtisn danaglh u-San 
az niyoxSiSn nihadaglh ud Carblh bawed, ud az danaglh ud Carblh 
be o wahiSt ud garodman ud weniSn I ohrmazd 
ud amahraspandan mihr arzanlgih bawed.
27. MR1, J; BK zwnd. 28. MR^ J; BK XZYTWd. 29. MR , J;
BK nywSSn. 30* MR^, J; BK n ’y’tkyh.
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Chapter 37 37.a.1-6
a (l) XN’^  ’YK ’thS PWN h ’nk' cygwn ’p ’yt' d’Stn'
(2) ’ysm KR’ b ’l ’MTS Q£M XNXTWNd 3 b ’l hwp BR’
*nkylSn12 W DKY’ BR’ kwnSn' ’PS ’XL ’wbS XNXTWNSn'
(3) ‘LH MNWS nzdyk' YTYBWNyt1 ’-S^ MRY’ *L ’thS L’ gwbSn'
W ’MT YMRRWNyt ’-S^ MNl/M-I PWN PWMH W wynyk pr’c 
‘XBWNSn' ’ytwn' *ZKS^ w ’t' ZY MN PWMH W wynyk' BR’ 
Y ’TWNyt1 BR’ *L ’thS L ’ YXMTWNyt'
(I4) W ’MTS k ’l plm’dynd hm’y ’MTS k ’l krt' BR’ ’p ’yt1 cytn'
(5) ’PS ’n bl ’h hcS L ’WXL ‘XDWNSn' W PWN gyw’k' BR’ XNXTWNSn' 
’p ’ryk' BR’ *L ’twlwk' W ’thS ZY wlhl’n' YBLWNSn'
(6) ’MTS dyg' QDM XNXTWNd MY’ W BSLY’ ’ytwn' ’p ’yt'
a (l) ed, ku ataxS pad xanag Ciyon abayed daStan. D.115
(2) esm harw bar ka-S abar nihend, se bar xub be
■X- —.
nigeriSn ud pak: be kuniSn, u-S pas awiS nihiSn.
(3) oy ke-S nazdik niSmed a^S saxwan o ataxS ne gowiSn,
ud ka gowed a-S CiS-e pad dahan ud wenlg fraz
_ _ _ _ _  
giriSn, edon han-iS wad 1 az dahan ud wenig be
ayed be o ataxS ne rased.
(I4) ud ka-S kar framayend, hame ka-S kar kard, be abayed Cl dan.
(5) u-S an brah az^ -iS abaz giriSn ud pad gyag be nihiSn; 
abarlg be o adurog ud ataxS 1 warahran bariSn.
(6) ka-S deg abar nihend ab ud goSt ed5n abayed D . H 5/II6
1. ME^, J ZNH. 2. BK ngylSn'; MR1 nk’lSn' . 3. MR^, J; BK ’PS.
U. MSS ZYS.
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37 • a* 6— 8
krtn' *ZKS^ PWN 3 2 BYN YXWWNyt' MH ’MTS wyS 
YXWWNyt MY’ PWN ’thS BYN ‘ ZLWNyt' KR’ b ’l-XL ZWZN1 
wn’s W ’MT ’XL MN ZK ’MT hwlSn' mt1 dyg' QDM ’thS 
BR’ SBKWNx1 ’-S3 *plm’n-XI)^  wn’s
(7) W ’MT ’ thS BR’ L ’ cynyt' BR’ pr’c ‘BYBWNj^ ’D[y]NS 
*hw’l6 kwnSn'7 W LBWSY’8 PWN zmst’n XB wtyst' ’PS
y  Q j
PWN h ’myn' 5 wtyst' pyl’mwn' KR’ gyw’k' pr’c kwnSn 
W MN pr’c krt|n] ' pr’c PWN h ’myn' lwc-Sp’n 
3 PWN *zmst’n"^ lwck'-Sp’n'^ 2 PWN NTLWNSn^ kwnSn*
(8) KR’ b ’l-1 BR’ ’plwcSn' ’MT L’ ’ lwcyt ’tpd’t'12 I’d
-x- _          _  D 1
kardan han-iS pad se do andar bawed, Ce ka-S weS *
bawed, ab pad ataxS andar Sawed, harw bar-ew pan^Jah ud panj drahm
winah; ud ka pas az han ka xwariSn mad, deg abar ataxS
be hilend, a^ -S framan-ew winah.
(7) ud ka ataxS be ne Cined be fraz kuned, eg-is
xwar kuniSn ud warr, pad zamestan ew widest, u-S
_ _  _ 
pad hamin pan^ widest, peramon harw gyag fraz kuniSn;
ud az fraz kardfan] fraz pad hamin roz-Saban
_ _ _ * 
se, pad zamestan rozag-Saban do pad payiSn kuniSn.
(8) harw bar-e be abroziSn ka ne abrSzed adwadad ray
1+. MSS ZYS. 5* MSS plmw’n-XB. 6. M.’s emendation; MSS ’YN*S h ’l
7* M. places a comma after kuniSn and not after warr (which he renders 
"ashes"). 8. MR^, J; BK LWBWSY’. 9» BK pylymwn; MR-l’ ^ pylmwn.
10. MSS zmyst’n'. 11. MSS have here 2 PWN TLYN'; M. reads 
2 [bar], pa<£ d5 and translates "twice during (each of) both", see comm,
n. 8. 12. MR1, J; BK ’tcd’t.
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37»a.8-13
KR’ b ’l plm’n-XD
(9) *MT BR’ ’pslyt'13 90l]4 wn’s
(10) ’MTS ’XL *’wgwn'^^ ’plwcSn1 W LBWSY’ 8 *wgwn cygwnm 
hcpl npgt1 ‘bYDWNx-j^  W BR’ ’pslyt wn’s-I L‘YT'
(11) W ’MTS YBH BR’ BYN *L tnwl blyt W mwd BR’ 
swcyt' *300^  wn’s
(12) W ’MT hnd’m BR’ swcyt' W L ’ ’ytwn' ^ ’YK17
pr’c' YNSBWNyt'18 W BR’ [’w]s’nyt *300l6  wn’s ’MT pr’c YNSBWNyt'19 
W BR’ [’Jws’nyt2^ ’ mlg’lc’n'
(13) ’MT MY ZY glm BR’ ‘L21 hnd’m YXMTWNyt' W lyg 
YXWWNyt * ’22 PWNc ’ywk' dgt' ZK ZY XB wc’lgn'
harw bar framan-ew.
(9) ka ba afsared, nawad winah.
(10) ka-g pas owon abrozign ud warr, owon eiyon-Om 
azabar nibigt kunign, ud be afsared, winah-e nest.
(11) ud ka-g dast be andar o tanur bared ud m5y be
— —. ^  — __
sozed, se sad winah.
(12) ud ka handam be sozed ud ne edon ku 
fraz staned ud be [ojsaned se sad winah; ka fraz staned 
ud be [ojsaned, a margarzan.
(13) ka ab I garm be 0 handam rased ud reg
* _ _ _ _ _
bawed, a pad-iz ewag digt han 1 ew wizarign,
13. MR^, J; BK ’pslt'; M. reads apsare<5 but translates as a transitive
verb apsareS "extinguished”. 1 i|. M. reads [paS] gah "(sin) ... on
the spot". l£. BK, MR^, J ’k ’n'; 10 nkwyn, which M. reads noyven
"anew". 16. M.’s emendation; MSS g ’s-100. 17. MSS ’MT. 18. MSS
YNSBWd. 19. BK YNSBWd; MR^, J YNXYNd. 20. BK w ’snyt'; MR^ J
s’nyt'. 21. MR , J; lacking in BK. 22. MSS X D ;  M .  reads eS "then".
I).1 1 6
D.116/117
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37-a.l3-b.5
*PWNc23 ’ywk'-I W PRG dst' *2 *dSt'2i| dst' 100 
styl wn’s
(1I4) ’MT ‘L ’XR[n] ’YS lycyt1 ’-c hmgw[n]k YXWWNyt'
b (l) ZNHc pyt’k ’YK ’thS ’MT BR’ cynynd ^ - S 1 krpk' MH
(2) ’thS ZY ns’y-p’k2 ’MT BR’ cynynd BR’ ‘L ’twlwk'
YBLWNd bywl plm’n krpk' W ns’y-p’k ZK YXWWNyt1 
MNWS ns’y pt-S blycynd ’ywp pcynd
(3) ZK MNWS Ing3 ZY *hhl’wmnd^ pt-S ’PPWNd 1,000 plm’n *
* 5
lng ZY hlil’wmnd glm-c 
([*) ZK MNWS dwsynk' ptS ’PPWNd 1,000 plm’n
(3>) ZK MNWS *pt-S^ lyt’n swcynd 200^ plm’n 1
_  — — * 
pad-iz ewag-e ud nem diSt d5 diSt; diSt sad
ster winah.
(ll+) ka o any kas re zed, a- z hamgonag bawed. 
b (l) en- iz paydag,ku ataxS ka be Cinend *a-S kirbag Ce?
(2) ataxS i nasa-pak ka be Cinend be o adurog 
barend,bewar framan kirbag; ud nasa-pak han bawed 
ka-S nasa padiS brezend ayab pazend.
(3) han ke-S rang 1 *hixr5mand pad-iS pazend,hazar framan;
_ _ *
rang 1 hixromand garro-iz.
(U) han ke-S dosenag padiS pazend, hazar framan.
(5) han ke-S pad-iS rldan sozend,do sad framan.
23. M.’s emendation; MSS 5 (panj) • 2l+. M.’s emendation; numerals
are corrupt in MSS: BK 100 U XL; MR^, J 100 80 XL. 2$. MR^, J;
BK stsl. 1. MSS ’- ’. 2. MR^, J; BK p ’yk'. 3* BK lwng.
BK hhlw’wmnd; MR^, J hhl ’wmwnd. £. B.’s emendation; MSS klm-c.
6. M.’s emendation; BK 2,000, 3» 200. 7« M.’s emendation;
MSS pyS. 8. M. emends to 100.
D.117
D. 117/118;
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37*b.6-l6
(6) ZK ZY zlykl’n 100 plm’n
(7) ZK ZY cyl’ngl’n 709 plm’n
(8) ZK ZY ’symgl’n 909 plm’n
(9) ZK ZY * ’hngl’n10 8011 plm’n
(10) ZK ZY m  tnwl *6012 plm’n ’
(11) ZK ZY hcyl dyg' 9013 plm’n '
(12) ZK ZY L^YN1 [’swb’l’n 1] nyw’n 1 swcynd'1'^  1*0 plm’n 1
(13) ZK ZY l‘y n ' hlbndk’n ZY PWN l’s YXWWNd swcynd 30 plm’n
(lh) W ZK ZY ^  M  k ’l-XD n ’mcSt* L ’ gwpt1 20 plm’n
(l9) ZK ZY *MNl6 nzdyk' ZY NPSH 10 plm’n
(l6) ZNH hm’k PWN kmyst'yh ZK ’nd krpk1 KN YXWWNyt
(6) han I zarrlgaran,sad framan. N*ll8,
(7) han I celangaran,haftad framan.
(8) han 1 asemgaran,nawad framan.
(9) han 1 ahangaran, hagtad framan.
(10) han I az tanur,*gast framan.
(11) han I azer deg,panjah framan.
(12) han 1 peg [as war an] newan sozend,Cehel framan.
(13) han 1 peg xarbandagan 1 pad rah bawend sozend,si framan.
(1I4) ud han I az kar-ew nambigt ne guft,wist framan.
(l9) han 1 *az nazdlk 1 xweg,dah framan.
(16) en hamag pad kamistih han and kirbag oh bawed;
9* MSS have the numeral 90/70; M. reads 90. 10. BK ’yn'l’n 1;
MR^ ’yngl’n; 10 ’yngl’n; M. emends to ayuran "brick kilns", following
D. ’s reference to N.P. agur. 11. The numeral is corrupt in MSS;
BK has juj i.e. as for normal XD; MR^ has jujj as for ’h or 80.
12. MSS have jjj ; M. reads 90. 13. The numeral 5>0 is clearly
written here. §§10 and 11 are lacking in BK. ll*. MR^, J swcd.
19. MSS have also L*YN. 16. MSS MNW.
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37-b.l6-.19
’MT wyS-c YXWWNyt1 KR’ plm’n-XP krpk' 3 ZWZN1 
*PWNc17 ZWZN-I YXWWNyt W [’YT1] M W  h 
ZWZN PWN *ZWZN-Il8 gwpt'
(17) ’thS ZYBYT’-yk' ’MT k ’l *ZY19 pyhw' wyS 20plm’dynd-c
20’-S plm’n-XP wn’s
(18) ’MT cnd-XP21 SNT' L’ cynynd KR’ b ’l22 ZYS 
k ’l plm’dynd plm’n-XP wn’s
(19) ’MTS CYB’ ZY tl QDM XNXTWNd ’ywp BSLY’ QDM 
hySt'23 blycynd KR’ b ’l-I ’ww[y]lSt'-XP YXWWNyt 
* ’ywk'2^ *ZWZN2^
ka weS-iz bawed harw framan-ew kirbag se drahm D.118
*pad-iz drahm-e bawed ud [ast] ke Cahar 
*
drahm pad drahm-e guft.
(17) ataxS I xanagig ka kar 1 pih weS framayend-iz, 
a-S framan-ew winah.
(18) ka Cand-ew sal ne Cinend, harw bar I-S 
kar framayendframan-ew winah.
(19) ka-S esm 1 tarr abar nihend ayab goSt abar 
hist brezend,harw bar-e awoiriSt-ew bawed 
ewag drahm.
17- M.’s emendation; MSS ^  W  (9). 18. M.’s emendation; BK
19. MSS XN’. 20. So MSS; M. emends to
framayend, e-c-1S. 21. M. omits ew, following MR^, J. 22. MSS
b ’l-I. 23. MSS hwySt1 . 21+. MSS y^k (for ENP "one”?); M.
reads £0 (panjah). . 25>. MSS ZWZN-2.
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Chapter 3$
GBR’-I hm’k-dyn'-XD PWN lwb’n' ZY nyd’k ’n ZY NPSH I’d1
BR’ YCBHNyt' yStn' ’ytwn' wyS krpk'tl^ YXWWNyt' ZK ’nd ZWZN1
end *ZY-S3 ‘L dhSn' ZY hm’k-dyn' hm’y XXMWNyt'^ YXBWNt' ZY (PWN
dhSn' ZY BR’ ‘L lwb’n ZY nyd’k ’n YXBWNt' W ’ywk' ’ywk'
gwk’n ZY ZK dhSn' lwSn' L’WXL YMR[R]WN’t' ’YK b ZWZN
lwb’n ZY w ’hm’n' 1+ ZWZN lwb’n ZY w ’hm’n' ZY NPSH
W 1+ ZWZN L NPSH W ’XL MN ZK PWN
*hmpsckyh^ ZK ZWZN BR’ *L hm’k-dyn' YXBWNyt' W hm’k-dyn'
PWN *hmpsckyh7 YBBXWNd W KR’ GBR’-I *MNW8 hm’k-dyn-1 
*ySt'9 *LH' krpk' ZY l’tyh NPSH' YXWWNyt
mard- e hamag- den- ew pad ruwan I niyagan I xweS ray 
be kamed yaStan, edon weS kirbagtar bawed han and drahm 
Cand *I-S 5 dahiSn I hamag-den hame wurroyed dad (l pad 
dahiSn I be o ruwan i niyagan dad). ud ewag ewag 
gokan I han dahiSn roSn abaz gowad, ku: MCahar drahm
ruwan i wahman, Cahar drahm ruwan I wahman i xweS,
ud Cahar drahm man xweS”; ud pas az han pad
              _
hampassazagih han drahm be o hamag-den dahed,ud hamag-den
pad hampassazagih yazend. ud harw mard-e ke hamag-den-e
* _ _ _ _
yaSt oy kirbag l radih xweS bawed.
1. MR^, J; BK L’. 2. BK wySkrp'tl. 3« M.’s emendation; MS'S ’PS.
MR^, J; BK ’smwn (i.e. XYYMWN); B. suggests emending to YCBHNyt'.
These ten words lacking in MEL^  and written on the margin in J,
gloss the preceding dahiSn I abag den. 6. M.’s emendation; MSS 
’MT'c DKY’. 7* M»’s emendation; MSS ’MT1 BKY’. 8. Lacking in 
BK; MRX, J ’MT. 9. MSS yStn' .
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Chapter 39 39.a^b.2
a GBR’-I ’MT ’XTH ’ywp BRTH PWN znyh BR’ *L GBR’-I
nywk YXBWNyt' ’wgwn pyt’k' ’YK dhfr)Sn'-I ZK ms 
W ’mhrspnd MN dh(y)sn' ZY ‘LH hwSnwttl YXWWNd 
’PS *300^ bwn krpk1 ’XL krpk' MN krpk1 KN YXWWNyt 
b (l) ZNH ’YK NYSH' BYN Swd cygwn SGYTW[N]Sn'
(2) NYSH ZY p ’thS’dyh’ KR’ YWM k b ’l BR’ ‘L Swd ’p ’yt'
ptk’ltn1 ’YKt MH ’p ’yt' ’MT mynym W YMRfRjWNm W ‘BYBWNm 
MH L’ YB*YTWNm ’YK MH ’p’yt' ’MT mynym W YMRRWNm 
W ‘BYBWNm BR’ *YMRRWN *‘B2 ZK mynym W YMRRWNym W ‘BYBWNm 
ZY LK ’p ’yt' KR’ ZK ZY pl’lwn' Swd YMRRWNyt' ’-S ZK
a mard-e ka xwah ayab duxt pad zanlh be o mard-e
nek dahed, owon paydag ku dahiSn-e han meh
ud amahraspand az dahiSn I oy huSnudtar bawend,
u-S se sad bun kirbag; pas kirbag az kirbag oh bawed.
t (1) en ku: zan andar Soy Ciyon rawiSn?
(2) zan 1 padixSaylha harw roz se bar be o Soy abayed
pahikardan ku: ”-t Ce abayed ka menem ud g5wem ud kunem,
Ce ne danem ku Ce abayed ka menem ud gowem 
  ^
ud kunem, be gow, ta han menem ud gowem ud kunem 
1 t5 abayed”? harw han 1 fraron Soy gowed a-S han
B.119
B,119/l20
1. M.’s reading; MSSJpjiU^} . 2. M.’s reading; MSS YMRRWNd.
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39.b.2-3
’p ’yt' krtn1 ’PS MN ’c’l W byS ZY Swd BR’
’p ’yt1 p ’hlyht1
(3) ’MT PWN ZNH ’dwynk1 tlsk’s(yh]3 ZY Swd^ ‘BYBWNx^  ^W Swd 
L ’ gwpt' * ’styt1 ’YK ’L YXBWN BYN SNT1 dlhn’d 
210 ZWZN MN MND M ZY Swd BR’ YXBWNt
SLYT ’ W ’MTS ySt' krt' YK* YMWNyt1 ’PS zwt'-XB W *h’wn’n-XB6 
hc-S YLYDWNt1 *’ styt' ‘D 3007 ZWZN BR’ *YXBWNt8 SLYT’ W KR’ 
2-’n krpk' KN YXWWNyt' NYSH W Swd MN ZK ywdt PWN 
Swd dstwblyh BR’ p ’ths’d YXBWNtn* KR* ZK MNWS Swd
abayed kardan, u-S az azar ud beS 1 Soy be *
abayed pahrext.
(3) ka pad en ewenag tarsagahjlh] 1 S5y kuned, ud Soy 
ne guft ested ku: "ma dahi” andar sal drahnay
do sad ud dah drahm az CiS I Soy be dad
_ _ 
padixSay; ud ka-S yaSt kard ested u-S zot-ew ud hawanan-ew
  -X"   __
az-iS zad ested, ta se sad drahm be dad padixSay, ud harw 
doah kirbag oh bawed zan ud Soy. az han Jud pad 
Soy dastwarlh be padixSay dadan; harw han ke-S Soy
3* M.’s emendation; MSS tlsk’s. k» MR^, J; lacking in BK.
M. reads 110. 6. MSS h ’wn XN’. 7* Before 300 BK has the
numeral 3» "the numerals are corrupted in MR^, J. 8. M.’s 
emendation; MSS YXBWNyt.
.120
B.120/121
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39.b.3
10dstwbl[yh] ptS L’ YXWWNyt1 BR’ YXBWNyt1 dwc' YXWWNyt ZK9 ZY10 
PWN dstwbl[yh] ZY Swd BR* YXBWNyt'11 KR’ 2- ’n [krpk1] KN YXWWNyt 
W dhSn' ‘L ‘ LH1 kwnSn' MNW wyhdyn1 ’PS wyS BYN 
’p ’yt' ’PS PWN wn’sk’lyh12 L’ Sn’syt' W ’MT1 hm’k' ZWZN 
* ’ml13 BYN ’p ’yt' BR’ *L 4LH ZY mgwg-GBR’ Ii‘y n ' ’p ’yt1 
YXBWNt' * L dlgwS’n PWN ZNH cym wyS YXBWNSn1 MH ’MTS 
L’ YXBWNyt' ’PS ’tpd’t' YXWWNyt ’ywp'-S mlgyh W lyStkyh QJ)M 
YXMTWNyt' *LH MNWS ’YT* W L’ YXBWNyt' ’ mlg’lc’n *L 
bwn YXWWNyt ZKc *L NYSH W prznd ZY NPSH ’ywp 
‘L ‘LH ’YS MNWS BYN1^ ’p ’yt' krpk' YXWWNyt
i
dastwar[lh] padiS ne bawed, be dahed, duz bawed; han I ^
pad dastwar[lh] I Soy be dahed, harw do an [kirbag] oh bawed.
ud dahiSn 5 oy kuniSn ke wehden, u-S weS andar
abayed, u-S pad winahgarlh ne Snased; ud ka hamag drahm
amar andar abayed, be o oy I mog-mard peS abayed
dad, o driyoSan pad en Sim weS dahiSn, Ce ka-S
ne dahed, u-S adwadad bawed, ayab-iS marglh ud reStaglh abar
rased, oy ke-S ast ud ne dahed a margarzan o
I bun bawed; han-iz o zan ud frazand I xweS, ayab
ij
! o oy kas ke-S andar abayed kirbag bawed.
9* The words PWN dstwbl ptS L’ YXWWNyt BR’ YXBWNyt* dwc YXWWNyt ZK 
are repeated in BK, 10. 10. The words dstwbl ... ZY are lacking in
MR^; they are written on margin in J. 11. MR^, J; BK YXBWNt.
12. MR , J; BK ’Sk’lyh. 13• MSS ’ym’l. lh* After gYN BK has L
before ’p ’yt'.
121
7
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Chapter I|0
(1) hwlSyt' *ySt'1 KR’ b ’l-I [ywdt MN] 2krpk' ZY ’pst’k' gwptn' 
plm’n krpk* [krpk1 ZY ’pst’k' gwptn'2] KR’ w ’ck'-I plm’n-XD
(2) m ’h ySt' KR’ b ’l-I ywdt MN krpk' ZY ’pst’k' gwptn'
plm’n-XD krpk* krpk1 ZY ’pst’k 1 gwpt[n] ' KR’ w ’ck-I plm’n-XD
(3) ’whrmzd W yzd’n'^ ’p’ryk ycSnyh’^  hm’ytwn' YXWWNyt'
(U) hwlSyt' W nwk'-m’h ’MT L ’ YDBXWNyt' KR’ b ’l-I
plm’n-XD wn’s
* 6 7
(5) ’pryng’n' gwpt|n]' KR’ ’pryng’n-I krpk' ’-S plm’n-XD ywdt
MN krpk' ZY ’pst’k' gwptn' W [krpk' ZY] ’pst’k'
KR’ w ’ck'-XD^ gwptn'9 plm’n-XD
(1) xwarSed *yaSt harw bar-e [jud az] kirbag 1 abestag guftan D.l^ 
framan kirbag; [kirbag i abestag guftan] harw wazag-e framan-ew.
(2) mah yaSt harw bar-e az kirbag 1 abestag guf tan
framan-ew kirbag; kirbag 1 abestag guft[an] harw wazag-e framan-ew.
(3) ohrmazd ud yazdan abarlg yaziSniha hamedon bawed.
(I4) xwarSed ud nog-mah ka ne yazed harw bar-e
framan-ew winah.
(5) afrinagan guft[an]: harw afrlnagan-e kirbag a-S framan-ew jud
az kirbag 1 abestag guf tan, ud [kirbag 1] abestag 
harw wazag-ew guftan framan-ew.
1. MSS yStn'. 2. M. suggests the words in parentheses.
3. MR^, J; BK yhywn' . i|. M.’s reading; MSS ’Snyh’. £. MR^,
J; BK ’pryg’n'. 6. D.’s emendation; MSS ’pryng’’n-I. 7» MR-^ t
J; BK ’- ’. 8. MR^, J; BK w ’c-XD. 9* MR^, J; lacking in BK.
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Chapter I4I
ZNH ’YK mlg’lc’n end ’dwynk' YXWWNyt' 
mlg’lc’n KBD ’dwynk' BR’ ZK ZY n ’mcStyk' ZNH ’nd GBR’
YKTLWNtn' y ’twkyh ^ ’LPWNtn'1 ns’y BR’ *L MY’ W ’thS hwltn' 
ns’y PWN wn’sk’lyh ‘STHNtn’ ns’y ZY KLB’ L’ XZYTWNt' PWN 
wn’sk’lyh PWN tn'-XD ywmbynytn' ns’y nk’n
v  y o
krtn' PWN 10 SNT kwnmlc l’s d’Stn' stwlSkynSnyh 
NYSH ZY ’YS-’n YNSBWNt[n] ' PWN SNT dlhn’d 
’thS ZY wlhl’n YKT[L]Ntn' wt- *hwyh *zwl-gwk’dyyh^ KDB’-c’S 
^*nkyl’y ZK L wn’s ZY gl ’ntl[* [MDMHNyt' ]
en ku: margarzan Sand ewenag bawed?
margarzan was ewenag, be han 1 namCiStig en and: mard
ozadan; Jadugih hammoxtan; nasa be o ab ud ataxS burdan; 
nasa pad winahgarih xwardan; nasa 1 sag ne did pad 
winahgarih pad tan-ew Jumbenidan; nasa nigan
—
kardan pad dah sal; kunmarz; rah daStan; stur-SkeniSnih;
zan i kasan s tad [an] pad sal drahnay;
_ _ _ _ _  
ataxS 1 warahran ozadan; wad-axwih; zur-gugayih;dro-CaS;
*nakkira; han man winah i gar an tar [sahed].
1. M.’s emendation; BK PLXWNtn' (i.e. xwastan); MR^» J plm’n'tn'.
2. BK stlSknySnyh; MR^, J stwlSkwnySnyh. 3« BK zwlgwwk’dy;
MR^, J zwlgwn g’s. This reading is a guess - the 'final phrase
of this chapter is obscure; BK nwkyl’y ykl wn’slynt’l; MEt, ’slwnt’l;
*x*
J nwkyl ’yykl ’ slwt ’ 1; M. reads niyiray [u&] gar an winasreniSar
"disregard (of good teaching) and (other) grievous sinners (are 
margarzan)"•
D, 122
D.122/123
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Chapter 1+2 1+2.1-3
(1) XN’ ’YK w ’c’lk’nyh cygwn YXWWNyt1 * ’YKg^ wn’s BYN l ‘yT*
(2) ’MT PWN Str'-XD y ’mk'-XD t’k* ZY 1+ ZWZN ’lcyt*
PWN k ZWZN BR’ ZBNNx W BR’ ‘L * ’XRN2 Str*
YBLWNx1 W gyw’k ’YK ^YBLWNx^ 10 ZWZN ’lcyt' PWN 10 
ZWZN BR’ YXBWNyt W mzd W lwcyk' ZY NPSH *W stwl*^
hc-g L’L’ YNSBWNx W plyhtk' PWN ’hlwb'd’t* BR’ YXBWNyt* 
krpk'-XD LB’
(3) W ’MT plyhtk* PWN ’hlwb'd’t1 L ’ YXBWNyt* PWN ZK zm’n 
p’thg’ ’MTg PWN wlcyklyh W pswg-hwlnyh hw’stk* *XDWNtn*
L’ twb’n*
(1) ed ku: wazarganlh Ciy5n bawed, *ku-g winah andar nest? b.123
(2) ka pad Sahr-ew Jamag-ew tag, 1 Cahar drahm arzed,
_ _ _ _ •* pad Cahar drahm be xnned, ud be o any Sahr
  — _ _
bared, ud gyag ku bared dah drahm arzed, pad dah
-)f M-
drahm be dahed, ud mizd ud rozlg 1 xweS ud stor 
az-ig ul staned, ud par rex tag pad ahlawdad be dahed, 
kirbag-ew wuzurg.
(3) ud ka parr ex tag pad ahlawdad ne dahed, pad han zaman 
padixga ka-g pad warziganh ud pasog-xwaranih xwastag griftan 
ne tuwan.
1. T.’s emendation; BK ’NT; MR^, J ’MTg. 2. MSS h ’n (i.e. ’XR).
3* T.’s emendation; MR^, J YBLWNd; W gyw’k ’YK YBLWNd lacking in BK; 
Bart, burt "it is carried". 1*. Bart.’s and T.’s reading;
MSS nwstwl. !?• T. reads pasughaurvlh "cattle breeding" (and refers 
to Bart.’s footnote that the word "may be read pasugxvaranlh, borrowed 
from Av. pasuSxvaran = Av. pasugxvaraOa 'food for cattle' ", MMV 
p. 1+82, n.3«3)« 6. MSS krtn', possibly written by mistake from an
original *XBWNtn */*BYLWNtn'.
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h2»h-5
(il) ZNH ^ZK *MNWS^ hw’stk' wyh zywSnyh I’d BYN ’p’yt'
wyh zywSnyh I’d *D sy(ft)100 p ’thS’d hndwhtn' MN ZK
pr’c' ’MT bl ZYS BYN Y ’TWNyt' ZK ywdt MN 
’wcynk' ZY NPSH ZY *plyhtk'8 PWN * ’hlwbd’t'9 BR’ YXBWNyt'
(5) ’MTc'g hw’stk' ’pyl KBD ’YT1 ’BYN'c S’yt' W ZNH
PWN ZK ‘BN’ ’MT'10 ’NSWT’- ’n PWN d’nSn' ZY *LH
’tpd’t L’ mt' YK*YMWNy t' *D ’MT ’NSWT’- ’n ’tpd’t mt'
YK*YMWNyt' ’-S PWN bwn W bl hwd’lSn' BR’ ’p ’yt' krtn'
(h) en, han*ke-S xwastag weh ziSnlh ray andar abayed ®*123
weh ziSnlh ray ta se sad padixSay handoxtan; az han
fraz ka bar I-S andar ayed, han, Jud az D,.123/l24
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
uzenag 1 xweS, 1 parrextag pad ahlawdad be dahed.
(£) ka-iz-iS xwastag aber was ast, eg-iz Sayed, ud en
pad han zaman ka mardoman, pad daniSn I oy,
adwadad ne mad ested; ta ka mardoman adwadad mad
ested, a-S pad bun ud bar hudariSn be abayed kardan.
7. MSS ZK ZY ’MTS. 8. MSS ply’htk’. 9. MSS ’hlwwd’t1.
10. At this point MSS also have the words BYN d’nSn1 ZY *LH ’-S, 
but, as T. observes, they are intrusive and difficult to account for, 
and are probably a scribal error.
1*2.6-10
(6) MN KR’ MHS ’YT' ’nd ’YKS NPSH W ’NSWT’-*n ZY 
BYN srd’lyh XD-s’lk' BYN ’p ’yt1 MN ZK ZYS BYN 
’p ’yt' ’MT XD kltk' km ’ywp' U wyS * ’MT BSLY’11 
XD kltk' cygwn PWNc ’nd I ZWZN km ’-S
’tpd’t'12 ZY GBR’-I KN ’p ’yt' *BYDWNt'
(7) ’MT l’st ’-S ZK ZYTLYN' GBR’ ’p’yt1 ‘BYDWNt'
(8) ’MTS XD kltk' wyS ’-S13 ZK ZY 5 GBR’ KN ’p’yt' ‘BYDWNtn'
(9) W ’XL KR’ I kltk'-XD wyS ’-S ZK ZY GBR’-I 
KN ’p ’yt' ‘BYDWNt'
(10) bwt'1^ MNWS gwpt' ’YK PWN bl hwd’lSn' KN ’p ’yt' krtn'
(6) az harw Se-S ast, and ku-S xweS ud marddman I
andar salarlh ew-salag andar abayed, az han I-S andar
      _  -X" _
abayed ka ew kardag kam ayab weS: ka goSt
ew kardag - Ciyon pad-iz and e drahm - kam a-S 
adwadad I mard-e oh abayed kard;
(7) ka rast, a-S han 1 do mard abayed kard;
(8) ka-S ew kardag weS, a-S han 1 pan^ mard oh abayed kardan;
(9) ud pas harw e kardag-ew weS, a-S han I mard-e 
oy abayed kard.
(10) bud ke-S guft ku pad bar hudariSn oh abayed kardan.
D.124
D.124/125
11. T.’s emendation; MSS wySk' ZY BSLY’. 12. MR.^ J; BK ’tfl’t'.
13. MRX, J; _^-S_ lacking in BK. ll*. MR^ J; BK YXWWNyt'.
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U2.11-13
*
(11) W ’MTS PWN mlgyh W l’htkyh BYN 'p’yt1 ’ywk' 
s’lk' MND‘Mc ,m ,l l ‘y t '
(12) MH KR’ MNWS ’dmyt' *L l ‘y n ' ’YT1 ’YK'di MND‘M 
YXMTWNyt' KR’ ZK ZYS MN NPSH W ’NSWT’ ZY BYN 
srd’lyh *plyhtk16 BR’ YXBWNSn'
(13) W ’MTS ’dmyt1 *1) *L l ‘y n ' l‘y t ' ’ndcnd hc-S 
PWN NPSH W ’NSWT’ ZY BYN srd’lyh BYN ’p ’yt'
‘D ZK ’MTS ZK ’dmyt' YXMTWNyt' p’thS’ ’MT L ’ YXBWNyt'
/  \  _  X * —  „
(11) ud ka-S pad margih ud raxtagih andar abayed, ewag 
salag CiS-iz amar nest.
(12) Ce harw, ke-S emed o peS ast ku: ‘’-m CiS
rased*’, harw han I-S az xweS ud mardom 1 andar
_ _ _ * 
salarih parrextag be dahiSn.
(13) ud ka-S emed ta o peS nest, andCand az-is
pad xweS ud mardom 1 andar salarlh andar abayed, 
ta han ka-S han emed rased, padixSa ka ne dahed.
D.125
V~>» T.’s reading; MSS lyStkyh. 16. MSS ply’ht; T. emends to 
parextak.
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Chapter 1+3 1+3-1-5
(1) GBR’-I ’MT NYSH ‘XDWNx^ ’PS pfit' ZY PWN zn'yh
LWTH zyd’nk' srd’l krt' l’tyh’ ’hl’dyh krpk1 KN YXWWNyt1
(2) ’MTS dSt’n m ’h wc’lt' ’-S^ KR’ b ’l-I sy(j^) 100 krpk1
bwt1 dstwbl MNWS gwpt1 ’YK b ’l-I syfc) 100 krpk'
(3) ’MT ’pwstn' YXWWNyt sy(j^) 100 krpk'
(1+) dSt’n m ’h KR’ BYRX ’ywk'b’l PWN l’s L ’ p’thS’d
(5) W ’MT prznd ZY YLYDWNy t' pwln’d YXWWNyt' KR’ k ’l W 
krpk' ZY ZK prznd <BYDWNx]l ’B 1 W ’MT KR’ 2
’ytwn' YXWWNyt' cygwn ’MTS ’n PWN YDH ZY NPSH krt' XWH^r
(1) mard-e ka zan gired, 11-S past I pad zanlh
abag ziyanag salar kard, radlha, ahlaylh kirbag oh bawed.
(2) kar-S daStan mah wizard, ar-S harw bar-e se sad kirbag.
bud dastwar ke-S guft ku: nbar-e se sad kirbag".
(3) ka abustan bawed, se sad kirbag.
(1+) daStan mah harw mah ewagbar pad rah, ne padixSay.
(5>) ud ka frazand I zayed pumay bawed, harw kar ud
kirbag 1 han frazand kuned pid ud mad harw do 
edon bawed, Siyon ka-San pad dast 1 xweS kard he.
1. M. reads kuneS. 2. MR^, J; BK ’- ’.
H.125
D.126
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U3-^-8
(6) W ptwnd ZY gytyg W l’mgn' ZY ptwnd ZY gytyg W 
’p ’rykc nylmt' ZY MN ZK ywdt' s’yt' bwt' hm’k ’ytwn1
(7) KR’ MH PWN zywSn1 ZY NYSH^ W prznd ’wcynk'
<BYDWNx1 1’tyh’ ’hl’dyh krpk' KN YXWWNyt'
(8) XN’ ’YK NYSH ’MT lwbgn' ‘bYDWNx^  ’ wn’s W [KR’]
MH ’wcdys-plystkyh W KDB’-gwbSn'yh W ’p ’ryk wn’s 
ZYS BYN * YXWWNyt' ^ ’-g2 ‘ L bwn ZK ZY KN YNSBWNx_L
’-g2 pt-g ’plk' |y]cgn' W dlwn' ZY MN ZK MNB‘m <BYDWNx1 
SBY’-yckyh V krpk' L’ YXWWNyt' W *LHc MNW MNB‘M 
‘L ‘LH YXBWNyt ’-g wn’s YXWWNyt'
(6) ud paywand I getig, ud ramiSn I paywand 1 getig, ud 
abarlg-iz nlrmad 1 az han Jud gayed bud, hamag edon
(7) harw Ce pad zign 1 zan ud frazand uzenag 
kuned, radlha, ahlaylh kirbag oh bawed.
(8) ed, ku zan ka rawign kuned, a winah, ud [harw]
Ce uzdes-paristagih, ud dro-gowiSnlh, ud abarlg winah
* _ _ _ 
l-g andar bawed, a-g o bun. han 1 oh staned,
a-g pad-ig apparag; yazign ud dron 1 az han dig kuned
dew-ezaglh, ud kirbag ne bawed; ud oy-iz ke Cig
o oy dahed, a-g winah bawed.
v
3* MR^, J; BK NPSH. ij. M. reads glreS. £. M.’s emendation;
MSS YXBWNyt'.
D.126
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Chapter Ijij
(1) KLB’ sltk1 BR’ lwp’h W lswk' W bplk'1 ZY ’pyk'
V  ’p ’ryk hm’k' ns’y ’ytwn' cygwn ZK ZY ’NSWT’- ’n
(2) ZK ZNH 3 lymn' L ’ ‘BYBWNx1 gyw’k' BYT’^
W GBR’
(3) ’YT* MNW ’ytwn' YMRRWNyt ’YK lwp’h wstlg lymn'
L ’ ‘BYDWNx^ BR’ BYN 3 g ’m p’ty’ph lymn *BYDWNy t1
(1) sag sardag, be r5bah ud rasug ud babrag 1 abYg B.126
*ud abarlg hamag nasa edon Ciyon han 1 mardoman. ^.127
(2) han en se reman ne kuned gyag, xanag ud mard.
(3) ast ke ed5n gowed, ku: "robah wastarag reman 
ne kuned, be andar se gam padyablh reman kuned."
1. MR^, J; BK blk1. 2. M.’s emendation; MSS *1).
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Chapter US
XN’ ’YK hwlSyt p ’dyk' gytyg’n L’ XZYTWNd 
ck’t ZY d’ytyk^ W * ’yl’nwyc^ mdy’n ZY hwnyls^
*L kwstk' ZY ’p ’htl lwn' ’hlmn znSn MN KBD 
MND*M n ’m c S t M N  hwytwd’t' IsSn' ZY SPYL-’n 
’ywk' LWTH TWB ’MT myzd^ *BYDWNx2 W ycSn' ZY 
yzd’n W ’p ’ryk1 krpk1 ’PS [hdyb’lyh]^ MN KBD
/ I v n O
[MND^] n ’mcSt MN SDY’-yckyh ’wcdys-plstkyh 
W ’n ’kyh PWN ’NSWT’- ’n krtn' W 
’hlmwkyh W s’st’lyh W ’p’ryk wn’s
ed ku : xwarSed payag getigan ne wenend;
Sagad 1 daidig ud eranwez mayan 1 xwanirah. 
o kustag I abaxtar r5n, ahreman zaniSn az was 
CiS, namciSt az xwedodah, rasiSn I wehan 
ewag abag did, ka mezd kunend, ud yaziSn I 
yazdan, ud abarig kirbag; u-S [hayyarih] az was
i - - i _
[CiSj, namCiSt az dew-ezagih, uzdes-paristagih, 
ud anaglh pad mardoman kardan, ud 
ahlomogih, ud sastarih, ud abarig winah.
1. MR^, J; BK d’yt-I cf. ch. \S»3>iU MSS d’yty-I. M. reads Caka6
l daitya "the mount Daitya". 2. M.’s emendation; BK ’yl’nc; MR^
’yl’nwc; MR^, J add W ’yl’nc. 3* MSS hwnylyh. I4. M. reads
namciSt iy]. S> MR^, J; BK mzd. 6. M. supplies this. 7* BK
’wzdyst; MR^, J ’wcsst. 8. MR^, J; BK pl’stkyh.
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Chapter 1*6 1*6.1-14
(1) XN’ ’YK ’s ^ m ’n cygwn W MN MH krt1 ’styt'
(2) ’pz’l bwt1 cygwn hwlg ZY ’thS ZY PWN IwSn'yh BKY’2 
ZY MN ZK ZY ’si-IwSn'yh BR’ blyhynyt1
(3) ’PS hm’k d ’m W dhySn'^ MN ZK BR’ krt' W ’MTS BR’
krt' bwt' ’-S BYN *L tn' bwlt' ’PS 3,000^ SNT1
 ^ /• v
BYN tn' d’St' ’PS hm’y ’pz’dynyt' ’PS SPYL hm’y krt'
’PS ’XL ’ywk' ’ywk' MN tn' ZY NPSH hm’y^ blyhynyt'
(1*) ’PS nzdyst' ’s(y)m’n MN L*YSH BR’ blyhynyt' ’PS gwh’l
(1) ed ku: asman Ciy5n ud az Ce kard ested? D .127
(2) abzar bud Ciyon xwarg 1 ataxS 1 pad roSnlh pak, D.128 
I az han 1 asar-r5SnIh be brehenid.
(3) u-S hamag dam ud dahiSn az han be kard, ud ka^ -S be
kard bud a-S andar 5 tan burd u-S se hazar sal 
andar tan daSt; u-S hame abzayenld u-S weh hame kard; 
u-S pas ewag ewag az tan I xwe§ hame brehenid.
a) u-S nazdist asman az sar be brehenid u-S gohr
1. This chapter is edited by H. S. Nyberg, Man. Pahl. I,
and is transcribed and translated by R. C. Zaehner, ZZ, 361-367*
The first four sections have also been edited by J. C. Tavadia, Studia 
Indo-iranica, Ehrengabe fur Wilhelm Geiger, Leipzig, 1931i 239-1*0.
2. MR^, J; BK ZYS. 3* MR^, J dhSn'. 1*. BK, MR^, J have
which M. interprets as 1,000, i.e. ew (XD) hazar, Nyb. and Z. as 3>000*
5* MR1, J (so M.); BK ’pz’dt* (so Nyb. and Z.). 6. MR1, J; BK ’Pm.
7. BK; MR1, J hm’k (so M.).
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U6.1h 5
MN *MY’-kynk'8 ZY spyt1 ’PS p ’hn’d W b ’l’d l’st' ’PS9 
zhyh ZY plk’n ZK ’nd ’IT1 end p ’bn’d ZY *twhykyh10 
*Pg wyn’lgn* PWN ZKL ZY ’hlwb' W d’Dm’n 1 ’pfrjyn1 ’PS 
d’gt’lyh ZY gytydy L<YTI ’whrmzd LWTH d’m 
W dhSn' BIN ITYBWNyt’
(£) ’Pg zmyk1 MN LGLH BR* blyhynyt1 ’Pg wyn’lgn1 MN *krpk^ 
^ntr1 ZY hwt’y ZY nywk1 W m ’n ’pryn1 ^lt1^
ZY *l’styh13 W *lt,li+ ZY ’hl’dyh PWN nywkyh C£DM [GBR* ZY]
_ _ _ _  D. 128
az abgenag 1 sped, a-g pahnay ud balay rast, u-g
zahih 1 fragan han and ast Cand pahnay 1 tuhigih,
u-g winnarign pad nar 1 ahlaw ud dahman af[r]in, u-g
dagtarlh 1 getig nest; ohrmazd abar dam ud dahign
andar nigined.
(5) u-g zamlg az pay be brehenid, u-g winnarign az *kirbag;
■X*
n^ihr i xwaday 1 nek ud dahman afrin, rad 
*x* *x*
1 rastih ud rad i ahlayih, pad nekih abar [mard i]
8. Bailey’s suggestion in Zor. Prob., p.133 (and n.2); MSS MN kyn1;
M. emends to ’pkyn; Nyb. emends to MN *k,skynr (az *kasaken), which 
denotes "a kind of stone" (op. cit., II, 115>)> Z. reads hag ken (i.e. 
az ken). 9« Repeated in BK. 10. BK, MR-^  twh’ykyh; J twhyykyh.
11. MSS krp1 (or kwp1); Nyb. reads kof (presumably) but does not list
this instance in his glossary; M. emends to *karp (kip) reading u-g^ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _
venarign az karp pa& mihr xwa6ay "its structural management is by the
Lord Mihr"; Z. reads kof "mountains". 12. BK, J l’t1; MR lyt1; M. emends
to raSih; Z. emends to *Ragn I rast (see op. cit., 3^3» n.§5>).
13. M.’s emendation; MSS l ’st1 ZY. ll+. Z.’s emendation; BK 1 *t';
B. prefers MR^, J l’tyh (so M.).
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U6.^ -6
’lc’nyk mynwg hw’stk' PWN ’hlwb'-d’t' BR’ YXBWNd) ’PS gwh’l ^ Y N 1  ^
BR’ nknd ’PS16 kwpyh’17 MN ZK gwh’l BR’ lwdynyt'
±L  “I Q V  “I Q
18 SNT hcdl W hcpl KR’ 2 hm’y l'wst ’XL 
hcdl BR’ * ’st’t hcpl 800 SNT1 TWB hm’y19 lwst *D 
BR’ *L ’sm’n ’PS hcdl W hcpl gltk pyl[’]mwn *BYN20 
Y ’TWNyt ’PS hwm’n ’g ’ytwn* cygwn h ’dk'-XL MNWS mwlv/yck* BYN 
’PS d’St’lyh ZY gytj^ d^  L^YT1
(6) ’ytwn* cygwn-S kwp' BR’ lwdynyt1 *D ZNH ptm’nk' ZY ’YT1
* ’-S21 zmyk' PWN nymk* ZY *’sm’n'22 PWN stl2  ^*p’dyk'2^ pr’c 
YXBWNt1 ’PS hc-S2^ p ’ytySt’n* W plpd BR’ blyhynyt* ’MT ’hlmn'
arzanig menog xwastag pad ahlawdad be dahen^l u-S gohr^andar ^*-128/129 
be nigand, u-S koflha az han gohr be royenid, 
haStdah sal azer ud azabar harw do hame rust; ud pas 
azer be estad, azabar hast sad sal did hame rust ta 
be o asman, u-S azer ud azabar girdag per[a]m5n *andar 
ayed, u-S homanag edon Ciyon xayag-ew ke-S murwizag andar 
u-S daStarlh I getig nest.
(6) edon Ciy5n-iS kof be royenid ta en paymanag I ast
_ "X" _ 'X- — _
a^ -S zamig pad nemag 1 asman pad star payag fraz 
dad u-S az-is paitiStan ud frabd be brehenid ka ahreman
15>« M.’s and Z.’s emendation; Nyb. reads BK GDHJ MR,, J yym.
-X- ——  _l ~
16. Lacking in BK. 17* M. emends to kof-e. 18. M.’s emendation;
BK qj? ; MR^, : Nyb. reads 1,800, Z. 1,700. 19• These
ten words lacking in BK. 20. M.’s emendation; MSS GDH (so Nyb., Z.).
21. Z.’s emendation; MSS P^S (so M., Nyb.). 22. BK ’sym’n 1; MR^, J
’s ’m ’n 1 . 23. MR^, J; BK stwl. 214. MSS p ’hyk*. 25>. BK; lacking
in MR^ j.
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1+6 • 6-7
BYN dwb’lst' * ’DYN's26 plwt' *hyht'27 PWN tn' ZY psyn' L’WXL
*<T 28 .n * ,121+ « ,1L stl p dyk ZLWNyt
(7) hlbwlc zhyh end p ’hn’d ZY zmyk pyl[’]mw|n] hlbwlc' plg’n'
’PS p ’hn’d ’nd end hlbwlc W zmyk *L2  ^stl p ’dyk'2^
[PWN] nymk1 ZY * ’sm’n22 MN stl p ’dyk^ *D m ’h p ’dyk^ 3b>000
plsng ml wyS MN m ’h p ’dyk^ *1) *L hwlSyt1 p ’dyk^^
*3l+,00031 plsng MN hwlSyt' *D ‘L * ’sm’n22 
*3l+,00031 plsng MN stl p’dyk30 ‘D *L LTMH
*3l+,00031 plsng W MN ZNH gyw’k *D ‘l
* ’sm’n'22 ZY hcdl 9>000 plsng
andar dwarist eg-iS frod *hixt, pad tan I pasen abaz B.129
* _  * _ o star payag Sawed.
(7) harborz zahih Sand pahnay I zamig, per[a]mo|n] harborz fragan
_ _ -X-  _
u-S pahnay and Sand, harborz ud zamig o star payag
[pad] nemag I *asman; az star payag ta mah payag slh ud Cahar hazar
frasang mar weS, az mah payag ta o xwarSed payag D.I29/ 13O
* _ _ _
sihud Cahar hazar frasang, az xwarSed ta o asman
  _   _     _
sihud Cahar hazar frasang az star payag ta o edar
* _ _
sih ud Cahar hazar frasang ud az en gyag ta o
_ _     _
asman 1 azer no hazar frasang.
26. M.’s emendation; MSS ’yn S. 27* BK w ’St ; MR , J XBWNtn
M. emends to ahixt; Z. ahaxt. 28. D.’s emendation; MSS W.
29. MSS W. 30. J; BK, MR1 p ’hyk'. 31. MSS ^Ujq^( 1,000
l+,000) for (3 +^ »000) .
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U6.B-11
(8) ^ s m ’n'22 32*gwhl [MN] *MY’-kynk ZY spyt'32 lwSn' ’PS lwSnyh MN
ZK ZY hwlSyt'
(9) ’XL MN ZK ’MT1 dlwc ‘L d’m dwb’lyst' BR’ zltwhSt1
MN gytyg’n' ’YSc' L’ XZYTW[N]t' hpt kySwl33 *nyndl3i+ * ’sm’n'22
"3^
hlbwlc kwpyh’ 2,21+lj. ’XT
(10) zlyh3  ^ZY pl’hwkrt' 3 ’ywk' ZY ZNH zmyk'
(11) ’PS MY’ MN ’Is BR’ *blyhynyt'37 ’YT' ZYS BYN ‘L zmyk
gwmyht' W ’YT1 ZYS QDM zmyk'38 BR’ XYTYW[N]t' V
’YT ZY ’ndlw’d39 BR’ * ’stynyt' W hm’k PWN lwbSn' YK*YMWN’t'
/ a \ ^ ^ f- -i _              J)
Coj asman gohr [azJ abgenag l sped, roSn u-S roSnih az *
han l xwarSed.
(9) pas az han ka druz o dam dwarist, be zarduSt
_ _ _  _ _  * _ * ■ _ ■ 
az getigan kas-iz ne did. haft kiSwar nendar asman,
•¥r — —
harborz koflha do hazar ud do sad ud Cehel ud Cahar ast.
(10) zreh I fraxwkard se ewag I en zamig.
(n) u-S ab az ars be *breherud ast l-S andar o zamig
gumext ud ast l-S abar zamig be anld ud 
ast I andarway be estenld ud hamag pad rawiSn estad.
32. Bailey’s suggestion in op. cit., 133; MSS gwh’l kyn' spyt' 
lwSn'. M. reads gohr gen spe& 116 roSan; Nyb. gwhl [k’sjkyn1 spyt' 
lwSn', Z. gohr ken: spet roSn. 33* MR^, J; BK kSwl.' 3^ * Z*’s 
emendation (see op. cit., 3^» n.§9); MSS nyn’ndl; Nyb. reads nyw’ndl/ 
niyandar (op. cit., II, ll+2); M. emends to *niyun andar "under”.
35. M.’s emendation; MSS kwpyh. 36. MR^; BK, J zl’h. 37* MSS
bl ’hynyt1. 38. Lacking in BK. 39* J; BK, MR^ ’ndl ’w ’d.
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i+6.12-ll+
(12) KR’ ZK MNWS zwhl wyS ’PS h[y]hlyh km PWN 3 SNT1 ZK 
MNWS KR’ 2 l’st' PWN 6 SNTr ZK MNWS h|y]hlyh wyS
’PS zwhl km PWN 9 SNT' L’WXL *L *zlyh^° ZY plhwkrt' YXMTWNyt1
(13) ’PS ’wlwl MN mwd BR’ blyhynyt1 W nzdyst1 XD bwn XD
wtyst1 2 ’ngwst1 PWN b ’l’d ^  bwt’ ’PS hm’k sltk' ZY ’wlwl’n 
BYN bwt' BR’ XD sltk' ’PS PWN ’yl’nwyc' pr’c d’t'
(ll*) ’XL ’YT1 ZYmwlw’n' ’YT1 ZY PWN MY’ W ’YT1 ZY
’NSWT’- ’n' gyw’k 1 gyw’k 1 BR’ bwlt' W wySk'c BYN *zlyh^
W hwm ZY spyt' W ’p ’ryk ’wlwl ZY BYN gyh’n
MN ZK BR’ Y X W W N t ’PS * ’s’nyh^3 MN MY’-zwhl^ YBLWNx2
(12) harw han ke-S zohr weS u-S hixrlh kam pad se sal, han
ke-S harw do rast pad SaS sal, han ke-S hixrlh weS
— _ _ — # _ 
u-S zohr kam pad no sal abaz 5 zreh 1 fraxwkard rased.
(13) u-S urwar az moy be brehenid, ud nazdist ew bun ew
widest do angust pad balay bud u-S hamag sardag i urwar an
andar bud be ew sardag u-S pad eranwez fraz dad.
(ll+) pas ast 1 murwan ast I pad ab ud ast i
—  —  —  —  _  -)(- 
mardoman gyag gyag be burd ud weSag-iz andar zreh
ud horn 1 sped ud abarig urwar 1 andar gehan
*_ _ _ _ 
az han be bud; u-S asanih az ab-zohr burdan
kO. MSS zl’h. hi- J; BK, MRX b ’l’. 1+2. BK; MR.^ J YXWWNyt'
M. reads dad (YXBWNt1) but translates as bud. h3• M.’s and Z.’s
emendation; MSS ’s’ns. hh- MSS MY’ W zwhl (so all).
D.130 
D,130/131
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I+6.ii+-i5
[*B] BKY’ [YXWWNyt' ]^ ’PS dwShw’lyh M  ZK ZY ’MT 
’d’tst’nyh’ BR’ PSKWNd ’ywp BR* TBLWNd ZK stlk' ZYS ’XL 
YXBWNt' stlk' YXWWNt'
(15) ’PS TWR’ *MN^7 YDH ZY dSn' BR’ *blyhynyt,i+8 ’PS
BYN ’yl’nwyc pr’c' YXBWNt' ’PS ^ 3  *n’d *PWN^9 b ’l’y
W p ’hn’d bwt' W ’MTS ’hlmn' QJ)M mt PWN gyw’k 
BR’ YMYTWNt' ’PS Swsl PWN gyw’k BR’ *L zmyk' mt' 
hm’k sltk' ZY gwspnd’n' ’whrmzd MN ZK Swsl BR’ krt'
’PS nzdyst' MN KR’ sltk'-XD ’ywk' ZKL W ’ywk'
[ta] pak [bawed]; u-S duSxwarih az han I ka D .131
adadestanlha be brinend ayab be Skenend.han sardag l-S pas 
dad panJ ah sardag bud.
/ r>\ - *  - * _ _ _(.15; u-S gaw az dast l daSn be brehenid, u-S
_ _ _  _ _  * _ *  _ _  
andar eranwez fraz dad, u-S 3 nay Pa^ balay
ud pahnay bud, ud ka-S ahreman abar mad pad gyag
be murd, u-S Susar pad gyag be o zamig mad. D.13l/l32
_    _
hamag sardag l gospandan ohrmazd az han Sus r be kard
u-S nazdist az harw sardag-ew ewag nar ud ewag
BK wslyn'd BKY’; B. prefers MR^, J YBLWNxg DKY’, which M.
interprets as burdan [ta] pak (but does not translate the infinitive,
rendering M[its happiness (was) from the water and the Zohr,] till it
was in a pure state"). Nyb. emends to slgwn' ZY BKY’ i.e. "purified
__
dung", and Z. emends to ut zargon l pak "and pure verdure".
1+6. MR1, J; BK . 1+7* All emend thus; MSS QJ)M. 1+8. MSS
bl’hynyt'. 1+9* Z.’s emendation (op. cit., 362) (cf. GBd. Ia.12);
follows B.’s suggestion 5> mar£ GBR’).
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1+6.1!>- ...
NKB BR’ krt' W ’XL ptwnd MN ‘LHS’n* BR’
SGYTWNt' ’PS’n' BSYMyh W ’s’nyh MN MY’ W w ’stl 
W *p,dSn1^  ZY nywk' zmst’n h ’myn' DKY’ [YXWWNyt1]
’PS’n dwShw’lyh MN ZK ’MT's’n 1 ’d’tyh’ BR’ kwSynd ’PS’n 
k ’l ’d’tyh’ plm’dynd ’PS’n MY’ W w ’stl L’ YXBWNd ’PS’n 
*p’dSn'^ 3 [L’ ‘BYDWNd]
D.132
madag be kard ud pas paywand az awe San be
raft u-S an xwaSlh ud asanlh az ab ud was tar
ud *payiSn I nek zamestan ud hamln ta pak [bawed]
u-S an duSxwarlh az han ka^-San adadiha be kuSend u-S an
kar adadiha framayend u-S an ab ud was tar ne dahend u-S an
*payiSn [ne kunend] B.132.3
5>0. MSS p ’hsyn'; M. emends to *pahiSn "breeding"; Nyb. emends to 
*p’hst' "sheepfold"; Z. emends to *payiSn, but understands it 
differently, viz. haC aft ut vastar payiSn "from the water and the 
protection of the pasture lands", but this splits up the phrase ab ud 
wastar, - see above, 17»d.l+. J?l. MSS ZY; Nyb. emends to *B; M., Z. 
to W. 5>2. MSS; Nyb., Z. emend to ZY. !?3* BK p ’hySn; MR.., J
~  i *  ip ’hsyn ; M. reads pahiSn "breeds" ; Nyb. emends to p ’hst and adds 
<L’ YXBWNd>; Z. to payiSn. 5>1+. As D. notes, §§16-21 -are an 
interpolation, properly belonging to Ch. 1+7 (alter u-S an pad siti ud se 
band bast). M. reads the last sentence of (u-San *pahiSn ... etc.) as 
part of Ch. 1+6 (as D. does) and assumes that some words or sentences 
are missing before the text is resumed in §21 sltk' ZY *dwSmn' ‘XBWNx^. 
However the interpolation probably begins in 1+6.1^  ’PS gwlsfe]y h ... , 
for the text of Ch. 1+6 makes sense with the restoration of [L’ *BYDWNd *B]. 
Also, the sentence ’PS gwl^g]y h ... BR’ *ZLWNt' fits better into the 
text of Ch. 1+7 (see below, Ch. 1+7» fn. 13).
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1+6.21-27
(21) ^  [‘l)] * ’l[w]tk'^ ZY
*dwsmn'^ ‘BYBWNx^ ’PS’n' dwc W gwlg hc-S L ’WXL L’ YXSNNd
(22) gwspnd 282 sltk’ ’YT1 V ZK ZY 5 ’dwynk'
(23) ’ dwynk1 -XD ZK MNWS swmb'^^2-k’nk' cygwn TWR’
(21+) ’ dwynk' - [XD] MNWS swmb'^ git' cygwn ’sp
"X"  ^Q
(25) ’dwynk'-XD ZK MNW LGLH cygwn ZK ZY GMR’
(26) ’dwynk'-XD^ mwlw' ’ dwynk'-(XD] ’pyk W m ’hyk' BR’ gwspnd 
*ZY60 ’dwynk' ZY MN ’pst’k c’St'
/T“| v  ftp
(27) KLB’ W s’l ZY gl W wl’g ZY syd’ W NSLH
(21) [ta] *aludag 1 D* 134*9
* _ _ _ _ _ 
duSmen kunend, u-San dnz ud gurg az-iS abaz ne darend.
(22) gospand do sad ud haStad ud do sardag ast ud han I panj ewenag.
(23) ewenag-ew han ke-S sumb do-ganag, Siyon gaw.
(2I4) ewenag-[ew] ke-S sumb gird Ciyon asp.
(25) ewenag-ew han ke pay Ciy5n han 1 uStar.
/ ^  r 1 - - 3)-135(26) ewenag-ew murw, ewenag-[ew] abig ud mahig. be gospand
1 ewenag 1 az abestag CaSt,
(27) sag ud sar i gar ud warag i sya ud kargas.
55* Tentative emendation, which reflects the parallel ta pak in §15 
above; MR^, J sltk'; BK sltwk'; M. reads sarday; Nyb., Z. omit §21.
56. B.’s emendation; M. duSamoy (kuned') "(which they) badly train". 
57* In BK the words 2-k’nk' to swmb' are lacking. 58. MSS GMR’Y.
59* MR^, J; BK ’dwynk'. 60. M.’s emendation; MSS XD. 6l. MR^, 
J; BK d’’lykl. 62. MSS d’lmn; Henning (apud Mirza) takes this word 
to be an ideogram for kargas "vulture" and he
v
suggests restoring it as NSRH, from Aram nSrj this interpretation is 
supported by parallel texts.
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1*6.27-30
6^’p ’ryk KN ’p ’yt' ‘STHNt^ i]' KLB’ KN’ I’d ME Swsl ZY 
g ’ywkmlt' MND‘m BYN ’YT' W s ’l V w l ’g Z Y syd’ W
v  /'O v
NSLH tn' hm’k h|y]hlyh W PWN ns’y STHNt[n] YXBWNt YK YMWNd
(28) ’PS »thS6lf MN w ’lwm BR’ blyhynyt' ’Pg bl’h MN 
ZK ZY ’sl-lwgnyh blyhynyt'
(29) ’PS ’wlwl BR’ YXBWNt' ’PS ’thS BYN BR’ YXBWNt' ’PS 
’pryn' ’wbS krt' ’YK * ’MT6  ^LKWM L’ XWH[’]t' ’thS
(’YK ’thS hc-S L’ S’yt1 NSXWNt')66 ZK LKWM XWH[’]t' ’twr'swk'
(’YK ’MTS QBM XNXTWN'd ’ pr’c *whSyt')67
(30) ’MTg tn' BR’ *L gyty^r k ’myst' YXBWNt' ’-g^ glcgn' krt'
abarig oh abayed xward[an]; sag ed ray Ce Sus^ I D.135
gayomard Gig andar ast, ud sar ud warag I sya ud
kargas tan hamag h[i]xrlh ud pad nasa xward[an] dad estend.
(28) u-g ataxg az warom be brehenid, u-g brah az 
han I asar-rognlh brehenid.
(29) u-g urwar be dad u-g ataxg andar be dad u-g
afrln awig kard ku: "ka aSma ne h[a]d ataxg kardar
(ku ataxg az-ig ne gayed wext) han agma had adursog"
(ku ka-g abar nihend a fraz waxged).
(30) ka-g tan be o getig kamist dad, a-g garzign kard
63. MSS have also *D here. 61*. MEL, J; BK ’thg’. 65 • M.’s
* _
emendation; MSS MNW. Nyb. emends to MN; Z. reads ke. 66. The
words in brackets seem to be a gloss. 67* M.’s emendation; MSS
‘BYDWN’t'; Z. reads glrat. 68. MR^ J; BK >-’.
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1+6.30-3U
’YK BR’ [*L] gytydj L ’ ‘ZLWNm MHm ’n ’kyh KBD ptS <BYDWx1
(31) ’XL ’whrmzd ’twr' gwSnsp' PWN ’twr'p’tk’n' PWN wlhl’nyh 
BR’ YTYBWNst1
(32) ’PS gwpt' ’YK ’NSWT’ 69 *k’l *ZY *XD *pyhw'7° *L ’thS
ZY ktk7  ^p ’thS’d’vramd plmwt[n] 1 ’MTS’n' XD pyhw1 plmwt' XWH’t' 
BR’ ‘L ’thS ZY wlhl’n' YBLWNx-j72 ’Pt * ’pytyd’lk172 BR’ *BYDWNx2
(33) W ’XL PWN Y’TWNt[n] ' 73 *L gytyg BYN * ’st’t'
W hm-d’tst’n' YXWWNt'7^
(3b) W ’whrmzd PWN p ’td’Sn' hm’k ’thS ZY wlhl’n 1 PWN
73 1’hi’dyh pyt’kynyt
ku: "be [o] getig ne Sawem, Se-m anaglh was padis kunend.
(31) pas ohrmazd adur guSnasp pad adurbadagan pad warahranlh 
be niSast.
(32) u-S guft ku: "mardom kar 1 ew pih o ataxS
1 kadag padixSayomand f ramu d [an] ka-S an ew pih framud had
_ _ _  _ _ * _ _
be o ataxS 1 warahran barend u-t apetyarag be kunend.
(33) iid pas pad amad[an] o getig andar estad 
ud ham-dadestan bud.
(3I4) ud ohrmazd pad padaSn, hamag1 ataxS I warahran pad 
ahlaylh paydagenld.
69. In BK mardom is written in Arabic script. 70. M.’s, Z.’s
emendation; BK k ’l ycyyySn; MR^ K ’L ’Y ycSn'; J K ’L ’Y pSn; Nyb. reads
k ’l XD ycSn1. 71. MR^ BK ktyk. 72. D.’s emendation; MSS ’Pt'
ZY ’lg. 73. M. reads ma<5an (sic). 7b• DK YXWWNyt'. 73* MR^,
J; BK ’hidyh.
D.135
D.135/136
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U6.35-36
(35) ’PS ’twr1 ZY plnbg PWN ZK p ’td’Sn'76 ’MTS k ’lyc’l ZY LWTH 
dh’k krt ’-S PWN w ’hl’myh PWN hw’lzm BR’ YTYBW[N]st'w 
’twr1 bwlcynmtr' PWN ZK p’td’Sn' ’MTS wSt’sp' BR’ *L dyh'
h ’ht1 [’-S PWN] w ’hl’myh PWN pwSt’n ZY wSt’sp1 ’n' BR’*YTYBWNst'77
(36) ’PS ’NSWT’ MN ZK TYN’ MNWS g’ywkmlt hc-S krt' PWN
Swsl ’dwynk' BYN *L spndrmt78 SBKWNt' W g ’ywkmlt' MN 
spndrmt' BR’ *blyhynyt 7  ^W z’t' cygwn mlh’ W mlhy’n ’y lwst'
XWH'd 3,000 SNT' L’ SGYTWNynyt' ’MT ’hlran BYN dwb’lst'
30 SNT' bwt' ‘D80 hm’y SGYTWNt' ’PS plwltyn'81 BYRX80 YWM 
’whrmzd BR’ YKTLWNt' Swsl ZY g ’ywkmlt' BR’ *L zmyk mt'
(35) u-S adur 1 fambag pad han padaSn ka-S karezar I abag ^*136
dahag kard a-S pad wahramlh pad xwarazm be niSast, ud
adur burzenmihr pad han padaSn ka-S wiStasp be o den 
haxt [a-S pad] wahramlh pad puStan I wiStaspan be niSast.
(36) u-S mardom az han gil ke-S gayomard az-iS kard. pad 
Susar ewenag andar 5 spandarmad hist ud gayomard az 
spandarmad be brehenid, ud zad. Ciy5n marha ud marhiyane rust 
hend/ se hazar sal ne rawenid. ka ahreman andar dwarist
sih sal bud ta hame raft. u-S frawardin mah, roz
= a.136/137
ohrmazd be ozad. Sus r 1 gayomard be o zamig mad
76. After p’td’Sn' BK has also %  MR^ J ££. 77* MSS YTYBWNyt';
all emend to YTYBWNst'. 78. MR^, J; BK spndrtmt. 79* MSS
bl’hynyt'. 80. MR^, J; lacking in BK. 8l. MR^, J; BK plwlyn'.
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146.36-38
Uo £n t ' PWN Swslyh BYN zmyk * ’st’t'
(37) *XL m ’hl’s8^  W m ’hlydynjrd^ MN zmyk' lyp’s kip' BR’
lwst' XWH'd *XN’8  ^ ’YK ’ytwn' cygwn lyp’s ’MT Q£M Y ’TWNyt'
’-g8^  wig PWN tn' pr’c * ’st’t' *LHS’n-c' dst' PWN dwS 
L ’WXL8^*st’t' lwSn' gwpt' ’YK 9 BYRX lyp’s kip' bwt' XWH'd
v  Q  /T
(38) ’XL BR’ *L ’NSWT’ klpyh wSt' XWH'd MN ’LHS’n'
6 BRH W 6 BRTH BR’ YLYBWNt1 XWH'd W bwt'
ZY zywst' W bwt' ZY mwlt' XWH'd W ’XL hm’k 
’NSWT’ MN * LHS ’n' BR’ bwt' XWH'd
dehel sal pad gusarih andar zamig estad. ^*137
(37) pas mahlas ud mahlene az zamig ribah kirb be
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  
rust hend ed ku edon Ciyon ribah ka abar ayed
a-S warg pad tan fraz estad aweSan-iz dast pad dog
abaz estad. rogn guft ku: "no mah ribah kirb bud hend."
(38) pas be o mardom kirbih wagt hend; az awegan
gag pus ud gag duxt be zad hend ud bud
i zlst ud bud i murd hend ud pas hamag 
mardom az awegan be bud hend.
82. or m ’hlydy; MR^f J m ’hlsyh. 83* MSS XB. 8I4.. MR^, J;
BK ’- ’. 85>. L ’WXL in all MSS, perhaps for pr’c (fraz). 86. MR^,
J; BK MNW.
Chapter U7"^ U7.1-5
(1) *XN’2 ’YK zltwhSt' gyw’k' ’YKS dyn' MN ’whrmzd MKBLWNt 
^zltwhSt1 PWN 30 s’Ik* BR’ *L hmpwrs[g]yh ZY ’whrmzd mt1
(2) ’PS dyn'-yc^ 7 b’l MKBLWNt'
(3) ’PS nzdst’ PWN ’yl’nwyc MKBLWNt' PWN ’twr'p’tk’n'
MKBLWNt' W 10 SNT1 BYN hmpwrs[g]yh ZY ’whrmzd bwt'
(i+) ’PS BYN ZK 10 SNTf KBD ’n ’kyh ZY bnd W
zynd’n' ZYS gn’k'^ mynwg QJ)M blyhynyt'^ W bwlt'
(5) ’PS ZNHc gwpt' ’YK dyn' hstn' *[l]’d8 ’MT * ’st’t'
’XRN9 y ’mk BR’ dwcyt' ’PS * ’sthw’n'10 ZY ’NSWT’- ’n BYN 
*L hnb’n' *XNXTWNyt' ZY zltwhSt' ’PS BR’ *L ’NSWT’- ’n'
y 1^7
(1) ed ku: zarduSt gyag ku-S den az ohrmazd padirift. * 
zarduSt pad slh salag be o hampurs[ag]Ih I ohrmazd mad.
(2) u-S den-iz haft bar padirift.
(3) u-S nazdist pad eranwez padirift, pad adurbadagan B.I37/138 
padirift, ud dah sal andar hampursagih i ohrmazd bud.
(10 u-S andar han dah sal was anagih i band ud
zendan i-S gannag menog abar brehenid ud burd.
(5) u-S en-iz guft ku: "den xastan *[r]ay, ka estad,
— _  -X* _  — — —
any ^amag be duzed u-S as tux an 1 mardoman andar
_
o hamban nihed 1 zarduSt." u-S be o mardoman
1. This chapter is transcribed and translated by M. Mol£, La legende
de Zoroastre selon les textes pehlevis, pp. 116-121, with commentary
ibid., 23&-2^1, and introductory remarks Iff, 2. D.’s emendation;
MSS XD* 3* ME^, J; BK MKBLWNyt1 . h- MSS repeat MN ’whrmzd.
£. J; BK, MR^, 10 .dyn'nyc; Mold reads Ben neg; M. emends to dyn ZY
’pyzk "the pure religion". 6. MR^; BK gnn’g; J grin’. 7* 10
blyhynytn1; BK bl ’h ’ynyt1; MR^, J bl ’hynyt1; M. reads breheni<5an.
8. MSS dyn hst' *y; M. emends to dyw’st’n "0 Bevs"; Mol£ reads Ben
astavei "Professe la religion!". 9* MR-, J; BK wh’n 1. 10. MSS
’st’hw’n.
2-jO
1+7.5-1+6.16
[gwpt1] ’YK zltwhSt1 L’ ’ytwn' cygwn LKWM 4XDWNt'^ * ’st’t*
XN’ I’d ’XRN y ’mk' ZY ycSn' d’lyt' MH ns’y-kS-I 
’YT1 zltwhSt PWN ZK cym ’MTS PWN dhSk* bwt'
’MTS BIN XNXTWNt' ’BYNS hnb’n bwn ‘XDWNt' ’PS plwt'
4L zmyk' ’ws’nd ’PS si W dst' ¥ LGLH ZY 
’NSWT’- ’n' MN hnb’n plwt' ’wpst'
(6) ’PS’n' PWN 33 "bHd bst'^ ’PS gwls[g]yh W
tSnkyh ’ytwn' mt' ZYS ’wo ¥ ^ z’wl1^ ¥ nylwk'
¥ wynSn' ¥ ’SnwSn' ZYS BR’ 4ZLWNt' 
l+6(l6) ’XL MN ZK BR’ 4L nzdyk' ZY wSt’ sp mt' ¥
w SNT* PWN h ’cSn' ZYwSt’sp' * ’st’t' ’PS BR’ 4L
[guft] ku: "zarduSt ne edon Ciyon aSma grift estad, ^.133
ed ray any jamag 1 yaziSn dared,Ce nasa-kaS-e
ast zarduSt I" pad han Sim ka-S pad daxSag bud,
kar-S andar nihad, eg-iS hamban bun grift u-S frod
o zamig os and, u-S sar ud dast ud pay i
mardoman az hamban frod obast.
(6) u-S an pad sih ud se band bast, u-S gurs [ag] ih ud ^.133.13/132.8
tiSnagih edon mad lr-S oz ud zor ud nerog 
ud weniSn ud aSnawiSn I-S be Sud.
1*6(16) pas az han be o nazdik I wiStasp mad ud
do sal pad haziSn i wiStasp estad. u-S be 5
11# BK 4BYDWNt; MR^, J 4BYBWNxp; Mole reads kart; M. reads grift.
12. ns’y repeated in BK. 13* The following passage is interpolated 
in ch. 1+6 (see above, textual notes ch. 1+6 n. 51+) i.e. from p. 132 
1. 8 in D.’s edition to ... pwl hncmnyk on p. I3I+ 1. 9. M. takes the 
words u-S gwls|g]y ... BR’ 4ZLWNt' as belonging to the text of ch. 1+6 
§l5. I follow Mold’s reading (La ldgende, p. 116). ll+. MSS zwhl.
1*7 (1*6.16-18)
1*6(17)
1*6(18)
1*6(17)
1*6(18)
wSt’sp' gwpt' ’YK dyn1 BR’ ptyl MH ’whrmzd W 
’mhrspnd’n' W ’p ’ryk' yzd’n ’-S’n' k ’mk ’ytwn ’YK LK 
QDM dyn1 BR’ YK‘Y M W N ^
W wSt’sp gwpt1 ’YK XT’ ’sp' 1’d Y ’TWNt' XWH^ djr 
’ywp1 hw’stk' I’d KR’ MHt1 ^ p ’yt'1  ^ptS YNSBWN W 
MN LTMH BR* *ZLWN
TWBc zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YK dyn' BR’ MKBLY/N W wSt’sp' gwpt'
’YK L wn’sk’lyh-XD ’ytwn' ’YT '16 ZY ’MT* dyn' 17MKBLWNm 
’-o-m17 FdN lwb’n' MND‘M-I SPYL L’ YXWWNyt' MHm PWN k ’lyc’ 
pltwm' 6,000 PWN ZK ZY dtygl 5,00019 W PWN
wiStasp guft ku: "den be padlr, fie ohrmazd ud
amahraspandan ud abarlg yazdan, a-San kamag edon, ku to 
abar den be este".
ud wiStasp guft ku: "agar asp ray amad he,
_
ayab xwastag ray, harw Ce-t abayed padiS stan ud 
az edar be Saw".
did-iz zarduSt guft ku: "den be padlr", ud wiStasp guft
ku: "man winahgarlh-ew edon ast I ka den padlrem,
a-z-om pad ruwan CiS-e weh ne bawed, Ce-m pad karezar I 
fradom SaS-hazar, pad han l dudlgar panj-hazar, ud pad
zy18
B.132.13
.132/133
15. MIL ’p ’sytyt'; BK, J ’p ’dst'. 16. MSS; M. omits. 17. H . ’s
emendation; MSS MKBLWN’-c ’Pm; Mol£ reads patire-C u-m. 18. MR^,
J; BK k ’lyc’lyh. 19* MSS; M. reads J,000»
1*7 (1*6.18-20)
ZK ZY stygl 5,00019 YKTLWNt' TWB ’MTm k ’lyc’l 
krt1 pltwm 1,000 dtygl 10,0002° W stygl 1,000 YKTLWNt'21 
1*6(19) zltwhSt' gwpt' ’YK PWN *YKTLWNtn'22 ZY *LHS’n 1 MNI>‘Mc wn’s 
l ‘y t ' cygwn^ *LH3’n hwnwSk' gwlg’n' bwt' XWH'd nywk' LK 
MNWt' * LHS ’n ' YKTLWNt'2^ XWH'd 
1*6(20) ’PS ’XRNc gwpt' ’YK dyn' MKBLWN MH krt'2^ L ’ ZK
S'
*LH ZY p ’hlwm MNWS dwSmn' KBD ’wet' XWH'd L’ ZK 
‘LH1 ZY *pwl *GDH27 L ’ ZK *LH ZY pwl wcwst’l 
L’ ZK ‘LH ZY pwl pylwcgl W L’ ZK
han I sidagar panj hazar ozad. did ka-m karezar 
kard,fradom hazar, dudagar dah hazar, ud sidagar hazar ozad". 
I*6(l9) zarduSt guft ku: "pad *ozadan a awes an SiS-iz winah
nest, Ciyon awe San hunuSag, gurgan bud hend. nek to 
ka-t aweSan ozad hend!"
W ( 20) u-S any-z guft ku: "den padar, Ce kard ne han,
oy a pahlom ke-S duSmen was ozad hend, ne han,
# _ 
oy a purr xwarrah, ne han, oy a purr wizostar,
ne han, oy a purr perozgar, ud ne han,
20. BK; 1,000. 21. MR^, J; BK YKTWNt'. 22. BK YKTWNtn';
MR1* J *wct' • 23* MSS; omitted in Mol6. 21*. ME^, J; BK YKTWNt'.
2^ » MSS; M. reads kardan. 26. M. inserts ne han a oi a staftr 
(presumably so that this series of adjectives corresponds to the series 
series of heroes in §21f.) but there is no need as the phrase in §20 
han a oy pahlom ke-S duSmen was ozad hend corresponds to hoSang bud
1 nigahdar u-S dew was zad hend (§2l). 27« D.’s emendation; MSS
PWN LGLH.
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1*70*6.20-21)
*LH ZY pwl tkyk W L’ ZK ‘LH' ZY pwl
gwpt’l28 2^(MRY’ ZY nywk' BR* nkylyt' 30 W QJ3M * ’styt' 31 
*YK pt-S BR* *S’yt ' 32 * ’st’t' ’YKS d’St’l slwS *YK 
PWN dstwbl *S’yt ' 32 d’St' ) 29 
1*6(21) ’ L’ ZK *LH' ZY33 pwl *wyht’l3^ V L ’ ZK
* LH ZY pwl hncmnyk W L ’ ZK *LH ZY pwl 
glpt’l W L ’ ZK ‘LH’ ZY pwl *wlz3  ^V L ’ ZK 
*LH' ZY pwl ’wc MH hwSng bwt1 ZY *nk’st’l3^
’PS SDY’ KBD MXYTWNt1 XWH'd ym bwt' ZY pwl GDH 
dh’k' bwt' ZY pwl wcwst’l3  ^plytwn' bwt' 38 ZY pwl pylwcgl
oy I purr taglg, ud ne han oy I purr
guftar (saxwan I nek be nigered ud abar ested,
_ * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ku pad-iS be Sayed estad ku-S daStar sroS ku
pad dastwar Sayed daSt).
1(6(21) "a ne han, oy I purr wextar, ud ne han,
oy 1 purr hanjamanig, ud ne han, oy i purr
griftar, ud ne han, oy 1 purr warz, ud ne han,
oy 1 purr oz. Ce hoSang bud 1 nigahdar
u-S dew was zad hend, yim bud I purr xwarrah,
dahag bud I purr wizostar, freddn bud i purr perozgar,
28. MR^, J; BK gwt’1. 29• These twenty-one words appear to be a
gloss. 30* MR^, J; BK nylwwkyt. 31. MR^, J ystyt'; BK yst’mwyt'.
32. MSS S’dst'. 33* MSS have also *111. 3l** Mold’s emendation;
MSS pwl d’t’l; M. reads pur-da6ar, "a giver". 35* M.*s
emendation; BK dhSn’n '; MR^, J y ’c’n'; Mold reads pur-yazan "tres tres 
ambitieux" ("qui s’efforce beaucoup"). 36. BK hwSng bwt ZY; MR^ 
hwSng bwt ZY st’l; J hwSng bwt' Zjfwst’l; M. emends to hoSang bud I
sta$r; Mold reads HoSang but i (pur) vistar (?) "HoSang dtait tres 
fort".. 37. MR1, J; BK pwlwcst’l. 38. MR^ J; BK YXWNPn'.
B.1.33.14 
B.133/134
1+6.21-1*7*8
pl’syd’p* bwt' ZY pwl tkyk klsywst'^ bwt' ZY pwl gwpt’l 
spytwl bwt' ZY pwl *wyht’l ^  ’wlwhS^ bwt' ZY pwl hncmnyk
(7) ^ * ’wSnl^ YXWWNt' ZY pwl glpt’l k ’yws bwt' ZY pwl wlc'
s’m ’n bwt' ZY pwl ’wc ^ ’PS’n hm’k * ’nsp’s ^  BR’ bwt'
LKyc BR’ scydj/^
(8) wSt’sp1 ZY gyh’n hwt’y MH h ’ht' ’whrmzd *[li| dyn' ym ZY
Syt1 ym ’whrmzd tl mynyt' ^ ’YKm ’stwyd’t'^ L ’ YXMTWNyt' ’PS
PWN ZK tl-mynSnyh ’DYN's’n' BR’ klynyt'^ SDY’n W mltwm’n'
frasyab bud 1 purr taglg, karsewast bud 1 purr guftar, 134.7
        _     _
spedur bud 1 purr wextar, urwaxS bud 1 purr hanjamanig,
(7) w*oSnar bud 1 purr griftar, kayos bud I purr warz, D,133.13
_ _ _ _  _ _ _ * _ _ 
saman bud 1 purr oz, u-San hamag anespas be bud,
to-iz be saze,
(8) "wiStasp I gehan xwaday! fie haxt ohrmazd o den yim 1
Sed, yim ohrmazd tar menld ku: '-m astwihad ne rased!' u-S 8>.139
pad han tar-meniSn!hfeg-iSan be kirrenld dewan ud mardoman.
39* MSS; M. emends to karsevaz. h0» BK pwlwst’1; MR^ plwd’t’1;
M. reads pur da6ar; Mole reads pur-vextar. 1+1. MR^, J; BK ’whlS.
1+2. Interpolated passage ends here and the text is resumed in 
ch. U7• 7; see above, n. 13. 1+3• MSS ’wSnwl. 1+1+. Mole reads:
Tir-San hamak hangeziSn be but *1 to-C be saCe "or, ils auraient tous 
dd 6tre stimules; que cela soit ton fait"; M. follows MSS: u-San
hamay hu-saziSn be bucS, to-1C be sazeh "and to them all (these) titles 
were well-deserving, may it deserve to you as well.". l+5>. Tentative 
emendation; BK, 10 ’nspSn '? (i.e. inject")- 1+6. M. ’s emendation;
MSS ’YK m ’st' ZY wvd’t1: Mole reads ku mazdest i nihat (ne rasit) "le 
mazddisme qu’il avait depos£ (ne mdrit pas)". 1+7 • Mole reads 
darrenit "ddpece".
?55
147-9-12
(9) ’PS plytwn' h ’ht' *LHc ’whrmzd tl mynyt' ’PS PWN ZK
tl-mynSnyh^ ’-S^9 zlm’n' QDM ’wpst' ’PS tn' ZY NPSHc PWN 
kwtynk'^ twh’n' bwt1 d’Stn1 hc-S 3 g’m ‘hS^1 pylmwn hm’y 
ptyt' XWH'd
(10) ’PS klyS’sp' hmgwnk h ’ht' *LHc tl mynyt' W PWN ZK
tl-mynSnyh ’-S^9 MXYTWNt'^2 ’kwmn^3 QJ)M PWN Vlyst'^ 4 ZY pyt’ktwm
(11) wSt’sp' ’XLc dyn BR’ L ’ MKBLWNx^
(12) W ’XL ’whrmzd whwmn' W ’SwhSt'^ W ’twr bwlcynmtr'
BR’ *L m ’n ZY wSt’sp' *SBRWNt'^6 XWH'd
(9) u-S fredon haxt, oy-iz ohrmazd tar menid, u-S pad han ^
tar-meniSnlh a-S zarman abar obast,u-S tan 1 xweS-iz pad 
kudenag tuwan bud daStan az-iS se gam, ta-S peramon hame 
padid hend.
(10) u-S kriSasp hamgonag haxt, oy-iz tar menid,ud pad han
      t
tar-meniSnih ar-S zad akoman abar pad balist 1 paydagtom.
(11) wiStasp pas-iz den be ne padirift.
(12) ud pas ohrmazd wahman ud aSwahiSt ud adur burzenmihr
_ _ _be 0 man 1 wiStasp frestad hend.
I48. In Arabic script in BK j  . ^9. MR^, J; BK .
0^. As Mole; cf. N.P. kudina, "a large hammer or mallet”; M. reads 
KWTYN’^,str ”mule”. £l. M. reads vis "poison”. £2.' MR^, J;
BK MXYTWt1. 53. M^, J; BK ’kwm. 5h. MSS b’lySn' ■ 55- MR^,
J; BK ’SwwhSt. 56, M.’s emendation; MSS Y ’TWNyt'.
P'j 6
h i - 13-15
(13) ’PS ‘L wSt’sp' gwpt' ’YK dyn' BR’ MKBLWN MH XT1
dyn' BR’ ^MKBLWUyh^7 ’BYN1 L M ^ 8 hm’k ‘L ^LK ’prynynym 
ZK ZY ’LYK'-hwt’yyh p ’thS’d[yh] W dgl-zywSnyh ZY XY’
’pryn'^ ^  ’prynyn[y]m ’IdSwng W l’s ’stSnyh^ ’Pm YXBWNm 
BRH1 ZY pSwtn' SM ’mlg W ’zlm’n' XT' L ’ MKBLVNy^dy 
’-t' ’ndlw’d BR’ *L klk’s plm’dym *Bt62 BSLY’ BR’ ‘STHN'd63
’Pt ’st'^ BR’ zmyk' ’wptyt'
(lit) ’PS ’XLc L ’ MKBLWNx2
(l9) W ’whrmzd nylywksng6"7 "sBRWRt'68 ’YK BR’
(13) u-S o wiStasp guft ku: "den be padir* Se agar -^ *139
den be *padireh, eg amah hamag 5 to afrlnenem
han 1 dagr-xwadayih, padixSay[lh] ud dagr-ziSnih i gyan,
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ 
afnn afnnenem ardiSwang ud rasastiSmh, u-m dahem
pus 1 piSdtan nam^amarg ud azarman* agar ne padire, -K 139/140
a-t andarway be o kargas framayem,ta-t goSt be xwarend 
u-t ast be 5 zamig 5fted."
(ifi) u-S pas-iz ne padirift.
(l£) ud ohrmazd neryosang *frestad ku: "be
9l- B.’s emendation; MSS MKBLWN. £8. MR^f J; BK LWTH.
99- M. omits these thirteen words by mistake. 60. MR^, J; BK
’pyn. 6l. BK 1’yk ’sl-Snyh; MR^, J ’l’yk' stSnyh; see Comm. 1*7•
62. M.’s reading; Mol£ reads dat ("b§tes sauvages"). 63. MR^, J;
BK *STHNtn'd. 61*. MR^, J; BK ’YT'. 69- Omitted in Mole.
66. Mol£ reads u-S pas-iC: ne patirem "Mdme alors il dit: Je
n ’accepte pas.". 67. MR^, J; BK nylwksng. 68. M.’s emendation;
MSS SBRWNyt *.
•'"37
1*7.15-19
’rtwhSt * ZLWN ’PS ZNH BR’ YMRRWN ’YK mng 
BYN * L XS ‘BYBWN pr’c *L wSt’sp' YXBWN 
’rtwhSt' hmg[w]nk krt'
’NTS ‘STHNt' YXWWNt' PWN gyw’k' stlt' YXWWNt' ’PS’n' lwb’n'
BR’ *L glwtm’n YBLWx^ ’PS’n * ’lc’wmndyh^ ZY dyn* ptglpt[n]'
BR’ nmwt1
’NT1 MN stlt'yh pr’c YXWWNt' ’-S BR’ *L hwtws K ’L’ 
krt' ’YK zltwhSt' ’YK ’YT1 ‘d dyn' BR’70 MKBLWNm 
W zltwhSt' ZK w ’ng ’Snwt W pr’c *ZLWNt'
W wSt’sp' dyn' BR’ MKBLWNt'
ardwahiSt Saw, u-S en be gow, ku: 'raang D.l/10
andar 5 may kun, fraz o wiStasp dahf* M 
ardwahiSt hamgonag kard.
ka-S xward bud,pad gyag stard bud, u-San ruwan
be o garodman nid, u-S an arzomandih I den padirift [an]
be nimud.
ka az stardlh fraz bud, a-S be o hutos wang 
kard ku: "zarduSt ku ast, ta den be padirem?"
ud zarduSt han wang aSnud ud fraz Sud, 
ud wiStasp den be padirift.
MSS ’lc’wmwndyh. 70. MR^, J; lacking in BK.
U7.19-25
hm’k p ’h W stwl W hm’k ’thS ZY swc’k 
W hm’k *mynwg^‘' ZY BYT’^  ’-S’n 1’mSn' bwt'
’MTS’n' gwbgn' ZY zltwhSt' ’Snwt' ’MTS BR* *L wSt’sp' dyn' 
c’Syt' ’PS ’XL zltwhSt' PWN mgwpt’n'-mgwptyh BR’ gwm’lt'
35 SNT' mgwpt’n'-mgwpt^ YXWWNt'
’XL twl [ZY] bl’tlyS ZY PWN gwlg ’dwynk BR’
YXWWNt' ’PS zltwhSt' BR’ ’wet'
*LHc' dlwnd PWN hmgyw’k' PWN ZK ZY SLYtl 
ml g YMYTWNt'
’PS BYRX ddw' YWM hwl plc’m YXWWNt'
hamag pah ud stor ud hamag ataxS I sozag
_ _
ud hamag menog 1 xanag a-San ramiSn bud,
ka-San gowiSn 1 zarduSt aSnud, ka-S be o wiStasp den
CaSld; u-S pas zarduSt pad mobadan-mobadih be gurnard.
slh ud panj sal mobadan-mobad bud.
pas tur [l] bradreS I pad gurg ewenag be
bud u-S zarduSt be ozad.
oy-iz druwand pad hamgyag pad han I wattar 
marg murd.
u-S mah dai roz xwar frazam bud.
14')
l/]0/141
MSS mswd. 72. MR^, J; BK BYT’-y. 73* BK mgwptyh1
9Chapter 1+8^ 1+ 8 -1— JLf.
(1) ’XL MN ZK ’MT zltwhSt' BR’ *L hmpwrsgyh ZY 
’whrmzd mt' W MN zltwhSt1 1,500 SNT' * ’MTl2 
hznglwkzm ZY dyn'yk^ YXWWNyt' hwSytl PWN £0^ s’Ik'
BE’ *L hmpwrs[g]yh ZY ’whrmzd YXMTWNyt1
(2) hro-YWM mtr' yzdt1 ZY hwlSyt' PWN PRG YWM BR’
YK*YMWNyt' 10 lwc'-Sp’n' PWN b ’lyst' ZY ’sm’n'^ ’styt'
(3) 3 SNT' ’wlwl KR’ MH L ’ ’p ’yt ’ L’ hwSyt
(h) dyn' ’pyck' BR’ ‘BYEWN^ h ’tm’nslyk BYN *L k ’l
(1) pas az han ka zarduSt be o hampursaglh I
_  _  * 
ohrmazd mad, ud az zarduSt hazar ud pan^ sad sal, ka
hazangrozam I denlg bawed, huSedar pad pan^ah salag
be o hampursaglh I ohrmazd rased.
(2) ham-roz mihr yazad, 1 xwarSed, pad nem roz be 
ested, dah roz-Saban pad balist I asman ested.
3^) se sal urwar harw Ce ne abayed, a ne hoSed.
(1+) den abezag be kuned hadamansarlg andar o kar
1. Nyb.’s ed. of this ch. appears in Man. Pahl. I, • 2.
MNW. 3* J; BK zywndk. 1+. J; BK ; MR^ -mj ; Pers.
; Nyb. emends to syhs ’lk'. 5>. MR^, J; BK lwck'. 6. MSS
1 • I’synrn .
1.141
B. 141/142
MSS
Riv.
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1*8.£-7
’XDWNx.^  W k ’l MN h ’tm’nsl ‘BYDWNx2
(5) gwlg sltk' hm’k BR’ *L XD gyw’k 4ZLWNd W BYN XD
n
gyw’k gwmyhtynd W gwlg-1 MNWS p ’hn’d l+l9
g’m W dl[h]n’d 1+33 g’m BR’ YXWWNyt'
R& ■#* R
(6) ’p-S’n 1 [PWN] dstwblyh ZY hwSytl sp’h ’l’dynd W BR’
k ’lyc’l ZY ZK gwlg 4ZLWNx2 nzdst1 ycSn* ‘BYDWNXg 
’PS’n* PWN ycSn' L ’WXL d’Stn1 L’ twb’n'
(7) ’XL hwSytl YMRRWNyt1 ’YK PWN ZK ZY tyctwm
W p ’hntwm tyh^ 4LH dlwc* ZY KBB ’wc' c’lk*
glred ud kar az hadamansar kunend.
(5) gurg sardag hamag be o ew gyag Sawend ud andar ew
gyag gumextend, ud gurg-e, ke-S pahnay Cahar sad ud panzdah 
gam ud dra(h]nay Cahar sad ud slh ud se gam, be bawed.
(6) *u-San [pad] ^ .astwarih l huSedar spah arayend, ud be 
karezar I han gurg Sawend. nazdist yaziSn kunend, 
u-S an pad yaziSn abaz daStan ne tuwan.
(7) pas huSedar gowed ku: "pad han 1 teztom
ud pahntom tex oy druz 1 was oz Carag
7. MR., J; BK gwlg. 8. MSS *PS dstwbl ZY hwSytl; M. emends to
J_ — —  T-LJ—ir —  — -r— j—. — - _
mazdesn [pad] dastawarlh, and refers to Bo 27» 73» 79 to support 
the emendation of ’PS to mzdysn; however, cf. § 79 below where . 
mazdesn is clearly understood as the subject of arayend and need not
be supplied. 9» MSS; M. reads tey (tyg).
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U8.7-9
B*YXWNyt1 W ’XL ’NSWT’- ’n' ZK dlwc' PWN »Stl
W SKYN’ W wlz W Spgyl10 W nyck W
tgl W ’p ’ryk' ^snyhyh’11 ZK dlwc BR’ *YKTLWNd12
(8) W XD plsng pyl[’]mwn zmyk W ’wlwl *wyg"^
ZY MN ZK dlwc' Y ’TWNyt1 W BR’ swcynd
(9) *BR’X^ MN ZK *dlwcyh-I1^ pr’c dwb’lyt' *KMC’16 kip' ZY syd*
W BR’ *L dlwcyh ZY m ’l *ZLWNyt' *Pg mhm’nyh
PWN ‘LH YXWWNyt' ZK XN’ I’d sthmktl L ’ YXWWNyt'
xwahed". ud pas mardoman han druz pad agtar B.l
ud kard ud warz ud gafger ud nezag ud
_  —  —  —  —  -K- _
tigr ud ahang snehiha han druz be 5zanend.
(8) ud ew frasang per[a|mon zamlg ud urwar *wig 
I az han druz ayed, ud be sozend.
(9) *be az han *druzih-e fraz dwared, *mayg kirb l sya, 
ud be o druzlh l mar gawed, u-g mehmanih
pad oy bawed; han ed ray, stahmagtar ne bawed. 0.14
10. J; BK gypgyl; MR^ gpgpyl; M. emends to ganger. 11. So M.,
Nyb.; MSS sn’yyh*. 12. So M., Nyb.; BK YKTWt1; MR^, J YKTLWNt'.
13. M. *s and Nyb.’s emendation; MSS wg. ll+. M.’s emendation; MSS
PWN. 1^. BK dlwc yh; MR^ dlwc yh; M. emends to drujjlh; cf. § 29;
Nyb. reads dlwc'yyd (drug je) " ... harlot" (Man. Pahl. II, 108).
16. M.’s emendation; BK, MR^, J MC’Y; 10 MC**. Nyb. reads mc’y "an
Ahrimanic animal" (Man. Pahl. II, 122).
v_
0
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1*8.10-12
(10) ’XL MN ZK PWN 1+00 SNT1 w ’l’n' ZY mlkws’n' YXWWNyt'
(11) ' ’MT ZK w ’l’n' *DN’ YXWWNyt' pltwm SNT1 dyn'-bwlt’l’n'
BR* *L ’NSWT’- ’n YMRRWNd ’YK hnb’lk1 s’cyt' MH w ’l’n 1 
YXWWNyt' ’NSWT’- ’n hnb’lk s’c[y]nd
(12) ZK SNT1 w ’l’n' L’ YXWWNyt' W SNT ZY dtygl
hmgwnk17 YMRRWNd W hnb’lk' s’c[y]nd l8ZK SNT'18 w ’l’n L ’ 
YXWWNyt' [W SNT* ZY stygl hmgwnk YMRRWNd 
W hnb’lk' s’cynd ZK SNT w ’l’n' L ’ YXWWNyt']
(10) pas az han, pad Cahar sad sal waxan I malkusan bawed.
(11) ka han waran zaman bawed, fradom sal den-burdaran 
be o mardoman go wend ku: "hambarag sazed, Ce waran 
bawed", mardoman hambarag sazend.
(12) han sal waran ne bawed; ud sal I dudlgar
hamgonag go wend ud hambarag saz[e]nd, han sal waran ne 
bawed; [ud sal I sidlgar hamgonag gowend 
ud hambarag sazend, han sal waran ne bawed];
.143
17. BK hmgnk. 18. ZK SNT1 lacking in BK.
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1*8.12-11*
W SNT ZY ch’lwm hmgwnk17 YMEEWNd W ’NSWT’- ’n 
ZY ’wylwdSn’n YMEEWNd ’YK ZK ZY \ ’zdysn’n19 YMEEWNd L ’
YXWWNyt1 MHS’n' L‘YNc a m  gwpt' L’ YXWWNt'20
(13) ‘iES’n* hrib’lk' ZY L*YN21 s[*]ht' * ’styt' PWN 10 zmst’n'
BE* L’ ^ ’p’yt122 W hnb’lk1 L ’ s’c|y]ndW ZK SNT' 
w ’l’n' YXWWNyt'
(ll*) SNT' ZY pltwm 3 V I  PWN h ’myn' 3 V I  PWN
zmst’n L’WXL * ’styt' SNT123 ZY dtygl 2 b ’l PWN zmst’n'
2 b ’1 PWN h ’myn' L ’WXL * ’styt' SNT ZY stygl XD 
b ’l PWN zmst’n W XD b ’l PWN h ’myn' L’WXL * ’styt'
ud sal l Caharom hamgonag go wend, ud mardoman 
— *1 awurroyiSnan gowend ku: "han 1 mazdesnan gowend ne
bawed Ce-San peS-iz en guft, ne bud."
(13) awe3an hambarag 1 peS s[a]xt ested pad dah zamestan
—  "X- — _ _  —  —
be ne abayed, ud hambarag ne sazend ud han sal 
waran bawed.
(ll*) sal 1 fradom se bar pad hamln, se bar pad
zamestan abaz ested; sal 1 dudlgar do bar pad zamestan, 
do bar pad hamln abaz ested; sal 1 sidigar ew 
bar pad zamestan ud ew bar pad hamln abaz ested.
19* M.’s emendation; MSS msyt'; Nyb. emends to mzdysn. 20. 
J; BK YXWWNyt'. 21. Mo’s emendation; BK lwm; ME^, J MI.
22. MSS ’pyy^yt1; Nyb. reads ’psydyt' "will not be consumed, 
emptied" (Man. Pahl. II, 23). 23* SNT1 lacking in BK.
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1*8.15-17
(15) SNT ZY ch’lwm BYRX hwrdt' W YWM ddw'-FWN-mtr' 
wpl BYN * ’styt1 *D BYRX ddw' YWM ddw'-FWN-mtr'
hmbwn-c1 ‘l)N’2i+ L ’WXL L’ * ’styt'2^
(16) W ’XL *m’zdysn’n2  ^nplyn' *BYDWNx^ PWN nplyn* ZY m ’zdysn’n
YMYTWNyt' W XT’ ZY ’NSWT’ W gwspnd ^ ZY27 gyw’k 
tnwk'28 BR* YXWWNd
(17) W ’XL BYN ZK ‘DN’ ’NSWT’ W gwspnd MN
wl ZY ym krt'29 XYTYWNd W gyw’k gyw’k' KTLWNd
(15) sal 1 Caharom, mah hordad ud roz dai-pad-mihr, D. 143/144
wafr andar ested, ta mah dai roz dai-pad-mihr;
hambun-iz zaman abaz ne ested • • •
(16) • • • ud pas mazdesnan nifrln kunend; pad nifrln 1 mazdesnan
_ _ _ _ mired, ud gyan 1 mardom ud go span d 1 gyag
tanuk be bawend.
(17) ud pas andar han zaman mardom ud gospand az 
war 1 yim kard anayend, ud gyag gyag manend;
21*. MR^, J; BK BYRX. 25* Some words or sentences are missing here.
26. So M., Nyb.; MSS msytyn'. 27* BK ’L; MR^, J wydyn.
28. MSS; M. reads tang "scarce". 29* Written ymkrt1 in MSS.
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1+8.17-20
W *LHS’n' PWN tn1 ms ’p ’ySnyktl W nywk krt’l3^
XWH'd *BR’31 ZK dlwc' * ’wc’wmnd32 ZYS’n' PWN k ’lyc’l 
BR* * YKTLWNt133 L* twb’n'
(18) W ’MT ZK zmst’n 1 6ZLWNt1 gwspnd ’ytwn1 tn[w]k'3i+ BR’ YXWWNyt'
* ’D3^ *MT gyw’kXD p ’h ZY gwspnd’n' XZYTWNd ’-S’n ’pd36 MLMHNyt'
(19) W dt' ZY kwpyk W dStyk' BR’ *L ’NSWT’- ’n' Y ’TWNd W
’ytwn' mynynd ’YKm’n ’NSWT’- ’n' ’ytwn' YXSNNd cygwn prznd ZY NPSH
(20) W ’XL ’SwhSt'3  ^hcpl w ’ng *BYDWNyt' W ’ytwn'
ud awe San pad tan meh abayiSnlgtar ud nek kardar B.144
hend. be han druz ozomand, I-San pad karezar 
be *ozadan ne tuwan.
(18) ud ka han zamestan Sud, gospand edon tanfu]k be bawed,
ta ka gyag-ew pah 1 gospandan wenend, a-San abd sahed.
(19) ud dad I koflg ud daStig be o mardoman ayend, ud
edon menend ku: ’-man mardoman edon darend Siyon frazand I xweS”.
(20) ud pas aSawahiSt azabar wang kuned ud edon
30. MR^, J; BK nywkkt’1; Nyb. emends to ndwkwktl. 31» MSS MH
(so M.); Nyb. emends to MN. 32* MSS ’wc XWH'd. 33* BK YKTWNt';
^®1’ ^ stlwt'. 3l+. So Nyb.; M. reads tang ’’scarce”. 3^* BK, J
ZY; lacking in MR^; cf. n. 39 below. 36* MR^; BK ’pk. 37* MR^,
J; BK ’SwwhSt'.
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1+8.20-21
YMRRWNyt1 ’YK ’L ’XL ‘LHg’n* gwspnd*n BR’ *kwsytl38 cygwn K*N 
kwSt1 XWHt MH gwspnd PWN d’t' ’ytwn1 QLM Y ’TWNyt'
^‘D39 MN ZK ’XL L’WXL *L k ’hygn1 * ’styt‘ ^°»L *kwgyt' 38
(2l) W m ’zdysn1 hmgwnk ‘BYDWNxl. W dt1 ZY kwpyk W dStyk
W  Tl ~ . 9
’MT s*n tn‘ d’t1 ’ytwn1 QJ3M *Y’TWNyt ‘L MN ZK pr’c1 
L’WXL *L k ’hygn1 YK*YMWNd BR’ *L ’NSWT’ Y ’TWNd 
W YMRRWNd ’YK ‘STHNyt1 L pyg MN ZK^3 »MT 
L ’c1 ZY ’wgl’g *ywdyt*^ W *m’zdysn^ h m g w n k *BYDWNx^
go wed ku: "ma pas awegan gospandan be kuSed Ciyon nun
kugt hedi 5e gogpand pad dad edon abar ayed,
y  y
ta az han pas abaz o kahign ested, ma kugedl"
(2l) ud mazdesn hamgonag kunend ud dad 1 koflg ud dagtlg, 
kar-gan tan dad edon abar ayed, ta az han fraz 
abaz o kahign estend, be o mardom ayend 
ud gowend ku: "xwared man peg az han ka
man az 1 ogarag 3oyed!" ud mazdesn hamgonag kunend.
D.144 
D.144/145
38. MSS kwg’yt'. 39. MSS ZY; of. § 21 below ... edon abar *ayedt
ta az han fraz ... • 1+0. Thirteen words ’L kwgyt ... W dstyk ’MT1
lacking in BK. 1+1. BK wg ’n 1. 1+2. MSS YXYTYWNt; M. emends to ma£,
but Y’TWNyt1 is more likely, as it occurs in a formula in § 20 above. 
1+3* MSS have also *B. 1+1+• M.’s emendation; MSS ywSt*; Nyb. emends
to ywd’t1. l+£. BK msyt1, MR^, J m ’syt1. 1+6. MR^, J; BK hmgnk*.
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1+8.22-27
(22) PWN hc’lk1 si hwgytlm’h PWN * s y h s B R ’ *L 
' hmpwrsgyh^ ZY ’whrmzd YXMTWNyt1
(23) hwlgyt1 MN ZK YWM *2cA9 IWM-gp’n PWN b ’lyst1 
BR’ * ’styt*
(21+) W 6 SNT* ’wlwl ZK ZY L ’ *p’yt* L’ hwgyt1
(25) W d’tykyh *L k’l ‘XDWNyt’ k’l MN d’t1 *BYDWNx2
(26) W m’l sltk1 hm’k 1 pr’c [*L] XD gyw’k* *ZLWNd 
W BYN XD^ gyw’k *gwinycynd^ W m ’l-1 833
g ’m p’hn’d 1,666^2 g’m dl[h]n’y BR* YXWWNyt1
(27) W m’zdysn* PWN ZK ZY hwgytlm’h dstwblyh sp’h 
’l’dynd BR’ *L k ’lyc’l ZY ZK m ’l^3 ‘ZLWN’d
(22) pad hazarag sar, hugedarmah pad *slh salag be o D. 145
hampursagih I ohrmazd rased.
/  \  ¥ r
(23) xwarged az han roz ta wist roz-Sab an pad balist 
be ested.
(21+) ud gag sal urwar han I ne abayed, ne hoSed.
(25) ud dadlgxh o kar glred kar az dad kunend.
(26) ud mar sar dag hamag fraz [o] ew gyag Sawend,
—  _  -X- —
ud andar ew gyag gumezend, ud mar-e, hast sad ud sih ud se
gam pahnay hazar ud gag sad ud pan^ah ud Sag gam dra|h]nay be bawed.
(27) ud mazdesn, pad han I hugedarmah dastwarlh, spah
arayend, be o karezar 1 han mar gawend. # D. 146
1+7* BK shsy’lk1; MR^ shh’lk; J shs ’lk1. 1*8. MR^f J; BK hmpwrsgh.
1+9* M.’s emendation; MSS *L. 50. MR-^ , J; BKXN’. 5l* D.’s
emendation; MSS gwmht’ynd. 52. MR^, J; BK ^  ;
M. reads "1,656". 53* Lacking in BK.
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1*8.28-30
(28) ’MT YXMTWNd hwgytlm’h YMRRWNyt* *YK ycgn1 ‘BYDWN^
-ft* ycgn' ‘BYDWNx^ W ZK dlwc BR’ t’cyt* W XD 
plsng^ *pyl ’m|wn]1 zmyk ¥ ’wlwl wyg ZY MN ZK 
dlwc1 BR* Y ’TWNyt' W BR’ swcyt1^ 6
(29) MN ZK dlwcyh-I pr’c1 dwh’lyt1 *KMC*^7 kip' ZY syd’
*Pg PWN dlwc ZY 2 zng twjhjmk* mhm’nyh^ ZK
XN’ I’d sthmktl L’ YXWWNyt*
(30) BIN ZK he’Ik* dh’k* MN bnd BR’ l’hyt* hwt’yyh^9 
ZY QJ)M SDY’n W ’NSWT’- ’n' pr’c ‘XDWNyt* ’ytwn*
(28) ka rasend hugedarmah go wed ku: "yaziSn kuned", ^.14^
ud yazign kunend, ud han druz be tazed, ud ew
frasang peramon zamlg ud urwar wig 1 az han 
druz be ayed ud be sozed.
(29) az han druzih-e fraz dwared *mayg kirb, 1 sya 
u-g pad druz I do zang to [h]mag mehmanih; han 
ed ray stahmagtar ne bawed.
(30) andar han hazarag, dahag az band be rahed. xwadayih 
1 abar dewan ud mardoman fraz glred edon
£1*. Three words lacking in BK. 55* K35 (K), fol. 72 r. begins.
56. D.’s emendation; MSS swdnyt*. 57* M.’s emendation; MSS MC1 ” . 
Nyb. reads me1 ’h (macah) "an Ahremanic animal" (Man. Pahl. II, 122); 
cf. n. 16 above. 58. K, MR^, J; BK m ’hm’nyh. 59* MR^, J; BK 
hw’s; K hw’y*.
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1+8.30-33
dl*[cj]yt *YK KR’ MNW MY* W ’thg W ’wlwl 
'L* hygyt' ’-g60 BR’ XYTYWNyt' *Dg ywdym
(31) W *thg W MY* W ’wlwl MN ’n ’kyh ZYg *NSWT’- ’n
ptg ‘BYBWNx2 glcgn1 L‘yn‘ ’whimzd ‘ZLWNd W YMREWNyt1 ’YK 
plytwn* ZY lyst1^  L’L* *hngycyn^ *D dh’k BR* MXYTWNyt* MH 
*MT ywdtl PWN zmyk L’ YXWWNm
(32) ’XL * whrmzd LWTH ’mhrspnd’n 1 BR* *L nzdyk ZY lwh’n 1 
ZYplytwn' *ZLWNyt'
(33) ’Pg YMRRWNyt1 ’YK L’L’ YK*YMWN dh’k M?YTWN
dr ayed ku: "harw ke ah ud ataxS ud urwar ]
ne heged, a-g he anayed ta-g JJoyem".
(31) ud ataxg ud ah ud urwar az anaglh x-g mardoman 
padig kunend garzign peg ohrmazd gawend ud go wed ku:
"fredon 1 rist ul hangezen ta dahag he zaned Ce
ka Judtar pad zamlg ne bawem".
(32) pas ohrmazd ahag amahraspandan he o nazdlk 1 ruwan 
I fredon gawed.
(33) Ur-g go wed ku: "ul est, dahag zan!" q
60. MR^, J; BK, J 61. K; lyst is lacking in BK, MR^, J.
62. MSS ’wstyn1 (esten?); M. and Nyh. emend to hangezen, 
resuscitate"; cf. DkM 573*17 hngycgn* ZY klyg’sp; GBd. XXXIII.3$ 
klyg’sp L ’L* hngycynd; see helow §33 L ’L’ YK*YMWN and nn.68, 111.
.146
146/147
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1*8.31^ -37
(3U) lwb*n1 ZYplytwn' YMR[R]WNyt' ’YK L MXYTWNt* L’ twb’n 1 
'BR»63 ‘L lwb*n1 ZY s’m ’n klyS’sp'61* ‘ZLWNyt1
(35) ’XL® * whrmzd LWTH ’mhrspnd’n 1 BR* *L nzdyk ZY lwb’n'
ZY s’m ’n' ‘ZLWNyt1^  W s’m ’n klyS’sp^ L’L’ hngycynyt'^ W 
dh’k BR* YKTLWNyt1
(36) dh’k ZK *nd *w’ng69 ‘BYDWNj^ Cnd gwspnd ZY BYN 
’yl’n'str' 1+ ’ywk'-XD BR* *dwbyt'^
(37) ’XL MN ZK PWN he’Ik' si ZY hwSytlm’h swS’ns
PWN *syh s’lk^ BR’*^ *L hmpwrs[g]yh ZY ’whrmzd YXMTWNyt'
(3*0 ruwan 1 fredon go wed ku: "man zad ne tuwan, D. 147
be o ruwan 1 saman kriSasp Sawed!"
(35) pas ohrmazd abag amahraspandan be o nazdlk 1 ruwan 
1 saman Sawed, ud saman kriSasp ul hangezened, ud 
dahag be ozaned.
(36) dahag han and *wang kuned Cand gospand I andar 
eranSahr Cahar ewag-ew be dawed.
(37) pas az han, pad hazar ag sar 1 huSedarmah, so Sans 
pad si salag be o hampursaglh I ohrmazd rased.
63* MR^, J, K ;  lacking in BK. 61+. MR^; BK, K klSsp'; K35 fol.
72v. begins. 65. Repeated in BK. 66. K; BK *ZLWt'. 67* MR^;
BK klSsp1; K klySsp1. 68. Nyb.’s emendation; MSS ’wstynyt' .
(estened? "raise up"?); M. emends to hangezed. 69* B.’s emendation;
MSS *DN* (so Nyb., i.e. han and zaman ... Sand "as long as", see 
Man. Pahl. II, 228). 70. BK dwyt1; K dwyyt1; MR^ dwst'; J dw’t1.
7!. BK, K s’s’lyh; MR^ J s’s’lk*. 72. MR^ J, K; BK PWN.
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1+8.38-Z+l
(38) 73W ZK YWM hwlSyt1 BR’ * ’ystyt‘ 30 YWM 
' PWN b ’lyst1 BR* * ’styt‘
(39) W swS’ns *MT7^ MN hmpwrskyh7^ L’WXL Y ’TWNyt1 ’-S7  ^kdhwslw1 
BR* ‘L ptylk1 Y ’TWNyt1 ’MT PWN w ’d ZY dglndhwt’[y] 
YTYBWNst'78 * ’styt1
(1+0) swS’ns pvrsyt1 ’YK LK MNW GBR* XWBy^ MNWc *XY’79 
PWN 80 w ’d ZY80 dglndhwt *y ’Pt pr’c wSt' *L ZK ZY 
GMR’ kip’
(1+1) kdhwslwd pshw' YMR[R]WNyt‘ ’YK »NHf XWH‘m kdhwslwd
(38) ud han roz xwarSed be ested ta slh roz R.147 
pad balist be ested.
(39) ud soSans ka az hampursagih abaz ayed, a-S kayxosro 
be o padlrag ayed ka pad way 1 dagrandxwaday 
niSast ested.
(I4O) so Bans pursld ku: "to ke mard he ke-z*gyan
pad way 1 dagrandxwaday u-t fraz waSt o han I 
uStar kirb?"
(l+l) kayxosroy passox gowed ku: "az horn kayxosroy". B.147/148
73. M. omits this 8 by mistake. 7^° MR^, J» K; BK MNW.
75* MR1, J; BK, K hmpwrsyh. 76. MR^, J; BK, K 77- MSS;
M. emends to MNW. 78* M. emends to waSt. 79* BK, K ’J ; MR^, J
’-S. 80. w ’d ££ lacking in BK, K.
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1+8.1+2-14?
(1+2) W swS’ns YMRRWNyt1 ’YK LK kdhwslwd ZY PWN dwl-’y ’p
' ’wS ZY QJM XZYTW[N]t' PWN d’n ’kyh ’MTt * ’wzdysc»l81 ZY 
PWN wl ZY cycyst182 BR’ XPLWNt1 
(2+3) kdhwslwd 83YMHHWNytf »YK L ZK kdhwslwd83 XWHfm 
(1+2+) V swS’ns8^  YMR^WNyt1 ’YKt1 SPY1 ’ytwn1 kwnSn1 wlcyt1 
MH XTt L* krt* XWHy^ GNB’ ZY8^  hm’k ZK 
wltynSn’8  ^bwt1 XWHydy MNW 8^plSkrt' krt’lyh8^ ZY SPYL
(1+9) TWB pwrsyt1 ’YK LK MXYTW[N]t *ml88 ZY twl ZY plnglsyd’pk89
(1+2) ud soSans gowed ku: "to kayxosroy l pad dur-ayab D.148
oS I abar did pad danagih ka-t uzdeszar i 
pad war i CeSist be kand?"
(1+3) kayxosroy gowed ku: "man han kayxosroy horn."
(140 soSans gowed ku: "-t weh edon kuniSn warzid!
Se agar-it ne kard he, duzd 1 hamag han 
wardeniSn bud he ke fraSegird kardarih I weh".
(14?) did pursed ku: "to zad *mar i tur i frangrasiyabag?"
8l. M.’s, Nyb.’s emendation; MBS ’wzd’c’l. The word is spelt
’wc'^’l in a parallel text in DkM. 818. 7-8* 82. MR^, J; BK, K
cyst1. 83* MR^, J; BK, K kdhwlwd; K39 fol. 73^. begins. 81+. K,
MR^, J; BK swSns. 89* MSS gnb’y; M. reads gwb’y "hand".
86. MR^, J, K; BK wlcynSn1; M. reads vardiSn "final Revolution (of 
the earth)"; M. varteniSn "transformation". 87* MR^, J; BK, K have
plSkrt’lyh for plSkrt1 krt’lyh. 88. MSS m ’l. 89* K; BK 
plnglsy’ ’pk; J plngl’s’p.
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1+8.1+1+9
(1+6) gwbyt1 ’YK L zt1
(1+7) ' swS’ns YMRRWNyt1 ’YK SFYL90 ’ytwn1 kwnSn* wlcyt1 
MH XTt1 L’ zt XWHjrd^ - ml ZY twl ZY plnglsyd’p 1 
GNB* ZY8^ hm’k ZK [wltynSn1] 91 bwt1 XWB^ djr MNW 87plSkrt 
krt’lyh87 ZY SPYL
92
(1+8) swS’ns YMRRWNyt1 ’YK kd SGYTWN W dyn' st’d kdhwslwd^ 
dyn1 BR’ st’yt’9^
(1+9) ’XL BYN ZK 97 SNT1 kdhwslwd90 hpt* kySwl hwt’y YXWWNyt1 
swS’ns mgwpt’n 1 mgwpt1 *YXWWNyt'9^
B.143
D.148/149
(1+6) gowed ku: "man zad".
(1+7) soSans gowed ku: "weh edon kuniSn warzld!
Ce agar-it ne zad he mar I tur I frangrasiyab, 
duzd l hamag han [wardeniSn] bud he ke fraSegird 
kardarih I weh".
(1+8) soSans gowed ku: "kay Saw ud den stay"; kayxusroy 
den be stayed.
(1*9) pas andar han panjjah ud haft sal kayxusroy haft kiSwar 
xwaday bawed soSans mobadan mob ad bawed.
90. BK, K have also ’Pm. 91 • M., Nyb. supply vardiSn here
92. MR^i J; BK, K kdhwlwy. 93* BK .
91+. M.’s emendation; MSS bwt1.
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1*8.£0-52
(£o) W ’XL klyS’sp1"  *ZLWNy t1 LWTH ZK ZY hwwtfun96 wlz 
, *PS tws L‘yN ! * ’styt! W tgl BYN km’n XNXTWNyt1 
‘L klyg’sp1"  YMRKWNyt1 ’YK dyn' BR’ st’d ’YK PWN g’s’nyk 
ySt' BR* ‘BYEWN97 gt BR’ IOTWNyt1 MH XT1 dyn1 L ’98 
" ^ t ’ctydjr V gt1"  BR* L’ I O T M ^ 100 ’DgNt1 ZNH tgl ptk’pwm 
(Si) klyS’sp1"  bym MN tgl ZY tws I’d dyn' BR’ st’d[d|yt 
V gt1 BR* LMYTWNyt1101 
(£2) KR* *NSWT* dyn'-bwlt’l BR’ YXWWNyt' ’ywk’ ‘L TWB dwst'
W hwcSm YXWWNd
(£0) ud pas kriSasp Sawed abag han I huwdbm warz, D .149
u-S tus peS ested ud tigr andar kaman nihed; 
o kriSasp go wed kus "den be stay, ku pad gahanlg 
yaSt be kun, gad be abganed Ce agar den ne 
staye ud gad be ne abgane eg-it en tigr pahikafom."
(£l) kriSasp blm az tigr I tus ray, den be stayed 
ud gad be abganed.
(£2) karw mardom den-burdar be bawed; ewag o did dost 
ud hucaSm bawend.
9£. MR^, J; K klySsp; BK klSsp1. 96. MSS; M. emends to ^hunlvixt
"uplifted (mace)". 97* K (and D. *s reading); BK *BYDWNxi; MR^, J 
*BYDWNyt1 c 98. K3£, fol. 73v. begins. 99. BK, K st’dyyt1; MR^,
J st’dt; M. emends to stay, Nyb. to 100. BK; K LMYTWNyt1
with ydy written above. 101. BK; K, J LMYTWNt1.
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1+8.53-^6
(53) KR* *NSWT* ZY zywndk1 ’XL M  ZK L’ YMYTWNyt1
(51+) ZK ZY mwlt1102 swS’ns LWTH ‘LHS*n1 plSkrt1 krt’l103 MNWS10i+
*hdyb’lyh XWH'd^^ *L lystk1 tn1 *hngycynd^^
(55) ’whrmzd *st' MN £myk W hwn MN^^ MY* mwd
MN »wlwl W XY* MN w ’t1 B*YXWNyt1 ’ywk' *L TWB 
gwmycyt1 W ’dwynk1 *ZY BNPSH108 d*lyt1 YXBWNyt1
(56) swS’ns ySt'-XD 109 BR* ‘BYDWNyt1110 lyst' 5 ’ywk'-XD L’L1
hngycyny t1 E a/N dtygl ySt1 5 ’ywk'-XD PWN stygl
ySt1 5 ’ywk'-XD PWN ch’lwm^^ ySt’ 5 ’ywk'-XD 
PWN pncwm ySt1 lyst1 hm’k L’L* hngycynyt1
(53) karw mardom I zindag, pas az han ne mired. D .149
(51+) han i murd, so Sans abag awe San fraSegird kardar, ke-S
hayyarih hend o ristag tan hangezend.
(55) ohrmazd ast az zamig, ud xon az ab ud moy 
az urwar, ud gyan az wad xwahed, ewag o did
■X-
gumezed ud ewenag i xwad dared dahed.
(56) so Sans yaSt-ew be kuned, rist panj ewag-ew ul
hangezened; pad dudigar yaSt, panj ewag-ew, pad sidigar D.149/150 
yaSt panJJ ewag-ew, pad Caharom yaSt panJJ ewag-ew, 
pad panjom yaSt rist hamag ul hangezened.
102. So M., Nyb.; MR^ J, K, BK ZK MN It*. 103. MR^, J, K; BK
krt*lyh. 10l+. K, J; BK MNW>; MR]L MNW. 105. MSS; M. reads 
hayyaromand (sic). 106. MSS YK* YMWNd see Comm. 1+8 n.33 •
107. MN lacking in BK, K. 108. M. reads xYeS (i.e. NPSH).
109. MR1, J, K; BK ySt*. 110. M.’s emendation; MSS ^BYOWNpd.
111. BK, K; MR^, J *wstynyt [estened] • M. reads hangeze<So
112. MR1; BK chlwm; J 1+wm; K 1+wm1. 113* K; BK, MR^ J ’wstynyt1.
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1+8.5? 7-60
(57) W KR* *15-1 BR* Sn * By t1 »YK *XN,lli; L ’B 1 
W *XN,lli+ [L] *X W *XN,lli+ L n ’lyk*11^ W 
*XN,lli+ L kt’l-c-XD MN116 l’mynyt’l'n1 *»yt'117
(58) hm’k hwlSn'118 hw’lyh W hm’k* MND‘m  MNWS ’NSWT’- ’n' 1 ’mSn'
W ’s’nyh W hw’lyh hcS ’ytwn' cygwn ’whrmzd PWN
bwndhSn1 YXBWNt' L’WXL YXWWNyt'
(59) hwlSn' W mck' 1,000 ZK »nd end ZK ZY K*N 
*YT1 YXWWNyt'
(60) MNWS XYMNNyt' hwlyt' W MNWS L* XYMNNyt1 L ’ ‘STHN'yt'
(57) ud harw kas-e be Snased kus "*ed man pid" N.150 
ud "ed [man] brad11 ud "ed man narig" ud
—  -X*
"ed man kadar-iz-ew az ramemdaran ast" •
(58) hamag xwariSn xwarlh ud hamag CiS ke-S mardoman ramiSn 
ud asarah ud xwarlh aziS, edon Siyon ohrmazd pad 
bundahiSn dad abaz bawed.
(59) xwariSn ud mizag hazar han and Sand han I nun 
ast bawed.
(60) ke-S wurroyed, xwared, ud ka-S ne wurroyed, ne xwared.
111*. MSS XD. 115. So MR., J; in BK the words L ’X V  *XN’ L are^ J.
lacking; in K the words W XN* L ’X are lacking. 116. MN lacking 
in BK, K. 117* D.’s emendation; MSS ZYt'; M. emends to HZYt.(did).
118. K35, fol. 7l+r. begins.
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1+8.61- 65
(61) ’whrmzd ZNH zmyk 2 ’nd dlhn’d^^ W p ’hn’d end ZK
ZY K‘N ’YT1 BR* iBp\mx1 W ’NSWT’120 *klp121 PWN nywkwkyh 
ZK ‘BYDWNd ZYS’n' BYN gyh’n 1 ’p ’dSnyktl W SPY! XZYTW[N]t'
(62) GBR* NYSH ZY p’ths’d ZK ’nd end hc-S PWN 
gytyg122 hwt1 ’-S123 L’WXL121* YXBWNd
v v 1 pn^ v *1
(63) LH MNWS NYSH L’ hwt' ’-S' ^ NYSH YXBWNd 
(61+) NYSH MNWS Swd L’ hut1 ’-S123 Swd YXBWNd
(65) ZK GBR’ W NYSH [MNW] MN tn'127 k ’l ZY Skptyn'128 
‘BYBWNx2 ’ywk1 *L TWB YXBWNd
(61) ohrmazd en zamig do and drahnay ud pahnay Sand han B.l^o 
1 nun ast he kuned ud mardom kirh pad nekogih
han kunend 1-San andar gehan ahayiSnigtar ud weh did.
(62) mard zan i padixSay han and Sand az-iS pad 
getig hud ar-S ahaz dahend.
(63) oy ke-S zan ne hud, a-S zan dahend. D.150/151 
(61+) zan ke-S Soy ne hud, a-S Soy dahend.
(65) han mard ud zan [ke] az tan kar I Skeften 
kard ewag o did dahend.
119. MR1, J, K; BK din’d. 120. BK |*^ • 121 • I0? BK> J>
K plyp. 122. BK; MR^, J, K gyt^ rdy. 123* MR^, J; BK, K ’- ’.
121+. ME^, J, K L’WXL; BK NYSH. 125. MSS . 126. So K, J;
’-S NYSH YXBWNd lacking in BK, MR^. 127* BK, K MN typn1; MR]L, J
MN tn1; Nyh. emends to *mutfan (rawtpn1) H*a pair, a couple11 (Man. Pahl.
11.135). 128. MR1, J; BK, K Sptyn*.
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L^. 66-68
(66) W ’MT lyst' L’L* ’wstynyt1 ‘fflg’n 1 MNWS’n *hm129 klynyt'
' *lyS W *wzynd^3^ ZY *^3\fyhdyn’n W * ’n ’Styh’^'3'*' BR* ‘BYDWNXg^32 
‘LHS’n 1 hm’k BR* YMYTWNd 3 YWM mwlt* SKBXWNd
(67) ’PS’n 1 ’XL lyst1 L ’WXL wyl’dynd ‘LHS’n-c ’p ’ryk' mlg’lc’n ’n ' 133 
KR* ’YS lyst,13^  KN wyl’dynd BR* ‘LES’n 1 ZY MN
yzd’n 1^ 3"’ ^wSmynSn’n 1^ 3  ^V ^ wlcSn’n^c^3^
(68) bwt* dstwbl MNWS gwpt1 ’YKS’n 1 lyst1 L’WXL wyl’dynd
PWN ptyt138 BR* YXWWNd W KR’ mlg’lc’n-I139 I’d ZYS’n krt‘
(66) ud ka rist ul estened, awe San ke-San ham klrrenld B. 151
*X- *X* -)£ -X-
reg ud wizend I wehdenan ud anaStlha be kard. 
awe San hamag be mirend; se roz murd nibayend.
(67) u-San pas rist abaz wirayend aweSan-iz abarlg margarzanan 
harw kas rist oh wirayend be awe San 1 az
yazdan duSmenignan ud warziSnan-iz.
(68) bud dastwar ke-S guft ku: "-San rist abaz wirayend,
pad patet be bawend, ud harw margarzan-e ray i-San kard
129* MSS ym; M., Nyb. read yam (ym). 130. M. *s emendation;
* cy1111^ * 131* MSS wywwyh’n ’n 1 ySt'XB; the text seems to
be corrupt here; for M.’s and Nyb.’s readings see Comm* 1+8 n.39 •
132. MR1, J; BK, K *BYBWNd. 133. J; BK, ME^, K mlglc’n ’n*.
13^ 4• K35 fol. 7k v. begins0 135• K; BK, MR^, J MNS.’n; M. emends to
*ke-San (MNWS *n*) o Nyb. reads * M R K ’n ( Sahan, see Man. Pahl; II* 
183). 1360 BK, K dwSw1 mnS’n 1; MR^, J wynSn mng’n; M. emends to
*zaniSn ke-San, Nyb. reads BR ’ * BBS ’n 1 M R K ’n 1 ZY gnSn MNS ’n 1 and
also [BR’ *LHS’n 1 ] MNWs’n* ynSn1 MNS’n 1 (Man. Pahl. 11,107). 137«>
137* MSS ‘hHS ’n-c; M. emends to *aneSan-^S. 138. K, MR^, J; BK
139. MR^, J; BK mlglc *nyk-I; K mlglc ’n-I.
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1*8.68-70
* ’styt' ’-S’n ,li+0 ’ywb’l si PSKWNd ’PS’n' 3 lwc'-Sp’n ’11*1 L ’WXL 
‘L dwShw1 LMYTWNd ’PS p ’tpl’s ZY 9,000 SNT1 BR* nm’dynd
(69) W LYLY’ ZY stykl PWN ’wSb’m1^2 spndrmt11^  L ’L ’ * ’stytf
W YMEffiWNyt1 ’YKS’n 1 h ’mwdyn1 p ’tpl’s W ’p ’ryk-c dlwnd’n 1 MNW 
L ’ PWN mlg’lc’n1^  dlwnd bvrfc' YK*YMWNd^^ ’S’n' PWN wn’s 
ZY krt1 p ’tpl’s 4BYDWNx2
(70) W Strywr ’ywkSwst1 ZY hm’k 1 kwpyh* ZY IWN gyh’n 1 
BR’ wt’cyt’1^6 FWMH b ’l’d PWN ps’ht g’s BR’ * ’stytf 
W h m ’k ’NSWT’- ’n* BIN ZK ’ywkSwst1 BR’ wtylynd
W dlwnd’n 1 MN wn’s ’pdwm PWN ZK LKY’ BR’ YXWWNd
ested a-San ewbar sar brinend, u-San se roz-Saban abaz D15I
0 duSox abganend u-S padifrah 1 no hazar sal be nimayend".
(69) ud Sab 1 sidlgar pad oSbam spandarmad ul ested
ud go wed kus "-San hamoyen padifrah ud abarlg-iz druwandan ke D.I.3I/152  
ne pad margarzan druwand bud estend", a-San pad winah
1 kard padifrah kuniSn.
(70) ud Sahrewar ayoxSust I hamag kofiha I pad gehan 
be widazed, dahan balay pad passaxt gah be ested, 
ud hamag mardoman andar han ayoxSust be wide rend, 
ud druwandan az winah abdom pad han pak be bawend.
l!*0. K, MR^, J; lacking in BK. l!*l. K lwck’sp’n. ll*2. MR-^ j BK, 
K, J ’wSb’n. ll*3. MR^, J, K; BK spyntmt. ll*l*» MEl^ , J; BK, K 
mlglc*n1. li*9» K, MR^, J; BK • ll*6. M. reads tafeS "will
melt", following MEL^ , J t’pyt1.
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1+8.71-71+
(71) ’PS’n' dwShw’lyh ’ytwn1 YXWWNyt1 cygwn ,MTS,n'
PWN gytydy ’ywkSwst1 ZY wt *htk1 *wbS SBKWNx^
(72) ’hlwb’n 1 ,ytwn,‘^ ^ hw’l YXWWNyt1 cygwn ’MTS’n 1 Syl ZY glm 
ptS BYN *t’cynd^^
(73) swS*ns L‘YN' MN ZK »MT lyst' L ’L* hngycyny t1 PWN
dstwbl|yh] ZY ‘LH sp’h ’l’dynd BR* *L k ’lyc’l ZY dlwc'
ZY ’hlmwk'yh ‘ZLWNd
(71+) MN dlwc' ZY ’hlmwkyh pwrsyt' *YK dlwc MND‘M ZY
LK ’ytvm' PWN dyn1 ZY m ’zdysn’n ’stwb’nyh ’YK vm’s
(71) Ur-San duSxwarlh edon bawed Ciyon kar-San 
pad getlg ayoxSust 1 widaxtag awiS hist.
(72) ahlawan edon xwar bawed, Ciyon ka-San Sir I garm
-K*
padiS andar tazend.
(73) so Sans peS az han ka rist ul hangezened, pad
dastwar[lh] I oy spah arayend; be o karezar I druz
1 ahlomoglh Sawend.
(7b) az druz 1 ahlomoglh pursed ku: "druz, 5iS 1
to edon pad den I mazdesnan astawanlh ku winah;
D.152
li+7• K3^, fol. iSr, begins. ll+8. BK, K, J dwsynd; MR^ dwsynnd;
M. reads stanend (i.e. YNSBWNd) and translates "poured" (?). 
ll+9• BK, K; MR^, J *wstynyt'.
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1+8.7JU-77
hc-t' BYN ZK k ’lpwt1 krt1 MNWS XN’ gwpt' ’YK krt’l 
XWHm LK MND<Mc BYN pwc‘ ’YT1 ’ywp' L’
(7^) w ‘LB gwbyt1^ ^  ’YK L hwnwSk* ZY gn’g mynwk 
XWHm MNWS MND‘Mc PWN pwc' l ‘y t ' Lyc L‘YT'
(76) swS’ns ySt'-XD BR* <BYBWNx1 ZK dlwc' BR* dwb’lyt1 BR* *L 
ZK gyw’k ’YK K*N ’YT* MN ZK gyw’k' L ’WXL dwb’lyt'
W ZNH zmyk' PWN ^ ^ ’lk'1^1 ZY ’pltwm ¥ 3 
’ywk1 ZY ’pltwm dwb’lyt
(77) zmyk *K»L,:L^ 2 ‘BYDWNyt' ’YK L’ PWN ZNH dlwc1 ZY ^ nyh’n-c1^3 
BR’ ptwk' XWHm PWN m ’hm’nyh1^  ZY LZNH PWN L L ’
az-it andar han kalbod kard ke-S ed guf t ku: "kardar 1
horn"; to CiS-iz andar puj ast ayab ne?1 
(7 )^ ud oy go wed ku: "man hunuSak 1 gannag menog
horn, ke-S CiS-iz pad pu^ nest, man-iz nest!"
(76) soSans yaSt-ew be kuned; han druz be dwared be 5
han gyag ku nun ast; az han gyag abaz dwared,
— — — _ 
ud en zamig pad Cahar alag 1 abartom, ud se
ewag 1 abartom dwared.
(77) zamig wang kuned ku: "ne pad en druz, i n^iharu-iz,
be pat tug horn, pad mehmanih 1 im pad man ne
l£0. BK; MR^, J, K YMREWNyt1. l£l. M.’s emendation; MSS ’lwk1,
1^2. MSS K ’L ’Y. 1^3. M.’s emendation; MSS nySnc. Nyb. reads
viS-Sinj (wySnc1) "venom spurting" (Man. Pahl. II,216). I!?!*. MEL^ ,
J, K mhm’nyh.
.152
D. 152/153
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1*8.77-81
ptwk'1^  XWHm MHm ’ytwn' PWN SDKWNSn1 d’lyt* W SDKWNyt'1^6 
'cygwn gwlg ZY 1; zng ’Ml ’Skmb1 ZY~*~^  gwspnd’n 1 SDKWNyt1 
W wok1 hc-S BR’ d’lyt1
(78) BR* KN SGYTWNyt1 M W  m ’zdysn1 XWH'yt1 W c’lk*
ZY ZNH B'YXWNyt' 1^8
(79) m ’zdysn1 hmgwnk1 sp’h ’l’dynd W ycSn1 *BYDWNd
(80) ^ Z K  dlwc' 160 M  ZK gyw’k ’YK ’YT1 BR’ dwb’lyt1
(81) W ZNH zmyk1 PWN ZK *mdy’nk,l6:L slySwtk' 162 W PWN 
ZK pr’ctwm slySwtk' l6^ dwb’lyt'
pat tug hom Ce-m edon pad darriSn dared ud darred 
Ciyon gurg 1 Cahar zang ka aSkamb I gospandan darred 
ud waSSag az-iS be dared.
(78) Mbe oh rawed ke mazdesn hed ud fiarag 
I en xwahedl"
(79) mazdesn hamgonag spah arayend ud yaziSn kunend.
(80) han druz az han gyag ku ast be dwared.
(81) ud en zamlg pad han *mayanag sriSwadag ud pad 
han fraztom sriSwadag dwared.
155. MR^ J; BK, K ptk'. 156. MR^ J; BK, K SDKTWNyt.
157* K3^ fol. 75>v. begins here. 158. K, MR^, J; BK
159• BK has also MW. 160. BK has also ZK gywk. 161. D.’.s
emendation; MSS md’nk'. 162. J; BK, MR^, K slSwtk'. 163. MR^,
J, K; BK slSwtk; K, J repeat PWN ZK ££ pr’ctwm slySwtk*.
233
1*8.82-81*
(82) zmyk hmgwnk1 cygwnm hcpl npSt1 <BYDWNytl
(83) W ZK dlwc' MN ZK gyw’k BR* dwb’lyt' BR’ *L
ZK gyw’k' 4ZLWNyt1 ’YK K*N ’YT1 V dlwc1 ZY *gwcyhll6I+
4XBWNyt ’Pg YMHRWNyt' *YK d’m ZY spyn’g mynwk PWN d’m ’n'
ZY gn’g^^ mynwk p ’tpl’s YCBHNd krtn1 L hk^lc L ’ 
hmd’tst’n* XWH'm ’YK d’m ZY spyn’k mynwk^^ PWN d’m ZY 
gn’g mynwk p ’tpl’s ‘BYBWNd W MN ZK gyw’k KR’ 2 
PWN ’ywb’l BR’ dwb’lynd 
(81*) W ZNH zmyk' ZK ZY ’dltwm sl[y]gwtk' PWN ZK ZY pr’ctwm
sllyjgwtk1^ ^  BR’ dwb’lynd W zmyk hmgwnk1 *K’L ’^ ^  *BYI)WNx^
(82) zamig hamgonag Ciyon-im azabar nibigt wang kuned.
(83) ud han druz az han gyag be dwared, be o
, _ _ _ _ * _
han gyag gawed ku nun ast, ud druz 1 gocihr
gired, u-g gowed: "ku: dam 1 spenag menog pad daman
1 gannag menog padifrah kamend kardan; man hagriz ne 
hamdadestan horn ku dam 1 spenag menog pad dam 1 
gannag menog padifrah kunend ud az han gyag harw do 
pad ewbar be dwarend" •
(81*) ud en zamig han 1 ertom srigwadag pad han i fraztom 
srigwadag be dwarend ud zamig hamgonag wang kuned.
161*. D.’s emendation; BK, K gwyhl; MR^, J gwkyhl. l6f>. MR^, J
BK, K gn’g. 166. K; MR^, J spyn’g mynwk; BK •
167* So K; BK repeats PWN ZK pr’ctwm slSwtk'•
D.153
D.153/154
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1*8.85-89
(85) W m ’zdysn' hmgwnk'^^ ycSn' *BYDWNx^ ’PS’n' PWN ycSn'
L’WXL d’Stn' L» twb’n'
(86) W ’XL Strywr PWN169 ZK swl’k' ’YK ‘LHS’n 1 BYN *ZLWNt1
XWH'd ’ywkSwst1 ZY wt’htk1 QDM SBKWNx »PS MN ’XL BYN ‘ZLWNyt'
(87) *LHS’n' dlwc *MN *ZNH^7^ zmyk ’ytwn' BR’ *L dwShw' ’wptynd 
cygwn sk'-XD
(88) ’MT BYN *L MY’ * ’wptyt'171 ’ywp LMYTWNd 
tyc BR’ *L172 bwn ZY MY’ ‘ZLWNyt
(89) ’XL173 ’MTS’n' dlwnd’n' p ’tpl’s krt' YXWWNyt' swS’ns ySt'-XD 
BR’ <BYBWNx1 W ’p ’ryk dlwc' 5 ’ywk'-XB BR’ ’pshyt'
(85) ud mazdesn hamgonag yaziSn kuned, u-San pad yaziSn R.154 
abaz daStan ne tuwan.
(86) ud pas Sahrewar pad han surag ku awe San andar Sud
hend ay5xSust 1 widaxtag abar hiled, u-S az pas andar Sawed.
(87) awe San druz *az *en zamig edon be o duSox of tend 
Ciyon sag-ew,
(88) ka andar o ab *ofted ayab abganend, 
tez be o bun 1 ab Sawed.
(89) pas ka-San druwandan padifrah kard bawed, soSans yaSt-ew 154/155 
be kuned ud abarlg druz panj ewag-ew be abesihed,
168. K; BK, MR^, J hmgwk'. 169. K35 fol. l6x. begins PWN swl’k '
for ZK swl’k'. 170. D.’s emendation; J, K Min/M; BK, MR^ mynynm.
171* Nyb.’s emendation; MSS ’wptynd (so M.). 172. MSS repeat *L.
173. K, MR^ J; BK ^ .
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1*8.89-91
W dtygl ySt'-XD1^  BR* ‘BYDWNx^ 9 ’ywk'-XD stygl ySt'-XD 
' 5 ['ywk’-XD] W ch'lwm ySt’-XD^7^ pnc1 'ywk’-XD'*'7^ W 
pncwm yfit'-I BR' ‘BYDWNy t' W hm’k dlwc1 BR* YBLWNd
(90) 'ySm^7  ^V 'c BR* *L ^ gn'g'*'77 mynwk YMR|R]WNyt' *YK dwSd'n'k’
gn’g177 mynwk BR*178 LK ywdym179 MHt1 BR* MN LK d'm ‘XBWNt1 
W dwc’ L' *cynynd^8^  W L zywstn’ L ’ twb'n1
(91) pltwm 'c‘ ZY SDY'n-d't’ BR' ywdyt’^ 8^  ’ySm ZY hwldlwS
ud dudlgar yaSt-ew Be kuned panj ewag-ew, sidigar yaSt-ew ^*155 
panj [ewag-ew] ud Caharom yaSt-ew panj ewag-ew ud 
panjom yaSt-e be kuned ud hamag druz be barend.
(90) xeSm ud az be o *gannag menog go wed ku: "du^danag
gannag menog, be to Joyem, Ce-t be az to dam grift,
ud duz ne Cinend, ud man zlstan ne tuwan".
(91) fradom az I dewan-dad be JJoyed xeSm I xwardroS,
171** The words BR* *BYDWNx-] ... ySt’-XD are lacking in BK, K.
175>* MR^; BK, J 'ywk* ZY: K 'ywk'-I. 176. D. prints this as 'sym,
and suggests the emendation hSm; the orthography of 'sym is almost 
identical to 'ySm in Pahl. script. §§ 90—96 are translated by Zaehner 
(ZZZ, pp. 351^ -5). 177* BK, K gwn'g; MR^, J gn?. 178. BK, K
repeat BR'. 179* K (so Nyb.); BK ywym; MR^, J ywd'm; M. reads
davom "I call". 180. MSS dwc* L' wcyn’d; M. emends to ganj ne ^ J--" -r- - - - r - . J - ™ - ! ™  ^  ^  ^‘
cinend "they do not collect the treasure". Nyb. reads do-cin 
[dwcn?] ne viclnend "they do not even distinguish between the two"
(Man. Pahl. 11,211, 69). l8l. MSS; M. reads dawed "will cry".
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1+8.91-93
VI dtygl zmst’n ZY SDY’n-d’t* W stygl syc*'*’8  ^ZY nyh’n 
lwbSn* W 1+wm zlm’n ZY *dwSdpt*^8^  BR* ywdyt* ^8^ *D 
’ycn&-I^8^  pr’c m ’nynd
(92) *gn’g177 mynwk ^ L 18^ ’c * ZY SDY’n-d’t' YMREWNyt'186 W ’c*
ZY SDY’n-d’t1 BR’ *L gn’gl87 mynwk ’YK BR’ LK ywdym188 
dwSd’n ’k MH yzd’n BR’ MN LK d’m *‘XDWNt,:L89
(93) gn’g mynwk L ’L’ * ’styt* W BR’ *L spyn’k mynwk
* ZLWNyt1 ’ytwn1 *dwyt*190 ’YK L ZNH d’m YXBWNt1 V
’c ZY SDY’n-d’t* MNWS d’m ZY L *dwyt'191 K*N
ud dudlgar zamestan 1 dewan-dad, ud sidigar se^ I nihan 
rawiSn ud Caharom zarman 1 dujjdaft be 3oyed ta 
ewCand-e fraz manend.
(92) *gannag menog *0 az 1 dewan-dad gowed, ud az
1 dewan-dad be o gannag menog ku: "be to joyem,
-X-
dujjdanag, Ce yazdan be az to dam grift."
(93) gannag menog ul ested ud be 5 spenag menog
Sawed edon dawed ku: "man en dam dad ud
•¥r
az 1 dewan-dad, ke-S dam I man, dawed nun
182. MR^; BK, K, J sc*. 183. M.’s emendation; MSS dwSSpt1; D.
suggests dwSpt *; Nyb. emends to dwSd’pt *. 181+. M. reads heC 2 1
two"; Nyb. reads hyc nyd (hec ne) (Man. Pahl. II, 137)* l85>. BK,
K W; lacking in MR^, J. 186. K3^, fol. 7^v. begins. l87« MR^
BK, K, J gwn’g. 188. MSS; M. reads davom "I call". 189- M.’£
emendation; MSS ‘XDWNyt*. 190. MSS dw’t*. 191. MSS dwt*.
D.155
any
1+8.93-96
[’IK] L B R ’ YCBHNyt1 ywtn' LK PWN d ’twblyh ‘XDWNm 
(91+) ' ’whrmzd LWTH slwS ZY ’hlwb*192 L ’L ’ * ’styt' V slwS-[’]hl’dyh193 
’c BR’ MXYTWNyt1 ’whimzd gn’g mynwk 
(91?) LWTH spstyn'19^ t ’lykyh ¥ ’n ’kyh ZY pltwm ’M T 1 BYN
dwb’1st1 BYN ’wwlt'19^ hm’k*196 PWN swl’k ’YK BYN dwb’lst' 
bylwn1 * ’sm’n l197 ‘jBYDWNyt1 ’PS ZK swl’k198 ’ytwn' stlt* W 
’bwd BR’ ‘BYBWNx^ ’XL MN ZK stltyh1"  L’WXL * ’styt'
(96)bwt' MNWS gwpt* ’YK y ’wyt’n k ’n200 PWN YKTLWNSn' ’dwynk' ’k ’l 
BR’ ‘bYDWN^201 L ’ ’XL gn’H  mynwk202 YXWWNyt' L ’
ZK ZY ‘LH d’m
(91+)
(9S)
(96)
192. MR1; BK, J ’hl’dyh; K hl’dyh (MS damaged). 193- BK
slwShl’dyh; K slwwShl’dyh; MR^, J slwS hl’dyh. 191+• B.’s emendation;
MR^, J spspyn; BK, K spyn1; M. emends to spasen "subsequent"; Nyb.
emends to *dypstyn' "*full of wrath" (Man. Pahl. 11,62). 195>* M.
reads xvard "on the lunar-stations". 196. So MSS; possibly this
was originally [pad] hameSag[lh] or [pad] hamelg[ih], or some obscure
noun. 197* BK ’sym’n'; MR^, J ’s’m ’n 1 BR’; K ’s’m ’n. 198. BK,
ME?i, J; K gyw’k. 199* MR^ J, K; BK stwltyh. 200. K; BK, ME^,
J ywwyt’nk’n. 201. BK, K repeat *BYI)WNx]_. 202. MR ; K, J gwn’g; BK
[ku] man be kamed ^udan to pad dadwarih girem." B.155/156
ohrmazd abag sroS 1 ahlaw ul ested, ud sroS-ahlayih
az be zaned. ohrmazd gannag menog
abag spas ten tarlgih ud anaglh 1 fradom ka andar
dwaxist andar awurd, hamag pad surag ku andar dwarist
beron asman kuned, u-S han surag edon stard ud
aboy be kuned pas az han stardih abaz ested.
bud ke-S guft ku: "Jawedanagan pad ozaniSn ewenag akar
be kunend. ne pas ganna[g] menog bawed ne
han 1 oy dam."
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1+8.97-98
(97) BYN ZK ‘DN’ ’MTS’n dlwnd’n p ’tpl’s krt1 YXWWNyt' W LCDr 
’ywkSwst' BR* wtlt' XWS'd hncmn' ZY [’Jstw’stl’n' YXWWNyt'2^  
W KR’ ’liLl PWN ZK ’nd k ’l W krpk' cncUS krt' * ’styt’
mzd W p ’td’Sn' YXBWNd
(98) ySt-XB BR’ ‘BYDWNd W zmyk 3 nyck’ V I ’ L’L ’ ‘ZLWNyt’
PWN dtygl ySt' 300 nyck’ V I ’ L’L ’ ‘ZLWNyt’ PWN stygl
ySt,20^  [3,000 nyck1 b ’l* L’L ’ *ZLWNyt']20  ^PWN ch’lwm ySt’
3 bywl nyck' b ’l’ L ’L ’ * ZLWNyt' PWN pncwm2^  ySt'2^  *L 
stl2°8 *p’dyk20^ YXMTWNyt' W glwtm’n MN210 ZK gyw’k plwt'
*L stl208 *p’dyk209 Y ’TWNyt’
(97) andar han zaman, ka-San druwandan padifrah kard hawed ud tar 
ayoxSust he widard hend, han J aman I [i] s adwas t ar an hawed,
ud harw kas-e pad han and kar ud kirhag Cand-iS kard ested 
mizd ud padaSn dahend.
(98) yaSt-ew he kunend ud zamig se nezag hala ul Sawed,
pad dudigar yaSt se sad nezag hala ul Sawed, pad sidlgar 
yaSt [se hazar nezag hala ul Sawed], pad Caharom yaSt 
se hewar nezag hala ul Sawed, pad pan^om yaSt o
-X-
star payag rased ud garodman az han gyag frod 
o star *payag ayed.
203* K39, fol. 77r. begins. 20l+. PWN stygl ySt lacking in K; MR
has the last two and J the last three words written on the margin. 
205>. These words lacking in all MSS; BK leaves a blank of about
three inches. 206. MEL^ , J, K 9wm. 207* MR^, J, K have also BR
208. BK, K stwl. ' 209* MSS p ’hyk. 210. ME^, J, K; BK MNW.
D.I56
D. 156/157
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1+8.99-102
(99) ’XL ’whrmzd V ’mhrspnd’n W hm’k y^dt' W ’NSWT’- ’n'
211 212 
' PWN XL gyw’k YXWWNd W stl-c W m ’h W hwlSyt W ’thg
ZY wlhl’n' KR’ ’ywk' GBR’ kip' ZK ZY tgyg W hm’k
GBR’-I kip'213 BR’ YXWWNd W BR’ ‘L21^ zmyg Y ’TWNd
(100) ’XL ’whrmzd hngltynyt[k] d’m YXWWNyt'
(101) ’PS ’XL MN ZK k ’l-I QJ)M L’ ’p ’yt* krtn'
’NSWT’ PWN tn' ZY d’t' ZY 1+0 s’lk' hwm’n ’k'21^ hm’k 
’hwS W ’mlg W ’zlm’n' W ’swdSn' W ’pwdSn' YXWWNd
(102) ’PS’n k ’l ZNH YXWWNyt' ’whrmzd XZYTWNtn* W nm’c bwltn'
(99) pas ohrmazd ud amahraspandan ud hamag yazd ud mardoman P .157
pad ew gyag bawend, ud star-iz ud mah ud xwarSed ud ataxS 
1 warahran harw ewag mard kirb han 1 taglg, ud hamag
mard-e kirb be bawend, ud be o zamig ayend.
(100) pas ohrmazd hangirdenidfag] darn bawed.
(101) u-S pas az han kar-e abar ne abayed kardan; 
mardom, pad tan 1 dad 1 Cehel salag homanag, hamag 
ahoS ud amarg ud azarman ud asuyiSn ud apuyiSn bawend.
(102) u-San kar en bawed ohrmazd didan ud namaz bur dan,
211. BK, K have also ’ywk'; in K it is ringed with five dots to
indicate an error, cf. n. 219 below. 212. BK, K stwlc. 213 • BK;
p W  > J pip*; K pip1, with k written above the first p. M,
reads this (and preceding) word 2-vay karp "of two-fold forms".
211+. J> K; lacking in BK. 2l£. In K there occurred a scribal
error Gif (the letters hw and the initial stroke of m are written
4 * 11 -1
circled with dots), followed by hwm’n ’k.
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1+8.102-103
V PWN hwt’y ZY ’p ’ryk KR’ MHS ’n BNPSH l’mfinyktl MXMHNyt'
' krtn* KR* *YS ‘LH ZY216 TWB 217’ytwn' *dwst’ YXWWNyt1 cygwn 
tn‘ ZY NPSH217 W nywkyh ZY tn1 ZY psyn1 ywdt' MN 
ZK ZYhcpl npSt1 ’ytwn’ ’YT1 ZYS PWN d’nSn' W 
hit' ZY ’NSWT’- ’n ZY s’m ’nk' BR’ YD*YTWNst'2l8 
W gwpt1 L’ S’yt'219
(103) gwspnd hm’k 1 L’WXL YXWWNd W mck‘ ZY gwSt’ NEB L ’WXL
*«t220 >-m-n t t  rrrr r  T  11 TVT *<T^^0 m r T *  ^ 4 . '  _L*221 <_222L NEB W ZKL L ’WXL L ZKL gwmyht ynyt 3)
L’WXL *L TWR’ ZY ’ywd’t’ PWN ptwnd L’WXL gwmyhtyt'
ud pad xwaday I abarig harw Ce-San xwad ramiSnlgtar sahed ®«157 
kardan, harw kas oy I did edon dost bawed Ciyon
tan l xweS ud neklh I tan I pasen JJud az D.157/158
han I azabar nibiSt edon ast l-S pad daniSn ud 
xrad i mardoman I samanag be danist 
ud guft ne Sayed.
(103) gospand hamag abaz bawend, ud mizag 1 goSt. madag abaz 
*0 madag ud nar abaz *0 nar *gumextened ta 
abaz o gaw 1 ewdad pad paywand abaz gumexted.
216. K3£, fol. 77v. begins. 217* This is Nyb.’s reading; BK
’ytwn’ ywdt' YXWWNyt cygwn1 Z£ NPSH; K ’ytwn1 dwwyt1 YXWWNyt' cygwn
tn' ZY NSH; MR^ ’ytwn' wywdt1 ... as BK; J ’ytwn1 dwwyt1... as BK;
M. reads e<5on Ju6 bayed ceyon zan; see Comm. 1+8 n.5^ 8. 218. MR^l
BK, J, K YD<YTWst1. 219. K, MR^ J; BK Syt'. 220. MSS \
221. K; BK gwmyhtn'ynyt1; MR^, J gwmyhtyn’yt; Nyb. emends to gumext
nivinnet ’’begins to mingle" (Man. Pahl. II,ll+2). 222. BK, K W *B.
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1+8.101;-106
(101+) ’XL TWR* tn' PWN mynwk BR’ ‘BYLWNx^  BYN *L tn' ZY
'’NSWT’- ’n' gwmyhtyt' mck' BYN tn' ZY ’NSWT’- ’n' BR* SBKWNx^
(105) ’MTS ’n ’XL MN ZK BSLY’ hwlSnyh223 L’ ’p ’yt' PWN ZK 
cym22^ I ’d MHS’n PWN KR’ *BN’ myck BSYMyh ZY hm’k 
BSLY’ BYN PWMH XK* YMWNyt,22^  W ’XL TWR’ tn' *‘L226 
’NSWT’- ’n' L’WXL Y ’TWNyt' *tn‘’wmn(n)d PWN gytydy YXWWNyt'
(106) W GBR’ W NYSH ’ywk' LWTH TWB k ’mk YXWWNyt'
W *l»mynynd227 W <BYDWNx1 BR’S’n YLYDWNSn' L ’ YXWWNyt'
(l0l+) pas gaw tan pad menog be kunend andar o tan l D.15B
mardoman gumexted mizag andar tan I mardoman be hiled.
(105) ka-San, pas az han, goSt xwariSnlh ne abayed, pad han
Cim ray fie-San pad harw zaman mizag xwaSlh l hamag
—  *goSt andar dahan ested, ud pas gaw tan o 
mardoman abaz ayed, tanomand pad getig bawed.
(106) ud mard ud zan ewag abag did kamag bawed
_
ud ramenend ud kunend be-San zayiSn ne bawed.
223. MR^ BK, K, J hwlSnnyh. 22l+. K, MR^ J; BK ZKc sm.
225. K; BK, MR^ J XK‘XMWyt‘. 226. MSS ZY. 227* MSS 1 ’ynynd;
D. emends to l’dynynd, so Nyb., "contract a marriage" (Man. Pahl.
11,169); M.MN ’ynynk (sic), az evenay "in (the usual) manner".
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1+8.107
(107) W ’wlwl ZK ’nd sltk' ZY m ’tkwl L’WXL YXWWNyt1
'228,PS’n' k ’hySn' L’ YXWWNyt' BR* KR’ g’s *wh’l229 hwm’n ’k 
cygwn bwst*n-*XD23^ MNWS hm’k ’wlwlyh’ W spl[h]myh’ BYN *PS 
’pdyh W shykyh231 V BSYMyh W DKY’-yh232 PWN hit'
ZY gytyg’n ’y ’ptn'233 W YD*YTWNstn' L’ S’yt'
(107) ud urwar han and sardag 1 madagwar abaz bawed,
    _ _ _ _ _
u-San kahiSn ne bawed, be harw gah wahar homanag
■X-— —
Ciyon bos tan- ew ke-S hamag urwarIha ud sprahmlha andar u-S 
abdih ud sahlgih ud xwaSih ud paklh pad xrad 
1 getlgan ayaftan ud danistan ne Sayed.
228. K33>, fol. 79r. begins here. 229. MSS ’wh’l; M. reads
*e *vahar. 230. BK, K bwst ’n ’; MEL^ , J bwst ’n ' ’. 231* BK
shyhykyh; MR^ wyh’yyh; J sh’ykyh; K sh’kyh (blurred in MS) •
232. MR^, J; BK, K BKY’s. 233. M.’s, Nyb.’s emendation; MSS
* *ptn' •
D.15B
D.158/159
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Chapter 1+9 1+9.1-3
(1) syd’wS ZY k ,yws,n I’d pyt’k ,-XKS wlc’wndyh^ ’ytwn1 YXWWNt1 
ZYS PWN GDH ZY kd’n2 kngdc PWN YDH ZY NPSH1 W
nylwk1 ZY * whrmzd V ’mhrspnd’n QJ)M km’l BR* krtn1 1 ’dynyt'
(2) gyh’n MN plm,n ZY syd’wS hm’y l’dynyt* ‘D ZK 
•m  kdhwslwb *Y»TWNt'3
(3) ’XL kdhwslwb BR* ‘L mynwk ZY kng gwpt* *YK 
^ ’XTE ZY L (hc-m)^ XWH^r W L »X ZY LK
XWHm ME LK syd’wS PWN *dstkrt*^ krt1 XWHydy ’PS L
(1) syawaS 1 kayusan ray, pay dag ku-S warzawandih edon bud 2.159 
L-S pad xwarrah 1 kayan kangdiz pad dast 1 xweS ud
nerog l ohrmazd ud amahraspandan, abar kamal be kardan rayenid.
(2) gehan az framan I syawaS hame rayenid, ta han 
ka kayxosraw amad.
(3) pas kayxosraw be o menog i kang guft ku:
"xwah 1 man (az-om) he, ud man brad i to
horn, Ce to syawaS pad dastgird kard he u-S man
1. MR^, J; BK, K wlc *wdyh. 2. J; MR^ kd’nk; lacking in BK, K.
3. MSS Y ’TWNyt1; MSS have also lpt’l YXWWNt1, which seems to be a 
gloss. 1+. MSS ’XTH1 ,Pm; M. emends to ’ XIHlm/xvahar-um following 
Henning’s suggestion that "the gliding vowel -U- of ... xvahar-um is 
wrongly read w conjunction and written ’Pm" (M., p. l+5>6,. n. 3)»
I read hc-m (az-om) and translate "of me, mine" (following Barth.',
MMund. IY. 3ff.) as being a gloss to amplify the poss. pron. L/man:
*XTH thus forms a pair with the following *X (i.e. not bradar).
5>. M.’s emendation; BK, K dst1; MR^, J dstk*.
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1+9.3-6
PWN *TB6 krt' XWHm 7*‘l L7 L’WXL wit*
W long hmgwlnjk1 krt'
(1+) BR’ zmyk Y’TWNt' BYN twl’n ’ ‘L kwst' ZY hwl’s’n 1 lwn1
gyw’k' ’YK syd’wSkrt1 BR* * ’st’t‘ ’PS 1,000 *dlm8 BYN
* Q -&v 11 n
’pgnd ’PS myh 1,000 BYN SBKWNt W ’XL MN ZK
L’11 SGYTWNt1 hm’k twl’n 1 LWTH *k’h12 ¥ stwl YXSNNyt’
(5) V kdhwslwb ’NSWT’ ZY ’yl BYN BR’ nS’st1 XWH*d
(6) *PS plsp1 ZY pltwm skyn1 W ZK ZY dtygl pwl’ptyn1 
W ZK ZY stygl ’pkynkyn'13 W ZK ZY ch’lwm
pad *new kard hem; *o man abaz ward!1 
ud kang hamgo[n]ag kard.
(I*) be zamig amad andar turan, o kust I xwarasan ron,
        _  -x-
gyag ku syawaSkard be estad; u-S hazar darm andar
•x- *
abgand, u-S mex hazar andar hist, ud pas az han
■X- —
ne raft, hamag turan abag kah ud stor dared.
(9) ud kayxosraw mardom I er andar be niSast hend.
(6) u-S parisp I fradom sagen, ud han I dudlgar polawaden, 
ud han I sidlgar abgenagen, ud han I Caharom
6. MSS ji* (i.e. gwd/ywd/gnd/etc.) • 7* J W L; BK Wwl; M.
reads u6 var "(and) a colony”. 8. MSS ’lm. MSS ms.
10. M.’s emendation; BK, K ^BKWN-x-]-d; MR^, J SgKWNd. 11. K33> fol.
79v. 12. M.’s reading; MSS kn’h . 13* K, MR^, J; BK ’gynkyn1.
D.159
D.159/160
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1+9 • 6—10
'symyn1 W ZK ZY pncwm ZXB'-yn* W 6wm klkh'nyn'
W ZK ZY 7v®a y'kndyn1
(7) ’PS klwjsk1 'symyn1 W dnd'nk ZKB'-yn' 'PS llj kwp1 
BYN 'PS 7 lwt' ZY n'ywt'k BYN 'PS 7 mwlw1
MNWS p'nkyh PWN hwt'yyh S'yt1 krtn1 BYN
(8) 'PS zmyk 'ytwn1 nywk1 'MT XMR'-I BR' mycyt1 
PWN LYLY'-I w'stl GBR'-b'l'y BR' lwdyt1
(9) 'PS 15 BB» ZY KR» 'ywk* $0 GBR' b ’l'y11+ 'YT*
(10) kng BNPSH b'l’y 'nd ’YT*1^ GBR'-I k'lyk' 'MT tgl BR’ SDYTWNyt1
asemen, nd han 1 pan^om zarren, ud SaSom karkehanen, 
ud han 1 haftom yakanden.
(7) 11-S k[o]Sk asemen, ud dandanag zarren, u-S Cahardah kof 
andar, u-S haft rod l nay dag andar, u-S haft murw 
ke-S panagih pad xwadaylh Sayed, kardan andar.
(8) u-S zamig edon nek ka xar-e he mezed, 
pad Sab-e was tar marcLbalay be royed.
(9) u-S panzdah dar, harw ewag panjah-mard balay ast.
(10) kang xwad balay and ast mard-e karig ka tigr be wihed,
111". MSS have also BR'. 15• MSS have also end here, probably a
scribal addition after and.
D.160,
29 6
1£ . 10-13
YXWWNyt' 'MB BE’ *L Ii‘ySH lsyt' *YXWWNyt'16 »MP L’ YXMTWNyt'
(11) MN SB’ *L BB* 700 plsng W y ’knd ZXB’
’sym W ’p’ryk *gwhT^ W hw’stk' ZY nywk* BYN
’YT1 W KBD W pl’hw' ,Yr '18
(12) pSyd’wtn' ZY wSt’s p V  LWTH V w S t '19 1,000 MNW 20*TWP’ ZY 
*syd,2° smwl YXSNNd *»-S21 BYN KR* YWM pSyd’wtn' LWTH ‘LHS’n 1
*hwSt’n ' 22 ycSn1 ZYyzd’n' ‘BYDWNx^
(13) pSyd’wtn' *hwS W ’mlg W ’zlm’n W ’swdSn W
’pwdSn'2^ M I  hwt’y W l,dyn^t],l ZY kng *YT1
Bawed ka-S Be o sar rased, *Bawed ka ne rased. D.160
(11) az dar o dar haft sad frasang, ud yakand, zarr, 
asem, ud aBarig gohr ud xwastag 1 nek andar
ast, ud was ud frax ast. D,l6l.
(12) piSyotan i wiStaspan abag *hawiSt hazar, ke *Jamag 1
sya samor darend, a-S andar harw roz piSyotan abag awe San 
hawiStan yaziSn 1 yazdan kuned.
(13) piSyotan ahoS ud amarg ud azarman ud asuyiSn ud 
apuyiSn, anoh xwaday ud rayen|ld]ax 1 kang ast.
16. MSS YXWWNt1. 17- MSS gwh’l. 18. K3^ fol. 80r.
19* MSS h ,wwSt1. 20. M.’s emendation; MSS kwp'h’ gyfa’n ( WCJ^).
21. MSS 22. MSS h ’wwSt’n'. 23. ME^, J; BK ’swdSn; •
K ’pdSn' ’pdSn'; the following ten words are lacking in MR^, J.
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U9.1U-18
(11+) ’NSWT* W ’p ’ryk1 ZY TMH XWH'd KR* nywkyh ZYS’n'
’p ’yt* *—S ’n 1 ’YT1 pytyd’lk* ’wc’lk1 ’YT1
(15) ’PS*n! zywndkyh plhyst,2i+ [’YT1] ZK ^MNW2^ lgO 
SNT1 zywyt1 [W ’hlwb' XWH'd] *D tn1 ZY psyn1
(16) ZK ycsn1 pl’lwn hm’y 4BYDWNx^
(17) *NSWT* hm’k dyn'-bwlt’l W ’hlwb' XWH'd W ’NSWT’
MN ZK gyw’k *D ZK »MT pSyd’wtn1 Y ’TWNyt' BR’
*L ’yl’n'str1 L’ Y ’TWNd
(18) ’MT pSyd’wtn1 Y ’TWNyt' ’DYNS 1^0 GBR’
(1I4) mardom ud abarlg I anoh hend harw neklh 1-3an 
abayed a-San ast; petyarag ozarak ast.
(l£) u-3an zlndagih frahist, [ast] han *ke sad ud pan^ah 
sal ziwed, [ud ahlaw hend] ta tan I pasen.
(16) han yaziSn fraron hame kunend.
(17) mardom hamag den-bur dar ud ahlaw hend, ud mardom 
az han gyag ta han ka piSyotan ayed be
o eranSahr ne ayend.
(18) ka piSyotan ayed, eg-ig sad ud pan^ah mard
2l+. M. reads fraye<5 "is increased" (see M., p. l+6£ n. 23) and 
construes this § differently. 25. MSS MNWS, but -S seems 
superfluous •
D.161
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1*9.18
LWTH YXWWNd W dwSmn MN ’yl’n'str' L ’WXL YXSNNd 
W hwt’y26 ZY dyn' L ’WXL *L *t’htl27 YTYBWNyt1 W dyn'
’plyk’n'28 BR* ‘BYDWNj^  W ’XL L’WXL *L kng ‘ZLWNyt*
W KR*2^ *MNW^ dyn1 dhywptyh L ’WXL ’p ’yt1 wyl’stn1 Y ’TWNyt1
W wyl’dyt' W L ’WXL *L kng ‘ZLWNyt1 *D plSkrt'
hng’m TMH YXWWNyt1 pylwcyh ZY ’whrmzd W ’mhrspnd *n1 W znSn*
W w ’nSn' W * ’pshynSn1^ ' ZY ’hlmn W SDY-’n 1 wSwtk’n 1
abag bawend, ud duSmen az eranSahr abaz dar end, D.161
ud xwaday l den abaz o taxt niSined; ud den 
abarlgan be kuned* ud pas abaz 5 kang Sawed,
ud harw *ke den dahibadih abaz abayed wirastan ayed I). 161/162
ud wirayed, ud abaz o kang Sawed, ta fraSegird
hangam anoh bawed,perozlh I ohrmazd ud amahraspandan ud zaniSn
ud waniSn ud abesiheniSn I ahreman ud dewan wiSudagan.
26. W hwt’y repeated in MSS; M. reads repeat. 27* M.’s 
emendation; MSS t’ht'yt1. 28. MSS; M. emends to *vaffarlyan
"authentic11 • 29* K3^ fol. 80v. 30. B.’s emendation; BK, K
’MT. 30. M.’s emendation; MSS ’pswynSn1.
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Chapter 5>0
’ytwn* YMRHWNd ’YK dwShw1 pwst’ ZY ’lkzwl1 
W dwghw L ’ pwst' ZY ’lkzwl BR’ ZK 
gyw’k ’YK BB’ ZY dwshw glywk’-XD ’ytwn*
’lkzwl glywk'2 SM ZY *wym3 ZK BR’ YMR[R]WNd 
’YK pwst* ZY ’lkzwl PWN plc’m d’t’l h ’mwdyn 
PWW ’ywkgwst* BR* hrib’lyt*^
edon gowend ku dugox post I argzur. D.162
ud dug ox ne post l argzur, be han
gyag ku dar I dugox, griwag-ew; edon
argzur grlwag nam 1 *wem han be go wend,
ku post 1 argzur* pad frazam dadar hamoyen
pad aydxgust be hambared.
1. The name is written thus all four times in MSS; presumably it
represents a guess at an archaic form of the name; see Comm. n. 1*
2. MR^, J; BK, K glywk'-XD; in K 30) is circled by dots (as being a 
mistake). 3« MSS t o o .; M. reads u-m (i.e. Win). 1|. MR^, J; BK,
K hnblyt1•
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Chapter £l
mhly’ W mhlyd’nydy ^ dwS’lm1 I’d2 nzdst1 prznd ZY RPSH 
BR* ‘STHNt' W E  *YK gyh’n ’ d’tst’n' cygwn dlwnd XWH'd 
’ywp [L’] lwgn L’ pyt’k 1 mtr' ’ywk1 ’YT1 
’PS tn* ’ywk1 BYN hm’k y ’nwl3 ’YT1 BR’
»YT* MNWg wyg V ’YT1 MNWg knZ* ’ytwn1 cygwn
I -X- ^
GBR*-1 MNWS wyhyh wyg V ’ywk MNWg wyhyh km
mahre ud mahryane dogar am ray nazdist frazand 1 xweg 
be xward; en ku gehan dadestan Ciyon druwand hend 
ayab [ne] roSn ne paydag.mihr ewag ast 
u-S tan ewag andar hamag gyanwar ast, be 
ast ke-g weg ud ast ke-g kam, edon Ciyon
-X-
mard-e ke-g wehih weg ud ewag ke-g wehih kam.
D.162
D.162/163
1. MSS dwhglm. 2. Lacking in BK, K. 3* PKS y ’nwl; M. reads 
yavar "times11. i+. K has also ’YT1. £. M*’s emendation; BK, K3^>
J MNW; lacking in MR^.
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Chapter ^2
’whmzd 12 MNI)‘M dwShw’ltl1 YXWWNt* krtn* ’YK plSkrt*
W tn1 ZY psyn* pltwm2 ’sm’n 1 wyn’lt* dtygl
zmyk wyn’lt* stygl hwlSyt1 FWN lwbSnT YXBWNt1 tswm m ’h
PWN hmlwbSn* YXBWNt' pncwm stl3 FWN hmlwbSn1 YXBWNt'^
SSwm^ ’MT' ywlt’y^ hwSk1 BYN zmyk BR’ lwst'^
8 9hptrwm BYN ’wlwlyh’ gwnk1 bwd W mck1 twm twm
YXBWNt' hStwm10 BYN ’wlwl ’thS BR’11 YXBWNt* W BR’
L’ swcyt1 nhwm12 BYN ’Skmb' ZY ’MYtl’n BEH* wyn’lt'
ohrmazd dwazdah CiS duSxwartar bud kardan ku fraSegird 
ud tan I pasen: fradom asman winnard, dudigar
zamg winnard, sidrgar xwarSed pad rawiSn dad, tasum mah 
pad hamrawiSn dad, panjom star pad hamrawiSn dad,
SaSom ka Jorda ho Sag andar zamlg be rust,
haftom andar urwarlha gonag, boy ud mizag tom tom
dad, haStom andar urwar ataxS be dad ud be
ne so zed, nohom andar aSkamb I madaran pus winnard,
I. K35, fol. 8lr. 2. Lacking in MR^, J. 3* BK stwl. 1+. BK 
dad in Arabic script. BK; K, MR^, J 6wm. 6. K; BK ywlt’yk;
MELL» J BK; K » ^^l’ J lw,t>* 8* BK? K » J 7vm.
9* BK urvarha in Arabic script. 10. BK; K, MR^, J 8wm.
II. BK ‘ 12. BK; K, HE^, J 9wm
.163
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52
d’hwm mwlw' FWN w ’t'13 YXBWNt1 y ’cd’hwm MY* FWN 
lwbgn' YXBWNt'11* 12wm »bl [YXBWNt'] MNWS tn* mynwg 
ZK ZY gyi^dy MY* YBLWNx^
dahom murw pad wad dad, yazdahom ab pad 
rawiSn dad, dwazdahom abr [dad] ke-g tan menog 
han I getlg ab bared.
D.163
13* Lacking in BK, K. ll^ . BK dadan in Arabic script; K YXBWNtn' •
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Chapter 53
^tytykyh *MT NYSH ’twb’nyk'2 9m  Swd p ’thS’d 
GBR* I'd S’yt'3 ’B' ZY ’pwln’yk* ZY 8 s’lk*
‘D 15 s’lk1 ’MT BR* ‘B Y D W ^  S’yt* ’p ’ryk ’YS 
FWN l’s ZY pgt’mblyh ’MT GBR’-I BR* *L GBR’-I 
YMRHWNyt1 ’YK ‘ZIWN **lA L I’d FWN ptyt' YXWWNyh^
patetlglh: ka zan atuwanlg, ka Soy padixSay, D.I64
mard ray Sayed; pid 1 aburnayag 1 hast salag
ta panzdah salag ka he kuned,Sayed; abarlg kas
pad rah 1 paygambarlh ka mard-e be o mard-e
gowed ku: "Saw ta man ray pad patet bawehf'
1. As I)* notes (p. 161+, n. l), at the beginning J adds the following
sentence on the margin:
en-iz pay dag, [ku] ka kas ray gah 1 gyan Sudan rased andar 
zindagih I han tan, han pak kunend az be SoyiSn ud a^inag 
1 kahwan abar tan I oy be dahiSn ud kus tig be bandiSn, ud 
mardoman 1 xweSlh l oy o peS oy asgnvohug ud patet be
xwaniSn "this also is revealed, that when the time for
the soul’s departure comes for a person in the life of the 
body, they make the body pure by washing it and putting old
clothes upon it and tying the kus tig, and the people of his
family should recite before him (i.e. the departing soul) the 
the aSamvohu and the patet"*
2. J; BK, K ’tb’nyk*. 3. K, ME^, J; lacking in BK. 1*. MSS
*ZLWN ZY. 5. K35, fol. 8lv.
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S3
S’yt1 krpk* ZY BRH ZY p’thS’yh’ ‘FYDWN^ ’B 1 ZY 
p ’thS’yh* hm’k KN YXWWNyt1 W ZK ZY cglyh’6 ch’l 
’ywk-XD YXWWNyt1 bwt' dstwbl7 MNWS gwpt* ’YK ‘ifl'c 
hm’k KN8 YXWWNyt1
Sayed. kirbag I  pus I  padixSayiha kuned pid I  
padixSayiha hamag oh hawed; ud han 1 Cagariha Cahar 
ewag-ew hawed, hud dastwar ke-S guft ku: "oy-iz
hamag oh hawed."
6. ME^, J; BK, K clyh’. 7. K, ME^, J; BK dstwl. 8. K K,
D.164
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Chapter Sh
plSkrt1 krt’l KBD XWH'd1 ZK ’hwS
2
W ’mlg ’ywk pSyd’wtn ’ywk wn
3
ZY ywdt1 byS ’ywk1 gwpt1 Sh ’ywk1 ywSt1 
ZY plyd’ny’n 1 W ZK MNWS XY’ BYN tws W 
*wyw,1+ W klS’sp*^  ZY tn‘ ’YT1 ’PS XT’ L‘y t '
fraSegird kardar was hend; han ahoS 
ud amarg: ewag piSyotan, ewag wan
l Jud beS, ewag gopatSah, ewag yoSt
l friyaniyan, ud han ke-S gyan andar, tus ud
* _ _ _ _ 
wew, ud kriSasp,! tan ast u-S gyan nest*
D.164 
D.164/5
1. K, MEL^ , J XWHd. 2. K, MR^, J wn* o 3* K; BK ’ywwk; lacking
in MR^, J* i+. MSS wwyww1; MR^, J wwyw1 kdhwslwd. 5* MR^;
BK, K, J klSsp.
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Chapter £5 55.1-2
(1) s’dk* ZY m ’zdysn’n 1 ’MT BR* *L ns’y ’wptyt1 tn
'lymn L ’ ‘BYEWNx^ W *nslwSt' 2 L’ znyt* wn’s ZY BYN 
hmym’l’n 1 SNT mlk’ L ’ ’m ’l MH hm’y ’MTS ’mwlcyt1 
’-S3 MN bwn BR* ‘ ZLWNyt' ’MT *LH BR’ YMYTWNyt1 ’PS BR’
L* ’mwlcyt1 *MT hw’stk'-d’l’n ’^  BR’ ’mwlcynd^ ’-c* S’yt1
(2) pwhL-XD PWN cwp ’ywp1 PWN KYP’7 ’MTS mwltk' QJ)M 
BR’ YBLWNx^ ’MT BR* cnd[y]hyt' KR’ MNW QPM pwhl 
* ’styt' ’MT h ’mwS L’ lymn' BR’ ’MT hm’y SGYTWNyt1 
ZKc lymn YXWWNyt1
(1) sayag I mazdesnan ka be 5 nasa of ted, tan
reman ne kuned, u.d nasruSt ne zaned. winah l andar 
hamemalan sal marag ne amar, Ce hame ka-S amurzed, 
ar-S az bun be Sawed* ka oy be mired u-S be 
ne amurzid, ka xwastag-daran be amurzendfa-z Sayed.
(2) puhl-ew pad 65b ayab pad sang ka-S murdag abar 
be barend, ka be Cand[i]hed, harw ke abar puhl 
ested ka xamoS, ne reman, be ka hame rawed 
han-iz reman bawed.
1. BK; K, MR1, J *BYDWNyt1. 2. MSS ’slSt. As M. notes, it is
confounded with asruSt|ih| ( < Av. asruSti) "disobedience", ZKA li|3»8ff. 
(M., p.1*70, n.l). 3* MR^, J; BK, K . I4. Written in
BK. f?. MR^, J; BK, K d’lSn*. 6. MR^, J; BK ’mwlcynnd; K ’mwlcyt1,
with ynnd written above.. 7» BK, K, MR^ KYP’Y. 8. BK, K; MR^,
J YBLWNd.
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55.3
(3) h|y]hl-XD9 MN10 YDH W LGLH ’ywp' MN hnd’m
'BR* ’wptyt1 ’MTS nm-I1 ptS QJM L’ Y ’TWNyt* h|y]hl 
W ’MT L’ ns’y MNW ^|n]hwst hyl^ ZY h[y]hl’wmnd^
ZY PWN klwm-l‘ PWN *twk'13 ptS YKTYBWNd KR’
’ywb’l ZY pr’c ’XR[N] t’k ‘XBWN^ KR’ w ’ck-l' L’WXL 
YKTYBWNd 160 wn’s YXWWNyt*
(3) hixr-ew az dast ud pay ayab az handam
be ofted, ka-S nam-e padiS abar ne ayed, hixr, 
ud ka ne, nasa. ke |na]xust xlr 1 hixromand 
1 pad kalam-e pad tog padiS nibesend, harw 
ewbar 1 fraz any tag girend, harw wazag-e abaz 
nibesend sad ud haStad winah bawed.
9* K 3 f o l .  82r. 10. Lacking in BK. 11. BK, MR^, J hwsthl;
K hwsthyl; M. reads os tar [ ’wst ’r] "defiled, polluted" (1*70, n»3)«
12. K, MR^, J; BK hhl’wmwnd. 13« MSS l9li° ; M.’s reading; while 
the sense of this phrase is odd, the many possible emendations of
this word seem to be equally unsatisfactory, e.g. PWN *twc "on bark/ 
papyrus"; PWN *TWB for PWN XZYTWNt1 "clearly"; PWN t|yc Sn]wk "with 
the point", etc.
D.165
D. 165/166
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Chapter 56 56.1-2
’lc’wmndyh ZY dlwn* W myzd^ I’d YKTYEWNyhyt*
(1) 'dlwn1 PWN hngwSytk* ZY gytydy XNXTWNt*^ ’styt* ’PS gltyh
’ytwn cygwn gyt^d^ git' ’YT*^ ’PS kn’lk* kwp' ZY hlbwlc
K v /T
’pz’dSn ZY mdy’n ZY dlwn' ’NSWT’ W st’lk W ’wlwl 
g ’wSd’k 1 ck’t*^ ZY d’ytyk^ FWN mdy’n*^ ZY dlwn1 *XNXTWNtn*^ 
cym ZNH ’YIC^ " ck’t ZY d’ytyk^ FWN^ mdy’n"^ ZY gyh’n* ’YT1
(2) W plsst* ZK ZY ’whrmzd ZY hwt’yli+ I’d PWN
ywdt’kyh ZY MN dlwn1 XNXTWNt[n] 1 cym 1^ZNH * ’YK1^ ’whmzd
arzomandih I dron ud mezd ray nibesihed: D .166
(1) dron pad hangoSldag l getlg nihad ested: u-S girdih
_ * _ 
edon Ciyon getlg gird ast, u-S kanarag kof i harburz;
abzayiSn I mayan I dron mardom ud starag ud urwar;
go So dag, Cagad I daidig, pad mayan I dron nihadan
Sim en, ku Cagad i daidlg pad mayan I gehan ast.
(2) ud frasast ,han I ohrmazd 1 xwaday ray, pad
y
judagih I az dron nihad[an] Cim en, ku ohrmazd
1. MR^ my’zd throughout. 2. K XNWXTWt*. 3* MR^, J have also
MH gytyg. 1|. MR^; BK, K, J ’ytwn1. 5* BK, K, MR^; J ’pznSn*;
M. emends to a$zuniSn (see Comm., n.lf). 6. In Arabic script in BK.
7. ME^, J; BK, K cg’t. 8. MR^ J; BK, K d’yt’-I. 9. K m ’d’n*.
10. K XNWXTWNt*; BK, MR1, J XNWXTWt*. 11. K, ME^, J.; lacking in BK.
12. Lacking in MR^, J. 13* MR^, J mdy’nk. lk» ZY hwt’y in’K
only. 15. MR^, J ZNH MH; BK, K MH.
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£6.2-£
PWN ywdt’kyh ZY ’mhrspnd’n' W yzd’n' ’p ’yt' YDBXWNt'
(3) W ’p ’ryk LWTH ’whrmzd YDBXWNSn' BR* MN slwS MH
slwS hwt’y W dhywpt' ZY gyh’n' ’YT1 XN’ I’d ywdt’kyh 
’p ’yt' yStn'
(1*) plsst' 17 kn’lk' L’ *BYDWNT[n] 1 cym ZNH ’YT MH KR’ 
MN3)‘M W KR’ ’YS kn’lk ’YT1 W ’whrmzd hm’yykyh’18 
YXBWNt' I’d ’kn’lk'’wmnd19 
(£) *YT' XS ZY PWN dlwn' MY’ ZY PWN *zlyh20
V pwl ’p ’yt' krtn' MH L ’ pwlyh I’d gwk’dyh21 YXWWNyt' 
’YK *zlyh20 MY’ L» pwl ’pysl22 wySk' ZY BYN zlyh23
pad ^udaglh I amahraspandan ud yazdan abayed yaSt. B,l66
(3) ud abarlg abag ohrmazd yaziSn, be az sroS, be
sroS xwaday ud dahibad I gehan ast; ed ray judaglha
abayed yaStan.
(1^) frasast kanarag ne kard[an] eim en ast, be harw B.166/I67
diS ud harw kas kanarag ast, ud ohrmazd hameiglha 
dad ray, akanaragomand.
(£) ast may I pad dr5n ab 1 pad zreh,
ud purr abayed kardan, tte ne purrih ray gugaylh bawed 
ku zreh ab ne purr; abesar we Sag 1 andar zreh.
16. K, MR^, J; BK ywt’yh’. 17. K fol. 82v. 18. K, MR^, J; BK
hm’ykyh’. 19* MR^, J ’kn’lk W ’YT* kn’lk XWH'd. 20. MSS zl’h .
21. MSS have also YXBWNt', possibly a mistake for YXWWNyt' following.
22. MSS ’pysl; M. reads agglr (see Comm. n*9). 23. MSS zl’h;
K has also MY’ L’ pwl circled by dots.
jr
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£6.6-9
(6) spl|h]m ’pswn ZY ’mhrspnd’n'
(7) "’ysm W bwd 3 t’k hwmt' hwht'2^ hwwlSt'
(8) ’MT dlwn' YBBXWNd KR* tn'-XD I’d MNW w ’c ‘XDWNyt' 
spl[h]m 2 t’k' PWN dlwn' XNXTWNtjri]' KR’ M W  w ’c ‘XDWNyt'
spl|h]m 2 t’k c’Snyk' *wbS YXBWNt [n'] MB ’wgwn pyt’k' ’YK
’MTS c’Snyk YNSBWNx2 W spl|h]m ZY PWN dlwn' *L * ’wbS2^
XNXTWNt' BYN ZK YWM KR’ wn’s n ’mcSt' 26 wn’s ZY mlg’lc’n 
L ’ S’yt' ’hlmn' W SBY’-n' sn’h-I27 ZK gl’ntl YXWWNyt'
(9) MNW BYN myzd28 w ’tlng29 p ’lk'-XD ‘STHNyt' ’-S3°
(6) spra|h]m afson 1 amahraspandan. D.I67
(7) esm ud boy se tag humat huxt huwarSt.
(8) ka dron yazend, harw tan-ew ray ke waz gired, 
sprafi]m do tag pad dron nihad[an]; harw ke waz glred 
spra|h]m do tag CaSnlg awiS dad[an]; Ce owon pay dag ku 
kar-S CaSnlg stadf ud spra[h]m I pad dron o *awiS
nihad, andar han roz harw winah, namciSt winah I mar gar z an, 
ne Sayed. ahreman ud dewan snah-e han gar ant ar bawed.
(9) ke andar mezd wadrang parag-ew xwared, a-S
2k• BK, K hwwt. 25. MSS ywS. 26. BK, K; MR^, J n ’mcStyk.
27. BK wSn*-I; K Sn*-I; MR^, J Sn’h-I. 28. MR^ my’zd throughout.
29. MR1, J; BK, K w ’twlwng. 30. MR1, J; BK, K .
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56.9-11
w ’t' ZY * ’hyck'3  ^ZY PWN glwk' L’ YXWWNyt'
(10) 'myzd*^ PWN hngwSytk'3  ^ZY ’mhrspnd’n' XNXTWNt' * ’styt' 33 
MH ’ytwn' cygwn Whrmzd LWTH ’mhrspnd’n' YTYBWNyt'3^ W MN
pQ
’mhrspnd’n' MND*M-c K ’L* L ’ Y ’TWNyt' ’ytwn'-c PWN myzd 
h ’mwS ’p ’yt' YTYBWNst'3^
(11) myzd ZY ms ’YT' YDH Swst' nslwSt' 36 MXYTWNt' wstlg ’s’nyh 
W b ’lgn' rihwmt3  ^W ’pswn nywkyh3  ^*QDM3  ^* ’styt' *LXM’^  
*STHNt|n]'^ ' gyw’k' S’yt' wyl*st|n] *psh[y]nSn' ZY SPY- *n'
’p ’ryk'1*3 pwl *STHNtn' p ’nkyh ZY tn' I’d ZY *psyl^
_ _ * _ _ _ _  p
wad l axezag i pad galog ne bawed. •
(10) mezd pad hangoSidag I amahraspandan nihad ested,
Ce edon Ciyon ohrmazd abag amahraspandan niSined nd az 
amahraspandan CiS-iz wang ne ayed, edon-iz pad mezd 
xamoS abayed niSast.
(11) mezd I meh ast dast Sust, nasruSt zad, wastarag asanih 
ud baliS nihumt, ud afson nekih abar ested. nan 
xward[an] gyag Sayed wirast[an], abesih[e]niSn I dewan. 
abarlg purr xwardan panagih I tan ray I abesar
31* MSS *hck'; M. reads *niyazay (see Comm, n.11). 32. K35 fol.
83r. 33. BK, K ystyt'; ME^ YK*YMWNyt'; J syt'. 3*+. M^, J; BK,
K YKTYBWNyt. 35. K YKTYBWNst'. 36. BK, K, MI^ ’slSt'; J »slw3t
(see above, ch. 55* fn.2). 37* B. emends to nhwmbyt'; BK, K nhwmt
J nhwmyt'. 38. K, MR^, J; BK nywk ZY. 39* M.*s emendation
MSS MH. 1+0. MSS LXM’y . 1+1. MEL^ , J have also MY’ *STHNt'.
1+2. D. S’yt'; BK, K y ’yt'; M. emends to s’yytn uto sweep”. 1+3. K
*p*rk'; MR^, J ’w ’pk'. 1+1+. M. reads affgir (see Comm., n.17 )•
167
I67/168
1.»
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£6.11-114
BYN YDH ZY GBR’ ’YT1
(12) BYN hwln1 ’MT pySk’s ^  YTYBWNyt'3^ pySk’s I’d 2
y ’t' W ’p ’ryk' KR’ tn'-XD I’d y ’t'-XD *»styt' ’MT BR’ 
dl’yt' ^6W yzdt MN TMH^6 BR’ ‘ZLWNyt' KR’ tn'-XD I’d 
SDY’ LWTH * ’styt' W lymn'yh BYN XS <BYDVNx;l W KR’ 
tn'-XD ZY BR’ dl’yt' 1,000 SDY’ ’pws YXWWNyt'
(13) W ’ySm-c dl’yt' *YK *L gytjrdy 3 MND*M m ’tkwl 
ZY PWN gytyg QD^-k’l
(lk) W ’hlmn [dl’yt'] ’YK ZK1*8 3 MND*M MH
andar dast I mard ast.
(12) andar xwaran, ka peSgah niSined peSgah ray do 
yat, ud abarlg harw tan-ew ray yat-ew ested, ka be 
drayed, ud yazad az anoh be Sawed, harw tan-ew ray 
dew abag ested ud remanih andar may kuned, ud harw 
tan-ew I be drayed hazar dew abus bawed.
(13) ud xeSm-iz drayed ku: "o getlg se CiS madagwar
1 pad getlg abar-kar."
(1I4) ud ahreman [drayed] ku: "han se CiS Ce?"
1*5. BK, K; MR1» J pySg’h. I46. BK, K yzdt' MN TMH; D. reads
MH. 1+7. BK, K MH. 1+8. Lacking in BK, K.
D.168
D.168/169
‘STHNt'
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3>6.l5-l6
(l£) *ySm dl’yt1 ’YK myzd^ g’s’nb’l W hwytwd’t1
(l6) ’hlmn dl’yt' XT^° LK YCBHN^r ZNH 2 M P ‘M
c’lk' YD*YTWNy^1 MH BYN myzd BNPSH BR’ YXMTWN ’PS’n PWN 
w ’lwm BR* YTYBWN *D BR* dl’dynd^2 yzdt1^  MN nzdyk* ZY 
*LHS*n1 BR’ *ZLWNyt' PWN g’s’nb’l BR’ YXMTWN *D ’ywk1 MN 
TWB MND*Mc BR’ dwcynd ’MTS’n ’ywk' MN TWB MND‘M-1 BR’ 
dwcyt1 g’s’nb’l Skst1 hwytwd’t*^4 SBKWN^ ’YK LK BR’-S’n 
Lyc c’l56 L’ YD‘Yrw|N]m MH ’MT b ’l SLYTWNd hkwlc1^ 8
(if?) xeSm drayed ku: "mezd ud gahanbar ud xwedodah."
(l6) ahreman drayed: "agar to kame, en do CiS
Carag dane, Ce andar mezd xwad be ras , u-San pad 
warom be niSln ta be drayend: yazd az nazdik I
awe San be Sawed; pad gahanbar be ras, ta ewag az 
did Cis-iz be duzend, ka-S an ewag az did CiS-e be 
duzld, gahanbar Skast; xwedodah hil, ku to be-San
man-iz Car ne danem, Ce ka Cahar bar gayend hagriz
1+9. K3^ fol. 83v . £0. Repeated in BK. $1. MR1> J; BK YD*YTydy;
K YD* YTWydy. £2. K; BK dl’dyn'd; MR^, J have also ’MT BR’ dl’dynd.
53. MR^, J; BK, K d’tn*. % .  BK; MR^ whwytwkd’t* ZY; J hwytwd’t’n .
5$. BK ’nyhSnykwn. £6. BK, K35; MR^, J c’lk. £7. MR^, J; BK 3.
£8. MR,, J; BK wlc; K wl’c wlc with wlc written again .over wl ’c.
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£6.16
GBR’ V NYSH MN hwySyh ZY 'whrmzd BR' L ’ ‘ZLWNd 
BR'-S'n’ TWB przndyh 'p'yt* YXBWNt1 gyh'n' MN km 
przndyh I'd ’DYNS’n ’ ptS XYMNNstn’ k ’mk’ L' YXWWNyt’ ’yny’ 
PWN GBR' W NYSH MNB‘Mc krtn’ L* S’yt’
mard ud zan az xweSlh I ohrmazd be ne Sawend, 
be-San did frazandlh abayed dad. gehan az kam 
frazandlh ray eg-San padiS wurroyistan kamag ne bawed, enya 
pad mard ud zan SiS-iz kardan ne Sayed.”
U.I69
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Chapter £7
znd ZY i0a^ aat yazamaide LTMH 'ytwn* YDBXWNm 
'whrmzd MNWS gwspnd V 'hl'dyh-c YXBWNt* 'PS MY'-c 
YXBWNt* W »wlwl— c ZY SPYL 'PS lwSnyh-c^ YXBWNt* W 
bwm-c V hlwsp* 'p'tyh^ 'hl'dyh 'p'tyh ZY p'hlwm 'YT*
['YK *hnb'l^ ZNH SPYL k'l W krpk* ZY PWN pl'lwnyh] 
nywk* 'YT* [ZNH k'l W krpk*] nywk* ‘LH MNW MN 
ZK * LH* nywk *yh kt'l-c-XD [YK kt'l-c-XD MN nywkyh
/ c 7
ZY *LH nywkyh ] znd ZY i0a W aSam vohu
zand 1 i0a aat yazamaide: edar edon yazem D .170
ohrmazd ke-S gospand, ud ahlaylh-iz dad, u-S ab-iz
dad, ud urwar-iz 1 weh, u-S roSroh-iz dad, ud
bum-iz ud harwisp abadlh. ahlaylh abadlh I pahlom ast,
y
[ku hambar en weh kar ud kirbag 1 pad fraronih] 
nek ast [en kar ud kirbag] nek oy ke az 
han oy nekih kadar-iz-ew [, ku kadar-iz-ew az nekih 
1 oy nekih] zand I i0a ud aSam vohu.
1. J y0a. 2. K, MR^, J; BK aj. 3« J, BK, K lwbSn-c.
U. K3£, fol. 81*. £. BK, K, MR1 'ywb'l; J 'ywb*'1-1. 6. MEL^ , J;
ZY * LH nywkyh lacking in BK, K. 7* BK, K; MR^, J y0a.ahu.
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Chapter £9 59.1-3
(1) ^ZNH 'YK gwspnd'n* W TWR'-'n W 'p'ryk ch'lp’[d]'n hnd'm 
' 'ywk1 'ywk* kt'm y£dt'^ NPSH V ywdt'^ ywdt* cygwn
ystn1
(2) kwpyk hm'k 'ytwn1 YXWWNyt'^ cygwn ktyk1 TWR' TWR'
XMR' gwl myS myS^ p'cyn* 'Z^  wl'c XZWLY'^
9**pyk* KR' sltk* W *'wnyk9 L» lwSnk* 'YK hmsltk'10 kt'l
(3) [gwspnd] 'MT kwSt* YXWWNyt* '-S^ g'wSd’k 'ytwn* bhSSn*
'dlw'lk* 'wzw'n* W 'YNH ZY hwd hwm yzdt* NPSH gltn'^
(1) en ku gospandan ud gawan ud abarig Caharpayan han dam D.189.11 
ewag ewag kadam yazd xweg ud Jud Jud Ciyon
abayed yaStan.
(2) koflg hamag edon bawed Ciyon kadlg; gaw gaw;
_ _ _ _ * _ _ . 
xar gur; meS meS; pazen buz; waxaz xug; D.189/190
abig harw sardag ud u m g  ne roSnag ku hamsardag kadar.
(3) [gospand] ka kuSt bawed ,ar-S go So dag edon baxSiSn: 
erwarag, uzwan ud CaSm I hoy horn yazd xweS; gardan
1. As M. notes (p. 1*90, n.l), a text corresponding to §1 of this
v  v
chapter occurs at the end of SnS XI as found in K20, fol. l67r., lOff.
V V V V
§3 of PRDd.£9 corresponds to SnS XI. 1* (see P. Kotwal, Supp. SnS, p.23, 
and notes p.96). 2. MSS d'tn* for yzdt* throughout. 3* MR^, J,
BK, K ywht. 1*. BK aA» • £. K; lacking in BK, MR^ ,. J. 6. K;
lacking in BK, MR^, J. 7* MSS p'cyn1; see Comm, n.2 • 8. MR^,
J; BK, J XZWL'. 9* The reading is uncertain; MSS 'hwk* KR' sltk*
(huni in Av. script): see Comm, n.3 . 10. M. reads as two
words: im sarday. 11. MR^, J; BK, K '-'. 12. K; J dlwn; lacking
in BK, MR^.
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59-3
13,SwhSt yzdt' NPSH13 sl1^ w ’y yzdt' NPSH *lm ZY dSn'
*’lydwyswl1^ yzdt1 NPSH1  ^ ’lm ZY hwd dlw’sp1  ^yzdt NPSH 
hht1 ZY dSn* plw’hl ZY y ’m ’sp NPSH hht' ZY hwd
v i tl R v i t
plw’hl ZY wSt’sp NPSH pwSt- ’ldypwkblzt NPSH p ’hlwk mynwg’n 
ZY19 NKB-’n' 20ZY ’lt’y plwlt1 ZY ’NSWT’- ’n' NKB-’n ' NPSH 
’Skmb1 spndrmtt NPSH gwnd wnnd stl NPSH gwltk1 hptwlng’n 1 
NPSH synck1 plw’hl ZY ,slwn,n , NPSH swS21 plw’hl ZY ’ltySt’l’n'22
aSawahiSt yazd xweS; sar way yazd xweS; arm I daSn D.190
*#■ _• 
aredwlsur yazd xweS; arm I hoy druwasp yazd xweS;
haxt I daSn frawahr I JJamasp xweS; haxt I hoy
frawahr I wiStasp xweg; puSt ratwobarzad xweS; pahlug menogan
I madagan i arda fraward 1 mardoman madagan xweS;
aSkamb spandarmad xweS; gund wanand star xweS; gurdag haftorangan
xweS; senlzag frawahr I as ron an xweS; suS frawahr I arteStaran
13* These three words lacking in BK, MR^. ll+. MSS slk*.
If?. MSS *lkyswl. 16. J; lacking in BK, K; last ten words lacking
in MR^. 17• BK slw’sp. 18. MR^, J; BK, K ’ldypwblzt1.
19* K35, fol. 7b? • 20. M. twice misreads this as naran.
21. K, MR^, J; BK swS. 22. M. reads raGestaran.
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£9*3
NPSHykl Strywr23 NPSH spwl m ’nslspnd NPSH clp ZY lwtyk' 
’lt’y plwlt' ZY ZKL-’n ,2l+ NPSH dwmyck' plw’hl ZY zltwhSt* 
spyt’m ’n' NPSH dwmbk' w*t‘ ZY ’lt’y yzdt' NPSH KR’
EH MN2^ LHS’n' BR’ plyc’t'2  ^ ’p ’ryk ’mhrspnd’n' NPSH 
bwt' ENW BR* g ’wsd’k gwpt'
xweS; JJagar Sahrewar xweS; spul mansarspand xweS;Carb I  rodlg 
arda fraward I  naran xweS; dumizag frawahr I  zarduSt 
spitaman xweS; dumbag wad l arda yazd xweS; harw 
Ce az awe San be parrezad abarlg amahraspandan xweS; 
bud ke be goSodag guft.
23. ER^, J (and K corrected); BK Stywr'. 2l|. E. misreads this 
as maSayan. 25. K, ER^, J; BK ENW. 26. BK; K pltplyc’t*.
D.190
D.190/P1
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Chapter 60
znd ZY yaGa ahu vairyo cygwn1 ’hw k ’mk* [cygwn1 
’whrmzd k ’mk'] ’ytwn* ltyh’ [W ’ytwn1 dstwblyh’] MN ’hl’dyh 
cyk’m-c-XD^ [k’l W krpk1 krtn1 ’ytwn' dstwb’lyh’ krtn' cygwn1 
’whrmzd ^’p ’yt' ^ z ’yt1] *ZKc^ ZY whwmn dhSn' BYN kwnSn' ZY 
’whrmzd2 [’YK ZK mzd W p ’td’gn'^ ZY *L whwmn' YXBWNd 
*L *LHc' KN YXBWNd ’YT* MNW ’ytwn1 iMRRWNyt* ’y hwt's^ 
whwrnn1 YXBWNyt1] hwt’yyh^ *L ’whrmzd YXBWNt* YXWWNyt* [’PS 
’whrmzd QJM tn* ZY NPSH hwt’y W SLYT’7 krt* YXWWNyt']
/
zand l yaGa ahu vairyo: "Ciyon axw kamag" [eiyon D.191
ohrmazd kamag] "edon radiha" [ud edon dastwariha] "az ahlayih 
Cegam-iz-ew" [kar ud kirbag kar dan, edon dastwariha kar dan; Ciyon 
ohrmazd,abayed abzayed] " han-iz i wahman dahiSn andar kuniSn i 
ohrmazd" [ku han mezd ud padaSn 1 5 wahman dahend 
o oy-iz oh dahend ast ke edon go wed e: "xwad-iS
wahman dahed"]. "xwadayih o ohrmazd dad bawed" [u-S 
ohrmazd abar tan i xweS xwaday ud padixSa kard bawed],
1. MSS repeat cyk’m-o-XD. 2. These eleven words lacking in BK, K.
3. MR^ J ZYS. 1*. MR^, J; BK, K p ’t'd’Sn'. 5* MI^ hwwyh; K35, 
fol. 9i+v. begins. 6. MR^, J; BK, K hwt’yh. 7* K, MEL^ ; BK 
ww’lyt'; J p ’thS* with SLYT’ written above it.
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60
MNW *L dlywS’n* YXBWNyt* whyg’n'^ [W plwlSn’ ’YKS’n*
'hdyb’l’wmndyh^ W y ’tkgwb’yh *BY3)WNd ’YT1 MNW ’ytwn* YMElRWNyt1 
*>YK^® hwt’yyh^ MN ’whrmzd ’YKS ZK p ’thS’y MN ’whrmzd ’YT*
MNW ’ytwn1 YMEElWNyt’ ’YKT^ hwt’yyh^ ZY ’whrmzd Iwh’k 1 krt’^
YXWWNyt’]
D.191 
D.191/192
8. M. *s emendation; BK bhSSn ’ is an emendation of K wySSn 
( IMOAJ'J for ); MR^, J whSSn1. 9* MR^, J; BK, K
hd’b ’l’wmndyh. 10. MI^, J jK; BK, K . 11. BK, MI^, J;
12. BK, J; K hwt’yyyh; lacking in MEL^ . 13. MSS krtk1; 
it is supposed that the final -k has been imitated from lwb’k thus 
kard bawed is parallel to the phrase in the last line of the previous
page.
"ke o driyoSan dahed wehlgan" [ud parwariSn,ku-San
hayaxomandlh ud Jadag-gowlh kunend ast ke edon go wed 
* —  —
ku: "xwadahlh az ohrmazd", ku-S han padixSay az ohrmazd.ast
ke edon go wed ku: "xwadayih I ohrmazd rawag kard
bawed"].
321.
Chapter 61 61.1-5
(1) 1
(2) 'MNW BSLY’ ZY gwspnd ‘STHNt12 * ’styt' ’PS L ’ gwk’lt1 
* ’styt’ W wn’s-1 hm’y mynyt’ ’ywp1 YMRRWNyt’ ’ywp1 ‘bYDWNx^
W gwspnd-1 mlg’lc’n^XB BR’ <BYDWNx1 ’ ‘LH’ ‘L bwn YXWWNyt'
(3) ’MTS BSLY* ‘STHNt * ’styt' W wn’s L ’ mynyt’ YMRRWNyt'
W ‘BYDWNy t' ’-S^ *L bwn L‘YT'
(I4) 'MTS BSLY’ ZY TWR’3 *STHNt' * ’styt' W TWR’ mlg’lc’n3 
*‘BYBWNt'^ hmgwnk'
(5) ’YT’ MNW ’ytwn’ YMRRWNyt’ 6 ’YK ’MT-c-S *m’hyk' 7 ‘STHN’t’
* ’styt' W GMR’-I wn’s *BYDWNyt' ’-c *LH **L8 bwn YXWWNyt’
(1)
(2) ke goSt I gospand xward ested u-S ne gugard 
ested,ud winah-e hame mened ayab go wed ayab kuned 
ud gospand-e margarzan-e be kard, a oy o bun bawed.
(3) ka-S goSt xward ested ud winah ne mened, go wed 
ud kuned,a-S o bun nest.
(1*) ka-S goSt i gaw xward ested ud gaw margarzan 
kard, hamgonag.
(5) ast ke edon go wed ku, ka-z-iS mahlg xward.
ested,ud uStar-e winah kuned,a-z oy o bun bawed.
1. As M. notes (pJAl,nJLl-Zj) §1 of chapter 61 given in D. ’s edition on
p.192, Ipff. is incomprehensible in this place and belongs properly to
§82 of chapter 58, after ast ke edon go wed ed ku murg I meh, i.e. D.,
p. 188, 1.11. 2. K35, fol. 95r. begins. 3* MR^, J; BK, K mlglc*n.
1+. MR-l, J; BK, K . 5* M.’s emendation; MSS *BYDWNy t'.
6. BK, K, J have also yfeu • mi^ . 7- MSS mytkw’; see Comm.
n.Z. 8. M.’s emendation; MSS ’.
D.192
D.192/193
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61.6
(6) *hwsp*lm^ awake^ wc’lSn1 ZNH ’p ’hS ZY MN dst1 W LGLH1 
avaina^ *w1 dndk1 (? )^  YXWWNyt1 vizv^ 1 * c (? ) ^  YXWWNyt1 
keho^ ksp* YXWWNyt1 whSk' *snyhk'^^ YXWWNyt1 w ’lc’k-c *zg 
YXWWNyt1 YWM W S’tyh
*
(6) husparam awake wizariSn enfabaxS I az dast ud pay; D.193
avaina wayendag (?) bawed vizv raz(?) bawed
*
keho kasp bawed waxSag snehag bawed warzag-iz azg 
bawed roz ud Sadlh.
9« MSS hwst’lm. 10. In Av. script; see Comm. n*4- • H *  MSS 
JLU|(^ i ; see Comm, n.^-* 12. MSS; M. reads varaz "boar”. See
Comm, n.5* • 13» D. *s emendation; MSS W SnwSk.
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Chapter 62 62.1-3
Sn’dSn1 ZY d’t’l ’whrmzd W ’mhrspnd’n W hm’k y^d’n* ZY 
mynwg’n W yzd’n 1 ZY gytyg’n 1
hndlc ZY ’nwSk1^  lwb’n 1^  ’twrp’t1 ZY m ’nslspnd’n^
(1) h ’wSt1-! ’nwSk1^  lwb’n* ZY ’twr’p ’t1 ZY ^ m’nslspnd’n^ bwt1 
KBD lwck’l’n 1"’ LWTH ’tvn^p’t1 bwt
(2) >PS WRc BR’ ‘L ’twr'p’t1 gwpt1 ’YKm pl’hng-I *‘BYDWN6 
*‘p7 ,m  m  nzdyk'8 ZY hylpt' pr’c ‘ZLWNm * ’BYNm9 ZK 
pl’hng I’d lwb’n SPYL twb’n 1
(3) ’twr’p’t1 gwpt1 ’YK M T  y^d’n 1 ’pygwm’n 1 YXWWNyh mynSn1
SnayiSn I dadar ohrmazd ud amahraspandan ud hamag yazdan 
menogan ud yazdan 1 getlgan.
handarz 1 an o Sag ruwan adurbad 1 mansarspandan •
(1) hawiSt-e anoSag ruwan 1 adurbad I ^mansarspandan bud; 
was rozgaran abag adurbad bud.
(2) tuS en-iz be o adurbad guft kus "-m frahang-e *kun,
*  _  _  _  _  _  _  * _  _
ta ka az nazdik 1 herbad fraz Sawem eg-om han
frahang ray ruwan weh tuwan".
(3) adurbad guft ku; "pad yazdan abeguman baweh! meniSn
1. K ’nsk1. 2. K3!?,fol. 9^v. begins. 3* MR, J, K3f>
’mhrspnd’n 1. As D. notes (p.193* n.6), BK omits the whole subject 
with the exception of this heading and the following notes cygwn 
npStk1 gyw’k-I d’lm ZNH gyw’k L’ npStm. 1*. D.’s emendation; MR,
K ’mhrspnd’n; in MR^, J this I is lacking up to here. MSS; M.
reads vas rozgar "for a long time" (but does not indicate emendation).
6. D.’s emendation; MSS ‘gYDV/Nm. 7» MSS ZY. 8. K nzdyg1 (with
diacritics). 9* K, MR ’yum; MR^ ’ywp.
1 JJ.193
D.193/194
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62.3-6
W gwbSn1 W kwnSn* pl’lwn1 W l’st1 YXSNN MND*Mc wn’s 
*L myn'10 ’L YMRHWN W ’L ‘BYEWN11 W ’hlwb1 YXWWNyh 
(U) W h ’wSt1 gwpt1 ’YK FWN ZNH* hylpt112 L’ spwlyk' XWHin BR’-m13 
pl’hng ZY n ’mcStyk1^ *YMRHWN ‘BYDWNx2 W ’hlwb* YXWWNm16
(5) ’twrp’t gwpt1 *YK ZK 22 w ’ck* ZY mtr1
Vhzmzd ZY L17 hylpt' 18 *MNYTWN *KR’ * ’Snwyt18 BYN k ’l 
YXSNN W ’hlwb' YXWWNyh
(6) h ’wSt' gwpt' ’YK XTm FWN ’lc’nyk' YXSNN^ plm’dy 
gwptn1 *D 1 SMHNm W <BYDWNm
ud gowiSn ud kuniSn fraron ud rast dar, CiS-iz winah D .194
ma men, ma gow, ud ma kun, ud ahlaw bawehl"
(1;) ud hawiSt guft ku: "pad en, herbad, ne spurrlg hem be-m
frahang I namCi S t Yg^gow , "*ta kunem ud ahlaw bawem".
(£) adurbad guft ku: "han wist ud do wazag I mihr
ohrmazd, I man herbad, oSmar;^harvAaSnawed, an dar kar 
dar, ud ahlaw baweh!"
(6) hawiSt guft ku: "agar-om pad arzanlg dare, framay 
guftan ta aSnawem ud kunem."
10. K, MRj,, J; MR mynyt1. 11. K *BYDWNx2; MR, J <BYDWNm.
12. MR^, J, MR have also gwpt1. 13* MR^, J; MR, K BR* MN.
ll*. MEL^ , J, K; MR n ’mcSt1; M. marks namciStiy as an emendation.
1^. M.’s emendation; MR^, J, K YMHWNd; MR YK*YMWNd. 16. ME^ ,' J,
K; MR YXWWNyt. 17* Lacking in K. 18. M.’s emendation; K, MR^,
J, MR MN *twrwk1 *Snwyt1.
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62.7
(7) Hwr'p’t1 PWN~^ pshw1 gwpt1 ’YK w ’ck1 ZNH 3 ’dwynk1 l’tyh
20i+wm 1’styh 5>wm hv/nl *wndyh 6wm twhS ’gyh ’J-wm
* 21 * 22 23y * tkgwbyh 8wm hwmtryh 9wm ’St-hw’yh lOwm
d’tst*n|yk]yh^ llwm hmyh 12wm *nh*tsnyhyh^^
26 2713wm ptm,nk ll*wm *ylyh l5wm ’ylmnSnyh
i 28 29
l6wm nyh’n yh 17wm hwSyh l8wm bwndkyh
30I9wm b ’lst’nyh 20wm mltwm dwstyh 20- ’ywkwin 
31hwnsndyh 22wm ’ywkyh
(7) adurbad pad pas sox guft ku: "wazag en: se ewenag radlh, h .194
Caharom rastlh, panjom hunarawandlh, SaSom tuxSaglh, haftom 
Jadag-gowih, haStom humihrih, nohom aSt-xwahih, dahom 
dadestan [lg] Ih, yazdahom hamlh, dwazdahom nihadsnehlh,
sezdahom paymanag, Cahardahom erlh, panzdahom ermeniSnih,
—  *Saz dahom nihanlh, haft dahom xwaSlh, hast dahom bowandaglh,
nozdahom *barestanih, wistom mardom dostih, wist-ewagom D.194/195
hunsandlh, wist ud do worn ewaglh.
19. K39, fol. 96r. begins. 20. K; MR hwnlswndyh; MR^, J hwnsndyh.
21. MR, MR^, J y ’twkgwbyh; K y*tgwb’yh. 22. MR ’Sth’w ’kdyh;
K ’Sth’w ’dyh; MR^, J ’yhth’ *dyh; M. reads aStanayih "missionary
work". 23* J; K, MR^, MR 10m. 2i+. K, MR, MR^ have also lQwm
’ylyh. 2£. D.'s emendation; MSS h ’tsn’hyh. 26. The words
llwm ... lljwm *ylyh are lacking in MR^, K; and the words llwm . .*.
ptm’nyk are written on margin in J. 27« MR^, MR, J l5m (in P.).
28. K, MR; MR^, J yh’n'yh* 29* D.*s emendation; MSS hwS*.
30. MSS b *lyst *nyh. 31« MR^» J; MR hwsndyh; K hwndyh.
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62.B-9
(8) l’tyh ZY SPYL pltwm MNWS hcS32 L ’ B‘YXWN*d33 BR* YXBWNyt*
' dtygl ZK MNWS hcS3i+ B*XWN*d PWN gyw’k BR* YXBWNyt*
stygl ZK MNWS hcS B*YXWN*d W ' W  *BYDWNy t1 PWN * m 9 
ZY * BYDWNy t BR’ YXBWNyt* ZK SPYL 3^*MNW ’MT3^ *KN36 YXBWNyt* 
* ’-c37 hk^lc* BYN ‘LH ’ymyt*38 L* YXSNNyt* ’YKm L ’WXL 
YXBWNyt* L* [w]c’lk’nyh3  ^^’y ’ptn*^ L* cSmk’mkyh I’d YXBWNyt*
(9) dtygl l*wm 1 *styh ZK YXWWNyt^ MNW^2 mynSn* gwbSn W kwnSn*
LWTH yzd’n* ZY myn|w|g,n W *p*ryk KR* d’m ZY gyt^dj^3 
l’st* d’lyt*
(8) "radih I weh, fradom, ke-S aziS ne xwahend be dahed; D*195 
dudlgar han ka-S aziS xwahend pad gyag be dahed,
sidigar han ke-S aziS xwahend ud zaman kuned pad zaman
— — — — — * _ 
l kuned be dahed. han weh ke ka oh dahed
ar-z hagriz andar oy emed ne dared ku: -m abaz
dahed1 , ne jw]azaraganlh *ayaftan ne CaSmkamagih ray dahed.
(9) "dudlgar, Caharom, rastlh han bawed ke meniSn, gowiSn ud kuniSn 
abag yaz dan l menogan ud abarlg harw dam l getlg
rast dared.
32. ME^, J, MR; lacking in K. 33. K; MR^ MR, J BYXWN'd.
31*. K has hc-S (ringed with four dots); lacking in other MSS.
35. K, MR *YK MNW; MR^ J *YK *MT. 36. M.’s emendation; MSS . ^L. 
37. MSS MNW (MN* i.e. az?). 38. MR^ K »ymt*; MR ’ym’t'; J
w ’ymyt*. 39» K w ,c,lklnyh; M. follows MR: hc’lk’nyh. 1*0. MSS
wyn’ptn*; M. reads venaftan "to make a show”. 1*1. K35, fol. 96v.
begins. 1*2. MR^, J, K; MR MN. 1*3• MR^, J, K; MR gytygyh.
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62.10-12
(10) 5>wm hwnl ’wndyh^ ZK YXWWNyt MNW kwhSSn* LWTH dlwc ZY mynwg
*‘BYDWNyt*^ hyc' dlwc' BYN *L tn* L’ SBKWNx^ PWN n ’mcStyk ZNH
I*1*6 dlwc MN tn* L ,WXL d’lyt* *c W ’ygm^7 W win* W nng
(11) 6wm twhS’kyh ZK YXWWNyt1 MNW BYN KR* g»s W ‘DN’
ZK ZY mynyt1 W YMRRWNyt* W <BYI)WNx;l ’MT hm ‘DN» 
wtyl’n* YXWWNyt* ’DYN's bym L‘yT* ’YK'iii M N B ^ I  ywdtl 
’p ’dst* mynyt* W gwpt* W krt*
(12) 7wm y 9tkgwbyh ZK YXWWNyt* MNW NYSH ZY wdpkli+8 W ’pln’dyk*
(10) "panjom, hunarawandlh han bawed ke k5xSiSn abag druz l menSg D.195
kuned; heC druz an dar o tan ne hiled, pad namciStlg en
Cahax druz az tan abaz dared: ir-z ud xeSm ud war an ud nang.
(11) "SaSom, tuxSagih han bawed ke an dar harw gah ud zaman D.195/196 
han 1 mened ud go wed ud kuned ka ham zaman
wideran bawed eg-iS blm nest ku: -m CiS-e Judtar
abayist menid ud guft ud kard. 1
(12) "haftom Jadag-gowih han bawed ke zan 1 we wag, ud abumayag
K; MR^ hwnsyndyh; MR hwnldyh; J hwlswndyh. k5* MSS ^BYBWNd;
M. emends to kard. i+6. K; MR 3; lacking in MR^, J. 1j7» K, MR^,
J; MR ’Sm. I48. K, MR^, J; MR wspk*.
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62.12-11*
^ Z Y  gwlsk* W ’thS’n* TWR*-’n* gwspnd’n* W ’p ’ryk * ’twb’nyk’n ^  
'n’mcStyk^0 lwb’n ZY NPSH I’d MRY’ YMRRWNyt1
(13) 8wm hwmtr'yh ZK YXWWNyt MNW LWTH hm’k d’m ZY ’whrmzd
mtr* drwyst * W ’ywk’nk* YXSNNyt*^1 mtr* LWTH ’YSc L’ dlwcyt*
mtr* ZY glptk'^2 ZKc ZY *YXBWNtk*^3 n ’mcst* LWTH lwb’n*
ZY NPSH mtr' hwp W l’st* d’lyt1 
(ll*) 9wm * ’St-hw’hyh'^ ' d’t ZY yzd’n* dytn* W ®  wyn’ISn* ZY 
gyh’n* W d’St’l W plwlt’l W l’dynyt’l ZY hm’k d’m 
W dhSn* MH MN ’pst’k* pyt’k ’YK lyst’h|y]c*^6
—  —  —  —  *#■ _  —  —1 gursag, ud ataxSan, gawan, gospandan, ud abarig atuwanigan D.I96
namciStlg ruwan 1 xweS ray saxwan gowed.
(13) "haStom humihrlh han bawed ke abag hamag dam 1 ohrmazd
rnihr drust ud ekanag dared, mihr abag kas-iz ne drozed
—  _  -X-
mihr 1 griftag han-iz 1 dadag; namCiSt abag ruwan 
1 xweS mihr xub ud rast dared.
(ll*) "nohom, *aSt-xwahih dad 1 yaz dan dldan ud winnariSn 1 
gehan ud daStar ud parwardar ud rayenldar 1 hamag dam 
ud dahiSn: Ce az abestag pay dag ku ristax[e]z
1*9* The words ZY gwlsk1 ... ’twb’nyk’n* are lacking in MR^, J; MR,
K ’tb’nyk’n*. So. MR1, J; K, MR n ’mcSt*. $1. MR^, J, K d’lyt*.
£2. K39, fol. 97r. begins. f?3» MR^, J, K bwtk*; MR.bwtwk; M.
reads *xvastay "desired" i.e. emends bwtk* to B*YXWNtk*. 91** MR,
K ’Sth’w ’dyh; MR^ ’yht’kyh; J ’yhtykyh; M. reads aStanayih "missionary 
work". 55# K; MR d’t ZY st ’n*; MR-^ , J yzd’n* ZY stwn*; M. reads 
*da6estan "law". £6. MR^, J, MR; K l’st wh’c*.
329 62.ll*-17
W tn1 ZY psyn' krtn' W ’mlgyh wyn’ltn'
FWN 1 *s ZY ’Styh^7 S’yt' YXWWNt'^8 krtn*
(15) lOwm d’tst’nykyh^9 ZK YXWWNyt1 MNW FWN d’t' ZY yzd’n' * ’styt'6°
(16) llwm hmyh ZK YXWWNyt' MNW FWN KR’ MND*M ZY pl’lwn'
LWTH yzd’n' W SFYL-’n' hm YXWWNyt'
(17) 12wm *nh*tsnyhyh^1 ZK YXWWNyt' MNW LWTH 62hm’k' d’m ZY ’whrmzd 
*snyh63 BR’ XNXTWNyt'62 6V  *hynyh6^  LWTH6i* 66’YSc L* ‘HYDWNyt'67 
W FWN KR’ MND‘m  ZY ’p ’lwn'66 ZY68 ’himn' W SDY-’n' SLYtlyh ywdt’ 
YXWWNyt' MH wcyt’L-mynSnyh^9 W wcyt’1-kwnSnyh BYN nh’tsnyhyh^ 
YXWWNyt'
ud tan 1 pasen kardan ud amargih winnardan D#196
pad rah i aStih Sayed bud kardan.
(15) "dahom, dadestanigih han bawed ke pad dad 1 yaz dan ested.
(16) "yazdahom, hamlh han bawed ke pad harw CiS 1 fraron F.197
abag yaz dan ud wehan ham bawed.
(17) "dwaz dahom, nihadsnehih han bawed ke abag hamag dam I ohrmazd
■H* — —
sneh be nihed ud henih abag kas-iz ne kuned; 
ud pad harw CiS i abaron 1 ahreman ud dewan wattarih jud 
bawed: Ce wizidar-meniSnih ud wizidar-kuniSnih andar nihadsnehih
bawed.
£7. MR^ J, K; MR h ’wd’tyh. 58. MR^ J, K; MR YXWWNyt'.
59. MRj^ , J, K; MR d’tst’nyh. 60. K, MR^, J; MR YK*YMWNyt'.
61. MSS nh’tsn’hyh. 62. These seven words lacking in MR^.
63. MSS sn’h. 6k* These three words lacking in MEL , MR.
^  J-
65* J, K hyn’h; M. reads sneh. 66. These nine words lacking in
MR. 67. M. reads gire<£. 68. K MNW. 69* MR^, J; K, MR
wc’lmynSnyhr.
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62.18-21
(18) 13wm ptm’nyk(yh] ZK YXWWNyt1 M W  KR’7° M D ‘M BR* *L ptm’n* 
hnd’cyt* ’YK wyS W km BYN L ’ ’p ’yt* MH KR’
hyl bwndkyh7'*’ ptm’n *BR’7  ^ZK MND*M M W  ptm’n'ykyh7  ^[BYN]
L‘yT* d’n ’kyh W *dwstyh7^ W krpk*
(19) li+wm ’ylyh ZK YXWWNyt* MNW hm’k' d’m ZY ’whrmzd
I’d ’ytwn* mynyt* ’YK ZK wyhr-c S’yt* bwt* ’YK L
(20) 15>wm ’ylmynSnyh ZK YXWWNyt* MNW ‘LH* ZY hc-S ks7^ FWN
hm’l W hm’l76 PWN hc-S SPYL W hc-S *ms77 PWN78 hwt’y d’lyt*79
(21) l6wm nyh’nyh ZK YXWWNyt* MNW hwnl W d’nSn' 80 »pz’l ZYS81 
L‘YT' YD*YTWNyt* ’YKm L‘YT' PWN B* YXWNstn* *L NPSH* krtn*
(18) "sezdahom, paymanlg[ih] han bawed ke harw CiS be o payman 
han dazed ku weS ud kam an dar ne abayed Ce harw
xir bowandaglh payman, *be han CiS ke paymanlglh [andar]
_ _ _ _ * _ _ 
nest: danagih ud dostih ud kirbag.
(19) "Cahar dahom, erlh han bawed ke hamag dam I ohrmazd
ray edon mened ku: 'han weh-iz Sayed bud ku man1 •
(20) "panzdahom, ermeniSnlh han bawed ke oy 1 az-iS keh pad
*
hamal, ud hamal pad az-iS weh, ud az-iS meh pad xwaday dared.
(21) "Sazdahom, nihanih han bawed ke hunar ud daniSn abzar I-S
nest daned ku: '-m nest' ; pad xwastan o xweS kardan
70. K3S, fol. 97v. begins. 71* MR^, J; K, MR bwdkyh. 72. MSS
MH. 73* MR, K ptm’nyh; MEt^ , J ptm’nyh ZY. 7^+* MSS dwst*; M.
emends to drust "proper". 75>» K, MR^, J; MR hcSkyh. 76. W hm’l
lacking in MR (a haplography). 77* MR hcSmyh; MR^, J, K hcSmy.
78. MR, MR1, J; K ’PWN. 79. K, ME^, J; MR YXSNNyt. 80. MR, MR][
K, J d’nwSn*. 81. K \J£>> with ZYS written above.
D.197
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62.21-23
QDM twhgyt' W ‘l ’ ZY k ’l W d’tst’n' gn’syt'
Qp v Op
k ’l W DYN’ *D *DN’ ZY NPSH pr’c' L’ *BYDWNy t' 
nyh’n' GBR* hncmnyk W tn' *glk-,wp’l83 W ’hlwb' YXWWNyt'
(22) 17-wm hwgyh ZK YXWWNyt' MNW8*4 PWN pySyh8^ *YS L ’ ’c’lyt'
*MTg ’YS PWN znSn' 86*L *LH86 *ZLWNyt' »DYNS nlmyh’ W 
hwgyh’ BR* *L ptylk' * ’styt'8  ^LWTH hm’k' d’m ZY ’whrmzd 
’ytwn' BR’ YD*YTWNyt' s’htn' 88 ’YK89 KR’ ’YS PWN XN’ d’lyt'
»YK LWTH L BSYMtl
(23) l8wm bwndkyh ZK YXWWNyt MNW ZK ZY L ’ scyt' L ’ 
mynyt' W L’ XMRRWNyt' W L ’ *BYDWNyt' ZK ZY scyt'
abar tuxsed ud zaman I kar ud dadestan gnased; D.197/193
kar ud dadestan ta zaman 1 xweg fraz ne kuned,
— * — — 
nihan mard han^amanig, ud tan gilag-obar, ud ahlaw bawed.
(22) "haftdahom, xwaSlh han bawed ke pad peSlh kas ne azared 
ka-g kas pad zanign o oy gawed eg-ig narmiha ud 
xwagiha be o padlrag ested abag hamag dam 1 ohrmazd 
ed5n be daned saxtan#ku harw kas pad ed dared
ku: 'abag man xwagtar1 •
(23) "hagtdahom, bowandaglh han bawed ke han I ne sazed ne 
mened ud ne gowed ud ne kuned; han 1 sazed
82. K W k ’l W BYN’ *3) NPSH; M. reads harv dadestan ta zaman i x ^ g ,
following MR, J KR’ BYN’ *B *DN’ ZY NPSH. 83. MSS gl’n ’wp’l;* M.
reads garan, xvapar "ponderous and dexterous". 81;. MNW'repeated in
K, MRj^ , J. 85. K35,fol. 98r. begins. 86. K; MR, ME^, J * LH *L;
M. emends to oi_j5. 87. MR , J, K; MR YK*XMWNyt'. 88. MSS; M.
reads raftan (SGYTWNtn') "to behave", but does not indicate emendation.
89* K, MR^, J; M. reads ku-g, following MR ’YKg.
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62.23-2$
mynyt'90 nzdst' hwp BR* nkylyt' ’XL91 YMRRWNyt W ‘BXBWN^
(21+) l9wm b ’lst’nyh92 ZK YXWWNyt' MNW b ’l93 ZY lwb’n' ZY *L
tn' ’p’yst' ’MTS Skyptyh QDM pr’c' YXMTWNyt' ’PS *L ’YS
twb’n spwhtn' L* spwcyt' BR* *b’lst’nyh9^ BNPSH QJ)M ptglyt'
(2$) 20wm mltwm dwstyh ZK YXWWNyt' MNW swt' W nywkyh ZY
KR* SPYL-’n' ’ytwn' ’p ’yt' cygwn ZK ZY NPSH ZK ZYS 
PWN NPSHtn' L ’ nywk' MBMHNyt9^ PWN96 ’YS L* ‘BYDWNy 
ZK YXWWNyt' MNW ’hwk' W hwnl ZY ’YS-’n' BR’ nkylyt'
MN ’XL ’hwk' ZY NPSH wyl’st' twhSyt' SPYL-’n I’d 
wyhyh ZY ’Sk’lk W *hwk' ZYS’n' ’YT1 hwyS *9  ^L’
mened nazdist xub be nigered, pas go wed ud kuned.
(2l|) "n5 dahom, barestanlh han bawed ke bar 1 ruwan I o
tan abayist ka-S skeftlh abar fraz rased u-S o kas
_  —  *  —  —
tuwan spoxtan#ne spozed be barestanlha xwad abar padired.
(2^ ) "wlStom, mardom dostlh han bawed ke sud ud neklh 1
harw wehan edon abayed Ciyon han I xweS; han I-S
pad xweStan ne nek sahed pad kas ne kuned. hucaSmlh
han bawed ke ahog ud hunar I kasan be nigered
az pas ahog I xweS wlrast tuxSed; wehan ray
wehlh I aSkarag ud ahog I-S an ast xweS a ne
90. K has also YMRHWNyt1 circled with dots as a mistake. 91. K,
MR^, J have also mynyt' W . 92. MR; K, MR^, J b ’lyst’nyh; M. reads
bahargstanlh "dispensation"• 93* M. reads bahar "the lot (of the
soul)". 91+• MSS b ’lyst’nyh; M. reads baharastanlh. 93>* K35>» fol.
98v. begins. 96. PWN omitted in K at turn of page. 97• MR^, J
hwyS* W; MR, K hwySyh.
D.19S .
D.198/199
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62.25-27
PWN sn’h ^  BR* dwstyh* *wyl’stn‘^  I’d *gwbSn*'*'^ YMRRWNyt*
(26) 21wm hwnsndyh101 ZK YXWWNyt* MNW hwt’yyh W hw’stk*
2TTS *YT* >pg ’wTdS mt* *’styt*^^ ^^hwnsnd W b ’lst’n*^^
PWN ZK MND*M MNWS ’pz’dSn* ZY lwb’n hcSS’yt*
bwt* *ytwn* twhs’k*'^* W y ’n ’psp’l *D zywndk* hk(yj)lc*
* 105
hcS hwnsnd L* YXWWNyt
(27) 22wm ’ywkyh ZK 2 l’s YXWWNyt* ZY PWN dyn* 
pyt’k* ’YK l’s BR’ ZK ZY 2 *t’k106 * ’pwlynyt*107
W *ywk pl’lwn* ^ ® W  ’ywk* ’p ’lwn* ZK ZY ’p ’lwn*^^ hc-S 
BR’ wltyt'109 W PWN ZK ZY pl’lwn* pt-S BR’ YK*YMWNyt*110
— * — ■#* — 
pad Snah be dostiha wirastan ray gowiSn gowed. N .199
(26) "wist ud ewagom, hunsandlh han bawed ke xwadaylh ud xwastag 
l-S ast u-S awiS mad ested hunsand, ud bares tan;
pad han CiS ke-S abzayiSn I ruwan aziS Sayed
bud edon tuxSag ud gyan - abespar, ta zendag hagriz
azi0 hunsand ne bawed.
(27) "wist ud dowom, ewaglh han do rah bawed I pad den
— — — _ — — * _ _
paydag ku rah be han 1 do tag afuremd
ud ewag fraron ud ewag abaron; han I abaron az-iS
be warded ud pad han 1 fraron pad-iS be ested; D.I99/ 2OO
98. MR^, J, K; MR snyh. 99* M.’s emendation; MSS wyl’yt *.
100. M.’s emendation; MSS hwbSn*. 101. MR, K; MR^,’J hwnsyndyh.
102. K, MR^, J; MR YK*YMWNyt*. 103. MR; MR^, J, K hwnswnd
b ’lyst’n*. 101*. K has twhSyt' with twhS’k* written above.
105. MSS hwnswnd. 106. M. emends thus, and translates "two-fold";
MSS 2 *D. 107* MSS ’pwlwnyt*; M. reads ora#e$ "leads".
108. These six words lacking in MR. 109» K wltnytn*. 110. MR,
MR1; J, K YK*YMWNNd.
334 62.27-28
hk^lc' MN ZK l’s BR’ L» *SGYTWNyt'111 W L’ wltyt'112 
W MN3)‘Mc ’p ’lwnyh L’ mynyt' L ’ YMRRWNyt' L’113 ‘BYDWNyt 
(28) h ’wSt' gwpt' ’YK hylpt' hwt’y ’hlwb' YXWWNyh MH MN^^ pl’hng 
ZY hylpt' n ^BR’ krt PWN gyh’n'11^ ’hlwb' PWN n ’mcSt' PWN 
LNH ’yw’c ZY ZNH pl’hng ll6’pz’l ZY hdyb’lynyt’ltl-c'116 W 
whSynyt’ltl117 W XT MN118 hit' XT MN119 twhS’kyh LNH 
BR’ L’ m ’nyt'120 *»LYN'121 LNH W hlwsp' ’NSWT’ MN ZNH122 
pl’hng *MT BYN k ’l YXSNNd ’hlwb' *YXWWNd123 PWN yzd’n'
hagriz az han rah be ne rawed ud ne warded D. 200
ud CiS-iz abaronih ne mened ne gowed ne kuned.”
/ O  \ _  _  _  _
(28; hawiSt guft ku: "herbad xwaday,ahlaw baweh,Ce az frahang
I herbad be kard pad gehan ahlaw.pad namciSt pad 
ama ewaz I en frahang abzar 1 hayy arenadartar-iz ud 
waxSenldartar, ud agar az xrad agar az tuxSaglh ama
— ■K-
be ne maned, eg ama ud harwisp mardom az en frahang ka an dar
— — *
frahang ka an dar kar darend ahlaw bawend pad yazdan
m . MR ’st’t'; MR1, J, K yst’t'. 112. K3^, fol. 99r. begins.
113. K l^d. 111*. Lacking in MR. ll£. MR BR’ krt MNW dhSn'; MR1>
J BR’ KRH PWN sht'; K BR’ KRH* PWN gyh’n'; M. emends to be kard ke paS
daniSn ( i ahlaw) "given ... who for the holy wisdom". 116. MR
’pz’lynyt’ltl W; MR^ ’pz’l hdyb’lynyt*ltl PWN; J ’pz’l hdyb’lynyt’ltl
PWN; K W ’pz’lhdyb’lynyt*tl PWN; M. reads aftzarhayarenldartar "the
great giver of the means of help". 117* K hSynyt’ltl; MR^ whSynyt’1.
118. MR^, J, MR; K m. 119* MR; lacking in MR^, J, K. 120. MR^,
J, K; MR mynyt'. 121. MSS W ’BN*; M. emends to u<S* 122. MR,
K; MR^, J MND*M. 123. MR YXWWN’nd; MR^ J, K YXWWNynd; M. reads
bavand "we would become" (?)•
335 62.28
k ’m ’wc1 nylwk1 hw’plyh^^ W ’mwlcyt’lyh 
plcpt1 PWN SRM W S’tyh W hwlmyh W ’pybymyh
kam, oz, nerog, xwabarih ud amurzidarih. D. 200
frazaft pad drod ud Sadlh ud huramih ud abeblmlh.
12k• MR^ J, K; MR hw’p’lyh.
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Chapter 63 63.I-3
Sn’dSn* ZY d’t’l ’whrmzd wsp’n yzd’n hm’k yzd’n 1 ZY
mynwg’n 1 W gytyg’n'
2 1 li
(1) ’psvm ZY tp' surahd visra amnao karoSl vaSa ahr^s
ahrasI
(2)6 W lyS7 ZY ’M W BRTH lsytn1 PWN SM ZY ZK tn* 3 t ’k'
(3) XT tp' ZY ch’lwm ’YT* ZK glyh9 ZY TEN’ ZY PWN dyw’l10 
L’WXL * ’styt' ‘BYDWNyt'11
SnayiSn 1 dadar ohrmazd, wispan yaz dan, hamag yaz dan 1 D.201
menogan ud getlgan.
(1) afson I tab; "surahl visra amnao karoSl vaSa ahrg.s 
ahras".
(2) ud reS 1 mad ud duxt, r as I dan pad nam 1 han tan se tag.
(3) agar tab I caharom ast, han grlh I kah I pad dewar 
abaz ested kuned.
1. The text of PKDd. chs. 63-65 is resumed in K35, fol. 202v. 1.
12, i.e. immediately after the conclusion of Dd.JflUH • The
remainder of this § is in Av. characters. 3* •
1+. MR^, J • 5* MR^, J . 6. This @ is obscure.
The reading is tentative only. 7- K vl ’hm’n 1; BK, MR^, J lySm’n .
8. MR^ J have also Whm 3 t V . 9* K, MR^ J gl*h. 10. MR^ J;
BK, K srd’l • 11. J; BK, K *BYDWNt1.
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63 •1+-6
(1*) *Ps 3 *glyh12 QJM mdy’n' LMYTWNtn 313 *glyh12 MN DIN*-1 
(3 glyh12 MN DYN’-l) W 2 MN DYN,-I W XT 
p ’tlwc* ’YT1 3 glyh12 QDM mdy’n 1 LMYTWNt1 W *ywk MN 
DYN*-I XT GBR* PWN V c ' y 1*1 XT1 NYSH PWN V c ’y1^ bstn'
(£) *pswn W nylng dmydy L’WXL * ,st,tnl I’d w*c MN
’rtwh&t ‘XBWNt ZNH *pswn 7 V I  ’ywp' 11 V I  ’ywp1 
21 V I  pt-S QBM gwptn* ’pswn ZNH 
kokaro aca karo1^
(6) MY* MN *h’nyk16 MNW hot'17 PWN plm’n 1 ZY OB plytwn'
MN kwp' BYN Y’TWNt1 *tnl8 ZY * ’sp *lys nhwpt' W *tnl8 
ZY * ’sp ^lys1  ^ptmwht1 W  ^*tplzyn‘ PWN YDH2^ d,lytl anyai21
(b) u-& se grih abar mayan abgandan, se grih az dadestan-e D. 201
(se grih az dadestan-e), ud do az dadestan-e; ud agar
padroz ast, se grih abar mayan abgand, ud ewag az
dadestan-e - agar mard, pad baza, agar zan, pad baza bast an.
(£) afson ud nerang dame abaz estadan ray; waz az
ardwahiSt grift, en afson haft bar, ayab yaz dan bar, ayab
wist ud ewag bar pad-iS abar guft an; afson en:
"kokaro aca karo".
(6) ab az *xanig ke bast pad framan i new f re don
az kof andar amad. tan i asp res nihuft ud tan D.201/202
* —i asp res paymoxt ud no tabarzen pad dast dared, 
anyai •
12. MSS gl’h . 13. K3^, fol. 203, begins. li+. MSS b ’zwk'.
l£. The last three words are written in Av. characters. 16. MSS
h ’nk. 17* bst1 is repeated in MSS. 18. MSS tn’-XD. 19- BK,
K lsP >l,s; J ’sp'lys. 20. MR^, J; BK, K BYN. 21. This word
is written in Av. characters
Chapter 61+.l-£
(1) nyS’n* ZY mwhlkyh’2 ZY [TO] PWN k ’l *d’lyt' 3 ZY nywk* 
bySz MNW ’sm’n' W ’NSWT’ hwlmtl W l’mSn*tl YXSNNyt'
(2) mwhlk* ZY spz^ TO PWN k ’l d’lyt' * ’ *ZKL-SM-’n^
*YLYDWNd6 W bl ZY ZK7 SPYL YXYTYWNyt
(3) mwhlk1 ZY syd’ MNWS s’dSn*^ spyt1 p ’tz’hl* ZY 
KR’ z’hl mwhlk1 yh* wc’lyhyt*
(1+) mwhlk* ZY zlt1 MNW d’lyt1 mynwg wlwdSn'^ YXWWNyt 
(£) mwhlk* ZY swhl PWN MND‘Mc L’ S’yt*
(1) niSan l muhraglha I [ka] pad kar * dared 1 nek, D.202 
beSaz, ke asman ud mardom huramtar ud ramiSntar dared.
(2) muhrag I sabz ka pad kar dared,*a *nar-naman 
zayend ud bar 1 han weh awared
(3) muhrag Isya, ke-g sayiSn sped, padzahr I 
harw aahr muhraglha wizarlhed.
(ll) muhrag I zard ke dared, menog wurroyiSn bawed.
(9) muhrag 1 suxr pad CiS-iz ne sayed.
1. This chapter is transcribed and translated by de Menasce,
Anthropos (l9l*2-l9W), 180-89. 2. ME^, J; BK, K mwhlyh’. 3. MSS
k ’lt; de M. reads kart "couteau", but this is surely dared parallel
to that in §2. 1*. MSS spz; de M. reads spez "brillante" in 102, 8,
ll+, 20, 25, 30. £. BK, ME^; K ’SLWNynd; J ’SLWNd; de M. reads
bandend. 6. K, MR^, J zlyyn; BK zlyn*; de M. reads zargon.
7. MSS blkzy (-isiD}). 8. BK, MR^, J; K has s’yh with s’dSn*
written above. 9* de M.’s reading virraviSn "croyant"; K wylwwdSn'; 
BK, MR^, J wylwdSn' (perhaps confused with wyl’dSn*).
339 61*. 6-11
(6) mwhlk1 ZY hSyn1^  [MNW d’lyt'] ptyhw'yh ’pz’yt' W l’t YXWWNyt1
(7) mwhlk' ZY * Urn’ll11 gwn [MNW d’lyt'] ’wS PWN g’s YXSNNyt1 
L*12 ’Swpyt1^
(8) mwhlk ZY spz MNW d’lyt1 hlpstl’n'^ L ’ gcyt'
(9) mwhlk' ZY zlt' ’PS s’dSn' spyt' MNW d’lyt' KR’
’dy’pt’ MN1^ yzd’n' W ’NSWT’- ’n' B*YXWNyt tycyh’ XSKXWNyt'
(10) mwhlk' ZY syd’ MNW d’lyt' PWN KR’ *hmym’l ^  W ptk’l bwhtyt'
(11) mwhlk' ZY swhl MNW17 d’lyt' KR’ k ’l ZY pr’c ‘BYDWNyt 
pic’mynyt' BR’ L ’ ^zwt' SGYTWNyt'^
(6) muhrag I xaSen [ke dared], padexlh abzayed ud rad bawed* p#
(7) muhrag 1 asman gen [ke dared], oS pad gah dared 
ne aSobed.
(8) muhrag I sabz ke dared,xraf star in ne gazed.
(9) muhrag 1 zard,u-S sayiSn sped,ke dared harw d .
ay aft az yaz dan ud mardoman xwahed tezlha winded.
(10) muhrag 1 sya ke dared,pad harw *hamemal ud pahikar boxtld.
(11) muhrag I suxr ke dSted,harw kar I fraz kuned
frazamened, be ne zud rawed.
10. MR1, J; BK, K hS’n*. 11. MSS ’sym’n . 12. BK, K have also 
’-8  MNW mwhlk' ZY spz MNW d’lyt' hlp[s]tl. 13. MSS; de M. reads 
viSofet "sera vaincu". ll+. K; BK, MR^, J hlpstl. K3!?, -fol.
203v. begins. 16. BK, K hymym’l; MR^, J hym’l. 17* K repeats 
MNW. 18. MR^ J; BK, K zwtk' YXWWNyt'; cf. §15 below.
202
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61;. 12-16
(12) mwhlk' ZY hSyn MNW d’lyt' KR* gyw’k ’YK YXMTWNyt dwst' 
pt-S wst’hw' YXWWNd W KR’ MH B*YXWNyt' wyS YXBWNd
(13) [mwhlk1 ZY] * ’sm’n ^  gwn m|y]ns’n' ZY *NSWT’- ’n QDM t’pyt' 
nywk YXWWNyt'
(1I4) mwhlk' ZY spz MNW d’lyt' KR’ s’n' ZY p ’dSn'19
zwt' tyc' YXMTWNyt'
(l9) mwhlk' ZY swhl MNWS s’dsn' spyt' MNW d’lyt'
KR’ k ’l ZY pr’c *BYDWNyt' zwt' tyc' SGYTWNyt1
(l6) mwhlk' ZY syd’ MNW d’lyt' m[y]nSn' tyc zwpl
W MH hndfylsyt1^  nywk' ’y ’pyt'
(12) muhrag 1 xaSen ke dared,harw gyag ku rased dost R. 203
pad-iS wistax bawend,ud harw 5e xwahed weS dahend.
(13) [muhrag I] asman gon m|e]niSn l marddman abar tabed, 
nek bawed.
(ll;) muhrag I sabz ke dared,harw san 1 payiSn
zud tez rased.
(l£) muhrag 1 suxr, ke-S sayiSn sped,ke dared,
harw kar 1 fraz kuned zud tez rawed.
(l6) muhrag 1 sya ke daredfm[e]niSn tez zufr
ud Ce hand|e]Sed nek ayabed.
19. MSS; de M. reads pasan. 20. de M. reads xveSet: see below
n.
341 61*. 17-21
(17) mwhlk’ ZY zlt' M W  d’lyt' KR’ gyw’k ’p’dSnyk' 21 
W gl’myk' YXWWNyt
(18) mwhlk' ZYhSyn' [MNW d’lyt'] KR’ ’YK YXMTWNyt1 PWN 
KR’ gyw’k ’YK KTLWNyt1 lwb’k YXWWNyt’
(19) mwhlk’ ZY ’sm’n gwn ’MT ’Sk’lk’ L‘YN' SDY’n22 W
dlwc’n YXSNNyt’ MND*Mc wyz’dSn'2^ W wn’sSn1 pt-S krtn’ L ’ twb’n ’ 
W bym hc-S L ’ YXWWNyt
(20) mwhlk’ ZY spz MNW d’lyt' ’DYN-S2^ PWN k ’lyc’l MND‘Mc 
*z’hm2^ W *nyS2  ^MN2  ^nyck’ W SpSyl ptS L* YXWWNyt'
(21) mwhlk' ZY hSyn' MNWS s’dSn' spyt' ’MT NYSH YXSNNd28
(17) muhrag I zard ke dared, harw gyag abayiSnlg 
ud grandg bawed.
(18) muhrag 1 xaSen [ke dared], harw ku rased/pad 
harw gyag ku maned rawag bawed.
(19) muhrag I asman gon,ka aSkarag peS dewan ud 
druzan dared, CiS-iz wizayiSn ud winahiSn pad-iS 
ud bem az-iS ne bawed.
(20) muhrag I sabz ke dared,eg-iS pad karezar CiS-iz
zaxm ud neS az nezag ud SafSer padiS ne bawed.
(21) muhrag 1 xaSen, ke-S sayiSn sped,ka zan darend,
21. MR^, J; BK, K ’p ’dSn'. 22. MR^ J; BK, K SPY’. 23. J;
BK, K, MR^ yz’dSn1. 2l*. MR^, J; BK, K ’ynS; de M. reads anya
"sinon". 29* D.’s emendation; MSS ’h’m. 26. P.’e suggestion
(so de M.); BK, K, MR^ nnsb (^ J-UM ); J nnyh. 27« MR^; BK, K, J
MNW. 28. K has YXSNyt corrected to YXSNNd.
Do 203
D.203/204 
kardan ne tuwan,
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61+. 21-21+
PWN SM ZY GBR* YXSNNd29 BYN *L *YNH3° ’hncynd 
' ’DYN's ZK GBR* dwst' 31 YXWWNyt' 32 »PS wStn' 33 L’ twb’n'
GBR*n1 PWN tn'3^ *p’yt' d’Stn'
(22) mwhlk' ZY syd’ MNW d’lyt' gyw’k ’YK YXMTWNyt' hwslwb'3^
W QJ)M KR’ ’YS gl’myk YXWWNyt
(23) mwhlk' ZY zlt' MNW d’lyt*3  ^ ’YK gyw’k3  ^‘ZLWNyt mynynd 
*plstynynd37 ’PS hwd’k'yh’ L‘yn' YK*YMWNyt'
(2b) mwhlk' ZY swhl MNW d’lyt' 38 KR’ gyw’k' ’p ’dSnyk' YXWWNyt 
’pyltl PWN hncmn' mdy’n ZY hmym’l’n'
pad nam 1 mard darend, andar o CaSm ahan^endi D. 204
eg-iS han mard dost hawed u-S waStan ne tuwan; 
mar dan pad tan ah aye d daStan.
(22) muhrag 1 sya ke dared,gyag ku rased husraw 
ud abar harw kas gramlg hawed.
(23) muhrag I zard ke dared,ku gyag Sawed menend,
paristenend, u-S hudagiha peS ested.
(2I4) muhrag 1 suxr ke dared,harw gyag ahayiSnig hawed# 
ahertar pad hanjaman mayan 1 hamemalan.
29. MR^, J; BK, K s ’dyn'd (i.e. YYXSNNd); de M. corrects to xveSend
following his reading of §29* 30• MR^ ., J? EK, K M I .
31. K dwstn'. 32* K3S, fol. 20l+r. begins. 33* K, MR^, J; BK
Str'. 3b• Lacking in BK, K. 3^* MR^, J» K slwh'. 36* MR^,
J; K d’lyt' with YXSNNyt written above; BK YXSNNyt'. 37* MSS
plystynynd. 38. K, MR^ J; BK YXSNNyt'.
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61*.25-28
(25) ^mwhlk ZY spz MNW d’lyt1 KR* ’YK YXMTWNyt dwS-ptyhwyh 
L’ YXWWNyt1
(26) mwhlk1 ZY ’srn’n* gwn^ MNWS s’dSn* spyt* MNW d’lyt1 b ’st’n ^
PWN 1’mSn ’PS hkwlc1 byS PWN tn1 m ’hm’n L’ YXWWNyt1
(27) mwhlk* ZY syd’ MNWS s’dSn* spyt* **2MNW d’lyt'1*2 KR’
MH byScSnyh*^ dlm’n* YBLWNx^ lwb’k YXWWNyt*
(28) ZK ZY zlt* ‘L KBD MND‘M wyz’yt^ MH ’MT ‘l
c’h W kts W h ’nyk* LMYTWNyt' MY* k ’hyt* ’MT *L
’pi QJM YXSNNyt* plgnyt*^ W w ’l’n* L’ YXWWNyt* BR’ *MT
swhl p ’thS’y QDM ’c’lyt'1*^  ’MT d’lyt* whSt* dwst* YXWWNyt*
(25) muhrag 1 sabz ke dared,harw ku rased,duS-padex!h D.2C 
ne bawed.
(26) muhrag I asman gon,ke-S sayiSn spedfke dared,bastan 
pad ramiSn u-S hagurz beS pad tan mehman ne bawed.
(27) muhrag I sya, ke-S sayiSn sped,ke dared,harw 
Ce beSaziSnlha darman bared rawag bawed.
(28) han 1 zard o was SiS wizayed,Ce ka o
Cah ud kahas ud xanlg abganed ab kahed; ka o
abr abar dared,parganed,ud waran ne bawed, be ka
suxr padixSay abar azared ka dared,wahiSt dost bawed.
39. §25 is lacking in K, written on margin in BK. IjO. K yk* with
gwn written above. I4I0 MR^, J; BK w ’st’n*. I42. Lacking in K;
MNW lacking in BK, J. k3» BK, K bySz*Snyh’; MR^ byScSnyh.
i+i+. BK wysyt*. 1+5* BK plgnyt *. 146. de M. reads aparet
"emporte".
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61*. 29-30
(29a) MNW swhl d’lyt1 *D TWB^ *blyhynSn^ pr’c YXMTWNyt ’DYN*S 
MND‘Mc^  L’ tlw|y]nyt'
(29b) MNW hSyn1 GBR’- ’n 1 ’MT PWN SM ZY NYSH * YXSNNd^0 *L 
cSm ZY NYSH ’hncynd ZK NYSH *LH GBR’ dwst' YXWWNyt 
’PS^1 wStn1 L’ twb’n' ZKc gwh’l PWN tn' d’St' ’p ’yt'
(30a) MNW spz mdy’n-c ZY^ wyd’p ’n ’p ’yt1 d’Stn1 W w ’l’n 1 
w ’lyt1 ptyhwyh ’pz’yt1 KR’ MH plm’dynd ‘BYBWNx^
(30b) ZK MNW [’sm’n gwn'] d’lyt1 mgnSn1 ZY ’NSWT’- ’n' YD*YTWNyt1
[w]cwstn'^ MH ’MT *L L‘YN‘ *ZLWNd ptk’l ‘BYDWNy »MT SLY’
hnd|y] Synd^ kwst ZY hwd W *MT nywk1 ZK ZY dSn'
(29a) ke suxr daredfta *did *breheniSn' fraz rased eg-iS 
CiS-iz ne tarw|e]nid.
(29b) ke xaSen mar dan, ka pad nam i zan darend, o
CaSm l zan ahanjend han zan oy mard dost bawed, 
u-S waStan ne tuwan; han-iz go hr pad tan daSt abayed.
(30a) ke sabz,mayan-iz l wiyaban abayed daStan, ud waran 
wared, padexih abzayed, harw Ce framayend kunend.
(30b) han ke [asman gon] dared m|e]niSn I mardoman daned
[wijzostan, Ce ka o peS Sawend pahikar kunend, ka wad
hand[e] Send kust I hoy, ud ka nek han 1 daSn
1*7. MSS ; de M. leaves blank but notes his conjecture gand * 
"puant". 1*8. MR^, J bl ’hynSn; BK, K wl ’hynSn'. 1*9* K, J; BK
BK ZNHc; MR^ MND*c. f?0. MSS hwySwnd; de M. reads * darend but 
translates "pense" (see below n.^ l*)- 5>1» Repeated in BK, K, MR^.
^2. K35, fol. 20l+v. £3. de M. *s restoration. 51*. de M. reads
xveSend, noting the usual meaning "faire sien, saisir, s’assimiler", 
but translates "pense", as in §§16 and 29, because the sense requires 
it (art. cit., n.l6, p.l8£); however, clearly here, as in §16, the 
verb is handeS-.
N.205
ID.205/206
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61*00-31
gl’dyt ’MT ’wet* ZY ’YS I’d hnd^Synd^ W PWN mlyjngn1 
YXSNNd L* gl’dyt1
ZNH mwhlk1 ZY^ gwh’l ZY yzd’n 1 MNW nylwk1 ZY hptlng 
d’lyt ‘ ZNH gwh’lyh* ’YT1 ZY MY’ W ’YT ZY zmyk 
’YT1 ZY ’wlwl W ’YT1 ZY w ’t y ’nwl’n cyhlk' YXWWNd
grayed; ka ozad l kas ray hand[e]Send ud pad m[e]niSn 
darendfne grayed.
en muhrag I gohr 1 yaz dan ke nerog I haft rang
dared,en gohr!ha,ast I ab ud ast I zamlg
ast I urwar ud ast I wad ,gyanwaran Cihrag bawend•
MR^ J have also MN.
D.206
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Chapter 65 65-1-3
(1) ZNHc MN ’pst’k pyt’k 1 ’YK MN zmyk *D *L stl
'*p’dyk^ hmystk’n^ *MN^ stl *p’dyk *D *L hwlSyt1 *p’dyk 
ZK ZY p ’Swm ’hw’n 1^  MN hwlSyt1 *p*dyk *D *L ’sm’n 
ZK ZY ’sl-lwSnyh W glwtm’n BYN ZK *sl-lwSnyh
(2) W plw’hl ZY ’Swk’n MNWS krpk1 W wn’s l’st
* K
’PS ySt krt1 ’styt W ZK MNWS krpk1 wyS 
’YK wn’s 6’PS ySt' L’ krt* * ’styt'^ ’PS ySt1 L ’ 
krtn1 I’d *-S^  g’s PWN hmystk’n 1 PWN stl *p’dyk
(3) lwbSn1 ZY stl’n I’d lwc^n1 *90^ PWN *ws(’)stl W 90^
PWN dws(*)stl nyh’t1 YK*YMWNyt stl’n PWN XN’ »nd lwc^nyh’
(1) en-iz az abestag paydag, ku az zamig ta o star B.206 
payag hammistagan; az star payag ta o xwarSed payag
han I paSom axwan; az xwarSed payag ta 5 asman
han I asar-roSnih, ud garodman an dar han asar-roSnih.
(2) ud frawahr I aSowan ke-S kirbag ud winah. rast 
u-S yaSt kard ested, ud han ke-S kirbag weS 
ku winah u-S yaSt ne kard ested, u-S yaSt ne
kardan ray a^ -S gah pad hammistagan pad star payag. D. 206/7
(3) rawiSn I staran ray, rozan nawad pad oSastar, ud nawad 
pad doSastar nihad ested; staran pad ed and rozanlha
1. MSS have p ’hyk throughout. 2. K, MR^, J have also BYN
pytyd’lk’wmndyh[-1] W MY’ ZY ’lkdwswl PWN hmystk’n'. 3* MSS PWN.
1+. MSS have also PWN hwlSyt1 p ’hyk *. 5* BK^-juJ ; MR^, K ystyt1;
J YK*YMWNyt1. 6. These five words lacking in BK, K. 7* J; BK, K
’-*; MR^ *s. 8. D.’s emendation; BK, K ; MR^ wyhyk; J wyd’k.
So MSS throughout. 9» K35» fol. 205r. begins.
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6£*3-5>
Y ’TWNd W *ZLWNd W kip W ’dwynk' ZY MY* W zmyk9
PWN stl *p*dyk BR* YXBWNt' YK*YMWNyt1 W stl »ywk‘ »ywk'
»nd end ktk'-ms’d PWN 22 Y*TWNd W *‘ZLWNd10 ’PS’n'
22 ’sp1 ’hncyt1^  kip W ’dwynk1 ZY stl^MH^MN 
kip ZY NPSH W ’dwynk' ZY NPSH * ’ywk'12 MN
ZK MY’ W zmyk W *wlwl
(ll) kip* W ’dwynk1 ZY gwspnd’n* PWN m ’h *p’dyk YXBWNt1 YK*YMWNyt1 
W p ’Swm ’hw’n 1 PWN m ’h *p’dk *D *L^ hwlSyt1 *p’dyk
(5) lwbSn1 ZY m ’h I’d lwc&)n 135 PWN
’wSstl^* W 135 PWN dwSstl^ nyh’t *’styt' 
m ’h PWN XN* lwcnyh’16 Y ’TWNyt' W *ZLWNyt‘
ayend ud Sawend, ud kirb ud ewenag 1 ab ud zamig D.207
pad star payag be dad ested. ud star ewag ewag
_ _ * _ _ 
and band kadag-masay, pad wist ud do ayend ud Sawend, u-San
wist ud do asp ahanjed; kirb ud ewenag I star fee) az
kirb 1 xweS ud ewenag 1 xweS, ewag az
han ab ud zamig ud urwar.
(k) kirb ud ewenag i gospandan pad mah payag dad ested,
ud paSom axwan pad mah payag ta o xwarSed payag.
(5) rawiSn i mah ray, rozan sad ud sih ud panj pad
oSastar ud sad ud sih ud panj pad doSastar nihad ested;
mah pad ed rdzaniha ayed ud Sawed.
9. K35, fol. 205r. begins. 10. BK, K, MR1 *ZLWNyt*; J *ZLWNt'.
11. MRj^ , J; BK, K .’ncyt1. 12. BK _|PS; K J MI^, J ’ynS; see
n.33 below. 13» BK, K have also . li+. MR^, J; BK, K ’wS’stl.
l5» MR^, J; BK, K dwS’stl. 16. BK, MR^, J; K lwcynyh’.
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65*6-9
(6) plw’hl ZY ’Swk’n MNWS krpk' wyS *YKS wn’s ’PS ySt*
krt1 **styt' [*y^ M W  wyS krpk' slwSwcln’m'^ YMRRWNyt']
’-S19 PWN m ’h p ’dyk
(7) BYN-c ZK p ’dyk MNW wyS krpktl ’-S hcpl W 
ZK ZY hcdltl ‘L ‘LH bwlcyt' MNWS g’s ’pltl
(8) W gltk1 ZY m ’h KXDH 2 plsng dlhn’d W 2 
plsng p ’hn’d W lwSnyh ZY m ’h MH M  tn1
ZY m ’h * ’ywk'2^ M  kip W ’dwynk' gwspnd’n' PWN hwlSyt' p ’dyk
(9) lwbSn1 ZY hwlSyt' I’d21 lwc^n 180 FWN ’wSstl22
W 180 PWN dwSstl2^ nyh’t' *’styt' hwlSyt' FWN XN’
’nd lwc^n'yh’ Y ’TWN'yt' W *ZLWNyt'
(6) frawahr I aSowan ke-S kirbag weS ku-S winah u-S yaSt B.207
kard ested, [ay ke weS kirbag sroSoCaranam gowed], D.207/3
a-S pad mah payag.
(7) andar-iz han payag ke weS kirbagtar a-S azabar, ud 
han I azertar o oy bur zed ke-S gah abar tar.
(8) ud girdag I mah hammis do frasang drahnay ud do 
frasang pahnay; ud roSnih 1 mah Ce az tan
I mah, ewag az kirb ud ewenag go span dan pad xwarSed payag.
(9) rawiSn 1 xwarSed ray,rozan sad ud haStad pad oSastar 
ud sad ud haStad do S as tar nihad ested; xwarSed pad ed 
and rozanlha ayed ud Sawed.
17* BK, K jyy ( ); perhaps this should be ’-S as in §10 below.
18. J; BK, K slwS’.cln’m; MR^ slwS’wcln’m. 19* MR^, J; BK, K •
20. MSS ’yny’; see n*33 below. 21. Lacking in BK, K. 22. MR^,
J; BK’ K *wS*stl* 23. MR1 , J; BK, K dwS’stl.
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6£.10-12
(10) plw’hl ZY ’Swk’n2 *^ MNWS krpk'-I tn’pwhl wyS ’YK wn’s 
*PS ySt' krt'2^ YK*YMWNyt' *-S2  ^g ’s PWN hwlSyt* p’dyk 
W BYN hwlSyt1 p ’dyk ZK ZY lwSn' glwtm’n'
(11) BYN ZKc p ’dyk KR’ MNW wyS krpktl ’-S27 g’s
hcpltl W ZK ZY hcdltl *LE bwlcyt' MNWS g’s hcpltl
(12) W lwb’n' ZY ’pwln’yk’n MNWS d’t'28 7 s’lk' ZKc MNWS
7 SNT km ‘D ’B W ’M wtlt' d’tst’n ZY ’B
W ’M BR’-S »MTS ZWZN-I pwl PWN29 lwb’n 1 BR’ YXBWNd 
’hlwb’n' ywdt’k 1 BR’ YXWWNyt'30 ZK ZY 7 s’lk' ZKc ZY ‘D 
l£ s’lk' ’m ’l ZY NPSH cygwn' PWN dyn' pyt’k KN YXWWNyt'
(10) frawahr I aSowan ke-S kirbag-e tanapuhl weS ku winah j)t
u-S yaSt kard ested, a-S gah pad xwarSed payag;
ud andar xwarSed payag han I roSn gar o dm an.
(11) andar han-iz payag harw ke weS kirbagtar, a-S gah 
azabartar, ud han l azertar oy burzed ke-S gah azabartar.
(12) ud ruwan I aburnayagan ke-S dad haft salag,han-iz ke-S j
haft sal kam, ta pid ud mad widard dadestan I pid
ud mad; be-S ka^ -S drahm-e purr pad ruwan be dahend, 
ahlawan Judag be bawed; han I haft salag han-iz i ta 
panzdah salag amar I xweS Ciyon pad den pay dag oh bawed.
21;. BK, K have also XN’. 2f?. K3£, fol. 20^v. begins. 26. MR^;
J wyS; BK, K 27* MR^; BK, K, J ’- ’. 28. BK, MR^ J, K ySt]
29. MR^, J; lacking in BK, K. 30. MR^, J; BK, K YXBWNyt1.
208
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65.13-12*
(13) gltk' ZY hwlSyt ’ndcnd ’yl’nwyc ’yl’nwlyjc^ ' *nd end 7 ’ywk1 
ZY *hwnyls"^ lwSnyh hwlSyt' MH MN mynwg ZY hwlSyt'
»ywk'^ MN kip W ’dwynk' ’NSWT’- ’n 
(lh) pyt’k *YK KR’ LYLY* »hlmn W SDY’n' W dlwc’n rawlncynytn'
ZY d’m ’n ZY ’whrmzd I’d MN dwShw BR* dwb’lynd *MT 
hwlSyt' BYN *ZLWNyt' *whrmzd W whmn W ’rtwhSt' W Strywr*^
W spndrmt'^ W hwrdt' W ,mwrdt* W mtr' W slwS 
W lSn' yzdt' W wyS yzdt' KR’-S’n' k ’lyc’l LWTH ’hlran 
W SDY’n' W dlwc*n' ‘BTDWNXg wlhl’n' yzdt' W bwlc yzdt'
(13) girdag 1 xwarSed and Sand eranwez; eranwez and £and haft ewag h.
_ * _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1 xwanirah; roSmh 1 xwarSed Ce az menog 1 xwarSed,
ewag az kirb nd ewenag mardoman.
(ill) payctag ku harw Sab ahreman ud dewan ud druzan mumjenidan 
1 daman I ohrmazd ray az duSox be dwarend; ka
xwarSed andar Sawed, ohrmazd ud wahman ud ardwahiSt ud Sahrewar 
ud spandarmad ud hurdad ud amurdad ud mihr sroS 
ud raSn yazd ud weS yazd, harw-iSan karezar abag ahreman 
ud dewan ud druzan kunend. warahran yazd ud burz yazd
31 • K (and has also ’yl’nwc); lacking in BK, MR^ , J. 32• MSS 
hwnylyh. 33* MSS; this word is confused with similar words in 
§§3 and 8. 3b» ^ Stywr; J V Strywrl. 35>* MEL^ , J; ,
BK, K spynrmt'•
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W d’hm’n' *pryn W nyl|y]wksng^ yzdt1 W-^ kd*n' GDH W hm’k 
plw’hl ZY ’Swk’n LWTH ’hlmn W SDY’n W dlwc’n' k ’lyc’l 
‘bYDWNx2 ’PS’n' PWN stwb'yh L ’WXL *L t’l W twm38 LMYTWNd 
(l5) Wmtr' PWN YWM L‘YN' hwlSyt' SGYTWNyt1 *MT hwlSyt'
BYN *L lwcjjn' ‘ZLWNyt' mtr' L’WXL gltyt' PWN LYLY’
srd’lyh ZY d,m ,n' ZY ’whrmzd MN SLY’n* W dlwc’n' mtr' ’wdlwc’n '
‘bydwnx2
plcpt' PWN SHM W S’tyh W ’wlw’hmytr^ W ’pybymyh
ud dahman afrin ud ner[y]osang yazd ud kayan xwarrah ud hamag 
frawahr 1 aSowan abag ahreman ud dewan ud druzan karezar 
kunend u-San pad stowih abaz o tar ud tom abganend.
(lf>) ud mihr pad roz peS xwarSed rawed; ka xwarSed
andar o rozan Sawed, mihr abaz garded pad Sab; 
salarlh I daman l ohrmazd az dewan ud druzan mihrodruzan 
kuned.
frazaft pad drod ud Sadih ud urwahmih ud abeblmlh.
36. BK, K nylywkyh*. 37* Repeated in BK, K. 38* K tm'; K3^>
fol- 206r. begins. 39* BK; K ’wlw’hmn with hwlmyh written above;
J hwlmyh.
B.209 
D. 209/210
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In the Name of God the Giver of Justice 
Praise to Ohrmazd the Creator the Majestic the Glorious
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Chapter 1 1.1-7
Frawardigan*
(1) Zardu£t asked this also of Ohrmazd : "At what time do the fravaSis of 
the righteous come to visit the world?"
-  -  2
(2) Ohrmazd said : "During the ten days of Frawardigan , at their own time
- - - 3
fthat is] the Frawardig days at the beginning of Mah Adur , if one
continuously worships them and invokes them".
(3) If someone dies during the five Gatha days, then in the first month
4 5
his month-day should be observed in exactly thirty days [time]. In
the other months, Roz Fraward in should be observed for him. His year-
g
day should be observed on its proper day.
(4) If it is not known in which month and on which day he died, then his
— — 7 “ 5
month is Mah Adur and his day is Frawardin.
(5) If the month is known,and the day is not known, then his month is
that which is known, and his day is Roz Frawardin.
(6) If the day is known, and the month is not known, then his day is that
which is known, fhisj month is Mah Adur.
(7) If one knows for certain that £he did not die in Mah Adur and one knows
- - 9
for certain that] he did not die in Roz Frawardin, then the month Dai
and the day Warahran should be observed for him.
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Chapter 2 2.1-8
Cooked and Uncooked Food; Fire and Water
(1) Zardu£t asked this also of Ohrmazd: "If someone dies in a house with 
one door, then what must be done71
(2) "(As regards) cooked food which is in the house with one door — cooked
2
food (comprises) bread and stewed and roast meat and (other) eatables—  
and that which is uncooked'1, then how shall the periods of 'nine nights' 
and 'a month' apply to it?"
(3) Ohrmazd said: "If someone dies in summer in a house with one door,
then until a month passes, one must not go into it; in winter until
4
nine nights pass, one must not go into it .
(4) "Food which has not been cooked should not be used in summer until one 
month is complete, in winter it should not be used until nine days 
are complete; the cooked (food) is useless1 .
(5) "Whoever brings fire into the house in the periods of 'nine nights'
* 6
and the 'month', then he has one tanapuhl sin; if he kindles (it)
on the same place (where death occurred), (he has) one tanapuhl sin
- 7
[and on any other place one yadj.
(6) "Whoever brings [waterj into the house (in the 'nine nights' and the
— 8
'month'), then he has one framan sin ; if one pours (it) on the same
place (where death occurred), [it is one tanapuhl sirj, and on any 
- 9
other place one yad.
(7) "Should anyone go in on a (mere) whim1®, then has one framan sin.
(8) "Any cooked food which they bring into the house is all unclean."11
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Chapter 3 3.1-8
Bodily Effects of Sins and Good Deeds
(1) And this also he* asked of Ohrmazd: "If a man commits a sin through all
the bodily members, then to which of his members does its evil come
first?"
(2) Ohrmazd said: "Because in the human body the organ of the tongue is
2
the most valuable, then it comes first to the tongue."
(3) And this also he asked: "Then where does it come?"
3
(4) And Ohrmazd said to him: "Then it comes to the heart, and then it 
comes to his stomach.
(5) "And spoilt and hateful children are born of him, because he sins and
4
does not perform good deeds."
(6) "If people do good deeds, then to which of their members does the 
goodness come first?"
(7) Ohrmazd said: "It comes first to the tongue, because the tongue has 
been created best of all the organs, and then it comes to his heart, 
and then it comes to his stomach, and then to his whole body.
(8) "And well-brought up, dutiful, law-abiding and sociable children will 
be born of him, because he does good deeds and does not sin."
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Chapter 4 4,1-2
On Forbearance
(1) Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt: "If [someone] were to deceive you in the 
world, and intend to do you harm — that is, deprivation of property —  
then he would be your enemy; speak to him mildly and according to the 
law, for if you speak mildly and according to the law, then you can 
better oppose and defeat him than if you were to speak to him angrily 
and harshly,
(2) For if a man of good faith pleads his case, and during the conduct and 
delivery of the case complains bitterly and pleads the case improperly, 
then that is worse for him than for a man of bad faith who pleads his 
case properly and [yet] has injustice in his action; for the sin of a 
man of deceitful intention arises from ill-will towards someone. It 
would be the same (lit. ’thus' ) in the case of both, one [is guilty]
of stealing property, and the other of bearing ill-will towards someone
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Chapter 5 5
Old Age
Ohrmazd said this also to Zardu£t: "In the world there is no one by
whom this can be done, (namely) that he says this to a person: 'You
remain alive, I shall pass away as your substitute' : because everyone
passes away from the world, except those who are created immortal.^
Even one who is saved from all evils, then even he is not saved from 
- 2
old age; for Zarman undertook (to do this) from Ahreman (saying):
'In everything in the end I destroy everyone; from me, (I) who am
Zarman, escape is not possible' . Let them do good deeds,’* because it
is through those that the soul can be (in existence); in no way will
4
the body come to one's help."
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Chapter 6 6.1-4
On Breaking Covenant
(1) ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "How many kinds of breaking a covenant are there?"
(2) Ohrmazd said: "Six kinds."1
(3) This also is revealed: when someone breaks a covenant with someone, [the
retribution for] that is very swift, then it will come upon him within 
nine years.
(4) This also is revealed: if a man commits (this) sin and crime - (that is)
breaking a covenant - i t  comes upon the children who are born to him 
after the committing of the sin and crime.
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Chapter 7 7.1-6
The Man of Good Religion and the Margarzan
(1) This also is revealed (when) something occurs to a man of the Good 
Religion, and he does not know whether doing it is a good deed or a 
sin, if it is something of the kind which can be postponed when he 
does not do it, and he is able to postpone it, then it should not be 
done but postponed; if he has something of the kind which cannot be 
postponed, if he has sought and consulted with a dastwar, (if it is) 
sinless, if he does it, then it will not go to his account; if it is 
*sinful then it goes to his account, and it may be cancelled from his 
account through the decision
(2) (When) someone goes over from the faith to which he belongs to another
2
faith, he is margarzan, because he is deserting the faith of the Good 
Religion, and he is taking up *this bad faith; on account of taking up 
the worse faith he thereby becomes margarzan.<
(3) For that faith which came to him through inheritance, then thereby he 
does not himself become a sinner, and on this day when he takes up 
another, through that (act) he is a sinner.
(4) And when someone (who is) margarzan comes to the faith of men of the
4
Good Religion, immediately he becomes righteous.
(5) (As regards) the Good Religion, then this (is) the greatest virtue of
it, when one accepts it so that one performs worship,then that worship
removes and sweeps away all sin from one's account, like a swift and
strong wind when it blows over a plain and sweeps and bears away; and
likewise indeed that worship makes the man's soul pure from sin.'*
— 6
(6) It is revealed that on the day when one performs a ya£t of *Nabar„
the amahraspands come down from Garodman and carry the soul to Garodman.
their own place, three times in that one day,:and they bestow goodness
upon one and they give one reward and recompense.
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Chapter 8 8.al-B
Xwedtodah 1
2
And (as for) an infidel, this is the greatest virtue, if he comes from 
the law of evil religion to the Good Religion; and (as for) the man 
of the Good Religion, after he has performed worship this is the 
greatest virtue, if he performs xwedodah, for on account of that 
xwedodah, which is so venerable and marvellous and very great, (there
3
is) the smiting of dews .
And (as for) Ohrmazd, (with regard) to performing xw£d6dah, it is
revealed that when Za:rdu£t sat before Ohrmazd, and Wahman and ArdwahiSt
and Sahrewar and Hordad and Amurdad and Spandarmad are sitting around
Ohrmazd and Spandarmad sits at his side, and she put her hand upon
his neck, Zardu£t asked Ohrmazd: "Who is this who is sitting at your
4-
side to whom you are so dear, and she is also dear to you?
"You who are Ohrmazd do not turn your eyes from her, and she does not
turn (hers) from you; you who are Ohrmazd do not release her from 
(your) hand and she does not release you from (her) hand."
And Ohrmazd said: "This (is) Spandarmad, who (is) my daughter and my
Queen of Paradise, and the mother of (my) Creation
Zardu£t said: "Since in this world they call this a most perplexing 
thingfhow (do you answer) you who are Ohrmazd, if you are asked?" 
Ohrmazd said: "0 Zardu^t, this should have been the best thing 
enjoyed by mankind.
 6
"Since from the creation onwards, Mahle and Mahleni practised thus, 
you also should have practised thus, because when that thing was 
altered by mankind then they should not have altered it.
"Just as Mahle and Mahleni practised xwedodah, so mankind should have 
practised thus; all mankind would have known its own lineage and stock, 
never would a brother have been abandoned in affection by his brother,
r
nor a sister by her sister.
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(9) "For all nothingness, emptiness and drought came to mankind on that
account, when men came to them from an alien land and from an alien
province and from an alien country, and they married, and when they
take their wives away, the fathers and mothers (of the women) wept, 
with these (words): 'They are taking our daughter into captivity'." 
b(l) This also (is revealed), that xwedodah is so miraculous, it is the
salvation from hell from the most grievous sin such as death-deserving
e
sorcery.
(2) And exclusion from Hell, i.e. exclusion from the dews, comes into being
at that time (even) if from his desire to practise sorcery (a person)
-was made margarzan.
(3) And if they practise xwedodah, they are thereby saved and excluded
from Hell, the prison of Ahreman and the dews; xwedodah is such a 
miraculous (thing).
10
c(l) In one place it is revealed that Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt: "These are 
the four best things: worship of Ohrmazd the Lord; and offering 
firewood and incense and oblation to the fire; and satisfying (the 
needs of) the priest; and he who practises xwedodah with (his) mother 
or daughter or with (his) sister.
(2) "And of all those he who practises xwedodah is greatest and best and 
foremost."
(3) And xwedodah is so miraculous, (it is a) smiting of Ahreman, the dews
and the evil of mankind, for the sake of Ohrmazd the Lord and all the
If
yazads; every time they commit sodomy (it is) with all the dews, %hunger 
and trouble and thirst and old-age and sickness and illness and ruin 
and oppression by xrafstars , and all the other evils which are in the 
world, increase [as a result of] sodomy.
(4) It is revealed that if all the xrafstars in the world, to the height
364
8.c4-d7
of a mountain, die and all the poison and stench and filth were to
il-
go to one place, the stench would not reach Ohrmazd and paradise.
(5) When men commit sodomy, the stench from the sodomy goes to the world 
of hostile powers.
(6) Just as today the most evil (comes) from sodomy, so when Soians comes, 
all men will practise xwedodah, and every demon will be destroyed 
through the miracle and power of xwedodah.
d(l) This also is revealed, that a man practises one xwedodah [with] (his)
mother and one with (his) child, (his) daughter; the one with his mother
is superior to the other because he who has come from (her) body is 
»3
nearer to her.
(2) For it is revealed that when the accursed Ahreman committed sodomy 
with himself, then it was more grievous than his committing it with 
the dews •
(3) That (xwedodah) which is (practised) with the daughter is superior to 
that which he practised with the (woman who is his) sister but who is 
not his child.
(4) Assuredly a daughter who was born of (his o w n ) mother, when the father 
practises (xwedodah) with the daughter who was born from his own copulation, 
so it is superior to that (first copulation) when he is not her brother.
(5) When a sister and brother are of the same father and a different mother, 
then it is (the same) for them, and when they are of the same mother 
and different father, then it is the same for them.
(6) If a man's daughter is born illegitimately from the wife of another 
person, when that time (comes) when he takes her in marriage, then
the authority, then the merit of xwedodah is his, and the sin of breaking 
covenant is this in the child's (account), like the xwedodah. ^
lb
(7) Also the soul of a child who dies before (the age of) seven years, then
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8.d7-e7
its soul remains in the sun station; and if the father is righteous 
(it goes) with the father to Paradise; and if the father is wicked, 
if the mother is righteous, it goes with the mother to Paradise; if 
its father and mother are both sinful it goes with the father and 
mother to Hell.
There was a dastwar who said thus: "If they found a name-fire for it
(i.e. the child), they kill a xrafstar in its soul, then its soul
becomes separate from the mother and father; it does not go to Hell."
There was a dastwar who said; "That is because of o n e ’s own good deeds,
for it is revealed in the Avesta that love belongs to Ohrmazd when a
father nurtures a child. Then he thus established that for seven years
its soul is with the father and mother; indeed the souls of children 
/&
are like infants.
And xwedodah is so miraculous, concerning Yim it is revealed that when
17
the glory of sovreignty went from him, he was with Yimag his sister.
He went to flee from the assembly of Dahag, mankind, dews and parigs
13to the var, that is the lake.
And he was sought by them in Hell, and he was not seen; and he was 
sought by them among mankind and water and earth and cattle and plants 
and in the mountains and in the river-beds, and he was not seen by 
them.
Then Ahreman brayed: "I think this, Yim is in the var, that is the lake." 
And a dew and a parig undertook this saying: "We shall go and seek Yim." 
And they crept off and went, and when they approached that var where 
Yim was, that var which was the water of Tir, Yim said: "Who are you?"
And they said: "We are those who are just like you, who have fled from 
the hands of the dews: we too have fled from the dews . Let us be united. 
"And you give this sister in marriage to me, that I also shall give 
this (woman) to you."
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(8) And Yim, because he did not distinguish the dew from m e n , then made
the parig his wife, and gave his sister as wife of the d e w .
«?
(9) And from Yim and that parig, the bear and *monkey and G a n d a r w  and
-vgoswar were born; from Yimag and that dew the tortoise and cat and
n  11
hawk and frog and leech and also many other xrafstars were born; 
and Yimag saw that that dew was evil and she must seek a separation 
(from) him.
(10) And one day, when Yim and that dew had been drinking wine, then (it
was that) she changed places and clothes with those of the parig r
and when Yim came he was drunk, unknowingly he slept with Yimag who was
his sister, and the merit of xwedodah came into the case; many dews
were defeated and died, and at once they (i.e. those two demons) 
crept away and fell back into hell. 
f(l) This also is revealed in the Avesta, that Zardu£t asked Ohrmazd: "Much 
thought, much speech and much action, then, is prescribed by you who 
are Ohrmazd, as being necessary to think, speak and do; of all thought, 
speech and action, which is the best to think, speak and do?"
(2) Ohrmazd said: "Much thought, speech and action, then, is prescribed 
by m e , 0 Zardu^t; of that thought, speech and action which must be 
thought, spoken and done, that is best and most excellent him who 
performs xwedodah*
23
(3) For it is revealed that the first time he has intercourse, one thousand
-
dews die, and two thousand sorcerers and parigs ; when he has intercourse 
twice two thousand dews die, and four thousand sorcerers and parips; when 
he has intercourse three times, three thousand dews die, and six thousand 
sorcerers and parigs; when one has intercourse four times, manifestly 
the man and woman are blessed (i.e. in heaven). 
g(l) Thus he says, (one of) those who may give the son to the mother -
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for physical intercourse: "So that we shall not have fear of Hell, and 
the sins we have committed shall go from the account, and at the 
Cinwad Bridge we will be fpure inj heart, and a good and seemly place
shall be ours, and we well propitiate Ohrmazd and cause torment for
Ahreman." So (too) says the mother to (her) son if she speaks righteously:
"I give (myself) to you" for physical intercourse, just as has been
said, "you, my son." So says the father to (his) daughter; *so says the
brother to her who is (his) sister; CsoJ says the sister to him who
is (her) brother, just as I have written.
(2) From that act of xwedodah there is such a smiting and tormenting of dews, 
if, afterwards those men and women become sorcerers and unlawfully 
kill and thousand sheep and cattle at one time, and give offerings to 
the dews, on account of that smiting and tormenting which happened to 
them (i.e. the dews) as a result of xwedodah, then for them (i.e. the 
dews) the satisfaction is not complete, and for them it is not (possible)
to believe: "Their souls will come to us".
-  - 18
h(l) He who maintains xwedodah in marriage for one year, thus it is as
though by one third of all this world, with water, with plants and with
v- - 17
corn, then, has been given by him as asodad to a priest; and when he 
maintains (xwedodah) in marriage for two years, it is as though by him 
two thirds of all this world, with water, plants and corn, have been 
given as asodad to a priest.
(2) When he maintains (xwedodah) in marriage for three years, thus (it is) 
as though all this world, with water, with plants and with everything, 
have been given as aiodad to a priest.
(3) When he maintains it in marriage for four years, and he has performed 
worship, then manifestly his soul goes to Garodman - and if not, then 
(at least) it goes to Paradise.
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Zardubt asked Ohrmazd: "If (there is) a man of xwedodah and he has performed 
worship, and he offers a service, then is his merit such as though he 
had offered it without xwedodah? What is the rule?"
Ohrmazd said:"(It is) just as if it had been offered by one hundred 
men without xwedodah.
Zardu&t asked this also of Ohrmazd: "How is it when a man of xwedodah 
performs an afrin?"
(Ohrmazd) said: "(It is) just as if one hundred men without xwedodah 
are performing the afrin."
And he asked this also: (As for) those who give help, they counsel 
and convert to xwedodah, and on account of their words (someone) 
practises xwedodah, what is the merit?"
Ohrmazd said: "Then his merit is just as if there were one hundred 
priests each of whom has one hundred disciples, and he keeps them (all)
in food and clothing for one winter."
Zardubt asked this also of Ohrmazd: "(As for) those who prevent people 
from performing xwedodah,and on account of their words (someone) does 
not practise xwedodah, then what is their sin?"
"Then their place is Hell."
In (one) passage it is revealed that (he is) wiser than the wise, more 
righteous than the righteous, he in whose thoughts, words and deeds the 
dews are least powerful; and Ahreman and the dews are least powerful
in the body of him who is [a man of] xwedodah and by whom worship has
been performed.
(It is) revealed in the religion that at that /JbimeJ when Zardubt came
from the presence of Ohrmazd the Lord in one place of the world where
_ _
he had gone, he then said this: "Praise the religion, practise xwedodah!
"And I speak of the good (man), and the devout; as for negligent and bad
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m e n , then by them this was said harshly: 'A thing which is so hard and 
grievous in our law, xwedodah, is not to be practised
„ , v 30
Then this alsolisja grievous thing; as the most excellent (thing) 
of everything it is said that it must be practised.
n This is revealed to me also, that in all the law and belief of those 
confessing the faith, although by them (i.e. the negligent) that is 
then called the most grievous sin, in this law and belief of good 
(men), i.e. that of Mazda-worship, it is called the most excellent 
and the best good deed*
This also is revealed in the religion, that Ohrmazd said to Zardu£t:
"Perform the doing of good deeds." And Zardu£t said: "Which good deed 
shall I perform first?"
Ohrmazd said: "Xwedodah, because of all those good deeds it should 
be performed first; for in the end it is through xwedodah that all who 
are in the world join the religion."
This also is revealed in the religion, that Zardu^t said to Ohrmazd: 
"In my eyes it is bad and hard and strange that I should make xwedodah 
so prevalent among mankind."
Ohrmazd said: "In my eyes also (it would be) as in yours, except for 
this (reason) that it is the most excellent thing of all; then let 
it not be difficult and hard for you.:
"Be diligent in practising xwedodah and others too will practise 
diligently.
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Chapter 9 9.1-10
Merits of Services
(1) This chapter, where I write in detail, as I know and can explain from 
the Avesta, about the merit of (the ceremonies of) worship, and about
those which minimally I perform.
- I 2
(2) Whoever celebrates a Dron (service), then (it is) one tanapuhl merit
for him, and its wondrousness and victoriousness and power and strength 
are so great that the Spirit of the Dron, when the sun goes in and 
Ahreman comes out from hell to the world, and the daws in numbers like 
[the hairs in) the mane of a horse, for the destruction of the world,
(3) the Spirit of the Dron, when the service is performed, does battle with 
those dews , ninety-nine times he struggles so fiercely. He strikes
those dews to (hit) the ground like flies, and like hail when it falls
upon the earth.^
-  4
(9) And if (there is) gosodag and dron, it is very meritorious, and the
5
£numan of Lord Ohrmazd is a blessing and merit of 300 (staters).
Because of the greater merit of dron and goSodag it is liberality and 
righteousness towards the yazads , and if one increases the recitation of 
the Avesta in more gahs (i.e. watches of the day) it creates more joy,
and the dron of three danags 1 weight (has) the merit of three (ordinary)
—  6 
drons . There was one who called (the service) mThe Lesser Worship".
If the service with a broad dron is undertaken, then the merit of the
number of Dron (services) is to be twice the number of Dron (services
performed); and if the number of the drons is double, then its merit is
to be double the number of Drons (performed). The merit of an (act of)
7 _  '
worship without zohr is to be 100 tanapuhls , the merit of one with zohr 
is to be 1000 tanapuhlsi
(10) To perform worship is so great and important, now in particular, and 
valuable, that it is revealed in the Avesta that when a man is fifteen
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years old and has not performed worship, then food and water should he
g
given to him in the manner (appropriate) to dogs and birds.
_ 9
(11) The merit of a Wisparad (service) without zohr (is) 1,000 tanapuhls ,
that which is with zohr (is) 100,000 tanapuhls .
_ _  9
(12) The merit of a Hadoxt (service) without zohr (is) 2,000 tanapuhls 
that which is with zohr (is) 200,000 tanapuhls .
(13) (As for) a Dwazdah-homast1® (service) without'zohr, then its merit is 
200,000 tanapuhls , that which is with zohr (is) 1,000,000 tanapuhls.
(14) The merit of a Hamag-den^1 (service) with ten-Homast is to be one 
hundred times as much as that of one Homast; and the merit of a Hamag-den 
(service) of ten-Homast with zohr is to be one hundred (times that of)
a Hamag-den (service) of ten-Homast without zohr; the merit of a
Hamag-den (service) of one-Homast without zohr is 1,000 tanapuhls ,
that of one-Homast with zohr, 100,000, that of ten-Homast without zohr,
100,000, that of ten-Homast with zohr, 1,000,000. The more the Avesta
(they recite, the more) they increase merits. That of ten-Homast with 
zohr (is) as (I have) written; for this reason, when one Hamag-den
(service) is celebrated, then all sins disappear from one's account,
except the margarzan sin
(15) When merit is a thing so great, (it is yet) so easy to perform in that 
there is so much merit in one Hamag-den ceremony. Then when the human 
soul comes to the Zinwad Bridge,they put (his) sin and merit into the 
balance, and if the merit is more by a little as a single thread of a 
spindle, they lead him off to Paradise: if his sin is more by as little 
as a single eyelash and (indeed) the tip of that eyelash, then they lead 
him off to Hell.
(16) Just as it is easy to do good deeds, then it is easy to sin also, and 
it is necessary to be diligent in doing good deeds and refraining from 
sin, for if one refrains from sin, one will not go to Hell.
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Chapter 10
On Truthfulness and Charity 
a(l) This chapter: Zardu£t asked Ohrmazd: "Which is the one virtue that is 
best for mankind?"
(2) Ohrmazd said: "Truthful speech* is best, because in truthful speech 
there is honour in the world and good life and salvation in Paradise; 
and as for your descendants and progeny, by doing meritorious works 
it will be better for their families, and your soul will be truly 
b l e s s e d F o r  he who is condemned as regards material things for the 
sake of truth, it is better for him than for one who is condemned as
regards the soul for the sake of falsehood'*, because it is possible to
amass wealth again, but when people die, (their) souls pass on. Then 
there is no help for it.
(3) For (it is) revealed that no friend will be a friend to him, no brother
will be a brother to him, no father (will help) him as a son; and even
if their meritorious works are more than that by which they will be
righteous, when they have gone from the world, they cannot give (that
4
merit) one to another. 
b( 1) This chapter: charity is a merit so great and valuable and renowned
that the coming of the yazads and good men, and the goodness of Ohrmazd 
and the amahraspands are greater in the world from the houses of the 
charitable. If charity is performed righteously to the good and worthy, 
(it is) goodness for the worthy; teachers and disciples will resort 
to the houses of the charitable who are the righteous.
(2) Every good action of theirs which they perform in the houses of the 
charitable, it will be as though the charitable person who is righteously 
charitable shall have performed it with his own hands.
(3) As for the charitable who are s i n f u l i n  their charity, who [give toj 
bad and negligent men, thieves and robbers come to (their) houses; 
from that house (comes) affliction for Ohrmazd and the other yazads ;
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the evil which those wicked ones think and speak and do in that house,
will be just as though the charitable man who is sinful shall have
performed it with his own hands.
c This also is revealed in the religion, that Ohrmazd said to Zardust:
"He who performs charity knowingly and discriminately like me, I who
am Ohrmazd; and he who performs charity ignorantly and without understanding
£
and indiscriminately [is like] Ahreman." 
d(l) This also (is) revealed in the religion, that when two men are contesting, 
and one says: "Since I apply discrimination in giving, except that I 
investigate thoroughly his goodness and character and means, until then 
I do not give him anything", when he thus speaks with those words, he 
will go to Hell.
(2) The other one says: "I do not investigate whether he is righteous or
wicked, but he who undertakes from me (to perform) meritorious works, so
that he praises righteousness and afflicts the dews , and I do not know
of any sinfulness of his, then in a case of doubt, I consider him a good
man, and I give him food and clothing," when he speaks so with those
words, he goes to Paradise.
e This also (is) revealed in the Avesta, that he who gives something to
a righteous man goes to Paradise. And he who gives something to 
7
a sinner, and does not know that he is sinful, when he comes to know 
that he is sinful, then he must take it (i.e. the gift) back; if he 
has to produce a witness (to prove his claim) that: "this thing was not 
given by me to you," and he does so, whatever harm he (the sinful'man) 
is able to do, (even if) he does it, let him not take possession of the 
property.
f This also is revealed in the religion, that charity is so miraculous,
that when one gives property to a good man, then immediately the sound
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of his words comes before Lord Ohrmazd, and they give him (i.e. the 
man who is charitable) reward and recompense. 
g This also (is) revealed, that charity is so valuable that when Ohrmazd 
Ccreated] corn, its *stem was hollow (every) four finger-breadths, 
and its ear was at the height of three lances, that is three reeds; the
— —, — Q
dews went and ... that corn ... except what Mahliya and Mahliyan , 
seized in (their) fists, so that it (han) was not destroyed again by
them (the dews). Ohrmazd solved the problem and Hadis,, *who has been
9 -
granted (the reward) by the Righteous One , comes to Mahliya and Mahliyan
to find the solution to the problem; and he asked for corn, and corn 
was shown (i.e. given) to him; and then the Spirit of Charity, and also 
that HadiS and Dahman A f r i n w e n t  to judgement, and they annihilated 
and defeated the dews . 
h This also (is) revealed in the religion, that Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt:
"Charity is something so marvellous, there are thirty-three paths from 
heaven to the (5inwad Bridge, and everyone who is- blessed on account of 
meritorious action is able then to go on one path, and he who is blessed 
on account of charity is able to go on all those paths" 
i This also (is) revealed, that he who performs a good action and then
gives something to someone who has nothing, then all meritorious action 
is in this.
j This also (is) revealed, that (a) man should keep (his) thought away from
sin, protect (his) tongue from words which should not be spoken, and
control (his) spirit from women; he should not strive so for the Isake
12of (his) appetites (thinking) whatever he hears of must then be his. 
k This also (is) revealed, that all men should behave with one another as
though they were brothers; they should enjoy (things) amicably, and they 
should do what they ought to do, and perform meritorious works for the
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sake of the soul, and give gifts to righteous men, and behave towards 
people without ill-will and without anger, and give things with 
discrimination
1(1) This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt: "These five
things were created very beautiful by me: the sun when it rises; the 
body of Yim when it was full of glory; when it has rained and water 
has settled on the grass and the sun light falls upon it;
Mihr of the broad pastures, when he comes to a country and spreads 
(lit. makes) friendship in the land; and the fire, red and blazing, 
when they offer oblations to it at the Gahanbar (festival); (but) 
more beautiful and more essential than those five things this was 
created by me, the man who utters a true thing consciously through 
knowledge.
(2) "And these five things appeared to me very ugly: when a tomb has been
made on a plain, and a recently dead (body) is placed in it and it
remains there in a state of putrescence; when on a dark winter’s
night enemies are on the road; the tongue of the tyrannical evil rulers
of Hell, when in their anger they have given an order of evil rulers
cruelly with it (i.e. the tongue); when in a country people had no
love even when others did them good; and old-age when it has overtaken
15
someone and he has gone to the place(?) ; (but) more ugly than all 
those things for me to behold was this thing, the man who consciously 
utters falsehood."
m This also (is) revealed, that charity is such a marvellous virtue, it 
seems best for the earth when the charitable man walks over it, it 
seems [best] for the wind when it reaches the body of the charitable 
(man); it seems best for the woman when the charitable man is her 
husband; it seems best for the horse when the charitable man upon it
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draws the bow; and it seems best for the good animal when the charitable
man consumes its products; by the glory of charitable men the sun
travels best on its path, the moon also goes best on its course, the
16
stars go on their ways; because the charitable are giving gifts, 
the people of the earth are alive, and the young ones of birds survive 
in the egg and out of the egg. 
n This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said to Zardu£t: "Whatever
charitable men give, I give them two-fold in return, and I store it 
u p."
o This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said: "I honour the charitable.
When I have seen the souls of the charitable passing over Mount Harborz,
- 17they have gone to Heaven (Garodman)."
p This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said "You are goodtO charitable
man, who approach more strongly and more victoriously than other souls."
q This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said to Zardu£t: "For the sake of
all men I say to you, who' are Zardu£t, that Heaven, the Paradise of
Ohrmazd, belongs to those who give charity to righteous men." Then
He also said this: "For the sake of all men T say to you, who are Zardu£t,
that the Hell of darkness belongs to those who give charity to the wicked."
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Chapter 11 11.1-10
Penalties of Different Crimes
(1) If men have untied their sacred girdle (kustig)* and have put on (only)
2
the shirt of one piece , the first step which they take, (it is) one 
framan sin; the fourth step (it is) then one tanapuhl sin for them, 
and then, until one stops it is not more than one tanapuhl sin.
(2) If one stops, then goes, then the judgement for it is the same as that
3
for (the sin of) "running with one shoe", in principle; then the 
judgement for it is the same as for (the sin of) "running (with the 
kustig) untied", which is very bad, because (the sin of) "running with 
one shoe" decreases all the milk of females in the world.
(3) (If) someone urinates standing (=on foot) then it is one tanapuhl sin
for him; and if someone urinates one span and two inches beyond the
4
sole of the foot, then it is one tanapuhl sin for him.
(4) And (if) someone wastes his semen, then it is one tanapuhl (sin) for 
h i m. **
(5) And (if) someone spoils food and eatable things then it is one tanapuhl 
s i n .
(6) (If) someone pours water at night towards the north, then it is one
tanapuhl sin for h i m .^
(7) (If) someone takes or steals one drahm from a man, (then it is) a sin
on the spot, and in (this world he must give four drahms for (each
of) those he takes by force, and two drahms • for (each of) those he steals.
7
(8) If someone steals a sheep or takes it away, then it is a sin on the spot, 
and he must pay back four-fold and two-fold.
8
(9) And (if) someone steals a horse or takes it away, then spiritually it
is a one stater sin for him, and physically he must pay back four-fold
and two-fold.
(10) If someone steals a slave, then spiritually it is one tanapuhl sin for
him, and physically he must pay back four-fold and two-fold.
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(11) And if someone gives a woman to a man,and the man to whom he gives
' 9her has received her as a righteous gift,then he gives the young woman
to a second man, and the young woman consents to being given to the
man, just as to that first man also, if he keeps her for the period
of one year, then the husband, the young woman and also that man to
whom she was afterwards given become margarzan; it is written in the
chapter (relating) to them, and by me the details are written below.1®
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Chapter 12 12.1-6
On Breaking Covenant I I
(1) If (someone) makes an agreement in friendship verbally with someone
and (then) breaks that covenant, every one of the descendants of that 
man (shall) all (live in) fear for three hundred years, and (the 
punishment for) that breaking of covenant will come upon them.
(2) Second, he who shakes hands to this effect, aaying "Make a covenant 
with m e " , and breaks the covenant, (it is) as I have written, for 
six hundred years.
2
(3) Thirdly, he who offers a sheep or goat, saying: "Make a covenant
with m e " , and breaks the covenant, (it is) as I have said for seven 
hundred years.
(4) Fourthly, he who offers a cow or horse^ to this effect, saying: "Make 
a covenant with me", and breaks the covenant,(it is) as I have said, 
for eight hundred years.
4
(5) Fifthly, he who offers five hundred drahms to this effect saying:
"Make a covenant with me", and breaks the covenant,it is as I have 
said, for nine hundred years.
(6) Sixthly, he who offers a village^ to this effect saying: "Make a
covenant with me", and breaks the covenant, it is as I have said, for
a thousand years.
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Chapter 13 13.al-8
The Affliction of Ahreman 
This also is revealed, that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "Can the (sacred) 
word and also other good actions be used in the same way as weapons?"* 
And Ohrmazd said: "When it is used to smite the life^ of Ahreman and 
the dews".
' ' ' K ,
Zardust said: "What (causes) his affliction?"
Ohrmazd said: "When a uatha ahu vairuo and an a£am vohu are recited 
against him,then he cannot do any sin or harm at all, and the
4
advantage which (comes) from this is well known.
"For there are many things which the wicked Ahreman created for the 
purpose of damage to my creatures; and that which was from him, by 
me profit was brought from it, there was great advantage and help 
from it for my creatures, and serious disturbance and damage from it 
for the creatures of Ahreman.
For it is revealed that Ahreman considered three things most grievous, 
in this (way); "I shall always do (those things) to the creatures 
of Ohrmazd from which the harm to Ohrmazd will be greatest".
(Yet) if those things had not been created by him,"* it would have been 
more advantageous for the wicked Ahreman, and there would have been 
serious injury to my creatures by him.
One of those (things is) when he created death, men died; (this was 
advantageous) for it is clear [that] if greed, need, deceitfulness 
and strife had been created and people did not die of old age, it 
would have been necessary to kill, and all the people would have fought 
and quarrelled all the time with one another, and would have said, this: 
"If we are not going to die, then we need more possession", and then 
on account of fear of the other (person) a (hiding-) hole would have been 
necessary for all the people to preserve one's body, and there would 
hve been grievous harm for the existence of the creatures.
JOl
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(9) One of those (things is) when £he dried up] water, for if there had
not been a drying up /of water] it would have covered all this earth,
and there would have been grievous harm from it.
(10) One of those things (things is) when he extinguished fire, for if 
fire had thus been burning, but had not been extinguished, fire 
would thus have covered all this world, then everyone would have had 
the fear of burning, and there would have been grievous harm and 
suffering from it.
b(1) This also is revealed, Ohrmazd said to Zardu£t: "All men in the world, 
as long as they are alive, then for them there are necessarily three 
states.^
(2) *If they are healthy and they have no illness or punishment, then
all the goodness of the world is needed by them.
(3) °If there is hardship and misfortune for them, then it is necessary for
them that (lit. 'when') their souls go from their bodies.
(4) "And when their souls were at the (point of) severance (from the body),
.
and they were free of worldly desire (lit. without hope in/of the world), 
then thereafter the blessedness of their soul is more desirable than 
anything (else)."
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Chapter 14 14.1-7
Slaughter of Gospand
(1) (In a) passage it is revealed that Ohrmazd said to the beneficent 
animals: "Give yourselves to the world so that mankind may eat you."
(2) And the beneficent animals then saw spiritually the afflictions which 
continually come to them now from mankind, and they disputed much with 
Ohrmazd about (his) decision.^
2
(3) Then Ohrmazd made a compact with them, namely: "Give yourselves
(i.e. to the world); whatever sin you commit will not then go to 
your account”, so long as they had not given themselves.
(4) And the beneficent animals said: "The sins which we commit, to whose 
account will they go?"
(5) Ohrmazd said: "He who eats your flesh and puts his hand into sin, all
the sins which the animal does go to his account.
(6) For he who has eaten (even) a small fish and sins, if a camel kills a
4
man then indeed it goes to his account.
(7) It is not permitted to buy meat from non-Iranians and infidels more
5
than on one occasion; and to an infidel, unless you think that
g
otherwise he will die, you must not give anything at all.
a(l)
(2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6 )
(7)
(8 )
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Chapter 15 15.al-a9
Services which go to the Bridge: Margarzan Sins, and Confession 
This chapter: which services, if performed, go to the Bridge 
The Xwarsed, ^  Gahambar, ^ R a p i h w i n S t o £ ~* and Frawardigan® services 
go to the Bridge.
The matter is this, that if one does not perform (these services)
one must pay the penalty at the fcinwad Bridge, the end of which is
7
on the Lawful Summit, and below which is Hell.
Q
And when a man dies, (if) he confesses the sins which he has
9
committed, at the third dawn he is led to the Lawful Summit, and he 
is led to Heaven.1®
He who has committed a margarzan11 (sin), and he confesses while in 
the physical state, and he is beheaded, then at once StoS should be 
prepared and performed, and (thus he will be) saved; and if he confesses, 
and it is not possible to behead him and in the spiritual state on the
12 v
third night he is beheaded at the end of the (Cinwad) Bridge, then 
also on the fourth [day] Stoh should be performed, and (thus he will 
be) saved.1'1
And if he does not confess, he will go to Hell; he will be in Hell until 
14
the Future body.
And for a time he will be restored (to) c o r p o r e a l i t y a n d  he will
16
be beheaded and he will be made to experience the punishment of 
Hell.
There was a dastwar who said: "He who has committed one margarzan 
(sin) will thus be saved; he who has committed two will not, because 
he has killed a man in the physical state; unless he himself is killed 
in the physical state in return, then he shall not have atoned for 
that (crime)."
(There was) that (dastwar) who said: "(with) one margarzan (sin) he 
may be saved, (with) two margarzan (sins) he will not," then he gave
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the reason for (this) thing, saying: "That man may be beheaded (only)
17
once in the physical state."
(10) And that (dastwar) also who said: "(With) two margarzan sins he may
be saved", then he gave /the reason/ for (these) things, [saying]:
"When (he is) in the physical state, he is beheaded bodily, and on 
18
the third night, in the spiritual state at the end of the Bridge,
(his) soul is beheaded."
(11) And the religious leaders have all agreed upon this, that if one has
confessed, one does not go to Hell, because (even) if the soul
is beheaded (once), the soul can be beheaded (again) many times.
(12) If he has committed many margarzan sins (but) he does not confess, he
will go to Hell, and in the Future Body he will be restored to 
corporeality, and for each one (of the margarzan sins) he will be 
beheaded once, he will be made to experience the punishments of hell, 
and (only then will he be) saved.
(13) He who does not celebrate the gahambar (festivals during) one year, 
then for every single one (of the festivals not celebrated by him)
it is one owiri&t sin on his account, and those sins go to the Bridge; 
until he has paid the punishment, he is not able to step upon the 
Bridge.
(14) He who once in the day does not recite the Xwar£ed (niyayi^n), then it 
is one framan sin for him; and if twice he does not recite it, then
it is two framan sins for him; and if thrice he does not recite it 
(i.e. not at all), then it is one owiri£t sin on his account, and 
that also goes to the Bridge; if he does not recite it all three times 
on the next day, then it is just the same for him.
(15) And (if one does not perform) Rapihwin and Sto£ and Frawardigan, for 
each one (the sin) is not more than one framan, and these also go to 
the Bridge.
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b( 1) When men go from the (physical) world, when account of their souls is 
taken, (it is) in this way, if their good deeds are more than their
sins, then they are led to Heaven.
18 — — 29
(2) Those who are hamemal (sinners) through (owing) debts, then in
20the Future. Body they should give alms ; and (for) the sins and merits 
19
"of the soul" then they will be given reward for the merit, and they
will be punished for thir sin*
(3) At the time of passing away men must confess before someone (*oy)
who knows by heart the religious law and commentary, and who is
very knowledgeable of (the degrees of) sin and merit, and he (the
21
sinner) should remember his sins one by one.
22
(4) Everyone who is able should pay, if a man is able and does not pay,
then there will be no (true) confession by him, for (spoken) confession
23
alone is something for those who are incapable (of paying).
(5) And for an offence against others a man must make amends, and he should 
confess to it in the presence of the injured party; but for (the offence 
of) adultery [he must giveJ compensation, for he must confess to that
in (the presence o f ) his own rad, and as he knows the wish of the 
husband, he must then give compensation to the husband, to this end 
so that his (i.e. the husband's) love for his wife and children may 
not disappear .^
c If a man commits a sin for the first time, he (can) confess; and if 
he does (it) a second time, he (can) confess; and if he does (it) 
a third time he (can) confess; and if he does (it) a fourth time he 
can confess; the fourth time then four times what he has done goes 
back to the account. 
d(l) If a man confesses in detail on three days (i.e. times) all the sins 
which he has committed, he is redeemed; then (if) he were to commit
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those sins again wilfully, then (the sins of) all four times go back 
to his account.
(2) When (men) confess, then they should first confess margarzan (sins),
then they should confess other sins.
(3) There was a dastwar who said: "It is revealed thus by the Avesta that
if a man says: 'Once and for all I confess all the sins which have
assailed m e ' , then he will have (truly) confessed."
(4) There was a dastwar who said: "Unless a man has recounted one by one the 
sins which he has committed and confesses, otherwise there is no
(true) confession in him." That also
e(l) is revealed in the Avesta that a man should practise both these
25
*two (things): contrition, and avowal, i.e. confession.
(2) And contrition (is) this: when a man is contrite in thought.
(3) And avowal is this: when on account of shame a man hangs down his head
(and) declares the sins which he has committed one by one before the
spiritual teacher, the dastwar, and confesses.
(4) There was a dastwar who said thus: "At the (time of a man's) passing
away, if his relative does this (i.e. on his behalf), then also it is
proper, for this reason, that as long as someone declares before his
26
(i.e. the dying man's) dastwar the sins which he has concealed,
they may go from his account."
27
(5) It is revealed in the Avesta that if the spiritual authority, the
2 8
dastwar, makes public a little of the sins which that man recounted before 
(him) in detail, (then) the dastwar of the man is margarzan.
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Chapter 16 16.al-b2
Gahambar and Offering
a(1) Concerning the Gahambar* it is revealed that when (a man) prepares,
celebrates, consumes, and gives (to others) charitably and sincerely,
then the merit for him will be such as if he had offered a thousand
2
ewes with their lambs as a righteous gift to a priest.
(2) He who consumes, he who prepares, he who gives, then the merit will be 
the same as this for h i m .^
(3) If they celebrate a Gahambar among ten men, from this Gahambar until 
that (next) Gahambar every meritorious action which one of those ten 
men performs will thus be the portion of all (ten men), as if it had 
been performed by them with their own hands, and if (they celebrate 
the Gahambar) among a hundred and a thousand men, it will be just the 
same.
(4) And concerning the Gahambar, it is revealed that before the five days,
4
when they come in, all the created things of Ohrmazd, those which 
are under the earth, such as the fox and the weasel and the stoat 
and m u s k - r a t a n d  all the other created things upon the earth, like 
water and plants and beneficent animals and men, have (this) hope:
"By the spirit of the Gahambar we shall i n c r e a s e A n d  (it is) revealed 
that the offering which is greatest and best is that of the Gahambar. 
b(l) (In) one passage (it is) revealed that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "Did you 
ever make an offering?"
(2) Ohrmazd said: "I did (so), for when I created the world, then I 
made an offering when I gave the soul to Gayomard, then I made an 
offering; when you, Zarduit, were born from your mother, then I made 
an offering. When you received the religion from me, then I made
7
an offering." The offering is so marvellous [that] (in) all works 
and judgements that men perform righteously, then at the beginning they 
should make an offering.
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For it is revealed that an offering (which is made) by three men, then 
ten thousand fravaSis of the righteous come to it.
Zardu£t asked this of Ohrmazd: "(When) an offering goes to the yazads ,
then what is the sign of this?"
And Ohrmazd said: "One sign (is) when rain is needed, during the offering 
it rains.
"And this also is a sign, when those who are making an offering, and 
among them there has been discord beforehand, during the offering 
they make peace.
"And this also is a sign, when a good, fine, worthy man, who has not been
8
invited to the offering, arrives at that offering as a fellow guest, 
and they receive him and treat him well."
And this also he asked: "(When) an offering goes to the dews , then
what is the sign of this?"
9
And he said: "When the flat clouds which should have rain in them
9
produce *lightning; (people) fight and quarrel with one another
during the offering; wicked men arrive at the offering. And whenever 
it is so, the offering is gone to the dews".
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Chapter 17 17.al-c
Performance of the
a(l) This chapter: a seven year old boy should not perform the worship; an
eight year old should do so.1
(2) The woman who has performed the worship, she need not then perform
niyaye£ of XwarSed and AtaxS i W a r a h r a n and they (i.e. women) should
- - 3
not celebrate and partake of the Us tofrit, and they should not
_ 4
perform the service which is with zohr because they are not to be 
allowed into the f i r e - s a n c t u a r y a n d  they should celebrate the 
Gahambars , and they should celebrate Rapihwin outside, if it is being 
celebrated within (the fire-sanctuary), they are authorised (only) if 
they do not go (in); (in) all the offerings in which the afrinagan 
should be said, such as the Gahambars, and Nog-Nabar and the year- 
festivals and Frawardigan and the Us tofrit they should not occupy the 
front places .
b This also Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt: "I commanded both men and women,
saying: 'Perform worshipi' rather than to men (alone), because after
fifteen years (of age) marriage for women seems preferable to recitation
of sacred words and performance of worship; for no-one in the human
race will be righteous and worthy of heaven who has not learned by 
- - 7
heart the Gathas , 0 righteous ZarduSt, except for that man who is without
sin through performing worship and who gives something, and he says: 
'perform worship on my behalf1.'; that worship is called 'the world has
g
thus been bought'".
c This chapter: if those in authority and powerful lords coerce men
9
against their will into a contract of marriage, if they conclude that 
contract of marriage, to do (so) is best, or (if not, it is better) 
if they leave the city and land and go away; and (it is) true that it 
is a difficult thing for (the man) who marries under pressure from 
kings.
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d(l) But it is revealed in the Avesta that Ohrmazd spoke thus to ZarduSt:
"Barform the worship of that being, which if you do, you will be certain 
that you will attain to Heaven."
(2) ZarduSt said: "Which (is) that (act of) worship?"
(3) Ohrmazd said: "Perform the worship of the Creator Ohrmazd, for everyone 
is agreed upon this, that one should perform the worship of the 
Creator Ohrmazd.
(4) And take care of the beneficent animals, for if (everyone is) not 
agreed concerning the soul, even then (they are) agreed concerning 
the body; it is revealed that if beneficent animals have access to 
water and fodder, from beneficent animals there is food and clothing 
(for people).
(5) And make intercession for the poor, for everyone is agreed upon this, 
that one should make intercession for the poor and give something
to the dastwars , for everyone is agreed upon this, that one should 
(give) something to the dastwars; they conduct matters most beneficially.
(6) For everyone is agreed to this, that everyone should consider 
the greatest good.
(7) For if they act oppressively towards (a man) and he leaves the place 
and goes away, and evil rulers order (judgement of) the case of that 
person: "He is the person by whose action there will be desolation for 
the city and land, and harm to people, and damage to property, that 
man who leaves the city and land"; and if he had not left the city and 
land on account of (their) doing that act (i,e, the act of oppression), he 
could not have caused that harm and damage and desolation to the city
and land and people; and (since) he, out of self-interest, when there 
is no danger of death for him, does not perform his proper activity 
then the injury and loss to people in that city goes to (his) account.
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(8) For he should consider the greatest good, for Ohrmazd and the amahraspands 
consider the greatest good, and they know that (it is) for the greatest 
good (that) they are doing those things for the benefit of the world, 
from which there is benefit for mankind.
(9) For they make rain, and many a person dies in the rains, the rivers 
carry away many a person, many a person dies in the waters, and even 
then, because the making of rain is very beneficial, Ohrmazd and the 
amahraspands - for the sake of the making of rain - Ohrmazd and the 
amahraspands struggle and do battle none the less with Ahreman and the
(10) In the Avesta it is revealed that if a foreign enemy comes and they 
intend to take prisoners and (cause) great damage in the land of Iran, 
and (our) warriors go towards them to restrain them, many are they who 
kill many of (our) warriors, and even then,because of the greatest 
good,(if) the foreigners come and destroy the fire of Warahran and 
(kill) the righteous man, and they take prisoners and (cause) harm in 
the land of Iran, the warrior who does not fight and (who) flees is 
margarzan; he who does (his duty), and is killed in battle, he is 
blessed.
(11) This is the greatest good which also man should consider, if a foreign 
enemy is appointed (to govern) in his city, and he causes damage and 
destruction in his city, and (yet) there is no danger of death for
goes away, (though) being able to restrain (the enemy), and there is 
damage to the fire of Warhran and the righteous man and beneficent 
animals and water and plants, that man must atone (for the injury he 
has allowed)* and concerning this I have said that, when there is no 
danger of death for him, then he is not justified unless he does (his 
duty).
d ews.
hims himself and he (nevertheless) abandons the city to the enemy and
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(12) In the Avesta it is revealed that if a fellow countryman has a farthing 
for himself,and the loss to other people is one thousand, then he is 
justified if he does not help them; when he has a profit for himself, 
and men are in possible danger of their lives,[he is not justifiedj 
unless he gives away his wealth and helps them; and if he is in possible 
danger of his life, and (other) people (are) in certain danger of their 
lives, he is not justified unless he forfeits his life, saying "I 
shall help them"; when he is in certain danger of death, and (other) 
people too are in certain danger of death, he is justified if he
does not act.
12
(13) And it is revealed that when Ohrmazd fashioned and created in time 
the men of this time which is so difficult, then the frava£is of the 
men of this time stood before Lord Ohrmazd in complaint.
(14) Those fravagis were satisfied by Lord Ohrmazd with these two things:
one (was) that, when he said: "For the good deeds which you perform,
then I shall give you more reward and recompense",^  and one (was) that,
14
when he said: "I shall fashion for you in that time the man by whom 
you will be saved from that distress; when the needs of the yazads 
have been revealed through him, if you should turn yourselves away 
from those matters, you will be sinners thereby"; because the frava&is 
of those men were satisfied with those reasons; when Ohrmazd spoke.
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Chapter 18 18.al-c4
The Value of Fire
This chapter: about the value of establishing the Fire of Warahran^■  — /
(in) one passage it is revealed that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "Is the 
world better or the Fire of Warahran?"
Ohrmazd said: "The Fire of Warahran is better than the world."
ZarduSt asked: "Why?"
Ohrmazd said: "For this reason that if the Fire of Warahran had not
been, there would not have been the ordering of the world." And (in)
— 2
a passage it is revealed that Zardu^t said to Wi^tasp the king of 
kings: "In every place and time establish the Fire of Warahran, do not 
hold yourself back from establishing the Fire of Warahran?  for no 
living person would ever have remained in the world, neither he who 
is prosperous and rich nor he who is needful of what is beneficial - 
if the Fire of Warahran had not been created by me, for (it is) on a 
account of the Fire of Warahran if at night it is possible (for a man) 
to come and go, (and it is) on account of the Fire of Wa rzhrar, if 
Ardiiwang^ is a guest in the house.
This also is revealed, just as the coming of the royal messengers is 
swift, (so) also is the coming of the yazads to the dwelling of the 
Fire of Warahran.
The Fire of Warahran is so wonderful, when it is made to blaze up
7
at midnight, it smites Ahreman, and it smites the 99,999 offspring
Q
and diseases of Ahreman.
9
If incense is put on the fire on that side where the wind comes, 
that Fire of WarahranCsmites a thousand dews] and twice as many 
sorcerers and witches.
And if it is made to blaze up at midnight, it smites a thousand dews
and twice as many sorcerers and witches.
And if the Adurog1® is made to blaze up at midnight, it smites a thousand
dews and twice as many sorcerers and witches.
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(5) And if it is made to blaze up not at midnight,1* it cuts through the
darkness and blackness (and) lessens them.
d(1) (In) one passage it is revealed that the fire is so venerable, Ohrmazd
12
created the body and soul of Fire, from his own heart and thought, 
and he created its splendour and glory from the light of the Endless 
Light.
14
(2) And he made five (fires) . One (is) that which burns before him in
“ "* 15 16
Garodman. and with this he makes true the essence of men; and one
17
is that which is created in the body of men; one is that by which
he smites the dew * Spanjagr; a n d  one is that which is created in 
19
water and plants; one is that which he desired to created on the 
20earth.
(3) It is revealed that Ohrmazd held a meeting with the amahraspands , 
and (the yazad) Fire also was at the meeting.
(4) And before Ohrmazd and the amahraspands he hung his head and wept.
(5) The amahraspands sat around (the yazad) Fire and wept.
(6) When he saw that the amahraspands too were weeping, he stood before 
Ohrmazd and wept.
(7) And he said to Ohrmazd: "You, the beneficent, are going from this wicked
- 2 1
world to Garodman which is free from assault, and you are leaving 
me here.
(8) "And they will treat me with unlawful treatment; and in the dwellings
of men, when the master of the house goes to sleep, then I should be
placed in (someone else's) care, (but) they will leave me to affliction;
and they will make me bright, and in order to search a house they will
bring me into the house, and (then) they will cast me away and extinguish 
22
m e .
(9) "Second (is) that,when from that place where they should protect me, they
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will bring me to another place, and they will not take care of me, and 
I shall fall stunned there.
23
(10) "Thirdly (is) that, when wicked whores in menses will approach
(me) and stench as great as a house will come to me from their whoredom, 
and I shall be ill, and I shall (have to)consume filth.
24
(11) "Fourthly (is) that,when witch-whores are allowed to the fire-place 
and they arrange (their) tresses and scatterf?) hairs, and I shall 
(have to) consume their tresses and filth.
(12) "And fifthly (is) that, when children come and throw foulness and filth 
upon me, and I shall (have to) consume their foulness and filth.
(13) " Sixthly (is) that, when for blacksmith's work they pour dirty metal on 
me, and they blow with (their) mouths, not with bellows, and grudgingly 
and against my will I shall heat that metal.
(14) "Seventhly (is) that, when at the tested ordeal, when the innocent and
the guilty are declared by me, they will disagree, saying: ’Truly, he
has not acted with reason and justice.'
25
(15) "Eighthly (is) when they take me for toil and work, and they bring 
me as a spirit into the (physical) world and I am able to help the 
wicked and the righteous alike."
(16) And this also he said: "0 Ohrmazd, do not create me in the material
26 27.
world, as the stars and the moon and the sun give light in the world,
so would I also do in a material form."
(17) When Ohrmazd had heard the complaint of Fire, he then said to the 
amahraspands : "Since Fire is complaining in this way, and I cannot 
create the creations in the world without Fire, what do you think is 
better and more advantageous -
(18) *If I leave this complaint and lament for Fire, and create the creation
in the (physical) world, and he will have no complaint and lament? For
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me it is possible to remove this complaintand lament, if I do not 
create him in the (physical) world. "
(19) And the amahraspands said: "It is better and more advantageous if you
create the creations in the (physical) world, than if Fire does not
complain and you do not create the creations in the (physical) world.
28
But Thou, O Ohrmazd, take Fire and establish him victoriously in
a dwelling; thus we may help him." And he took the fire of GuSnasp in
his hand and established him victoriously and he established the fire of
29
Farrobag and also that of Burzenmihr with his own hands, and he spoke 
blessings over them one by one, saying:"May you be the light of the 
Creator and the goodness of the Creator in your own dwellings."
(20) And he said to Fire: "Do good among men, in all dwellings and in all 
villages and in all districts and in all lands; and they will honour you, 
(those) who are the Water, the Plants and the frava£is of the righteous, 
when they (i.e. men) bring to you the offering, and when they present
to you wood, dry, which has been inspected in the light!'
(21) Even then Fire did not agree to being created in material form in the
(physical) world, until Ohrmazd provided him with a safeguard, and made
him the lord at the gate of heaven; and he gave him a mace, and he 
ordered him, saying: "Everyone with whom you are not pleased, cast 
down into Hell with this mace.
(22) And then he agreed to his being created in the (physical) world.
e(l) (In) a passage it is revealed: "When someone establishes a Fire of
Warhran, the greatest possible number of fires which are unprotected
31
and uncared for should be collected by him.
(2) There was a dastwar who said thus: "One thousand and one should be 
collected."
(3) He who collects a fire, and brings it to the Adurog of the Fire of
Warhran, then (it is) a merit of 90 for him.
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(4) (As for) someone who through negligence extinguishes (a fire), there 
was a dastwar who said thus: "He is margarzan."
(5) If one extinguishes the fire of Warahran either through negligence, or
deliberately, or (in) whatever way, he is assuredly margarzan.
(6) If someone were to collect (the fires), the first that must be collected
is the one threatened with cooking carrion.
(7) And the second that by which unclean matter is cooked.
(8) And the third that by which polluting dung is baked.
(9) The fourth that by which pots are fired.
(10) The fifth that by which bricks are baked.
(11) The sixth that from goldsmiths.
(12) The seventh (from) silversmiths.
(13) The eighth (from) swordsmiths.
(14) The ninth from ovens.
(15) The tenth from cauldrons.
32
(16) The eleventh from donkey-drovers and *villagers.
(17) The twelfth from musicians (who play) before noblemen.
(18) The thirteenth from brave horsemen.
(19) The fourteenth from other work.
(20) And when he collects a thousand and one fires, at that time he is
authorised to establish (them) victoriously, and if the tending is
entrusted to the faithful, (at) every gah and Gahambar he will be
33
able to give the pure offering (to it).
(21) And one can thus maintain it (as to) daily sustenance through wood and 
incense whose body is as great as an average sized man('s body).
(22) If he establishes (it) when he cannot do all this, then he has no 
authority to establish (it).
(23) If he has committed a margarzan sin, then he has no authority to 
establish it.
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(24) If first he establishes the fire, then commits a margarzan sin, even if 
its (i.e. the fire's) existence and maintenance is not from the wealth 
of the margarzan sinner, then the dedication must be change and it is 
left (by him i.e. withdraws from all responsibility for it).
34
f (1) And it is revealed that fire is so venerable, Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt:
35
"(As for) the soul, that of whom seems best, if you could see it?"
(2) And Zardu£t said: "That of Kri^asp."^^
— 37 —
(3) Ohrmazd summoned the soul of Kri^asp, and the soul of KriMasp appeared;
_ ifi t H - S  t..
on account of the torment which he had seen in Hell he (i.e. Kri^asp)
38
said to Zarduit: "Would that I had been a herbad so that there would
have been a power for my protection. For the sake of seeking a livelihood 
I wandered continually through the world, xand the world used to bei
hateful in my sight, and the world used to be frightened of my 
miraculous power
(4) And Ohrmazd said: "Stand away, O soul of KriSasp, for you are hateful in
40
my sight, because my son Fire was extinguished by you and you did 
not take care of him."
(5) And the soul of Kri^asp said: "Forgive me, 0 Ohrmazd, and grant me that
which is the Best Existence, and grant me Garodman. I slew the horned 
41
dragon, which devoured horses (and) which devoured men. And its 
teeth were as big as my arms and its ears were as big as fourteen 
felts, and its eye was as big as a chariot, and its horn was as big as 
a bough in height.
(6) "And I ran so much through the day along (his) back until I* seized 
his head in my hand, (I) struck him with a mace up on the neck, and I
7 u -  4 2slew him.
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(7) "And if that dragon had not been slain by me, then your whole creation
would have been destroyed by him, and you would never have found a
43
remedy against Ahreman."
(8) Ohrmazd said: "Stand away, because my son Fire was extinguished by you."
(9) Kri£asp said: "O Ohrmazd, grant me that which is the Best Existence
- 45
and Garodman, for I slew Gandarw, who devoured twelve villages at
one time.
(10) "When I looked into the teeth of Gandarw, then (I saw) dead men were
hung on the teeth; and he seized my beard, and I was dragged by him
to the sea, and for nine days and nights we struggled in the sea; and 
then I prevailed upon Gandarw, (lit.: I was more powerful than G.)
(11) "And I seized the sole of the foot of Gandarw, and I flayed the skin
46
up to the head, and with it I bound the hands and feet of Gandarw, and
- - 4
I dragged (him) to the edge of the sea, and I entrusted him to Axrurag.
(12) "And I slept in the *nest of the horses, and Gandarw dragged off (my) 
friend Axrurag, and dragged off this my wife, and he dragged off my 
father and mother.
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(13) "And I was wakened from sleep by everyone, and I rose and I sprang 
forward a thousand steps for every step, and eveything that was struck 
by that which leapt from (under) my foot burst into flames. I went to 
the sea and I brought them back, and I seized Gandarw and slew him.
(14) "If he had not been slain by me, Ahreman would have become king over 
your creation."
(15) Ohrmazd said: "Stand away for you are hateful in my sight, because my 
son Fire was extinguished by you."
(16) KriSasp said: "0 Ohrmazd, grant (me) Paradise and Garodman, for I slew 
the highway r o b b e r s , w h o  were so big in body (that) when they were
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going along, people thought that the stars and moon were below them and 
that, the sun went below their ears, and that the waters of the sea came 
up to their knees."*1
(17) "I was up to (the level of) their ankles, and I struck them on the ankles, 
they fell down and smashed the mountains on the earth.
(18) "And if these fallen highway robbers had not been slain by me, Ahreman 
would have become king over your creation."
(19) Ohrmazd said: "Stand away, for you are hateful in my sight, because my 
son Fire was extinguished by you."
(20) Kri^asp said: "0 Ohrmazd, grant me Paradise and Garodman *for I exhausted
52
and defeated the wind. The dews deceived the wind, and they said to 
the wind: 'Of all the creation, you are the most powerful'; then he thinks 
like this: 'Nobody is more powerful than me! KriSasp is going over this 
earth and he is despising the dews and men, and even you who are the 
wind, then he is despising you. '
(21) "When the wind heard those words, it rushed out so violently that all the 
trees and bushes which were in its path were uprooted by it, and
all the earth which was in its path was stirred up, and there was 
darkness.
(22) "And when it came to me who am Kri£asp, then it was not possible for 
it to lift up my foot from the ground and I stood up and held it
(the wind) upon the ground, and I stood with both feet upon its belly,
until it made a promise saying: 'I shall go back under the earth;
I shall do what Ohrmazd ordained, namely, support the earth and the
heaven! (and) I shall not neglect this.'
(23) "And if I had not done this thing, Ahreman would have become king over 
your creation."
(24) Ohrmazd said: "Stand away, for you are hateful in my sight, because 
my son Fire was struck by you."
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(25) Krisasp said: "O Ohrmazd, grant (me) Paradise and Garodman for thus 
it is revealed in the religion that when Dahag escapes from the 
chains, then no one except me (will be) able to find a remedy against 
him; for that reason then grant me Paradise and Garodman.
(26) "And if it is not possible to grant me Paradise and Garodman, then give 
me back the strength and supremacy which was in life; for if then,
you give back to me that strength and supremacy which was mine when
I was alive, I shall slay Ahreman along with the dews , I shall destroy
the darkness of Hell, (and) I shall make (it) good, and light, and alone
53
may be I shall reside in it and walk therein."
(27) Ohrmazd said: "This I shall not give to you, 0 soul of Krisasp,
for men are committing sins, and until men do not commit sins, it is
not possible to make you alive again, nor is it possible to make any
54
other men alive again; for the resurrection will be brought about 
thus, when all men are sinless.
(28) "When men die, and their souls are unrighteous, then they lose all
their repose, and all (kinds of) torment and suffering are inflicted 
upon them."
(29) When Krisasp had spoken of his own deeds in this manner, the spiritual 
yazads and the physical yazads wept and Zardu£t Spitaman wept, and said: 
"Since you are not a deceiver, will you be a deceiver in my sight, 0 Ohrmazd 
t o w a r d s  the soul of KriSasp? Since, if KriSasp had not existed physically 
and spiritually, nothing of your creation would have had permanence
in the (physical) world."
(30) When ZarduUt had become silent again, Fire rose to his feet and spoke 
of the sinfulness of KriSasp against himself, and he said: "I will 
not allow him into Paradise."
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(31) And Fire had said these many words, and the yazad GoSurwan^  rose to 
his feet, and said: "I will not allow him into Hell, for he did much 
good to m e ."  ^^
(32) Go%urwan had said these many words, and Zardu£t rose to his feet, and
bowed to Fire and said: "I shall take care of you, and I shall speak
of your deeds in the world, and I shall speak of them to Wigtasp and
Jamasp, saying: '(see) how Fire acted magnanimously when Krisasp confessed
57
and was forgiven by him.'"
(33) ZarduMt asked Ohrmazd: "(Who will be) the first arrived of those whom 
you restore?"
(34) And Ohrmazd said: "He who is KriSasp."
(35) And Zardu£t felt aggrieved, and he said to Ohrmazd: "Since KriSasp's
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deed was the killing of men, why should you make him the first 
arrived?"
(36) Ohrmazd said: "Do not be aggrieved, 0 ZarduSt, for if KriSasp had not 
been, and had not done those many deeds which have been spoken of, 
neither you nor any creature of mine would have had permanence (in 
the world)."
g(l) And it is revealed that a man should not be confident of his own
achievement  ^ (i.e. of acquired merit).
2
(2) And it is revealed that an offence against an adversary will be
expiated only when the adversary is satisfied by him; it is revealed
that the yazads also will consider the case of the greatest good.
(3) And it is revealed that when a yazad is (his) helper, then he will
not be admitted to Hell .^
(4) And it is revealed that when a yazad is his adversary, then he will
not be admitted to Heaven.
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(5) Since from establishing the Fire of Warakran a man will have this
benefit, when that help of the yazad is his, he will not go to Hell —
even then its (whole) value is not known.
h (In) one passage it is revealed that Ohrmazd said: "I have not declared
“ 4
then, the value of the Fire of Warahran, and if I declare the value,
then it is the basis of all prosperity, and the fruit of the manifestation
of all righteousness and the value of the existence of all the material 
creation of the Holy Spirit.
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Chapter 19 19
Carrying out the Dead
In one passage it is revealed that when the master or mistress of a
house dies in the house, he should not be carried out through the outer
door, for the fortune of the house will go out with it (i.e. the
dead body).'1'
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Chapter 20 20.1-4
Making Offerings
(1) In one passage it is revealed that if a man declares: “If this goodness 
comes to me I shall make an Ustofrit offering, then even if it does 
not come to him, (even) then he should make it (i.e. the offering), 
for the yazads are the granters of (real) benefit, not the granters
of wishes, and the yazads know well the interests of men.
(2) There was a dastwar who said that [if a man declaresj: "If this 
benefit does not come to me, then I shall not make (the offering)," 
he is authorised if he does not make it.
(3) When an Ustofrit is recited, then one is not authorised unless one 
gives bread also, and wine and herbs and rue, and whatever outlay 
is necessary for that (offering).
(4) And when the Ustofrit is performed, one is not authorised to give
to that person who has not performed worship or who has eaten while
3 4
chattering, nor to him also who is exposed as a thief and that which
they eat, as much as they eat that will not be [of any worth to them/,
and this is likewise so for the D r o n , and if they (i.e. the offerings)
have not gone to them (i.e. the donors)^ they should be given to the
dogs and the birds.
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Chapter 21 2i.<32-<al4
The Killing of Evil and Good Creatures 
a(l) This chapter: /whoever/ kills a sodomite,then for him (there is) one 
tanapuhl merit.* (i.e. a merit which atones for a tanapuhl sin).
(2) Whoever kills a man who is margarzan, then for him there is one tanapuhl 
merit.
2
(3) Whoever kills a winged serpent, then for him (there is) one tanapuhl 
merit.
(4) And whoever catches a frog in water, kills it and takes it out of the 
water, then for him (there is) one tanapuhl merit; if he kills it in 
the water and he kills 1500, /then for hinj (there is) one tanapuhl 
[merit]. ^
- 4
(5) Whoever kills an ant, [then for hinj (there is) a merit of 90 (sters ).
(6) Whoever kills a serpent, while reciting Avesta over it, then for him
(there is) one tanapuhl merit; if he does not recite Avesta over it,
5
(7) if he kills twelve, then for him (there is) one tanapuhl merit.
(9) If he kills 100 scorpions, *parasites, *turtles and *tortoises, then 
for him (there is) one tanapuhl merit.
7
(9) If he kills a dung-worm, (there is) a merit of 12 (sters).
Q
(10) And whoever kills a chameleon, then for him (there is the merit of) 
the period of one month of the greater yast, that,is, chanting of the 
Gathas .
9
(11) Whoever kills a *sea-*crah then for him (there is) one tanapuhl merit.
(12) Whoever kills [a snake which is/ a dog-lizard, ^  then for him (there is
the merit of) the. period of one month of the greater ya£t, that is, 
chanting of the Gathas .
(13) Whoever kills a *turtle, then for him there is one tanapuhl merit.
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(14) Whoever kills a worm-producing fly, then for him (there is a merit
of) ten days of the greater yaSt, that is, chanting of the Gathas .
4<>7
21.al5-b6
(15) Whoever kills 100 cheetahs, then for him (there is the merit of) 
the period of one year of the greater ya£t, that is chanting of the 
Gathas.
(16) Whoever kills a carrion*-carrying c a t t h e n  for him the merit is 
such as if he had (killed) four lions of the wolf species; and if he 
kills a cheetah of the wolf species, and a lion of the wolf species, 
then as much as the body of a lion of the wolf species weighs, then 
for him (there is) so much tanapuhl merit.
(17) And whoever kills two bugs or two fleas, for him (there is) the 
merit of one day of the greater ya£t, that is, chanting of the Gathas .
b(l) This also is revealed, that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "Which of the 
xrafstars of Ahreman lives longest in the *world?"
(2) Ohrmazd said: "The ant and the serpent; and concerning both of them,
they live for a thousand years, the ant for 1133 years. Wings will
14
grow on the serpent; when wings have grown on it, then horns grow 
upon the serpent. Among the xrafstars of Ahreman it is so poisonous 
{that ifj one kills a snake of one fingers breadth, then for him there 
is (the merit of) a day of the greater yaSt, that is, chanting of the 
Gathas .
25 “ 26
(3) Whoever kills a hedgehog, then for him (there is) a five-tanapuhl
sin.
(4) Whoever kills an otter or a fox, or a weasel, then for him (there is) 
a two-and-a-half-tanapuhl sin.
17
(5) Whoever kills a dog, then for him (there is) a four-tanapuhl sin. .
(6) Whoever kills a water-beaver, then for him (there is) a 150 tanapuhl
. 18 
s m .
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Chapter 22 22.1-4
The Omniscience of Ohrmazd*
(1) This chapter, Zardust asked Ohrmazd: "Are you wise and omniscient?"
(2) And Ohrmazd said: "I am wise and omniscient."
(3) And Zardust said: "Of what nature is your knowledge?"
(4) Ohrmazd said: "My knowledge is such that if they take all the milk 
of every (living) thing into one cup, *then one by one separately I 
know how to tell *from whose breast (the milk comes); and if they let 
all the water which is in the world (flow) into one place, I know
how to tell separate(ly) one by one from which spring (the water comes);
and if they compress (together) finely all the plants which are in
all the world, I know how to put them back one by one in to their own 
place."
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Chapter 23 23.1 - H
The Fate of the Souls of the Righteous and the Wicked*
(1) Zardust said: "Creator, you are omniscient and you know all things;
(when) the righteous pass away from the world, whither do their souls 
go ? "
(2) Ohrmazd said: "For three days and nights the righteous soul sits in
that place where his head lies when his soul departs, he wears a white
garment, (and) he speaks these words: "It was good for me if I did
(my) duty, I belong to Ohrmazd, and according to his wish he therefore
2
treats me with goodness
(3) And on the first night they show him as much felicity as (that of) a 
man who all his life then experienced the greatest felicity in the 
world .^
(4) And on the second and third nights then it is the same for him.
(5) On the third night, in (this) very place, it seems as if all the most 
fragrant plants in the world were brought to this place, and he sits 
amid those fragrant flowers, and he says: "This smell is so fragrant 
and so pleasant which the breeze brings to my nose, and never in the
4
(physical) world did I experience a fragrance such as this."
(6) Ohrmazd said: "That breeze and fragrance is brought from Paradise."
(7) When the soul looks into that breeze, he sees a maiden whose whole 
body is bright and comely, and her form is so lovely that never among 
the creatures of Ohrmazd was anyone seen to be lovelier than her.'*
(8) And he asks: "Maiden, to whom do you belong?"
(9) The maiden says: "Young man of good thought, good speech and good action, 
I am your Action, I am yours."
(10) And the soul says: "By whose doing are you (made) so great and excellent 
and victorious and lovely and sorrowless as you seem to me?"
(11) The maiden says: "By your doing I am just as I seem to you.
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23.12-17
(12) "When you saw him who was performing demon-worship and who did not 
carry out the wishes of his friends, and who slammed the door (on 
them) and who did not give anything at all, then you sat down and 
performed worship,7 and you gave something to the righteous man who 
came from near and who came [fromj afar, and I was lovely, and by
you I was made lovelier, I was comely and by you I was made more comely
through the duty which you performed. Until the Future Body fyhenj
Q
mankind will perform worship of Ohrmazd in the physical state, day 
by day it will become better for me."
(13) The first step which the soul takes, he steps into that place where
(are) the stars, in Humat, he takes the second step into that place
where is the moon, in Huxt, he takes the third step (in)to that place
where the sun, in HuwarSt. and he takes the fourth step inf to) Garodman. 
9
which is light.
(14) And the souls of the righteous who have departed from the physical world 
before him and are in Garodman then bring to him the pleasant fragrance, 
saying: "You are welcome! and you have (done) well (to) come from the 
tormented, afflicted, physical world to this place which is free from 
torment and affliction, and for the Long Duration it will be well for 
you."
(15) Ohrmazd says: "Do not ask questions of him/^  for on account of love
and affection for (his) body when he came out of the body, then it
was difficult for him; and give him food!"
(16) The souls say: "Which food shall we give him first?"
(17) Ohrmazd says: "Give (him) mares' milk, and cream and butter and sweet
wine, or butter which is prepared in springtime, first give him the
spring butter, because for the souls of the righteous when they depart 
from the world, then for them until the Future Body this is their food,"
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23.18-26
(18) Zardust asked this also of Ohrmazd: "When he who is wicked dies, 
whither does his soul rush?"
(19) Ohrmazd said: "For three days and nights it sits in that place where
his evil head lies when his soul departs. And a torn and foul garment
which rests on his two shoulders has then clothed him, and this indeed 
he says: 'It was indeed evil for me when I did not perform my duty,
I belong to Ahreman, to what land shall I go? and whom shall I seek?
»12
and who shall hold back this affliction from me?'
(20) And on the first night they show him as much misery as (that of) a 
man who, all his life then experienced the greatest misery in the 
world.
(21) And on the second and third nights then it is the same for him.
(22) On the third night, in (this) very place, it seems as though he is
in snow, and as if (all) the stench which is in the world were brought
to this place, and he lies down in it; when that stench assaults his 
nose, he says: "Whence has the wind brought this stench which is so 
strong, that never in the world did a stench such as this assault 
my nose?”
(23) And that wind is from Nell, the stench of Ahreman! When he looks into 
that wind, then he also sees his own Action, which is uglier and filthier 
than any of the xrafstars , which (are) the miscreations of Ahreman, 
which he had ever seen.
(24) And he asks: "To whom do you belong?"
(25) And the Action says: "Young man of evil thought, of evil speech, of 
evil action, I am your Action."
(26) And the (soul) says: "By whose doing are you (made) so evil and sinful 
and filthy and fetid and foul and full of defeat and so rowful, as you 
seem to me?"
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23.27-33
(27) The Action says:"By you doing I am just as I seem to you. When you 
saw him who was performing worship, and (who) gave something to the 
righteous m a n , then you slammed the door (on them) and you harmed your 
friends and you did not give anything; and I was miserable, and by 
you I was made worse, I was ugly, and by you I was made uglier through 
the sins you committed. Until the Future Body, when Ahreman is destroyed, 
then day by day it will become worse for m e ." Then he rushes to Hell.
(28) And the wicked (soul) says; "If they cut off my head, or smite me with 
arrows and kill me, or first take me prisoner then stab me with a
dagger, then it would seem better to me than on this path, where my
treasure has been carried away (from me); then (although) I must go 
to Hell, I do not go willingly."
(29) And the dew WizareS casts a noose upon his neck, and his own Action 
stands before him terribly and fearsomely. On account of fear of his 
own Action he runs before the dew WizareS just like a horse which has 
been made to gallop when it gallops on a race-course because of fear of 
the whip, so he too gallops to Hell.
(30) The first step which the soul takes he steps (in)to DuSmat, and the 
second step (in)to Du&huxt, and he takes the third step (in)to Du£xwar£t,
and he takes the fourth step into Hell, which is darkness.
(31) And the wicked who have rushed from the world before him, then rush 
towards him with the stench.
(32) And they say to him: "111 it was to you! and ill have you come from
that tormented, mortal world to this place where for you that (wordly)
torment was easy in (comparison with) this torment1."
(33) Ahreman brayed: "Wicked one, why have you come to my hell-hole? Since 
here except the pain and misfortune and torment with which they abuse 
you, there is nothing else at all, and all is torment for you"
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(34) And he says to the souls of the wicked: "Do not ask questions of him!
And give him good of which he (is) worthy!"
(35) And the wicked say: "Shall we give him freshly voided filth?
Is it best if we give him that filth, or that which has not been
freshly voided?"
(36) Ahreman says: "Give him fresh filth, because for the souls of the wicked,
then for them until the Future Body this is their food."
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Chapter 24 24.1-2
The Affliction of the Wicked After Death
(1) This also is revealed, that (as for) the souls of the righteous, after 
the soul departs from the body, when the wolf* and fox and dog and 
bird rend and devour (the body), there is nothing at all of distress 
for the souls of the righteous; and (as for) the souls of the wicked, 
after their souls depart from the body, when the wolf and fox and dog 
and bird rend and devour his body, there is thus such a pain and 
distress that it (the soul) cries out.
(2) It says: "If I had devoured all the creation of Ohrmazd, (even) then 
this punishment and torment would be enough for me." And he moans
to the body, he says: "0 thievingywicked body, great wealth was amassed
by you in the world, and today your sons and brothers and relatives
are fighting over it; and you did nothing at all of good for me, who
am the soul, and those (relatives) do nothing at all of good for you,
and they do not perform even one Dron (service) for your soul; and I
am weeping in Hell in the grip of demons, and I must endure the torment
2
until the Future Body; and dog and bird and wolf and fox devour you here; 
and (as for) your wealth which you amassed, then not a thing will come 
to your aid. Whoever commits sin, then this is his punishment.
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Chapter 25 25,1-4
FraSegird*
2
(1) Righteousness is so marvellous and great and valuable that in one 
passage (it is) revealed that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "How much time 
remains^ until the time of FraSegird, that is the bringing about 
healing, the Final Body?”
4
(2) Ohrmazd said: "Three thousand years."
(3) ZarduSt was afraid and said: "A long time remains!
(4) Ohrmazd said: "Then do not let this time seem long to you, for so long
as the souls of the righteous are in Garodman then this much time of
three thousand years will seem in their sight as long a period and as
easy as when a beautiful maiden of fifteen years and a young man of
twenty years come with one another to their house and sleep upon
their soft quilts and the young man loves the girl with (all his)
soul and for them that (alone) is required: "May night never become
day!" So for those also who are righteous in Garodman, for them because
of the pleasure and peace which is theirs then for them that (alone)
7
is required: "May that time never come!"
I
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Chapter 26^ ~ 26.1-4
The Ox, the Horse and Horn Curse Those Who Neglect Them.
2
(1) This also is revealed: the Ox and horse and the yazad Horn curse 
(men) if they are treated unjustly.
(2) And the ox curses that p e r s o n a n d  it says to him: "May you not have 
children, and may you have dishonour and other afflictions together with 
every (kind of) affliction, you who kill me and cook me and do not 
give me to worthy m e n a n d  who only care for and keep your wife and 
sons and your own stomach!
7
(3) The horse curses that person who sits upon him (saying): "May you
g
not be able to sit upon me, you who do not help good men through
9
my strength and power, and may you not keep back (your) enemies!"
(4) And the yazad Horn curses that p e r s o n h e  says: "May you not have
children, and may dishonour and other afflictions be yours, you who
do not use me in w o r s h i p a n d  do not consecrate the food which
12
(my) father Ohrmazd gave to me, the jaw along with the tongue and left
13
eye of all beneficent animals, and the varieties of beneficent animals,
14
you do not consecrate (for me), but you devour (it)! Whoever does not 
consecrate that food which my father Ohrmazd gave to me, but devours it, 
in his house will be born neither priest nor warrior nor husbandman,
in his house the man of the race of sorcerers will be born, and he will
15 IS
destroy the creations of Ohrmazd, (he is) the miscreator who ruins things,
and (even if) he will undertake many duties and obligations, he will
17
bring nothing at all to completion, and I shall bind him in the
- - - 1 8
spiritual state with those chains with which I bound Frasyab the Tur.
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Chapter 27 27.1-12
The Value of a£zm vohu Recited on Different Occasions
(1) This also is revealed, that there is a time when a man recites one a£sm
vohu (when) that one a & m  vohu is more valuable than ten a£zm vohus .
(2) And there is a time when one asam vohu is more valuable than one hundred
a£zm vohus.
(3) And there is a time when one a£$m vohu is more valuable than one thousand
a£am vohus.
(4) And there is a time when one a£dm vohu is more valuable than a myriad
a£am vohus.
(5) There is a time when one a£am vohu is more valuable than the region
2
of Xwanirah, excluding men.
(6) There is a time when one a£$m vohu is more valuable than all the
world and (all) physical things.
(7) When (a man) recites it (i.e. one asam vohu), and consumes the SroS dron 
then for him that is more valuable than ten. ^
(8) And when (a man) recites it (then) consumes the parahom, then for him
4
that is more valuable than a hundred.
(9) And when (a. man) recites it (and then) goes to sleep, then for him 
that is more valuable than a thousand. ^
(10) (When he recites) it when he awakes (and then) turns onto (his) other 
side, then for him that is more valuable than a myriad.
(11) When a man recites it at the final end [of lifej, then for him it is 
more valuable than the region of Xwanirah.
(12) If the judgement is such for him (that he must go to Hell) when [he
recitesj an aMom vohu he will come out of Hell to Hammistagan, then that
is more valuable for him than all (other) things7
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Chapter 28 28.a-c
The Value of Righteousness and Good Works^
a This also is revealed: Ohrmazd said to Zardust: "All good works and
meritorious actions which you may be able to do, do (them) all on the
same day on which they present themselves for if you say: 'I shall do
-  2
them later,' there is (a time) when Astwihad will come, and you will 
not be able to do them." 
b This also is revealed: If a man says: "Until my wealth amounts to one
thousand (drahms), I shall not perform meritorious actions and I shall 
not have mercy on my soul," then, in his (act of) saying that, Astwihad 
will come to him, and thereafter he will not be able to do them, 
c This also is revealed: Ohrmazd said to Zardust: "Be diligent in doing
good works and meritorious a c t i o n s f o r  in (the course of) one day 
all these things may come to a man: in the first watch he is rich, he 
is well-esteemed in the hearts of the rulers; by the watch of the noon­
time meal they keep him from the ruler's gate; (in the) afternoon then 
they take away his riches to the palace; then, when evening comes they have 
killed him and he is eaten by birds."
The dastwars , such as was Warahran, son of Adurmah, have taught that
Astwihad and Zarman come to even the birds that fly in the air, mortal
4
in body, mortal they fall to earth and die. Mortal body does harm 
to mortal body, for this reason it strives, "lest my wealth should 
disappear", for this reason it strives, "lest my children should
4
perish," for this reason it strives, "lest my cattle should die."
5
If (he is) aware, (as man) knows through his own wisdom that mortal 
(things) die and turn to dust: the cow turns to dust, the horse . 
turns to dust, gold and silver turn to dust, the strong man turns to 
dust, all things of the world turn to dust; that one thing does not 
turn to dust, when a man contemplates righteousness, does good works 
and meritorious actions, and having done many good works and meritorious 
actions, gives gifts to priests.
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Chapter 29 29.1-4
The Privileges of Seniority*
(1) This also is revealed, Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt: "If a father is engaged
in a lawsuit with his son, or a teacher with his pupil, or a father-in-law 
with his son-in-law, and if the father has one witness on his side, and 
the son one witness on his, give the decision in favour of the father, 
and entrust the property (at stake) to the father, for this reason, 
that the good that the father does for his son, the son can never pay 
back that goodness; he has nurtured him from childhood and immaturity 
until that (time) when he becomes an adult; indeed according to this 
saying: 'until a son is fifteen years old his nurture (comes) from his 
father', then indeed so long as he (i.e. the father) is alive the (son's) 
earnings belong to the father, and all the good works and meritorious 
actions which the son does, will so belong to the father as if he had 
done them with his own hands."
(2) Zardust asked this also of Ohrmazd: "Do the good deeds which a son or 
a daughter perform belong to the mother or the father?"
(3) Ohrmazd said: "They belong equally to both, for both of them are to 
him the father and the mother (equally).
(4) "And if the teacher also has one witness on his side and the pupil
one witness on his, give the decision in favour of the teacher, for
2
this reason, that the teacher of the righteous has spoken to the 
pupil according to the Avesta and the Zand: who thereby redeems him 
from the torment of Hell, and he gives him prosperity, and he makes 
for him a pathway upon the tinwad bridge fso thatj he will arrive in 
paradise; also every good work and meritorious action which the pupil 
does according to those utterances, which were taught by the teacher, 
will thus belong to the teacher as if he had done them with his own 
hands. And indeed at the resurrection of the dead they will resurrect
the teacher and pupil at the same t i m e f o r  it is revealed that the
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29.4-5
teacher is superior to the father and mother, for the father is the
nourisher of the body and the teacher is the nourisher of the soul;
he who is the nourisher of the soul is superior to him who is the
4
nourisher of the body, for if the soul becomes margarzan then the body
also cannot survive, for it is beheaded.
(5) And if the father-in-law (has) a witness on his side and the son-in-law
(has) a witness on his, give the decision in favour of the father-in-law, 
for the son-in-law can never repay that (goodness) of the father-in-law, 
for this reason that he gave to the son-in-law [the Dadwarih. Mowbadih. 
Radih, Mowgan-Handarzbadih or Mowbadan-Mowbadih.^ and he gave to himj, 
he gave the marriage, from which all this good can come.
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Chapter 30 30.1-4
On Selling a Slave to an Unbeliever
(1) This also is revealed, that it is not lawful to sell a slave to unbelievers.
(2) [tie] who sells and he who buys him (i.e. the slave), with regard to 
the slave they are both, before the Rad, thieves of a youth of the Good 
Religion.
(3) With regard to the drahms indeed which they took for him, they are thieves; 
the judges must punish (them).
(4) If they have made him an unbeliever, thereafter all the sins which he 
has committed on account of evil religion, including that of his own 
being taken into evil religion, then become such as if he who sold 
him and he who bought him had committed them with their own hands.
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Chapter 31 31 .al-alO
Yim's Sin and Confession* 
a(l) It is revealed that confession is something so valuable and marvellous 
that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "Show me the soul of him who was most 
active in human body in the world."
(2) Ohrmazd summoned the soul of Yim from the northern direction, (i.e. Hell)
(3) He approached all upon (his) knees and elbows and he was covered by a
2
torn garment which had holes on all sides.
(4) And he was wearing clothes which were sinful.
(5) And because of his shame in the presence of Ohrmazd, he sat twelve
paces away from Ohrmazd.
(6) Zardust said: "0 Ohrmazd, who is this, who because of his shame in your
presence has sat [twelve pacesj away [from you}?"
(7) And Ohrmazd said: "This is Yim son of Vivanghan."
(8) ZarduSt said: "What did Yim son of Vivanghan do for which the judgement
is so severe?"
(9) Ohrmazd said: "I revealed this religion first to Yim of (all) worldlings: 
when it was necessary for him to be wiser, he set (himself) on the 
path of Ahreman and the dews!'
(10) Aiid he said: "I created the waters, the earth, the plants, the cow,
I created the sun, the moon and the stars, I created all the creations
3
of the heavens, I created all the creations of the world"; he uttered
lies such as must be rejected, these (statements) that he created (the
world); but this, i.e. how he created, this then he did not know. And
through that false speech, his glory and lordship were then taken away
from him, and his body fell into destruction at the hands of the (jews .
4
Moreover, whoever praises himself for those virtues which he does not 
have, those which he does have then leave him, just as they left Yim.
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31,bl-c7
ZarduSt asked this also of Ohrmazd: "What did Yim do best for the good 
of the world?"
Ohrmazd said: "That (time) which was when the dews said to men: 'Kill
the beneficent animals, so that we may give you the elephant, which is 
advantageous (in that) neither keeper nor herdsman is required for it.1 
"Men replied: 'Let us act without the permission of Yim', and they did; 
and Yim fought with the dews for men not to kill the beneficent animals 
and for men not to take the elephant from the dews ,* so *that the dews 
were defeated and were made mortal and punishable
Zardu&t asked this also of Ohrmazd: "What did Yim do worst for the 
world?"
Ohrmazd said: "When I revealed the religion to him, he did not accept
at).-6
The soul of Yim cried out to Zardubt: "Beware, do not listen to the words 
of the dews , and accept the religion, because this time is the best 
and the foremost when Ohrmazd speaks to you,
"For he first revealed it (the religion) to me, and when it was necessary 
to be most wise, I set (myself) on the path of the dews .
"And I said that I (had) created all the creatures and creations of 
the spiritual and material worlds,
"For those lies which I uttered, glory and lordship were taken away 
from me, and my body fell into destruction at the hands of the dews.
"You who are Zardu£t, if hardship should befall you, if prosperity,
do not desist from proclaiming the religion; for when this earth becomes
7 8 ~ 9a plain, when the waters stand (still) in the sea, and the Simurg
makes its nest in the forest, and when everyone who was in the world
rises again, when the sun moves upon that path, when everyone iri the
world is sinless, when Ahreman and the dews are destroyed, (then)
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31.c7-c8
through the religion shall there be all worship and praise of Ohrmazd 
and the amahraspands ."
(8) When Yim had spoken in this manner, then confession and contrition
came into his a c c o u n t a n d  he was forgiven by Ohrmazd and the amahraspands 
and the other yazads . and he went from the northern direction (i.e. Hell) 
to the state of Hammistaaan and to the lordship of Hammistagan.^*
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Chapter 32 32.1-5
The Value of the Righteous Soul
(1) This also is revealed, that if the wealth which is in the whole world 
belongs to one man, and Ahreman and the dews steal that wealth from 
him, even then Ahreman and the dews do not think: "We have done to him 
a complete injury."
(2) If he has (only) one son finj the whole world, and they kill him, even
then they do not think: "We have done to him a complete injury."
(3) If (he is) lord over all the world, and they seize that lordship
from him, even then they do not think: "We have done to him a complete
injury."
(4) If they take his life from the body, even then they do not think: "We
have done to him a complete injury."
(5) When they make his soul wicked and annihilate^ it, at (that) time do
. . 4Ahreman and the dews think: "We have done to him a complete injury."
Chapter 33* 33.a-b
The Faithful and the Wicked
This also is revealed, that in this world one must not have any love
2
for wicked men, for those who are wicked deceive the faithful; when
they (i.e. the faithful) have happiness, then they take it away from
them by deception, when hardship and distress and deprivation come to
them, then they do not help them; on account of that love which [has
been shown/ by someone for wicked men, one will arrive in Hell, the place
3
of Ahreman and the dews .
This also is revealed, that if the faithful (have) fear of evil men,
then they must say to them the (following) words and pretend: "Our
love is with you, and your well-being matters more to us than anything 
(else)"; and in thought they must (meanwhile) curse them, and when 
the opportunity arises for it, then one must cause him (i.e. the evil 
man) harm and injury.
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Chapter 34 34.al-cl
Marriage, Obedience and Divorce 
a(1) This also is revealed, that until a child is seven years (of age) 
since he is under his father's tutelage, he is sinless; every sin 
which he commits causes punishment and injury to the dews .
(2) From eight years old until fifteen years old, if he commits a margarzan 
(sin), then (only) one yad (sin) will be (added) to his account, if
he learns sorcery, then it is (only) one tanapuhl sin, and other sins
l
which he commits up to one yad then (go) to his account.
b(l) When a daughter is not yet nine years (of age), it is not lawful to give
(her) to a husband; it is not lawful oneself to marry her.
(2) And when she is nine years (old), at that time it is lawful to give 
(her to a husband)?
(3) If a man desires a girl for love, if she is twelve years (old) and he 
has sexual intercourse with her, and then does not give her (her legal) 
share,4- (he is) margarzan.
c(1) ^To the husband (there is) authority over the padix£ay wife, thus
(that) whatever he orders her concerning his wife's matters, she has no 
power but to do it. If a wife *complains of her husband at that time,
(it is) disrespectful.
Concerning the owner (2) of a slave: if she orders him to make a garment, 
and he makes half a garment, or she teaches him to do something righteous 
and he does that which is sinful, or she tells him to fetch something 
which costs one drahm and he fetches something which costs three dang, 
or when she tells him to prepare food and he does not do it - of this 
much of which I have spoken, if he does not do one (of these things), 
then complains, (it is) disrespectful.
Concerning the portion of the wife (3) All the property which the
husband has given to the wife goes back to the husband, and nothing
at all of the property is hers; and [when] her husband is dead then nothing
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(5) 
e( 1)
3 4 .cl-el
of the property of the husband shall be her inheritance.
If a wife says three times^ to her husband: "I shall not fulfil the 
duties of a wife for you", then (she is) margarzan.
If a son says three times to his father: "I shall not fulfil the duties
of a son for you", [then] (he is) margarzan.
If a father says three times to his son: "You are not my son, [then]
(he is) margarzan, and fatherhood (is) taken from him.
If a slave says: "I shall not fulfil the duties of your slave " then 
he is not margarzan, but he is like an ox when it sleeps and does no 
work, and must always be beaten until it becomes obedient; when he 
(i.e. the master) orders him to do something righteous and he does not 
do it, prescribe a punishment for that; the slave is margarzan.
It is lawful for a man to divorce his wife at that time when danger 
to (his) body or the (danger) to his soul is certain.
If she has given herself in adultery once, danger to (his) body is 
certain; if she has concealed (her) menstruation once, then danger
7
to his soul is certain, and it is lawful to divorce (her).
At that time it is lawful (only) if he provides a guardian (for her);
if it is not possible for him to provide a guardian, then he himself
is not allowed to have sexual relations (with her), and he must protect
£
her as a guardian according to the law.
If he divorces her when divorce is not authorised (by law), the sin 
(is) serious.
There was a dastwar who said that (such an offence was) margarzan,
This also is revealed in the Avesta, that a man should approach his 
wife in the light of the sun or a (domestic) fire; for if he does so 
the dews can do little damage to him; the child which is born (of such 
a union) will be more righteous and triumphant in righteousness.
a(l)
(2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
b(l) 
(2 )
c( 1) 
(2 )
(3)
(4)
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Chapter 35 35.al-c4
Thunder and Lightning; the Falling of Stars1
Zardu£t asked this also: "What is this (phenomenon that) when men look
at a mirror and at water they see their own form?"
Ohrmazd said: "It is the light of Garodman by which the creations
2
have been created."
(ZarduSt asked:) "And what is this lightning that comes from the cloud?"
Ohrmazd said: "This light is from Garodman for assistance *and it comes
3 y 4
* to smite the demon Spanjagr."
(Zardu&t asked:) "What is this thunderbolt which falls from the cloud?" 
Ohrmazd said: "This is a stone; when the cloud draws (up) water (from 
the sea), through the power of the wind and the movement of the three- 
legged ass'* which stands in the middle of the sea, it (i.e. the water) 
goes up /to] the atmosphere and grows hot and is heated severely, when 
it falls on men and good animals it kills them, and Ahreman becomes 
more oppressive."
And he asked: "To what is the voice of Ahreman similar?"
g
And he said: "It is similar to *thunder and the cry of an ass, and the 
cry of a lion, and the cry of a female camel, the cry of the lamenting 
voice of the righteous man when he is struck unjustly and he cries 
out."
y
(Zardu£t asked:) "And what is this star which falls?"
(Ohrmazd said:) "This is a defilement from Ahreman; if it falls on 
men, it makes (their) hair white, and if it falls on plants it withers 
them, and if it falls [on] good animals, they die."
(ZarduSt asked:) "And what is this pillar which is white, yellow, and 
dark-coloured?"
(Ohrmazd said:) "All that is white is from the creation of Ohrmazd, and
the rest is from the creation of Ahreman; the white is for the assistance
8
of the rains and the rest is for the opposition of the rains."
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(5) (Zardu&t asked:) "(When) one makes a sound, and to it an answer comes 
back (i.e. an echo), then what (is it)?"
(6) (Ohrmazd said:) "When one makes a righteous sound, then to it the 
sound of a righteous answer comes (back) and the yazads become strong; 
when one makes an unrighteous sound, then to it an unrighteous answer 
comes (back) and the dews become strong."
(7) (Zardu£t asked:) "What then are those fires which burn which do not
9
produce embers?"
(8) And Ohrmazd said: "All that produces embers, Ohrmazd (created); that 
in which embers and radiance are not (produced) Ahreman created."
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Chapter 36 36.1-12
Zardu£t asks Immortality of Ohrmazd*
(1) This also is revealed, Zarduit said to Ohrmazd: "When you go away 
(to Heaven) and I also go away, when shall I return to the corporeal 
state?"
2
(2) Ohrmazd said: "In the assembly of Isadvastar."
(3) This also is revealed, the souls of the righteous will thus arrive
together with one another, friend and brother and father and son and
3
*kinsman and wife and husband.
4
(4) If they are wicked, then they will not arrive in the end.
(5) When ZarduMt came before Ohrmazd he wept and said: "0 Ohrmazd, make me
5
immortal!"
(6) Ohrmazd said: "It cannot be done, for (if so) the Tur Bradres^ the
priest, whom Ahreman created for the (purpose of) killing you, he
(also) will become immortal, and there will be no resurrection of the 
dead and future body, in which the poor have hope."
(7) Zardu£t made a serious reply: "You created the wind, you created the 
water, you created the clay (of the earth), you created the fire, you 
created everything, behold, seek for me a means whereby I may be saved 
from death."
(8) And then Ohrmazd bestowed omniscient wisdom upon Zardu&t.
(9) Zardu&t saw everything which was and is and shall be of this place of 
the physical state, and that also of the spiritual state and that also 
of every person.
(10) And he saw the place of him who was immortal, and who had no children, 
and (such persons) appeared to him sad and sorrowful.
(11) And he saw the place of him who was mortal, and who had children, and 
he appeared full of peace and joy.
(12) And then he said to Ohrmazd: "Transience, then, seems better to me 
than everlasting life and childlessness."
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(13) Ohrmazd said: "Good, and you have learned well and seen, 0 Zardu£t, 
that if you have pure-hearted children, then it seems better to me than 
(if you have) eternal existence and (yet) you have no child; take a 
wife, so that you will have children, for whoever, by (deliberate) 
wrong-doing, has no wife will not reach heaven."
(14) Men should teach and learn that which is (revealed) in the Avesta and 
the Zand and that (also) which they see with their eyes and hear 
with their ears; from their teaching (there will be) knowledge and from 
their learning there will be good nature and gentleness, and from 
knowledge and gentleness there will be worthiness of (going) to Heaven 
and Garodman and of beholding Ohrmazd and of the love of the 
amahraspands .
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Chapter 37 37.al-9
Care and Collection of Fires*
This (is revealed), how the fire should be kept in the house.
(On) every occasion when firewood is put on to (the fire), thrice it
sould be well inspected and made clean, and then it should be put
2
on to it (i.e. the fire).
He who sits near it should not then utter a word before the fire, and 
if he does speak then he should hold something in front of his mouth 
and nose, so that *the breath which comes out of his mouth and nose 
does not reach the fire.
And when it is put to use, whenever its work is done, it should be
collected.^
And they should take the radiance (of the flame) from it and put it in
(another) place; the remainder should be taken to the Aduroq and
4
(then later to) the fire of Warahran.
When a cauldron is put on it the water and meat should be so arranged 
that they occupy two thirds (of the cauldron) for if (the quantity) 
is more than that, the water will fall on to the fire, every time 
there is a sin of fifty-five drahms a n d  when after the meal is over, 
the cauldron is left upon the fire, then there is a sin of one framan 
for it.
And if one does not collect the fire but continues it in use, then there
g
should be giving of *food [i.e. fuel] and shelter, in winter one span
7
(deep), and in summer five spans (deep), it should be continually 
done on all sides; and concerning continuing it in use it should be 
done continually thrice in the day and night in summer, in winter twice
Q
in the day and night it should be done *for protection.
Every time it should be made to blaze up, if it does not blaze up on
9
account of lack of fuel every time (there is a sin of) one framan.
If it grows cold (there is) a sin of 90 (sters) . ^
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(10) If afterwards it is so made to blaze up and is so c o v e r e d , a s  I
j
have written above, and it grows cold, there is no sin.
12
(11) And if one puts one's hand into an oven and the hair (of the hand)
is singed, (there is) a sin of 300 (sters).
(12) And if one singes one's limb and it is not so that one plucks off and 
throws (singed hair) (into the fire), there is a sin of three hundred; 
if (,however,) one plucks (it) and throws (singed hair into the fire), 
then one is margarzan.
(13) If hot water falls on a limb and there is a wound, then up to one
di£t (in length) it should be regarded as the (sin of) one (di£t),
and up to one and a half di£ts as two diSts; for a dist there is a
sin of 100 sters .
(14) If one pours water on another person, then also it is likewise (a
sin of 100 sters)
b(l) This also is revealed, what merit, then, is there for it if the 
(different) fires are collected?
(2) If the carrion-burning f i r e i s  collected and carried to the Adaroq, 
the merit is ten thousand framans; and the carrion-burning fire is 
that over which carrion is roasted or cooked.
(3) That over which dye which is full of filth is cooked, one thousand 
framans; dye which is full of filth and hot also.
(4) That over which pots are fired, one thousand framans .
(5) That over which dung is burned, two hundred framans.
(6) That of the goldsmiths, one hundred framans.
14
(7) That of the swordsmiths, seventy framans .
(8) That of the silversmiths, ninety framans.
(9) That of the b l a c k s m i t h s e i g h t y  framans.
(10) That which (is) from an oven, sixty framans.
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(11) That which is (from) beneath a cauldron, fifty framans .
(12) That which burns before the brave/knightsj, forty framans .
(13) That which burns before the donkey-drovers who are (journeying) on
the road, thirty framans .
(14) And that which is from any (other) work which has not been specifically 
mentioned, twenty framans .
(15) That which is from one1s own hearth, ten framans.
(16) For all these (acts) the merit may be at least that much; if it is
even more (it is possible that) the merit of every framan will be 
three drahms for even one drahm; and [there wasj one who said *four 
drahms for *one *drahm.
(17) If the household fire is put to use for (cooking) food even (once) 
more (than is allowed), then there is one framan sin for it.
(18) If it is not collected for several years, every time it is put to use 
there is one framan sin.^
17
(19) If damp wood is put on (the fire) or meat is cooked on bricks, 
every time is one awoiri£t sin (which is) one drahm.
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Chapter 38 38
Consecration of Hamag-den 
(If) a man wishes to consecrate a hamag-den* for the sake of the souls
of his ancestors, it is thus the more highly meritorious according to
2 ~
the number of drahms which he dedicates for the giving of the hamag-den
(that is for the gift which is given to the souls of the ancestors).
And he may clearly restate the details of those gifts one by one, 
saying: "Four drahms for the soul of such and such person, four drahms 
for the soul of such and such relative, and four drahms for my own 
(soul)"; and after that he will give those drahms in suitable manner 
for the hamag-den, and the hamag-den will be consecrated in suitable 
manner. And every man who has consecrated a hamag-den will have the 
merit of his own liberality.
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Chapter 39 39.a-b3
a If a man gives his sister or daughter in marriage to a good man, it
is thus evident that it is a gift that (is) great and the amahraspands 
become very happy as a result of his gift, and (there is) a merit of 
300 for his a c c o u n t t h e n  (more) merit will accrue from (this) merit. 
b(l) This (question) : how should a wife behave towards her husband?
(2) The wife of padixiay (status) should consult her husband three times 
every day saying: "What do you require when I think and speak and act, 
for I do not know what is required when I think and speak and act, 
tell (me), so that I will think and speak and act as you require?"
Then she must do everything that the righteous husband tells her, and 
she should refrain from troubling and afflicting her husband.
(3) If she respects her husband in this manner, and the husband has not
said: "Do not give (anything)!" in the period of (one) year it is
lawful for her to give two hundred and ten drahms from the property 
2
of (her) husband; and if she has performed worship and has given birth to a
zot priest or a h a w a n a n it is lawful (for her) to give up to three
hundred drahms, and merit will accrue for both the wife and the
husband. Apart from that it is lawful (for her) to give with the
husband's approval (only); any (wife) who does not have the husband's
approval for it, but (nevertheless) gives, is a thief, if she gives
(something) with the approval of the husband, there is merit for
both. And gifts should be given to him who (is) of the Good Religion,
and who is in need of more (than he has), and who is not known for
sinfulness; and if all the drahms are needed by innumerable (poor
4
people), they should be given in the presence of the priest. More 
should be given to poor people for this reason, that if one does not 
give to him (a poor man), and he is in need of food, or death and
43 3
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disease overtake him, for that (man) who has (wealth) and does not give 
then there is a margarzan (sin) on his account; that too which (is given) 
to his wife and children, or to that person who is in need, will be a 
merit.
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Chapter 40 40.1-5
Worship of Yazads
(1) The worship of the Sun (yazad)* /withoutj the merit of reciting the 
Avesta is one framan merit every time; [the merit of reciting the 
AvestaJ is one framan for every recitation.
(2) The worship of the Moon (yazad)* without the merit of reciting the
2
Avesta is one framan merit every time; the merit of reciting the 
Avesta is one framan for every recitation.
(3) The other acts of worship for Ohrmazd and the yazads are the same (in 
merit).
(4) When the sun and the new moon are not venerated every time it is one 
framan sin.
(5) On reciting the afrinagans: for every afrinagah  ^ the merit then is one 
framan without the merit of reciting the Avesta, and [the meritj of 
reciting the Avesta is one framan for every recitation.
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Chapter 41 41
Margarzan Sins
This (question): How many kinds of margarzan (sin) are there?
Margarzan (is of) many kinds,1 but the most important (are) this
2 3
much: to commit murder; to learn sorcery; to bring carrion to
4
water and fire; and wickedly to eat carrion; wickedly to cause a
single person to move a corpse which has not been seen by the dog;
to bury a corpse for ten years;^ sodomy, highway r o b b e r y t o  break
7
adoption, to take someone's wife for the period of a year; to
—  8 9
extinguish the fire of Warahran; bad faith; false testimony; false
teaching;1® heresy;11 and these for me are the most serious sins.
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Chapter 42 42.1-7
Trading and Acquisition of Wealth
(1) This (question): how should trading take place *so that there will 
be no sin in it?
(2) When in one town (a trader) buys one piece of cloth, which is worth
four drahms , for four drahms, and one takes it to another town, and
(in) the place where he takes it it is worth ten drahms, he sells it
for ten drahms , and takes out of it wages and daily sustenance for
himself and his beast of burden, and he gives away the remainder (of
2
it) as a righteous gift, it is a (work of) great merit.
(3) And if (a farmer) does not give what remains (as profit) as a righteous 
gift, it is (only) lawful at that time when he is not able to get the
means for cultivation and cattle-feed
(4) This (is revealed), for him who requires means for a proper standard
of living it is lawful to acquire up to three hundred (drahms ) for 
4
good living; if the income which comes to him (is) more than that 
(amount), let him give what r e m a i n s a p a r t  from his own expenses, 
as a righteous gift. ^
(5) Even if his wealth is very great, even then it is allowed, and this
at a time when people, to his knowledge, are not in need of food; 
until (a time) when people are in need of food, then he ought to make
7
good use of his capital and income.
(6) From all (that) which is his, (as regards) the amount which is
required for himself and the people under his authority for one year,
if from that amount which is required one portion is lacking or
8
superfluous (then the following is recommended): if meat is lacking
by one portion- when even by as little as one drahm*s worth - then he
still ought to supply the want of food of one (poor) man.
(7) When there is just enough, then he ought to supply the wants of two 
(poor) men.
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(8) When there is one portion extra, then he ought to supply the needs of 
five men ,
(9) and then for every single (extra) portion more, he ought to supply the 
need of one (more poor) man.
(10) There was one who said that one ought to make good use of income (only).
(11) And if it is required in death and sickness no reckoning need be made
9
of "(the amount for) one year."
(12) Because everyone who has hopes for the future (thinking) "something
(good) will come to me", all that which is left over by himself and the
people under his authority is to be given away
(13) And if a man has no hopes for the future, it is lawful if he does
not give anything away from what is required for himself and the 
people under his authority until that [timej when such hope comes 
to him.
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Chapter 43 43.1-8
Wife and Child
(1) When a man marries, and he has made a contract of marriage with the 
young woman's guardian, (if he acts} generously, there is the merit 
of righteousness
(2) If her menstrual cycle is completed (without menstruation), then every
time the merit (is) three hundred. There was a dastwar who said:
2
"once (only) the merit (is) three hundred."
(3) If she becomes pregnant, the merit is three hundred.
(4) If the menstrual cycle is regularly once every month, it is not authorised.
(5) And if the child who is born grows up, every good deed which that
child does is (ascribed) to the father and the mother, just as if they
had done (it) with their own hands.
(6) And descendants in the physical state, and the comfort of descendants
in the physical state, and also other advantages which may occur apart
from them, (are) all likewise (ascribed as meritorious).
(7) (For) all the expense that he goes to for the livelihood of wife and 
child, (if he acts) generously, there is the merit of righteousness.
(8) This (is revealed), that if a wife leaves (her husband) then it is a 
sin because sins of image-worhsip, and telling lies, and other sins 
which are in her, then (go) to her account. The things which she takes, 
then through them she (becomes) a thief; the Yasna and Dron which she 
causes to be performed from those things, are devil-worship, and are
no merit; and for him also who gives anything to her, then it is a 
sin for him.
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Chapter 44 44.1-3
The Dog Species
(1) (The members of) the dog species, except the fox and weasel and water-
1
beaver and others, (their) corpses are just like those of people.
(2) Those named do not contaminate these three: a place, a house, a man.
(3) There is one who says thus : "(The corpse of) the fox does not contaminate 
clothes, but within three paces it contaminates (one's state of)
ritual purity."
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Chapter 45 45
The Destruction of Ahreman
This (is revealed), that worldlings do not see (all) the sun-station:^
the Lawful Summit and Eranwez (are) in the centre of Xwanirah. Towards
the northern side, (there is) smiting for Ahreman from many things,
especially from xwedodah, the meeting with one another of good men,
when they perform mezd, and the worship of the yazads , and other good
deeds; and (there is help) for him from many (things), especially
2
from devil-worship, image-worship, and (from) doing harm to people, 
and (from) heresy, and tyranny, and other sins.
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Chapter 46 46.1-6
The Creation of the World
(1) This is: how and from what has the sky been made?
(2) There was a material like the embers of fire, [which wasj pure in 
light, which was created from Endless Light.*
(3) And he made all the creatures and creations from that, and when he
had made them he put them into a body and kept them in a body for
three thousand years; and he caused (them) ever to increase and he made
(them) ever more beautiful; and then one by one he created (them)
2
from the body of his own making.
(4) And first he created the sky from the head, and its substance (is)
white *crystal, and its width and height (are) equal and the depth
3 4
of its surround wall is as much as the breadth of empty space and
its management is by the righteous man and Dahman Afrin,* and there is 
no support for it in the (visible) w o r l d O h r m a z d  resides within 
(it) with the creatures and the creation.
7
(5) And he created the earth from the feet, and its management is by good 
deeds (the good Lord Mihr and Dahman Afrin, the Master of Truth and the 
Master of Righteousness, bestow riches of the spirit upon the worthy
7
imarj as a righteous-gift for goodness.) And he interred *in it
8 9
minerals, and mountains were to grow from minerals for eighteen years
both below and above they kept growing; and then they stopped growing
downwardsf they kept growing upwards for eight hundred years up to
the sky.** And below and above its circle encompasses (the earth)
12
around, and so it is like an egg in which there (is) a little bird; 
and there is no support for it in the (visible) world.
(6) Just as he had caused the mountain to grow up to the measure at which 
it is (now), he then established the earth in the direction of the sky, 
in the star station, and he created the foundation, the base.** When 
Ahreman invaded, then it was drawn down by him; at the Future Body
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14
it will go back to the star station.
(7) The depth of (mount) Harburz is as much as the breadth of the earth,
around (is) Harburz (as) the w a l l a n d  its breadth is so much (also).
Harburz and the earth (were formerly) in the star station in the
direction of the sky; from the star station to the moon station is
thirty-four thousand frasangs or more, from the moon station to the
sun station is thirty-four thousand frasangs , from the sun station
to the sky thirty-four thousand frasangs , from the star station to
16
here is thirty-four thousand frasangs , and from this place to the sky
below is nine thousand frasangs .
17
(8) The substance of the sky is of white * crystal and bright, and its
light is from the sun.
(9) After the Druj had invaded the creation, apart from ZarduSt among
17
mortals no one has seen it (i.e. the true light of the sky).
18
(There are) seven regions within the sky. The mountains of Harburz 
are two thousand two hundred and forty-four (in number).
(10) The sea of Fraxwkard (is) one third of this earth.
19(11) And he created water from his tears, some of it is mixed into the 
earth, and some of it is put upon the earth, and some of it is suspended 
in the atmosphere; and it is all in flux.
(12) All that (water) for which the zohr is more and the pollution less
comes back to the sea of Fraxwkard in three years, that in which, both
are equal (in proportion.comes back) in six years, that in which the
20
pollution is more and zohr is less (comes back) in nine years.
21
(13) And he created the plants from (his) hair, and first there was one
stem of one span and two finger-breadths in height and all the species
22  -  -  —  
of plants were in it except one species, and it was created in Eranwez.
(14) Then some (of the seeds) were carried by birds, some in water, and some
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by mankind from place to place. And (there is) a forest also in the
sea and the white horn and the other plants in the world were from
23 -
that (forest). And its comfort is from the bringing of ab-zohr,
so that it is pure; and its discomfort is from those (men) when they
cut or break it unlawfully. Those species which he created afterwards
were fifty species.
(15) And he created the ox from (his) right hand, and he established it in 
- - - 24
Eranwez, and its height and width were three cubits, and when Ahreman
assaulted it it died at once, and its seed fell to the earth at once.
25
Ohrmazd made all the species of animals from that seed, and first he 
made one male and one female of every species, and afterwards progeny 
proceeded from them; and their pleasure and comfort are from water and
26
fodder and good protection in winter and summer, so that they are pure;
27
and their discomfort is from those men when they kill them unlawfully 
and work them unlawfully and do not give them water and fodder and [they 
do not} protect them..
.(21) [so that} they make them polluted by enemies, and they do not
keep thieves and wolves away from them.
(22) There are two hundred and eighty-two species of beneficent animals,
and they (are) of five kinds 
29
(23) One kind is that whose hooves are cloven, like the ox.
(24) One kind (is that) whose hooves are round, like the horse.
(25) One kind (is) that which (has) feet like those of the camel.
(26) One kind (is) the bird (family), one kind is the watery and the fishy. 
Except for the beneficent animals of the kinds which are prescribed 
(as unsuitable) in the Avesta,
(27) (viz.) the dog and the mountain-buzzard and the black crow and the
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vulture, the others may be eaten; (not) the dog because something of 
the semen of Gayomard is in (it) and the bodies of the mountain- 
buzzard and the black crow and the vulture are all polluted matter and 
they have been created for (the purpose of) devouring corpses. ^
(28) And he created fire from his heart, and its radiance is created from 
the Endless Light.
(29) And he created the plants and put fire into (them) and he blessed
them, saying: "Since you will not be makers of fire (that is, it will
not be possible to separate fire from them)may you be the fuel of
the fire, (that when they put (you) on to it, then it will blaze up)."
32
(30) When he intended to create the material form (of fire) in the world 
then it complained, saying: "I will not go into the world, for they 
will do much harm to me."
_ _ _ _  3 3
(31) Then Ohrmazd established Adur GuSnasp victoriously in Adurbadagan.
(32) And he said: "Men (will be) allowed to cook one meal on the household
fire. When they have used it for one meal they will take it to an
v - 34
Ataxs t Warahran and they will make you free from affliction."
(33) And then it undertook to come into the world and agreed to it.
(34) And Ohrmazd revealed, as a reward, all Atax£ i Warahran in righteousness.
(35) And he established Adur Farnbag victoriously in Xwarazm as a reward
for that (service) when he did battle with Dahag, and he established
Adur Burzenmihr victoriously on the heights of Mt. Wi£tasp as a reward
for that (service) when Wi§tasp was converted by him to the religion. ^  
36
(36) And he made man from that day from which Gayomard (was made). It
(i.e. Gayomard's day) had been entrusted in seminal form to Spandarmad
37(i.e. the earth), and Gayomard was created from Spandarmad and was 
born. When Ma£ya and MaMyanag grew up in the earth, he had not been 
caused to move for three thousand years. When Ahreman invaded (the
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—  28 
world) he (i.e. Gayomard) survived for thirty years. And he was killed
in the month Frawardin on the day of Ohrmazd. The seed of Gayomard fell
on the earth and remained in the earth in seminal fluid form for forty 
39
years.
(37) Then Ma£ya and Maiyanag^ grew up from the earth in the form of 
rhubarb, this (means) that just as when rhubarb comes up, then its 
leaves point upward on the stem, their hands likewise are folded together 
on their backs. Ro£n said: "For nine months they were in the form of 
rhubarb."
(38) Then they were changed into human form: from them six sons and six 
daughters were born, and there were (some) who lived and there were 
(some) who died and thereafter all mankind were (descended) from them.
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Chapter 47 47.1-18
The Conversion of Wi&tasp*
2
(1) This (chapter): the place where Zardu£t received the religion from
Ohrmazd. ZarduSt went to confer with Ohrmazd at thirty years of age.
3
(2) And he received the (revelation of) religion seven times.
(3) And first he received it in Eranwez,4 in Adurbadagan he received it, 
and for ten years he was in conference with Ohrmazd. ^
(4) And for him in those ten years there was much affliction of captivity
-  -  , 6
and imprisonment which Gannag Menog created and brought upon him.
(5) ^And he (Gannag Menog) said this also: "For the sake of harming the
8 9 10
religion, when he gets up, steal the other robe and put human bones
into the pocket (of the robe) of Zardu£tu. And he said to the people:
"Zardu&t is not such as you have taken (him to be)^  he keeps another
12
robe for worshipping, because ZarduSt is a corpse-bearer!" Whereupon, 
when the signal was (given) for it, when they (i.e. the bones) had been 
put in, then he (the wicked agent) seized the bottom of the pocket and 
cast it down to the ground and a human head and hand and foot fell 
down out of the pocket.
13 14
(6) And they bound him with thirty-three fetters, ' and such hunger and
thirst came upon him that his strength and power and vigour and sight
14
and hearing failed him.
(16) After that he went before Wiitasp and stayed for two years in (the task 
of) the conversion of Wi£tasp. And he said to WiHtasp: "Accept the 
r e l i g i o n , b e c a u s e  Ohrmazd and the amahraspands and the other yazads , 
their desire is this, that you should abide by the religion."
(17) And Wiitasp said: "If you have come for horses, or for riches, take 
whatever you need [of themJ, and go away from here."
: (18) Even again Zardust said: "Accept the religion", and WiStasp said: "One
sinfulness of mine (§)ij so (great) that if I accept the religion, even
then it will not benefit my soul, for in (my) first battle I slew six
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thousand, in (my) second five thousand, and in (my) third five thousand.
When I did battle again, (in my) first I slew one thousand, (in my)
16
second ten thousand, and (in my) third one thousand 
[6 (19) Zarduit said: "No sin at all is incurred for slaying them, for they
were the broods (of demons), (like) wolves. It (was) good for you when 
you slew them!"
46(20) And again he said: "Accept the religion, for he did not do that, he
17who (is) excellent who slew many demons, nor (did he do) that, he
who (is) full of glory, nor (did he do) that, he who (is) full of
perception, nor (did he do) that, he who (is) very victorious, nor
(did he do) that, he who (is) very swift, nor (did he do) that, he who 
18
(is) very eloquent (he considers the good words and abides by them,
that is, he adheres to them, whose protector is SroM, that he may be
18considered as a dastwar) ;
46(21)Hnor (did he do) that, he who (is) a good archer, nor (did he do) that,
he who (was) very famous, nor (did he do) that, he who (is) very clever,
nor (did he do) that, he who (is) full of miraculous power, nor (did
he do) that, he who (is) full of strength. For it was Hosang who 
19
(was) a protector and he smote many demons, it was Yim who (was)
-  20 20 full of glory, it was Dahag who (was) full of perceptions, it was
Fredon who (was) very victorious, it was Frasyab who (was) very swift,
21 - -
it was Karsewazd who (was) very eloquent, it was Spedur who (was) a
22 23
good archer, it was Urwaxi who (was) very statesmanlike,
(7) "it was dinar who (was) very clever,24 it was Kayos who (was) full of
25 — — 26
miraculous power, it was Saman who (was) full of strength, and
27
they were all ungrateful; may you ever be worthy,
i 28(8) M0 Wiitasp the world-ruler! For Ohrmazd instructed Yim the bright
(in) the religion, (but) Yim despised Ohrmazd (thinking) : 'Astwihad shall
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not come upon me!' and for that contempt of his, he was then cut to
29
pieces by the dews and men.
(9) “And he instructed Fredon; (but) he also despised Ohrmazd, and for that
contempt of his Zarman then fell upon him, and with a mallet he was 
able to keep his body three paces from him until they (i.e. the dews ) 
appeared^ all around him.
(10)uAnd he instructed Krisasp likewise, (but) he also despised Ohrmazd,
and for that contempt Akoman then smote him upon the most conspicuous
7 a" ^ l upland.
(11) Even then Wi£tasp did not accept the religion.
— — 32(12) And then Ohrmazd sent Wahman and A^awahigt and Adur Burzenmihr to 
the abode of WiStasp.
(13) And he (i.e. their spokesman) said to W i H t a s p " A c c e p t  the religion,
for if you accept the religion, we shall all bless you (with) long- 
34dominion, sovereignty, and long life of your soul, we shall bless
the gifts of Ardi^wang and R a s a s t i ^ n i h a n d  we shall give you a son 
— 36
called Pi£yotan, deathless and ageless; (but) if you do not accept
(it), then we shall order you (to be) exposed to the vultures, so that
37
they will eat your flesh and your bones will fall into the earth."
38(14) And even then he did not accept the religion.
39 — —
(15) And Ohrmazd sent Neryosang (saying): "Go to ArdwahiSt, and tell him
40
thus: "Put mang into some wine, give it to WiMtasp'."
(16) ArdwahiSt did likewise.
(17) When he had drunk, immediately he fell unconscious, and his soul .was
transported to Garodman, and it was shown the value of accepting the
, . . 41religion.
42
(18) When he emerged from unconsciousness, he then cried out to Hutos: 
"Where is Zardu^t, so that I may accept the religion?"
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(19) And Zardust heard that cry and went forward, and Wigtasp accepted the 
religion.
(20) Then all the sheep and cattle, and all the fires which were burning, 
and all the house spirits, were rejoicing,
(21) when they heard the words of Zardust, when he taught the religion to
Wistasp; and then Zardust was appointed to (the office of) Mowbadan-
43
Mowbad
(22) For thirty-five years he was Mowbadan-Mowbari.
_ —  _  _  4 4
(23) Then Tur i Bradres, who was like a wolf in manner, killed Zardust.
(24) That wicked one also died at the same time by the worst death.
45(25) And his end was on the day Xwar of the month Dai.
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Chapter 48^ 48.1-9
Husedar, Husedarmah, Sogyans and the Resurrection^
Y 3(1) After that (time) when Zardust went to confer with Ohrmazd, and fifteen
4
hundred years after (the time of) Zardust, *when it is the millennium 
of Religion, Husedar will come into consultation with Ohrmazd for fifty 
years.
5
(2) On the same day Mihr yazad, that is, the sun, will stand at mid-day, 
for ten days and nights it will stand at the zenith of the heavens.
(3) For three years, (of) the plants whatever is not needed (i.e. not
g
harvested) then (even) that will not wither.
(4) He (i.e. Husedar) will purify the religion, he will bring (the ritual
- - 7
precepts of) Hadamansar into use, and men will practise according 
to Hadamansar.
(5) The (members of the) wolf species all will go to one place, and in one
place they will coalesce, and there will be one wolf whose breadth 
(will be) four-hundred-and-fifteen paces and length four-hundred-and-
Q
thirty-three paces.
(6) And they (i.e. the Mazda-worshippers) will muster an army on the 
authority of Husedar, and they will go to battle with that wolf.
First they will perform the yasna, and through their yasna it will not
9
be possible to withstand (them).
(7) Then Husedar will say: "With the sharpest and broadest blades seek means
(to destroy) that demon of great s t r e n g t h A n d  then men will slay that
demon, with whip and dagger and mace and sword and lance and arrow and 
other weapons.
(8) And for one frasang around poison from that demon will envelop the 
earth and plants and they will burn.
(9) Out of that a demon(?) will run (in) the form of a black locust, and it 
will go into the demon of the serpent and in that will be its abiding; 
for this reason, it will not (any longer) be very oppressive
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11 -  -  12(10) After four hundred years there will be the Malkosan rain.
(11) When it is the time for that rain, (in) the first year the upholders 
of Religion will say to people : "Store provisions, for there will 
be rain"; people will store provisions. ^
(12) (In) that year there will not be rain; and (in) the second year they 
will speak likewise and (people) will store provisions (but in) that 
year there will not be rain; [and (in) the third year they will speak 
likewise and (people) will store provisions (but in) that year there 
will not be rainJ; and (in) the fourth year they will speak likewise 
and the unbelieving people will say: "That which the Mazda-worshipppers 
say will not be, for even before they said this, (but) it was not so."
(13) Those provisions which they will have laid in before will not be 
required for ten winters, and they will not store provisions any more, 
and (in) that year there will be rain.
(14) (In) the first year it will stop three times in summer, three times in
winter; (in) the second year it will stop twice in winter, twice in 
summer; (in) the third year it will stop once in winter, once in summer
(15) (In) the fourth year, (in) the month Hordad and (on) the day Dai-pad-Mihr,
14
snow will fall, until the month Dai on the day Dai-pad-Mihr; it will 
not stop even for a little time....
(16) ....and then the Mazda-worshippers will curse (him); by the curse of
15
the Mazda-worshippers he will die, and the lives of the men and 
beneficent animals of the place will be weak.
(17) And then in those times men and beneficent animals will be brought
from the var which Yim made, and they will dwell in different places;
and they will be very great in body, very comely, and doers of good.
But he (is) a powerful demon, whom they will not be able to kill in 
battle.^
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(18) And when that winter has passed, beneficent animals will be so weak 
so that when people see one of the beneficent animals, then it will 
seem wonderful.
(19) And beasts of the mountain and of the plain will come to men, and
17
they will think thus: "Men will treat us just like their own children."
(20) And then A£awahi£t will cry out above, and will speak thus: "Do not 
any more kill those beneficent animals as you have killed them (up
18
to) now! For the beneficent animals will so (slowly) come to maturity
19
that henceforth they will dwindle away. Do not kill (them)!"
(21) And the Mazda-worshippers will act accordingly. And the beasts of the 
mountain and the plain, when maturity will come to their bodies so 
(slowly) that henceforward they will dwindle away, they will come to
20
men and they will say: "Eat me, before the devouring dragon eats me!" 
and the Mazda-worshipppers will act accordingly.
(22) At the end of the millenium, Hu^edarmah will come to confer with Ohrmazd 
for thirty years.
(23) The sun will stand at the Zenith from that day for twenty days and 
nights.
(24) And for six years of the plants, those which are not needed will not 
wither.
(25) And he will bring (the legal precepts of) Dadig into use and people will
21
act according to the law (dad).
(26) And the (members of the) serpent species all will go forth to one place,
and in one place they will coalesce, and there will be one serper^t,
eight-hundred-and-thirty-three paces in breadth, one thousand-six-
22
hundred and sixty-six paces in length.
(27) TLnd the Mazda-worshippers will muster an army, on the authority of
• y'— —
Husedarmah they will go into battle with that serpent.
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(28) When they arrive, Husedarmah will say: "Perform the yasna!" and they 
will perform the yasna, and they will chase that demon away, and for 
one frasang poison from that demon will envelop the earth and they 
will burn.
(29) From that a demon will run (in) the form of a black locust and in the
23
demon of the two legged species (will be) its abiding; for this 
reason it will not (any longer) be very oppressive.
(30) In that millenium, Dahag will escape from (his) fetters. He will
24
seize dominion over dews and men; thus he will clamour: "Whoever 
does not pollute water and fire and plants, then bring him so that I 
may devour him."
(31) And fire and water and plant will go to Ohrmazd complaining of the harm
which men are doing to them, and will say: "Raise up Fredon who is dead,
so that he will smite Dahag, for if (it is) otherwise, I shall not 
exist on the earth!"
(32) Then Ohrmazd will go with the amahraspands towards the soul of Fredon.
(33) And he will say: "Stand up, smite Dahag!"
(34) The soul of Fredon will say: "I cannot smite (him), go to the soul of
Saman KriSasp!"
(35) Then Ohrmazd will go with the amahraspands towards the soul of Saman, 
and he will raise up Saman Kri^asp, and he (i.e. Saman Krilfasp) will 
slay Dahag.
(36) Dahag will cry out so much that one quarter of the beneficent animals
— — 25
in Erari&ahr will run away.
(37) After that, at the end of the millenium of HuSedarmah, So^yans will 
come (in)to consultation with Ohrmazd for thirty years.
(38) And (on) that day the sun will stand at the zenith for thirty days.
(39) And when So^yans comes back from consultation, then Kayxosroy will
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come to him, when he is sitting (up) on Way of the Long Dominion.
(40) Sosyans will ask: "What man are you, whose soul even (sits) (up)on Way
of the Long Dominion, and by you he was changed into the form of a 
27
camel?"
(41) Kayxosroy will answer: "I am Kayxosroy."
- y  —
(42) And Sosyans will say: "Are you Kayxosroy of far-reaching intelligence, 
who foresaw with wisdom when you destroyed the idol-temple on (the 
shores of) Lake Ce&ist?"
(43) Kayxosroy will say: "I am that Kayxosroy."
(44) And Sosyans will say: "So you did a goodly deed! For if you had not 
done (it), it would have been a thief of all that transformation 
whereby (there will be) the bringing about of the Good Renovation
(Fra^egird) . "^
(45) Again he will ask:""Did you smite the scoundrel Tur Frangrasiyab
(46) He will say: "I smote (him)."
(47) Sosyans will say: "So you did a goodly deed! For if you had not smitten
the scoundrel Tur Frangrasiyab, he would have been a thief of all that 
[transformationj whereby (there will be) the bringing about of the 
Good Renovation."
(48) Sosyans will say: "Go, my Lord, and praise the Religion"; Kayxosroy 
will praise the religion. ^
(49) Then in those fifty-seven years Kayxosroy will be Lord of the Seven
Climes, Sosyans will be Mowbadan-Mowbad.
v” 32(50) And then Krisasp will go (forth) with that mace of good width, . and
Tus will stand before him and will put an arrow in (his) bow; he will
say to Krisasp : "Praise the Religion, that is perform the yasna with
the Gathas , throw away the mace, for if you do not praise the Religion
32
and throw away the mace, then I will fire this arrow at you!"
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(51) Because of (his) fear of Tus's arrow, Kri^asp will praise the Religion 
and throw away (his) mace.
(52) All people will be upholders of Religion; they will be loving and 
benevolent to one another.
(53) All people who are living, after that will not die.
(54) (As for) those who are dead, Sosyans, and the makers of the Renovation
33who are helping him, *will raise them in (their) dead bodies.
(55) Ohrmazd will summon bones from the earth, and blood from the waters,
34and hair from the plants, and spirit from the wind; he will mix one
35with the other and he will create the very form which each has (in 
this present life).
(56) Sosyans will perform one yasna, he will raise one fifth of the dead; 
with the second yasna a fifth, with the third yasna a fifth, with 
the fourth yasna a fifth, with the fifth yasna he will raise all the 
dead.
(57) And every person will recognise (others), saying: "This (is) my
father" and "this (is) my brother!" and "this is my wife!" and "this
36is such and such a one of my family!"
(58) There will again be enjoyment of all food and all the things from which
(there is) pleasure and comfort and enjoyment for mankind, just as
37Ohrmazd created (the world) in the beginning.
(59) There will be one thousand times as many foods and tastes as there 
are now.
(60) He who(so) believes will eat, and he who does not (so) believe wjill
+. 38 not eat.
(61) Ohrmazd will make this earth twice as great (in) length and breadth 
as it is now, and the human form will be made with the beauty which 
they saw as most fair and good in the world.
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(62) A man will be given the very same padixsay wife whom he had in the 
world.
(63) He who had no wife, then to him a wife will be given.
(64) The woman who had no husband, then to her they will give a husband.
(65) That man and woman who did extraordinary (good) works in the physical
body, they will be given one to another.
(66) And when the dead are raised up, those who perpetrated *injury and *harm
to those of the *Good Religion and acted *with violence, they will all
39
die; for three days they will lie dead.
(67) And then they will be resurrected, and those other margarzan (sinners), 
every one dead will be raised up, except those who *thought and also 
*wrought evil against the yazads.4®
(68) There was a dastwar who said: "The dead will be raised up again, they
will be penitent, and for every margarzan (sin) which they committed,
then shall their heads be cut off once, and they will be thrown back
to Hell, and the punishment of nine-thousand years will be inflicted."
41
(69) And at dawn after the third night Spandarmad will stand up and say: 
"Punishment for all of them; and also for the other sinful ones, who 
were hot sinful through margarzan (sins)", then they are to be 
punished for the sins they committed.
(70) And Bahrewar42 will melt the metal of all the mountains in the world, 
it (i.e. the molten metal) will reach (up to) mouth level at the 
place of the test, and all mankind will cross through that (molten) 
metal, and the sinful will finally become cleansed of their sins^ by 
this.
(71) And for them the pain will be just as if molten metal were released 
on them in this world.
(72) For the righteous it will be easy, as if they will be taken through
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warm milk.
-*/ 43
(73) Before Sosyans will raise up the dead, on his authority an army
44
will be mustered; they will go into battle with the demon Heresy.
(74) He will ask the demon Heresy: "Demon, the things which (belong) to you 
(are) indeed a sin in the confession of the religion of the Mazda- 
worshippers; they were done by you in that body, which said this:
'I am the agent'; are you at all stupid, or not?"
(75) And it will say: "I am the offspring of the Evil Spirit, who is not 
sorry [for it], nor am I!"4'*
(76) Sosyans will perform one yasna; that demon will run away to the place 
where it is now; from that place it will run back, and it will run 
(over) this earth on the four uppermost sides, and the uppermost one 
third (of the total area).
(77) The earth will cry out: "I cannot endure this demon, which is indeed
hidden, I cannot endure its staying upon me, for it seizes me with
such scarification and tears me like the four-legged wolf when it
46
tears the belly of beneficent animals and seizes from them the young.
(78) So go forth, (you) who are Mazda-worshippers, and find the means of
(dealing with) this!"
(79) Accordingly the Mazda-worshippers will muster an army and they will 
perform an act of worship.
(80) That demon will run from that place where it is.
(81) and it will run to the middle third part of this earth, and to the
furthermost (i.e. lowest) third part.
(82) The earth will cry out just as I wrote above.
(83) And that demon will run from that place, it will go to that (other)
place where it is now, and it will seize the demon GoZihr, and will 
tell him: "The creation of the Holy Spirit intends to inflict punishment
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on the creation of the Evil Spirit." And both will run off at once 
from that place.
(84) And they will run to the furthermost third-part, the lowest third- 
part of this earth, and the earth will cry out in the same manner (as 
I wrote above).
(85) And the Mazda-worshippers will likewise perform worship and (it will)
47not (be) possible to withstand them with worship.
(86) And then ahrewar will pour out molten metal into that hole where they
48went in, and it will go in after them.
(87) Those demons will thus fall from this earth to Hell, just as a stone,
(88) when it falls, or is thrown, into water, quickly sinks to the bottom
of the water.
(89) Then when punishment is inflicted on the sinful, SoMyans will perform 
one act of worship and one-fifth of the other demons will be destroyed, 
and he will perform a second act of worship one fifth (will be 
destroyed), a third act of worship one fifth (will be destroyed), a 
fourth act of worship one fifth (will be destroyed) and he will
49
perform a fifth act of worship and all the demons will be taken away.
(90) Wrath and Concupiscence will say to the Evil Spirit: "I shall devour you, 
ignorant Evil Spirit, for your creation has been seized, from you, and 
the thief is not apprehended, and it is not possible for me to survive."
(91) First Concupiscence the dew-created will devour Wrath of the bloody
50 - -
club, and second he will devour Zamestan the dew-created, and
thirdly Sej of the furtive movement, and fourthly Zarman short of
breath, until (only) a few yet remain. ^
(92) The Evil Spirit will say to Concupiscence the dew-created, and 
Concupiscence the dew-created (will say) to the Evil Spirit: "I 
shall eat you, ignorant one,for the yazads seized the evil creation
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from you."
(93) The Evil Spirit will stand up and go to the Holy Spirit; thus he will 
say: "This creation was created by me, and Concupiscence the dew-created, 
who is my creation, now says that you intend to devour me; I shall 
take you to judgement."
(94) Ohrmazd will stand up with SroM the righteous, and Sros the righteous
will smite Concupiscence. Ohrmazd
52
(95) will expel the Evil Spirit out of the sky, with the filthy darkness 
and the evil which he brought first, when he invaded, and (will expel) 
all through the hole through which he invaded. The hole will make him 
so unconscious and senseless, (that) after that (his) unconsciousness 
will remain.
(96) There was one who said: "The eternally-existing ones will make him
powerless as if by killing. No more will there by the Evil Spirit,
no (more) that creation of his."
(97) At that time, when the wicked will have been punished and will have 
passed through the molten metal, there will be the Assembly of Isadwastar 
and to every person will be given reward and punishment (according)
to the number of good deeds which he has done.
(98) They will perform one act of worship and the earth will rise three
spears (in) height, with the second act of worship it will rise three
hundred spears (in) height, with the third act of worship £it will rise 
three thousand spears (in) heightj, with the fourth act of worship it 
will rise thirty thousand spears (in) height, with the fifth act, of 
worship it will reach the star station, and Garodman will descend from 
that place (where it is now) to the star station.
(99) Then Ohrmazd and the amahraspands and all the yazads and mankind will 
be in one place, and the star too and the moon and the sun and the
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54
Victorious Fire will all be in the form of a man, who is strong, and
55
they will all be in the form of a man and they will come to the earth.
(100) Then it will be the creation of Ohrmazd entirely.
(101) And after that it will not be necessary for him to perform any action,mankind 
in the likeness of a body of forty y e a r s ' o f  age, will all be deathless,
and undying and ageless, and without hunger and thirst.
(102) And their work will be this, to behold Ohrmazd and to pay homage,
and to do for the other lords'*^ all (things) which seem to themselves
58
very pleasing. Everyone will love the other like himself; and the 
happiness of the Future Body, apart from what (I have) written above, 
is such that it may not be known through limited human knowledge and 
reason or described.
(103) All the beneficent animals will exist again, and (also) the taste of 
meat. Female will be merged again into female and male into male, until 
they have merged again in union into the Uniquely-created Bull.
(104) Then the body of the Bull will be fashioned in the spirit state, it 
will merge into the body of men. It will leave the taste in the body
* 59 of men.
(105) If, after that, meat eating is not necessary, it is for the reason that 
at all times the pleasure of the taste of all meats will remain in the
mouth; and then the body of the bull will return to mankind, and it
60
will be corporeal, in the material state.
(106) And man and woman will have desire for one another, and they will enjoy 
it and consummate it but there will not be conception then.
(107) And the principal kinds of plants will be restored, and there will be 
no diminution of them, every place then (will be) like the spring, 
resembling a garden in which (there are) all (manner of) plants and 
flowers; and it is not possible with the wisdom of this world to
466
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comprehend and know its wondrousness and excellence and delight 
and purity.
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Chapter 49 49.1-11
Kangdiz, Kayxosraw and Pisyotan
(1) Concerning Syawa^ the son of Kayus, it is revealed that his miraculous
power was so (great) that through the Glory of the Kayanians he
managed to build Kangdiz1 with his own hands and (with) the strength
2
of Ohrmazd and of the amahraspands , over the heads (of the demons).
(2) The world was managed according to the command of Syawa£, until that 
(time) when Kayxosraw came .^
(3) After (his disappearance) Kayxosraw said to the Spirit of Kang: "You 
are my sister, and I am your brother, for Syawa£ made you into an
4
estate, and he made me into a *warrior; return to me!" And Kang 
acted accordingly.
(4) It came to earth in Turan, towards the district of the east, the place 
where Syawa^kardwas situated; and he dug one thousand holes, and
he inserted one thousand stakes, and after that it did not move.
It includes all of Turan with its fodder and cattle.
(5) And Kayxosraw settled Eranian people there.
(6) And its first wall is of stone, and the second of steel, and the
third of crystal, and the fourth of silver, and the fifth of gold,
and the sixth of chalcedony, and the seventh of ruby.
(7) And its palaces (are) of silver, and (its) pinnacles of gold, and
7 *
(there are) fourteen mountains in it, and seven navigable rivers 
in it, and seven meadows in which there should be protection by his 
lordship.
(8) And its earth is so good that if a donkey stales (there), in one
8night the grass will grow as high as a man.
. 9
(9) And it has fifteen gates, each one fifty men high.
(10) Kang itself is such a height that if a man at arms shoots an arrow,
sometimes it will reach the top, sometimes not
(11) From (one) gate to (another) gate (is) seven hundred frasangs and
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ruby, gold, silver and other jewels and fine riches are within, and 
it is great and prosperous.^
(12) Pisyotan son of Wi^tasp (is there) with a thousand disciples, who wear
12  —  
clothes of black sable fur; every day Pisyotan performs with these
disciples worship of the yazads.
(13) Pisyotan the immortal and deathless and unageing and without hunger
13and thirst, there he is lord and master of Kang.
(14) People and other (creatures) who are there all have every good thing 
they need; there is little disturbance.
(15) And their life (is) very long; there are some who live for one hundred
and fifty years [and they are righteousj until the Future Body.
(16) They continually perform worship righteously.
(17) The people are all upholders of the religion and righteous, and the 
people will not come from that place to Eransahr until Pisyotan comes.
(18) When Pisyotan comes, then there will be one hundred and fifty men with
him, and they will keep enemies away from EranMahr, and (he), the
Lord of the religion, will again sit upon the throne; and he will make 
the religion supreme. And then he will go back to Kang,and everyone 
who is needed to restore the supremacy of the religion will come and 
will restore it, and then will go back to Kang, until the time of 
Frasegird is here, the victory of Ohrmazd and the amahraspands and the 
smiting and conquering and destroying of Ahreman and the miscreations 
of the dews.
46 y
Chapter 50 50
Hell and the Ridge of Ar(g)zur^
Thus they say that Hell (is at) the ridge of Ar(g)zur. And Hell is not
the ridge of Ar(g)zur (itself), but (this is) the place where the gate
2
of Hell (is), a rim thus the rim of Ar(g)zur is the name which they 
call the rock, which (is) the ridge of Ar(g)zur. In the end the Creator
3
will fill it (i.e. Hell) all up with molten metal.
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Chapter 51* 51
Ma^ya. and Masyane
Ma^ya and Masyane, on account of love, ate their first children; whether
(according to) the law of the world they are sinners or not is not
2
clearly known. Love is one and its physical form is one among all 
beings, but there is he who has more and there is he who has less, 
just like a man whose goodness (is) more and one whose goodness is less.
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Chapter 52 52
Twelve things more difficult than Frasegird*
For Ohrmazd twelve things were more difficult to do than Frasegird 
and the Future Body; first he established the sky, second he established 
the earth, third he created the sun in motion, fourth he created the 
moon in similar motion, fifth he created the stars in similar motion, 
sixth when he grew the ear of corn in the earth, seventh he created 
colours, fragrances and tastes in plants of different varieties, 
eighth he created fire in the plants and it did not burn (them), ninth 
he established the child in the mother's womb, tenth he created 
birds in the wind, eleventh he created water in motion, twelfth (he 
created) the cloud whose immaterial form carries the water for the 
physical world.
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Chapter 53 53
The Vicarious Recitation of Confession1
The recitation of confession: if a woman is unable (to make Confession),
if her husband is of padix^ay status, it is permissible for the man
2
(to confess on her behalf) ; if the father of a child of eight years 
up to fifteen years does it, it is permissible; it is permissible for
3
another person by proxy if one man says to another man: "Go to confess
4 - -
on my behalf!" The good deeds which a son of padix^ay status does
all accrue to the father of padix^ay status; and (of the good deeds)
V v
of a (son of) cagar status one-quarter is (for the cagar father).
There was a dastwar who said: "These also are all for the cagar father" .
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Chapter 54 54
V/ I
The Producers of Frasegird
The producers of Frasegird are many; they (are) deathless and immortal :
/ v' ™ 2 3
one (is) Pisyotan; one(is) the Tree Opposing Harm; one (is) Gopatsah;
one is Yo£t of the Friyan family; and those who have a soul, Tus and
- 4  v-
*Wew, and Krisasp, who has a body and has no soul.
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Chapter 55 55J-3
Contact with Putrefying Matter
(1) If the shadow of a Mazda-worshipper falls on a corpse, it neither
defiles him himself, nor reduces the p u t r e f a c t i o n T h e  number of years
of an offence by an adversary is not (to be) considered, for whenever
one forgives it, then it goes from (his) account. If he dies and it
has not been forgiven him, if one's heirs forgive, then also it is 
2
proper.
(2) If they are carrying a dead body over a bridge of wood or of stone, 
if it is shaken, if everyone who is on the bridge stands still,
[they are] not defiled, but if anyone keeps going he will indeed by 
defiled
(3) (If) any dead matter peels from the hands, feet of from the limbs,
- 4
if no moisture appears therewith, it is hixr, otherwise it is nasa.
5
Those who have at first a bit of dirty matter on the pen with which 
they are writing on the fold, every time they take another piece 
(of paper) each new word they write is a sin of one hundred and sixty 
(sters).
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Chapter 56 56.1-8
Dron and Myazd*
2
Concerning the value of the dron and myazd it is written:
3 ' -
(1) The dron has been likened to the world: its roundness symbolises
4
the round world, and its edge Mount Harburz; the increase at the middle
of the dron (symbolises) men and stars and plants; the reason for 
-v - 5
placing the gosadag, (which represents) the Lawful Summit, in the middle 
of the dron is this, that the Lawful Summit is in the middle of the 
world.
(2) And the reason for placing the frasast, which is (consecrated) for
the Lord Ohrmazd, separate from the dron is this, that one should
worship Ohrmazd separately from the amahraspands and the yazads .
“ 7 —
(3) And the others are worshipped with Ohrmazd, except for SroS, for Sros
is the lord and ruler of (this) world; for this reason one should worship 
him separately.
g
(4) The reason for not making an edge on the frasast is this, that
everything and every person has a limit, and because Ohrmazd exists
eternally, (he is) limitless.
(5) The wine in the dron (service) is (like) the water in the sea, and it
(i.e. the vessel) must be made full, for by its not being full it
would symbolise that the water of the sea is not full; the 'crown1
9
(is) the forest in the sea.
(6) The herbs (are) the incantations of the amahraspands.^
(7) The three pieces of wood and incense (are) good thoughts, good words,
good deeds.
(8) When the dron is consecrated, for every person who takes the waz 
two bits of herb are to be put on the dron; everyone who takes the 
waz is to be given the tasting of two herbs; for it is so revealed
that when he has tasted it, and the herbs which were on the dron
are given to him, on that day all sins, particularly the margarzan
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sin, are impossible. That is a very serious blow to Ahreman and the 
dews.'
(9) In the ritual offering, he who eats one piece of citron, then will
12
not have rising wind in his throat.
(10) The myazd1^ has been likened to the amahraspands, for just as Ohrmazd
sits with the amahraspands and no voice whatsoever comes from the
amahraspands , so also in the ritual offering one must sit silent.
14(11) For the greater myazd is (required) washing the hands, smiting
putrefaction, covering the seats and cushions (with) cloth, and (thus)
the good effect of holy words is brought about. For eating of bread^
16
the place must be arranged, (it is) the destruction of the dews. To
eat fully of other things is for the protection of the body, which is
17
the crown m  the possession of men.
(12) At the feast, if one sits in the foremost place (it is) two yat (sins)
for (the person in) the foremost place, and for all other persons it is
—   ^S
one yat (sin), if he chatters; and the yazad goes away from there,
there is a dew present for every person, and it discharges filth in
the wine, and for every person who chatters one thousand dews become
pregnant.
(13) And (the demon) Wrath growls: For the world (there are) three important
19things which are at work in the world."
(14) And Ahreman (grow Is): "What are those three things?"
(15) Wrath growls: "myazd and gahambar and xwedodah!"^
(16) Ahreman growls: "If you desire, you may know the remedy of two of these 
things, for in the myazd ( er ) go in yourself, and sit in their
hearts so that they chatter: the yazad will depart their company; go
to the gahambar,so that they steal things from one another: if they
-  -  21
steal something from one another, the gahambar is broken; leave
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xwedodah, since even I do not know the remedy to (give) you (for that) 
without their (compliance), for when they copulate four times man and 
wife will never depart the kinship of Ohrmazd, again progeny must 
be given to them. (Only) as a result of less progeny (in) the world 
will they then have no desire to believe in him (i.e. Ohrmazd),
22
otherwise it will not be possible for man and wife to do anything."
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Chapter 57 57
i$a aat yazamaide and aUam v ohu’
The zand of i&a aat yazamaide: "Here thus (iQa edon) we worship Ohrmazd 
who created beneficent animals, and also righteousness, and he created 
also water, and also good plants, and he created also light, and also 
earth, and all prosperity". "Righteousness is the best prosperity", 
i.e. this store is good, good deeds (performed) with h o n e s t y " i t  is 
good" r these good deeds,"good is he from whom goodness comes to someone"
i.e. goodness comes) to someone from his goodness. The explanation of 
i&a and asam vohu.
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Chapter 59 59.1-3
On Meat Offerings
(1) This (chapter) to which yazads each part of the body of sheep, cows
and other guadrapeds belongs and how it should be consecrated separately.
(2) Wild (animals) are all like domestic animals^ the (wild) cow (like)
the (domestic) cow; the ass (like) the wild ass; the sheep like the
2
(wild) sheep; the ibex like the goat; the (wild) boar like the pig; 
it is not clear which (creature) all the species of aquatic and
3
burrowing creatures are like.
(3) When (an animal) is killed, then its gosodag is to be apportioned
4 - 5
thus: jaw, tongue and left eye belong to Horn Yazad; the neck belongs
to A$awahi£t Yazad; the head belongs to Way Yazad; the right shoulder
belongs to Ardwisur Yazad; the left shoulder belongs to Druwasp Yazad;
the right thigh belongs to the fravalsi of Jamasp;^ the left thigh
belongs to the fravasi of Wistasp; the back belongs to Ratwoberezad;
7
the sides belong to the spirits of females, i.e. Arda Fraward of 
human females; the belly belongs to Spandarmad; the testicles belong 
to Wanand Star; the kidneys belong to Haftorang; the breast belongs to
v- V
the fravasis of the priests; the lungs belong to the fravasis of the 
warriors; the liver belongs to Sahrewar;** the spleen belongs to 
Mansarspand; the fat of the entrails belongs to the Arda Fraward of
V  V
males; the rump belongs to the fravasi of Zardust Spitaman; the tail
belongs to the righteous Wad Yazad; everything that remains belongs
9 -v- - 10
to the other amahraspands ; there was one who spoke about gosodag.
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Chapter 60 60
Zand Of v a O a a h u  vairua
-  —  —  1 2
The zand of yaQa ahu vairyo: "as is the will of the Lord" [as is
2 3
the will of Ohrmazd7 "so with (is) that of rad" [and so (is) that of
the priestj "through every kind of righteousness" [ good deeds are to be
done, so acting as priest is to be done; just as Ohrmazd (wills),
one must increase (them)J. That which is the gift of Wahman too is
within the action of Ohrmazd" [i.e. that reward and recompense which
they five to Wahman^ they thus give to him (i.e. Ohrmazd) also;
there is one who says thus: "Wahman himself gives"J. "Lordship becomes
given to Ohrmazd by him" [and he makes Ohrmazd Lord and ruler over
6
himselfJ, ”who gives good things to the poor" [and support, in that 
they provide assistance and intercession for them. There is one who 
says thus: "Lordship is from Ohrmazd", i.e. the rulership is given
7
him by Ohrmazd. There is one who says thus: "The Lordship of Ohrmazd 
becomes put into motion."J
A 31
Chapter 61 61
On Eating the Meat of Gospand
(1) He who has eaten the meat of a sheep and has not (yet) digested it,
and (if) he should think a sin or say or do (one) and the sheep has
committed a margarzan s i n t h e n  it goes to his account.
(2) If he has eaten (its) meat and he does not think or say or do a sin, 
then it does not go to his account.
(4) If he has eaten the meat of a cow, and the cow has committed a 
margarzan sin, (it is) the same.
2
(5) There is one who says that even if one has eaten (only) a small fish,
and a camel commits a sin, then it goes to one's account.
(6) From the Husvaram (nask) the explanation of awake^ is this, abaxs.
4
"repentance" by hands and feet; avaine is wauendac "bird"; vizv
_ 5 —6 - 7
is raz "secret"; keho is kasp "tortoise"; wh£k' is snehag "weapon",
Q
and *warzag is azg "plough".
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Chapter 62 62.1-7
Counsels of Adurbad, Son of Mansarspand
from the Sayings of his Teacher Mihr Ohrmazd1
. 2
Satisfaction to the Creator Ohrmazd and to the amahraspands and to 
all the yazads of the spiritual state and to the gods of the material 
state. Counsels of the immortal soul Adurbad, son of Mansarspand.
(1) There was a disciple^ of Adurbad of immortal soul, son of Mansarspand;
he was with Adurbad for a long time.
- 4
(2) And this indeed he said to Adurbad: "Instruct me, *so that when I
go forth from the presence of the teacher, then on account of that
5
instruction my soul can (become) better."
—  — 6
(3) Adurbad said: "Be certain (in faith) in the gods! Keep your thought,
speech and action honest and true, neither think nor speak nor do
7 8
any sin whatsoever, and may you be blessed!"
(4) And the disciple said: "0 teacher, I am not content with this, give 
me special instruction, so that I shall practise it and I shall be 
blessed".
(5) Adurbad said: "Consider the twenty-two precepts of Mihr Ohrmazd, my 
teacher; understand all (of them), put them into practice and my you
9
be blessed!"
(6) The disciple said: "If you consider me as worthy,1® please tell (me 
the precepts), so that I may understand and practise (accordingly)."
(7) Adurbad said in reply: "The precepts (are) these:11 three types of 
generosity, fourth truthfulness, fifth virtuousness, sixth diligence,
seventh intercession, eighth keeping one's word, ninth desire for
12 13
peace, tenth law-abidmgness, eleventh union, twelfth laying• down
of weapons, thirteenth moderation, fourteenth lowliness, fifteenth
14
humility, sixteenth modesty, , seventeenth pleasantness, eighteenth
15 16
completeness (of mind), nineteenth patience, twentieth love for
17
people, twenty-first contentedness, twenty-second oneness (of mind).
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(8) "The best generosity, first, he who is not asked but gives; second,
he who is asked (and) gives immediately; third, he who is asked and fixes 
a times and does (his giving) on time. He is best, who, when he gives, 
who entertains no hope as regards that (receiver of his generosity, 
thinking): "he will give (it) back to m e ”; he does not give for the sake 
of acquiring trade, nor for the sake of covetousness.
(9) "Next, fourth, truthfulness is he who keeps (his) thought, speech and
action truthful with the yazads of the spiritual state and all the other
19
creatures of the material state.
(10) "Fifth, virtuousness is he who does battle with the demon of the
invisible (i.e. menog) world he does not admit any demon into his body,
in particular he keeps these four demons away from his body: Greed,
20
Wrath, Lust and Disgrace.
(11) "Sixth, diligence is he who, in all places and times, whatever he is
thinking and speaking and doing, if he dies at that very time, even
then there is no fear that: 'J should have thought and said and done
21
something differently.'
(12) "Seventh, intercession is he who speaks on behalf of widowed women, and
hungry children, and fires, cattle, beneficent animals, and other
22
helpless (creatures), particularly his own soul.
(13) "Eighth, trustworthiness is he who keeps to the covenant wholly and
submissively with all the creatures of Ohrmazd, and does not break the
covenant with anyone at all, (neither) the covenant which has been
accepted, (nor) that also which has been given; particularly he keeps
23
the covenant well and truly with his own soul.
24
(14) "Ninth, *desire for* peace (is) to perceive the law of the yazads
and ordering of the world, and keeper and preserver and organiser of all 
the creatures and creation; for it is revealed in the scriptures that
434
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the resurrection of the dead and the making of the Future Body and the
25
ordering of immortality can be performed on the way of peace.
26(15) "Tenth, law-abidingness is he who abides by the law of the yazads .
(16) "Eleventh, union is he who in every righteous thing is one with the
27
yazads and the faithful.
(17) "Twelfth, *laying down of* weapons is he who lays down (his) weapon 
with all creatures of Ohrmazd and does not make an attack on any 
person at all; in all the sinful things of the evil of Ahreman and the 
demons it is different: for discrimination of thought and discrimination 
of action are (necessary) with regard to laying down of weapons.
(18) "Thirteenth; moderation is he who plans everything according to the
(right) measure, so that more and less should not be therein, for the
(right) measure (is) the completeness of every thing, except those
things in which there is no need for moderation: knowledge and love 
2 8
and good deeds.
(19) "Fourteenth, lowliness is he who thinks thus as regards all the 
creatures of Ohrmazd: 'He must be better indeed than m e ' .
(20) "Fifteenth, humility is he who considers his inferior as his peer,
29
and his peer as his superior, and his superior as a lord.
(21) "Sixteenth, discretion^® is he who knows the powers of virtue and
knowledge which he does not possess (thinking): 'I do not have
(them)^^, he strives in desiring to make them his own, and he knows
32
the (right) time for his duty, he does not perform his duty until
its own time; the modest man (becomes) renowned, and he himself 
33
long-suffering, and he is righteous.
(22) "Seventeenth, pleasantness is he who does not offend anyone in his 
presence: if someone goes to strike him, then he meets him gently
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and pleasantly; he knows how to accommodate himself to all the 
creatures of Ohrmazd, so that every person regards him thus: '(he 
is) very pleasant with m e . ’
(23) "Eighteenth, completeness is he who neither think nor says nor does
what is unworthy; first he contemplates well that which he thinks
34
is worthy, then he speaks and acts (accordingly).
(24) "Nineteenth, patience is he who, (as regards) the burden of the soul 
which is necessary to the body, when hardship comes upon him and he 
can thrust it on to someone (else), he does not do so but accepts
it upon himself patiently
(25) "Twentieth, love for people is he for whom the benefit and happiness 
of all the faithful is just as necessary as his own; that which
3 6
does not seem good for himself he does not do to anyone (else).
37
Benevolence is he who considers the weaknesses of other people only 
after he strives to correct his own weaknesses; as regards the 
faithful he tells them of the manifest strengths and the weaknesses 
which they have,then not aggressively but lovingly for the sake of 
correcting them.
(26) "Twenty-first, contentedness is he who is contented with the power
and possessions which he has and which have accrued to him, and (he
is) patient; for those things from which there can be spiritual increase,
(he should be) so diligent and devoted, that as long as he is alive
38he is never contented with them.
(27) "Twenty-second, oneness is (as regards) those two pathways which are
revealed in religion that the way was created in two branches, and
one is righteous and one is sinful; you should avoid the sinful one
39
and stand upon the righteous one, never go out of that way and do
not turn away, and you will neither think nor speak nor do anything
sinful whatsoever.'
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(28) The disciple said: "Master teacher, may you be blessed!" for from 
the instruction which was given by the teacher to the world (he was) 
blessed. In particular the words of this instruction to us are 
indeed a means of providing great help and growth, and even if by 
(his) wisdom and by (his) diligence he does not resemble us, then 
if we and all men put (something) of this instruction into practice 
they will be blessed through the will, strength, power, beneficence 
and mercifulness of the yazads " .
Completed in health and joy and happiness and fearlessness.
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Chapter 63 63.1-6
Incantations for Fever 
Satisfaction to the Creator Ohrmazd, to all the yazads , to all the 
yazads of the spiritual and physical states.
(1) The incantation for fever: "surahi visra amnao karolti va&a ahr^s ahrgs".
(2) And for wounds(?) of mother and daugher, the coming in the name of
2
that person (is to be) for three times (i.e. days).
(3) If there is fever on the fourth (day),'* make the knot in straw which
4
has been left on the wall.
(4) And three knots are to be tied in the middle of it, according to one
rule three knots, (three knots according to one rule), and two according
to one (other) rule; and if there is fasting, three knots are tied on
5
the middle, and one according to one rule - if a man, upon his arm,
if a woman, upon her arm.
6 —
(5) Breathe the incantation and spell for the sake of protection; the waz
7
of Ardwahiit is taken. This incantation is to be repeated seven times, 
or eleven times, or twenty-one times;** the incantation is kokaro aca 
karo.
(6) Water from the * spring which was dry (lit. "closed") came from the
- - 9 10
mountain at the order of the valiant Fredon. (He) covered the bodily
wound (?) of a horse,(?) and he dressed the bodily wound(?) of a horsef?)
and he held nine battle-axes in his hand, anyai.
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Chapter 64 64.1-16
The Significance of Gem-Stones^
2
(1) The significance of gem-stones which [when] they are put to good use
are healing, which make the sky and mankind happier and more peaceful.
3 4 4
(2) When one uses the green stone, then male children are born and one
4
reaps the good reward of that.
(3) The black stone, whose gloss is white, is explained as the antidote 
to all poisonous stones.
(4) He who has the yellow stone, he becomes a believer in the spiritual 
state.
(5) The red stone is not suitable for anything.
(6) [He who has] the dark blue stone, his prosperity increases and he
becomes generous.
(7) [He who has] the sky-coloured stone, he immediately has intelligence 
and is not confounded.^
(8) He who has the green stone, the noxious creatures do not bite (him).
(9) He who has the yellow stone, whose gloss is white, swiftly obtains 
all the favours he desires from the yazads and men.
(10) He who has the black stone, he is saved against all opponents and 
(in all) battles
(11) He who has the red stone, every work he undertakes will be completed, 
but it will not go along quickly.
(12) He who has the dark blue stone, wherever he goes friends will trust 
in him, and they will give him more than all he requires.
(13) The sky-coloured {stone]  quickens the minds of men, and it is good.
t 7
(14) For him who has the green stone, every kind of protection comes 
quickly and swiftly.
(15) He who has the red stone, whose gloss is white, every work which he 
undertakes will go along quickly and swiftly.
(16) He who has the black stone, his mind is sharp and deep, and whatever
Q
he thinks of he obtains easily.
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(17) He who has the yellow stone, everywhere (he goes) he is respected and 
held dear.
(18) {lie who hasj the dark blue stone, wherever he comes, everywhere he 
stays he is successful.
(19) He who has the sky-coloured stone, if he displays it before the dews
and drujs , they cannot do him any injury or hurt, and he will have
no fear of them.
(20) He who has the green stone, then he receives no wound or blow at all
from lance and sword in battle.
(21) If a woman has the dark blue stone, whose gloss is white, who is
9
betrothed to a man, if she wears it above her eyes, then that man will 
love her and cannot turn away; men must keep it on (her) body.
(22) He who has the black stone, he is of good repute wherever he comes 
and he is held dear above all others.
(23) He who has the yellow stone, wherever he goes to, (people) attend to
him, serve him, and he presides over them beneficently.
(24) He who has the red stone, he is respected everywhere, above all in 
the assembly among (his) adversaries.
(25) He who has the green stone, wherever he comes to, he will not be 
of ill fortune.
(26) He who has the sky-coloured stone, whose gloss is white, he is always 
at ease and pain is never a guest in his body.
(27) For him who has the black stone, whose gloss is white, all remedies, 
prescribed for him medicinally are successful.
(28) The yellow (stone) is harmful to many things, for if one throws it into 
a well or a channel or a spring, the water dries up; when it is aimed 
at clouds, it disperses them, and there will not be rain, but if it 
takes away the influence of the red (stone) when one has it, one is a 
friend of heaven.
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10(29) a. He who has the red (stone) until the second creation comes then 
nothing will conquer him.
11
b. A man who (has) the dark blue (stone), if he is betrothed to a 
woman, (and) he fixes it over the woman's eyes, that woman will love 
that man and she cannot desert him, and she must keep that stone on 
(her) body.
(30) He who (has) 'the green (stone) must carry it even in the middle 
of a desert, and there will be rain, fortune will flourish, and 
everything that is ordered will be done.
He who has that (i.e. green s t o n e ) k n o w s  how to examine the minds 
of men, for if they come before him to contest (with him), if they 
think evil it will incline to the left, and if good to the right; if 
they are thinking to murder someone and have it in mind, it will not 
incline (at all).
(31) These are gem-stones of the yazads which have the strength of the seven 
coloursfthese are gems —  whether of water or of earth or of plant 
or of a i r — of living essence.
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1
Stations of Heaven
(1) This also is revealed in the Avesta. that from the earth to the star 
station is Hammistagan; from the star station to the sun station is the
Best Existence; from the sun station to the heavens is Endless Light,
-  -  2
and Garodman is in Endless Light.
(2) And the fravaSis of the blessed are those whose merits and sins are 
equal and who have performed worship; and those whose merits are more 
than their sins and who have not performed worship, and on account of 
their not having performed worship, then their place is Hammistagan 
on the star station.
x
(3) Concerning the movement of the stars, ninety windows^are placed in the 
east, and ninety in the west. To the same number of windows the stars 
come and go, and the form and essence of water and earth are created
on the star station. And each one of the stars is the size of a house,4 
and twenty-two come and go, and twenty-two horses draw them; and the 
forms and essences of the stars are of their own form and their own 
essence, one of them (is of) water and (one of) earth and (one of) 
plants.5
(4) The form and essence of gospand are created on the moon station, and
6
the Best Existence on the moon station (extends) up to the sun station.
(5) Concerning the movement of the moon, one hundred and thirty five 
windows are placed in the east and one hundred and thirty five in the
. west; to these (many) windows the moon comes and goes.
(6) The fravasis of the blessed whose merits are more than their sins and
who have performed worship, (jihat is, who (have) more merit and are 
called sro^ocarananj, then they are on the moon station.
(7) And on that station those who (are) more meritorious (are) above, and
those who are below do honour to those whose place is above.
(8) And the circle of the moon is altogether two frasangs in length and
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two frasangs in widthp and the light of the moon is from the body of
7the moon, one of the forms and essences £is that ofj gospand on the 
8
sun station.
(9) Concerning the movement of the sun, one hundred and eighty windows 
are placed in the east, and one hundred and eighty in the west; the 
sun comes and goes to these many windows.
(10) The fravaSis of the blessed whose merits are a tanapuhl more than 
their sins and who have performed worship, then their place is on 
the sun station; and on the sun station is the resplendent Garodman.
(11) And on this station also everyone who is very meritorious, then his 
place is above, and he who is below does honour to him whose place is 
above.
9
(12) And for the souls of children whose age is seven years, and those who 
are less than seven years, until their parents are dead (their) 
judgement is (that) of their father's and mother's; except when they 
give for their souls one full drahm they are apart from the blessed; 
for those of more than seven years and those up to fifteen years, the 
reckoning is of their own (account) as it is revealed in the religion.
(13) The disc of the sun is as great as Eranwez; Eranwez is as great as one 
seventh part of Xwanirah; the light of the sun is from the spirit of 
the sun, one of the forms and essence is (that of) mankind.
(14) It is revealed that every nightAhreman and the dews and drugs rush 
from Hell to destroy the creations of Ohrmazd; when the sun comes up, 
Ohrmazd and Wahman and ArdwahiSt and Sahrewar and Spandarmad and. Hordad 
and Amurdad and Mihr and Sros and Rasn yazad and many yazads , all of 
them do battle with Ahreman and the dews and drujs . Warahran Yazad 
and Dahman Afrin and Neryosang Yazad, and the Kayanian Glory, and 
&11 the fravaSis of the blessed do battle with Ahreman and the dews
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and drugs and they hurl them back into the darkness and obscurity.
(15) And in the daytime Mihr goes before the sun; when the sun goes down 
into the window, Mihr turns back for the night; he protects the
v 10
creations of Ohrmazd from the dews and drugs.
Completed in health and joy and happiness and fearlessness.
NOTES
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Notes to Chapter 1
1. This chapter was translated and annotated by H.S. Nyberg in 
Texte zum mazdayasnischen Kalender, Uppsala, 193^> Wt-7 a*1*! 7U-9*
2. In her article Jon the Calendar of Zoroastrian Feasts1.', BSOAS, 
XXXIII, 3, 1970, 913-39, M. Boyce has offered an explanation of how 
the ten frawardlg days came into the Zoroastrian calendar through a 
reform made at the beginning of the Sasanian period, almost certainly 
in the reign of ArdaSlr Papakan, when the length of the year was, it 
seems, increased from 3&0 to 3^9 days. Previously a one-day festival 
of the fravaSis, Hamaspathmaedaya, appears to have been celebrated as 
the sixth gahambar, commemorating the creation of man; thus the souls 
of the living and the dead were blessed together at one festival (see 
M. Boyce, art. cit., 9l9)• The festival was celebrated on the last 
day of the year, so that the souls of the dead left the earth as the 
new year dawned. After the calendar reform, when the extra days were 
added after this last day, it became ritually necessary to prolong the 
festival of the fravaSis by these five days until the new year dawned. 
(It was probably originally intended that the five days should simply 
be inserted between the years without affecting the calendar of 
religious feasts, but this could not in fact be.) Thus in the first 
year a discrepancy of five days was created between the traditional 
and the reformed calendars, for the more conservative had simply begun 
the new year on the first of the five intercalary days. At the end of 
that year, when the second observance of the intercalary days came 
round, this discrepancy was increased to ten days during all of which, 
it was felt, the spirits of the dead remained present on earth. The 
feast of the fravaSis was thus expanded from a one-day to a ten-day 
festival. Only in the next year were the two calendars united, and 
the same day was reckoned in both as 1 Frawardln. However, 
conservative Zoroastrians continued to celebrate No Roz on 6 Frawardln, 
as they had done according to the reformed calendar in the year of its 
introduction, and for the rest of the year all their major festival 
days were correspondingly five days late by the official calendar. At 
the end of the second year, rather than risk any neglect of a proper 
day, they celebrated a ten-day festival for the fravaSis, as they had 
done in the previous year, and so the festival came to extend from
26 Spandarmad to the end of the five Gatha days. The name frawardlgan
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is evidently an abbreviation of the term rozan frawardlgan "the 
fravaSi days", coined to describe the days of the new extended 
festival.
On the frawardlgan festival see Pahl. V<J • 8.22; Nir., ed.
D.P. Sanjana, fol. 5>2 r., 15 ff., transl. S. Jo Bulsara, Aerpatastan 
and Nirangestan, 111 ffj He. VIII.611-13 (ed. Sanjana, XV, BkM. 
683*6-15); Sd. Bd. chs. 52, 53* 95 and various passages in Pers. Riv.; 
for further references see also M. Boyce, art. cit., 521, n. 36; and 
for additional argument and evidence see her articles .’Chapters 259 
and 1+19 of Penkart III' in J. de Menasce, Troisieme livre du Denkart, 
and 'Rapithwin, No Ruz, and the feast of Sade* , Pratidanam: Indian,
Iranian and Indo-European Studies presented to F.B.J. Ruiper ... , 
201-15* and Stronghold, ch. 9*
3* A second calendar reform, made evidently in order to bring the 
chief festivals of the religious year back into alignment with the 
cycle of the seasons, moved the beginning of this religious year 
from 1 Frawardln to 1 Adur. This was an important reform for a 
community whose material and spiritual welfare was so closely 
connected to the turning of the seasons, and which saw great religious 
significance in the birth, fruition, death and renovation of nature 
in the annual cycle. According to Al-BIrunI, this change was made in 
the reign of Yazdegerd I (399-1+21), or Peroz (1+59-81+), (The 
Chronology of Ancient Nations, ed. and transl. by E. Sachau, 1+5;
Qanun I Mas‘udl, I, Hyderabad, 1951+> 132); but in the light of 
calculations made by S.H. Taqizadeh, which establish that the 
opening day of Mah Adur would have coincided with the Spring equinox 
in A.B. 507-11, a slightly later date seems probable (see Taqizadeh 
apud V. Minorsky, 'Vis u Ramin (il)' , BSOAS, XII, 1, 191+7* 3^ and 
for further discussion M. Boyce, BSOAS, XXXIII.3* 1970, 528). A 
further adjustment of the calendar occurred c. A.B. 1006 when the 
religious No Roz was moved again to 1 Frawardln, which at that time 
coincided once more with the Spring equinox (see Taqizadeh, BSOS 
IX, 3, 1938, 601+-6; IX, 1+, 1939, 917-8). Accordingly this chapter 
of FRBd. can be dated to between A.D. 507-11 and c. A.B. 1006, i.e. 
to sometime during the period when Adur was reckoned as the first 
month of the year.
1+. mahlgan occurs three times in §3 of our text. The first 
occurrence is an obvious mistake for the singular mah, the general
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word for "month"; the second refers to the day appointed for 
commemoration of a person one month after death; the third use is 
the irregular one as plural for mah. See further Nyb., op. cit., 75*
5* i.e. within Adur Mah.
6. This statement is corroborated in Pahl. Vd. farg. 8.22, viz. 
that the anniversary of a person’s death should be celebrated on the 
exact day of death, i.e. if he dies on one of the Gatha days the 
anniversary should be kept on that day. For the first year after 
a death, the departed soul was commemorated every month, and here it 
is stated that this memorial should be held on the monthly day 
sacred to the fravaSis when the person died on one of the Gatha days. 
The fact that this needed to be stated in a Pahlavi text is a further 
piece of evidence for the relatively late, i.e. Sasanian, date of the 
introduction of the intercalary days.
7* The second calendar reform made the month Adur especially sacred 
to the fravaSis in this period, for the festival of Frawardlgan 
remained before Mah Adur, as Al-BIrunI attests, up to the end of the 
tenth century A.D», by which time Adur had again become a winter 
month (see M. Boyce, BSOAS, XXXIII.3, 1970, 529, n. 63).
8. There is an identical statement in Pahl. Vd., loc. cit.
9* Dai is the month sacred to Dadar Ohrmazd "Ohrmazd the Creator" 
and Warhran the day sacred to the yazad of victory, but the probable 
explanation for the choice of the alternative month and day is that 
Mah Dai simply follows Mah Adur immediately in the calendar just as 
Roz Warhran is the day after Roz Frawardln. (The spelling Dai is 
here preferred to the usual spelling Day to avoid confusion with 
Eng. "day".)
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Notes to Chapter 2
1. When death has occurred in a house the potency of pollution 
afflicting the immediate physical environment is so heavy that strict 
precautions are taken according to the mode of construction and 
design of the building and the location of the corpse (see e.g.
Unv., Riv., 1.125 ff*» transl. D., Pers. Riv. 135 ff«)* Doorways 
are specially dangerous areas, as pollution in their vicinity 
prevents access and exit for a specified period (Unv., op. cit., 
127*14-8; D., op. cit., 137-8). A house with one door is discussed 
in PRDd. ch. 2 as an instance of a worse case of pollution, since, 
unavoidably, the corpse would have polluted the doorway when carried
v
out through it. According to Pahl. Vd. farg. 5*14bt Sng. II.38 and 
Unv., Riv. 1.138 (D., op. cit., 151+) similar precautions must be 
taken in the event of a dog’s death in a house, since the corpse of 
this mortal creature is almost as polluting as a human corpse (see 
M. Boyce, Stronghold, 162-3)•
2. The same statement occurs in AVN 1.7* Pahl. Vd. farg. 5»kk and 
SnS. M. sees it as an interpolation and gloss, but more likely it 
is simply a standard definition. Cooked food is more susceptible 
than raw to the attack of the druj 1 NasuS, the female demon of the 
corpse and decay, who settles on the human body just after death 
occurs. On NasuS see Dd., purs. 16.7 ff (ed. BTA, 36 ff** transl. 
West, SEE XVIII.39 ff.).
3» In Pahl. Vd. farg. uncooked food is defined thus: harw Ce
kar-e abar ne abayed kardan asaxt daniSn "anything for which any 
labour required is known as unprepared".
I4. These are periods of time stipulated in Pahl. Vd., loc. cit., 
and SnS II.I4I. The pollution of dead matter was thought De
heavier in the heat of the seven summer months than in winter, from
observation of natural decay taking place more quickly in warm 
weather. See also passages in Unv., Riv., 1.138, 1. l^p. 139* 1* b>
D., Pers. Riv., l5U f°* and also Modi, CC, 7b~5»
5. In the Rivayat of Shapur Bharuchi, Unv., Riv., 1.137* 11 • 9-11* 
D., Pers. Riv., 15^ 4* it is stated that "barley, wheat and things of 
a like kind will be pure in winter after nine nights, and will be
v
pure in summer after thirty nights". See also SnS. II.Ip.. In Pahl.
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Vd. , the qualification is added that unprepared food will only become 
fit for human consumption again if it was three steps or farther 
from the corpse in the house. All passages agree that cooked food 
is not to be used.
v
6. So in Pahl. Vd., loc. cit. and SnS., II. 90. Cf. also Unv., Riv.,
I, 139, 1« 11, P., Pers. Riv., 199*
v
7* The grades of sin are set out in Supp. SnS., XI.L-2, ed.
F. Kotwal, 22; see his Appendix I, ibid., 111*-!?, for the money values
of sins in Pahl. and UP texts. A tanapuhl sin has the heaviest 
penalty of 300 sters, the yad 180, the framan, a minor offence, is 
1h7 sters.
8. See SnS. II.91.
v
9* See Pahl. Vd., loc. cit., SnS., II.$1.
v
10. In SnS. 11.^3 a distinction is made between the acts of entering 
a house "in performance of a duty" xweSkarlha and of entering "without 
a duty" axweSkariha. This latter term seems to correspond to 
kam-wizar in our present text. In a case of necessity the religious 
law saw entry into such a house as neutral, neither a merit nor a 
sin. (Tavadia translates pad kam-wizar here "in fulfilment of a
wish", SnS., 2.93» n. 6, p. 90.)
II. With this statement cf. Unv., Riv., I, 137» 1* 3-kt
Q. f,When a man dies, is it proper to bring food from another 
house, and eat it (in the house where death has occurred) 
and can anything from the house (where death occurs) be 
carried to another house?
A. It is proper to bring food from another house and eat it, 
and it is not proper to carry anything from that house to 
another house till the fourth day.", transl. P., Pers.
Riv., 1^3
Since our text states that cooked food which is brought into a
house where death has occurred is all unclean, it follows that the
passage from Pers. Riv. cited above refers to uncooked food. See
also Unv., Riv. I, ll+O, 1. 1-2:
"In a house where a person departs from the world, it is
necessary that for the (first) three days they should not 
bring fresh meat and cook it therein; for the danger is 
that another person may follow him (i.e. may die). They
should be contented with whey, cheese, fish, eggs and
confection.", transl. P., Pers. Riv., 169*
Cf. Phabhar’s note 6, loc. cit.; S A if. ch. 78,' Pahl. Vd., 8, 22. Only
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in the Pahl. writings is the period of abstention from meat specified, 
as three days after death; in the Avestan texts it is not stated.
However, since rituals concerning the dead tend to occur in multiples
of three, the period is likely to be traditional (see further
M. Boyce, HZ, I, 12l).
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Notes to Chapter 3
1. Here ZarduSt is understood as the subject in dialogue with God.
The device of dialogue between the prophet and Ohrmazd is traditional 
and occurs throughout PEDd. as a means of expounding doctrine and of 
urging the faithful to religious practices and virtues. Although the 
repetition and formalism in this structure is tedious when compared 
with more realistic narratives, the rhetorical symmetry of such 
passages as this conveys most effectively the ethical dualism of 
Zoroastrianism. The stark juxtaposing of the results of evil and 
good actions is characteristic of this genre; it emphasises the 
principle of divine retribution not so much as punishment and reward 
from Ohrmazd, but as universal law, i.e. G. Av. aSa, that is seen to 
govern existence. The statements of §§£ and 8 of this ch. are made 
not as threat and promise, but rather as conveying mere fact of
law. Their being accredited to Ohrmazd himself lends them the 
required authority.
2. The tongue is the organ with which man pronounces the "holy 
word" (Av. mg,thra. spanta-, Pahl. mansQr spand) defined in Pahl. as: 
abezag stayiSn I yazdan "the pure praise of God" (GBd. XXVT, 100, BTA 
229); the word is man’s most effective weapon against the Evil Spirit, 
and the most efficacious means of healing (see Vd., farg., 7* 1*1+)* A 
general principle can be observed in Zoroastrianism that that which is 
most holy while alive is also most vulnerable to the onslaught of the 
Evil Spirit at death. See also Dd., purs. 39- 10-11+ (transl. West,
135 fO-
3* The heart was regarded as the seat of thought (and thus wisdom) 
according to Y. 31*12 (see M. Boyce, HZ, I, 8 and n. 27, also cf. MX 
1+8) as well as the home of the soul ruwan (GBd. XXVII. 5, BTA 2l+7)*
1+. So here the sins of the father affect his children, albeit as the 
father’s punishment, stamped as they are with evil characteristics 
from birth. This notion is somewhat at variance with the ideal of 
high Zoroastrian theology, that each individual has freedom of open 
choice between good and evil.
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Notes to Chapter
1. The argument is that if a man has truth on his side (i.e. mard I 
rast-xwah "the man of good faith"), he need not be resentful and 
vindictive in prosecuting his opponent for misrepresentation, since 
the process of justice will ensure that his losses will be made good. 
But should he resort to falsification to win his case, he is as 
culpable as the guilty party (mard I wad-xwah) in the eyes of God.
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Notes to Chapter 5
1. On the Iranian immortals see PKDd., ch. 5hi and M., purs., 90 
(SEE XVIII, 255 ff.).
2. Zarman is the hypostasis of old age, and, as the servant of 
Ahreman, brings decrepitude and eventually death to all men. The 
conditioned existence of this compounded world (Pahl. gumeziSn) must 
end in decay and death; and man’s hope for happiness and future life 
equally must lie in his own good actions. The afterlife is an 
incorporeal state (Pahl. menog) where a person’s righteousness and 
good mind are in union with ArdvahiSt and Wahman, the Righteousness 
and Good Mind of Ohrmazd (y* 1+6.10, 12; Y* l+9*3» £); however, lasting 
happiness comes only with a return to the original getig condition, 
when soul and body are reunited in a perfect physical world (see 
further M. Boyce, HZ. I, 236 ff.). Pahl. zarman corresponds to Av. 
zaurvan-, an abstract noun meaning ”old-age, decrepitude” (Y. 9 *5;
Yt. 9*10; l£.l6; Vd. 13*28) but in Vd. 131+3 if is personified as a 
demon Zaurva. In GBd. 27*28 (BTA 23 ) Zarman is: han dew ke dujdaft
kuned, ast ke pirlh xwanend ”that dew which makes one short of breath, 
it is also called old age”. See also Dd. purs., 37*1+1+» £2).
3« The odd syntax of this last sentence suggests that it may be a 
direct translation from Avestan. The indicative vb. kunend is 
noteworthy as having an optative/imperative sense (unless the text is 
corrupt)•
I*. It is possible that this statement - that thereby the soul can 
continue to exist - is based on what seems to be Zoroaster’s original 
teaching, that at FraSegird the wicked will be annihilated in the fiery 
stream (see M. Boyce, HZ, I, 21+2-3). It would not be surprising if 
traces of that teaching were still to be found in the Pahlavi 
literature.
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Notes to Chapter 6
1. This answer corresponds to the number of covenants described
in VcL., 1+.2 ff. A similar list but with a different order is given
in the Persian Rivayats (Unv., Riv., 1.1+3> transl. D. Pers. Riv.,
37) • In the Vd. details are given of the far-reaching effects on
relatives of the sin of breaking a covenant. As Darmesteter (SEE
IV, 3 » n. 3) and Dhabhar (Pers. Riv., 37* n. 8) have noted, the
commentary to the Vd. reduced the circle of liability to narrower
limits, and explained the numbers of years given as the duration of
the sinner’s own punishment in hell. There is disagreement among
the Pahlavi commentators on the subject of the sin "coming upon the
children" of the sinner (see Dhabhar, loc. cit.). Some maintain (as
here) that punishment comes even to those b o m  after their father’s
crime, others that righteous children need have no fear of it.
However, in a passage in the Persian Rivayats it is stated:
"but if he (the sinner) is highly favoured by fortune in 
this affair and although he may not be affected by (the 
consequences of) meher-druj, it will undoubtedly affect 
his children and his family will be ruined and his progeny 
will be extinct. In the next world his punishment will be 
worse and heavier" (Unv., Riv., I, 3>3» 1« 3 ff, transl. D.,
Pers. Riv., 1+9).
The great ahura Mithra is lord of the covenant (mithra-) and 
thereby enemy of the man who breaks the covenant. See Yt. 10.2
_  jt _
mithram ma janya, spitama ma yim drvatat parasauhe ma yim 
xVadaenat aSaonat; vayct zi asti mithro drvata.eCa aSaonaeca 
lkNever break a contract, 0 Spitamid, whether you conclude 
it with an owner of Falsehood, or a Truth-owning follower 
of the good religion^ for the contract applies to both, the 
owner of falsehood and him who owns truth," (transl. I. 
Gershevitch, AM, 75).
Mithra watches over and assesses all the actions of men (see Yt.
10.82; I. Gershevitch, op. cit., passim, and M. Boyce, HZ, I, 21^31),
he presides over the tribunal of yazads at the Cinwad Puhl; he judges
the human soul, whether or not it is fit to enter heaven. In the
Persian Rivayats it is said:
"whoso commits meher-druj has the way of heaven shut 
against him, and let it be known that he is without (the 
jurisdiction of) the commandment of, and obedience to,
God the most High and is in the jurisdiction of Ahreman and 
the demons." (Unv., Riv., I, 1+7, transl. D. op. cit., 1+1).
In the Persian Rivayats (Unv., Riv., II, 66, 1. 17-19,
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Pers. Riv., 1+31) MihrSdruj is also named in a list of dews who reside 
in men, so like other abstract notions is popularly understood by 
the traditional pattern of personification (Unv., Riv., II, 66, 1. 
17-19» D* t Pers. Riv., l+3l)*
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Notes to Chapter 7
v
1. The reckoning of the account is made at the Cinwad Bridge. The 
"sin" could be cancelled there, because the responsibility had been 
the priest’s, whom he consulted.
2. Apostasy from Zoroastrianism is named as a capital offence; the 
rejection of other religions as bad was a part of Zoroastrianism 
from the earliest times. The confession of faith, Fravarane, which 
was said by the earliest converts in a form perhaps only slightly 
different from the modem formula, severs connection with all other 
religions.
"I foreswear the company of the wicked daevas, the not-good, 
lawless, evil-working, the most Drug-like of beings - the 
company of daevas, of demons and the followers of demons ... 
etc. "
Such an attitude continued as a central feature of Zoroastrian
profession of faith, and in response to the challenges of
Christianity, Manichaeanism and then of Islam, the later, i.e. M.P.,
texts frequently state that apostasy and conversion to another faith
is margarzan, and offenders may be killed by faithful Zoroastrians
(see, e.g. Unv., Riv., I, 299* transl. D., Pers. Riv., 286, 29l)«
However, whereas persecution and capital punishment was enforced
under the Sasanians, through inquisitions, as recorded in Christian
martyrologies, by the time of our text, when mass, forcible conversion
to Islam was commonplace, the rule of margarzan could not and would
not have been applied, except perhaps against individual instances
of voluntary conversion. In the later, Persian Rivayats, suicide
was recommended (itself normally a margarzan sin) for those
threatened with forcible conversion:
"If a person (of a foreign faith) exercises tyranny over a 
man of the religion and tells him to turn Musulman with 
his family, then out of helplessness he should commit suicide 
but he should not turn Musulman*" (Unv., Riv., I, 282,
1. 6 ff, transl. D,, Pers. Riv., 27!?),
3* Two interpretations of this are possible: (l) Zoroastrians.
have a religion which protects them from sin; the act of conversion 
destroys this protection and thus they become sinful. (2) A man 
belongs to the religion which he has inherited from his forefathers, 
and conversion to any other religion is a sinful act. The first 
interpretation is preferable, since the chapter is devoted to the sin
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of abandoning the religion. Also, in the Persian Rivayats it is clear
• that conversion to Zoroastrianism was approved of:
"If they observe the rules of the religion steadfastly and
keep connection with the religion, and if no harm comes on 
the Behdins (thereby) it is proper and allowable."
(Unv., Riv., I, 28l, transl. D., Pers. Riv., 275).
1+. cf. Vd., farg. 3.1+1.
5« cf. similar statement in Vd., farg. 3*1+2.
6. On the Nabar ceremony, the initiatory service for the priesthood, 
see Modi, CC, 199 ff. See below PRBd. 9.10; I7.I5 50.7 ff.; and Unv.,
v
Riv., II, 33 £•> D., Pers. Riv., 1+19 f«; Tavadia, Sn£. II. 35, n. 6 
(p« 83) is in no doubt that the "initiative yaSt" of the priest is 
meant in PRDd. ch. 9, §10 below, q.v., and also see accompanying note 8 
p.527 below.
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Notes to Chapter 8
1. It is not intended here to give a full historical account of the 
origins and devlopment of xwedodah. or, indeed, to discuss the extent of 
the practice and its effects on Zoroastrian society. The problem of 
xwedodah has worried many scholars, from Iranian studies, and some, more 
recently, from Anthropology who have been somewhat surprised by what 
they have found reported in the literature of Zoroastrian Iran.a The 
present writer wishes to address himself principally to an elucidation 
of this chapter, leaving a fuller, anthropological and historical 
treatment of xwgdffdah to another more particular study. This text is 
particularly interesting in establishing the meaning of xwgdffdah in 
the Zoroastrianism of the Pahlavi books. Unlike some other texts which 
pronounce on the subject (e.g. Dk.. Dd.) FRDd. 8 is relatively simple 
and clear in expression; it is the longest extant text on xwgflgflah in 
Av. Pahl. or NP. literature. The chapter is not a mere description of 
cases of xw5d5dah or of the law affecting parties within it; it is 
apologetic, propagandist and popular, and affords certain further clues 
as to the reasons for the existence of such a practice.
v
The term x aUtvadatha. to which Pahl. xwedodah corresponds, is an Av. 
adjective which Bartholomae explained as deriving from Av. xvaetu- 
"kinsman, onefs own" and vadatha - "marriage”. Batholomae defines it 
thus:
1) *der eine Sippenehe geschlossen in die nachste Verwandtschaft 
geheiratet hat1, and 2) *wofur die Sippenehe bezeichnend ist* (Air. Wb.. 
1860).
The problem of translating this word is identical to that of establishing 
the nature of what practice it was that the word denoted, and both are 
complicated by the cultural specificity of the term and by the undoubted 
ambiguity (sometimes apparently deliberate and rhetorical) which enshrouds 
this the most controversial of Zoroastrian usages. The cultural specificty 
of xwedodah is clear from the obvious inappropriateness, in the Zoroastrian 
context, of the translation "incest" or incestuous marriage”. As .R.
Needham has said of the term incest:
a. Brian Spooner appends a list of recent anthropological studies of 
xwgdCdah and other facets of Iranian kinship to his brief article on 
the subject, ’Iranian Kinship and Marriage* Iran. IV 1966, 51—9• 
Particularly noteworthy is J.S. SLotkin, *0n a Possible Lack of Incest 
Regulations in Old Iran*, American Anthropologist XLIX, 1947> 612-7*
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"The idea ultimately underlying the English word seems...to be 
that incest is an offence against purity and moral decency."
(Remarks and Inventions: Skeptical Essays about Kinship. 63).
"Consanguineous Marriage" is more neutral and less offensive to
modern sensibilities, but does not have the strong positive connotations
which the Zoroastrian term had. Next, only in the medieval texts, in
Pahlavi, is there any certain indication of what xwedodah was. Av. and
NP texts are sadly incomplete in defining it; those scholars, Parsi
and others, who have denied any sexual meaning in the term emphasised
this state of affairs (and then attempted to explain away the Pahl.
evidence) translating the word as "a gift of one*s self", *'self sacrifice"
(P.P. Sanjana^) or as "holy communion" (B.T. Anklesaria0) etc. However,
PRDd. 8, together with certain other Pahl. texts, establishes that, in
the medieval period at least, and probably long before, xwedodah does
refer to the act of sexual union with next of kin, i.e. not merely to
a symbolic, non-physical, rite. It is recommended (whether or not it
was actually practised thus is another question) as a means of preserving
religious and social purity through a divinely ordained mode of
reproduction i.e. endogamy taken to its logical conclusion in marriage
with mother, sister, daughter, or father, brother, son. Nevertheless,
to include considerations for the cultural specificity and, particularly,
for the unique social and theological circumstances of the Zoroastrians,
the translation "family marriage" is suggested as a general term, though
for the period of the Pahlavi books "next-of-kin"marriage" is justifiable.
This chapter is omitted by Mirza, who refers to Westfs translation
in SBE XVTII, 415ff*» in his Appendix III 'The Meaning of Khvetukdas or
Khvetudad', pp. 389-430. West admitted the weight of the evidence in
Pahl. Y.. AVN, DK.. Dd.. etc., in proof of the recommended practice of
actual next-of-kin marriage. In referring to xwedodah in the Pahlavi
books generally, West says:
"Marriages between the nearest relations are defended chiefly by 
reference to mythical and metaphorical statements regarding the 
creation, and to the practise of the progenitors of mankind; they 
are also advocated with all the warmth and vehemence that usually 
idicate much difficulty in convincing the laity, and this zealous 
vehemence increases as we descend to the dark ages of the Pahlavi 
Rivayat..." (West, op.cit.)
b. !The Alleged Practice of Consanguineous Marriages in Ancient Iran*, in 
The Collected Works of P.P. San.jana. 472-499•
c. The Pahlavi Rivayat of Aturfambag and Fambag-Sros. II, 56.
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Although Vest clearly finds that PRDd. went too far in recommending
xwedodah. and he sees fit to omit the more definitely sexual passages
(he omits C3, 4, 5> part of 6, dl-9, fl-2), his conclusions were not
accepted by the contemporary Parsi scholars: the fullest refutation was
by D.P. Sanjana? His conclusion could only be reached by virtually
overlooking or explaining away the Pahlavi evidence (see esp. art. cit..
490-1). Nowadays even Parsis have less difficulty in accepting the full
significance of the term. As P.Xde Menasce said:
"On sait avec quelle passion elle a ete debattue au si^cle dernier. 
AujourcChui, il n'y a plus lieu de prendre le mime ton, et le fait 
que ce texte (REA) est publie par les savants Parsis eux-memes nous^ 
permet de le traiter avec la serenite et 1*objectivite desirables.”
As West pointed out in his discussion (see above) the term
xvaetvadatha does not occur in Gathic Avestan, and in the five passages
0
of the Younger Avesta where it is found . Although it obviously refers 
to some virtuous act, it is not defined. In the Pahl. translation of 
these passages no light is cast on the meaning of the word. Sanjana 
in his paper attempted to show that xwedodah was never advocated in 
either Zoroastrian scriptures or in priestly texts as consanguineous 
marriage. He also denies any veracity in the accounts of classical 
Greek writers about the Iranian practice of next-of-kin marriage 
(principally of Xanthus, Herodotus, Ctesias and Agathias), discounting 
them as inaccurate or malignant accusations. It is widely known that 
marriages between close relatives were not at all uncommon in the 
ancient world. Greek and Latin literature abounds with evidence for 
them. Full brother-sister marriages are known in W. Asia, especially 
in the house of Maussollus in Caria; marriages with half-sisters on 
the father*s side are attested at Dura Europus; in Egypt after the 
example of Arsinoe II Philadelphos, the Queen*s head appeared on coins 
together with that of her husband and she was called1 sister queen* 
even when she was not in fact the king’s sister; of the first five 
Ptolemys, however, so famed for their ’close* marriages, only two
d. *La Rivayat de Emet I ASavahistan,*, RHR CLXII (1962), 82.
e. Y.12.9; Visp. 5.3; Gah 4.8; Yt. 24.17; Vd.8.13.
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actually married their sisters (W.W. Tam, Hellenistic Civilisation. 
2nd ed. reprinted London, pp. 53> 12-4)*
According to W. Hinz the practice of levirate marriages between 
siblings was also common in the ruling houses of Elam (The Lost’World 
of Elam. London 1972, 91 )• All the ancient evidence from Iran was 
refuted as totally unconvincing by Sanjana. Even West admitted that 
the Parsis were
"perfectly justified in believing that their religion did not 
originally sanction marriages between those who are next-of-kin, 
provided they choose to ignore the statements of foreigners as 
based upon imperfect information."
On the other hand, another western scholar, J. Darmesteter argued:
"lfabondance des t^moignages generaux et leur caractere affirmatif 
mettait hors de doute que ces pratiques royales n*etaient point une 
chose isolee, la fantaisie de perversions individuelles et tout- 
puissantes. L!histoire ancienne de la famille est partout trop 
obscure pour qu*il soit permis de nier a priori l’antiquite de la 
pratique en Iran." I, 131)
f. Circa 8 B.C. the Art ax i ad Tigran IV succeeded to the Armenian 
throne. He reigned with his sister EratU. Their coins bear two 
portraites, one with the legend BACIAGYC BACIAKlN TIFPANHX, the
other (of Erato) with the legend BACIAEfKJ TinPANOY AAE/MDH. (cf.
rocy^apcTBeHHHK CpMHTaac, Cobpamie aHTH^HHX MOHeT, pyKOimcHHH icaTajror,
N?. 19U16 X.A. Muselyan, *Hin Hayastani dramayin srjanarut *yan 
patmut !yunicf *, Patmabanasirakar handes. 3* 1970, 76.)
The noble families continued the practice longer than others; in 
AD 365* the council of AStiSat condemned naxarars (feudal dynasts) 
who, for the sake of keeping their tohm (clan)-inheritance, married 
close relatives. No punishment is prescribed, however; the power 
of the naxarars was still something to be reckoned with. (A.G. Adoyan,
*Haykakan amusna-ftnt anekan haraberut ’yunnera mi jnadaryan orenk^erum*, 
P-bH, 3, 1965, 51)* The canons of the Armenian hurch state:
"Whosoever may take to wife mother or daughter, let them be burned in 
a fire" (Or kin arne zmayr kam zdusfri i hur ayryeo*ek* znosa. in 
Kanonagirk* Hayoor. I.Erevan. 1964. 471:7). If a sister orbrother 
are found married they should be !made the fuel of fire* (Arm. hrov 
barak dar.inel. Ibid., 471”3)« Mxit,ar GoS (d. AD1213) condemned 
marriage between close relatives, in his Pat as t anagirk * (fLaw Book*)*
In AD 3771 St Basil of Caesarea wrote of the notyovrxfav' IrBves in 
Cappadocia that hriftxtvo^ ftu (Letters. IV,Loeb,
Cambridge, Mass., 1934* letter 258, p. 45)« The melikdoms of late 
medieval Armenia were survivals of the ancient naxarar system, 
incorporating also members of the azatani. or freedmen. The oldest 
naxarardoms survived through the 1917 revolution,and several in 
remote,mountainous Karabagh retained their feudal holdings (R.H. Hewsen, 
’The Meliks of Eastern Armenia*, BEArm (N.S.), X, 1972, 285). Ln 
Karabagh, marriages between half-brother and sister were common, as 
were marriages of first cousins (St Kanayean, 'Amusnakan artakarg 
erenoyt#ner* Ararat amsagir. Ejmiacin, June-July 1917* 5*18-9 )• I 3111 
greatly indebted to my friend Dr James R. Russell of Columbia 
University, New York City, for the above information and references.
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V/hat proved to be the more difficult part of Dastur Sanjana18 refutation
was to explain away the Pahlavi material on xwedodah. and it was only by
(it must seem to others) mistranslating the passages and misquoting
West that he could satisfy himself that he had proved his case.
Apart from PRDd., there are some thirty contexts in which the term
xwgdgdah occurs in Pahlavi literature. Several take its meaning as well
known and do not give any explanation. Notably unambiguous, however, are
the treatments in the following passages which West translated in his
study (see above): the 18th farg. of the VarStmansar nask in Pk.« (DkM.
864.10-17); the 14th and 21st farg. 3 of the BSgan nask (DkM. 921.19 ff*
935*9 ff*)> AVN II. 1-3* 7-10. West also translates the lengthy text on
xwedodah in Dk. Ill (DkM.72 ff.). The text of the most explicit parts of
this passage is given here, with the more recent translation of P. de
Menasce (in French in Le troisi^me livre du Denkart):
(DkM. 73*3) xwedSdah ke ka xweS-dahiSrilh. n-§ ggh oavwandiSn I nerog 
5 xwgSan ham-dahifinSn pad-i§5n srayisn ud bozisn. ke andar madavah 
xwesan mardoman pad winnarisn paywandiSn I 5 fraSegird narlha madagiha 
paywandlhed han paywand amaragahiha drusttar raft an ray, mardom andar 
*Warag *hamsardagan *oy abag nabanazdistah andar nabahazdisfran *oy 
abag nazdpaywandan nazdpaywandtar se ewenag hampaywandih ast pid ud 
duxt ud pus ud burdar ud brad «<i xwah. abertar I *handaxtem... (DkM. 
74*1 ff-) ud nun agar ewbar pid az duxt nar afrid namlhist xwedodah 
I pid ud duxt gowem en-iz az den nigez ku gayomard. ka. be widard. 
susar. I tohmag xwanlhed, foZ spandarmad 1 zamlg obast 1-s mad, ud 
az-iS hambahist ma§ya ud magyanT pus ud duxt i gayomard ud spandarmad 
nafnThlat xwidodahih i pus ud mad, ud maSya ud masyanl ewag abag did 
warzid narlha ud madagiha pus xwahiSnlh ud namlhist xwedodah I brad 
ud duxt ud az-i&an was .tuxtag zad. faxtag zan ud soy bud hend. ud 
hamag mardoman T bud hend bawend-iz az bun tohm T xwedodah. ud ed 
cim ast T 6ihrlg pad ^ furiSn I az dad leu handazisn ast az abzon 1 
hamke8 warjnardom paydag.. TTDkM. 75*15) ud ed sud i az *abezag 
payiSnih i gohr ud gowem ku xwah ud brad o han i az-iSah zayed SaS 
nay ewenag dostlh bawed ewag en ku frazand 1 brad ud brad ud ewag 
en ku frazand i-S brad az-i§an xwah ud ewag eh ku frazand T  xwah ud 
ewag en kufrazand i-s brad az-isah pad ham Sim 6ahar nay mihr ud 
kamag ud_ tux|iSnJT bawed pad parward ~i frazand 6ahar nay uunned 1 
awis ud ham passazag frazand o zayedaran ud ed rah 1 abzlShTg mihrlh I 
frazandan pad weh parwariinlh i wes emed ud edon han T  az pid ud 
duxt pus ham zayend ud rosn jast ud abroxt hame wenihed andar awam 
1 ku aber Sad ud ramiSnig ke-S_frazand-e^T frazand ast,ka-z oh_az 
kas T ;fud tohmag ud Jud sahr han-iz pas cand weh 1 sazed bud han 
sadlh ud slrenlh ud rami^ ii i az pus-1 1 mard I az xwesih duxt zayed 
kg brad-iz bawed I ham madar. ud han I az pusjud madar zayed brad-iz 
bawed ham pidar~ed rah 1 wes ramisn i waxSiSn i urwahm ne ud agar padis 
ast zryan 1 fray az sud 1 ne-z ewag 1 fray az *hucihrih.
P. de Menasce translates (into French):
"There is xwgdgdah when one 1 gives of self*, which represents the 
transmission of ones personal power to one*s own, creatures like 
oneself, in protecting them and saving them, and when this takes 
place between those people who are particularly closely related it 
is organised to include them in fraSegird men and women uniting
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together. And in order that this union leads to the most wholesome 
results, people have a more closely connected union, being of the 
same race, with those of the same clan, and being from the same clan
as those who are the closest kin to them. The three types of kinship
that of father and daughter, of son and mother, of brother and sister, 
will be those that I consider above all... Now if it happens that a 
father produces a son from his daughter, that is called (lfaccomplissement 
du) xwedodah of father and daughter. We know (lit. I declare gowem) 
from the exposition of the Den that when Gayomard died, his sperm,
i.e. his seed, fell on Spandarmad, the earth, who was his mother and
therefrom MaiSya and MaSyanf developed together, son and daughter of 
Gayomard and Spandarmad: that is called the xwedodah of son and 
mother. MaSya and MadyanI united as man and woman out of the desire 
to have a son: that is called the xwedodah of brother and sister.
They begat many couples, and these couples are husbands and wi es.
All people who have been and will be originate from the first (emission
of) seed of xwedodah: Herein is a law of nature in the production
which has been made by God, the plan aimed at the increase of
humanity from all the keSwars... And this is the advantage that
the preservation of the race in its purity brings. I say that the 
sister and the brother will have as regards him who is b om of them 
a love as it were of 8 (sic) measures 1 )by the fact that it is the 
child of brother and ?brother! 2) by the fact that this child 
will be able to have from them a sister as *brotherf(?) 3) by the 
fact that it is the child of the sister 4) the child whose brothers 
came from them. For the same reason, there will be four measures of 
love, of good will, and of effort,in the care of the child,four 
measures of hope in him, and as regards the parents, therein is the 
way of ^oly* (abzon) love of children, when they bring them up 
well with much hope. And it is the same for a son produced by 
father and daughter. The light springs out and blazes up and it is 
seen in the course of time that they are very happy and joyful to 
have a child from a child (i.e. a grandchild), even if it is by 
someone who is of another race and from another land,® how much more 
pleasing is it that this sweetness and joy should come from the son 
who is the man who is bom of one!s own daughter, who is also the
brother of his mother too".
Unfortunately, because West!s Appendix on the meaning of xwedodah
was included in the volume containing his translation of Dd., in order
to avoid repetition of material, he did not reproduce the several important 
passages from Dd. on xwedodah but noted that in certain chapters of Dd. 
"allusions are made to the Khvetudad of brother and sister formed by the 
progenitors of mankind". (SEE XVIII, 414). Sanjana then easily dismissed 
the testimony of these passages in his paper by referring to them as 
"mere allusion..." etc. (op.cit. 484) One passage in particular, from 
this most orthodox of Zoroastrian books, Dd. purs. 64, demonstrates the
g. pace de Menasce "d®autant plus convient-il que cette douceur et 
cette joie vienne du fils d'un homme qui l*a (sic) engendre de sa 
propre fille, 1*enfant dtant le frere meme de sa mere.
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meaning of xw£d5dah:
east ud^Eaharom uursi§n oassox han I nursed ku 
bun I tohmag i xwedodah gowend. ku az ce be bud: 
nd az 6e_gyag be bud passox ed, ku fradom 
warzisn i xwedodahih az han bud i ma§ya nd 
masvane kard, ke ewkard brad nd xwah bud hend.  1   » ■ ■' ■  u-- - ------- ■ ■ — 7
u-san pus_warzisn i hamgumezisnih kard civon^ 
fradom xwedodah warzisn i fradom hamgumezisnih 
I mard abag zan awe^in kard ud paywand I mardSman 
hamoyen purr-rawagih i tohmagan az han be bud, 
ud haman mardoman i gehan az han tohmag
"Where and from what did the origin of race, which they say was 
next of kin marriage, arise; and from what place did it arise?
The reply is this, that the first consummation of next of kin 
marriage was owing to that which Mashyaih and Mashyayaih did who 
were brother and sister together, and their consummation of inter­
course produced a son as a consummation of the first next of kin 
marraige, so that they effected the first intercourse of man with 
woman, and the entire progress of the races of every kind of 
lineage of men arose from that, and all the men of the world are 
of that race1,’, transl. West,SEE XVIII,199 f• J cf. also Ed. purs. 
36.82; 63.6 .
When passages such as this and those from Dk. Ill provide what
appears to be clear evidence for an actual practice of next-of-kin
marriage in Sasanian Iran and after, some scholars have regarded them
as scholastic, bookish, and therefore as inadmlssable as evidence of a
social-religious reality. P. de Menasce has put it:
MLe Eenkart III nous en avait dlcouvert l*aspect intellectual, 
doctrinal, et lfon pouvait craindre qu*il visat une situation 
quelque peu th£orique, si bien que lfon hesitait a se prononcer 
sur la realite de certain faits que leur justification meme nous 
faisait tenir pour livresques et au moins perimes (art. cit.. 75-6),
and the same scholar wrote of the Rivayat of Emet i ASavahistan (REA.).
and we would add of PRDd., that it
"dissipe ces doutes et nous montre que la theme repondait a une 
realite" (art.cit.. 76).
In another important passage on this subject, in answer to a question 
about the heinousness of the sin of kuhmarz "sodomy", Manu&cihr replies 
by contrasting it with the great merit of xwedodah. Xwedodah is a creative 
act leading to the production, eventually, of Frasegird; kunmarz is an 
unnatural act which brings only death and the end of good. (Dd.. purs. 76)
As de Menasce noticed in art. cit.. 82, a passage in MEED 42, 114 (Ease. 1,
105, 5~10) treats of the case of a marriage between brother and sister
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which is presented as a quite normal thing (transcr. and transl.
Bartholomae, SR 5» 17-18). Another small text on xwedodah which was 
not included by either West or Sanjana is ch. 20 of The Pahlavi Rivayat 
of Adurfambag and Fambag-sros. transcr. and transl. by B.T. Anklesaria,
1.106; 11.56. Closer inspection of one other text, however, is desirable 
for elucidation of certain points in PRDd.. i.e. REA chs. 22, 24, 28,
29, 30. These passages were translated and discussed, with special 
attention to xwedodah. by P. de Menasce in art. cit. (More recently, 
the whole of REA has been transcribed and translated into English by 
N. Safa-Isfehani, Rivayat-1 Hemit-i Asawahistan: A Study in Zoroastrian 
Law. Harvard Iranian Series, Vol.II.) For reference to the passages 
see notes to this ch. below.
PRDd., REA, and other texts whose final recensions are considered 
to be post-Islamic in date, testify to the currency and apparent orthodoxy 
of the idea of next-of-kin marriage/sexuality. West is wrong, surely, 
to have spoken of PRDd. in such strong terms ("zealous vehemence...",
"dark ages" etc.), of a book which is otherwise so faithful to what is 
recognised as orthodox tradition, and to attribute it as he did "to some 
writer of the thirteenth or fourteenth century (SBE XVIII, 428, but cf. 
ibid.. 415; see above the Introduction to the present work). B. Spooner, 
art. cit.. 56, concludes that xwedodah "was adopted by the king (Achaemenian?) 
from Mesopotamian religion", and that "the practice took on a sacramental 
balue and. ..spread as one of the marks of purity of the nation-religion, 
Persianism-Zoroastrianism".
With the removal of the Sasanian king, however, and the decline of 
Zoroastrianism, he says, there was no longer any reason to continue the 
practice of xwedodah. If this is the case, then the Pahlavi books of the 
ninth and tenth centuries attempt to combat any such discontinuation of 
tradition. The strains, ambiguities and constraints which are evident 
in PRDd. 8 reflect the oppressive times under Muslim domination.
However, it is premature, surely, to argue as Spooner does, that the 
practice of xwedodah "was never an integral part of the social structure 
but simply a vehicle to a type of grace..." (art. cit.. 56)
It is argued below that rather than being abandonned at this-time, 
or even upheld against the adverse flow of history, in PRDd. xwedodah 
constitutes a revival of a practice long consonant with Zoroastrian 
theology and society; here, however, the practice is preached for an 
unprecedentedly urgent purpose - the preservation of the Good Religion.
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2. It may be assumed that at the time of the last recension of this 
chapter agdenih was the greatest, and the root, of all problems for 
Zoroastrians. Moreover, as P. de Menasce has put it s'”tout indique 
que 11akdenTh est bien 1*Islam qui n’est jamais designe par son nom”
(art. cit.. 76) It is significant, then, that the rejection of agdenTh 
and act of conversion to the Good Religion, is acclaimed as a virtue in 
parallel to the practice of xwedodah. Indeed, as West suggested a 
century ago, the priesthood may well have extolled and recommended next- 
of-lin marriage Mto prevent marriage with strangers, in order to hinder 
conversions to the foreign faith” (SBE V, 389)* This is the actual 
import of the opening words: the priest is speaking about the virtue of 
these two acts in order to emphasise the great peril of the contrary 
acts, i.e. becoming Muslim and marrying non-Zoroastrians. The practice 
is not simply an example of Zoroastrian dissimilation from Muslim 
prohibitions; in this text xwedodah appears to have a new, normative 
function, yet which is quite in keeping with its traditionally ascribed 
power of zaniUm i dewan. i.e. in the contemporary conditions, zanisn T 
agdenTh. This, nevertheless, does not account for the theological and 
anthropological meaning of xwedodah which, as next-of-kin marriage, is, 
so far as is known, unique in the world!s religions as an intrinsically 
meritorious act for all to perform.
3) This theme runs throughout this chapter (e.10, f.3* g«2) and many 
of the other sources on xwedodah. See below, n.
4) Section a is in parallel to section d below. The xwedodah relations 
described in §§.1,3*4 and 5 are prefigured mythologically in §§a.2-8.
In e.g. Dk. Ill (DkM. 73) Ohrmazd is said to be the father of Spandarmad; 
from their union was bom Gayomard. Thus far, explicitly in Dk. Ill etc., 
and by implication in FRDd.8.a.2ff., the xwedodah. relation is:
(Ohrmazd) ^  - O  (?)
I
(Gayomard) A  0  (Spandarmad)
In Dk. loc. cit.. Gayomard^ seed is said to have impregnated Spandarmad 
(DkM. 74.2ff) from whom was b om the first human couple, MaSja and-MaSyanag. 
The series of relations is now:
A f o(?;
A \  |
(Gayomard) O  (Spandarmad)
i— 1--»
(Ma&ya) A = o (MaSyanag)
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Ma&ya and Ma^yanag, brother and sister, perform xwedodah and produce
thereby the second generation of mankind, which ever increases thereafter.
Thus all the principles of the relationships mentioned in section d are
anticipated here. R.C. Zaehner (ZZZ, 152, 163) quotes PRDd.8.a.2-4 in
his discussion of the Zurvanite myth of the creation of the luminaries,
but he does not see any Zurvanite influence here; it is more likely, he
considers, that it is the product of orthodox Zoroastrianiam. J.
Darmesteter explained the origin of the orthodox myth thus:
"les docteurs mazdeen eurent le tort de raisonner, et les accidents 
de la vieille mythologie les amenferent mettre entre le Createur et 
le premier inceste fraternal une nouvelle serie incestueuse. Le 
mariage d*Ahura et de Spenta-Armaiti n!etait a l*origine que la 
reproduction du vieil hymen cosmogonique entre la Ciel et la Terre, 
entre Dyaus et Prithivi, Ouranos et Ge, Jupiter Pluvius et Tellus 11
(ZA I, 135).
The Pahlavi translation and glosses to Y.44 give a clear picture
of the union of Ohrmazd and Spandarmad. The myth of Ohrmazd consorting
with Spandarmad his daughter would have been doubly a target for Muslim
attacks were it not disguised in Pahlavi language. Zaehner quotes
Noldeke's translation of Bedjan, Acta Martyrum. ii, 576ff., a Christian
polemic against such ideas, in which the following is stated:
"Und wenn er sie mit seiner Mutter, Tochter oder Schwester gezeugt 
hat, wie eure thbrichte und alb erne Lehre sagt, warum soil er uns 
dann nicht in allem gleichen? Ein Gott dagegen hat weder Mutter, 
noch Tochter, noch Schwester, weil er eine ist und er allein Gott 
ist, der uber all seiner Schatze frei verfttgt" (from Pestsfru/? an 
Rudolph von Roth. Stuttgart, 1893» 34-8» quoted in ZZZ, 436; see 
also Text F6 in ZZZ. 437f*)«
5) Here the prophet is portrayed as admitting that xwedodah is Jkefttar,
Ohrmazd answers that mankind was wrong to have strayed from the practice
established by himself the first man, and the first-couple. Had they not,
it is said, mankind would not now be divided and in strife - the alien
race (-San az .iud sahr etc.) would not have come about. Here the problem
of agdinih is linked to manfs own disregard of lineage.
The practice of xwedodah is urged in the most emphatic ways:
it is of divine origin as the original reproductive act (a.2-8);
it is cleansing, smites dews (a.1,c.3» g«2);
it is salvation from Hell (b.1, 2, 3);
it is declared by Ohrmazd as best virtue (c.1-2, f.2, m.4» n.2);
all men will do it eventually (c.6);
it is very meritorious (h.1-3, i.1-4» j»1-2)»
ZarduSt declared men should practise it (m.1-4);
Ohrmazd prescribes it for Zardu&t (a.5-9 > 0.1-2).
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The chapter begins and ends with the perplexity of xwedodah.
Ohrmazd and Zardust both know that while it is the best of things,
az harw SiiS pasom (o.2). it is also skefttar (a.5), wad, saxt (o.l)
&keft (o.1,2) and tang (o.2). In the concluding section where
Ohramzd answers the perplexed ZarduSt, it seems that the virtuous power
of xwedodah is not unrelated to its difficulty. It appears to be a
complete reversal of what is acceptable, yet in fact it is not. Sodomy
is shown to be the antithesis of marriage. Xwedodah is shown to be the
ultimate marraige. Levi-Strauss defined the prohibition of incest as
"less a rule prohibiting marriage with the mother, sister or daughter,
than a rule obliging the mother, sister or daughter to be given to others,"
(The Elementary Structures of Kinship. 481).
In the boldly eschatalogical, apocalyptic vision of the Zoroastrian
world, particularly in times of oppression, the writeivpriest wished to
speed up the process of naywandiSn i o frasegird. The mention of Sosyans
in c.6 makes this wish explicit. In cutting themselves off from the
Muslims around them, in refusing to trade with them, marry or be buried
with them, the Zoroastrians anticipate anxiously the state of FraSegird.
when change no longer occurs, when exchange is no longer necessary,
because all is fulfilled and complete unto itself. As Levi-Strauss
concludes his major work on kinship:
"...mankind has always dreamed of seizing and fixing that fleeting 
moment when it was possible to believe that the law of exchange 
could be evaded, that one could gain without losing, enjoy without 
sharing. At either end of the earth and at both extremes of time, 
the Sumerian myth of the Golden Age and the Andaman myth of the 
future life correspond, the former placing the end of primitive 
happiness at a time when the confusion of languages made words 
into common property, the latter describing the bliss of the hereafter 
as a heaven where women will no longer be exchanged, i.e. removing 
to an equally unattainable past or future the joys, eternally 
denied to social man of a world in which one might keen to oneself 
(on. cit.« 496-7).
This joy of "keeping to oneself" is of course the root and branch of
xwedodah. For social man, as Levi-Strauss put it, we have the reasonable
reaction of Zardust - that xwedodah is Skefttar etc. ZarduSt, however,
is also prophet of the Divine, whose revelation far transcends the logic
of this world (see o.2, e.g.). ZarduSt proclaims:
"Practise xwedodah! And I speak of the good (man); as for the 
negligent (axweskarah HB.) and bad men, then by them this was said 
harshly: *A thing which is so hard and grievous in our law (dad) 
xwedodah. is not to be practised1."
The practice of xwedodah then, is an ideal with immediate practical 
benefits: in so far as it can be practised it seals off the community
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to that extent from outside, i.e. Muslim, influence. If Zoroastrian
priests were unique in having advocated such close consanguineity,
perhaps it is because the rationale of the purity code in the gumezisn state,
and that of the expectation of the world-made-perfect at Prasegird
both strive to separate the good from evil, man from demon, weh denlh
from agdenlh. in fact self from all that is other than self.
6) On this couple’s act of xwedodah see GBd. XIV, 6-10 (ed. TDA);
Dd.. purs. 64; 76.4-7; 36.82; Dk.III, cited in n.1 above. On variants 
their names see A. Christensen Le Premier Homme I, 9-10, and on the texts 
relating to the pair see ibid., 13ff« and M. Boyce HZ 1,96-7*
7) This may refer generally to ordinary disaffection among members of
a family, or more particularly to the chaos of conversion to Islam and
apostasy from Zoroastrianism which would certainly have split families.
The fourth chapter of ZVYt. describes the tenth century of the millenium
of Zardust, when Eransahr is invaded by alien hordes of evil religion
(waffar den IV. 10). The social order will be overthrown as a results
andar han awam. . .hamag mardgm fref tar be bawend. ku ewag o* did ray 
wad xwahend ud mihr wuzurg .md-gonag be bawed, ud azarm ud dosaram
ud mt^n-d^gtih az gehan be Sawed mihr i pid /az7 p u s  ud brad az
brad ^awed damad az xwasur .Tud be bawed ud madar az duxt .nudag 
pud kamag be bawend.
"In those times all men will be deceivers, that is they will wish 
evil for one another and love will be a very different sort (of thing), 
and respect and love and spiritual friendship will disappear from the 
world, the love of a father will go from the son, and brothers from
brother and mother will be opposed and hostile to the daughter "
(iv.13-15).
In those times as the following chapter states, in the words of 
Ohrmazd: ahlawan pahlom han bawed ke pad weh den i mazdesnan ested ud 
den 1 xwedodah pad dudag raWed "The most excellent of righteous men will 
be he who stands by the Good Religion and in whose family the religion 
of xwedodah continues. (V.5)
8. A Persian Rivayat states that only xwedodah can remove the margarzan 
sin. However, it cannot atone for the sin of kunmarz. as in said in the 
29th chapter of REA.
9. This section appears to be a gloss on b1 - the sense is the same.
10. The writer appeals to revealed scripture throughout: a.2ff, c.1, c.4>
d.1, d.2, e.1, f«1, f.3, i,j,k,l,m,n,o.
11. I. e. any time an act of kunmarz is committed it is (because of its
results) as if one committed it with all the dews.
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The writer displays his skill in contrasting the great virtue with 
the great vice here (and see below, n.14-). Rather than explain the 
actual good effect of xwedodah. he describes vividly the horrors of 
sodomy, which multiplies the worst physical (pad getig I? c.3) and non­
physical (o* petyaragomandih) evils, while meanwhile making it clear 
that the virtuous in aradise are not affected thereby.
12. Cf. Dd. purs. 72.2.
13. Three basic types of xwedodah relations are described in $$ d.1-5, 
with their variants. As was said in n. 2 above, these relations are 
each prefigured in the mythological unions of Ohrmazd, Gayomard and Masya 
with their kin. For the sake of clarity the different relations are 
drawn out below, showing the relative merit of each according to this 
text (the next-of-kin union specified is encircled in each case):
£41 Parent + child xwedodah: (la is superior to 1b)
type 1a type 1b..
A s/O : 
*
\Oi
Brother + sister xwedodah: (1b is superior to 2)
type 2 A  = o
.A = 0 :
§44- Father/brother + daughter/sister xwedodah. 
type 3a A = O
L ? x - .A  == O,:
Mother/sister + son/brother xwedodah 
type 3b A  = O
A _ =  O.-
type 3a is in fact only a continuation of type 1a.
type 3b is in fact only a continuation of type 1b.
viz. 1a will continue as 3a, which becomes the series 3a...
A* =xO
I
A  > 0
\ //..
A -^0 etc.I
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1b will continue as J>bt which becomes the series 3b»««
A - 0
IA ~ o  etc.
I
Put together^ 3a-• and 3b... become what is presumably the ideal structure 
by which MaSya and MaSyahag and their next-of-kin began to populate the 
world, but which, (according to PRDd 8.a8) broke down:
A  =  O
pi-f
A  7 o A y O
I'Uo
...S ' I I
O A
A problem in this kind of endogamy is that if the xwedodah of son and 
mother produces only a male offspring the line will break down, viz. 
resulting in exogamy: . _
and vice versa for the xwedodah of daughter and father:
A mere brother+sister xwedodah in the second generation of the diagram 
would complicate, perhaps disrupt, the structure.
The continuation of type 2 above would produce the following series:
A =  O
I— *— \
A -  o 
I
This is a * lateral* xwed5dah in that it connects only siblings, not, 
generations.
14. In §£d.1-6 it seems that sexual relations are referred to. §d.2 
is surprising : again the writer uses the contrary example of kunmarz 
to demonstrate a principle. According to MX. ed. Anklesaria, 45-7» 
Sanjana 21-3; quoted by Zaehner, ZZZ. 368-9: "Ahreman gave birth to the 
demons and lies and "the other abortions by committing sodomy on his own 
person," (transl. Nyberg, COM. 1929, 198-201). Here the allusion serves
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only to argue that what made something bad worse must make something
good better. The principle "the closer the xwedodah. the better", is
given also in the Persian Rivayat t
va ormazd gofte ast ke har Sand paivand nazdiktar kerfetar va Jehad 
va kuses nimayed pesar-i baradar. va duxtar baradar ke-yek digar 
dehand va pesar-i xahar va doxtar-i baradar be yekdigar bedehand 
Unv., Riv., I 308, 15-18, transl. D., Pers. Riv.. 295.
15. Presumably this means that the sin of breaking contract passes to 
the illegitimate child even if she later becomes his wife, just as if 
she were legitimate (who would also be affected by their father’s sin 
of adultery). See above ch. 6.4.
16. Sd.6 is the link to a deviation from the main subject in d.7» 8 
and 9, According to some texts full responsibility remains with the 
parents until the offspring is fifteen, when the child is invested with 
the sacred kusti. See Modi, CC, 178ff.
17. According to GBd XXXVI.5 (ed. TDA*W) Yim (Av. Yima) ruled for 616 
years and six months before his glory xvarona departed him; after this he 
was in flight for a hundred years. A tale similar to that of PRDd. 8 
occurs in Unv. Riv.. II, 208-10, D., Pers. Riv.« 580-1, cf, also Unv., 
ibid., I 255-6, D., ibid., 257.
18. Here and in § e.3, 4* 5 Yima’s var (Av. var-) is confused with var 
"lake" (Av. vairi-).
19. West translates "ape".
20. Gandarw is a demonic monster, mentioned below in ch. 18, f.9-13*
21. This creature is unidentified.
22. The translations of gasf, and gung are West’s. West translates dywk* 
"weevil". GBd. XTVb (ed. TBAX has a fragment of this story which accounts 
for the creation of the ape kabig. the bear xirs. and the tailed one 
dumbomanA.
23. It is here assumed that -8 be nazdik Sawed is a euphemism for 
sexual intercourse, i.e. literally "he goes near to it (xwedodah)". There 
can be little doubt that at this time xwedodah described the sexual act; 
Confirmation of this fact is given in a sui^rising context, Ch. 56 below, 
which is otherwise solely on the merits of dr on. myazd and gahainbar.
In the concluding sections, to emphasise the importance of immaculate 
conduct of these services, Ahreman is made to say to his fellow demons 
that although the demonic ’remedy* against myazd and gahambar is easy,
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for human hearts can be corrupted; xwedodah is inviolable. Ahreman
advises his demons:
xwedodah hil. ku to be-san man-iz "car ne danem. ce ka cahar bar 
gayend hagriz mard ud zan az xweflh I ohrmazd be rie &awend, be-san 
did frazandih abayed dad...
"leave xwedodah. since even I do not know the remedy to (give) you 
(for that) without their (compliance), for when they copulate four 
times man and wife will never depart the kinship of Ohrmazd, again 
progeny must be given to them" (PEDd. 56.16).
CF. also REA 30, which poses and answers a question about male impotence:
mard-e ke-s menisn pad xwedodah bawed hah ke-s abag ayed kardan __ 
pad wistarag dared pad kamag wizardan atuwanig clad meh ayab wemarih 
ray eg^is kirbag T xwedodah bawed ayab lie kirbag i xwedodah eclon^  
bawed ka-z pad kunisn kard ka-s menisriiha u-^ kardan ne tuwan ka-s 
atuwlhigih ray o kardan he rased hah-iz kirbagT pad kunisn 
bowandaglha ne kunlhed ne pad kard hangariSn be-% eg-iz menisniha 
ray wuzurg ruwah frayad 0I1 bawe<3.
P. de Menasce translates (art. cit. 87):
"Question: Tin hommme a lfintention d’accomplir le xvetodas: il prend 
dans son lit celle avec qui il peut le fair, mais s*il est incapable 
de sfen acquitter Selon sa volonte, a cause de son grand age ou 
d*une maladie, y a-t-il alors merite de xvetodas ou non?
Reponse: Le merite du xvetodas est tel, soit qu*on l*effectue, soit 
qu*on en ait 1*intention sans pouvoir le faire, soit que par 
impuissance on nfen puisse venir a bout; mais cet acte meritoire qui 
n*a pu etre fait doit pas etre considere comme accompli: cependant, 
en raison de 1*intention, cela apporte un grand secours a l,ame".
On the other hand, ch. 28 of REA states that the production of children 
from such unions does not increase or decrease the intrinsic merit of the 
act.
24. Cf. TJnv. op. cit. I. 309» 1-2; D., op. cit., 295»
25. Nowhere are the claims for xwedodah more exaggerated than here. In 
principle it is the same as §h2, asanih "satisfaction" (the term usually 
used for the gratification of the yazads through zohr. see Lhabhar, Pahlavi 
Yasna. Glossary^p.20) is here used of the dews who cannot obtain complete 
gratification, even from such lavish offerings, because of xwedodah.
26# Divorce was not recognised by Zoroastrians except on rare grounds 
(see Sd.Bd. oh.34.8ff.» D.# Pers. Riv.. 527» Ilnv.Riv.. I', 189; op.cit.. 
204). This refers, probably, to the length of a xwedodah marriage 
according to the length of a personb life.
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27. asodad/ahlawdad is a technical term for a gift to a priest, especially
the obligatory gift for rite performed. See M. Boyce, HZ I, 169-70, with
n. 152. Naturally priests insisted that nothing was more meritorious.
This passage is one among many in FRDd. which demonstrate how priests 
sought to establish their claims on the laity. Cf. also M. Boyce* 'ipious 
Foundations', 283-3* for gifts of land to priests.
28. Cf. the counsel of Zardu^t in DkM. 209.17-18
wes 4wi7demlh i dewah u-s we£ mehman/lh7 I dahman afrln pad tan
ray xwedodah warziSn.
"pour que dans la personne, il y ait grande absence des dev et 
grande presence de Dahman AfrTn pratiquer le xwetodat (transl. 
de Menasc^Dk. Ill, 203).
29. I.e., on the banks of the River Daiti where he first received a
revelation. Although this at first appears to be a pious fabrication,
it has the authority of Dk. VII.4.4f* DkM.626.12-20. transl. West, SHE
XVIII, 412ff, SBE XLVII, 51f.
eg zarduSt pad buland rasisnih abar be rwand o gehan i astomand i 
ahlayih stay'istan ahlgyih ud nikohrd/an7 dewan franamibn mazdesnlh 
Zardubt hah 1 amahraspandah ezisn nlyavi&i o asma pahlom gowein ud 
ayazisnih S dewan xwedodah han-iz pahlom agahlhisnih ku az agahih 
i dad ested astawanTh kirbapfilhan meh andartom az ov vaz old duxt 
pus burdar ud bradar ud xwah paydag.
(in the same episode, an opponent of the prophet declares ..^ 15-e1
padib edon abeguman hem ku ne abayed kardan Eiyoh xwedodah... (DkM.627.9f.)
30. i.e. the refusal to practise xwedodah.
31. A major weakness in this otherwise affirmative ending is that, of
course, there is no mention in any ex±ant scripture that ZarduSt married 
his mother, sister, or daughter.
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Notes to Chapter 9
1. On the Dron service, yaSt I Dron, see PRDd., ch. 58 (in M.), 
and for the fullest discussion of this and related ceremonies see
M. Boyce and F. Kotwal, ’Zoroastrian baj and dron", I and II, BSOAS, 
XXXIV, 1, 58-73, and 2, 298-313, 1971> and especially 1, 62-66.
For an explanation of the significance of the dr5n, i.e. the 
unleavened bread, see the Pahlavi treatise -’Abar Cim I dr5n,:, 
translated by Kaikhusro Dastur Jamaspji Jamasp Asa, DHMV, 201-5t 
and also ch 56 §§1-8 below. See also Modi, CC, chs. 12 and l5» and 
Unv., Riv., II, 26 ff., B., Pers. Riv., I4I3 ff.
2. Thus the yaSt I dron is a minor ceremony when compared in merit 
with the Yasna, Visperad and Vendldad, see below §9 ff. and cf. Unv., 
Riv., II, 12, D., Pers. Riv., 1+00 f., and SnS., XVI.6; (SBE V,
380 f.).
3* With §§2-3 cf. ch. 65 §§ll+ and l5 below; two other Pahlavi
passages are also similar to our text: (l) DkM. 801-2:
abar oz Tudl taglgih I menog I dron en-iz, ku harw Sab dewan az 
duSox pad winahldan ud mur^jenidan 1 daman andar 5 gehan dwarend; 
ud ka dron yazed, han men5g pad zadan ud abaz daStan 1 dewan 
ay5zed, ud andar harw Sab nawad ud no bar pad k5xSiSn I abag 
dewan frod warded, u-San zaned ud stowened ud az mur^eniSn 1 
gehan abaz dared
"Concerning the power and strength of the spirit of the Dron 
[is] this also, that every night the dews rush into the world 
from hell for the ruin and destruction of creatures; and when 
the Dron is celebrated, that spirit strives to smite and repulse 
the dews, and every night it comes down ninety-nine times for the 
battle with the dews, and it smites them and overcomes them 
and keeps them from destroying the world."
(2) Abar Cim 1 Dron, DHMV, p. 202 f.:
en-iz paydag ku harw roz pas az hufraSmog yazd dewan ud druzan 
az duSox Ciyon bus 1 aspan moy homanag abar ayend ku anagih pad 
daman 1 ohrmazd kardan ray be 5 getig ayend. Ciyon o kof 1 
harborz rasend men5g I dron o padirag I han hamag dewan ud 
druzan abaz Sawed u-San zaned ud afsened ud ed5n zaniSn kuned ku 
tagarg homanag of tend u-San az 5 getig amadan ud anagih pad daman
I ohrmazd kardan abaz dared, ud agar ne men|5g| I dron ray he, 
hamag dewan ud druzan dam I ohrmazd ray awen ud apaydag ud nizar 
kard he ...
"This also is revealed that every day after the dews and druzs 
come up from hell like hairs of the horses’ manes, that is they 
come into the world to do harm to the creatures of Ohrmazd. When 
they come to Mt. Harborz, the Spirit of the Dron comes back to me 
meet all those dews and druzs, and he strikes them and destroys 
them, he deals ^them) such a blow that they fall like hail and he 
keeps them back from coming to the world and doing harm to the 
creatures of Ohrmazd. And if it were not for the Spirit of the
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Dron, all the dews and druzs would have annihilated and 
obliterated and enfeebled the creation of Ohrmazd."
By comparison of the sentence Ciyon 5 kof l harborz ... etc. (in
passage (2)) with PRDd., ch. 65, §l5> it would appear that Mithra
himself is the Menog I Dron:
ud mihr -pad roz peg xwarSed rawed: ka xwarSed andar o rozan 
Sawed (i.e. into the window/door in Harborz) mihr abaz garded 
pad Sab salavlh I daman I ohrmazd az dewan druzan ud mihrdruzan 
kuned
"and in the day(time) Mithra goes before the sun; when the sun 
goes into the window (i.e. into the door in Harborz) Mithra 
turns around in the night affords protection to the creatures 
of Ohrmazd from the dews, druzs and mihr druzs" •
h* The word goSodag (Parsi goSudo) derives from Av. gauS hu5a 
"the beneficent cow", and is applied to whatever represents the 
animai kingdom in religious ceremonies, while the vegetable creation 
is embodied in the dron. As is stated in PRDd. 58. 67 (transl. M., 
p. 33I+ f.), goSodag may be milk, butter or eggs, etc.; the term is 
also applied to flesh offerings consecrated at a Dron service (see 
M. Boyce, 'Haoma, Priest of the Sacrifice' , HMV, 67); see also Modi,
CC, 299.
5* The Snuman (Av. xSnaomaine "for the propitiation, satisfaction") 
is the statement of dedication to a particular yazad. In one form of 
the yaSt I dron, the yaSt 1 bars am, or in India panj tay "five twigs", 
the Snuman is always to the Lord Ohrmazd before all others (see M.. 
Boyce and P. Kotwal, art. cit., I, 6I4).
6, yaSt I keh "the lesser worship" is the older name for the dron 
or ba^ service since this service forms part of the preparation for 
the yaSt I meh the "greater worship", i.e. the yasna; see M. Boyce
and P. Kotwal, art. cit. I, 67.
7« zohr is the Pahl. form of Av. zaothra-, which derives from the 
root zav/hav "pour"; although zaothra- must originally have meant 
libation, it came to be a synonym for Av. myazda- "(solid or liquid) 
offerings" which was used especially of the blood sacrifice. 
Commenting on the meaning of yaziSn i pad zohr in PRDd. ch. 17 §a2, 
Tavadia states:
"It seems that 'yaziSn with zohr1' means the proper 
ceremony as performed by priests, cf. (Unv.) Riv. II. 12. 6ff.
which gives the relative merit of this and other ceremonies when
performed with z5r and bars am and when without them. The latter 
refers merely to the recital of the texts, since the verb used 
is xvandan "to recite’ and not yaStan ’to offer up (or celebrate)*
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or kardan '’to perform' as in the former 11 
(Sn£>., Appendix 5* 2, n. 7, p. 153)*
For references to zohr in Pahl. texts see M. Boyce, JRAS, 1966, 102-3*
On the practice of making ritual offerings and its importance in
Zoroastrianism see M. Boyce .HZ I, 12+8 ff*, and JRAS 1966, 100-18.
8. A similar statement, found in the Persian rivayat of Kamdin 
Shapur is more specific in defining the yaSt of our text as the 
ceremony of get! xrid or nozod. Also it adds the words, lacking in 
PRDd.,
"or has not caused them to be performed by other priests"
(Unv., Riv*, II, 35> 1* 8, transl. D., op. cit., 1421)
whereby the Persian text seems to include young men of priestly and
non-priestly families; however, in our text, apparently, it is the
nabar (i.e. yaSt I nabar) of the ordaining priest which is meant, and
the warning is not for non-priests. Nabar is otherwise known in the
Persian rivayats as nozod, but, as Tavadia has explained, this latter
term
"does not or at least need not mean the naojot ceremony by which 
a Parsi child is taken into the Zoroastrian fold, but the navar 
ceremony which forms the initiation of a Parsi priest ... " 
(Tavadia, SnS., 3* 35» n. 6, p. 83f.)»
9* The dwazdah-homast is a' form of prayers recited for 26I4 days in 
honour of 22 yazads; each of these yazads is worshipped with a 
celebration of the Yasna and Vendldad services daily for twelve days, 
and nights. Modi explains homast as '"hama yasht" ... the praise or 
celebration (yasht) of all (hama) yazatas1 (CC, 1431); but, cf. West, 
SBE V, 212-3» n. 5, where West has cited Dastur J.M. Jamasp-Asa’s 
detailed description of the different homast ceremonials, none of 
which, indeed, is dedicated to all the (33) yazads. According to this 
there are four kinds of homast, the first of which is not mentioned in 
PRDd. 9J
(1) homast.: one Yasna recited daily for twelve days for each
of the following successively ^i.e. for II4I4 days)
Ohrmazd, TiStar, XwarSed, Mah Aban, Adur, Horddd, Atnurdad, 
Spandarmad, Wad, SroS, Arda-fravaS
(2) ewag-homast: as in (l), one Yasna daily, plus one Vendldad 
every twelve days, for each of the same yazads
(3) dah-homast: one Yasna and one Vendldad daily as in (l)
(I4) dwazdah-homast: one Yasna and one Vendldad recited daily for
twelve days for each of the twelve yazads in (l) and for ten more: 
Wahman, Ardwahist, Sahrewar, Mihr, Wahram, Ram, Den, RaSn, GoS,
AStad.
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In the Persian rivayats it is clearly and repeatedly stated that
dwazdah-homast is recited for the atonement of "sins" - that is,
offences against the purity laws - committed wittingly or unwittingly
by women during their menstruation; thus the yazads to whom the
services are dedicated are those who are afflicted directly by the
defilement of menstruation. In the Persian rivayats three lists of
twelve yazads, all slightly different in details, are given along with
the significance of the choice of yazads; see Unv., Riv., I, 211f.,
219-221 (see also Sd.N., ch. 1+1, §§7-20, transl. West, SEE XXIV,
p. 303f.). It is noteworthy that in the Rivayat of Bahman Punjya
it is stated of the dwazdah-hSmast
"These 12 Vendidads represent the least number. According to 
all Rivayats, 33 Vendidads should be consecrated for the 
propitiation of all the 33 Amshaspands and Yazads. If this is 
not possible, then 18 should be performed, if not, 12 must be
consecrated. This accounts for the greater or the lesser
ceremonies of the Davazdah Hamast."
(Unv., Riv., 21f, 11. 15>-16; transl. D., op. cit., 219)*
10. In contrast, in a Persian rivayat it is said that the performance
of two hamag-den with dwazdah-homast and with zohr is one of the means 
of atoning for (i.e. removing) margarzan sins (Unv., Riv., I 307» D., 
Pers. Riv., 292).
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Notes to Chapter 10
1. Cf. DcLA-p. 9*6: ud hunar I rastlh weh ud abzarlh xrad meh "the
virtue of truthfulness is best and the instrument of reason is 
greatest." However, the Andarz I OSnak I Danak (ed. Dhabhar, p. ll+) 
differs in its statement: fradom hunar pad mardoman, xrad weh "the
prime virtue among men, reason is the best." MX 3.6 (ed. West) 
typically, reconciles the discrepancy in the words: pad ruwan radlh,
ud pad gehan rastih ... ud pad tan 1 mard xrad weh "in the spirit
charity, and in the world truthfulness • • • and in the body of men
reason, is best." In Sd. Bd. ch. 70 (ed. Dhabhar, p. 139) the virtue 
of truthfulness is explained as supreme in Zoroastrianism:
(1) anCe porslde budand ke sud-i xaiS az ziyan-i mardom
taleb karden Ce gunah ast, bedanand ke sar-i din be aSam 
vohu ast, va tafslr-i an rastl kardan ast. (2) va agar 
be rastl kardan va goftan ast va hiC kar dar jehan behtar
az rastl kardan nlst "About what they had asked as to
whether there is any sin in seeking one’s gain from men’s 
loss, let it be known that the origin of religion is in 
Ashem Vohu and the meaning of it is to practise truthfulness.
(2) If truthfulness is to be practised and uttered, then 
there is no work better than practising truthfulness in 
this world " (transl. D., Pers. Riv., f£>2).
See also §d. N., ch. 62 (ed. Dhabhar, p. 1+3, and Unv., Riv., I,
1+0, transl. West, SEE XXIV, 323); Sd. Bd., ch. 7U* 20-2 (ed. D., p. ll+9, 
and transl. Pers. Riv., £5!>-6).
2. huaxwlh is the good life in heaven for those who merit it by
their good lives on earth. Cf. DkM. 5>92.13 (SEE XLVII, £): gayomard
o han I amahraspandan huaxwlh mad ku garodmarlg "Gayomard attained
to the good existence of the Amahraspands which is heavenly." §a2 of 
our text has the usual word for "paradise, heaven" wahiSt, but in §§h 
and o garodman, usually reserved for "highest heaven" of Ohrmazd,is 
used synonymously with wahiSt; in §q the terms are combined: 
garodman, wahiSt I Ohrmazd.
3. Cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 70.3, va agar be rastl kardan,kasl bar zendan 
konand,behtar az an baSad ke kasl be dorugh goftan az zendan birun 
konand "And if in practising truthfulness, a person is thrown into 
prison, it is better than that a person is released from prison for 
telling a lie " (transl. Dhabhar, Pers. Riv., 5>f>2).
Here the moral teaching is uncompromising and thus in accord with 
Avestan teaching, but cf. Dhabhar’s note on a passage in the Persian
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Rivayats on breaking oaths, and on telling lies where there would be 
harm by telling the truth, Pers. Riv., 307» n. 2 and 3*
1+. With §3 cf. M  660, 10 ff.
£. The righteous charitable give to "the good and worthy" (wehan 
ud arzanlgan), and correspondingly "the charitable who are sinful" 
give to people of opposite character, wattar ud axweSkarlg. It is 
stated in a Persian Rivayat that it is a margarzan sin to give 
charity to such a one (Unv., Riv., I. 3^6, 6-9, Dhabhar, Pers. Riv., 
306-7). See also Vd. III. 3l+f XVIII. 3ht and M. Boyce 'Toleranz und 
Intoleranz im Zoroastrismus* , Saeculum XXI, 1+, 1970, 337•
6. With this §, cf. PU, 1+9• £> ed. D., p. 2l£.
7« In all likelihood druwand in this paragraph means "unbeliever",
i.e. a Muslim, and the point of the passage is to prevent means 
going to the enemies of the faith.
8. On the different forms of the names of these two, the first human 
couple, see Christensen, Le Premier Homme, I, 9-10. In our text 
there are variant spellings: p. 136, 1. ll+p-l£ mUi* W mlhy’n ’y 
(MR^, J mlhynyh); p. 137» 1* 2-3 m ,hl,s W m ’hlyd’n ’h (MR^, J m ’hlsyh 
W n^hl y ,n ,yh) • For the legend of how they grew from the rhubarb 
plant, worshipped Ohrmazd, were seduced by evil forces, and eventually 
became the progenitors of the human race, see GBd. XIV, £ ff. (BTA 
127 ff.). For references to passages in which they are mentioned see 
Christensen, op. cit., I, 13 ff.
9. Av. hadiS- "house" occurs in Vr. 1.9 (repeated 2.11) and 9«£.
In the Pahl. translation the glossators add the words menog 1 xanag 
"spirit of the house" (l. 9). See further Darmesteter, *Le Dieu 
Hadhish* , Etudes Iraniennes, II, 201-3* HadiS appears as a minor 
divinity and messenger from Ohrmazd to the first man and woman in 
Dk. (DkM. 993.8ff., transl. West, SBE XLVII, 7) to teach them how to 
bless their bread before eating. For a discussion of the problems in 
the passage see Henning, BSOAS XII, 191+7 > £9-62. HadiS is called 
pad ahraylh abar arzanig in the Dk. passage for which Henning (art. 
cit., 6l) suggests "with due reserve" a reconstitution of the 
original Av. text aSava. pairiS. ha^hanana, "who has been granted 
(the reward) by the Holy One." HadiS is on a similar mission in our 
text and it is reasonable to assume a common Avestan source and to 
emend the words FWN ’sy* ’dwynk1 to FWN ,hl*dyh [QDM] ^c^yk*. In
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Dk. HadiS recites two Ahunvars in order, as here, to defeat the dews.
10. Literally "Blessing of the pious", usually taken as the 
personification of the prayers of the devout. Dahman Afrln is one of 
the three great non-calendrical yazads.
11. With §g cf. Dk. VII. 1.12-13 cf. a similar passage in the Persian 
rivayats in a ms. written by Hormazyar Framarz, f. 31; text and 
transl., D., Pers. Riv., 308; and also Sd. Bd., ch. 7^ » §§l5-17 (ed. 
D., li+l*, transl. Pers. Riv.,
12. M. reads *e5 harv Ce xSnaveS e-S o aflaye£ "whatever pleases 
(me) ought to be (mine)".
13* As in §cl, above, the emphasis is not to encourage excessive 
wizldarlh but that it should be exercised as a virtue to ensure that 
charity remains righteous and does not compromise with evil (see §§L 
and c) •
11*. It is possible that this is carefully phrased in order to 
exclude the royal tombs, which contained embalmed bodies.
15. The meaning is not quite clear - perhaps it is that old-age has 
conquered man by taking him to the place of death. M. reads be o gyay 
ma£ bave<5 "unless it has come (sic., transl. amad for mad) in time";
this would imply that only premature old-age is bad, and the sense
seems as strained as the grammar.
16. With this § cf. D., Pers. Riv., 307; ?d.N., ch. 79.1-2•
v
17* One end of the Cinwad Bridge rests on Harborz.
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Notes to Chapter 11
1. According to Dk. IX, 9.1 (DkM. 792.9, SEE XXVII, 181-2), and 
Ind. Bd. XXVIII, 8, 10 (SEE V, 106), the dews Indar (’ndl) and Savar
(s’wl) encourage men not to wear the sacred kustlg and shirt, and are
propitiated when men obey them. In Vd. XVIII, 5>l+-9 (SEE IV, 199 f*) 
it is said that whoever is over fifteen years old and walks without 
the sacred garments becomes the consort of the demon Drug. The Pahl.
Comm, to this passage explains that for the first three steps it is
a sroSoCaranam sin, but after the fourth it is a tanapuhl, for which 
there is no possibility of forgiveness. See also SnS IV. 6-10 (SEE V,
287-8 and Vest’s notes 287, n. 1+, 288, n. 3); AVN XXV, 6; (SEE XVIII.
13i+); and especially cf. gd. Bd. ch. 89 (transl. D., Pers. Riv., 
which appears to be a r£sum£ of §1 and 2 in our text; gd. Bd. chs.
13-h and 60.5*
2. The shirt should be all of one piece as is explained in Dd. purs.
39.2 (DdA. 125.6; SBE XVIII, 133):
pasox ed ku^niyabag ast pad drust sped I pak 1 ew-tag, I
ewkard, Ciyon wahman-iz edon ewag dam I fradom; pan az
han wastarag xwanlhld han i andartom ud nihan pad den 
"The reply is this, that it (the shirt) is needful to be 
perfectly pure white and of one piece which being of one 
piece is because Wahman indeed was the one first creation, 
the garment is called after him, the innermost and concealed 
in the religion".
The choice of Wahman in this text is obvious, as the last words
disclose: this amahraspand - personification of the divine good mind
and power of conscience, first created of Ohrmazd - is traditionally
most intimate with Ohrmazd and angel of the prophet’s first vision
is here associated with the intimate garment which is both symbol of
the religious conscience, and emblem of Zoroastrian identity. There
is a "seamless shirt" in the New Testament: in the Gospel of St. John
it is said:
Then the soldiers, when they had crucified 
01 ovv (TTpanQiTai, ore (oravpoocrav tov 'Irjaovv, chafiov ra lp.dna Jesus, took His garments, and made four parts, to
avrov, teat k-noirjaav Ttacrapa p-ipt), k/cd<rra> (rrparicorr/ pcpos, kcll tov every soldier a part} and also His coat: now the
tQvcl' ijv bt 0 \iTujv appatpos, (k tQv avondtv v<pavTos bi oAou. coat was without seam, ■ woven from the top through­
out.
A typical Christian explanation of the xlton arranhos in this verse
(j. 19.23) is e.g. in W.Walsham How, Commentary on the New Testament;
"This was the inner garment,worn under the loose outer robe.
It reached from the neck, where it was fastened, to the feet, 
and was held together by a girdle round the waist. The fact 
that this coat was ’without seam, woven from the top throughout*,
has often been used to suggest the unity of Christ’s Church.
He that makes schisms in the church rends the sacred robe of 
Christ. ”
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This seamless garment is also an undershirt. On the Zoroastrian shirt
v
see Sn$. 1+.6; D., Pers. Riv.) 30 f.; Modi CC, 181 f.
3. West (SEE V, 288, n. £) suggests that this refers to running in 
inner shoes (i.e. slippers), without wearing outer boots.
Alternatively the word may be a-mog "shoeless” • See MX, II. 37 (ed.
^ “ -v v
West), and West’s note in SEE XXIV, 11, n. l+; Tavadia, SnS. TV. 2;
Ind. Bd. XXVII. 13 (SBE V, 107); ZKA ll£ and n. 11 for references.
v
The Rivayat of Kamdin Sapur states specifically:
agar yek nay kafS va yeki barahna hamConln ravand bedlnsani 
gunah bud (Uny., Riv., I. 95*8; H.F., f. 253) "If they walk 
with one boot on one leg and with the other foot bare, it is 
a sin of like nature (transl. P., Pers. Riv., 100, and see 
D.’s notes, loc. cit. n. 2, 3*)
It is likely that the punishment for this sin is based upon that
of wiSad-dwariSnlh (described in Pahl. Vd. farg. l8.3>£), and not
vice-versa as is implied by our text. Dk. IX.9*1 (SEE XXXVII, 182)
says that the demons Taurvi and Zairik are propitiated by the act of
"walking with one boot" (for references see SBE XXXVTI, 182, n. 1+)
i.e because they are the special opponents of Hordad, guardian of
water, and Amur dad, guardian of plants. More logically Sd. N. ch. b
states that this sin causes injury to Spandarmad, protectress of the
earth.
1+. With §§1-3 cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 89* According to Vd. farg. 18.1+0-1+1+ 
this is a sin which makes the demon Drug pregnant, because it 
pollutes the earth more than is necessary. The rule and the 
punishment is explained in the Pahl. Commentary. See also Dk. IX 
18.1. (DkM.807.Sft, SBE XXXVII, 207); MXA II. 39; AVN XXV. 5-6; §d. Bd.
v
ch. 88; Sd. N. ch. £6; Sn# states that ablutions should also be done 
from the squatting position, and that the same principle applies as 
for passing water (Snff X. 5; SEE V, 317-8)*
In Vd. farg. 18.1+6 it is clear that this is the sin of 
involuntarily emitting semen in sleep; it is atoned for by recitation 
of Avestan prayers which prevent the demon Drug from becoming pregnant 
by the seed. On the purification from such pollution see Unv., Riv., 
I, 192-3; D*» Pers. Riv., 206-7* On the connection between human 
semen and the spirit of the sky (NP. mlnoi asman) see Jjfd. Bd., ch. 73> 
(transl. D., Pers. Riv., £5>7)*
v
6. Hell is in the north, and according to Sn# X. 7 a demon will 
become pregnant each time food or liquid is thrown towards the north
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at ni^it; it is also enjoined that one Ahunvar is to he recited in 
order to smite the demons when anything is thrown away.
7* According to Sd. Bd., ch. 8-l£, there are only four grounds 
for divorce, otherwise a wrongful separation incurs a margarzan sin 
on all those concerned, because it is the violation of a contract, 
mihrodruj (see below, ch. 12).
8. Here the term menogiha prefaces the penalty that is enforced
upon the account of the soul, while getiglha defines the actual cost
the offender must meet in this world.
9* The terms me rag and ziyanag have a technical sense here, it seems;
cf. Nir. p. 22. 16 ff. (continued on 6. 11 ff.)
"which deals with the subject of taking the wife of another
for religious work. The taker is called merak, and she ziyanak 
(p. 23. £, 8). Among other things we read about her seduction 
by him." (Tavadia, §nS., p. Ill, n. 13)
See also PRDd., ch. l£. b.£ on adultery.
The term ahlawdad here is also an odd usage; usually it is
interpreted as what is given to an ahlaw, "a righteous (man)", i.e.
a priest, hence the general translation of "charity, a charitable
gift". Here the term is more metaphorical as applied to zan/ziyanag
(M. translates ahlawdad "a solemn gift") but it still seems to have
a specific, religious meaning.
10. Clearly this refers to the details of covenant-breaking given in 
ch. 12 below; the marriage agreement, mentioned in ch. 11, §11, is just 
such a verbal covenant made in friendship pad saxwan doSaramlha past 
kun-, the unlawful breaking of which renders the culpable parties 
margarzan.
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Notes to Chapter 12
1. These are the six kinds of covenant-breaking referred to below 
in Ch. 6.1 (see notes). Cf. Pahl. Vd. farg. I4.2-IO, and Unv., Riv.,
1, k3t D., Pers. Riv., 37* Darmesteter (SBE IV, 3^ n« 2) has observed
that the classification of covenants in Vd. farg. lj.2 ff. is, in the
first two categories, by their mode of being entered into, and in the
last four by their amount, but that the verbal and hand covenant seem
also to have indicated an amount, i.e. the value of money or goods
involved in the covenant; however the commentary only gives the value,
in staters, of the last four. For each kind of covenant-breaking Vd.
gives both the atonement of the next-of-kin of the sinner, and also
the punishment, physical and financial, which the sinner himself must
suffer. The Pahl. commentary explains that the atonement of the
next-of-kin is ku ... sal blm dariSn "that they will have fear for ...
years" (the numbers correspond to those of the Av. text). A Persian
rivayat goes further in reducing the liability, stating only the
number of years the actual sinner’s soul must spend in hell (see
Darmesteter SEE IV, 3 6 , n* 3, D., Pers. Riv., 37 f»,n. 8).
"First if one turns away from an agreement or bargain entered 
into with another, one’s soul will remain in hell for three 
hundred years" (transl. D., Pers. Riv., loc. cit.).
In the Persian text the numbers of years correspond to those in our
text (except one, see n. £ below), but the order is different.
2. Pahl. Vd. has pah-masay "sheep-si zed", and the commentary values 
it at three staters; the equivalent in Pers. Riv., (loc. cit.) is 
bai'-i gosfand beSikand "if one breaks the contract about a sheep" 
(transl. D.). gospand (§3), st5r (§1+) etc. stand for amounts involved 
in agreements as the standard prices of animals etc.
3* Pahl. Vd. has st5r-masay "cattle-sized", and the commentary: 
twelve staters; Pers. Riv.: bai*-i gav va gahar-payan beSikand
"if one breaks the contract about cattle and (other) four-footed 
ones" (transl. D.).
I4. Pahl. Vd.: wir-masay "man-sized"; commentary: five hundred
staters; Pers. Riv.: peiman 1 doxtar beSikand ta no sad sal dar
duzex bemanad "if one breaks the contract (about the marriage of) 
a daughter, one will remain in hell for nine hundred years" (transl. 
D.).
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Pahl* Vd*: deh-masay "village-sized", commentary: u-S az panj
sad drahm ham bun-iz "at any rate (more) than five hundred drahms"; 
Pers* Riv*: bai*i zamln begikand ta no sad sal "if one breaks a
contract about a piece of land, (one’s soul, will abide in hell) 
for nine hundred years" (transl. D.).
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Notes to Chapter 13
1. As in ZKA 199-200 so here "the word” is virtually synonymous with 
the yatha ahu vairyo, the most sacred prayer of the Zoroastrians 
which, it is said, was pronounced by Ahura Mazda before the creation 
of the physical universe (Y. XIX. 3> 8-9)* Its sacredness thus makes 
it the principal weapon against the forces of evil, and so it was used 
by Ohrmazd against Gannag Menog "the Evil Spirit" (GBd. I. 29, BTA10-11) 
and by ZarathuStra against Arara Mainyu (Vd. XIX. l). In Yt. XVII. 20 
the prayer is explicitly described as a weapon, when Arara Mainyu says 
that ZarathuStra "smites me with the Ahuna Vairya, as strong a weapon 
as a stone, big as a house" (trans. Darmesteter, SBE XXIII, 275)*
With our text cf. Pahl. Vd. XIX 8-9:
pas sox o 5v dawld du.Vdanag gannag menog (ku): "pad-om kadar
gowiSn wane (ku-m stow be kune) (u-m) pad kadar gdwiSn apparene 
(ku-m az dam .^ ud be kune) pad kadar zay I hu-kard (en) I man 
dam ke gannag menog?" 9» passoxlh o oy guft ke spitaman zarduSt 
ku: pad hawan ud taSt ud h5m; gowiSnC-iz) (l ohr)mazd fraz
guft (ke abestag) man zay ast pahlom; pad(-it) han gowiSn wanem 
(ku-t stow kunem) pad(-it) han gowiSn apparenem (ku-t az dam 
?jud kunem) pad han zay xub-kard ... "
"Gannag Menog, evil-knowing, replied to him: "With what word
will you conquer me (that is defeat me), (and) with what word 
will you expel me (that is separate me from the creation), with 
what well-wrought weapon this creation of me Gannag Menog?"
9* He who is Spitaman ZarduSt answered him: "With the mortar and
the bowl and the homi and the word also which Ohrmazd pronounced 
(which is the Avesta) is my best weapon; with that word I shall 
conquer you (that is defeat you) with that word I Shall expel 
you (that is separate you from the creation) with that well- 
wrought weapon ... ",
2. M. omits to translate zlndagih in this §•
3. The ASam vohu, one of the four principal mg.thras of Zoroastrianism 
(with the Ahuna vairya, Airyima iSy5 and Yefahe hatqm), praises and 
invokes ASa VahiSta, the tutelary amaSa spanta of truth and fire. In 
Yt. 17. 20 (cf. n. 1, above) Atara Mainyu also says that ZarathuStra 
bums him with ASa VahiSta "as if it were molten brass" (Darmesteter, 
(loc. cit.). It is noteworthy that the Airyama iSyo is not mentioned 
in our text although it is described in Yt. 3 (which is dedicated to 
ASa VahiSta) as that which "smites down the strength of all the 
creatures of Angra Mainyu, one of the Yatus and Pairikas" (Darmesteter, 
op. cit., 1+3)• Indeed of all prayers, according to this yaSt, it 
would seem to be the most triumphant and efficacious against the
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forces of evil; it is, however, specifically connected with events 
at the end of the world, rather than with the struggle of daily 
living. The two prayers mentioned in our text are fitting, in that 
they'inspire the two-fold effort that man is required to make: in
the present cosmic struggle for victory through the power of the 
Ahuna Vairya which had been entrusted to ZarathuStra (Y. 19• lf«)» 
and in the inward striving toward virtue and blessedness for the 
individual soul through the help of the AS am vohu.
k» M. translates namCiStlg particularly. On the advantages from 
these prayers see Y. 19 and 20; WZ I. 12-19 (SEE V, 13>7f»)> Jk* IX. 2. 
17-18 (PkM. 788.9ff., SEE XXXVII, 171*).
5* i.e. Ahreman. According to the account in Bd. the Evil Spirit 
entered the world through the sky, polluted each of the creations,
brought death to the plant, animal and man (GBd. IV. 10ff., BIA l*8ff.
l+8ff.), and he "unleashed greed, need, danger, pain, sickness, lust 
and sloth upon the body of the ox and Gayomard" (u-3 az, niyaz sej, 
dard, yask, war an ud bug asp pad tan I gaw tid gayomard fraz hist 
(GBd. IV. 8ff., BTA 50). The material world is thenceforth open to 
corruption by evil, but Ahreman is trapped in it by the "Spirit of the 
Sky", men5g I asman, and he will be destroyed at the time of EraSegird 
(GBd. VTA, 2ff., BTA 70-1, MX 28. 2 (ed. West), transl. Zaehner, Dawn,
" v ~ "
265; SGV IV. 63-79* transl. Zaehner, ibid., 265-6). Ohrmazd’s purpose
in this, and subsequently the purpose of the religious man, is to
oppose and destroy evil. Thus it is in accordance with the optimistic
view of Zoroastrianism that the author of our text explains how the
evil effects of Ahreman’s assault are turned against him; although
men, good or otherwise, must face death, they may take consolation
in knowing that latent in the essence of all evil is its own ultimate
destruction, e.g. as a Pahlavi text puts it:
az dew han ke CiS 5bared; ka, niyazlh ray, CiS ne mad ested, 
az tan xwared "The dew greed is that which swallows things; 
when, owing to privation, nothing is obtained, it devours 
itself." (GBd. XXVII 33, BTA 238).
Indeed a Zurvanite text states that Ahreman himself is threatened
by Zurvan thus:
"When the period of nine thousand years comes to an end, if 
thou hast not perfectly fulfilled that which thou didst 
threaten in the beginning, that thou wouldst bring all material 
existence to hate Ohrmazd and to love thee ... then by means 
of these weapons 5z will devour that which is thine, thy 
creation; and she herself will starve; for she will no longer
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obtain food from the creatures of Ohrmazd •.. n 
(WZ XXXIV • 3^ > transl. Zaehner, Dawn, 223)-
S§9 and 10 of our text do not agree in details with the account 
of the attacks of the Evil Spirit in GBd.: u-S ab ^ud-mizagih abar
burd "He brought change-of-taste upon the Water" (iY. 13) and ibid., 
IV. 27: pas o ataxS mad u-S dud ud teraglh andar gumext "Then he went
to the fire; he mingled smoke and darkness within it" (IV. 27)* There 
are signs here in PRDd. of the oppressive times of its final 
redaction; traditionally Zoroastrians condemn death, drought and the 
extinguishing of fire without reservation; when the writer attempts 
to derive consolation from the idea that such demonic acts may 
prevent other evils his argument, casuistical in style, is indicative 
of a Zoroastrian spirit demoralised by adverse conditions under the 
rule of Islam.
6. M. reads surax, but translates as "unsuitable place", explaining 
"a hole, hence a place not suitable for human habitation" (p. 3^1* 
n. 1+).
7« M. translates ewenag "things", i.e. as if it were CiS.
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Notes to Chapter 1^
1. The theme of the lament of the animal creation before God occurs 
several times in Zoroastrian literature, the earliest instance being 
the complaint of GauS Urvan to Ahura Mazda of maltreatment at the 
hands of the wicked (Y. 29* 1 ff.). In GBd. IV a2 (BTA $3> TEA I46.8-I 
I46.8-II) GoSurwan complains to Ohrmazd after Gannag Menog has defiled 
the world:
a-t salarlh I dam pad ke be hist, ka zamlg wizandag nibayed ud 
urwar xuSk ud ab beSld? ku hed han mard ke-t guft ku 'dahem1 
ta pahrez be gowed. "To whom have you left the chieftaincy of 
the creatures, when the earth lies injured, the plant (is) dry, 
water has been afflicted? Where is the man of whom you said:
'I will produce' , so that he may proclaim salvation?" (Cf. W Z  ET* 
1-3.) ~
In our text the animals complain collectively to Ohrmazd;
gospand, Av. gav. -spanta- "beneficient bull", came to be used as a
term for all beneficient animals, because they were, as a genus, sprung
from the seed of Gaw I ew-dad "the uniquely-created bull" (GBd. VI
e2-3, BTA 81). According to GBd. II Ik (BTA i+l):
"GoSurwan accepts the seeds of the beneficient animals from the 
Moon station", ka mi rend, tan o [zamlg. gvan 5] goSurwan ... 
paywanded, ku-San be murn.jenldan ne tuwan bad "when they die, 
the body is united with [the earth, the vital soul with] goSurwan, 
so that they (i.e. dews) cannot destroy it."
Since men were obliged to kill animals for food, the religion
prescribed that the victim be ritually consecrated and offered as
sacrifice, so that its spiritual part might return to its place in the
spiritual world. Thus on GoSurwan, M. Boyce has suggested that
"it seems probable that the origin of this divine concept was 
indeed in the sacrifice itself, the repeated release of the 
spirits of individual animals creating the personification 
which is the sum of them all." (HZ I, 1]?0)
The fact that in our text the "beneficent animals" complain to 
Ohrmazd in the spiritual world, whereas in other texts a single 
spiritual being, GoSurwan, does so, lends support to this theory.
Cf. Sd. Bd. Ch. 9+.21-3 » 3&-^I> ed* Bhabhar, 128-9» trans. Pers. Riv. 
5kl±-5:
"(2l) Then the ainshasfand Goshurun who is appointed guardian over 
the four-footed ones stood up on its legs and said: "0 Creator
Ohrmazd! I will not go to that world (man be git I naSavam) for at 
the end of the millennium of Zaratusht Asfantaman, they will kill 
me often and eat me frequently. (22) They will kill frequently
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the ploughing ox and the war horse, the lamb and the herd of goats. 
(23) And when they eat meat, they will more frequently commit sins 
through its power ... (38) The Creator Ohrmazd consoled Goshurun
amshasfand who is appointed guardian over the animals and 
four-footed ones and said; "You must go to the world (tora be 
giti bayad Sudan). (39) Whenever they will kill small and large
cattle (gusfandln va Cahar nay), I will hold them responsible for
it. (1*0) He who eats meat and commits sins is responsible for 
those sins.” Then Goshurun amshasfand was satisfied with this 
and consented to go to the world (tan dar giti dad)."
As well as warning of the severe consequences that result from
V V
unlawful slaughter of gospand (see SnS X 8-9; Sd.N. ch. Unv., Riv.,
I 263-1*; Pers. Riv., 263-10, according to Sd.Bd. ch. 83 the religion
prohibits the killing of "the lamb, the kid, the horse, the ploughing 
ox and the cock" and in general of "young gospand and females (of the 
animals)". See also Sd. Bd. ch. 26 and on the kinds of animals which 
are regarded as nasa when dead, see Unv., Riv., I, 251*-5» D., Pers.
Riv., 256-7* On the sin of "destroying existence" (bud^yozadih) see 
Boyce, "Haoma, priest of the sacrifice", HMV 71*
2. M. translates:
"’(your) body will be created (in such a condition) that the sin 
committed by your will not be taken in your account;1 as if their 
body has not been created."
3* On this idea see further ch. 61. 1-1* below.
1*. This statement demonstrates the concept of the unity of all spanta 
animal creation. With this § cf. ch. 58. 72 in M., and ch. 56. 5 below.
5. Obscure, possibly there is a scribal error in MSS. M. reads beg 
ku hayar and translates "either a foe or a friend", but beg does not
ordinarily mean "hostile", nor ku "either". The translation given 
above assumes that beg is the NP form of MP we5. MSS *yb *1 is one w 
short for ewbar, and one d short for hayar; in the context the former 
seems to give a better sense; "more than on one occasion", i.e. (only) 
the occasion of "life or death".
6. This statement evidently belongs to Muslim times; aneran refers 
to Arabs, agdenan to Muslims; cf. Dd., purs. 62. 5•
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Notes to Chapter l9
1. The order and number of the services which "go to the Bridge" 
vary in the Pahl. and NP sources, but it is agreed that their
v v
performance is obligatory for every Zoroastrian. SnS. XIII. 31 has
"five services", en panj yaziSn, but mentions the XwarSed and Mah
NiyayeS together, as does Nir. f. 70 k, u. 2-7* -An explanation of
"going to the Bridge" is given by Sd. N. ch. 6. 2 (ed. D., 6):
Ce an har SeS gonah ra gonah-I x>ol xvanandf ya*nl har kera In 
gonah haste bud bar sar-i Cinwad pol baz dar and ta nadefrah be 
vei rasad va hlC kerfe be .iar-ye an neSinad ke ura az oqubat va 
•padefrah berahanad. "For all those six sins they call the sins 
of the bridge, that is every one in whom these sins have occurred 
they hold back at the head of the Cinwad Bridge until punishment 
comes to him and no good deed can count (lit. "sits") in place 
of that (sin) to free him from retribution and punishment."
See also Unv., Riv., i, 292, 296, D., Pers. Riv. 281|-6, and for
further references M. Boyce, 'Rapithwin, No Ruz and the feast of Sade' ,
Pratictanam, Studies presented to F.B.J. Kuiper, ed. J.C. Heesterman
et al., The Hague, 1969> p. 202, n. 8.
As West has noted (SBE V, 3^1» n* 3)> these ceremonies differ from
v v '
those listed in SnS. XVI. 6, in that the Zoroastrian must perform them 
at the right time. Unlike other sins against the soul (see below n.
13) » failure to perform them cannot later be made good by meritorious 
acts done at the wrong time; and their omission, according to a 
Persian rivayat, makes the sinner margarzan (Unv., Riv., I, 296, D., 
Pers. Riv., 289)•
2. This is the KhorSed NiyayeS, which should be recited thrice a day, 
in the Hawan, Rapithwin and Uzerin (i.e. daytime) gahs; other texts 
add the Mah NiyayeS, which should be said thrice a month.
3. On the gahambars, the six annual celebrations of the creations, see 
M. Boyce, Stronghold, 30 ff*i and 'On the calendar of Zoroastrian 
feasts' , BSOAS XXXIII. 3 (1970), 913-39.
i;. On Rapithwin and the annual welcoming of the Lord of the seven 
months of summer, see M. Boyce, 'Rapithwin, etc.* * Pratidanam.
9 . i.e. the prayers said by relatives for a deceased member of their
v v
family in the first three days after death. See SnS. XVII. 6. Other 
texts have instead of this the commemoration of dead relatives on 
their monthly and yearly anniversaries; cf. Unv., Riv., I, 292:
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rozgar-i pedaran va madaran va xviSan va zanan va farzandan kardan 
"celebrating the "days" of fathers, mothers, relatives, wives and 
children". M. Boyce has noted (art. cit., 202, n. 8), ;,In the 
Patet xwad (ed. Dhabhar, Zand-i Khurtak Avistak, 81, 1. 16 (transl. 
15>3), "worship of fire" (ataxS ... yaStan.) replaces the remembrance 
of the dead.1'
6. On Frawardlgan see above, notes on Chapter 1.
7* This is one of the names of Mt. Hara, the great central peak of 
the mountain chain Hara Bar^zaitl (Pahl. Harburz, NP Alburz) which, 
it was throught, "encircles entirely the eastern lands and the western 
lands" (Yt. 19* l); here the souls of the dead are judged (see GBd.
IX. 9, BTA 95).
8. §la 1+-12 on confession digress from the subject of services which 
go to the Bridge, which is resumed in §§13-15*
9* i.e. before the sun rises for the fourth day.
10. It appears that, preoccupied with "confession", the writer of 
the text has forgotten the doctrines of judgement and salvation 
through good thoughts, words and deeds (cf. ch. 23 below).
11. margarzan is here meant literally.
12. This is puzzling, since on the third night after death the soul 
should still be in this world (getig); the end of the Bridge is on 
Harborz, i.e. still in the physical world.
13* This emphasises the importance of the SroS rites; along with a
" v v
person’s confession, these save the soul from perdition. Cf. SnS. 
XIII. 6. The soul is the menog counterpart of the getig body, and 
may suffer as the body suffers.
II4. As in the religions that followed Zoroastrianism, it was believed 
that the dead will be resurrected to physical life again at the time 
of FraS5 ker^ti/FraSegird. Against Zaehner*s attempt to give a cosmic
significance to the tan I pasen see M. Boyce, HZ I, 236, n. 32* M. 
translates tan I pasen "(the time of) Resurrection of the Body".
l5* i.e. in the Future Body.
16. lit. "shown" (nlmayend), as in §12.
17. According to what has been said a margarzan sinner will not go to
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hell if he confesses and atones, but in §§8 and 9 it is stated that 
atonement must be physical death for each sin, which prohibits 
atonement for more than one capital offence. From what follows in 
§10 However, it seems that the priests wished to offer hope of 
salvation through atonement to even the worst sinners.
18. With this statement cf. Herodotus, I, 138.
19• Cf. SnS. VIII. 1; West (SEE V, 300, n. 3) explained the difference 
between the two major types of sin: hamemal sins injure other persons,
i.e. the hamemalan "opponents, adversaries", who must be satisfied 
before a sinner can be absolved of the crime; ruwanlg sins affect only 
the soul of the sinner and should be confessed before death. See
v v
SnS. VIII. 16, Ed. purs., 1*0. 11.
20. This is another example of the general use of ahlawdad, as alms 
(see above, ch. 11, n. 9).
v v
21. cf. SnS. VIII. 11; for a general treatment of confession in 
Zoroastrianism and bibliography, see M. Boyce, HZ, I, 319-21. It is 
noteworthy that although private confession for particular acts, 
especially before death, is advocated in early Islamic times as here 
and in the Persian rivayats, there is not trace of it in living 
Zoroastrian usage.
v v
22. For the money values of sins see F. Kotwal, Supp. SnS.. App. I.
23« For the confessional texts, see Bhabhar, ZKA, 100-l£6.
21*. Cf. SnS. VIII. 11*; Sd. N., ch. 1*2.
25. M. translates "contrition, confession and repentance".
26. M. translates "which he has committed secretly".
27. Cf. SnS. VIII. 9.
v v
28. Cf. SnS., loc. cit.:
u-S ne aweniSn, u-S raz be ne bariSn "and it (i.e. confession) 
is not to be overlooked by him, and secrets are not to be 
conveyed (i.e. disclosed) by him."
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Notes to Chapter 16
1. On the origins and religious significance of this group of 
obligatory festivals see M. Boyce HZ, I, 173-£» and n. 187» and 
Stronghold, 31 Among Zoroastrian texts see e.g. Sd. Bd. ch. 3>0.
2. This passage is derived from an Av. original; Dhabhar notes
(transl. ZKA, 2 9 n. 15>) "the Rivayat of Darab Hormazyar (Unv. Riv.,
I. I4.I4O• 2) translates the following Av. quotation given in the
commentary of the Afringan-i Gahambar (see Geldner’s Avesta):
aisyat. he arahe. avat. mi2dam, paro-asnai. arcuhe yatha. aetahmi 
arahvo. yat. astvaitl (hazaor. maeSinam ... ) i.e. ’Declare 
or show to him ... (i.e. to the faithful) as much recompense 
for the other world as if in the material world (he had given 
1,000 ewes
cf. ZKA, ed. D., 1^2. 12s
harw ke han gahanbar yazed ayab sazed ayab xwared ayab dahed, 
a-S kirbag edon bawed Ciyon ka-S andar axw I astomand 1,000 
meS 1 denodag abag pus pad dahiSn ud ahlawdad o mardan I 
ahlawan pad ahlayih I weh ruwan pad toziSn be dad he ayab 
ahlayih doSaram ray ke az as tan pahlom and oy mard mizd*
"Everyone whp celebrates or prepares or consumes or gives the
Gahambar, then his merit is just as if in the material world
he had given 1,000 female sheep with their offspring as a gift 
and righteous offering to righteous men with best righteousness 
and for the soul’s atonement, or for the sake of love of 
righteousness which is the best thing among (all) things (astan), 
that person (will have) this much."
cf. also Sd. Bd. ch. 5>0. transl. D., Pers. Riv., 51+1*
3 . The sin of omitting to perform this is serious; see above ch. l£
and cf. Afrin I Gahambar, transl. West, SBE XXXI, 3^9-70; Sd. Bd., ch.
9U9 transl. D., op. cit., £67•
Lf See notes to ch. 1.
3>. According to GBd. XIII. 18-21 these four belong to the good creation
of Ohrmazd, presumably because they are natural predators of xrafstars
(cf. GBd. XXIV. 39-1*, TDAJ55.l^ f., BTA 200). M.’s translation of muSk 
as "rat" seems inappropriate, since the rat is a xrafstar.
6. Cf. Ohrmazd’s celebration of the Yasna at the time of the creation
(GBd. III. 23, BTA kkpTDA
Ohrmazd abag amahraspandan pad rapihwin gah menog yaziSn fraz 
saxt "Ohrmazd performed the spiritual (service of) worship with 
the Beneficent-Immortals in the Rapithwin Gah."
7. M. begins §h3 here.
8. M. translates "an associate".
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9. Mirza reads! ku a{r |~i~| amon varan andar a^ayedi [uS] ver [u$] 
say kuned, and translates: ’’the clouds, which gather, should have
rain in it, (instead) they produce lightning and thunderbolt."
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Notes to Chapter 17
V V V V
1. cf. SnS. V: 2 (Tavadia, 91-2). The SnS. passage suggests that the 
yaSt here is the yaSt l dron, performed as an elaborate grace before 
food = baj I nan xwardan; see M. Boyce and F. Kotwal ’Zoroastrian BaJJ 
and Dron i’, BSOAS XXXIV, 1, 58ff.
v v
2. On this section see Tavadia, SnS., appendix £.2 n. 7» As Tavadia 
observes, women are similarly prohibited from performing the XwarSed 
and Mah niyayeS in Nir. 63.21ff., but nowhere else. As seen above 
(ch. l5 n. l), recitation of the XwarSed niyayeS is obligatory for all 
Zoroastrians (including women, presumably), and is a way of atoning 
for sins (see M. Boyce, Stronghold, 9!?) • It seems that our text 
intends that women be prohibited, because of the possibility of their 
being unwittingly impure, from reciting these niyayeS within the
AtaS Bahram, i.e. the temple of the most holy five. Otherwise, on the 
authority of Nir. 63*9ff* (transl. by Tavadia, loc. cit.) we might 
emend our text, taking MEL and J NYSH MNWS yStnk ^ ’ystyt1 to NYSH MNWS 
dSt’nyk ’ystyt "the woman who is menstruous".
3« On ustofrlt, "votive offerings", see Tavadia, op. cit., 92-3 n. 7; 
and also below ch. 20.
1+. On zohr see above, ch. 9i n. 7«
5* gumbad, lit. "dome", usually means, as Dhabhar indicates (Pers.
Riv.) 56, n. 5), the actual sanctuary of the fire within the temple.
See Tavadia, Archiv fur Religionswissenschaft, 36 (1939) p* 257» n. 1; 
cited by Schippmann, Feuerheiligtumer, 506; see also M. Boyce, ?The 
Zoroastrian Temple Cult of Firei:, p. 1+61+a. As Dhabhar notes, gumbad 
is also equated with the man "the abode" of fire (op. cit., 65, n. 9)•
6. Lit. " taking a husband"; cf. the more usual zan griftan/xwastan.
7* This emphasises the need for support for the priest, who is worthy 
of heaven so long as he is fully a priest and knows the Gathas by heart; 
the laity, however, can only be saved by actively supporting priests 
through charity (ahlawdad) and acts of worship.
8. Tavadia translates and discusses this passage and especially yaSt
v v "
1 getig xrid "the yaSt which earthly means have brought" (SnS. V. 2).
It is likely that this is the service women should perform before 
marriage, referred to in this para. On this ritual in general see 
Unv., Riv., II 37, D., Pers. Riv., 1+21; Modi, CC, 1+06-7 and cf.
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F. Kotwal Supp. SnS. XII. 30» P* Sd. Bd. ch. 1+2, transl. P.,
op. cit., 533-^'
9* M. reads:
pa£ xSahan, tuwan xva6avan mardom a-kamaL.y-omand pa& kar fl] 
*xvastarih *kardan "if men are unwilling to conclude a marriage 
contract with the rulers and the mighty lords”.
10. M. seems to have missed the point of this, that when a man is 
persecuted he should endure for the sake of the common good. M. reads:
—. -X- _  _  _
ka mard ke-S r>a6 stahm kard. gvag be hiled uff he Save<5: uS
duS-r>a6sxSahan kar o kas framavend ku
.Vf.v_
oi kas ke-S az han 1
oi kuniSn Sahr u<5 zamiv averamh, u6 mardoman reS zivan na<5
xvastav bave5• han mard az han Sahr u6 zamiy be hileS, u6 ka-S
Sahr u$ zamly ne hist heh, u5 kardan 1 oi han kar rav oi han
reS u5 zivan u6 averanlh paS Sahr, zamlv TuSl mardoman ne
tuwan bu5 heh kardan. u6 5i na5 kam vizar'ka-S bim az mareoh
nest, han kar* u5 da£estan ne kune<5, e-S reS ud zivan I mardoman
I andar han Sahr 5 bun bave5. ”If a man, who has committed an 
act of violence, leaves (his) place and goes away, and the evil 
rulers (of the country) order someone (to this effect): "that
person by whose action there is desolation of the country and 
the land, and (also) injury and harm unto men and property, 
shall leave the country and the land"; and if he might not have 
left the country and the land, and by doing this action (i.e. by 
carrying out the order of the evil ruler) he may not be able to 
do injury, harm and destruction in the country and land, and unto 
men; and if that man, for the fulfilment of his desire does not 
carry out his duty, provided there is no danger of death, then 
(the sin of) the injury and harm unto men (which will be done) 
in that country will be in his account."
The sin of the man who leaves the country is not "an act of 
violence", but a sin of omission, i.e. the negligence of his duty 
to endure the enemy in spite of danger to himself (see also §§10-ll).
11. Clearly the notion of Zoroastrian warriors defending Iran against 
foreign invaders in the 9th-10th centuries is an anachronism from 
Sasanian times, but mi^it inspire faith, at least, in continuing the 
long tradition of valiant resistance to "foreign" oppression. Moreover, 
the advantage of the anachronistic cast of §§10-11 is that direct 
reference to Muslim overlords can be avoided, while the point is well 
made •
12. dad "created" is a gloss on the less common brehenld.
13- i.e., presumably, "more", proportionately, than to those who do
good deeds in happier days.
ill* This "man" is the prophet ZarathuStra; the scene is reminiscent 
both of Y» 29 in which Ahura Mazda announces the coming of ZarathuStra
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to GiuS Urvan, and, equally, of the account of the dailogue between 
Ghrmazd and the fravaSls where~after the frava^is consent to go into 
the world in GBd. III. 2}-24 (BTA 45).
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Notes to Chapter 18
1. This is the temple fire dedicated to Warhran, Av. Versthraghna, 
yazad of victory. It has been suggested that the first fires founded 
in temples were those dedicated to this divine being, but such a fire 
is not mentioned in Av. sources (e.g. Yd.) and is first recorded only 
later in works compiled in Sasanian times (see M. Boyce, *0n the 
Zoroastrian Temple Cult of Fire' , JAOS, 95» 3» 1975 p« h%9 and n. 36) • 
On the categories of temple fires AtaxS 1 Warhran and AtaxS 1 Adaran 
see K. Schippmann Feuerheiligtiimer, pp. 5>10-13; M. Boyce, art. cit., 
i+62f., and on the living cult of temple fires in Iran see Stronghold, 
pp. 69-7 4^1 ch. 1+ in general.
2. Cf. Unv., Riv., II, 290-301+, Sd. Bd., ch. 17, §5 (D., Pers. Riv., 
5l5) • There are no allusions in the older part of the Avesta to the 
enthronement of fire in a special place, and there is no evidence to 
place the institution of a temple cult of fire before the fourth 
centuiy BC (see M. Boyce, art. cit., 1+56). Thus the reference to 
WiStasp and ZarduSt only represents the standard practice of assigning 
all observances to the earliest days of the faith.
3. Several passages in later Zoroastrian literature stress the 
importance of establishing Warhran fires, and the vital role which 
these play in the survival of the community in Islamic times, e.g.
Unv., Riv., I, 73 (D*, Pers. Riv., 62), Sd. Bd., ch. 17» §§1-5 (transl. 
D., Pers. Riv., 5l5)*
1+. Av. ASi. vatahvi, the personification of good fortune and due
recompense. In Yt. 13* 157 the fravaSis are invoked to bless the
house with her presence, and in Yt. 17* 6 she is praised in the
following words:
as is vafruhi aSi srire aSi banumaiti Saiti vyavaiti banubyo aSi 
dathre vohum xvarano aeSyn nar^m yoi haCahi: hubao6iS baoflaite
nmanam. ye*ghe nmane aSiS varauhi sura pa6a nidathaite agramaitiS 
darayai haxa&rai
"ASi the good, 0 ASi the beautiful, is radiant, is glad, is 
shining with light, 0 giver of good glory to those men whom you 
follow; the house smells of perfumes, the house in which good 
strong ASi puts her feet, willing for long association."
5* Lit.: "if for ArdiSwang there is hospitality in the house".
M. translates: "if ArdiSwang visits the residences (of the people)".
6. The allusion to "royal messengers" is reminiscent of the era of
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ancient kings rather than Islamic governors, and thus is evidence 
of a pre-Islamic origin of this passage.
7* Cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 17. 6-7 (transl. D., Pers. Riv., £l£):
"For if you kindle fire at night, especially at midnight, 999>000 
dirs and druj will die and will cease to do evil in the world."
(Cf. also Vd. 8.80.)
In traditional practice the fire is made to blaze up five times in the 
twenty-four hours, at the beginning of each watch, with offerings of 
wood and incense.
8. These diseases are referred to in the Avesta, e.g. Vd. 22. 2, 6, 9> 
l£.
9. Incense is said to repel the demons and please the yazads. On the 
ceremony of boy dadan "offering incense", see Modi, CC, 218-26; M.
Boyce, Stronghold, 7U-5>» Cf. also Sd. Bd., 17* 7 (transl. D., Pers. 
Riv., 5>l£):
"If frankincense is placed on the fire and if the wind diffuses 
the fragrance thereof, then up to the place where the fragrance 
spreads, 1,000,000 divs and drujs are destroyed and decrease 
and even as many sorcerers, demons and witches." (See also Vd., 
farg., 8. 79-80, and PRBd. ch. 8. c 1.
10. On this lowest category of fire see M. Boyce, "On the Sacred 
Fires of the Zoroastrians", BSOAS, XXXI, i, 1968, 61-£, where from 
an examination of passages from the MHD the spelling * twwlwk is 
adopted, transcribed adurog.
11. i.e. at some other hour of the night or day.
12. With this passage of PRBd., cf. ch. 1*6. 28 below, and also Sd. Bd.,
ch. Sht §§11-20, 3U-37 and l\2 (this chapter narrates the laments 
before Ohrmazd of righteous fravaSis, fire and gospand together - see 
below, n. 2).
13. cf. GBd. III. 7 (BTA 38):
haftom ataxS (brehenld) ke brah az asar roSn, gah I ohrmazd.
"seventh (he created) the Fire, whose splendour is from the 
Endless Light, the throne of Ohrmazd."
ll+. On these fires see Darmesteter, ZA I, 11j9-50, B., Pers. Riv.,
£9> n. 8. There is a list of fires in Y. 17 which is to be found also 
in GBd. XVIII fllBA 123, BTA, 1^6), WZ III. 77-82 (BTA 4 4 -41) and Unv., 
Riv., I, 72, 11. L-1+ (transl. B., Pers. Riv., 59) • In the Pahl.of Y.
17 brief explanations are given of each fire, but there is a
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discrepancy between these and the explanations given in GBd. (loc.
cit.). In the Pahl. of Y. 17 the first fire, buland-sud (Av.
barazi.savah-), is glossed as the fires of Warhran collectively
(warhran pad ew-kardaglh, ed. B.^ Py). 91+); but in GBd. this status is
given to the fifth of five fires, SpaniSt, described as
han I andar gehan pad kar daSt ested ud ataxS-iz I warhran 
’’that fire which is for use in the world, and also the fire 
of Warhran.1’
That one fire is meant is clear from the following statement:
ewag xwariSn xwared ud ab ne xwared. Civon han I andar getlg 
pad kar darend ud ataxS-iz l warhran ’’one eats food and does 
not eat water, like that which are used in the world (for work) 
and also the fires of Waxhran."
In WZ, however, the fire buland-sud is in the fifth position, and
the fire abzonig (~ Av. spanigta) is first as the fire which Ohrmazd
created (dad) in heaven (buland-sud in GBd.), and whose manifestation
(paydaglh) is in the fires which are burning on earth (pad ataxS I
pad zamig sdziSnlg). Thus it accords with the Pahl. gloss of the fire
abzonig in Y. 17 (i.e. andar garodman ”in heaven”), and also with the
description of SpBniSt in GBd. (i.e. andar gehan/getlg "in the world”).
The passage in the Persian rivayats (loc. cit.) adheres to the order
of Y. 17 but agrees with the gloss of GBd. in stating that SpaniSt is
"manifest in the world” rather than in Garddman with Ohrmazd. It
seems more probable, however, that SpaniSt "the holiest” is properly
the fire that is said to bum before Ohrmazd, while Berezi-savah-
”of great benefit" is the fire in the world in both hearth and
temple. The order of fires given in PRBd. differs from those
elsewhere in that the order of the third and fourth fires is reversed.
The division of the creation fire into five categories is
characteristic of scholastic invention rather than of an authentic
tradition from the prophet - e.g. the fire UrvaziSta became
associated with plants because of the assonance of its name with
urvara- "plant”.
l9» Here Garodman is the name of the highest heaven of Ohrmazd alone, 
also described as the fourth heaven in MX. 11 (ed. West). In Vd.
XIX. 36* however, Garodman is defined as "the abode of Ohrmazd, the 
abode of the amahraspands, the abode of other holy beings", and 
elsewhere this term is used synonymously with wahiSt.
In GBd. the fire of Garodman is called barazi- 
savaflg, whereas in the Pahl. of Y. 17 it is called abzonig (see above, 
n. li+).
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16. Cf. GBd. I.a. 3 (BTA 20):
hame az ab bud, Jud tohm I mardoman ud gospandan, Ce han tohm . 
ataxS tohmag "Everything was from water, except the seeds of 
men and good animals, for those seeds are of the essence of 
fire. 11
and also GBd. I.a. 13 (BTA 26) says of the seeds of men and good 
animals:
Ciy5n en do Susar ataxS-tohmag ne ab tohmag "for these two 
sperms are of the essence of fire, not of the essence of 
water."
17* This fire corresponds to the fire Av. vohu fry ana (Pahl. 
weh franaftar), of Y. 17> which is glossed as
han I andar tan I mardoman "that which is in the bodies of men."
In the other three texts it is described as also being the fire in the 
bodies of beneficent animals (gospandan); it consumes both water and 
food (GBd. XVIII. 7, BTA 159).
18. In Vd. XIX. 135 Spanjagr is mentioned as the victim of WaziSta; 
in GBd. VT.b. ll+, Spanjagr, demon of thunder, and ApoS, demon of 
drought, are struck by the fire WaziSt, which is the fire of 
lightning (see also WZ HT*£1 » transl. West, SBE V, 185)* In the 
Avesta Spanjagr is mentioned in 11.5 (SBE V, 185)*
19• This fire, UrvaziSta, is glossed in Pahl. Y. 17 frax ziSn
"abundant life". In GBd. XVIII. 7 it is said:
ewag ab xwared ud xwariSn ne xwared, Ciyon han I andar 
urwaran, ke-S pad ab zlwed ud waxSed "one consumes water 
and does not consume food, as that which is in the plants, 
which lives and grows by means of water."
In GBd. the fire of Warhran is said to consume food (i.e. wood,
incense and fat) but not water, and the fires WaziSt, Barazi-sava^g
and the fire on the earth have need of neither.
20. This refers to the fire of Warhran. GBd. XVTII. l5 (BTA 160 ff.) 
describes this fire in more detail.
21. The world is described as wicked (anaglhomand) not because it 
is intrinsically bad, but because it has been afflicted by the 
assault (petyarag) of Ahreman; Garodman alone is undisturbed. Cf.
SnS. XI. 3:
harw kas pad en abeguman ud hamdadestan abaved budan ku:
CiS 1 ahlaylh ud gyag I garodman weht ud CiS 1 hunsandlh 
asanihatar. "Every person ought to be without doubt and in 
agreement as regards this: of things, righteousness, and of
places, garodman (is) best, and of things contentment (is) 
the most comfortable " (transl. Kotwal, Supp. SnS., pp. 22-3).
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22. These injunctions against abuse of fire and the gross pollution 
of §10 below could well belong to Islamic times when such sacrilege 
had become a common threat from Muslim intruders.
23* On jeh see E. Benveniste, MO, 1932, 186-192 and A* Christensen, 
D£monologie, $1. In Sd. Bd., ch. ll+ (transl. B., Pers. Riv., 5ll+) 
jeh "whore" is explained as any woman who consigns her body to two 
men in one day. The whore is regarded as one of the most evil types 
by Zoroastrian texts, since it was the wicked whore Jeh I druwand 
who roused Gannag Men5g from his three-thousand-year stupor (GBd. IV. 
1+ ff.; BTA U6 ff.). He sprang up, kissed her head, and menstruation 
appeared on her. Menstruation is directly a result of the whore 
arousing the Evil Spirit, and the wicked whore in menses is thus
v
doubly repulsive to fire and the righteous man. Jeh had defiled 
all females, as the Evil Spirit had defiled the world, but women 
are not thereby seen as intrinsically evil. In GBd. XIV.a (TDA 
58.21, BTA 136) it is said of women by Ohrmazd dad-iz-om he to, 
ke-t jehan sardag (pei^arag "you are indeed my creation, to whom 
the race of whores are adversaries." Jeh I druwand pad daStan in 
PRBd. is a combination of three influences grossly offensive to 
fire: the whore, the infidel, menstruation. As mentioned in n. 21,
this may belong to Islamic times; in Vd., e.g., there are no 
instructions for dealing with such a confluence of evil forces.
2l+. The term adiSt "f ire-stand" occurs in Bd. purs. 1+7 (SBE 163-1+), 
see M. Boyce, ’The Fire Temples of Kerman’-, AO, XXX, 1966, 56, 
n. 15, and for general discussion of the term in Zoroastrian usage, 
see ibid., 56-8. Here in PRBd. adiSt must mean "fire-place" in the 
sense of an ordinary hearth to which women and children would have 
access, and not the stone pillar upon which the fire burned in the 
sanctuary of a temple, to which only ritually purified priests were 
admitted (see Sd. Bd., ch. 18, transl. B., Pers. Riv., 5l5)*
25• Alternatively warz may be taken as "magical power", as M. 
translates the whole phrase "they will utilize me in the work of 
miracles•"
26. In Sd. Bd., ch. 51+, three of the creations of Ohrmazd refuse 
to go into the material world - man, fire and cattle. Man and the 
amahraspand GoSurwan both make a brief complaint about the fate that 
awaits them in the world, but ArdibehiSt (Av. aSa vahiSta)
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amahraspand of fire, makes a longer speech which includes many major 
points of the speech of Fire in PRDd* 18.d. 7-17» as though both 
derive from a memorised tradition of the same basic story. In 
Sd. Bd. ch. 18 there is another version of the speech of Fire to 
Ohrmazd, and, as in Sd. Bd., ch. SUt Ohrmazd’s answer to Fire’s 
refusal to enter the world is the same as to that in PKDd., i.e.,
Fire is given the sovereignty of heaven, and the ri^it to refuse 
admission to heaven to those who have offended him.
27* Cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 18.2 (transl. D., op. cit., 5l9)»
28. Mirza translates pad warhranlh "in the status of warhran", but, 
as M. Boyce has pointed out in her article 'On the Sacred Fires of 
the Zoroastrians', BSOAS XXXI, i, 1968, 61 ff., there are wxamples 
in Pahl. texts of an Adurog being established pad warhranlh (ibid.,
63) which, if it had meant "in the status of Warhran", would "imply 
a change in the identity of the Fire, which is wholly against known 
Zoroastrian practice" (ibid., 6l). Here in our present text, too, 
the translation "in victory, victoriously" fits the context well.
29. These three fires are mentioned several times in the Pahlavi
books, notably in GBd., XVTII. 8-17 (BTA l98-l63)> where it is said
that they have been protecting the world since its creation. Again,
in Sasanian times, scholastics systematised and elaborated upon
ancient notions. In GBd., XVIII. 17 (TDA , BTA 160 ff.) these
three fires are associated with the three strata of society:
ud adur I farrobag ke ast, adurlhat asron, ud adur 1 guSnasp 
arteStar, ud adur 1 burzenmihr wastarvdS, gowed, ta fraSegird 
panaglh-kardar 1 gehan hend Ciyon wenabdag wenlhed ka wazend 
ud dew ud dru^ l zanend "and the fire Farrobag which is, in 
fire-fashion, the priest, and the fire GuSnasp the warrior, and 
the fire Burzenmihr the husbandman are protectors of the world 
until FraSegird as is visibly seen when they move and smite 
the dews and drujs."
For references to modem studies on ancient fires, see M, Boyce, JAOS,
99 > 3> 1975 > k5h-h(>5»
30. As if to illustrate the power Fire has ultimately over all men, 
the example of KriSasp is given in 18.f. below: having displeased the 
yazad Fire, KriSasp was cast into hell to suffer for his involuntary 
sin. This is further evidence that, while Zoroastrian theological 
texts continue to give ZarathuStra’s message that righteousness freely 
chosen (as weighed against moral and spiritual wickedness) is the
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criterion for obtaining salvation, in fact, after their prophets time, 
Zoroastrians had reverted to older ways of thought and once again 
treated involuntary ritual transgressions as sins.
31. On the consecration of the Fire of Warhran, see e.g. Unv., Riv.,
I> P« 11* 8-19-p* 75>» 11* 1-8 (transl. D., Pers. Riv., 63-8). 
Whereas these different fires were to be brought together and purified 
for the establishment of a temple fire, there are other lists of fires, 
e.g. Vd. farg. 8. 8l ff. and PRDd., ch. 35 *b. 2-l£, which should be 
purified and brought to an already established Fire of Warhran simply 
to grow cold in its presence. This constituted an act of great merit, 
for it was regarded as a means of redeeming polluted fires. See
M. Boyce, art. cit., BSOAS, XXXI, i, 1968, 6^-6, and Stronghold, 
186-190. Although the aim of these two rites is quite different, the 
lists of fires have many correspondences. There seems to have been no 
fixed list of fires, and probably details varied with the compilers * 
own local experience.
32. The Persian Rivayat of Kamdin Shapur (Unv., loc. cit.) has 
xarbande-ye dahlgan 11 donkey-drovers of the villages1'. The term does
not occur in Vd. farg. 8.
33* Cf. the Rivayat of Kamdin Shapur (Unv., op. cit., 7k-5t transl.
D., Pers. Riv., 6U):
"During every Gahambar, with proper precautions, the zur of the 
fat of a gospand should be offered; fuel and frankincense should 
be continually offered and they should thus maintain it."
The practice of placing this fat upon the wood, so as to make the
flame flare up, is now discontinued by both Irani and Parsi
Zoroastrians, but was observed within living memory in Iran and is
attested by frequent references to it in Zoroastrian literature,
especially in the Persian rivayats, e.g. Unv., Riv., I, 75» 77
(transl. D., Pers. Riv., 69, 7k) • For references to literary
evidence see M. Boyce 'AtaS-zohr and Ab-zohr1 , JRAS, 1966,
’Haoma, Priest of the Sacrifice1 , HMV, 77-8; and on the ritual
of offering fat to the fire see Modi CC, TJS — lfl-G. M. .Boyce
has written on contemporary practice in her article "Mithragan among
the Irani Zoroastrians', Mithraic Studies, I, 113> and in Stronghold,
157.
3k • Nyberg gave a.transliteration of PRDd. 18. f. (along with a 
translation and notes) in Oriental Studies In Honour of Cursetji 
Erachji Pavry, London, 1933> PP* 336-352. He subsequently published
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a revised edition of the text, with notes and glossary, in A Manual of 
Pahlavi, Pt. I, Wiesbaden, 1961+ 9 pp. 31-£* West translated the 
passage in SBE, XVIII, pp. 373-381- There is a summary of this version 
of the legend of Kbr^saspa in Dk., IX (ed. Madan, Bombay, 1911» p. 802, 
1. ll+-p. 803, 1. 12), which is a synopsis of the fourteenth fargard 
of the lost Sudkar Nask. Sanjana (Dk., Vol. XVTl) gives the Pahlavi 
text with transliteration (pp. 33-5>)» and translation (pp. 27-8), and 
Nyberg transliterated and translated the text in Oriental Studies In 
Honour of Cursetji Erachji Pavry, pp. 338—9• West translated the 
passage in SBE, pp. 370-2. In NP the text of Sd. Bd., ch. 20 closely 
resembles PRDd., 18 f. (Sd. Bd., ed. D., pp. 86-93» transl. D., Pers. 
Riv., 516-520). The same text is given in the Rivayat of Kama Bohra, 
Unv., Riv., I, p. 61, 1. 7-P* 65f 1. 6. It is also translated by
E.K. Antia, ’The Legend of Keresaspa1 , Spiegel Memorial Volume, ed.
J.J. Modi, Bombay, 1908, pp. 93-8.
35* Bailey (Zor. Prob., p. 98 ff.) quotes a passage from Dk.M., 2l*l.
13 ff-> which explains the meaning of the words for the instruments 
of the soul (gyan) which are added here mechanically, it seems, after 
the word gyan. gyan itself is "the wind ... given vital form by the 
vitality of ... the body, ... • When it is separated from the body, 
the body dies ... " The boy is "the cause of vision ... as the 
li^it of the world, the sun, and (as) a lamp in the house." The 
frawahr is "the maintainer of visible form and nourisher of the body." 
The ruwan, "which is the axv, is lord over the body ... " the 
controller of the body and the jan, bo6 and fravahr and all the
spirits therein, and among them the ruwan possesses instruments. See
also Sd. Bd., ch. 98 (transl. D., Pers. Riv., 570 ff.).
36. The legendary hero KriSasp (Av. karasaspa) appears several times 
in Zoroastrian literature, usually in connection with his heroic 
exploits against demonic creatures, sometimes in his more important 
eschatological role as slayer of AZi Dahaka, the three-headed dragon. 
PRDd., ch. 18 f., is concerned with KriSasp’s sin against fire, and the 
question whether or not the sin will bar him for ever from Paradise. 
Despite the many good deeds he had performed during his life, without 
which "neither you (ZarduSt) nor any creature of mine would have had 
permanence" (§ *36 ), the weight of this sin alone, against fire, had 
prevented him from entering Paradise (wahiSt).
Section f is not out of place in this ch. The hero of the Av.
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and Pahl. books (see below), who embodied the virtues of a champion 
in the struggle against evil, who was to share in the ultimate 
conquest of Ahreman before FraSegird, and who, of all souls, seemed 
best'in the sig^ it of ZarduSt, this same hero is hateful in the sight 
of Ohrmazd (§§f. 8, 15>, 19, 21;). That one who would have been the 
most blessed of mortals had fallen (because of his offence against 
fire) to be the vilest of sinners, demonstrates that fire, more than 
all else, is sacrosanct and worthy of pious attention. M. Boyce has 
noted that only the one incident is recorded when KriSasp wrongs Fire 
in any way, described in Y. 9» 11 and Yt. 19* 1;0, when the contents 
of his cooking pot fall into the fire beneath and defile it (M. Boyce, 
HZ, I, 103, n * 115)• This specific accident is not mentioned as his 
"sin" in PEDd. In Sd. Bd., ch. 20, however, which is generally close 
to PEDd. 18 f., there is the following narrative (also in the Rivayat 
of Kama Bohra, see above, n. 3h)t
"And when ZaratoSt Asfantaman said these words ArdlbeheSt 
stood up and wept to ZaratoSt on account of KerSasp. ££. And 
he said: "0 ZaratoSt, you do not know what KerSasp has done to
me. For in former times my custom and practice were such that 
when they placed firewood under a pot, I would send the fire 
until it had cooked the pot and completed their work, then it 
would come back to its own abode. £6. When he speaks of having 
killed that dragon, he was hungry, and the fact is that the 
flames fell upon the fire (i.e. ignited) which he had placed
beneath the pot, a moment too late, and he struck the fire with
his club and scattered it. 5>7* Now I shall not allow the soul 
of KerSasp into paradise."
The references to "cooking", "dragon" and "pot" would suggest that
the story originates from a source common to that of the episode in
Y. 9» 11 and Yt. 19• i+0; in the Av. version, however, the sin is
involuntary, whereas in Sd. Bd., loc. cit., it is emphasised that
the hero deliberately harms fire (gorzl bar ateS zad va ateS paragande
Sod, §£6). As M. Boyce has explained, among the Iranians there is a
long tradition in which voluntary and involuntary sins are not
distinguished, which is still alive in modem times among orthodox
Zoroastrians with regard to expiation of sins against fire (ibid.,
loc. cit.). The severity of the charges against KriSasp in our text
clearly suggests that, like Sd. Bd., the hero is seen as a wilful
offender against fire,though this is never stated, and that the theme
of Y. 9* 11 and Yt. 19* 1+0 has been adapted accordingly. In the more
explicit text of Sd. Bd., 20, KriSasp is actually forgiven by
ArdwahiSt, after the intercession of ZarduSt, and the soul of KriSasp
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obtains release from that torment (ravin-1 kerSasp az an doSxvarI
raha’I yaft; in PRDd. it is not said whether fire did finally
pardon him and allow him into heaven. ZarduSt promises to protect
Fire '(§32), and suggests that Fire should act magnanimously (akenlha)
and should forgive KriSasp. No pardon is given, however, in §§33-36
(see below nn. S6> 7). The implication is that KriSasp must return
to Hell. In Dk. IX. ll*.i*, DkM. g03-6-l'l , KriSasp is forgiven and
passes not to Paradise but to Hammistag "place for the mixed ones",
between Heaven and Hell. The judgement of our text, however, is more
in accord with orthodox precautions and penalties for the treatment
of fire, in e.g. a Persian rivayat (Unv., Riv., I. 78, lj f.):
"great care should be taken that dead matter may not be carried 
to water and fire, for the soul of any person who brings dead
matter to water or fire will never be liberated from hell."
(transl. P., Pers. Riv., 7U)
37. In Y. 9* 11, Karisaspa is mentioned as the son of Thrita, who 
was the third mortal to press haoma after Viva©hvant and Athwya. It 
has been argued convincingly that Thrita and Thraetaona (the son of 
Athwya), are likely to have been originally closely associated (for 
references, see M. Boyce^HZ* I. 97-9)* In Iran Thraetaona has been 
celebrated as a great warrior and physician, but this latter role was 
perhaps originally assigned to Thrita. The use of the name Thrita in 
Y. 9* 11 for the third man to press haoma perhaps stems from the fact 
that the name is a homonym for the Av. word for "third" (see Geiger, 
AmgSa* Sp^nta, 58-9)* In the other passages (Yt. 13* 61, 136),
Kargsaspa is referred to with the patronymic "sama" prefixed to his 
name, and Thrita is nowhere else mentioned as being his father. 
Moreover, whereas Thrita/Thraetaona belong to Indo-Iranian tradition 
(and so must be very ancient) Kardsaspa/KriSasp is a purely Iranian 
f igure•
In Yt. l£. 27, it is said that Kgrasaspa sacrificed by the Gudha, 
a tributary of the River Raiaha. Some have supposed that the Raiaha was 
the river Jaxartes and thus that Kerasaspa was a Sistanian hero. In 
Yt. £. 37» Kftrasaspa sacrifices to Aradvl Sura Anahita by Lake EiSlnah, 
which is traditionally identified with a lake south of Kabul, but it 
is not possible to be more exact than to locate him among the North- 
Eastern groups of Iranian peoples.
In the Avesta, KarSsaspa is most frequently called naire. manah 
"of manly mind" (Yt. £. 37; l5» 27; 19* 38) > and in Yt. 19* 38 he 
is described as "the strongest of strong men in respect of manly
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courage except for ZarathuStra” (it is noteworthy that in Yt- 13- 61 
K^rfcsaspa is mentioned before ZarathuStra). In Yt. 13* 61 and 136, 
he has the epithets gaesaoS gacSavarahe "with curly hair, wielding the 
mace”. According to Y. 9* 10 and Yt. l£. 28, he had a brother called 
TJrvaxSaya, who is referred to as a "law-giver" (tkaeSo ... dato razo). 
He was murdered by a certain Hitaspa, who is described as zaranyo. 
pusam "golden diademed" in Yt. 19* 1+1, and Karasaspa accordingly prays 
to Vayu that he may avenge the death of his brother (Yt. lf>. 28). 
Karasaspa’s most famous feats are outlines in the Avesta and elaborated 
upon in the Pahl. books. The most famous of these exploits, from the 
point of view of the legend in PKDd.. was the defeat of A2i Sruv/ara, 
"the homed dragon". In Y. 9* 11 and Yt. 19- 1+0, in almost identical 
words, there is a brief account of how Kfcrdsaspa was cooking meat in 
a pot at midday, unaware that he was sitting up on the back of the 
homed dragon; when the dragon felt the heat of the fire he jumped 
up and upset the pot on the fire. But in the Avestan accounts there 
is no explicit statement of the pollution of the fire as a sin, and 
K^rdsaspa is throughout regarded as a triumphant hero, rather than the 
mortal sinner he becomes in PEDd. and Sd. Bd.
In the Avesta. Rarasaspa is reputed to have slain other monsters 
and titans (some are recalled in PEDd., 18 f., ^ ff., 9 ff»» 16 ff.,
20 ff.: see notes to these §§), but he is most celebrated for his
role in the final battle against demonic forces at the end of time. 
According to Yt., 13* 59» his body is protected by a bodyguard of 
ninety-nine thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine fravaSis, as are 
the sea VourukaSa, the stars Haptoiringa and the seed of ZarathuStra. 
These four are all carefully preserved because of their importance in 
the eschatalogical drama (see GBd., X. I, BTA, 101; Yt., 19* 92;
Vd. farg. 19. 5;and generally M. Boyce, HZ I, 21+I+-5 and 282-3)* 
According to Yt. 9, he must smite the dragon A2i Dahaka, before the 
resurrection comes. An earlier legend states that A2i Dahaka was 
slain by Thraetaona in the past (Yt. 19* 37» 92), whereas the legend 
recorded in the Pahl. books states that he was only fettered by this 
hero (Pahl. Fredon), and that KriSasp, who lies asleep on the plain of 
PeSansa, will be roused to fight Az I Dahag when he escapes from 
captivity in Mount Damavand; see GBd. XXXIII, 35» BTA. 283; ZVYt. IX, 
17-23; Dk. VII, 9. 10 (Sanjana vol. XIV, West SEE, XLVII, lll+ as VII,
10. 10); PEDd., ch. 1+8, 35 (ed. D., ll+7)* According to the version of
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the legend in PEDd., loc. cit., Ohrmazd will first ask Fredon to rise 
up and slay Dahag, but when he refuses, he will go to KriSasp and 
resuscitate him. KriSasp will accept the challenge and kill Dahag, 
who "will shriek so loudly that one quarter of the animals of the 
country of IranSahr will run away." (see further commentary, note ll+).
It seems, therefore, that there are two distinct versions of the 
legend of KriSasp; in one he commits a sin against Fire and the 
religion of Ohrmazd, and he is consigned to Hell and then to Hammistag 
or Hell, until the resurrection of the dead. This is the legend 
summarised in Dk. IX, in PEDd. and Sd. Bd. (see above, n. also
what is probably a variant of this version in Vd. farg. I. 9, in which 
Aora Mainyu is said to have "miscreated as opposition the Pairika 
Xn|ithaitl who adhered to Kfcrasaspa (frakarentat pairikgm ygm xnathaite 
ya upahaCat kgrasaspam). The other version, in GBd., Dd., ZVYt. and 
MX portrays KriSasp as immortal, and asleep until the end of the world 
when he will rise to kill Az I Dahag. PEDd., based, as it seems, upon 
the Avestan legend of the Sudkar Nask (see summary in Dk. IX* jsanjana 
XVTlJ 11+, differs from the other Pahl. accounts of KriSasp, in that 
it portrays him as a mortal sinner rather than as the immortal champion 
of good. The hero of the Avesta and the Pahlavi books embodied the 
virtues of the champion of the struggle against evil, and was closely 
associated with the eschatology of the Zoroastrian religion. In PEDd. 
there is an added dimension, in that KriSasp embodies a moral and 
spiritual dilemma, the problem of the nature of sin and its 
consequences in the next world. The dragons and demonic beings are 
not shadowy figures which serve merely to prove the prowess of a 
particular hero. They have, in the context of Zoroastrian literature, 
a role which fits into the religious teaching of ZarathuStra, as the 
representatives of the Evil Spirit Afjra Mainyu, and they must be 
destroyed in order to bring about the realisation of FraSo karati on 
earth. So, it is to be expected that, with the eclipse of 
Zoroastrianism in Iran and the exaltation of Islam, legendary heroes 
such as KriSasp (and even their foes) lost the significance that they 
had in the Zoroastrian world. For references to KriSasp in Persian and 
Arab authors, see Justi, Iranische Namenbuch.(Marburg, 189!?) p. 161-2.
38. Sd. Bd., ch. 20, i+, has:
... va gun zaratoSt-ra be did begerlst va goft ka.jl man hlrbadl
budaml ke dar .jehan mlgerdldaml va yaziSn, mlkardaml ta In hame
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ran.i va bala va doSvari be man narasldl "and when he saw ZaratoSt 
he wept and said: "Would that I had been a herb ad, for I would
have wandered in the world and performed worship, so that all this 
pain and affliction and difficulty would not have befallen me."
In this passage KriSasp wishes that he had been a herbad when he sees
ZarathuStra, the greatest of all Zoroastrian priests (see Boyce,
;lZoroaster the Priest1, BSOAS XXXIII. i, 1970, 22-38). If KriSasp
had been a herbad he would have maintained ritual purity at all times
with an especial respect for fire (a fact which is perhaps hinted at
in the phrase yaziSn mikardami "I would have performed worship"
(Sd. Bd., loc. cit.). Today herbad has become the title of a
subordinate position, in that a priest bearing it cannot perform the
major liturgical ceremonies e.g. the Yasna or Vendidad but is only
authorised to recite the lesser ceremonies such as Afrinagan, Naojote
and Marriage. Cf. Unv., Riv., I, 1^ 88, transl. D., Pers. Riv., 33^*
It is clear, however, that the office of herbad was originally one of
considerable status, as S. Wikander has written:
"We have a completely different picture from the Arda Viraf. 
Chapter XIV gives an account of the various social classes, which 
preserve their hierarchy also in the afterlife. Here we find 
1. ritual priests and conveyors of tradition - this obviously 
means the herbads 2. the warriors (arteStar) 3* those who 
kill xrafstra, though this is the old task of the magicians, the 
mob ads are obviously being referred to here 1+. VastryoSan and 
51 KutaxSavan. Here the classes are described in the archaic 
terms of the priestly tradition: but the name which one might
have expected for the priests asron occurs neither in this 
chapter nor in any other section. The Herbads are at the head 
of the hierarchy, and separated from the Mob ads by the class of 
warriors who take up the second position. The Mobads are 
mentioned twice more in this text, and both times they are 
referred to after the Herbads (i, 9> II> 37)• In a third section 
the Herbads and the Das "burs are mentioned as the most elevated 
priesis (111, 7)> whereas -the Mobads are passed over."
(S. Wikander, Feuerpriester in Kleinasien und Iran (Lund, 191+6), 
196 f.)
If Wikander is correct in his speculation on the identification 
of the categories mentioned in the Arda Viraz, the herbad seems to 
have the all-important role of performing the Yasna ceremony (§3 of 
the passage quoted in p. 196, n. 2 by Wikander: ke-S an hamag den yaSt
ud yaziSn I yazdan kard ud frarnud "for they performed and administered 
the hamag-din and the worship of the divine beings"). The AVN has an 
Avestan kernel (Viraza is mentioned in the Avesta), and must have been 
transmitted through Parthian times. So even though the final 
redaction is late, from Pars in the 9th-10th century A.D., it may 
embody older usages, as may the Ksrasaspa legend in PRDd., i.e. the
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anachronistic usage of herbad as high priest. In the inscriptions of 
Kirder one can observe the title of the Sasanian high priest being 
chamged from herbad to mowBaat The earlier Tansar has the title herbad 
only. M. Boyce has recently suggested that the eastern title herbad 
was used for the highest grades of the priest-hood in the Parthian 
period, to be replaced by mobad early in Sasanian times 
fZoroastrians. 97f.). Generally on the institutions of the Zoroastrian 
priesthood, see S. Wikander, op. cit., chs. II and IV. On the 
etymology of Y.Av aethrapati, from which Pahl. herbad is derived, see 
Bailey, BSOAS, XX, 1957» 1*2-3t who suggests that it comes from the 
base ay- "instruct", hence aethrapati "instructor". There is, however, 
no clear picture of the function and status of the Av. aethrapati, nor 
(in Western Iran) of the distinction between aethrapati and *magupati 
(Pahl. mobad). The word aethrapati does not occur in the Gathas, and 
only seldom in the Youn.ger Avesta, and the Western Iranian term 
magupati is first attested in Middle Iranian forms.
39* This may be an allusion to the power bestowed on him through 
the xvar3nah (see Yt. 19. 38)*
1+0. Fire is called ahurahe mazda puthra in the Avesta; see Y. 2, 18, 
Vd. 5, 9 etc.
1+1. az I sruwar, i.e. a2i sruwara of Y. 9* 11 and Yt. 19* 1*0. In the 
Avesta this dragon is similarly described as aspogaram, n2r9.gar2m yim 
vlSavarrtom zairitam "the horse-eater, the man-eater, poisonous, green". 
See also Dd. 72. 1+; MX 27. ^0 (ed. West); SdN. ch. 9. 5; Ek. VII. 1. 32 
(Sanjana^Vol. XIV).
1+2. Sd. Bd. 20. 8 adds:
va Cun dar dahan-i u negah kardam hanuz mardom az dandan-i 
u dar avlxte budand "and when I looked into its mouth I saw 
men still hanging from its teeth." See below n. 1+5.
1+3* This style of threatening Ohrmazd with hypothetical consequences 
that would have ensued if the protagonist had not performed his heroic 
deeds, is repeated in §§ll+, 18 and 23, and is a form of hyperbole 
found also in the Avesta (Yt. 13» 12-13).
1+1+. In this text Fire is named as the injured party, and in S30 Fire 
speaks out to Ohrmazd against KriSasp. In Sd. Bd., ch. 20, which is 
similar to this ch., the amahraspand ArdibehiSt is named as having 
been offended (ardlbehiSt amSasfand be xasm-i x^S karde’I "you have 
made the amahraspand ArdibehiSt your enemy"). In PRDd. l8.e. 3 ff*
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Fire is personified throughout as protagonist, as in a similar text in 
Sd. Bd., ch. 18 (cf. ibid., ch. £1*, where ArdibehiSt is the plaintiff, 
and see above n. 26). While the two appear to be interchangeable, in 
strict terms the representation of ataxS itself as protagonist is more 
correct when the debate is on the question of fire’s first going 
forth into the physical world at the beginning; but when the complaint 
is made in Heaven midway through time against a human soul,
ArdibehiSt the tutelary divinity of fire would more properly be the 
plaintiff•
1*5. Karasaspa also slew Gandarawa, described in Yt. 19• 1*1 as
zairi. paSn^m, yo apatat vlzafano maraxSano gaetha astvaitiS aSahe
"with yellow heels, rushing with open jaws to destroy the material
world of righteousness." In Yt. 5* 37-8, when Ksrasaspa sacrificed to
Aradvl Sura Anahita, he asked for her help in his attempt to destroy
Gandarawa, who lived by the sea VourakaSa. His success in this
venture is known from Yt. 19• 1*1, Dk. IX (Sanjana XVTl) ll*. 2, and
PEDd., ch. 18 f. 13. In Yt. 15. 28, Gandarawa is mentioned thus:
uiti asti. gafyo ahuiriS uiti aevo. gafyo paitiS uiti gandarawo 
upapo "so Asti, gafya the Ahuric, so Aevo. gafya, so Gandarawa 
living in the waters."
In the Sd. Bd. 20. ll* Gandarw is slain and KriSasp looks into his
mouth, asp va xarr-i morde dar dandan-i vey avlxte budl "dead horses
and asses were hanging on his teeth." It appears that Sd. Bd. has
asp va xarr instead of mardom of PEDd. §10 because the NP version
transposed the description of dead men in the monster’s mouth to the
episode involving the az I sruwar (which it calls simply egdarha,
"dragon")•
On the Vedic counterpart, Gandharva, see M. Boyce, HZ I, 91* n. 1*3*
1*6. It is curious that KriSasp does not kill Gandarw straight away
but only binds him. This is reminiscent of Fredon binding Az 1 Dahak
(GBd. XXXIII, 33? (BTA 283), West, SEE V, 119. See below, n. ll*.).
Sd. Bd., ch. 20. 16-17 has:
16. va noh ruz va noh Sab ba u karezar kardan dar ini an-i darya 
17* ba d az noh Sabanroz ura begereftam ta sar biahlxtam va’ 
dast-i u be bastam va az darya birun avardam va ura be koStam.
"16. And for nine days and nine nights I did battle with it in 
the middle of the sea. 17* After nine days and nights I seized 
it (and) hung it by the head and I bound its hands, and brought 
it out of the sea and killed it."
1*7• West’s reading seems quite plausible in view of the fact that the
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fravaSi of Axrura is mentioned in Yt. 13. 137 directly after that of 
Kdr^saspa. It is noteworthy that Axrurag is referred to in PEDd. as 
'’friend'1 (§12)} in Yt. 13* 137 he is said to "withstand the wicked one 
that deceives his friend", which may he an old reference to this 
legend in PEDd.
1+8. Nyberg translates, "je tuai et je mangeai quinze chevaux".
West’s interpretation seems more probable in the light of §9* where 
Gandarw is said to have "devoured twelve villages at one time". With 
regard to Nyberg’s idea that KriSasp is making a great sacrifice, it 
is indeed true that Korasaspa sacrificed a hundred male horses to 
Aradvl Sura Anahita (Yt. 5>* 37) > but there is no reason there, or in 
this passage, to believe that he would have eaten them himself. What 
is more, if KriSasp had been offering a sacrifice to Aradvl Sura 
Anahita, he would surely have mentioned her name in this context as 
he pleaded his case before Ohrmazd.
1+9. Sd. Bd. omits the sections 11-13 of PEDd. The episode in which 
KriSasp is wakened from sleep is reminiscent of a legend preserved 
in several Pahlavi texts that KriSasp will lie asleep on a plain, 
having been laid low by an arrow, until Az I Dahag escapes from his 
bonds. Then KriSasp will be roused from sleep by the yazads Sr5S and 
Nery5sang, and he will smite the dragon Az I dahag, so that evil will 
depart from the world. See ZVYt. IX. 17-23 (ed. BTA, 77-9/127-8),
GBd. XXXIII. 35 (BTA, 283), PEDd. 1+8, 35, Dd. purs. 36. 97 (ed. BTA). 
This is one of several examples of strands of legends from various 
places being woven into one piece. It is interesting that there is 
only a fleeting reference in PEDd. 18 to KriSasp’s smiting Az I Dahag 
(§25), and that in this version KriSasp is definitely regarded as a 
mortal who has already died and been in hell when he appears before 
Ohrmazd. In his role as vanquisher of Az 1 Dahag, on the other hand, 
KriSasp has never died, only slept. The legend is retold here, of 
course, for a specific religious purpose, and strands of the legend 
which conflict with that purpose are conveniently suppressed.
50. Yt. 19* 1+1 records that Kar&saspa’s next victims were the nine 
sons of Pathanya, the sons of Nivika and those of DaStayani, VardSava 
Danayana, Pitaona and Ar^zo.Samana, but nothing more than their names 
is known of them, and they are not mentioned elsewhere. It seems 
unlikely, as Darmesteter has suggested, that the nine sons are the 
highway-robbers mentioned here (see ZA;- I, 627, n. 60). Darmesteter
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also identifies Pathana with Pehen, the grey wolf of MX 27* £0 (ed. 
Vest) but West disregards this identification as being dependent 
merely on similarity of sound (SBE XXIV, 63, n. 1+). In Sd. Bd., ch.
20. 2I+, "the number of highway-robbers (rahdar) is given as seven.
£l. Sd. Bd., 20. 21+ has:
har yek be balay-i Gandan ke mardom dar IS an negah mlkardand 
-p an dag t and ke aftab va mahtab zlr-i kag-i lSan bemlgozarad 
va darya*-ye muhit lSan-ra ta be zanu bud ’’each one was so tall, 
that when men looked at them they thought that the sun and moon 
passed beneath their armpits and the ocean came up to their 
knees.”
£2. The third monster to be killed by K&rSsaspa was Snavidhka, ”of 
the homed race, stony-handed" (srvd.zanam asango.gaum, Yt. 19• i+3) > 
who, though not yet fully grown, boasted that he would one day harness 
SpSnta Mainyu and Af>ra Mainyu to his chariot. On Snavidhka, see
H.S. Nyberg, Die Religionmdes Alten Iran (Leipzig, 193^), p« 308» and- 
A. Christensen, Essai sur la ddmonologie iranienne, K^benhavn, 191+1, 
p. 20, n. 2. PRDd. and Sd. Bd., ch. 20 concur in ignoring this demon 
and making the wind the victim of Krigasp’s third feat.
£3. Sd. Bd., ch. 20. 1+8 has:
ta man ahreman va ba .iomle-ye divan nlst konam va duzex az 
jgan pak konam va azan pall diha va gandha va tarlklha paklze 
konam va rogan gerdanam va tanha daran.ja benegjnam "so that 
I may annihilate Ahreman and all the dews, and make hell clear 
of them, and purify it of that corruption and stench and 
darkness, and make it bright, and dwell there alone."
Por a description of detvs, see GBd. XXVII, l-iTf (TBA 181^ -13911, BTA
. On the resurrection of the dead, ristaxez, see GBd. XXXIV,
1-33 (BTA • ), and Sd. Bd. (xatem-i kitab) (ed. D., p. 173
transl. D., Pers. Riv., £75 ff»)*
££. Cf. Dk. IX (Sanjana, Vol. XVTl) ch. ll+. 3* Gogurwan is not 
mentioned in Sd. Bd., ch. 20. Gogurwan (Av. Gaug. Urwan), "the 
Soul of the Bull", was believed to absorb the consecrated spirit of 
the sacrificed animal (GBd. III. ll+ BTA, l+l). West (SEE XVIII, 38O, 
n. l) explains that Gogurwan is friendly to Krigasp because he has 
killed so many demons hostile to animal life. However, M. Boyce 
(HZ I, 103) has suggested that it is rather because Karasaspa would 
have dedicated the meat which he was cooking on the back of AZi Sruwara 
to this particular yazad.
£6. In place of this section, Sd. Bd., ch. 20. £8 ff. has:
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58. Cun ardfbehiSt amSasfand Irtsoxan begoft ravan-i kerSasp 
begerlst va goft ardlbehiSt amSasfand rast guyad xata kardan 
va naSimanam. 59. va dast dar daman-i zaratoSt zad va goft 
az mardoman hergez hlgkas in bolandl va martabe va manzilat 
navafte ast ke to vaf tl. 60. aknun be dan var.j va xorre-ye to 
ast mara az ardlbehiSt amSasfand be x^ah va Sifa at kon ke man 
azln ran.i va azab raha*! vabam.
58. -'When the amSasfand ArdibehiSt said these words the soul 
of KerSasp wept and said: "ArdibehiSt the amSasfand speaks the
truth. I committed the sin and I repent." 59* And he touched 
the hem of ZaratoSt’s garment and said, "Amongst mankind no one 
has ever achieved the stature and position and rank which you 
have achieved. 60. Now on account of this dignity and glory 
which are yours, plead for me with ArdibehiSt the amSasfand and 
intercede for me that I may obtain release from this pain and 
punishment •r
KriSasp is forgiven by ArdibehiSt after the intercession of ZaratoSt 
and it is stated: ravan-i kerSasp az an doSxVarl raha’I yaft, "the
soul of KerSasp obtained release from that torment."
57* West and Nyberg have pointed out that the passage that follows 
(§§33-36) appears to be a fragment of a different version of the 
legend of KriSasp in which, curiously, ZarduSt becomes the antagonist 
and Ohrmazd the protagonist of the fate of the soul of KriSasp. 
However, it may be written this way deliberately, by one who, ever 
intent to make a moral point, wished to emphasise the intractability 
of law (through fire), the virtue of righteous indignation (in 
ZarduSt), and the quality of mercy (of Ohrmazd).
58. Cf. Dk. IX, ll*. 1. Whilst the sin of killing a man is very 
serious in Zoroastrianism (see Vd. farg. 0^-1+2, SdN., ch. 100), 
it seems to be a capital (Pahl. mar gar z an) offence only when a 
righteous man is murdered (see Unv., op. cit., I, 299» 1* h 
transl. D., Pers. Riv., 286).
59* According to GBd. XXXTV, 6 (BTA 285), Gay5mard will be the first
mortal to be raised from the dead, followed by the rest of mankind.
60. This statement is a conclusion drawn from the story of KriSasp, 
whose good deeds, great as they were, could not prevent him from
going to hell for his sin against the Fire.
61. The hamemal sin is "the sin of false accusation" (Sd. Bd., ch. 
65), for which no merit can atone. In general it is a sin as a 
result of which someone else suffers, such as is described in the 
Sogand name (Unv., Riv., I, kl-5hl !>•» Pers. Riv., 1* 3^-^5> 1* 5)
i.e. robber, or taking loans with intent to avoid repayment. A
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passage in the Rivayat of Kama Bohra (Unv., Riv., I, 202, D., Pers.
Riv., 210) states:
"Nowhere is it manifest in the Avesta that the sin affecting 
the accusers can be uprooted by any meritorious deed except 
that the antagonist is satisfied, but there is no good deed 
(which can compensate for it) nor is there any other remedy."
The relevance of mentioning the hamemal sin in PRBd. is that KriSasp’s
sin against Fire was doubly serious because it was both a pollution of
the sacred creation Fire, and also a hamemal sin against the yazad of
Fire and the amahraspand who cares for fire, ArdwahiSt. For it was
believed that the fire was an actual living being with a soul (see
GBd., XVIII. 16 (BTA, 160)).
62. This is exemplified in the help KriSasp receives from the 
intercession of GoSurwan in if. 31 above, and in the opposition of 
Fire in §f. 30.
63. The words ud mard i xwaday I ahlaw appear to be a scribal 
interpolation. They are out of place in this §, which is a 
concluding statement on the value of fire in general and the Fire of
Warhran in particular; but it is not unlikely that they were added
at some stage to emphasise the importance of the priesthood - for 
mard I ahlaw was a standard term for "priest".
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Notes to Chapter 20
1. Ustofrlt is a general term for offerings made to the yazads (see 
above' ch. 17 > n. 3), and, as with dron, is used to designate a service 
in which offerings are made (e.g. gahambar). According to PRDd. 17*
2, above, ustofrlt is one of the services "in which afrlnagan should
be said" (ke-S afrlnagan padiS abayed guftan). In §1;, below,
however, the "giving" must be of the consecrated offerings (in the
broad sense of zaothra) and three groups of persons are named as not
allowed to communicate. On ustdfrlt cf. Supp. SnS XII. 10, XIII. 30*
Bartholomae, W_, 1*08, translates Av. usafritay- in Vd. farg. 18. 12
"Weihe, feierliche Darbringung (Pahl. Vd. has ul franaft mezd
—  v  v
"offerings sent up"); see further Tavadia, SnS. V. 2, n. 7> PP* 92-3*
2. sudab "wild rue" is consecrated and tasted in the Gahambars, 
according to Unv., Riv., I, 1+28—9» transl. D., Pers. Riv., 322-3* Cta 
current Irani use of consecrated sir-o sedoiv see M. Boyce, Stronghold, 
198 f.
3* i.e. who have committed the sin of drayan joyiSnlh "chattering
v  v  " - - -
(while) chewing"; see SnS., V. 2.
k» M. *s translation; cf. NP baz budan "to be exposed".
M. translates: "and if they have (prepared the things but) not
offered up", and notes that the phrase mad ested is used in the sense 
of "consecrated, offered up" in ZKA, 89» 2 f.; but the passage M. 
cites is not explicit and a literal translation does not require this 
sense:
yazeh man ... pad han I mad ested pad bariSn I zohr; \e pad 
harw Ce mad ested ham oh yaz 1 ■
Dhabhar translates: "worship me ... with the offerings of
the Zaothra acquired by you [yea, worship me with whatever 
of it is acquired (by you)]
The point here is that consecrated food of which the yazads have had
their share (i.e. the fragrance) must be properly disposed of, and so
if not eaten by righteous men it must be eaten by rightfeous creatures.
On the custom of giving remaining consecrated food to dogs, see
M. Boyce, op. cit., ll*6.
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Notes to Chapter 21
1. See above ch. 9 ,nn.
2. This is the worst of winged noxious creatures, according to GBd., 
XXII. 10 (BTA 185, TDA 114-3• 10); its natural enemy is the white hawk 
baz I sped (GBd. XXII. 27 f., XXIV. 3I4, TDA , BTA 187-9, 20l).
3* i.e. merit is increased 1,500-fold if pollution of water is
avoided; cf. Sd. N., ch. 1+3s
pas hargah ke vazay az ab bar avarand va xoSk konand ba‘d az an
bekoSandeS hazar ud devist deram sang kerfe baSad "so every time
that they take a frog out of water and make it dry (and) after 
that they kill it, it is 1,200 derams in weight of merit."
I4. One tanapuhl is equal to 90 sters; then there is some corruption 
with the numeral, for as it stands the merit for killing an ant is 
the same as for killing a sodomite etc.
5. Cf. Sd. N., ch. 1+3. I4.
6. Doubtful readings; M. cites GBd. IV. l5 (BTA b$t TDA 1+3• ^ ff») 
as parallel to this section: gzdwm klbyS kSwk V wzg, and also Bd.
10. 5: gzdwm klw’k V wzg. The objection to Mirza’s reading is that
while GBd. IV. 15 is a list of different species given as examples 
of xrafstras let loose on Earth by Ahreman, our text groups together 
the creatures according to their particular species, as in GBd. XXII, 
10-17 (TDA 11+3. 10 ff.)> although the order is somewhat different:
PRDd. QBl U3.10K.
§3 mar-e pad parr §10 mar sardag
wak §11 gazdumb sardag
§5 morag §12 karbunag sardag
§6-7 mar §13 pazug sardag
§8 gazdumb + ? §11+ kirm . • • sardag
§9 pazug §15 mor sardag
§10 harbag §16 magas sardag
§11 karzang malax sardag
§12 (az 1) sag karbunag paxSag sardag
§13 kaSawag kayk sardag
§11+ magas I kirm-rez parrag sardag
§15 £OZ wazajj sardag
§16 gurbag
§17 kayk
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Thus M. *s reading would include three different species in §8 of our 
text (which are also mentioned elsewhere), §8 corresponds to GBd.
XXII, TD^ (ll9• 12 f.); W gcdwmb1 W pykwk W kSwk tSthywl
TD^ (li43• 19-1^4* l)i W gcdwmb * W pykwk Swk tySt hyywl 
BH (69* 1-1+): gcdwmb1 pykwk1 W kSwk tsthyywl
In what follows Bailey leaves wpykyk and *swl (TBA 11+1+) untranscribed 
and does not translate, though he takes the latter word to be the 
explanation of tiSt, which also he does not translate. As Bailey say 
says, NP has tasaCa, taSada "crocodile", taStaqa "tortoise", taSi, 
tasi "porcupine". It is probable that TDA II4.3• 1^—II4.I4.• 1 (BTA l89» 
§11): u kaz-dumb u pekuk u kaSava u taStakvar "and the scorpion, the
parasite, the sea-tortoise, the tortoise" approaches the original 
Zand as represented in GBd. and in PRDd.
7* Cf. GBd. XXII: p ’zwk ZY gwhgltk. See Bailey on GBd., ed. TDA,
lkh, n. 3, and BSOS, VII, 89.
8. Of. Bailey, ibid., n. 9«
9* The identification of this and several other xrafstars in this
this chapter is made difficult by the similarity in Pahl. script of
glck1 (garzag "snake, rat"), gwlbk1 (gurbag "cat), *klcng (karzang
"crab"), klpnk1 /klbnk' (karbunag "lizard"), klVs (karbaS "lizard"),
*hlp*k1 (harbag "chamelion") and the ideogram KLB’ (sag "dog").
There are similar ambiguities in GBd. XXII and XXIII (see Bailey
and BTA). Karzang "crab" is M. *s reading here, whereas Bailey in his
citation of this passage reads garzak but does not translate, and
adds "There remain a number of obscure words" (llj.2) • M. reads l50
(though MSS have 100 y*k, i.e. one hook too many for l5o), which would
be more likely if the numerals preceded the noun as in §19 below. In
his note 9» p* i|09» M. cites a passage from WZ IX. 22 to support his
translation of garzag as "garzay-mouse" in §16 (see n. 13, below) 5
ewag muSk 1 gonag sya be aweSan garzag 1 xar ciyon garzag 
I mav ud koflg xwanlhed, andar kustag 1 drayab weS bawed.
"one is the rat of black colour which is called the thorny 
garzag like the garzag of the hole and of the mountain, 
there are many on the shore of the sea."
The passage adds that this creature bites, but it does not mention its
being poisonous, all of which suggests a crab or similar marine animal.
10. Mirza has karbuy-e "a gecko", i.e. a kind of lizard similar to 
his *kirbiS of §8. However, it seems that here also the similarity 
of words in Pahl. orthography has confused the scribe, and that the
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word karbunag has been omitted as a dittography of KLB’, sag. In 
Vd. farg. ll+. 5, a2i- spakana- kahrpuna- is translated by the Pahl. 
az I sag karbunag "snake which is a dog-lizard", and is glossed 
sagUi-iS ed ku abaz o kun niSined "its caninity is this that it sits 
back on its rump." It is significant that the next xrafstra is 
kaSawag "tortoise", just as in Vd., loc. cit.
11. In the Persian rivayats, different numbers are given: Unv., Riv.,
i, 273! 3 tanafur, ibid., I, 27I+: 30 tanafur (P., Pers. Riv., 269 >
270).
12. Cf. Unv., op. cit., I, 272 (B., op. cit., 268) magas-I siyah 1
kirmrez. Cf. also GBd. XXII, 2l+ (TDA ll+9. 11+-1!? - see Bailey’s ed.):
magas i kayken ray go wed ku ka o go St riyed kirm, ud ka o 
zamlg kayk, ud ka o andarway paxSag, ud ka 5 niSem I kabod 
riyed pelag I mar I kuk az-iS hambust, ud ka o ab zarug 
"Of the flea fly he says that when it defecates into flesh 
a worm is produced and when into earth a flea and when into 
the atmosphere a gnat, and when into a pigeon’s nest the 
cocoon of a small snake, and when into water a leech."
M. translates "ants, producing worms", as though it were mor 1 kirm­
rez.
13. Again the reading is doubtful, but it must be the same as
krpk'/klpk in GBd. XXIII. U S  (TBA ll+8).
ke Cahar gurg I Sar be ozaned kirbag and bawed Cand ewag 
karpag (?) I kuk-dumb be ozaned, 
which Bailey translates:
"whoso kills four lions, his merit is as great as when he 
kills a short-tailed cat."
BTA reads karcha "crab". M.’s reading of PRBd. here, *viS a£gan (see
textual note 26, presumably wyS ’pkn) is an emendation of both words.
MSS nasa can be retained, however, in nasa-bar, and the sense accords
with what is said of the cat in the Persian Rivayats, i.e. it pollutes
food with its mouth (Unv., op. cit., I. 276 f., B., op. cit., 270).
12+. Cf. GBd. XXII (BTA XXII. 2£, TBA ll+6. 2).
mor ray paydag ku ka-S se sad sal aSyagan ne wisobend, abaz o 
marl pad parr bawed.
"Of the ant it is revealed that when its nests are not destroyed 
for three hundred years it turns into a winged snake."
l5* The hedgehog was respected because it destroys small xrafstars, 
e.g. ants (GBd. XXIV, 1+2, BTA 201-3). In Vd. farg. 12. 3, the 
hedgehog is called vafch+jpara-, while Av. du2aka is given there as a 
perjorative name (from which Pahl. zuzag, NP 2u2a, is derived). See
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Darmesteter, SEE IV, l52, n. 1-2.
16. This figure accords with Vd. farg. 13•ht which gives the 
punishment as one thousand stripes (one tanapuhl equals two hundred 
stripes)•
17. See Vd. farg. 13• 5l; when a dog dies, its spirit
"passes to the spring of the waters • • • and there out of every 
thousand she-dogs, two water dogs are formed, a water dog and 
a water she-dog" (transl. Darmesteter, op. cit., 16Z+).
18. For the penalties for killing a water-beaver see Vd. farg. 13*
52-5, IX. 53-5 and XIV. Cf. also GBd. XXIV. hh (BTA 203):
babrag i abi -pad hamestarlh 1 dew 1 andar ab bawed dad ested 
"the water-beaver is created in opposition to the dew which 
exists in the water."
On the ostensible exaggeration of such punishments see Darmesteter,
op. cit., Introduction V., §20 f.
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Notes to Chapter 23
1. With this chapter cf. HN II, III; M N  IV, XVII; Dd. purs. 30, 31* 
MX, ed. West, II. 123; Sd. Bd., ch. 99 (D., Pers. Riv., 972-3); also
GBd. XXX, BTA 296 ff. See also Zaehner, Dawn, 302-8.
2. These words are a paraphrase of RJ k3» !•
3* According to HN II. 9 ff* (Haug-West 280-1, 309-10), the soul
chants the Gatha UStavaiti and asks for blessedness on the first
night and during the three nights* experiences:
han and asanih ...Cand harwisp han l-S pad zindaglh andar
axwan did "(he has) as much repose as all that which he
experienced in (his) life in the world."
Similarly £VN IV. 12 (H-W, 17. 7 ff.) has:
u-S andar han se Sab han and neklh ud asanih ud xubih mad
ested Cand hamag nekih I-S pad getig did "and in those three 
nights that much goodness and repose and well-being came to 
him as all that felicity which he experienced in the world."
In these accounts the good soul experiences felicity from the moment
of death. But in Dd.A XIX 2 f. (see West, SBE, XVIII, 1*6, n. 2), the
souls of the good and the wicked are said to enjoy happiness for their
good actions and punishment for their sinful actions during these three
nights. Sd. Bd., ch. 99* 1» however, warns of a common distress for
all the dead:
"The soul walks about for three days in this world and goes to
the place whence it has come out of the body and is in search
of the body and entertains a hope thus ’would that I could 
enter the body once again I'" (transl. D., Pers. Riv., 972)
After these three days and nights it is carried by SaroS amSaspand to
V
the Cinvad Bridge. See below, n. 11* on WizareS.
1*. According to Sd. Bd., ch. 99» the fragrant breeze or foul stench
” v
is perceived only when the soul steps on the Cinv/ad Bridge; our text
makes no mention of this bridge here. The torment which the soul
experiences in the first three days is, in all texts, said to be like
an intense form of worldly pleasure. The fragrance, however, is
unearthly in both quality and origin (cf. AVN. IV. 17:
han boy az ranihwintar ron az nemag I yazdan be aved 
"that fragrance comes from the southerly direction from 
the quarter of the yazads"),
and is the first perception of heavenly happiness. In MX (loc. cit.)
the heavenly fragrance is encountered only after meeting the maiden;
in the Pahl. accounts, the greater happiness of the soul is not in
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the encounter with the maiden, as in Sd. Bd., ch. 99* but in the
celestial bliss of dwelling among the divine beings. In PRDd.,
also, the maiden is not a mere reward, like an Islamic houri, but
the actual creation of the righteous soul (cf. Y. 1+8. 1+, translated
by I. Gershevitch, JRAS, 1952, 177)* She is presented as a reflection
of the soul’s beauty and as herald of paradise; cf. Dd. purs., 30* hi
ruwan I ahlawan be o wahiSt pad zor l han I menog l kirbag 
abag weh menog I ruwan parwanag pad payman ud payag 
11 the righteous soul (steps forth) to heaven through the 
strength of the spirit of good works along with the good 
spirit which is the guide of the soul unto its allotted 
station."
The fair escort of the soul to heaven is thus of man’s own fashioning,
as are his own happiness and suffering; cf. Dd. purs., 30* l5s
ud han l ahlawan ruwan az wahiSt ud garodman be hayyar dahiSnlh 
ne bawed Ce han I purr urwahm axwan eg-iS ne az-iS ayasiS nlh 
be-S harw kas awiS eg-ig purr ayasiSnlh ast "And for the soul 
of the righteous there is no giving out of help from heaven, for 
that existence which is full of joy, then there is no mindfulness 
of it for him, except for each person who is fully mindful for 
it." (See West, SEE XVIII, 67-8 and his note.)
5* For the female figure who appears before the soul, Daena/Den, 
cf. Vd. farg., 19. 100-101; Dd.A. purs., 19. 6; 23. 5, HN II. 22-23, 
and AVN IV. 18. In the last two works she is called xweS den as well 
as kuniSn 1 xweS. For discussion see Moulton, Early Zoroastrianism, 
165; Boyce HZ I, 237 ff•; J.C. Pavry, Zoroastrian doctrine of a
v
future life, 29-1+8; Mol6, 'Daena, le pont Cinvat et 1’initiation dans 
le Mazddisme'RHR CLVII, I960, 155-85-
6. Bailey has pointed out that in Y. 26. 1+ den is glossed by kuniSn 
"acts", and also that in WZ X?0(. 1+8 the doctrine of the den taking 
maiden form is replaced by the ruwan 1 rah which wears the good actions 
actions of the individual as a garment (az ham humeniSnlh hugowiSnih 
ud hukuniSnlh paymog-ew paymo[z]lhed) and correspondingly the evil 
ruwan wears a garment of his deeds (Bailey, Zor. Prob., Il5). With 
this latter motif cf. the white garment and the tom and foul garment 
which the good and evil souls are said to wear in PRDd.’ 23* 2 and 19 
respectively. On the paymog, paymozan "garment", see Bailey, ibid., 
112, n. 2, and generally on ruwan in the Pahl. books, see Bailey, 
ibid., ch. Ill "Martom", pp. 7^-119.
In his study Clement of Alexandria, S.R.C. Lilia argues that 
there are certain features in Clement’s picture of the Himmelsreise 
of the soul "which cannot be adequately explained without resorting
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to Gnosticism and to Platonism” (p. 182). In Clement’s belief the 
angels’ task is to watch the ascent of the souls through the heavens 
and to stop those souls who are not completely free from material 
things and passions, and also to let go through and to praise those 
souls which are free in this way and possess gnosis: Lilia cites
Clement, Strom, iv. 117* 2 (ii. 299* 2I4.-8):
t o v s  fJLev yap irrayo/JLivovs nva rwv 
K oap iK C JV  Kareyovoiv ot to tc A o s  dnairovvTes t o  is a<f>cT€pois fiapov- 
fievovs Tradeoiy t o v  8k yv/ivov rwv v t t o t m t t o v t iv v  t w  reAei, vXijprj 8k 
yvtocreajs /cat rfjs Hpyaiv SiKatoavvrjs cvvevxdpevoi •napa'nip.TTovoiy 
t o v  avSpa avv /cat to >  kpycp paKapiaavr^s
When the same scholar describes another feature of Clement’s thought,
he does not notice the striking parallel with the Zoroastrian belief
(ibid., 183) the soul must show these angels a kind of "free pass”
or identity token (avpfioAov) represented by its purity and by the
justice of its actions upon the earth:
ovpfioAov dyiov t o v  yapaKTrjpa t t j s  
SiKaioauvrjs t o v  <f>0JT€ivov imSeiKvvfievos t o i s  e^ eara/at t t j avoSa/ 
ayyeAois . . . ttjv iroionjra rfjs Siadeoecjs rfjv emKeifievrjv rfj ipvyf)
/car* im x u ip T ja iv  t o v  d y io v  7rvevp.aTO S y e y a v a jp e v r ) ,  Strom, iv. 116. 2
(ii. 299. 18-21), cited in ibid., I83.
Lilia compares this with gnostic versions of the Himmelsreise, e.g. 
the Apocalypse of Paul in the Nag-Hammadi texts (where, ascending to 
the sixth heaven, St. Paul is obliged to give a sign to the malevolent 
old man who stands in his way), for Lilia assumes that Clement has 
put us ”in the realm of Gnosticism". Surely, though, Clement is here 
much closer to the Zoroastrian belief, however he may have arrived - 
perhaps through the connection between Clement and Jewish and 
Christian apocalypses suggested by W. Bousset and J. Dani^loU. (for 
refs., see Lilia, op. cit., 182, n. l).
7* Here the Zoroastrian is congratulated for having retired in the 
face of evil worship in order to practise the good religion, to 
protect himself and the good creations from evil. Cf. MXA., 2k• 8 ff.; 
there is no mention of seeking to convert the wicked, whose fate is 
sealed.
8. The maiden here seems suddenly to have become everyone’s soul. 
Perhaps pad getig is opposite here to pad menog, i.e. between the man’s 
man’s death and the resurrection, his disembodied Den will grow ever 
more beautiful•
9. Cf. GBd. XXX. 26, TDA 203. 12 ff., BTA 263. With the common nouns
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for "good thought", "good speech", and "good action", given as names
for gradations of the heavenly realms, the whole description of the
passage of the soul after physical death is a form of admonition
in mdtaphor, to righteousness in the present world; cf. Dk.M.
13 had kadar-i^-ew mardom handaziSn o ruwan boziSn "La destination
de tout homme le m&ne au salut de son Sme'^deMenasce, Le Troisi&me
livre du Denkart, p. 63).
The significance of the soul’s encounter with the maiden is
explained in Dk. Ill (Bk.M. 6(}jfeMenasce, ibid.., p. 80):
"L’acte m£ritoire (atteignant) celui qui reqoit la puissance 
de l’acte m^ritoire, qui est le bon menog. et cela a pour 
image la forme d’une belle jeune fille; on l’appelle kaino. 
c’est-a-dire, qu’elle-vient au-devant de l’Sme qui a trdpass£, 
et avec 1’auteur des actes m^ritoires, vient, &me juste, en 
raison de la predominance des actes m£ritoires sur les 
peccamineux. La puissance qu’elle a au passage du Pont 
Cinvat l’£ldve au lieu supreme des etemelles demandes et 
largesses."
On the gradations of heaven ses also MX. 7« 39* 9 (ed. West, and
transl. West, SEE XXIV, 29-30)» In AVN IV. 7 Wiraz approaches the
V "H ■ _l _r-
Cinwad Bridge:
fradom gam rad humat ud dudlgar gam pad huxt. ud sidlgar gam 
pad huwarSt "the first footstep with the good thought, and 
the second footstep with the good word, and the third footstep 
with the good deed" (H-W, lft).
10. So in MX II. 15>0, 1. 7 (ed. West). In HN, loc. cit., they 
do ask questions.
11. With this section cf. Bd. purs. 30* 13s
han-iz ruwan menogjg framaziSn. ramiSn hamhandazagiha awiS 
rasanlg u-S pad nimaviSn I o getlgan nam medvogzarm r5yn 
"to that also which is the spiritual completion of the soul’s 
pleasure it is attaining in like proportion, and in its 
appearance to worldly beings it is a butter of the name 
Maidyo-zarem" (West, SEE, XVIII, 66).
The passage goes on to explain that the produce of cattle is the best
material food, and, of that, spring butter is the most excellent.
Also see HN II. 38 f«; IBC II. 1^2 (ed. West). This food is the food
of souls in heaven, but, as West notes,
"it is to be distinguished from the draught of immortality, 
called HuS, which is prepared from the fat of the ox Hadhayans 
and the white Horn at the time of the resurrection (see Bd. XXX. 
25)", West, SBETTVTII, 66 f., n. with changes in transcription.
Maidhyoi. zaramaya is the first of the Gahambar feasts in the
Zoroastrian calendar, for the New Year (lit. "Bay") festival no ruz
at the spring equinox. The food of righteous souls is thus as fresh
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as, and symbolic of, the day of resurrection, the "new day" of 
eschatalogical expectation.
12. Here Sd. Bd., ch. 9» 17 has:
va an surat ura guvad ko?ia xvahl gerlxtan
"and that form says to him ’where shalt thou flee?’" (transl.
Pers* Riv»» 573) •
It is possible that the plight of the unrighteous soul is here
portrayed with irony as the words of these last three questions
are reminiscent of ZarathuStra’s own plight when first he took up his
mission as prophet of righteousness:
Y. 1*6. 1: k^ ru.. namoi zgm kuthra namoi ayeni ... katha thwa
mazda xSnaoSai ahura?
13* The text is uncertain here (M. reads -m var-Jamay be girend 
"take away my mantle", i.e. MSS wltpyS written for wl-TWP’H , comparing 
HP puSe and var-puSe (see M., 1*12, n. 5>). The reading adopted, -m
wltk pyg *BYBWNxi/*XDWNx-i accounts for the following eg-om "first ...
then", giving a reasonable sense with the rest of the passage, as 
suggesting the arrest and assault of highway robbery.
ll+. Perhaps ganj refers to the store of good deeds through which the 
soul has hope for recompense, which is vitiated by his own hoard of 
wickedness. In Bd. purs. 22. 5, the maiden is called ganjwar 1 kirbag 
"the treasurer of good deeds".
l5* Av. vizar sa (< J zar3S "tear" + vl "away": "the tearer away".
See Pahl. Vd. farg. 1. 9* 29, which comments on the dew Wizares:
harw kas-ew pad band-ew andar ofted: ka be mired ka aSo a^ -S 
az gardan be ofted: ka druwand a-S pad han ham band be o 
dug ox hau.1 end. "he falls onto every person with a noose (at 
birth); when he dies if he is righteous, then it shall fall 
from his neck; if wicked, then they will drag him with that 
very noose to hell."
In fact, however, the noose is said to be cast in the first place
by Asto. viSatu (Pahl. Astwihad) "Bissolution", or "Beath", on which
see L.H. Gray, ’The foundations of the Iranian religions' , JCOI l£,
1929, 201-2.
According to GBd. XXVII. 22, BTA 236, the souls of (all) dead men 
must wrestle with WizareS when they remain in the world during the 
three days after death (cf. also Bd. purs. 22. 3)* For this reason 
it is said in a Persian Rivayat t that when WizareS terrorizes the soul 
during the three nights, the soul may be protected by the fire which 
the living kindle for its sake and from which WizareS flees (iJnv., 
Riv., i, 71 • 1^-18, B., Pers. Riv., 58-9)* However, in other texts,
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as in ours, WizareS does not appear until the fourth day after death
and ensnares only the wicked. In all texts WizareS drags the wicked
soul to hell. The noose is reminiscent of the stranglehold of the
evil Action in Sd. Bd., ch. 99* 20:
dast be gerdan-i u bekonad va har do az mlan-i dinvad nul sar 
negun beoftand va be duzex Savand "She clasps her arms round
his neck and both plunge headlong from the middle of the
Cinwad Bridge and go to hell."
Thus there are two distinct versions of the fate of the righteous 
and wicked souls: in one, extant in a fragment of the Avesta (HN), and
in the majority of Pahlavi accounts, the good soul experiences pure 
happiness, and the wicked soul total wretchedness, immediately after 
death. They have their deserts as a result of their choice in life;
since there is no chance of a reverse in their fate, there is no
intercession or interference. In the other version the soul, good 
or bad, must endure the insecurity and doubt of the first days of 
disembodiment.
16. Cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 99* 25 (transl. D., Pers. Riv., 573* see
n. 5). In IK II. 191+ it is explained that in hell food can be eaten
only by similitude (hangoSldag homanag). According to Dd. purs. 31* 8, 
foul as the infernal food may be, wicked souls will remain unsated by 
it and ever crave more.
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17* As D. notes (p. 23) an interpolation in MSS of PRDd. ch. 9 
comprises material relating to the subject-matter of ch. 23> but does 
not actually fit into the text of ch. 23* The interpolated passage
is as follows:
1 * 2 (1+) u-8 ohrmazd han I dudlgar gowiSn a-9 abaz pursed, Ce paydag
ku harw ahlaw ud druwand ka o Cinwad puhl *rased3 ud ohrmazd be
wened ohrmazd az harw kas be pursed ku: 11 (Ce kar, u)-t k5r
*Ce^ hame kard, pad xwariSn I ke zist he?11
(%) ka ahlaw a-S dudlgar azi9 abaz ne pursed Ce be garodman barend.
(6) ud ka druwand sard anaglh pad xweS kunend, be o duSox Sawed.
(7) u-8 ahreman be o awiS go wed ku Cim 1 ray 1 ka be o gilistag I
man amad he ka-1 en gyag jud dard ud duSwarlh ud anaglh ne any 
CiS pad han?"
(8) pas az han gowiSn, ka ohrmazd edon guft ahreman edon guft> abaxSlh 
bawed ud han abaxg ray bawed ka-8an rist wirayend.
1. MSS have also V  (ne). 2. MSS (u-g). 3. MSS YXMTWNd
(rasend) . I+. MSS ZY MN (1 az) .
(1+) "And Ohrmazd then asks him the next question, for it is revealed 
that when every righteous and wicked soul comes to the Cinwad 
Bridge and Ohrmazd sees it, Ohrmazd asks of every one: 1 (what
action? and) what action did you do? by whose sustenance did 
you live?1 •
(5) If it (i.e. the soul) is righteous then it is not asked again, 
for they take him to Garodman.
(6) And if it is wicked they inflict on it dulling torment, it goes 
to hell.
(7) And Ahreman says to it: 'For what reason have you come to my
hovel, when for you this place is nothing but pain, hardship and 
torment?' •
(8) After those words, when Ohrmazd has spoken thus, and Ahreman 
has spoken thus, there is repentance, and it is on account of 
that repentance that the dead are raised."
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Notes to Chapter 22+
1. It is clear from the repetition of the four creatures that murw 
is written mistakenly for gurg in the first instance. M. translates 
murw "bird" and way "vulture".
2. Here a doctrine of hell and straightforward retribution is taught 
without hope of amendment or ultimate reconcilation for the wicked.
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Notes to Chapter 25
1. This chapter is transcribed and translated by S. Wikander, see 
Der Arische Mannerbund, Lund, 1933> pp. 16-17* Cf. also Sd. Bd., ch. 
ed. D., p. 9b f., transl. D., Pers. Riv., 521-2
2. Sd. Bd., loc. cit., 1, has nlkl kardan i.e. "doing good", which 
supports the translation of ahlaylh "righteousness" rather than M.’s 
holiness". Wikander has "Frommigkeit". Wikander translates sahlg 
"erhaben".
3* M. translates:
"How long after the time of FraSkard, i.e. (after) the production
of FraSkard takes place, (shall there be) the Resurrection?",
but the syntax and the sense are somewhat strained. Thus abaz o 
cannot mean "after". Sd. Bd. has simply ta qiamat va rastaxlz Cand 
mande ast "How long will it be until the day of resurrection and the 
raising up of the dead." Pers. Cand mande ast would seem to be a 
rendering of Pahl. Cand zaman abaz ... bawed "how much time remains 
(until)."
1|. According to M.’s version, a period of one thousand years 
intervenes between FraSegird and the Resurrection; there is no such 
doctrine elsewhere in the Zoroastrian tradition. In GBd. XXXI, BTA 
275 ff.» ZarathuStra is said to have been bom in the fourth 
millennium (hazarag I Caharom) after which three thousand years 
follow until the coming of SoSyans, who will raise all the dead in 
fifty-seven years. In the next chapter of GBd., entitled abar 
ristaxez ud tan 1 pasen, the tradition is that every person will see 
his own good and bad deeds, after which the righteous "will see 
delight in Garodman in material body those three days" (ud aSo andar 
garodman tandmand han se roz urwahmanlh wened), while the wicked 
suffer punishment in Hell for three days (BTA 287); cf. also Bd. 
purs. 13. bt SBE XVIII, 33-k and see West’s note, p. 3kt n. l). In 
GBd. XXXII this is called han fraSegird kardarlh "the actualisation 
of FraSegird" i.e. the ristaxez "resurrection" and reunion with the 
body, followed, three days later, by the final judgement and ordeal 
in the river of molten metal. The world becomes purified of evil and 
perfected as a result of this final purgation, and men exist in the 
tan 1 pasen, with no intervening delay. Our text alludes to 
ZarathuStra’s doctrine that complete happiness comes only with a
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return to the perfect worldly state (getlg)• In our text, however,
ZarathuStra is the mouthpiece for what must have been a common
anxiety for Zoroastrians: how long must the departed soul endure in
the disembodied state until reunion with the body? True to the
tradition as in GBd., loc. cit., ZarathuStra is told that three
thousand years yet remain.
In our text ZarduSt’s question seems a non sequitur after the
initial statement on ahlaylh Mrighteousness". The connection between
virtuous behaviour and the three thousand years is explained in
Sd. Bd•, ch. 25>. I4, ed. B •, p. 9^4 f.s
’’The creator Ormazd said: '0 ZartuSt Asfantaman! These three
thousand years are glorious in thy eyes. Go and propagate the 
religion to Mazda^-worshippers, acquire virtue and make your 
soul righteous and worthy of paradise; because if you make 
your soul righteous, it will reach heaven.111
5. Cf. Sd. Bd. Zf. 3:
zaratoSt - anoSirvan - bad begirlst. goft ey dadar-i veh-i 
afzunl hanuz digar mande ast va Can din gah mara pay-i tan 
mi bavad budan "Zaratusht - may he be immortal-souled - 
wept and said: *0 good and propitious Creator! It is yet
*a very long time and we must attend to the body for so 
much time.* 11 (transl. D., Pers. Riv., £21 f.)
pay-i tan could be read bl tan, giving the sense "and we must be
without the body for so much time."
6. Sd. Bd. ch. 2^. £ makes no mention of the couple being married -
they are merely a girl (doxtar) of eighteen years and a boy (pesar)
of twenty, who come together in a dwelling:
harw do yekdlgar ra dost darand va yek Candl dar arzuye 
yekdlgar baSand va pas yek Sabi be ham rasand .jaygahi bl 
tars va blm "both love each other and desire one another 
for a while, and then one night they meet in a dwelling, 
without fear and terror.11
Mirza cites a phrase katSay kardan meaning "to marry" (Pahl. I. 61.
7 f»), but there the verb refers not so much to the act of marriage
as to the more literal meaning "to set up house":
ka kadag kamed kardan nazdist uzenag pad mehan kune fud] 
xweStan ray zan xwad xwah "if you desire to set up house, 
first make provision for the household and find yourself 
a wife."
In our text the words me rag and ziyanag replace the preceding
terms kanlzag and mard I juwan (cf. mard and zan in Sd. Bd., loc.
cit. after doxtar and pesar). Wikander explains:
"es wird merak und ziyanak fur die gewohnlicheren Synonyma 
eingesetzt, wo eine sentimentale Parbung geferdert wird."
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7» Cf. M .  purs. 30* 20:
ud han l ahlaw andar wahiSt ud garodman rcah han mezd I fradom 
I hazed. u-S ta ristaxez, ka fcetlrc-iz abeza,? ud anetyara# bawed. 
xwad az-is awardiSnig. pad ristaxez han I meh ud weh ud paSom 
habed. ud ?\ awe dan xwarlhed*
"And the throne of the righteous in paradise and the supreme 
Heaven is the reward which he obtains first, and (it is) his 
until the resurrection, when even the world becomes pure and 
undisturbed. He is himself immoveable from it (i.e. his place). 
Through the resurrection he obtains what is greatest and best 
and most excellent."
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Notes to Chapter 26
26.1-7
1. This chapter is a rendering of Y. 11; see Dhabhar’s edition of 
the Pahl. translation accompanying the Yasna (PU), pp. 78-80. The 
PU has been transcribed by Unvala in Horn Yt., p. 83 ff. For former 
editions of the PU see ibid., p. 83. Cf. also Sd. Bd., ch. 26, ed. 
Dhabhar, p. 95» transl. D., Pers. Riv., 522.
2. Av. afrivaCaiaho zavainti "they curse, uttering imprecations" is 
rendered in the PU pad afrin gowiSnlh *rowend (Y. 11. 1; on *row- 
see Unvala, ibid., p. 83> n. ib); a gloss follows in Pahl. se ast 1 
roSnag ku nifrin kunend.
3* Cf. Av. gauS zaotaram zavaiti "the ox curses the priest"; cf. the 
PU 11. is gaw zot rowed ke andar dariSn "the ox curses the priest 
who keeps it."
k* With the words u-t dusrawlh ud abarig anaglh abag harw anaglh 
bawad cf. the PU 11. 1: u-t edon dusrawlh abag bawad (the Av. is
uta djuS.srava haCimno) • abag in
5» With the words u-m 5 arzanigan ne dahe cf. Y. 11. 1: yo m^m
xYastam noit baxSahe "who does not portion me out (when I am well) 
cooked". The PTJ 11. 1 has: ne man ray xwastag ne baxSe o arzanigan
"who does not bestow wealth on the worthy for my sake" (see Unvala, 
ibid., 85, n. 5b), thus PRDd. renders the Av. better than the PU
6. Cf. Y. 11. 2 Av. aat m^m turn fSaonayehe hairya va puthrahe va 
haoya va marSuya "then thou makest me fat for the sake of (thy) wife, 
or of (thy) son, or of (thy) own self, or of (thy) wicked belly" 
(Unvala, loc. cit.). The PU 11. 2 renders eg man t5 fSonene ku-m 
abaz dare nairikan ud pusaran ud han 1 xweS mulan ray "then you fatten 
me, that is keep me back for the sake of your wife and sons and that 
belly of yours."
7* PU 11. 2 has *w' *LH bwlt’l lpyt1. rowed "curse" occurs several 
times in Y. 11, twice with o [‘l/’w and indir. obj., onbe with dir. 
obj. In our text a similar discrepancy exists with nifrin kun- 
"curse", viz. §2: *111 ’YS l»d nplyn* ‘BYDWNx-|; §3: (BK) >sp *L >YS 
nplyn' *BYDWNx-| , (MR^ j) »sp *L *L ’YS nplyn' <BYDWNx1; §[*: (BK) 
hwmyzdt1 *L nplyn1 *BYDWNx^, (MR^, j) hwmyzdt1 *L *YS I’d nplyn* 
‘BYDWNx-j .
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8. With the words abar man niSast ma tuwan bawad cf. the PTJ 11. 2:
ma bawe arwandan asp karezar ayoxtar ku-t tan tax tan ma tuwan 
bawad ud ma arwandan abar niSastan ud ma arwandan be nihadan 
ku abaz daStan ma tuwan bawad*
The last phrase 11 ... mayest thou not be able to keep them (i.e. the 
horses) in check" (Unvala, ibid., 86) may be the inspiration for 
duSmenan abaz ne dare in our text.
9* ke pad zor ud nerog I man hayyarlh etc. represents Av. (Y. 11. 2) 
yo mgm zavara no it Jai^yehi: PU ke pad han I man zohr (sic) ne 
zaye: gloss kar ud dadestan.
10. Cf. Y. 11. 3 haomo x^aSaram zavaiti: horn o xwardar rowed.
Unvala (ibid., 87, n. 3^) notes that Bartholomae interpreted xvaSaram 
as the representative of agriculturists (Wb. 1880). On khvaSar
hu. vastar- "good pasturer" see Beyiveniste, JA, 1932, 123-U. Thus 
the three social classes (mentioned in §lj. of our text) - of priest, 
warrior and husbandman - are seen to be responsible for the care of 
the ox, horse and Horn yazad respectively.
11. In PU 11. 3 the words ktUm andar yaziSn kar ne framaye serve as 
a gloss to Av. yo mpm aiwiS. hutom darayehi: Pahl. ke man az huniSn 
dare.
12. Cf. Y. 11. k Av. fraranaot "bestowed": Pahl. franaft "set in 
motion, professed", is a mistranslation (see Unvala, ibid., p. 89, 
n. 1*6*).
13* gdspand seems to be used specifically as a term for standard 
sacrificial animals, whereas the more general gospand sardag includes 
the more unusual members of the whole category (e.g. deer).
ll+. The words be J5ye correspond to Av. (Y. 11. 9) yo ... zinat 
va tr&fyat va apa va yasaiti: Pahl• ke ... zlned ayab triftened ayab
appared. On the meat offering to Horn see below PRDd., ch.59 • 3»
SnS. XI. I4, SHE V, 335; Unv., Riv., i. 262 (D., Pers. Riv., 262 and 
n. 1|).
l9« The words winahed dahiSn 1 ohrmazd correspond to the Pahl. gloss 
on Av. (Y. 11. 6) dahakaCa (Pahl. *dahag): kahenldar ke dahiSn i
ohrmazd be kahened.
16. The words kirrenldar 1 gjg tabah kuned correspond to the Pahl. 
gloss on Av. (Y. 11* 6) murakaCa (Pahl. mudag-kardar): ku CiS tabah be 
kuned. M. translates kirrenldar as "tyrant".
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17* The words kar ud dadestan ... awared correspond to the Pahl. 
gloss on Av. (Y. 11. 6) pouru. saraSa varSnaCa (Pahl. purr sardag 
warzldar): ku kar ud dadestan was fraz kuned ewag-iz pad frazam be
ne kuned.
18. Haosravah slew FraOrasyan of the Tuirya people with the help of 
Haoma. See e.g. Yt. 9* l8f 22; 19* £6-61+, 77* For the Pahl. and 
later versions of the legend see Darmesteter, ZA I, 111, n. 19; II» 
636, n. Ill;; Chris tens eq^Les Kayanides, 61-9, 109-17* Cf. also TJnv., 
Riv., 1, 263, 11* 12-13, D., Pers* Riv., 263 and n. 3*
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Notes to Chapter 27
1. This chapter is derived from the Pahlavi translation and glosses 
of I I ,  of which Haug gives hoth the Av. and Pahl. texts (AVN,
269 ff*); he translates the Av. and, in his notes, the Pahl. where it 
differs (ibid., 303 ff*). Three versions of the text, all different, 
exist in Persian: Sd.N., ch. 80 (ed. D., 55) > Sd. Bd., ch. 27 (ed.
P., 96), and a passage from the Rivayat of Kama Bohra, ch. 88 (Unv., 
Riv., i, 16-17, transl. D., Pers. Riv., 16-17). In HN I the prayer 
is called aSo. stuti-, which is translated by Pahl. ahlaylh stayiSnoh 
"praise of righteousness" (and glossed by aSam vohu) • Bartholomae 
(Air. Wb. 1593-1+) points out that stay- is regularly used with aSam, 
but in PRDd., and in the later, NP texts, no trace of the name aS5. 
stuti- remains and the prayer is known throughout by its opening two 
words (see Haug, op. cit., 303, n. 2).
HN I is presented as a dialogue between Ahura Mazda and 
ZarathuStra. Ahura Mazda first alludes to the different values of 
"praise of righteousness", then, when questioned by ZarathuStra on 
each, describes the different values separately. The Zand of each of 
these separate answers form the basis of §§7-12 of our text. The 
three Persian texts cited above follow approximately the same 
formulation as §§1-12 of our text.
2. It is clear that our text closely follows the Pahl. of HN I. 31* 
The Av. (Haug, op. cit., 277) is:
kar S vara yat xvanirath9m mat. fSum mat, rath am paiti viram 
which Bartholomae translates:
"K. xy samt seinem Tierem, Wagen und Menschen" (Air. Wb.. 83!+). 
The Pahl. version of this is an obvious mistranslation:
keSwar I xwanirah abag ramag ud abag rah be az wlr [gloss: Jud
az mardom "the region of Xwanirah with flocks and with roads, 
without men [gloss: excluding people]"
Haug suggests that the translator
"has, perhaps, confounded paiti with para" (ibid., 309 > n. 3)*
The keSwar of Xwanirah does not appear in the NP versions.
3* The Avestan of HN I. 13 (Haug, op. cit., 273) is
ygm ba na fnauharota haurvatbya amaratatbya aSam staoiti 
"which a man recites for Haurvardd and Ameret&d when eating" 
(transl. Haug, op. cit., 307)
The Pahlavi version of this is
ka mard fraz xwariSnlh I hordad ud amurdad ahlaylh stayed, han
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I aSamvohu oy gowed ud pas sroS dr on xwared "when a man who 
is about to eat [cf. also ibid*, I» lb] Hordad and Amurdad
praises Righteousness, he says the aSam vohu and then he
consumes the SroS dron."
Our text alone follows this version in mentioning the SroS dron.
The SroS dron as baj is a priestly usage, arising from the necessity
for priests of solemnising SroS dron in every gah after death} so it
is used instead of baj of Ohrmazd as grace before meals (see M. Boyce
and F. Kotwal, ’Zoroastrian Bag and Dron I*', BSOAS XXXIV, 1, 1971 >
61* ff.). With this § cf. Sd.N., ch. 80. 6: Cun nan xurand; Sd. Bd.,
ch. 1*: ke vaj beguyand; Unv., Riv., i, 17: Cun nan x^ahand xurdan.
On dron see below ch. 56.
1*. Cf. HN I. 18, Av.:
y^m ba na pasCa fraauharaiti haomahe hutahe aSam staoiti
Pahl •: ka mard az fraz xwariSnlh I horn I hunld ahlaylh stayed
han l aSam vohug-ew be gowed ud parahom xwared. (Haug, op. cit•,m
Again, our text alone follows the Pahl. gloss of HN, loc. cit.;
cf. Sd.N., ch. 80. 8:
va anke arzeS Cand sad ast ke ba*d azan xurdan bex'^anand;
Kama Bohra, HF, 131-2:
ba*d az xurdan-I nan [lacking in IJnv., Riv., loc. cit.] .
No comparable phrase occurs in Sd. Bd., loc. cit. On the drinking 
of the preparation parahom see M. Boyce, ;,JtaS-zohr and Ab-zohr’ ,
JRAS (1966), 115, n. 5.
5* With these words cf. HN I, 23: Av.:
yam ba na xvafna&a ustryamno avaauhabdamno aSr?m staoiti; Pahl.: 
ka mard be xufsed pad xwab ul nibemiSnlh ud be xufsiSn ahlaylh 
stayed aSam vohug-e (Haug, op. cit., 275): Bartholomae translates 
Av. afefnguSa ustryamno avafluhabdamno "zum Schlaf ausgestreckt 
ein^schlafend" (Air. Wb. 18637T
which accords better with the Pahl. rendering than does Haug’s
translation: "starting up from sleep and going to sleep again"
(op. cit., 308 and n. l); Haug does not translate the Pahl. phrase.
That our text has interpreted HN as meaning "recites it (then) goes
to sleep", suggests that Bartholomae is correct. HN I. 28 is
similarly ambiguous Av.:
y^ un ba na xvafna<Sa frayrispmno frabi&yamno aSam staoiti: Pahl•: 
ka mard az xwab fraz wirayiSnlh ud fritz bwdSnyh (?) ahlaylh 
stayed (Haug, op. cit., 275) "which a man recites, awaking and 
rising from sleep" (Haug, op. cit., 308)•
(Bartholomae suggests emending frabidyamno to frabu5yamno, op. cit.,
985*) The corresponding phrase in our text (§10) clearly refers to
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the act of waking, reciting the prayer, and then going back to sleep.
The Rivayat of Kama Bohra corresponds to §§9 and 10 of our text viz.
"And as to that one Ashem Vohu which they recited and (then)
go to bed, it is of as much merit as if you have recited one
thousand Ashem Vohus on other occasions. As to that one 
Ashem Vohu which they recited and turned from side to side 
(in bed), it is of as much merit as if you have recited ten 
thousand Ashem Vohus on other occasions. As to that one 
Ashem Vohu which is recited at the time when you wish to
get up from bed, it is of as much merit as if you have
recited one hundred thousand Ashem Vohus on other occasions."
(Unv., Riv., I, 16, transl. D., Pers. Riv., 16)
However the two other Persian texts specify two different times for
meritorious acts: Sd.N., ch. 80, 8-9:
va anke arzeS yekhazar ast anast ke az xuftan az pahlu dar 
gerdl va dorost bexvani; anke arzeS dah hazar ast anast ke 
Gun az xVab bar xlzi va be xvani (ed. P., 57); Sd. Bd., ch. 27*
37s Cun be xnspand aSam vohu be guy and CandaneS kerfe bavad 
ke be vaqtl-ye dlgar hazar aSgm vohu; az xvab dar ayand va 
dlgar aSam vohu beguyand CandaneS ar^ j va kerfe bavad ke be 
bevaqti-ye dlgar dah hazax dar vaqt-i *taqarru‘_e5n aSem 
vohu beguyand va Candan ar.*J va qeimat ast ke Iran Sahr.
The discrepancy between the Pahl. and NP versions may be a result 
of the apparent ambiguity of the Avestan and Pahl. versions of HN I.
v v
23 and 28 cited above. A further passage from SnS., cited by D. in 
Pers. Riv., 17, n. 3» explains the great virtue of reciting the 
aS m vohu before going to sleep, by virtue of this time being an 
opportunity for a final religious act before sleep and even possible 
death in sleep.
£. The words abdom wardiSn [I gyan] render Av. ustame urvaese gayahe 
(HN I. 33> Haug, op. cit., 277) • It seems that in our text gyan (XY*) 
has been omitted by a copyist, having been read mistakenly as a 
dittography of a-S [*-S] which follows. Elsewhere the words abdom 
wardiSn render Av. , urvaesa- apama-. see Y. 43*5* 6 damoiS urvaese 
apame "beim letzten Ende der Schopfung" (Bartholomae, op.oit.. 1535)!
Y. 51. 6 apame ashauS urvaese "beim letzten Ende des Lebens" (ibid.. 1535).
In these contexts the term refers to the cosmic event in the future, 
at the time of fraSo. k3rati, and so may have been in the mind of the 
copyist of our text, but clearly, . as proved by HN I. 33 v^. 
us tame urvaese gayahe (also Y. 71» 15), Pahl. abdom wardiSn 1
gyan, our text refers to the time of the end of life in the body.
7. The Avestan M  I. 36 states:
ka &eva aSo. stuitiS ya vlspam imat yat a«ataraCa
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zam arataroCa asmaii'^ m imamCa z^m avafia raoda vlspafia vohu 
mazdaSata aSa. Cithra masanaCa vaiffianaCa srayanaca arS.jaiti 
(Haug, op. cit., 276) "What is the one recital of the 
Ashem which is worth all this which is in the earth and 
in the sky, and this earth, and those lights, and all 
good things created by Mazda which have their origin in 
truth?" (Haug, op. cit», 309)*
Cf. HN I. 38:
yat fraoiriSaiti pairi duSmataeibyasca duguxtaeibyasCa 
dugvarStaeibyasCa (ibid., 279) "when one renounces evil 
thoughts and evil words and evil deeds" (ibid., 309) •
The Pahl. version adds a gloss: HN I. 3^ !
ke oy frod warded be az duSmat ud duShuxt ud duSxwarSt humat 
lm winah weS ku kirbag duSoxig han aSam vohug-e be gowed a- 8 
wahistig be bawed "V/hosoever turns from evil thoughts, word 
and deed; good thought (is) this: (when) sin (is; more than
merit (he is) worthy of hell; (if) he recites one aSam vohu, 
then thereby he becomes worthy of heaven."
Nothing is said of this last-minute redemptive power of the aSam vohu
in the Avestan text of HN I, and the Pahl. gloss seems to present a
late doctrine, which is, however, stated in some detail in the NP
versions. See especially Rivayat of Kama Bohra (Unv., Riv., 17);
cf. IJnv., Riv., i, 18. h-l»
For an Av. commentary on the aSam vohu see Y. 20 (and see further
below, ch. 57)* Dhabhar cites a similar commentary in Pahl. (Pers.
Riv., 20-23, and translates a NP version of the same (ibid., 18-20;
text in Unv., Riv., i, 19* 19-21. 12). See also Modi, CC, 3U&-9.
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Notes to Chapter 28
28.1
1. The main point of this chapter is made only in the final section,
for which the preceding prepares the ground with exhortation and
example by illustration. Virtue is recommended as preferable to
procrastination because death may at any time overtake the body,
leaving the soul the poorer at the bridge of judgement. Because of
the transient nature of all material things, and because all beings
are subject to death, only virtue and goodness are worthy objects of
man’s accumulative instinct. Such ideas are reminiscent of handarz
"wisdom-literature". It has been said that the fatalism that is
typical of that genre "is probably ... part of the non-religious
character of the andarz" (M. Boyce, 'Middle Persian Literature' ,
Handbuch der Orientalistik, Brill, 1968, 5>3). However, many examples
can be taken from Pahlavi and Persian Zoroastrian texts to show that
the apparent fatalism and other-worldliness of this § of PRDd. is in
accord with orthodox Zoroastrianism and is neither gnomio in character
nor merely "the morality of an aristocratic and urbane society"
Zaehner, Teachings of the Magi, 98). In several texts teachings
about the futility of earthly riches are put into the mouth of
Ohrmazd. They are as much part of the religion as are other, more
dogmatic features of similar texts. For example:
dadar ohrmazd goft " ... mardoman ra agah konl ke Clzl anduzl 
ke ba x^lstan betavanl avardan va In.Ta be farvad-i Soma rasad. 
va an Clz kar-i kerfe kardanast "The Creator Ohrmazd said:
" ... teach mankind to amass the thing which one can take with 
one (at death) and (which) comes to your help here (in heaven), 
and that thing is the performing of meritorious actions."
(Sd. Bd.. ch. 9, 7 f*)«
These words were addressed to the prophet ZarathuStra, but they are
comparable to a statement in MX which has the form of a religious
andarz:
Ce -pad frazmgarlh tan o xaklh gumezlhed ud abestam o ruwan 
bawed. ud harw kas ruwan ray ranj abar bared ud az kar ud 
kirbag agah bawiSn (MX I. 22-14, ed. West) "For in the end 
the body is mingled into the dust and refuge is in ‘the soul.
And every person should take trouble for the sake of the 
sould and should be conscious of meritorious action."
In another passage in MX, the Spirit of Wisdom instructs the wise man
(danag):
ud han l-t menog ud getlg ray pursld getlg pad frazam marglh 
ud apaydagih ud menog pad fraz am han l ahlawan ruwan azarman 
ud amarg ud apetyarag ud purr-xwarrah ud purr-ramiSn ta hame 
ud hame rawiSnlh abag yazdan ud amahraspandan ud frawahr I
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ahlawan (MX 1+0* 29-30) "And that which you asked concerning the 
spiritual and the physical worlds, the physical world in the 
end (is) death and annihilation, and the spiritual world in 
the end (is) the souls of righteous (men), ageless, deathless, 
free from misfortune, full of glory, full of peace, for ever 
and ever in the company of the gods and immortals and the 
spirits of righteous (men)•
Elsewhere, when the Spirit of Wisdom advises the wise man not to put
his trust in life (zlndaglh), there is no disdain for life or for
physicality intended, but it warns the believer to beware of the
snares of Ahreman who makes this world mortal:
pad zlndaglh wistax ma bawiSn Ce abdom marglh abar rased ud 
nasav sag ud way kirrened ud astag o zamlg 5baded "do not 
put your trust in life, for at the last, death will overtake
you and dog and bird will rend your corpse and your bones
will fall to the earth." (ibid., 2. 110-3. (ed« West)
From the perspective of Zoroastrianism the doctrine that all 
things of this world become dust is preached as a vigorous incentive 
to do good and practise the highest virtue, not as an incitement to 
take such comfort as may be found in a palliative of insipid fatalism. 
In Dd. purs. LXX it is stated:
flag foreran. e flo ii-^foestefl-lra-g ig^ folLpafl. frrehenign. ast .ufl
pad kuniSn u-San edon be wizerenrd ku zmdagih zan ud fraz and 
xwadavlh ud xwastag pad breh ud asronlh arteStarlh ud 
wastarvoSlh ahlawlh ud druwandlh pad kuniSn (K35.t fol. 183 r., 
l6-l83v. 2) "The high priests have said thus, that there are 
some things through destiny, and there are some through action, 
and it is thus fully decided by them, that life, wife and child, 
authority and wealth are through destiny, and the righteousness 
and wickedness of priesthood warfare and husbandry are through 
action" (transl. West, SEE XVIII, 2l£).
Thus it is only because of the assault of evil and the consequent
constrictions of fate that certain things must be endured with
equanimity, while man is always free to choose between righteousness
and wickedness, heaven and hell; the righteous will have their reward
in heaven and should not expect it sooner in this world. A certain
dispassion is recommended in the midst of worldly fortunes:
*ka neklh rased ma aber Sad bawe ka anaglh rased ma aber pad 
beS bawe, Ce (ke) neklh 1 zaman fcT anaglh ud anaglh 1 zaman
o neklh, ud hec abraz nest ke Seb ne az peS ud heC Set) nest 
ke abraz ne az pas (Handarz I ^durbad Mahraspandan, Blli9» ‘ 
PT 71> 3 ff.)"Do not be overjoyed in good times nor 
overdistressed in bad times, for the good fortune of Time 
turns (to) misfortune and the misfortune of Time turns to 
good fortune, and there is no "up" that has not been preceded 
by a "down" and no "down" that is not followd by an "up". 
(Zaehner, Teachings of the Magi, 109)*
This is not the resignation to an inscrutable divine will,
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such as characterises the Islamic faith, for example, but an
acknowledgement of conditions which can only be transcended through
virtue. PT ll+6. l^ -ll+7* 2 is an example of how such a view is
perfectly Zoroastrian in its implication (transl. Zaehner, op. cit.,
112 and cf. MX I. 9&-9 (ed. West) and Sd. Bd., ch. 7» which liken
the world and its fortunes to passing clouds and see also the Handarz
1 Adurbad I Mahraspandan §89, in PT. 6£. 6-9 (transl. Zaehner, op.
cit., 10 )^ where they are likened to a bird that alights on trees
and never stays. When an ascetic element appears in such texts, it
is an ethical asceticism, i.e. in exertion to abstain from evil, as
e.g. in PT 11+I+. ^ ff.:
hambar ewaz ahlaylh weS tuxsed, kar ud kirbag, Ce CiS i -pad 
hambar Saved daStan. ewaz ahlaylh weh (Wazag 1 ewCand I 
Adurbad 1 Mahraspandan, 82, PT I1+1+» ff.) "Strive to hoard 
up only righteousness, (that is) virtuous deeds, for of (all) 
the things that one' may hoard, only righteousness is good." 
(Zaehner, ToM, 110).
This does not, of course, require a hermetic retreat from the world
(on "fasting from sin" see Sd.N., ch. 83, transl. West, SBE XXTV,
31*8).
The doctrine of ultimate worldly and spiritual perfection, of
FraSegird, embodies such a sublime objective that those who preached
it could be uncompromisingly severe in explaining the tribulation of
this world, e.g. in Bd. purs. 9, in answer to the question "Why does
evil always happen more to the good than to the bad?", ManuSfcihr says:
... we han. tars 1 az dard ud padefrah 1 az duSox ray, asanih 
ud xwarlh 1 -pad getlg hilend. Cis-iz abaronlh ne mened. gowedt 
kuned "the good, through fear of the pain and punishment of 
hell, should forsake the comfort and ease in the world and. 
should not think, speak or do anything improper whatever".
One must look to Bk. Ill, however, to find the fullest 
explanation of the plight of mankind in the mortal world:
had osomandlh ud ahoSlh 1 o Soman dan tan az .judgohr 1 ebgat
gumeziSn azer star payag bawiSn andar ebgatig gumeziSn abaz ne
daStan 1 dadar az dahiSnan L andar gumeziSn Sim pad amaraganig
rawag paywandih 1 andar gumeziSn abag oSomandih bawed sudlh
1 dahiSnan pad be paywastan 1 0 fraSegird abaz wardenidan,
l-S zyan abar kam oS ud axw 1 ebgat pad fraz am oSlh I xwad
ebgat az-iS
"the mortality and immortality of the mortal body is from the 
Mixed State of the heterogenous nature of the Adversary below 
the star station. In the (state of) Adversity of the Mixed 
State the reason for the Creator’s not keeping (death) back from 
the Creatures in the Mixed State is that in the general 
continuous progression which is with mortality in the Mixed 
State there is advantage for the Creatures in uniting to achieve 
fraSegird, from which the harm of mortality in the will, the
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consciousness and existence of the Adversary is the death of 
the Adversary himself” (Dk.M., Jl6• 2Q-217* !*)«
Generally with this ch. of PRDd. cf. Sd.N., ch. 81 and Sd. Bd., ch.
28. ,
2. Astwihad first attacked Gayoinard (see GBd. IV. 21*, TDA 1*1*. 12,
BTA 5l): he is personified as the demon who casts a noose over the
necks of the wicked (e.g. Dd. purs. XXII. 3> P* i+8, purs. XXXVT. 93» 
p. 10£, SBE XVIII. p. 5>2, and p. 111*). In Dd. purs. 36• 5>1 Astwihad 
is explained as "the disintegration of material beings” as toman dan 
wiSoblh (SBE XVIII, p. 9£) which corresponds to the Av. ast5* vi&atu- 
"untying of life”, see Air. Wb., 213, ll+l+3-U*
3* With these words cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 28. 1*, transl. D., Pers. Riv., 
£23*
1*. M. construes this passage differently, thus:
"The reason why the mortal man inflicts injuries on the mortal 
man (is this): (one wrongly thinks of the other that) 'he
strove for this purpose that I may not have wealth' ; (or he 
thinks) 'he strove for this purpose that I may not have children”; 
(or) "he strove for this purpose that my animals may die' ."
5>. As M. Boyce has stated (art. cit., £l):
"Wisdom (xrad) is constantly praised in the andarz texts; but 
this is not the mantic wisdom of prophecy and divination, but 
that of observation and reflection".
Yet this wisdom of observation and reflection is something more than
Zaehner*s understanding of wisdom as reason or common sense (op. cit.,
99) for it is spiritual in the power and protection it affords man '
ud to ray gowem, pus I man, *ku ^ahign-ayyar pad mardoman 
CiS I xrad weh; Ce agar pargast. xwastag be sawed, ayab 
Caharpay be mired, xrad be maned "and I say to you, my son,
(it is) fortunate for men, wisdom (is) the thing which is 
best; for if, heaven forbid! one’s wealth goes away, or if 
one’s animals die, wisdom remains " (Handarz I Adurbad 
Mahraspandan, §10l+, PT 67* E>-8)
It is a species of the innate wisdom asn xrad through which, according
to MX, Ohrmazd created the universe (MXA LVT, §5>, p* ll*8-9)> and by
which all other wisdom is inspired.
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Notes to Chapter 29
1. With this chapter cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 29, D., Pers. Riv., £23 f.
Sd. Bd. makes no mention of the example of litigation in our text, 
hut nevertheless emphasises the obligation of a son to his father etc.
2. Possibly this refers to the prophet ZarathuStra himself.
3. M. reads patS ev-bar haCenand and translates as "will be initiated 
(into the holy order) once again".
1+. Cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 29. 13:
Conanke ravan az tan behtar ast. hamConan herb ad. ke farhang 
amuzad ruvan narvarad va az nlk va bad agah konad be bln ta 
anke tan va ruvan narvarad Cand fara ast va kodam behtar ast 
"just as the soul is better than the body, so is the teacher, 
who teaches wisdom and nourishes the soul and informs it of 
good and evil: behold what difference there is between him %
who nourishes the body and him who nourishes the soul and 
who is the better (of the two) ." (B., Pers. Riv., 5>2l+).
(It is noteworthy, also, that in Sd. Bd., ch. 29• 6, there is a
glancing reference to xwedodah.)
£• Dhabhar has observed that these five functionaries of the 
Sasanian sacerdotal system are given in PU of Y. I. They are as 
follows: §21 (Spiegel - S.) dadwar ~ Av. nmanya- (Geldner - G.§7);
§8 (S.) mowbad ~ Av. visya- (G.§3); Sll (S.) rad ~ Av. zantuma- 
(G.§1+); §11+ (S.) mog-handarzbad ~ Av. dahyuma- (G.§£); §17 (S.) 
mowbadanmowbad~ Av. zarathuStrdt^ma (G.§6) (Cf. also Y. 7* 27, ll+, 
17, 20, 23, and WZA, p. 88, intro, p. xcvii; see also Tavadia SS 
66 f.; with Pahl. mog-handarzbad cf. Arm. moyan (jjandercapet 
(Hubschmann AG I. 99, 179)* See also Darmesteter ZA I. 30-32*
The reason for the addition of this gloss in PRDd. remains 
obscure•
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Notes to Chapter 31
1. With this ch. cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 31 Shahnams, Tehran ed., I
26-71' transl. Warner, I 13^« For a list of the chief Av. passages
concerning Yima and references to scholarly discussions of the
legends see M. Boyce, HZ I. 93, n* As M. Boyce has said of
the legend in our text:
"Presumably this is the legend alluded to in both Yt. 19 (his 
claim being the "lie" spoken of there) and the GatKas - Yima 
having perhaps instituted a sacrifice to himself, as if he 
were indeed divine." (op. cit. I. 93)
See also Lentz, A Locust *s Leg, Studies in honour of S.H. Taqizadeh, 
132.
2. Cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 31. 3:
Cun ml arnad be zanuy mlraft manand-i kasl ke mobtila baSad 
va pay nadarad. va Same-ye darlde va kohne va xirqe-ye 
puSlde daSt. "When he came, he walked on his knees like 
one who was afflicted and had no feet. He had put on 
clothes, which were tattered, and wore garments which were 
threadbare" (D., Pers. Riv., 525)•
3» M.*s reconstruction of this 8 maintains the order of creations in 
e.g. GBd. III. 7 (BTA 39), and WZA I. 25, p. LXVIII. BK, 10 bear no 
relation to this emended order, but it can be seen, by numbering the 
order of creations in M.*s version, that MR^, J follow a recognisably 
similar pattern: (Numbers in brackets indicate M. *s order.) water (6),
earth (7), plant (8), sun (l), moon (2), stars (3), [heavenly 
creation (1+) missing, perhaps omitted as dittography of following] 
sky (£)» cattle (9), men (10), worldly creation (ll). (6), (7) and
(8) must be transposed to the position after (5) for MR^, J to yield 
M. *s order. Sd. Bd., ch. 31* 6 has: asman va zamln va mah va setar
va har Ge dar git I hast - which is unhelpful.
I+. Alternatively "indeed for any other, then whoever ... "; M. 
translates "and also furthermore, (if) any one ... ".
5* On Yima and the blood sacrifice see R.C. Zaehner, Dawn, 8/4 f., and 
J. Duchesne-Guillemin, La religion, 99-102. Generally on Zoroastrian 
doctrine concerning animal sacrifice see M. Boyce, op. cit., I, 2lU, 
and n. 90, and on the interpretation of Y. 32. 8 (cited by Zaehner, 
loc. cit.), see ibid., I. 93, n* 5>5» In a passage in the Persian 
rivayats the institution of the six Gahambar festivals is attributed 
to Jamshed (Yima/Yim); the story is told to explain the purpose of
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sir - u - sedow (Unv., Riv., I. 1+28, transl. D., Pers. Riv., 322-3)
see M. Boyce, Stronghold, p. 1+2. In Pahl. Vd. farg. 2. 2 Yim is
called hu-ramag "of good flocks" (~ Av. hv^ thwar- "having good herds",
see M. Boyce, HZ I. 92). It is significant that the story in PRDd.
appears to develop from this standard epithet. In Pahl. Vd.,
loc. cit., it is explained:
huramagih ed hud ku-S ramag I mardoman ud ramag I gospandan 
drust daSt
"his being of good flocks was this, that he properly maintained 
the herds of men and good animals."
The elephant is usually considered as gospand; it is mentioned here,
presumably, as the most powerful of beneficent animals, yet as is
said in §b2, it is seen as anomalous and therefore as a threat (here
the dews offer it as if they had created it).
6. See Vd. farg. 2. 2-1+.
7* M. translates "When this earth will be desert", but cf. GBd.
XXXIV. 33 (BTA 293):
en zamlg anabesar ud aniSeb ud hamon bawed "this earth will 
become a plain both without height (lit. "without crown"), 
without bottom".
This refers to the time of fraSegird when all will be flat and fertile, 
not a desert plain. Cf. also Plutarch, Isis and Osiris, 1+71 
E. Benveniste, Persian Religion, p. 71*
8. This alludes perhaps to the ceasing of the effects of moon and 
winds upon the waters (see GBd. X. 10, 12 , BTA 103 ) which cause the 
ebb and flow of tides. Just as the stench and saltiness (gandlh ud 
surlh) are removed at the time of FraSegird (GBd. X. 18, BTA 103-5) 
the movements of the waters will cease; freedom from change is 
associated with immortality, not stagnation (see GBd. XI. 7> BTA 
105).
9* The saena bird, of Yt. ll+. 1+1, has its perch on the Tree of All 
Seeds in the middle of the sea VourukaSa (Yt. 12. 17> and see also 
GBd. XVI. 1+, BTA ll+7; MXA ch. LXI. 37—9» p. 167-8). Presumably the 
reference is to the bird’s retirement to a nest in the forest when, 
after FraSegird, its annual task of distributing seeds is no longer 
necessary.
10. In Dd. purs. 38 > 18 f. also, Yim repents and is pardoned, and he 
advises his successors to wear the sacred girdle for protection (see
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D., Pers. Riv., 2l+, n. l).
11. The idea that Yim is appointed master of the Zoroastrian 
"Limbo’1 (tfammistagan) is found only here; it appears to be a tidy, 
scholastic solution to the problem of the discrepancy of the various 
traditions of this ancient king, whereby Yim’s rule, which in Vd. 
farg. 2 is over his subterranean var, is transposed to the 
intermediary realm, i.e. so as to include the legend of Yima’s sin, 
punishment and exclusion from the glory of heaven in Yt. 19 and 
Shahnama (on the various traditions of Yima see M. Boyce, HZ I,
92-95, and on [gyag I] hammistagan "Place for the Mixed Ones", see 
ibid., 237 and Ph. Gignoux "L’enfer et le paradis d’aprds les sources 
pehlevies", JA 1968, 226.
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Notes to Chapter 32
1. With this chapter cf. Sd. Bd.,c]i.32 and MXA XLV p. 131.
2. M. translates padiS as "thereby" (i.e. "as a result of the
affliction of Ahreman and the dews"). Cf. MXA XLV. 1|: ne pad ed 
dared ku-S CiS-iz ziyan pad oy kas kard "does not consider that any 
injury whatever was done by him to that person", and also Sd. Bd., 
ch. 32. 1: hlC zyan be do nakardlm "we have not done any injury to 
him"; these passages both support the translation "we have done to 
him ... etc.".
3. abaydag kunend lit. "they make invisible"; the soul is of the
substance of light and is annihilated by being obscured by evil.
In Zoroastrian texts there is agreement that the soul ruwan is the
chief faculty of man which, though spiritual by nature, abides within
a physical form during a human life. So Ahreman’s conquest of the
ruwan amounts to the consummate act of corruption and triumph over
the human will (cf. DkM. 2l+l. 16 f.:
ruwan, 1 ast axw, xwaday abar tan ... rayenldar I tan ud 
jan ud boy ud frawahr ud hamist waxS 1 padiS "The ruwan, 
which is the will, is lord over the body ..., the controller 
of the body and the vital soul and perception and the fravaSi 
and all the spirits therein".)*
The crime of the wicked lies in their obedience and compliance to
the will of Ahreman and their allowing him to enter the world through
their evil actions (see MXA XLV.
be ka-S han I ewtag ruwan be appared ud tab ah be kuned, eg 
pad ed dared ku: f-m ziyan-e bowandag padiS kard1 , *ed Ce-S 
en pad abavist kuniSn 1 tanomandih 1 xweS kard "But when he 
steals the soul of a single (individual) and makes it corrupt, 
then he thinks; 'I did to him a complete injury' , because 
this was done by him through the compulsive action of his own 
flesh,").
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Notes to Chapter 33
1. With this chapter cf. Sd. Bd« ch. 33*
2. In PKDd. "the faithful" wehan are urged to spurn friendship with
"wicked" men druwardun. This latter term has a specific traditional
usage as "unbeliever" (darvand is still current as a term among the
oldest generation of rural Parsis). Sd. Bd. ch. 33 urges that the
faithful (behdlnan) must avoid "men of ill repute and evil doers"
(mardom-i bad-nam ud bad-kerdar) and "evil men" (mardom-I bad) who
make the soul "wicked" (darvand). However, both texts are warning
Zoroastrians, albeit obliquely, to avoid contact with non-
Zoroastrians. Sd.N. ch. 38 is more explicit:
Inke Mehad va kuSeS bavad, az ham kase-ye ?1ud-dlnan be bayad 
parhizldan ... zlra ke hargah ke kasl be na SustI kasl xurad. 
del meil be suve u konadt Ce gonah bavad gonah kardan ra delir 
Savad va ravan-i u be darvandi garavad "So far as effort and 
endeavour prevail, it is necessary to abstain from the same 
cup as those of a different religion • • • because whenever 
someone drinks with an unclean person, his heart inclines 
towards him, for it is a sin, and on account of the sin he 
becomes bold and his soul inclines to wickedness".
3* The contrast with Christian teaching is stark: St. Paul, in
accordance with Christ’s words in Mt. £. 14+ ( key<a v p iv ,
ayartare tovs (\0povs vpQv, uni i:po<T*vyt<T0c virep r& v  biwicdvraiv vpas' )  f
advocates genuine compliance with those of other faiths:
« m  K a \(t vpas tu v  aTTi<rTu)v, nal 02k<re TTopwurdai, irav to  rropdTtOepfvov 
vp.iv 2 < t0 U t( ,  prjb'kv ava.Kp(vovT(S bid r i\v  (rvvdbri<nv.
I Cor. 10.27
OLTTpOCTKOTTOl K d l ' l o v b d lO l f  y iV ( (T 0 (  K d l " E k k r j fT l  K d l TTJ 2K K k t ja td  TOV 
0foC* KdOuiS K a y ii)  • n o v ra  T rac riv  o p ia K U ), p i ]  C rfT&v t 6  t p a v r o v  <rvp<pi~  
p o v , a k k a  ro t u v  n o k k & v ,  i v a  <ra)0co<ri.
I Cor. 10.32
Paul’s compliance is primarily motivated by the Christian standards 
of universalism and toleration, e.g. in ibid., 10. 2^-27 (which, 
again, is the opposite of Zoroastrian attitudes in FRBd., e.g. ch. 
llj. 7 above):
TTdV TO (V pdK(A\(i) 7TUlkoVpfVOV (<T0C(T(, pT)b(V CiVdKplVOVTfS bid TljV
(rvv fib rjtr iv ' tov yap Kvpiov f} y fj nai to irkr/pupa aiiTrjs.
I Cor. 10.25
There is nevertheless a comparable element of expediency in both 
religious attitudes. It has been said of the apostle that through 
his deep desire to make converts he had
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"made himself an absolute slave to men to win them, becoming a 
Jew to Jews and a Gentile to Gentiles. He would be anything 
to anybody to convert him. Why? For the sake of the Gospel, 
that he might share with them in it" (C.S.C. Williams in 
Peake *s Commentary on the Bible, §836d, p. 95>9)
By contrast, when, amid the oppression and intolerance of infidel
rulers, the Zoroastrian writer advocates "love" for enemies
(doSaram), it is entirely as an expedient ploy (PEDd. 33*b) • I*1 a11
interpolated passage of II Cor., heavy with Pharisaism, Paul is
himself uncompromising in certain areas, viz. in his very Zoroastrian
admonition against contamination, here through intermarriage:
Mt; yiveade k r € p o { v y o v v T ( s  & ir (< T T o is * ris y a p  p . ( T o y i j  b iK a io r r v v r j  
K a t a v o p i ia ;  r j  t ( s  K o iv u iv ta  d x o r l  TTpos c k o t o s ;  .
II Cor. 6.11+
PEDd. is consistent and unwavering along a similar line of aloofness 
from outsiders. The surprising element in this chapter is that the 
writer advocates actual duplicity as an expedient means. This 
chapter thus continues the theme of previous chapters that all 
dealings with "unbelievers" agdenan/druwandan (e.g. ch. 30)» make 
the soul widked, which is the great triumph of Ahreman (ch. 32).
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Notes to Chapter 3k
34.1
1 . i.e. when the child should know better, but is still under-age, 
[sjhe'must pay for sins committed, but at a reduced rate: according 
to IJnv., Riv., II. 30^ 4 a yad is equivalent to 180 sters, a tanapuhl 
to 300, a margarzan sin is 8-l3 times the value of a tanapuhl.
2. With para. b. cf. Sd. Bd. ch. 3h»
3. According to Sd. Bd. 3^ 4* 1 and 2, and Unv., Riv. I. 177» the 
minimum ages for betrothal and marriage axe respectively nine and 
twelve years for a girl.
1|. On bahr see Bartholomae, z. Sas. Recht V. ll*-l£.
5. For this passage the reading and translation of Bartholomae are
adopted (see Mir. Mund. III. 33)•
"des (Ehe)manns ... Herrengewalt uber das Tun der Frau ist so, 
da/5 sie alles, wie er es ihr befehlt, unweigerlich tun mu)5."
M. reads:
fagarl mard u zan pacSaxSay xVaday e6on a^ar-kar I xVeS harv 
Cey5n-g framayed, ne pa6axsay be ka kunend, ud mard u zan pa6 
han zaman garzend *atarsgahlh
(M. does not acknowledge his emendation of MSS hwt’yh 10 *xva(5ay
and translates:
"About men and women - the supreme master is so overruling, 
that it is not lawful unless they do whatever he orders 
them, and (if) men and women grumble at that time, it is an 
act of disobedience.")
This translation is out of place in the context both of this chapter
and of Zoroastrian theology generally (i.e. to suggest that God is
a/Jar-kar "overruling" in this way) •
6. Sd. Bd., ch. 3I4. 3 has "four times". It is clear that the main 
subject of PRDd. 3k is the obedience of women to their husbands, and 
the sinfulness of a wife’s rejection of her husband. The examples of 
disobedience which follow in §§c. 5>, 6 and 7 are added, plainly, as 
rhetorical elaborations in order to bring the specific .restriction 
on women’s freedom into a context of supposedly general rules fox 
authority and subservience. The real function of the examples given
is not to give instruction for such cases (which are commonsense and, 
in the case of slaves, probably unnecessary), but, by juxtaposition 
with the woman’s ca,se, to liken her to a child (as is done explicitly 
in Sd. Bd., ch. 3^ 4* 5-6 bayad be Suhar ura mahande ye farzand darad),
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and to a slave in her role as wife.
7- The meaning is that in the first case (pad tan) the damage is
material and apparent, in that adultery would harm the husband soqially
etc. in the world; in the second (pad ruwan) the sin is still physical
by nature (i.e. afflicting with menstrual pollution), but its effect
is wholly ritual and spiritual. The correct behaviour of a wife is
defined in Sd. Bd., ch. 5-6, that she is "honest, utters few words
and gives birth to many male children" (mastur, va kam-soxan bag ad,
f arzand-i narida-ye blStar zayad). The converse of such attributes
are so strongly stigmatised as intrinsically feminine that they are
traditionally personified as such, e.g. DruJJ "falsehood", j^ eh "whore",
Az "lust", KasuS "pollution". When in Sd. Bd. two further grounds for
divorce are given, it is as if they are equated and held as similarly
culpable as acts of some female evil force:
anke .jadui konad va arnuzad va ... anke farzand az-jg nazayad 
"that she practises and teaches witchcraft, and ... that she 
bears no child".
On adultery see further Vd. farg. 18. 62 ff»; Unv., Riv. I. 196 ff.
(transl. D., Pers. Riv., 208 ff.); Sd.N. ch. 67; on the sin of
daStan marz see Vd. farg. 1!?. 7? 18. 67 ff*
8. As mentioned above (n. 7)» Sd. Bd. states that a husband can
properly treat his wife as a child. Similarly, when the marriage
breaks down he must continue to protect her, if she is still unattached
to another man, though he relinquishes all claims over her as his wife.
A Persian rivayat states similarly:
gar Suhar-i zan reza betavanad kard ke nikah i no be bandad, 
gar na zan bl salar naSayad gozaStan (Unv., Riv., I, 197)
"if the husband of the wife can assent to it that she 
contracts a new marriage (good), if not the woman should 
not be left without a guardian."
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Notes to Chapter 35
35.1-4
1. This chapter explains the origin and propensity for good or evil
of natural phenomena that appear’ anomalous in the normal categorisation 
of creation in Zoroastrianism. Distinction has to be made, e.g., 
between two kinds of lightning - rozag and wlr, the former the 
lightning that flashes between clouds, the latter the thunderbolt 
which destroys creation on earth (see below, n. 2). "The star which 
falls", the shooting star, is an anomaly because, though it is a star, 
it behaves like a planet (see below, n. 7)*
2. Perhaps implicit in this is the notion that since reflections
appear to be entirely immaterial they are manifestations of the menog
"spiritual state" in physical creation (cf. GBd. I. 1*1+, TDA 11, BTA li;)
"out of His own Selfhood, out of the Essence of Light, Ohrmazd 
created forth the form of His own creatures in the astral form 
of luminous and white fire".
3. M. reads pa& hayarih i atas aye6 "which comes for the assistance 
of that fire".
k* Our text here as above p. 59* 2 gives incorrect orthography of
Spanjagr as the word is confounded with spnclwSk, the Pahlavi
transcription of Av. spinja uruSka, see Bartholomae Air.Wb., 1625.
The fire referred to in our text is the fire waziSt, cf. GBd. XXI.
c. 3, TDA 139. 7-9, "BTA 171+:
*span,%[agr abag ataxS 1 waziSt pad waran kardarlh koxSld ud 
garranag ud rozag paydaglhist "Spanjagr fought with the 
fire WaziSt over the production of rain and thunder and 
lightning manifested."
In GBd. there is a description of the action and purpose of lightning.
When TiStrya seizes water from the sea, it goes up into the atmosphere,
and the dews freeze the water so that it cannot rain; then
ka pad han ewenag bawed, ataxS i waziSt Ciyon andar abr 
be dad hamestarih I span.lagr dew han ab widazened ud gad o 
sar 1 ^span.lagr dew pahikdbid; han gad daziSn I ataxS ud 
widaziSn I ab ray roSnlh andar abr bawed, ke rozag xwanend. 
ud ^span.Tagr ka han gad abar pahikdbed, wang I sahmgen kuned 
ke garranag xwanend. (GBd. XXI, c.t 12-13» TDA 137* lli-138.6,
BTA 176 ff7)
"When it happens in that manner, the fire WaziSt, as it is 
fixed in the cloud for opposition of the dew Span^agr, melts 
the water, and strikes the mace on the head of the dew 
Span^agr; on account of that mace kindling the fire and 
"melting" the water there is a (flash of) lig^ ht in the cloud, 
which they call lightning. And when it strikes the mace 
Spanjagr makes a dreadful cry which they call thunder"
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In our text it is said that this light comes from Garodman, so in 
GBd.:
ataxS-iz I waziSt tan ham ataxS i getig ke abag ab andar abr 
u-8 frawahr han xwarrah I az asar roSnih awiS mad ested 
(GBd. XXI. c., lit, TDA 138, &-£)
"The body of the fire WaziSt, too, is the same fire, which is 
with the water in the cloud; its fravaSt is that xwarrah which 
has come to it from the Endless Light" (BTA, 177).
(Thunder and lightning are frequently associated with theophany in
both Old and New Testaments: see e.g. Ex. 19:16; Ezk. 1:1;, 13; By .
!;:£.) According to GBd., when TiStrya seizes water from the sea,
impurities such as stones, fish and frogs etc. go up into the
atmosphere also, and the stones become thunderbolts:
han sangomand ke -pad tabiSn I ataxS I andar way pad han ewenag 
garm bud ested abag ab abaz wared: en ataxS I ofted ke ham 
mardoman wir xwanend ham sang hend I ham zreh I abag ab ul o 
andarway Sawed (GBd. XXI. E. 2-3)
"That stony substance which has been heated by the heat of the 
fire in the atmosphere in that way rains down with the rain; 
these fires which fall which men call lightning are also the 
same stones of the same sea which go up to the atmosphere."
(Cf. Ik. 10:18 "I watched Satan fall like lightning from 
heaven.")
5* This is the ass which is righteous (aSavan) and stands in the
middle of the sea VourukaSa (Y. 1;1. 28); it is described in GBd.
XXIV. 10 ff., TDA l5l. 8-153* 5* BTA 19b ff.; with our passage cf.
ibid., loc. cit., 16, TDA 152. 8 ff.:
ka han xar andar zreh gird be ayed ud goS be xamed hamag ab 
i zreh 1 fraxwkard pad pad CandiSn Sanded ud gasped 
"When that ass comes round in the sea and bends its ears the 
whole water of the sea Fraxwkard is agitated and tossed."
(see Bailey, Zor. Prob., l53» n. 1.)
§20 ud tiStar ab az zreh I fraxwkard pad hayyarlh 1 xar I se 
pay ray hugartar staned.
"And TiStrya seizes the water more easily from the sea of 
Fraxwkard through the help of the ass with three legs."
6. The voice of Ahreman is not itself thunder (pace M., 1;30» n. 6)
but is likened to thunder; thunder is the voice of SpanJJagr, as
in GBd. XXI. C. 13» TDA 138. 5 f*> cited in n. k above, and also:
Sparflagr az han gad zaniSnlh garranid ud wang kard, Ciy5n 
nun-iz pad han ardlg pad waran kardarlh garranag ud rozag 
paydag (GBd. VI. B. ll;, TDA 61;. 5 ff.)
"owing to the blow of that mace, Spenjagr roared and shouted, 
as even now roaring and lightning are present in that conflict 
in the production of rain." (BTA 7^)*
Thus it is likely that in our text the voice of Ahreman is first
compared to thunder and that ^wlg is another orthographical error for
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gl*nk1; (cf. GBd. VI. b. llj, TDA loc. cit., glw’wyb; ibid. XXI. c. 3»
TDA 135. 9 glw’k; ibid. XXVII, U9, TDA I87. 13 gl[n7k, DkM. 62. X. 7
dlw’yk; cf. also MPT g m ^ , and see BSOS IX. 90). With this passage
cf. GBd. XXVII. U9, TDA I87. 13 ff.:
en-iz go wed ku gannag menog wang o garranag ud 5-iz wang I
kulang 1 SaS salag ud o-iz wang 1 xar ud o-iz vang 1 mard I 
ahlaw ka akamagomandlha zaned ud wang kuned, maned.
“This, too, one says; 'The yell of the Evil Spirit resembles
thunder, and also resembles the cry of a six-years-old crane,
and also the cry of an ass, and also the cry of a righteous
man, who cries out when one smites him against his wish.' "
7* According to GBd. the stars were fixed in the firmament by Ohrmazd
(GBd. II. 2, TDA 25* 9 f», BTA 30), whereas the planets were created
by Ahreman as an influence of disruption upon the world (DkM. 278. 21-
279« 2). The planets* irregular motion could not be explained, and so
they were considered as demonic:
u-San rawiSn-iz ne Ciyon axtaran; Ce ast ka rez, ast 1 dagrand, 
ast ka abaz rawiSn, ast ka estad hend; u-San abaxtaran namlg
ed ku ne ax tar hend ... fie aweSan dew hend, zarmanlh ud anagih
kardar (GBd. V. a. 9> TDA Sh» 5-1$)
"their motion too is not like that of the constellations; for 
there is a time when they are swift, there is another when they 
are slow, there is a time when they are retrograde, there is 
another when they are stationary; their being named abakhtar is 
owing to this that they are "not akhtar", for they are dews 
producing decrepitude and injury.1* (transl. based on BTA, 63)
With this cf. the falling of the star called Wormwood (Gk. 
cClj/tVQos ), Rv. 8:10. The Christian Fathers identified the fall of 
the Morning Star (Vulg. Lucifer) with that of the prince of the.
demons, represented and symbolised by the pagan tyrant (cf. also Is.
ll*:12). Elsewhere falling stars are associated with fallen angels, 
e.g. Rv. 9:1, and ibid. 12:9 "Its (i.e. the huge red dragon’s) tail 
dragged a third of the stars from the sky and dropped them to the 
earth."
8. With this para. cf. GBd. XXI. e. £, TDA U 4O. 6-11:
en stunag pad asman navdag bawed* ke mardoman sanwar xwanend. 
harw Ce dabr zard ud sabz ud suxr ud xaSen ud aryavan waxS 
hend ud dew ke pad hamestarlh *srezend 1 tiStar suXr wared 
ne budan ray o abr *koxSend ast ke-San dewan-iz 1 sahmgen 
xwanend ud harw Ce sped waxS ast I yazd ke hayyarlh 1 tiStar 
ray abag: han dewan ^koxSend.
"This pillar becomes visible in the sky which men call a bow. 
Whatever are black, yellow, green, red and dark blue spirits 
are the dews which are contending in the conflict, that TiStar 
may not be able to rain down redly they struggle against the 
clouds. Some call them "the terrible dews". Whatever are white 
spirits are the yazads who to assist TiStar struggle with the
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dews." (text and transl. Bailey, GBd. ll+O, with changes in 
transcr., and see in his article, JRAS 193^> i> 509*)
9* "embers” seems to suit this context better than "light" (pace 
M., p. 1+31, n. 9> whose textual citations are somewhat inconclusive). 
All fires used for sacred or domestic purposes produce ash; gaseous 
eruptions, volcanoes, thunderbolts and falling stars, however, all 
emanate from violent sources, produce no embers and are thus considered 
unnatural and so as part of the creation of Ahreman.
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Notes to Chapter 36
36.1-4
1. With this chapter cf. Sd. Bd. ch. 36 and ZVYt. II. §§l-ll+ (transl. 
West, SEE V, 191+-8).
2. This is the assembly which will meet at the time of FraSegird in 
which every person will see his own good deeds and evil deeds, and 
righteous men will be separated from wicked (GBd. XXIV. 10 ff., TDA 
223» 12-221+. 1+, BTA 287)* Isadvastar (Av. Isat. Vastra "Desiring 
Pasture") is eldest of the three eschatological sons of ZarduSt, hailed 
as a priest (asron) and Mowbadan-Mowbad and so as the epitome of the 
priestly class (see GBd. XXXV. 56, TDA 235. 8 ff., BTA 301, Ind. Bd. 
XXXII. 5, West, SBE V, ll+2). According to GBd. XXXIV. 20 (TDA 225*
11 ff., BTA 289), the reuniting of father, son, wife etc. takes place 
not at the assembly of Isadvastar, but afterwards, when all have walked 
through the purgative river of molten metal. Only then, when purged of 
all defilement, will they be given the elixir of eternal life (ibid., 
§23)> for which, in our text, ZarduSt is asking prematurely.
3* M. translates dwst1 ... Swd "a friend (will meet his) friend, and 
the father the son and the relatives, and the wife the husband."
1+. The meaning here is that the wicked will not reach salvation,
i.e. they will be damned in eternity. According to PRDd., ch. 1+8. 70,
below, and elsewhere in the Pahl. and NP Zoroastrian books, "the
sinful will finally become cleansed of their sins". Here, however,
PRDd. appears to preserve an older and more severe doctrine, which as
M. Boyce has argued,
"accords with Zoroaster’s noble anger against wickedness and 
his passionate longing for a world that was wholly just", HZ.
I. 21+1+ ~
For a discussion and references to Av. and Pahl. texts on the ordeal by
fire and judgement see, ibid., 21+2—1+.
ZarduSt seeks to be immortal like those heroes mentioned in Dd.,
purs. 89* 3 (West, SBE XVTII, 256) whose function is to bring about
the renovation (fraSegird) of other creatures (Dd. A purs. 36. 98,
p. 1039 West, SBE XVIII, 111); but as West remarks:
"The existence of such immortal creatures ... is here taken 
as a proof of the reality of the resurrection itself" (ibid.,
112, n. !+).
Such is not the function of the generality of mankind. As PRDd. 
demonstrates (along with other Zoroastrian texts), the true purpose of
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man, as epitomised in ZarduSt, is to strive for perfection in this
temporal world, and to perpetuate this effort through the continuity
of his lineage rather than in barren longevity (see Sd. Bd., ch. 3
bd. purs. 36. 1*3> ZVYt. II. 1-11+). For Zoroastrians the quest for
eternal life is a concerted enterprise for the benefit of the whole
cosmos, not for the eternal life or liberation of an individual. There
is a peculiarly Zoroastrian definition of "immortality1’ itself:
han I weh dam nog abezag taSldan Jawedanig fraz daStan andar 
abezag ud nek rawiSnlh anoSag winnardan "To make the good 
creatures again fresh and pure and to keep them constant and 
forward in pure and virtuous conduct is to render them immortal." 
(bd. A purs. XXXVT. 21, p. 79 > transl. West, ibid., 85)
The lineage of mankind must be
"ever young in succession ... so that there is a succession 
of life through their own well-destined offspring".
(hameMuwan pad paywand ... ku-San pad xweS frazand awadag 
zlndagih paywandlhed) bd. !;!> p. 86, transl. West, ibid., 92.
It is said that there is even a virtue in being content with the
inevitable approach of death, since:
anagih I getlg, pad zlndagih, brlnomard, ud ma asaman abr in 
bawend andar anagih I getlg, pad hamag zlndagih I abag dard 
"the evil of the world, in life, is definite, and they shall, 
not make.one exist unlimitedly in the evil of the world, 
through an eternal life with pain." (bd. purs. 36* 39; transl.
West, ibid., 9l).
Hence the ManuSCihr, for whom death is otherwise abhorrent beyond all
else, can state that for ZarduSt
"death became more desirable than the perpetual life of his
own body" (Marglh az hame zindaglh 1 han 1 xweS tan, bd. purs.
36. It3).
5» This name is variously written, and the exact form cannot be 
determined from the Pahlavi script. See Justi, IHb. 71; West, SBE) V,
195 f*; XXXVII 111; (Cf. HP baratarvaxS, Sd.N., ch. 9* 5 and barataruS,
Sd. Bd., 36• 2); for texts about the murder of ZarduSt, and about 
BradveS, see Jackson, Zoroaster, ch. 10, 121+-32; also below, ch. i+7»
23.
6. M. translates driyoSan as "holy men". On the Avesiian cognate of
this word, see K. Barr ’Avest. drayu- , driyu-’ , Studia Orientalia
Ioanni Pedersen ... dicata,
In her HZ. I, 261, M. Boyce quotes his explanation of the term:
"the true follower of the creed of the Prophet, the meek 
and pious man who stands firmly on the side of God and makes 
himself solely dependent on Him" (art. cit., i|0)?
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and she adds;
"Barr’s interpretation is strengthened by the evidence of Sogdian, 
in which language drvwSk-, .jwxSq- ( *driguSka-) means disciple 
(for references see Gershevitch, A Grammar of Manichean Sogdian, 
Oxford 195kt §28£" (ibid., 261, n. 142)
7• i.e. "mortality"
8. Alternatively, following M., this can be read zan kun "marryi".
9» i.e. whoever wilfully practises ascetic celibacy. Chastity, 
however, is praised as a virtue, and indeed asnud in §13 could be 
rendered "chaste".
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Notes to Chapter 37
37.1
1. Because of the central ritual importance of fire in Zoroastrianism
there are many texts on its correct care. This chapter not only
treats of the correct behaviour required of Zoroastrians to maintain
the purity of fire when in ordinary household use (§§a. 2, 3» ^-1 )^>
but also deals with the uniquely Zoroastrian practice of "collecting
the fires" (ataxS Cidan)• This practice is regarded as an act of
rescuing fires which have been put to harsh use. The rule for the
"collection" of the hearth-fire is that when fire is used for
cooking, it should then be taken, cinders and ashes, to the adurog.
This is anjoined as an obligatory religious practice for the faithful-
in Persian Rivayats it is even recommended as a regular practice after
every use of the cooking fire - but, as has been said, this perhaps
represents an excess of priestly zeal and was ignored by the laity
(M. Boyce, Stronghold, 72, n. ll)• In part of this chapter, however,
there is a list of supererogatory works of collecting fires that have
been subjected to gross impurities. The earliest source for this
tradition is Vd. farg. 8. 81-96, a passage which has been understood
as detailing the rite of establishing an AtaxS i Warahran, in which
the flames of sixteen polluted fires are repeatedly purified and
consecrated until they are united in the "cathedral fire" of
Warahran. However, as M. Boyce has pointed out, in this passage
"it is not a question of the deliberate gathering of such 
fires for this high purpose, but rather of rescuing them when 
and where they chance to be found" ("On the Sacred Pires of the 
Zoroastrians", BSOAS XXXI, i, 1968, 69).
So in our text the reward is great in proportion to the pollution
originally suffered by each fire. The fires are treated not as
inanimate but as living beings, each with an individual spirit, which,
after suffering at the hands of men, should be allowed, once purified,
to grow cold in the presence of a sacred Pire. There are several such
lists of fires, in Pahl. and NP texts, and these are brought together
by Dhabhar in Pers. Riv., pp. 63-8. The purpose of the' detailed
exposition of duty and merit of collecting fires is not merely
theoretical. The fact that it occurs in several texts demonstrates
that it was a popular teaching with practical value. This list of
fires is not comprehensive, but would have involved all members of
the community (since the ordinary hearth fire is mentioned). Por a
detailed description of the practice see M. Boyce, Stronghold, 186-90.
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The practice of "collecting the fires” serves to resolve for 
Zoroastrians the obvious problem of the necessary daily pollution of 
their most sacred element in this corporate act of ’’rescue”. The 
anxiety for the regular and unintentional abuse of fire in the round 
of human life is given dramatic form in the speech of fire in ch. 
above•
2. See also Sd. Bd., ch. 79* ll+, Sd.N., ch. 11. 6. Those who do not 
look after fire are threatened with miscarriage in. pregnant women and 
female heirs.
3. On the collection of household fires see Unv., Riv., I, 67l+-9»
D., Pers. Riv., 56, where it is recommended that they be taken to an 
ataS gah (D., ibid., loc. cit., n. 8 "i.e. an abode of fire, i.e. 
either Atash-Adaran, or Atadi-Bahram). Cf. Sd. Bd. 19» 1; Sd. Nasr, 
1+8. 2. On the actual practice see M. Boyce, Stronghold, 72-1+, andcThe 
Fire temples of Kerman’, 58-9, 63-1+*
1+. With this passage cf. Unv., Riv., 67. 1+-6:
"A fire which is made use of in a house, if put to use three 
times, should be gathered up and put in the place (adjoining) 
so that the ash-bed may be cold; if not, it is a sin. The 
blaze from over that fire should let pass on (to a combustible) 
and that (fire) should be carried near Atash Adaran, and when 
four months and ten days pass away, (that fire of the Atash 
Adaran) should be gathered up and carried to the Atash Vahram"
(D., Pers. Riv., 56).
So in PRDd., it is better to read be o adurog ud ataxS I warahran,
pace M. (be o aSaroy I ataS i varhran ”to the Adaroy of the fire
Varhran”). In her article (ibid., p. 61 ff.) M. Boyce cites passages
from MHDD which concern the endowment of an ’twrlwk, and which
"suggest that the *twrlwk was a relatively humble fire, 
which, though properly established and endowed, might bum 
in a place other than a dadgah, i.e. a duly constructed 
sanctuary” (art. cit., 63)*
In our text BK has the spelling 1 twlwk, MR]_, J ’tlwk'. M. Boyce
interprets this word as "little fire", reading *twwlwk/*twwwlwk and
explains this as a possible repetition of letters (with the addition
of a diminutive suffix), in which an anomalous 1 has been introduced
to avoid ambiguity in the orthography (see art. cit., 61+ and n. 93»
and also "On the Zoroastrian Temple Cult of fire", JAOS 95» 3» 1975»
I+63, n. 70*
In our text the household fires are taken first not to an 
ataS adaran (cf. Pers. Riv., loc. cit., and M. Boyce, art. cit., 1+62),
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but to an Adurog. See M. Boyce, BSOAS XXXI, 1, 1968, 67» on the HP 
mistranslation ataS-i adaran from Pahl. ataxS 1 adardg.
5. Cf. Sd.N. ch. i+8; Sd. Bd. ch. 79.
6. M. reads :
ev-S x'Var kuniSn, var ... peramon harv gyay fraz kuniSn, u5 az 
fraz kard, fraz ... kard.
and translates as
"then it should be weakened, and should be covered on every 
side with the ashes ... , and after it is covered (once), it 
should be covered again."
7* When in ch. 2 above greater caution is enjoined for using food 
in summer than in winter, it would seem that the rule stems from fear 
of pollution from the summer heat and the swarms of seasonal 
xrafstras. Here fire is treated as similarly more vulnerable in 
summer, though in practical terms it might be supposed that it would 
need more protection in the winter cold.
8. Por M. *s reading and transl. see above textual n. 11 to this 
passage. M. *s sense is strained, however, for PWN TLYN occurs too 
far from PWN h *myn1 lwc Sp*n to give the sense "twice during both 
(i.e. day and night) in summer". Conceivably MSS preserve a mistake 
for KTLWNSn = maniSn "abiding".
9* Here adwadad ( Av. acSwadati, see Bartholomae Air. Wb., 61;
Z. Air Wb., 117) "lack of food" is applied to the fire as if it "eats"
cf. FO ch. 33, WZKM XIV, 209:
adwadad han bawed ka xwariSn ud xwariSn *az (ms = MNW) Suy 
ud tiSn padiS abaz dared "Adwadad is when by it food and 
drink are kept away from the hungry and the thirsty".
10. Cf. Unv., Riv., I. 67:
va gar be gozarand ke be murad haStad Istlr gonah baSad 
"and if it is allowed to extinguish, it is a sin of 80 
istirs" (D., Pers. Riv., £6)
This lends support to the above reading rather than that of M.:
ka be apsareff fpa l^ gah vinah "If it is extinghished it is 
a sin on the spot."
11. M. translates: "If afterwards it is ignited anew, and it is
covered with ashes ... ".
12. Cf. Unv., Riv., 1, 67* lh
har bar ke dast be at eg konad farman gonah baSad "Every time 
that the hand is taken on to the fire, it is a farman sin"
Cd., ibid., 57).
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A farman is only k-7 sters, whereas 300 sters is a tanapuhl sin, a 
serious offence.
13* This term is a straight rendering of Av. nasu. paka- in Vd. 
farg. 8. 81, "cooking carrion" (e.g. xrafstras such as lizards, frogs, 
etc.; see M. Boyce, HZ I, 327 > n. 6). M.’s translation "corpse- 
huming" is suggestive of human cremation, which is clearly not what 
is meant here.
ll*. The numerical values of merit agree with the figures in Vd. 
farg. 8. 89-96.
19* M. rejects the reading ahangaran on the grounds that it is 
implied in Celangaran. In Vd. farg. 8 . 89-90, however, both 
categories are mentioned in the same list.
16. A farman is the least serious of offences, hut if the fire were 
neglected every day, the accretion of sins would he serious.
17* Cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 79. 1+
va hizm-i tar nabayad soxtan va nlz he ataS hie Clz naSayad 
briStan "and damp wood should not he burned, and also 
nothing should he roasted on the fire".
The rule that meat should he cooked in pots, i.e. physically
separated from the flame, suggests and underlying unease among
Zoroastrians about the cooking of flesh even of gospand, though it
is held to be clean (pak) in orthodox texts (e.g. Unv., Riv., I. 13^ 4*
18, transl. D., Pers. Riv., 15>0) and though ataS-zohr "the [animal
fat] offerings to the fire" were put directly into the flame (see
M. Boyce "AtaS-Zohr and Ab-Zohr". JRAS, 1966, 100).
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38.1-2
Notes to Chapter 38
1. Hamagden is a technical religious term which occurs frequently in 
Pahl.' books, especially in Dd. West translates the word "all the
~1' 1—1 v  v
religious rites". It occurs in Supp. SnS XVII. I+, and F. Kotwal
explains that the term appears to be used as a term
"for all the observances of the three days after death, namely 
a yasna of SroS in the hawan gah each day, a dron of Srog in 
every gah, the recitation of a xvwarSed and mihir niyayeS 
followed by uatet in each of the three daylight gahs, the 
recitation of sroS yaSt with patet in aiwisruthram gah and 
of mah niyayeS and sroS yaSt hadoxt followed by patet in 
uSahln gah. One Vendldad • •. used to be performed during 
this time" (Supp. SnS., p. 109 > n. 3).
According to the Persian rivayats the hamagden was numbered among the
greatest of good works (e.g. Unv., Riv., i, 29l+« 8-9» D., Pers. Riv.,
285) • However it is also said that the consecration of Hamagden, and
the practice of xwedodah had fallen into disuse (dar In ruzgar har do
az dast oftade ast - Unv., Riv., i, 308, ll+, D., Pers. Riv., 293)*
Increasing poverty was perhaps a factor making it difficult to afford
the full range of ceremonies• According to the prophecies of ZVYt.,
at the end of the millennium of ZarduSt, there will be a serious
decline in standards, a neglect of the practice of religious rites,
and an inflation of the value of meritorious deeds:
"One Yasht will be as a Hamadin (performed) in the time of 
Gushtasp" (D., Pers. Riv., U66).
This set of ceremonies which, it was believed, made more certain and
safe the journey of the soul after death (Dd., purs. 81+. 5-7) could
only be performed by a priest (Dd., purs. 83); on the payment of
priests for this see e.g. Dd., purs. 1+5* 5; 65 pass., and 87* 5-11 •
2. As M. notes, wurroyed dad is not what is expected here, kamed 
dad would more properly have meant "wishes to give"; the translation 
given above of both words as "dedicates" is in the sense of "has 
faith to give" i.e. for a sacred purpose.
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Notes to Chapter 39
1 . i.e. 300 sters or one tanapuhl. M. translates as "it is the 
principal (amount of the) merit of 300 (saters)1’.
2. The status of being padixSay makes a wife dependent on her late 
husband’s bequest to her, for she may not marry again; here, however, 
the theme is how much a padixSay zan should herself give in charity 
each year while the husband is still alive (which is clear from what 
follows), i.e. not, as M. translates, how much she should be given 
after his death; M. translates: "(then) it is lawful to give (her)
110 drahms from the property of the husband11, (in Sd. Bd. ch. 87• 9 
the padixSay wife is referred to as "she who has espoused one husband 
and is not destined for someone else” an ... ke Suhar yekl karde baSad 
va namzad-i kas nabaSad).
3. Giving birth to a priest (here the chief officiating priest, i.e. 
zot, and the priest whose duty is to handle the pestle (hawan) and 
press the haoma, i.e. hawanan) is one of the most meritorious acts of 
which a woman is capable.
I).. M. reads and renders the preceding passage as follows (with a 
semicolon after previous weh-den):
uo dahiSn o oi kuniSn ke veh-den; u-S veg andar abayed, u-S
vinahgarih ne Snase6, u6 ka hamay drahm i emar andar apayecS
be o oi mayoy-mard peg apayed da<5 "and the gift should be 
given to him who is a Zoroastrian; and if something more (than 
the usual gift) is necessary for him, and one does not know his 
sinfulness, and if all (the gifts) require a (great) number of 
drahms, one should give (such gifts) to that person in the 
presence of the May5y-mardM.
5>. With this last sentence cf. Sd. Bd. ch. 87. 11, and see below,
Ch. k?-, on giving to the needy.
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Notes to Chapter IjO
1. The term xwarSed yaSt refers to the "praise" niyayiSn of the yazad 
of the Sun (recited three times every day, see above ch. l£. a. li+); 
mah yaSt is the niyayiSn of the Moon yazad (recited three times in the
month); for both see ZKA.» ed. D., text lU— 23» 28-32, transl.22.“4 0 , 
SOS%respectively. These prayers are considered to be obligatory and 
highly meritorious for Zoroastrians, cf. Nir., f. 70r., 11. 2-7? Supp.
v  v  ”
SnS. XII. 31, Sd.N., ch. 6. The omission of a recitation is a framan 
sin each time (see above ch. l£. a. ll+ and here below §!+).
2. i.e. of saying the niyayiSn in its Pahlavi form only, without the 
Avestan prayer.
3. This is the "outer" religious ceremony which may be dedicated to
any one of the yazads.
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Notes to Chapter 1+1
1. Thirty margarzan sins are mentioned in MX (ed. West) ch. 36* 
cf. a similar list in a Persian Rivayat (Unv., Riv., I 299» 1+-12, 
transl. 3)., Pers. Riv., 286-7* In PRDd., as is stated, only the most 
important which are mentioned, i.e. murder, sodomy, extinguishing fire, 
sorcery, adultery, correspond closely to MX, loc. cit.; other sins
are roughly similar (see below nn. 6-ll); the four sins with nasa, 
mentioned in PRDd. 1+1, do not occur in the two other texts, but three 
are given in Sd. Bd., ch.37 (which adds "suicide" zahr xordan). One 
sin which occurs in MX and Riv., loc. cit., which is omitted by 
might be expected in this list is preventing xwedodah (MX. ch. 36• 7)
2. MX (and Riv.) loc. cit., has mard 1 aSo ozadan "killing a righteous 
man" (a priest?) which defines murder more accurately than PRDd. 1+1,
considering that it is stated above, PRDd., 21. 1, 2, that a tanapuhl
merit is gained by killing a sodomite or "a wicked margarzan" (mard-e 
druwand i margarzan) •
3. Cf. MX. 36* 17s ke Jadul kuned.
1+. i.e. to eat xrafstras.
5>. The mention of ten years is curious ( for burial is forbidden per
se) this time is not specified in Sd. Bd., loc. cit.
6. Cf. Sd. Bd., loc. cit., rah zadan; cf. MX. 36* 20 dual.
7* Cf. MX. 36* 27 ke o zan 1 kasan Sawed; Sd. Bd. loc. cit., zan 
az kasan besetadan.
8. This corresponds to MX. 36* 21 mihran drujih.
9* Cf. MX. 36* 29 ke drog u anast gowed.
10. Possibly this corresponds to MX. 36• ke zandlkl kuned.
11. Cf. MX. 36* 13 nigeraC and ibid., 36* 12 ke pa har keS girawed u 
parasted.
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Notes to Chapter 1+2
1. This chapter has been transcribed and translated by Tavadia in 
MMV., 1+79 ff*; it is omitted in M. T. notes Bartholomae’s treatment 
of 1§1-1+ in ZKM. II, 38 f., and finds that "the great Iranist is wrong 
in some points". T.’s translation is literal and, except in minor 
details, satisfactory. T.’s title for the ch., viz. "A Pahlavi Text 
on Communism", is perhaps somewhat an exaggeration; in fact T. 
suggests that "the rules were framed as a compromise to Mazdak’s 
radicalism". Doubtless in the late ^ th cent. A.D., church and state 
made conditions oppressive for the peasant majority, and the Mazdakite 
movement won much popular support. For Zoroastrians of the era of 
Muslim domination, however, conditions were generally much worse, and 
there are signs in this text that the principles laid down by the 
author are meant as practical guidelines in times of real exigency;
T. observes that "the tone and the various reservations make an 
impression of certain reality about them; they could not have been 
mere pious wishes or flights of fancy". So it would seem that this 
chapter, rather than a survival and modification of Mazdak’s 
"communism", is an exhortation to Zoroastrians in Islamic times for 
solidarity. In so far an communism is a theory according to which 
private property should be abolished and all things held in common, a 
central organising authority would be required, to which property 
would be surrendered for redistribution. In this chapter such 
authority as there is is clearly the priesthood, and what follows is 
not a quasi-communist ideology formulated as "rules" (see T., §6), 
but a set of priestly mapcims for the laity to live by in order to 
benefit the clergy and the poor. See further nn. 1+, 6, 8 below on 
how T.*s translation is determined by his particular interpretation of 
the chapter.
2. i.e. as a gift to an ahlaw "priest" or to the poor; with §2 cf.
Sd. Bd., ch. 38. 1.
3. xwastag here probably refers to the essentials, i.e. seeds ahd
fodder. T.’s reading pasuSxvaran!h "cattle breeding" seems too 
abstract for the context.
v v
1+. As T. notes, in SnS., 8. 3 three hundred sters is the limit of
wealth which one may possess and yet be able to indulge in hunting.
T. assumes that weh ziSnlh refers to a higher status suggested in
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SnS. 8. 3« However, since the amounts mentioned in Bl axe in drahms,
it seems likely that drahms are meants here also, since no
denomination is mentioned. If so, then weh ziSnlh does not correspond
to the usual sense of Eng. "good-living”, but perhaps rather to "a
proper (standard of) living".
T. inserts a comma after parrextag and reads an yut hag uzenak 
l xveS parextak "having left that aside separate from his own 
expenditure".
6. T. translates this "he should give it as a pious gift" (pa 
ahravdat be dahet); however, there is no necessitative verb in the
clause (e.g. abayed)•
7* This is in accord with the Zoroastrian attitude towards wealth, 
and proves that the author is not advocating confiscation of property. 
In Islamic times the gap between Zoroastrian rich and poor was 
presumably narrowed, and so this § is hardly a concession to the rich.
8. T. interprets this § as restricting the amount of wealth which a 
householder may own in a year; from that restricted amount is then 
calculated how much he should contribute to the support of the poor;
T. translates;
"From all which is his, so much [can be possessed by him] 
as it is requisite for one year for himself and the people 
in his guardianship. From that which is requisite, when one 
piece is less or more, [then the rules are these;] ... "
It is unnecessary, however, to divide the section into two separate
sentences; a better sense emerges when the text is read as a
continuous passage. So, pace T., the author does not stipulate how
much wealth may be possessed, but rather how "charitable giving" to
the poor should be calculated.
9 . i.e. one is then exempted from the obligation to make charitable
offerings as calculated in §6 above.
10. T. translates;
"all that which is left aside from himself and the people in his
guardianship is to be given up",
which implies that wealth is to be surrendered ("given up") to some
unnamed authority. However, be dahiSn means, more probably, "should
be given away", i.e. to the poor.
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Notes to Chapter k3
1. On §1 see Bart., M.Mund., II. £.
2. i.e. 300 sters, = one tanapuhl. Ideally, by alternately becoming 
pregnant and suckling her new child the woman can avoid menstruation 
altogether. Menstruation is doubly abhorred as it is at the same time 
a heavy pollution as of dead matter from the body, and also a sign of 
non-conception. Women are not penalized as producers of this impurity 
(apart from by their monthly enforced isolation when in menses) but 
they are rewarded spiritually for abolishing it by conceiving etc.
3. On uzdes meaning "image", not "heathen idol", see M. Boyce, 
"Iconoclasm among the Zoroastrians", Christianity, Judaism and other 
Greco-Roman cults, Studies for Morton Smith at sixty, Part IV., ed.
J. Neusner, Leiden 197^> P* 96 with n. l£.
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Notes to Chapter 1+1+
1. M. translates:
’’are all (to be regarded as) "nasay" (after death), just 
like that of men".
Notes to Chapter 1*5
1. For an explanation of this statement, see below, Commentary 
ch. 1+6, n. 17*
2. See above, Commentary, ch. 1+3» n. 3»
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Notes to Chapter 1*6
1. The account of the world’s creation in this chapter accords in
many details with the versions in Vd. and GBd., etc., but because of
one feature - that God created it from a "body” (tan), it has been
seen as peculiar and -unique. H.W. Bailey has called it
"an isolated and peculiar attempt to trace back the origin
of created things to that out of which they were made"
(Zor. Prob., 12l).
The same scholar suggests cautiously that the scheme (of the chapter)
so conceived is "perhaps due to some foreign influence" (ibid., loc.
cit.)• However Prof. Bailey does not specify what influence this
might be (though he does see Greek influence in one particular aspect
of the myth, see below, n. 1*). R.C. Zaehner, however, in ZZ 136-7
and Pawn, 2^9 has gone further and writing of PRDd. 1*6 states:
"In this strange account of the world’s origin which has no 
parallel in any other Zoroastrian text, we cannot fail to see 
a direct borrowing from India" (Dawn, loc. cit.).
Zaehner is referring to the Purusasukta in the Rig-Veda (X. 90), and
identifies "Spihr" as the Zoroastrian purusa (ZZ, 136). There are two
important features of the Indian text, however, which are lacking in
PRDd. 1*6, which Zaehner does not consider before dubbing the latter as
a direct borrowing. First, in RV X. 90 it is stated repeatedly that
the purusa is sacrificed as an obligation (§§7* 8, 9> 10). Second, the
purusa is dismembered (§12) • No mention is made of either of these
notions in PRDd. 1*6. Also, in fact, only two creations in the Pahlavi
text correspond to those from the purusa - the sky is produced from
the head, the earth from the feet (surely following a logic that is not
unique to the RV). Prof. Zaehner was obliged, therefore, to refer to
/ v
a third text (SGV I. 20-1*) to make a more convincing connection between 
RV and PRDd. 1*6.
The account of PRDd. may appear more foreign than it actually is 
because of one factor: the absence therein of the Evil Spirit in his
major role in the cosmogony of, as it were, provoking God to create the 
world in time (cf. GBd. i). However this absence can be explained if 
it is seen that the account does not start at the very beginning of all 
(as does GBd. i) but describes the creation of the world during the 
period of Ahreman’s stupor after his being smitten by the Ahunavar 
mathra (i.e. after GBd. I. a. 2, TDA 17)* Professor Zaehner himself 
appears to have provided unwittingly an alternative answer to what
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may be the identity of the tan "body" (in PEDd. 1*6. 3• andar o tan
burd, u-g se hazar sal andar tan dast) • For, having moved on to
develop the theme ‘'Man the Microcosm", Zaehner translates Dd. purs. 63
"The lord of all, Ohrmazd, fashioned forth the Endless form from 
the Endless light. Its creaturely existence was of Ohrmazd and 
its light was that of fire which does not bum. Bright it was 
and like a flame, productive like the fertile earth. And within 
the Endless Form he created man who is called the [small] World.
For three thousand years he neither moved, nor ate, nor slept, 
nor spoke ... "
Clearly, here the Endless form corresponds to the xwarg I ataxS of
PBDd. 1*6. 2, from which the creation (dam ud dahiSn) of the embryonic
getlg world are fashioned (ibid., 83). This latter corresponds to
what is called in Dd., loc. cit., "the man who is called the world
(getlg)", and Zaehner identifies this man, correctly, as Gayomard.
There is no reason to suppose, then, that tan of our text is anything
other than the "body" of Gayomard (- not that of Spihr as Zaehner had
suggested in ZZ 1365 but Zaehner was keen to identify the text with RV
X. 90). According to GBd. I. $9, TDA 16. 10-12
Ohrmazd pad dam-dahiSnlh madarlh ud pidarih 1 dahiSn ast, Ce 
ka-S dam pad menog uarward han bud madarlh t ka^S be 5 getlg 
dad han menog bud pidarih "Ohrmazd in Creation both the 
motherhood and fatherhood of the creation, since when he 
nourished creation in the invisible world (menog), that was 
his motherhood; when he created the invisible as the visible 
world (getlg) that was his fatherhood" (transl. Bailey, GBd. 16)*
The means of production of the spiritual world is easy to imagine in the
metaphor of motherhood. In PRDd. 1*6 the fatherhood of the physical
world is, perhaps, explained by analogy with the father of Mankind,
Gayomard, who embodies all the world. In several Zoroastrian texts the
body of man is said to be a "similitude" (handazag) of the elements
of the physical world (e.g. GBd. XXVIII, TDA 189; DkM. 278, and cf.
WZ 30. 9~ll). However, from such comparisons to the detailed myth in
PRDd. 1*6 that the physical world was actually created from a cosmic
"body" is indeed a considerable step. There is something of a
precedent for the latter theme in the tradition preserved in GBd. XIV.
2, TDA 100 (also ibid., VI. f. 8, TDA 69. l£-70. l); and' MX 27* 18
that metals were produced from the body of Gayomard as he was dying,
stricken by the illness (wemarlh) of the Hostile Spirit;
go wed ku ka gayomard wemarlh abar mad pad hoy dast obast, az 
sar srub, az xon arzlz, ud az mazg sem, az pay ahan, az ast roy, 
ud az pih abgenag, ud az baza polawad, ud az Jan be gawignih 
zarr ... *'lx is staled that when the illness came upon Gayomard 
fell to his left hand, from his head appeared lead, from his 
blood tin, and from his marrow silver, from his feet iron, from
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his hones copper and from his fat crystal, and from his arms 
steel and from the going forth of his breath-soul gold ••• "
(GBd., TDA 100, Bailey’s reading and translation, with changes 
in the transcription)•
On this theme see M. Boyce, HZ I, ll+O, n. 81; cf. WZ III. 69, ed. BTA,
p. 38; and on the production of plants from the body of the primeval
ox see WZ III. 1+3 (see below, n. 25). Two further features of
PRDd. may be evidence that the writer has taken the above myth of
Gayomard and extrapolated it within an otherwise orthodox account of
the world’s creation. First, the motif of creation from the cosmic
body appears to have been used in this chapter merely to provide a
novel structure upon which to drape the old and familiar traditional
account. The motif is not developed: there is no explanation of what
this body is, or of what happens to it once it has produced the
creations; it is taken up erratically (§§!+, 5» H> 13> 28, 36) with
the formula of the phrase "X" (dam ud dahiSn) az "Y11 (handim 1 tan)
be brehenld; it is then each time forgotten as the writer develops
traditional doctrines associated with the creations. Second, the
creations are produced in virtually the orthodox order of GBd. I. a
(but see below n.l4*)> except that the creation of primeval man does
not follow after that or the primeval ox. Gayomard is conspicuously
lacking, for fire is the next creation here, and man’s creation is
mentioned much later, almost as an afterthought, in §36* It appears
■’-hat the writer had assumed that man was already created (i.e. in the
"body”, of Gayomard (?), in §3)« §36 is somewhat confused in its
detail, in any case, as though the writer is unclear as to how to have
"man" created in this account (see below, nn. to §36)* Pace Zaehner,
then, it can be assumed that PRDd. 1+6 does not at all represent a
direct borrowing from India, but is an original combination of
traditional details of the orthodox Zoroastrian account of creation:
the writer took the myth of Gayomard as producer of metals and
extrapolated it within the traditional account, thereby giving the
latter an entirely new appearance.
2. Lit. Mfrom his own body".
3* Z. translates "surrounding walls"; M. "walls".
1+. On the creation of the sky in general see Bailey’s chapter
"Asman" in Zor. Prob., 120-11+8. The sky is spherical in shape: Bailey 
has compared this passage with GBd. I. a. 6:
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fragan bun I asman Candih nahnav i-S drahnav Candih drahnav 
I-S balav ud Candih balay I-S zahlh hamog handaz 
"of the basic boundary of the sky the width is as great as 
its length, its length as great as its height, and its 
height as great as its depth wholly equal" (transl. Bailey, 
ibid., 13!?).
Bailey adds: "Such is also the doctrine of Aristotle, whence
probably it has been derived", ibid., loc. cit.
5* The name of this yazad, which means literally "the blessing of
the devout" is explained in GBd. XXVI. 9k (TDA 175* 6-10):
Dahman afrln han menog, ka mardoman afrln kunend, han xwarrah 
be rased; Ce Ciyon abf pad han paymanag, I-m gnft ku abaz o 
x^an rased> afrln-iz, 1 dahman kunend, abaz 5 mard rased; 
xwastag 1 pad tuxSaglh kunend panag dahman afrln.
"The 'Dahman afrin1 is that spirit, that light, which approaches 
when men offer blessing; for, as the water reverts to the source 
in that measure as - I have - said, the blessing-, too, which 
the good offer, comes back to man in that measure; the blessing 
of the - good is the - preserver of the wealth which they - acquire 
with industry'" (transl. BTA, 227).
6. M. translates: "and there is no worldly maintenance for it". I 
follow Bailey’s translation, see Zor. Prob., 123* The sky is not 
supported by any pillars (see GBd. XXXIV. 5, TDA 221. ll+, BTA, 285), 
for it was created an-abax-daStar "without support" (WZ 20). With 
reference to the repetition of the phrase u-S daStarlh I getlg neat 
(see also GBd., loc. cit.). However, in GBd. XXVT. 7^ (TDA 172. l5,
BTA 225), Asman, the spiritual sky is said to hold "this sky" (i.e. 
the physical sky)•
7. M. translates as
"He created the earth from the feet, its *structural 
management is by the Lord Mihr, the good Dahwan Afrin, the 
charity of Bighteousness the charity of Holiness -{for the 
happiness of the worthy} (and) the Spirit of the Wealth 
{which they give in charity} ",
However this seems awkward and unclear; Z.’s transl. is clearer
(but his reading az kof is non-sensical):
"And the earth was fashioned from its feet; and it is ruled 
by the mountains. [Mihr, the Lord, the Goodly Praise of the 
Wise, *RaSn, the just and the judge of Righteousness give 
spiritual (unseen, menok) riches in alms to those who are 
worthy of good things."
*Z.’s emendation *Ra5n (from MSS l’t/lyt *). z. is probably correct in
identifying the yazads (Mihr), RaSn, and SroS (ZZ, 3^3» n. §5)« They
are the three judges of men’s actions (kirb[ag|). It seems that their
inclusion in PRDd. here is all a gloss to u-S winnariSn az kirbag above.
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8. M. translates: "He interred the substance in it". Z. translates:
"And minerals were inserted into it", i.e. both emend MSS. M. compares 
with GBd. VI. c. 1 (TDA 65. 13, BTA 77) han gohr I kof andar zamlg dad 
ested "the substance of the mountains was created in the earth". M. 
argues that gohr refers here and in PRDd. to metals, as do NP gauhar/ 
jauhar (see M., p. hh3t n * 6). Perhaps, however, "minerals" is 
preferable: it appears that the writer of this chapter was bearing
in mind that the metals are said to have been produced from the body of 
Gayomard as in GBd.
9• According to GBd., loc. cit., all mountains have grown up from the 
root of Harburz. They arose in order to stabilize the earth after the 
Evil Spirit shook it (az zamlg abar raft hend, draxtan homanag, ... ud 
pas az han zamlg az gyag Candenldan ne Sayist "they grew up from the
earth like trees ••• and after that it was not possible to cause the 
earth to tremble/shake from its place."
10. Cf. GBd. VI. c. 5 (TDA 66* 12, BTA 76) pad haStdah sal.
11. According to GBd. IX. 2 (TDA 76. 9 f»» BTA 93) this eight hundred 
years divides up as follows: "two hundred years up to the star station, 
and two hundred years up to the moon station, and two hundred years up 
to the top of the sky."
12. So also GBd. IX. £ (TDA 77* 7-8, BTA 95). It is not the mountain
that encloses the earth, but the sky; cf. Yt. 13* 2, where the sky is
said to be upon and around this earth just like a bird (upon) an egg; 
(see W.B. Henning, Asiatica, Festschrift F. Weller, Leipzig, 195U* 
289-92). Perhaps there is here some coincidence with the tradition 
that Harburz (Hara berezaiti) encircles the rim of the flat earth 
(see Yt. 19* 1, and GBd. IX. 5, TDA 77* 7 f*i BTA, 95). Bailey cites
three other passages (WZ 20, MX 1+3* 8 ff. and Dd. purs. 90) in
which the sky is compared to an egg, within which the earth is the 
yolk. On Harburz see further M. Boyce, HZ. I. 133 ff*
13* M. *s translation. Z., from the same reading, translates as "it 
was fashioned from its (sc. the implement’s) legs and forefeet" (ZZ 
365, and see ibid., 363» n. ®5).
li|. A tradition normally associated with the sky is here transposed 
to the earth, perhaps in an attempt to rationalise the doctrine of the 
kingdom of Ohrmazd to come upon the earth. In GBd. IV. 10 (TDA k 1,
BTA 1|8) it is said that the Evil Spirit assaults the sky thus:
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asman l pad star navag estad frod o tuhlglh haxt. ... ka andar 
bimiSt l rosnan ud tomlgan owon ka azabar I star pava-g estad 
"(he) drew the sky, which was at the Star-station, down towards 
the void • •. which was under the foundation of the luminaries 
and the planets".
Ahreman’s affliction of the earth is described in GBd. VI. c (TDA
65 f., BTA 76 ff.)*
15. Z. has the same sense (ibid., 365)} M. translates, "round about 
the Alburz are the walls (of the sky)", but in Yt. 19* 1 it is said 
that Hara "encircles entirely the eastern lands and the western lands";
(the encircling Hara corresponds to the Indian concept of lokaloka,
see M. Boyce, HZ. I. 13ht with n. 25).
16. Gf. TJnv., Riv. II. 58 ff.; D., Pers. Riv., 1+26-7.
17* It appears that this can be interpreted in at least three
different ways. M. translates:
"After that when the Dru^ f attacked the creation, even no one 
among the people of the world, except ZarduSt, saw (him)."
This interpretation seems unlikely, for elsewhere Zoroastrians
emphasise the dangerous lurking presence of the Dru^ in this world
(and there is no celebrated and unrepeatable encounter between the
prophet and the DruJ in their texts). It is not surprising, then,
that M. finds this and the previous § to have "no connection with
what precedes" (p. 1+1+1+, n. 9). Z.’s translation is even less likely:
"After the lie had rushed into creation, no one of material 
creatures could be seen except Zoroaster (sic)" (op. cit., p. 3&) •
The third possible interpretation, given in the transl. above, takes
§§8 and 9 as coherent, continuing on from §7» albeit in the form of
a gloss running on, as in other places, as if mechanically from the
writer’s copious knowledge of the Zand: §9 thus refers to the state
of the world after the Evil Spirit has dragged the sky down, pierced
the earth and made both sky and earth dark (GBd. IV. 10 ff., TDA 1*2,
BTA 1+9). According to GBd. III. 7 "the sun is on the fifth station
which is Garodman (panjom garodman ke anagr r5Sn xwanlhed xwarSed
pad han payag ested, TDA 32* 11+-15). In GBd. TV. 10 the'Evil Spirit
is said to have attacked the sky and dragged it down to the void
(tuhlglh) so that he stood "above the Star-Station from within the
sky up to one-third (azabar I star payag az andaron l asman ta se
ewag be estad, TDA 1*2• 1-2). Since, in the scheme of GBd., the stars
are on the third station, it is thus that the Evil Spirit obscured the
sun and the light of Garodman from all mortals (see above, ch. 1+5) •
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Only the prophet was to see this light (i.e. of Garodman) when, as is
said in WZ XXI. 9:
Mhe approached within twenty-four feet of the amahraspandsu 
because of the great light of the amahraspands. then he could 
not see his own shadow on the ground" (be o wist-ud Cahar pay 
I amahraspandan mad, wuzurg roSnlh I amahraspandan ray, eg-iS 
sayag I xweS pad zamlg ne did).
In WZ XXI. 10 it is said, moreover, that this conference
(hanjaman) with Ohrmazd and the immortals took place in Iran pad kustag
I dehan pad bar I ab I daitya "in the direction of the country on the
banks of the waters of the Daitya", i.e. they brought their own light
from Garodman with them.
18. Here, after the preceding gloss, the main subject is resumed in 
this §.
19* In GBd. XXVIII. 8 (TDA 192. 1-3, BTA 22+6) 9 the rivers are likened 
to the human blood circulation (cf. WZ, ed. BTA, III. 28, West, VII.
2+, SBE V); since both are seen as self-purifying systems, the parallel 
is close. Here, however, the context requires "waters" that pour out 
of the body, of which tears are the most suitable fluid (though, 
strictly speaking, they are regarded as polluting by the purity code 
of Zoroastrianism)• Perhaps the reference to tears discloses some 
additional slight evidence that that cosmic tan of the chapter is that 
of Gayomard, who might well have shed such tears as well as his seed 
when he passed away (GBd. XIV. 9).
20. Normally water is said to have been produced second, instead of 
as here third, the usual position of earth in the process of creation. 
Cf. a similar passage to PRDd. 2+6. 12 in GBd. XI. c. 2, TDA 90-91> BTA 
112; what is left implicit in our text is clear in GBd: the spirits of
three rivers refused to flow because of the pollution in the world 
since the invasion of Ahreman. Ohrmazd presents ZarduSt to them, 
saying:
be dahem, ke-t horn zohr awiS rezed ud drust abaz kuned ud pahrez 
be go wed "I will create him who will pour hom zohr into you and 
he will cleanse you again and proclaim your defence".
In GBd. this common Zoroastrian motif of the flux of pure matter
returning pure to its source is given an ethical meaning in XXVI. 92+
(quoted in 1. £ above), and XEC. 2-2+, TDA 91 ♦ concludes
edon-iz afrln I aSowan kunend pad en pahmanag abaz o xwad rased 
"so also do the blessings which the righteous make come back to 
them in this measure".
So also in GBd. XI. 3 (TDA 8f?. 1-3» BTA 105>), the rivers are said to
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flow as swiftly as a man who recites an aSam vohu from beginning to end.
21. In the GBd. account of creation each of the living creations is 
produced in single, prototype form, viz. one plant, gaw i ew- dad and 
Gayomard (i. a. 11-13» EDA 20-21). The unique plant, having been 
attacked by the Evil Spirit, is pounded small by Amurdad, mixed with 
the waters of Tistrya, and scattered thus in rain over the earth. Only 
then do the plants grow in myriad forms, as is said in ibid., VI. d. 2, 
TDA 67. 6 s Ciyon moy pad sar 1 mardoman "like hair upon the heads of 
men". In PRDd. 1+6 no specific mention is made of the myth of the one 
plant, only general references are given in an allusive fashion. In 
§l£ the myth of the (uniquely-created) ox, the assault by Ahreman and 
the creation from the spilled semen of the ox is related just as in 
GBd. I. a. 12 and the two myths of creation of gospand are sewn roughly
together before a long digression intervenes. Once again, in §§28 and
36 the writer attempts to join together the old and new accounts by 
trying to retain the stages of prototype and then plural creation. The 
above discrepancies, and the fact that the chapter is generally 
disorganised and rambling, suggest that the writer is composing freely 
de novo, yet at the same time using motifs, similes, and strands of 
myth that are so traditional and familiar that they allow him to pay 
little attention to the strict logical sequence of the material.
22. Presumably the excluded plant is the white Horn (see below, n. 23) > 
though this is uncertain.
23* According to GBd. XVI. TDA 116. 2-1+,. the white Horn is the
Gokam tree. Its main property is explained in GBd., loc. cit.:
u-S pad fraSegird anoSagih az-iS wirayend "and at the renovation 
they will prepare immortality from it" (BTA ll+7) • It is not the "tree 
of all seeds" wan I was tohmag (GBd. VI. d. 5, TDA 67. 10) which grows 
nearby (GBd. VI. d. 6, TDA 67. 13) • Presumably the "forest which is in 
the sea is a rationalisation of the mythical Tree of Many Seeds and the 
Gokam which stands nearby, in the sea of Fraxwkard. From the former 
come the seeds of all plants, except the Gokam, from which comes the 
white Horn. On both these trees and for references to texts, etc., 
see M. Boyce, HZ I, 137-8*
2l+. i.e. on the banks of the river Weh Daiti (see GBd. I. a. 12, TDA 
20. ll+p-21. 1, BTA, 2£).
25* This is, of course, the myth recorded in GBd. VI. e, TDA 68, BTA
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80). What is not mentioned in PKDd. 1*6, however, is that according
to GBd., loc. cit. (and ibid., XIII, TDA 93> BTA 116) when the ox died,
urwar Cihrlh ray, az hannaman I gaw panHah ud pan.f sardag I 
?forda ud dwazdah sardag I urwar I beSaz az zamlg waxSid hend 
"on account of its plant nature, fifty-five species of com 
and twelve species of medicinal plants grew from the limbs of 
the ox from the earth".
Then, the text says, the light and strength which was in the seed of the
ox was entrusted to the moon, by whose light it was purified and only
then were the beneficent animals produced, from a parent pair, on
earth. Most Interesting, from the point of view of PRDd. 1*6, is that
WZ has an identical account of the myth of the ox and the production
of plants and gospand, with the addition of a passage which gives
details of which parts of the ox produced what plants and herbs (ed.
BTA 31 ff., ch. Ill, §§l*i*-2*9, transl. West, SEE V. 177 **•)> i.e. from
its marrow, blood, nose, lungs and heart. So, like the production of
metals from the dying Gayomard (quoted in no. 1 above from GBd.), this
is another Zoroastrian precedent for PRDd. 1+6; viz. the myth of
creation of heterogenous substances out of organs (to which they are
supposed to correspond) from a primeval "body".
26. See AVN XV. 1-8, Asa-Haug 36—7/162+ ; the good herdsman has the 
highest reward in heaven.
27* The punishment for maltreaters of animals is described in AVN
LXXV. £, LXXVII. 6-10, Asa Haug 108/193, 110/191*.
28. See above, textual n. £1*.
29* With the following passage cf. GBd. XIII. 10-11, TDA 91+ • 11 ff*»
BTA 118-20.
30. According to GBd. XIII. 28, TDA 97* 13 BTA 122, the dog was 
created in the Star-Station as a protection for gospand, and is two- 
thirds gospand, one-third human.
31. Z. has the same sense, but M. renders this as:
"and the mountain buzzard and the black crow and the-vulture are 
created for devouring the (dead) body (and) all the polluted • 
matter in the corpse".
32. With §§30-32* cf. ch. 18. d. above.
33* On ’the creation of the three great fires see GBd. XVIII. 8-12*, TDA
12l*-9, BTA 1^8-60 (where they are said to b um "gloriously" 
xwarrahomandlha) • The translation of pad warahranlh as "victoriously"
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been suggested by M. Boyce, M0n the Sacred Fires of the Zoroastrians", 
BSOAS XXXI, i, 1968, p. 61; see also the same scholar’s "The Pious 
Foundations of the Zoroastrians", XXXI, ii, 1968, p. 288.
3h* On this rite of purifying household fires etc., see M. Boyce,
"On the Sacred Fires" (art. cit.), and Stronghold, 186 ff. See also 
ch. 37$ Comm., n. 1.
3f?. Cf. GBd. XVIII. 1 h, TDA 12^, BTA 160.
36. SS. Hartman translates §§36 ff. in Gayomard, ll£.
37* Compared with the clear account of creation of man in GBd., this 
text is, as Zaehner has said, "some confusion in the text, for the 
author seems to have mixed up two traditions" (ZZ 136). Because the 
writer knew that man was created from Gayomard, Gayomard had to be 
mentioned in this § as progenitor of mankind, but his creation becomes 
confused with that of the first couple, MaSya and MaSgana • Pace 
Zaehner, however, the text is not incorrect in the phrase "from the 
clay from which Gayomard was made" (op. cit., 137)» for mankind is 
of his very clay, (i.e. "flesh"). The mistake in the text is rather
that Gayomard has been written, instead of mardom in the phrase;
ud gayomard az spandarmad be brehenld. Although it is said in GBd.
I. a. 13 (BTA 26) that Gayomard was created from the earth (az zamlg), 
the writer has confused the sequence, and the text begins to make sense 
only with this correction. For Zaehner’s further thoughts on this § 
see "Postscript to Zurvan", BSOAS, XVII, 195£» p» 2l+Lj. f.
38. Lit. "kept going" (harne raft). This corresponds to GBd. IV. 25> 
pas as madan 1 petyarag sih sal zlst "after the approach of the 
Adversary he survived for thirty years" (TDA h5>* 2).
39* M. translates; "it was thirty years since he moved about"; Z;
"it was thirty years before he passed away"; Hartman; "Trents 
s’£coul£rent pendant qu’il se mourait".
1+0. On MaSya and MaSyanag see GBd. XIV; for references to texts 
concerning them see A. Christensen Le premier homme, I, 13 ff»
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Notes to Chapter 1+7
1. This chapter is transcribed and translated by M. Mol£, La 
ldgende de Zoroastre selon les textes pehlevis, pp. 116-21, with 
commentary ibid., 238-291, and introductory remarks 7 f* Parts 
of ch. bl may be compared with accounts of WiStasp*s conversion 
in Dk. VII. b (transl. Vest, SEE XLVII, 90-73» Mol£, op. cit.,
I42-61) and in ZaratuSt Nama (ZN., ed. and trazlsl. F. Rosenberg,
Le livre de Zoroastre, St. P^tersbourg, 190ij, text 1+8 ff., transl. 
b9 ff*> Eng. transl. by E.B. Eastwick, apud J. Wilson, The Parsi 
Religion, 181+3* 0>Ok ff.)« Mold includes in op. cit. Vizlrkird I 
dlnlg and compares it with PRDd. bl (also in Culte); this, however, 
is "a text known to be a fabrication made in India in the 19th 
century A.C.", (M. Boyce, HZ I, 182, n. 3)* A.V.W. Jackson makes 
no mention of PRDd. bl in his chapter on the conversion of WiStasp 
in Zoroaster, the Prophet of Ancient Iran, 96-68. For discussion of 
texts containing the legends of Zoroaster see West, op. cit., 
Introduction; Mold, Culte, II. 1, pp. 271-283, "La ldgende prophdtique 
et ses sources'1, and II. 3> PP* 3U&-389 > "La conversion de ViStaspa", 
and M. Boyce, HZ I, chs. 7 and. 11.
WiStasp*s conversion is not mentioned in either the Av. or Pahl.
WiStasp Yt., however the resumd of the WiStasp Sast in Dk. VIII. 11
has the essentials of the narrative. Mold, keen to find a source
from Av. scriptures, or Pahl. resumds, states:
"C*est ... sur le ViStasp sast que parait essentiellement 
reposer le rdcit de la rivayat pehlevie dont le sujet principal 
est la conversion de ViStasp. Si tel est le cas, certaines 
parties du septieme livre doivent reposer dgalement sur le 
mdme nask: il se peut, en outre, que l*actuel ViStasp YaSt 
en prdsente un pSle reflet", Culte, 282.
Indeed the correspondences between the resumd of the WiStasp Sast in
Lk. and PRDd. are such as to suggest that the redactor of PRDd. bl
had access to such a tradition. The text of Dk. VIII. 11 is:
wiStasp sast abar *hamag I o kay wiStasp madayan: han I o 
xwadayih xem, Cihr, bariSn, daniSn, frahang ud dad^ 
rayenldarlh I daman, kamag-rawagih I yazdan pad-iS abayiSnlg 
ud abar *frestadan dadar ohrmazd amahraspandan o kay wiStasp 
pad gugaylh 1 abar ohrmazd, ud ayadagih I spitaman zarduSt, 
abezag wehih I den mazdesn; framan I dahyubad wiStasp pad 
perozlh pad padiriftan I den az zarduSt. wenabdag madan I 
amahraspandan 5 dar, ud did 5 man handemanih wiStasp u-3 
ham-niSastan. .^frestagan wizardan I o wiStasp o ohrmazd 
paygam ud padirif tan ramlha wiStasp den mazdesn. sarenldan 
i xeSm dew arzasp I xiyon o koSiSn I wiStasp ud petyardarlh
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l zarduSt: arayiSn ud rawiSn I wiStasp Sah o han kosiSn, ud 
Ce andar ham dar abadfh pahlom ast ahlaylh (DkM. 687« 13-688. 3) 
"The ViStasp sast is about all the particulars (pertaining) to 
Kay WiStasp; the character, nature, bearing, knowledge, learning 
and law (pertaining) to sovereignty. The government of the 
creatures, the advancement of the will of the yazads requisite 
for it. And about the Creator Ohrmazd sending the amahraspands 
to Kay ViStasp as testimony on (behalf of) Ohrmazd, and 
reminder of Spitaman ZarduSt (of) the pure goodness of the 
Mazda-worshipping religion; the command of the ruler ViStasp 
victoriously for the accepting of the religion from ZarduSt.
The visible coming of the amahraspands to the palace, and then 
the audience with ViStasp and his companions at court. The 
envoys’ explanation of Ohrmazd’s message to ViStasp, and ,
WiStasp’s peaceful acceptance of the Mazda-worshipping religion. 
The demon Wrath’s provoking of Arzasp the Xiyon for war with 
ViStasp and hostility to ZarduSt; the arrangements and movements 
of King ViStasp for that war, and whatever is on the same 
subject. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.”
The account of the conversion in PRDd. 1+7 and the more
fantastical account in ZN both have elements in common with Dk. VII.
1+, but, as Mold observes,
”ces Merits contiennent des dldments sflrement anciens qui 
manquent dans le septidme livre et dont 1 ’apparition ne peut 
§tre due a son influence”, Culte,276.
These ancient elements may derive ultimately from the lost Av.
ViStasp Sast, or from another, unknown Av. source (the resumes of the
Spend Nask in Dk. VIII. ll+, and of other nasks in Dk., give no notice
of the conversion of Zoroaster’s royal patron). PRDd. 1+7 appears not
to be a direct translation of an Av. text (as parts of Dk. VII. 1+ e.g.
clearly are), for the syntax, grammar and vocabulary are, with minor
exceptions, those of late Pahl. and do not reflect the archaisms of
a translation from an Avestan original.
The structure and style of ch. 1+7 are typibal of PRDd.: simple,
formulaic, allusive, subordinating detail, variety and literary grace 
to the practical, didactic purposes of the author. The narrative is 
not a record of myth and legend simply as sacred history; primarily 
it affords a means of emphasising and explaining the value of 
initiation into the religion (see notes to the legend of KriSasp, ch. 
18 above)• For Mold this chapter is among those examples of the. 
legend of Zoroaster which ”laissent mieux transpar&itre la rdalitd 
rituelle sous-jacente” (Culte, 276). He later explains "la rdcit de la 
conversion de ViStasp est le mythe du Nawzod” (ibid., 383); this 
hypothesis, however, rests upon one of the principal ideas of Mold’s 
Culte, i.e. that WiStasp
"n’est pas seulement le prototype du roi orthodoxe, il est
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celui de tout laique mazd^en, qui peut - qui doit - se conformer 
a son module1' (ibid., £9) •
If Mol£ is right, and this seems perhaps reasonable to suppose, such
an equation of roles (i.e. WiStasp as archetypal layman) adds an
allegorical dimension to the simple and familiar story of ch. 1+7•
Moreover, WiStasp is referred to throughout this ch. without his
usual title Kay (as M. Boyce has pointed out, kay comes to mean "king”
in Zoroastrian tradition "evidently because Kavi VlStaspa and his
forbears, the "kavis" par excellence, were princely rulers" (HZ I, 11,
and see n. 1+2). The omission of this title, and indeed the absence
of any indication of WiStasp’s regal status (except the epithet gehan
xwaday, §8), is perhaps significant: WiStasp is here primarily
layman and potential convert, and only secondarily "king". In the
stylised drama of the narrative, ZarduSt is priest, WiStasp is layman,
and Ohrmazd himself has the r61e of king pax excellence, with his
amahraspands as courtiers and emissaries. Only when WiStasp has
accepted the religion does the text indicate his authority as king,
and then indirectly (u-S pas zarduSt pad mobadan-mobadih be gurnard).
Thereafter WiStasp the king is viceregent for Ohrmazd in the world
(pad getlg). Before his conversion, WiStasp is doubting (§ 18),
stubborn (llij) and, if the events of §§£ and 6 took place at his
court, deceived by his own subjects and therefore lacking in
authority. That the power and authority of the king had long been
regarded as sacred, and part of divine xSathra, is demonstrated by
many passages in the Gathas, e.g.:
daidl tu axmaite viStas-pai ISam maibyaca
"Give thou, 0 piety, power to Vishtaspa and to me " Y. 28. 7 
(transl. Insler, 27; ”
2. Mol6 construes this differently: eT kiT ZartuxSt gyak ku-S Den
hac Ohrmazd patiraft" Zoroastre. TJn passage dit: "C’est d’Ohrmazd
qu*il regut la Religion"." If Mol£ translates ed ku ("formule 
habituelle de la rivayat", Ldgende, Commentaire, p. 238, n. l) "un 
passage dit", then it is not clear how he understands gyag. Perhaps 
he includes gyag in the introductory formula; however, though gyag 
does elsewhere occur in. an introductory formula gyag-e paydag ku 
"(in) one passage it is revealed that" (e.g. PRDd. 16. b; 18. d., e.; 
19, 20), in the present context, with the mention of geographical 
location following (§3) gyag evidently means simply " (geographical) 
place"•
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3* Dk» VII. 3» 5l ff*> WZ XXI-XXII, and ZN variously elaborate on the 
theme of Zoroaster’s encounters with Ohrmazd. The Pahl. texts agree 
on the age of Zoroaster, and that he had seven revelations over a 
period of ten years. In WZ XXIII, however, the seven revelations are 
"seven questionings" (Pahl. haft fraSnlh) in which each of the seven 
amahraspands (including Ohrmazd) advises Zoroaster on the care of the 
creation each protects. This tradition, which is reproduced in ZN, 
may derive from the Spend Nask, for the "seven questionings" are 
mentioned in the resumd of this nask in Dk. VIII. ll+. 5-6:
(5) haft brln. Civon spend xwanihed, haft fraSn« harw .1 ar-e 
fraSn- e, ud baxSiSn l abarig naskha pad ed haft fraSn pad 
fraz gowiSnih I andar ewag ewag gyag I hamoursagih.
(6) abar fraSn fraSnf hangam I niSastan ud axistan I harw 
.iart ud ewenag I niSastan I amahraspandant fraz madan I 
zarduSt o han handemanlh« gah i-S han gyag ud Ce han I awiS 
guftan ud Ce han I awiS nimudan. (DkM. 691. 1-7)
(5) "(In) seven sections, such as are called Spend, are the 
seven questionings, one questioning each time, and the bestowal 
of the other Nasks in these seven questionings, (was) through 
speaking out in each one of the places of conference.
(6) About the various questionings, the period of the sitting 
and rising on each occasion, the nature of the sitting of the 
Amahraspands, the coming forward of ZarduSt to that audience, 
his position in that place, what there was to say to him and 
what there was to show to him." transl. based on West, SHE 
XXXVII, p. 32.
1+. In WZ XXIII each of the encounters with the amahraspands is said
to have occurred in a different place, all in Eranwez, but not all in
Adurbadagan (Azarbaijan). (For a discussion of that narrative, and
references, see A.V.W. Jackson, op. cit., l+O-^ l.) In such texts these
place names are, as M. Boyce explains,
"a product of that mixture of piety and patriotism which led 
various Zoroastrian peoples to associate the prophet with their 
own homelands. The best known example of this is the action of 
the Magi, who ... transferred Avestan place-names and happenings 
wholesale to Medean Azarbaijan", HZ I, 276
In §3 of PRDd. 1+7, the words u-S nazdist pad eranwez padirift pad
adurbadagan padlrift suggest that the author is about to list each of
the other places of encounter, as in WZ XXII; the texts are quite
different, however, from this point. In PRDd. there is no mention of
e.g. Medyomah, the prophet’s first convert (see Yt. 13* 95) and only
disciple for ten years (WZ XXIII. 2), or of karbs and kayags (Dk. VII.
1+. 61+ ff., WZ XXIII. 5-6). Conversely, the theme of Zoroaster’s
persecution by deception, and subsequent incarceration, in PRDd. 1+7*
5-6, does not occur in WZ or Dk. VTI (though it does appear in ZN).
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5>. There is no treatment in PRDd. 1*7 of the events of these ten
years, as in Dk. VII. 1*. 1 ff. The opening section of Dk. VII. 1*
gives a time sequence for the principal events of the chapter which
has been misinterpreted by West and Mold. The text and translation
of Dk. VII. 1+ §1 axe:
abar abdlh I naydaglhist az hamuursaglh I fradom fraz ta 
haftom hamuursaglh sar I bud andar dranay I dah sal wabaxlganlh 
1-5 pad waxSwarlh andar gehan padlruftan I burzawand kaywiStasp 
den Ciyon pas az dah sal I andar hampursaglh pad do sal.
"About the marvellousness which is manifested from the first 
conference onwards till the end of the seventh conference which 
occurred within the duration of ten years, also his pre-eminence 
in prophecy in the world, and the acceptance of the religion by 
the exalted Kay WiStasp as happened two years after the ten years 
which had been in conference."
This transl. is based upon West’s, SEE! XLVII, p. 50; however,
West terminated §1 after hampursagih and read the words pad do sal 
as part of §2:
"and the acceptance of the religion by the exalted Kai Vist&sp, 
as happened after the ten years of conference. §2 In the first 
two years, one marvel is this ... " .
v
In the MS. the words FWN 2 SNT are encased before and after by full 
stops (v)» but there is little doubt that they should be read as 
belonging to §1. According to PRDd. 1*7 • 16 and WZ XXIV, WiStasp was 
converted twelve years after the prophet’s first meeting with Ohrmazd, 
not ten years as implied in West’s transl. (Mold makes a similar 
mistake in his transl., Ldgende, 1*3). Moreover, it is a habit 
throughout Dk. VII to begin a new section with, the words ewag ed I 
pay dag ku, as in Dk. VII. 1*. 2.
6. M. translates:
"And for (the period of the following) ten years he was in 
great suffering of captivity and imprisonment, which Ganay 
Menoy brought on (him from the time of) his birth."
M. reads abar brehenidan burd in the last phrase, treating brehenidan
as a substantive qualified by the antecedent enclitic -S. Mold,
however, reads and renders the passage differently:
u-S andar han 10 sal was anaglh band ud zendan I-S-gannag menog 
abar brehinld burd (Ldgende, 116, with changes in translit.*), 
and translates:
"Pendant ces dix anndes le Mauvais Esprit suscira contre lui 
de nombreuses persecutions, le fit enchalner et jeter en prison."
According to Dk. VII, the demons had tried to prevent Zoroaster’s 
conception, birth and development. The whirlwind demon CeSmag 
(cySmk1), mentioned also in Ind. Bd. XXVIII. 2l* (SBE V, 110),
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threatens in Dk. VII. 2. kk man han padlrem nmrjenidan (DkM. 608. ll) 
"I undertake to destroy him", even before Zoroaster is conceived, 
(interestingly, CeSmag reappears in Dk. VII. i;. 61 as a karb who is 
driven away by Zoroaster’s chanting the Ahunavar prayer (DkM. 636. 
l5 ff.) See also Dk. VII. 1*. 36 ff.
7* As is understandable in the case of such offshoots from an oral
tradition, texts differ as to the sequence of events before ViStasp
accepted the religion. In PRDd. there is no indication of who lays
the plot to defame Zoroaster (except Gannag Menog), nor of how the
prophet escapes (§6)• WiStasp is not mentioned in §§1- 6 and there is
no evidence that the events took place at his court, though this seems
to be implied, and is stated as so in other texts (e.g. Dk., ZN).
Where the text is interpolated (see textual note 13)> M. suggests
that a folio has been lost, and with it the text between §§6 and *16
(see n. ll+ below). The text may be read as continuous, however, and
the departure from the pattern of Dk. VII. I4 may be explained thuss
in PRDd. Ul the early life of the prophet is omitted or only alluded
to; WiStasp is suddently introduced and is only ever a stereotyped
figure; in Dk. VTI and ZN, however, both Zoroaster and WiStasp
(GuStasp) are more complex characters who are set in a quasi-
historical/geographical Context which is quite lacking in PRDd. In
Dk. VII Zoroaster has suffered persecution from the kayags and karbs
of Tur 1 Urvaitadeng I UsixSan, and in other evil encounters.
According to Dk. VII. 1*. 65 (as PRDd.), Zoroaster goes to the court
of WiStasp (i.e. after ten years elsewhere):
•pas-iz, agahlh l-S abar b5xtiSn 1 az^iS, paydagih I-S abdih, 
ud gugaylh 1 abar waxSwarlh madan ray; pas az han 1 abdom 
fraSn 1 dah sal 1 hampursaglh saziSn, pad han I ohrmazd handarz. 
ud framan. ewtag o dar 1 WiStasp ud war 1 han sahmag razm 
franaft (DkM. 637. 13 ff.)
"Afterwards too, his knowledge about his preservation therefrom, 
the manifestation of his wondrousness, and the evidence 
concerning his attainment unto prophesying; also after the 
continuance of the last questioning of the ten years of 
conference, his departure alone, by the advice and command of 
Ohrmazd, to the residence of Vistdsp and the precinct of that 
terrible conflict" (West, SBE XLVII, p. 6I4).
There, according to Dk. VII. 1*. 66, WiStasp would have heard Zoroaster
straightaway, but before that Zanag and the kayags and karbs
incriminate the prophet so that the king orders him to prison:
u-d pas-iz peS ku-S saxwan I zarduSt aSnud ud Ciyonlh I zarduSt 
Snaxt heh, az sazenldan i zahag i purr marg ud abarlg 1 awe San 
kayagan ud karban spazgiSnlha ud .Tadug-kariha wiStasp abar
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zarduSt ~be ... (?), eg-iS zarduSt o han band ud padifrah 
abespard ..» DkM. 637
"and then, too, before the words of ZarduSt were heard by him 
and he could have understood the character of ZarduSt, owing to 
the machinations of the deadly Zahag and the other kayags and 
karbs with slander and sorcery ••• to WiStasp about ZarduSt, 
then he consigned ZarduSt to confinement and punishment ... " 
(based on West, op. cit., 65)•
In Dk. VII there is a brief allusion to the miracle of the cure of
WiStasp’s horse, whereby, in ZN, Zoroaster obtains release from
prison and is free to convert WiStasp. In ZN, however, the sequence
. of events is different: Zoroaster returns to earth after a conference
with the amahraspand Amur dad, then vanquishes dews and magicians by
reciting the Avesta; he then "took his way towards Balkh to the court
of Shah Gushtasp" (Eastwick, apud Wilson, op. cit., 1498). At court
he withstands the attacks of the king’s wise-men in a contest, then
announces his prophethood and recites the Avesta. While GuStasp
himself reads the Avesta, the wise-men plot to defame Zoroaster,
succeed in this and have him imprisoned for seven days. He escapes
alter performing the miracle of restoring the legs of the king’s
horse. The text of ZN is fanciful and, though elaborate, has no
value as a chronological record; it cannot therefore resolve any of
the ambiguities of time, event etc. in PRDd. Any search to obtain a
sound relative chronology or factual geography from a comparison of
the diverse traditions of Dk. WZ., PRDd. and ZN is a fruitless task.
8. M. reads: devastan, ka estaxS, an jamay be duze6 "0 Devs, when
he (i.e. ZartuSt) stands, steal (his) spare garment". M. explains 
(p. 1*1*8, n. 1*):
"The suffix -ist or -ast is the Soghd. plu. suff. -iSt ...
In devastan two plu. suffixes are pleonastically employed,
as in kofanlha, see GIP. I a. 285."
Plausible though this may be, it is odd that such a plural should be
used instead of the common form SDY’n • Mol£ reads:
Den astaveih kad estat an yamak be dogit. (u-S astaxvan i
martoman andar o hamban nihat i ZartuxSt)"Professe la Religion!" 
Lorsque cela eut lieu, il se confectionna un autre .v6tement; 
(cependant (le Mauvais Esprit?) cacha des ossements humains . 
dans le coffre de Zoroastre)", (Ldgende, 116-7).
The reading dwcyt as deriving from doxtan "to sew" seems unlikely.
Mold’s transl. involves an abrupt change of subject from ZarduSt to
Gaunag Menog. The text is problematic and a third possible reading
is given: dyn1 hstn['l]’d "for the sake of harming the religion".
There are no parallel passages in Dk. VII, WZ or ZN with clues as to
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the correct reading. Gannag Menog appears only once in Dk. VII (in a 
passage which is equivalent to Pahl. Vd. 19* l):
DkM. 632 9-17
ewag han r az dwaristan 1 gannag menog o kuSiSn 1 zarduSt pay dag 
Civon. Civon den go wed ku az ab six tar nemag fraz dwarid gannag 
menog purr marg u-S edon dawist oy 1 dundanag gannag menog 1 
•purr marg ku: "druzt abar dwaredt mum Men! dan ahlaw ZarduSt
druz 0 oy abar dwarid hend but dew ud se.*f I nihan-rawiSn 1 freftar
(DkM. 632. 9-17)
"One (marvel) is that which is declared (regarding) the rushing of 
the Evil Spirit for the Slaughter of ZarduSt, just as revelation 
mentions thus: "From the northern quarter forth rushed the deadly
Evil Spirit, and thus shouted he, ignorant, the deadly Evil Spirit: 
"Rush on, 0 fiendi and destroy the righteous ZarduSt." On to him 
they rushed, the fiend, .the demon Bud and secret-moving 
Pestilence, the deceiver" ("based on West, SBE XLVII, p. £8).
9* Mold’s explanation of this is "based upon the notion that the
prophet is accused of necromancy (see "below, n. 12), cf. Culte, 373>»
In ZN there is a similar episode in which the wise-men (haklman) of
GuStasp enter Zoroaster’s lodgings and there conceal impure objects:
885> be justand an filsufan nihan, ze-dzl ke na paktar dar jehan, 
ze xun u -pall da va nixr u nasa, ham dun sar-I gurba u sag juda,-' 
haman ustuxwanha-ye kaz marduman, be.ja-I ke dar yaftand an 
kaman,//be burdand yeksar suy xan-i Cu z-Inguna kardand darman-i 
u,//nihan kardjdar biliS u kisha, be kardand ze-Inguna talblsha. 
"These philosophers sought in secret for things which are 
impurest in the world, for blood and impurities and filth and 
carrion, also the severed heads of cat and dog, likewise human 
bones, in the place they found them at that time, they carried 
them at once to his house. When they made a remedy for him in 
this way, hidden in the pillows and bags, in this way they 
contrived the deception."
Cf• also a similar account in the Persian prose Kitab 1 Dabistan al
muzahib, in F. Rosenberg, op. cit., pp. 3b-%»
10. With this phrase cf. ZN 887, and also its alternative reading:
—  W —  —  —haman us tux anhar-ye kas murdagan ... "likewise bones of the dead".
M. translates Pahl. astuxan 1 mardoman "a skeleton of man". It is
possible, however, that astuxan is simply "bones"; cf. ZN 916:
haman naxun u muy va ham ustuxvan, ke uftada bud az tan I 
murdagan "Likewise nails and hair and also bones, which had 
fallen from the bodies of the dead".
11. This is M.’s translation. Mol£ reads ZartuxSt ne eton Cegon Smah 
kart estat "Zoroastre n ’a pas agi comme vous". Cf. ZN 896:
nadanl tu ay Sah ne In mard klst "You do not know, 0 King, who this 
man is", and also ZN 903: ke agah na-I tu ze asrar-i uy.
12. The text is somewhat obscure here. It seems that Zoroaster is
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accused of being a corpse-bearer, but neither M. nor Mold interpret 
the text thus; M. translates: "because ZartuSt ••• carries the dead
matter with him", and Mold translates: "c’est qu’il est ndcromancien".
However, in Vd. nasa-keS is the common word for corpse-bearer (Av. 
nasu.kaSa), e.g. Vd. 8. 11 ff., though the later usage nasar-salar is 
more well known in the tradition. It is known from the tradition, and 
from present usage among Zoroastrians, that corpse-bearers use special 
garments, worn only for their work. It is perhaps for this reason 
that Zoroaster’s enemies here assert that the prophet keeps a spare 
robe; in fact, as the text states, the robe is for yaziSn, i.e. for 
sacred rites for which utter purity is demanded. Mold is perhaps led 
to his translation "ndcromancien" by the narrative of ZN, where the 
"wise men" accuse Zoroaster of practising sorcery (jadui, jaduparast) 
and put in his house not merely human bones, but also items associated 
with sorcery (xun, palldl, hixr, sar-i gurbag u sag). In ZN,
Zoroaster is accused of being a treacherous subversive who will, by 
magic, overthrow the king, e.g. 11. 897-900:
— W— — — — — — —ham, x ah ad in mard-i .jaduparast. ke arad magar mar tura zrr-i 
dast/benerang va afsun tura narm kard, dil-at-ra beguftar-i 
xud garm kard/hame Sab haml .iadulha kunad, be kuSad ke nam-i 
tura befigand/tura Cun haqiqat bedast avarad, basi Sur va Sarr 
dar .jehan go st arad
"This sorcerer wishes to bring you under his power,/he has 
softened you wish spells and incantations, he has warmed your 
heart with his words. ■ All night he practises magic, he strives 
to overthrow your (good) name, when he shall succeed in bringing 
you under his power, he will spread much trouble and evil in the 
world"•
There are none of these accusations in PRDd. 1+7» since the text 
is both more closely related to the ritual practices of the religion 
and less fantastical than ZN. That Zoroaster is accused of being a 
corpse-bearer by his opponents in PEDd. implies that his alleged 
offence is that of gross hypocrisy and duplicity, for the nasa-keS, 
by his extreme impurity, is a social outcast and could not possibly 
be a prophet or celebrant of the yaziSn.
13• Mold, reflecting on a difficult passage in WZ, which also
mentions slh ud se band, sees a significance in the symbolism of the
number thirty-three, which, in this context, amounts to
"une nouvelle formulation de la doctrine qui voit dans le 
Prophdte 1’incarnation de toute la religion, 1’Homme Parfait 
et l’iddal a suivre par tout fiddle quelle que soit sa 
condition" (Culte, 37i+) •
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Mold admits that the Rivayat seems to ignore this symbolism. The
passage in WZ XXIV is given below in full, since its context
corresponds to that of PRDd. 1+7:
has az han -pad do sal. wiStasp *kavagan ud. karban hamest aranlh[a] 
slh ud. se anas tag abar-iS guft az framan I wiStasp han sih ud. se 
anas tag nimudar bud, sih ud se den i wattar I 5 hamestarih I den 
I yazdan mad paydagih i az den han slh ud se band daxSag I 
bastani sih ud se dad. I wattar pad, sih ud. se kirbag I paSom 
"two years later the kayags and karbs of WiStasp inimically 
accused him of thirty-three crimes on the orders of WiStasp.
There was an inquisition of those thirty-three crimes, thirty- 
three evil religions came in opposition to the religion of the 
Yazds. The revelation from the religion, those thirty-three 
chains, (are) a symbol of the breaking of the thirty-three evil 
ordinances by means of the thirty-three most excellent good deeds."
In spite of the clearly symbolic meaning of the thirty-three fetters
in WZ, it is not clear how this is related to the person of Zoroaster.
West is perhaps right (SEE XLVTI, 161+ 9 n. 2) to see a reference in
the above quoted passage to the sins and good works detailed in MX 36
and 37. However, the symbolism of the number thirty-three is so
polygenous and unspecified, that Mold’s interpretation of the slh ud
se band appears exaggerated, if not fanciful.
ll+. As is indicated in the Textual Notes (ch. 1+6, n. 5ht ch. 1+7» n.
13), a section of ch. 1+7 has been misplaced and occurs in ch. 1+6 in
MSS. and also in D. ’s edition. Mold’s reading of ch. 1+7 here has been
adopted for two reasons. Pirst, the words u-S gursaglh ... ud 
aSnawiSn I-S be Sud do not make good sense in the context of ch. 1+6. 
Second, in Dk. VII. 1+, which deals with the conversion of WiStasp, 
there is a passage which corresponds to the words Mold adds to ch.
1+7 §6: i.e. Lk. VII. 1+. 67;
DkM. 638I+:
eg-is zarduSt o han band ud oadifrah abesnard 1 Civon -pad 
gowiSn 1 zarduSt gowed ku-San se anast abar guft-om ud slh: 
u-S an bast horn man maran 1 druwandan I dewestan pad sih ud 
se band (68) be man suv 1 duSwiravih han 1 uav ogard z5r: be 
man suv I duSwiravih han I baza ogard oz: be man suv i duSwiravih 
han 1 guS ogard aSnawiSn: be man suv 1 duSwiravih han i CaSm 
ogard weniSn: u-m be senag o nuSt abar abvoxt (ku-m nad oust 
abaz ested) az abar estiSnlh I han I duSwIr suv I purr marg 
"then he committed ZarduSt to that confinement and punishment, 
just as is said in the words of ZarduSts "they spoke thirty- 
three calumnies against me" (68). The hunger of ill-treatment 
took away the strength of my feet; the hunger of ill-treatment 
took away the power of my arms; the hunger of ill-treatment took 
away the sight of my eyes; and my breast met my back (that is, 
it went bask to. my back) because of the persistence of that 
hunger of ill-treatment which (was) deathly." (based upon Mold’s 
translation, La ldgende, p. 55).
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These words, therefore, seem to be suited to the context of PRDd.
1+7, §6 and complement the sense of the words u-San pad sih ud se 
band bast. However, there is no explanation of how Zoroaster is 
freed from prison, and M. may thus be right in suggesting that one 
whole folio may have been lost, in which was contained such an 
explanation. Probably, however, it is no more than another neglected 
detail. In Dk. VII also there is no explicit account of how Zoroaster 
gained his freedom from prison; §§69-70 of DK. VII 1+ allude to several 
miracles (abdlh) of the survival of his life (pattudan I-S zendagih) 
in such dire conditions, of the King’s finding Zoroaster full of glory 
in prison (purr-xwarrah), and the miracle of WiStasp’s sorrel horse.
lS» In Dk. VII Zoroaster invites WiStasp to accept the religion, but
the conversion is impeded by the plot of the King’s "wise-men1':
peS ku-S saxwan I ZarduSt aSnud ud Ciyonih I ZarduSt Snaxt heh 
(DkM. 637. 22-638. 2)
"before he heard the words of ZarduSt and knew the character 
of ZarduSt"
After Zoroaster’s release from prison it is said that he "proclaimed
the triumphant words of the religion" (han i perozgar den gowiSn •. •
fraz guft - DkM. 639. 9-10). Later in the Dk. narrative, WiStasp is
instructed by the Fire of Ohrmazd (ataxS I Ohrmazd)
sray ahunawar, sray ahlayih I pahlom, ud ayaziSnih gow o 
dewan, Ce-S kamag, to ray, Ohrmazd abar estiSnih 1 en den, 
u-San kamag amahraspandan, u-S kamag, to ray, abarig yazdan 
ke weh ^dahag ahlaw hend
"Chant the Ahunavar, praise perfect righteousness, utter 
curses (lit. "unworship") against the dews, for Ohrmazd’s will 
concerning you is for your abiding in this religion, and (it is) 
the will of the amahraspands and the other yazads concerning 
you who are beneficent (?) and righteous."
The latter part of this is similar to the words of Zoroaster in PRDd.
kl §*16. In ZN Zoroaster recites the Avesta to GuStasp (but, as in
Dk., he is imprisoned before GuStasp is converted to the religion).
In PRDd. 1|7, however, there is no suggestion that Zoroaster explains
or recites to WiStasp the nature and content of the religion. This
omission is typical of PRDd. 1+7 > which, as stated in n. 1 above, is
primarily didactic on the value of initiation into the religion.*
16. §§18 and 19 are reminiscent of the following: In Yt. 3>. 109 
and 9* 30 WiStaspa asks that he may put to flight Tathryavant of bad 
religion, the daeva-worshipper PaSana, and the wicked Arajat.aspa; 
in Yt. 17* SO he asks that he may put to flight the Xyaona murderer 
Arejat.aspa; in Yt. 9* 31 and 17• Si he asks that he may slay the
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Xyaonas
"in their fifties and their hundreds, their hundreds and their 
thousands, their thousands and their tens of thousands, their 
tens of thousands and their myriads of myriads";
the three persons named in Yt. 5. 109 and 9* 30 are, it seems,
WiStaSpa’s princely neighbours. In Dk. VII i+. 83 ArJJasp (~ Av.
Arajat.aspa) is named in a passage that is perhaps parallel to PRDd.
1*7* 18> in that WiStaSp is reluctant to accept the religion because of
the battles with the Xiyons:
ewag han I abag wabarlhastan 1 andar WiStasp den pad-iz han 
rasisn I amahraspandan, pas-iz ^padixSay handesiSn I-S az 
*dagrxwadayan pad xon reziSn I az arjatasp I xiyon ud fseriSn 
1-S tar ham *wihan az den padiriftgarih (DkM. 6ql. 18-22)
"Et voici: Bien que, lorsque les paroles des Amahraspand lui
furent transmises, ViStasp fut certain de la vdrit£ de la 
Religion et bien qu’il edt ensuite obtenu le consentement des 
rois autonomes, il fut retenu d’accepter la religion par 
1*effusion du sang provoqu^e par Arjadasp le Hyonien"
(Text, with standardised transcription, and translation by 
Mol£, 1 £gende, 58-9)*
In the last section of Dk. VII. i| it is said that when WiStasp
had accepted the religion, the demon XeSm ran to the country of the
Xiyons and Arjasp, and they came out for war and were defeated by
WiStasp and the "Aryans" (Dk. VII. i+. 88-90; see also Dk. VII. 5* 7»
V. 3* 1 WZ 25. 8). According to WZ, loc. cit., this occurs in the
thirtieth year of the religion. Since, in the yaSts referred to above,
the Xiyons are the hordes WiStasp is allowed to slay, it may be
assumed that in PRDd. WiStasp, in referring to the thousands he slays,
is actually speaking of future events, i.e. the consequence of his
accepting the religion. The past tenses of the verb ozad (§*18) and
bud hend, ozad hend (§*19) are anomalous in that they seem to refer
not to actions completed, but to actions that will have been completed
if a certain course is followed, i.e. if he accepts the religion.
The narrative is so spare, that even the time sequence is strangely
stylised; the author, perhaps deliverately, exchanges his own temporal
perspective with WiStasp.
17* The precise meaning of these words is unclear; M. translates:
"Accept the religion, because there is no better act (than to 
accept the religion) for the man who has killed many enemies, 
nor (is there any better act) for him who is etc. ... " *
Mold’s translation is somewhat similar, though different in
construction:
"Accepte la Religion! Car ce n ’est pas celui qui tue beacoup
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d’ennemis qui a accompli l’oeuvre la plus parfaite, ni celui 
qui ... 11 (ldgende, 119) •
A third translation, given above, is quite different and groups the
Pahl. words in different sequence. The passage should not be treated
in isolation from what follows; the text as far as the end of §10
comprises a unit in that it is one argument for WiStasp’s conversion
(so WiStasp replies, negatively, only at the end of §10). Zoroaster
here argues that each of these heroes was great in his own respect,
but each, by reason of his refulsal of the religion of Ohrmazd, met an
unfortunate end. The argument is arranged in three sections:
(1) § 20 den padlr ... B 21 purr oz, in which it is stated that ancient 
heroes who have these certain qualities did not accept the religion;
(2) §*21 ge hoSang ... §7 to-iz be suze, in which the heroes are named 
in corresponding sequence; and (3) §8 wiStasp i gehan xwaday ...
§10 I paydagtom which gives three examples of how the mi^ity are
fallen, i.e. the most famous, Yim, Fredon and KriSasp. As Mold states
in his commentary on this passage;
" ... ViStasp est opposd aux rois et aux hdros anciens et son 
oeuvre - s’il accepte la religion - sera supdrieure a la leur, 
et plus parfaite" (ldgende, 239).
WiStasp is regarded in the Avestan and the Pahlavi tradition as the
perfect king, and this passage serves to remind the reader of his
status above all other mortal heroes; on WiStasp’s supermacy and
perfection see DkM. 193* 1-8 (Dk. Ill, ed. de Menasce, ch. 179) and
DkM. 366. 19-368. 22 (Dk. Ill, ed. de Menasce, ch. 389); both passages
are transcribed and translated by Mold, Culte, 58 ff. Mold compares
the sequence of attributes and heroes in PRDd. with three other texts
which contain similar lists of heroes: Afrln I paygambar zarduxSt
(ZKA 181-1+) Avestan and Pahlavi texts; Dd. purs. 36* 35 ff • (SEE XVIII
p. 89 ff.; Pk. VII, 1.15 ff. (DkM. 59U* 10 ff.). He also gives a
synoptic table of the various lists (ldgende, 2k3)• Although the
comparison of epithets is interesting, it is of only limited value in
explaining the text of PRDd. The order of heroes is traditional, and
more or less chronological (cf. Dk., loc. cit.).
18• Mold translates differently:
"ni celui qui, dloquent observait des bonnes actions et y 
adhdrait (c’est par elles qu’il faut adhdrer a celui qui mdrite 
d’dtre obdi; il faut le considdrer comme chef)" (ldgende, 119)*
M. *s interpretation of the passage is more likely, however. Sr5s
is the yazad associated with prayer; in Av. texts he is called
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tanu. m^ ithra "(having the) sacred word for body", and he has a close 
connection, in the tradition, with the "manthric" and liturgical 
function of priests. This is stated explicitly in the second pursiSn 
of Dd., as part of the answer to the question "For what purpose is a 
righteous man created for the world, and in what manner is it 
necessary for him to exist in the world?". The text of Dd. purs. 2,
§11; is:
sroS mehmanlh I pad gowiSn az han I agah, l rast guftar han I 
anagah az rast dastwaran niyoxSldar bddan (Dd., -purs. 2. lit)
"the presence of SroS in words is (the result) of him who is 
aware (i.e. the priest?) being a true speaker and of him who 
is unaware (i.e. layman) being a listener to righteous priests - 
in - authority".
However, even though these words in PRDd. 2; 7 20 can be so
understood, nevertheless they are plainly a gloss which is ill-suited
to the context.
19* This word is uncertain; the reading nigahdar "protector" is in
accord with Dk. VII. 1. 16:
ud pad any hangam mad o waegird ud ho Sang I peSdad abar winnardan 
I andar gehan dad I dehganlh warzldarlh ud dahibadlh gehan 
panagOi yDkM. 99l;» lM
"At another time it (i.e. the xwarrah) came to Waegird and HoSang 
"the first appointed" for providing in the world, and of 
sovereignty or protection of the world" (translation based on 
West, SEE 1+7» P» 8).
It is stated in Yt. 9. 22, l9. 8, 19. 26, Dk. VII. 1. 18 (DkM. 99*;.
20-1), Dd., purs. 62;. 5 ('SEE XVIII, p. 200), MX XXVII, 19 (SEE XXIV,
98) that HoSang is able to kill two-thirds of the giant demons
(mazan-); in Yt. 9* h and 17* 29, he is said to be able to kill all
of them.
20. In the Avesta AZi Dahaka has the epithet haza^ra. yaoxStya- 
"(who has) a thousand perceptions" (see Gershevitch, AEM, 18; Y. 9* 29* 
Yt. 9* 31;, 9* 12;» 12;• 2;0, 19* 22;, 19* 37)* As West noticed (SEE XXIV, 
p. 39, n. 3) this term is analogous to baevaro. spasana "having ten 
thousand spies". In Yt. 10. 82 Ahura MazdsC makes Mithra hazarara . 
yaoxStya and baevara. spasana. Mol6 has observed that'the Pahl. 
rendering of the former term in the Afrln l paygambar ZarduSt is hazar 
wizostar. Used of the demonic Dahag, this epithet is neutral in spite 
of his "thousand perceptions" Dahag is still duSagah duSxwaday dahag 
"the ill-informed evil ruler Dahag" (Dk. VIII* 13* 8, DkM. 689* 2).
In PRDd. 1;7* the inclusion of Dahag in this list is curious; however 
he is mentioned in the list in Afrln I paygambar ZarduSt, and, even
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more strangely, in MX 27* 3l+ ff.» where, as Mole explained, for the 
author of MX
Mle regne de Dahak et celui de Frasyak le Tourien constituent 
le moindre mal permettant d’dviter la domination directe de 
XeSm" (Mold, idgende, 21+6).
21. According to Ind. Bd., XXXI. 15, Karsewazd was the brother of
Frasyab and Agrerad; in Dk. VTI. 1. 39 it is said that he was smitten
by Kay Xusrow, along with his brother:
[xwarrahl mad o kay xusrow syawaxSan pad-jg wanld ud zad 
frangrasyag tur I ^adug u-S hamwiSudag wakeragan karsewazd ud 
any was gehan mumjenldar wattar (DkM. 598. 22-599* l)
"[The xwarrah] came to Kay Xusrow son of SyawaxS with which he 
overcame and smote Frangrasyag the Tur, the wizard, and his fellow 
miscreation Karsewazd of Waker and many other evil devastators of 
the world" (transl. based on West’s, SBE XLVTI, p. ll+).
This is also in accordance with Yt. 19* 77» where it is said that
Kavi Husravah put bonds on Frararasyan and Karasavazdah to avenge their
murder of his father SyavarSan (Pahl. SyawaxS). Thus as is said in
Dk. loc. cit., Karsewazd is one of the evil devastators of the world,
and his inclusion in this list of "heroes" is surprising. Several
times in the Sahname, Garslwaz (the NP form of the name) displays a
sinister eloquence, e.g. when by means of calumny and accusations of
SiyavuS he persuades King Afrasyab to condemn him to death (Vullers,
651+ ff*» Warner, vol. 2, 312 ff.); in another incident he persuades
BiBan to give up his dagger and tricks him into captivity:
vafa kard ba u besugandha, bexubl bedad-iS basl pandhaZ/bepayman 
.juda kard zu xan.jara, be xubi keSld~iS beband andara 
"he made a promise and oaths with him, well did he give him many 
assurances//with the pact he sundered from him his dagger, well 
did he bring him in in chains".
See further Darmesteter, Etudes iraniennes, 98. II, 227» 228; Justi,
Namenbuch, 162, "Keresawazdarih", s.v.
22. M.’s reading purr dadar and translation "a giver" are unlikely; 
dadar is an epithet of Ohrmazd alone. According to Ind. Bd. XXXI.
3 ff* (= BTA 228. 8 ff.), Spedur was a brother of Yim, who, with 
Dahag, cut up Yim (this is stated in Yt. 19* 1+6) • Mold admits that 
he does not know to what his reading *pur vextar and translation "bon 
archer" make allusion (ldgende, 21+7) * However the explanation of the 
epithet lies, unnoticed by him, in Yt. 19> in the passage to which he 
gives reference. Spedur one of the evil beings who fired a dart 
at the Good Spirit .in the struggle for the xwaranah after it had left 
Yima:
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Yt. 19. 1+6
yahmi paiti par xWaithe spantasca mainyuS a/arasca aetahmi 
paiti at axvarate aoeit aSte fra^haracayat asiSte katarascit 
spanto mainyuS aStam fravaharacayat vohuca mano aSamca 
vahiStam ataramca ahurahe mazda puthram awr5 mainyuS aStam 
fraraharacayat akamca mano ae sama me a xruldrum aZimca dahakam 
spityuiomca yimo.karawtam
"For which the Good Spirit and the Evil One did struggle with 
one another: for that Glory that cannot he forcibly seized
they flung each of them their darts most swift.
The Good Spirit flung a dart, and so did Yohu Mano, and Asha 
VahiSta and Atar, the son of Ahura Mazda.
The Evil Spirit flung a dart, and so did Akam Mano, and AeSham 
of the wounding spear, and AZi Dahaka and Spityura, he who sawed 
Yima in twain" (transl. Darmesteter, SEE, 23, p. 297)»
Spedur is here clearly included among the evil beings. He is thus
another example, in PRDd. 1+7» of a being who, through disobedience
and evil inclination, put to evil use an essentially good quality,
i.e. marksmanship (like Dahak’s perception, Frasyab’s swiftness, and
Karsewazd5s eloquence).
23« UrvaxSaya was one of the two sons of Thrita, and brother of 
Kerasaspa. In Y. 9* 10 he is described as j$:aeS5 ... dat5 razo 
"a law-giver, ... confirming order"> cf. Pahl. Y. dadwar ... bud 
urwaxS ku-S wizlr ud dadwarlh kard ud dadar as tar ku-S dad 1 fraron 
be danist. Cf. also Afrln I paygambar Zardust, Av. hudah- vyaxana,
Pahl. danag, hanjamanlg "having good understanding, speaking to the 
assembly". Thus his epithet in PRDd. is traditional. According to 
Yt. 13>. 28 he was murdered by Hitaspa, and avenged by Jferasaspa who 
killed "Hitaspa the golden-crowned" (cf. Yt. 19* i+l)« M. Boyce has 
noted•
"It has been suggested that his name should be interpreted as 
"King of TJrva", see Darmesteter, ZA II, 586, n. 18; Wikandar,
Vayu, 58; Christensen, Le premier chapitre du Vd. ♦ 3^ » if 
this is so, and the 'name' is anciently his, then the location 
of this Urva would be quite unknown" (HZ I, 97» n. 85).
Perhaps a more easily explicable etymology of urvaxSaya is Av.
urvan- "soul", i.e. "master of the soul" - a fitting name for a sage,
lawgiver and grandson of Athwya, the second mortal to press haoma.
He is one of the pre-Zoroastrian heroes, but his name would be i-n
keeping with the oldest strain of Zoroastrian thought. In the Gathas,
the prophet ZarathuStra constantly refers to "the rule of good
thinking" (xsathro vohu manaraha / vafahaius manauho) which he announces
to men (e.g. Y. 30. 7> 8, 33. 5; hb» 6; 1+6. 10; 5l. 18; 5l. 2l).
ZarathuStra makes it clear that this rule of good thinking demands
the assent of man’s will and affects the destiny of his soul, e.g.
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Y. 281*:
ya urv^nam man gaire vohu dade hathra manatzha aSlsca Byaothanan^m 
viduS mazda ahurahya yavat iSai tavaca avat xSai aeSe aSahya 
MI who thoroughly bear in mind to uplift the soul with good
thinking, and who knowingly bear in mind the Wise Lord’s rewards
for (our) actions, as long as I shall be able and be strong, so 
long shall I look in quest of truth" (transl. based on Tnsler, 
Gathas, p. 25)*
Cf. also Y. 31. I*, transl. Insler, ibid., 37*
21*. In Yt. 13. 131 and in the Afrln i paygambar ZarduSt AoSnar has
the epithet pouru.^ira "of great intelligence" (Pahl. purr-zlr). In 
Id. purs. 36. y~> he is called purr-xrad. In SHE V, p. 130. n. 10, 
West notes that Windischmann suggested that Narslh, mentioned as one 
of Yim’s brothers in Ind. Bd. XXXVI. 3» may be AoSnara pouru.Jira of
Yt. 13. 131 etc. The fullest description of OSnar is in Dk. VTI. 1.
36:
ud ham zaman (xwarrah) mad 5 oSnar I -purr zlr budf 1 az han I 
yim xwarrah, ka bud andar madar aSkamb. u-S hammoxt pad gowiSn 
1 az madar aSkom was abdlh o mad, u-S pad zayiSn zad gannag 
menog pad passox guftarlh fraSnan I mar fra^ya I dewesn. ud
mad o framadarlh 1 kayos; bud pad han I oy xwadaylh 1 haftkeSwar
rayenldar. u-S ahuft hammoxt wimand gowiSnih any-z was mardom 
sud frahang. ud eraxt hend aner pad pas sox guftarih; handarzenid 
er deh pad han ku frahixtom handarz (DkM. 598. 7-15)
"And at the same time [the xwarrah 1 went to OSnar who was full of 
intelligence, owing to the xwarrah of Yim, when he was in his 
mother’s womb. And he taught many wonders to his mother through 
speaking from his mother’s womb. And at his birth he vanquished 
the Evil Spirit by uttering answers to the questions of the 
scoundrel Fra^ya the devil-worshipper. And he attained to the 
chancellorship of Kayos, and became administrator in his realm 
of the seven regions. And he explained and taught the frontier 
speech and much other learning of advantage to manking. And 
the non-Eranians were defeated by (his) uttering replies; he 
advised the land of Eran with his most well-informed counsel" 
(transl. based on West, SEE XLVII, 13-11*) •
See also Ihabhar, OS, p. x ff.
2£. Kayos is the Pahl. form of Av. Kavi TJsan/Kavi Usadhan. In the 
Avesta (Yt. £. b$ ff.) Kavi Usan asks a boon of Aradvi Sura Anahita, 
Apart from a brief reference to Kavi TJsan’s chariot being carried 
aloft by the miraculous bird Vareogana, Yt. ll*. 39» the remaining 
legends of this hero are preserved solely in the Pahl. books and in 
the Persian epic. As M. Boyce observes, "probably all this material 
derives ultimately from the oral traditions of ViStaspa’s own house". 
On the miraculous events surrounding Kayos in the later literature 
see Etc. VII 2. 62-6 ( M .  611. 12-612. 13), and WZA IV. 10-26, text 
1*6-51. transl. LXXXII-LXXXIV (also West, SEE XLVII 135-8). See also
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Ind. Bd. XXXIV 7» According to Ind. Bd. XXXI. 25 he was the grandson
of Kavad (Av. Kavi Kavata) and father of SyavaxS. In Bk. VII 1. 35
(BkM. 598. 6-7) it is said of him:
abar grift xwadaylh I haft keSwar bud was warzan nd purr 
xwarrah "he seixed the kingdom of the seven regions, he 
was full of miraculous power and glory."
As Mol6 has stated, the epithet aS. varcah/:was^ rarz of the Afrln I
paygambar ZarduSt occurs in PRBd. 1+7 as purr warz. There is no reason
to doubt the reading purr warz (pace Mol£, l^gende, 21+8) • According
to Bk. VII. 1. 35, Kayos* miraculous power is the result of his
receiving the xwarrah:
xwarrah] pad any zamanag mad 5 kayarS ud b radar an l kawad naf; 
bud hend padiS harwisp arwand ud taglg pahrez hend ud 
Skeft kardar kay
"Another time [the glory] came to KayarS and his brothers, 
the descendants of Kawad; through it they have all been 
valiant and swift, diligent and wonder-working Kayanians."
What is not clear in PRBd., but which is explained in MX is that Kayos,
like Yim, Fredon (and KriSasp) is an incomplete hero- because of his
lack of the religion. The following two paras, from MX are valuable
for an understanding of PRBd. 1+75
MXA VIII 27-30, p. 1+7:
Ce paydag ku ohrmazd yim ud fredon ud kayos ah5S dad hend ud 
ahreman edon wardenld Ciyon aSnawag ud ahreman bewarasp ud 
frasiyag ud alaksandar edon sahist ku and Sag hend ud ohrmazd 
o meh sudlh ed5n wardenld Ciyon han I paydag 
"For it is declared, that Mthe Yim and Fredon and Kay5s of 
Ohrmazd are created immortal, and Ahreman so altered them as 
is known. And Ahreman so contemplated that BSwarasp and Frasiyag 
and Alexander should be immortal, but Ohrmazd, for great 
advantage, so altered them as that which is declared.r,! (West,
SEE XXIV. 35, with changes in transcription).
MXA LVI 19-21, pp. 103-1+:
ud harw mardom ke az xrad bahrwarih weS eg-is wahiSt bahr 
abertar.(wjjdend) ud wiStasp-iz ud^zaxduBt ud_garomaxd ud 
abang aweSan ke az wahiSt bahr abertar ywindad; weS awiS 
madarlh I xrad ray, ud yim ud fredon ud kay5s ud abarig awe San 
xwadayan ke az yazdan warz ud taglglh (weS) windad Ciyon wiStasp 
ud abarig xwadayan ke az den bahrwarih bud ud ne madan 1 aweSan 
5 wahiSt pad-iz han I ka andar xweS xwaday anespas bud hend kern 
awiS madarlh I xrad ray
"And as to every man whose participation in wisdom is much, his 
share of heaven is then much more. Even as to WiStasp, ZarduSt, 
Gayomard, and those others whose share of heaven was much the 
more, it was on account of the much coming of wisdom unto them.
And as to Yim, Fredon, Kay5s, and those other rulers who obtained 
splendour and mightiness from the sacred beings - just as the 
participation of WiStasp and other rulers in the religion occurred 
- and their not attaining to heaven (pace West) and also as to 
the times when they have become ungrateful unto their own lord,
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it was on account of the little coming of wisdom unto them " 
(transl. based on West, op. cit., 102).
In the first passage it is said that three good beings created 
immortal are assailed by Ahreman, while the three beings created 
immortal by Ahreman are denied immortality by Ohrmazd. In the 
second passage, however, the attainments of WiStasp, ZarduSt,
Gayomard et al. are attributed to their own wisdom; conversely, the 
lack of such wisdom is the ruin of Yim, Fredon and Kayos.
26. On Saman KriSasp see above ch. 18.
— *#■
27 • Mold reads u-S an hamak hangeziSn be bud i to-c be Sace ...
and translates: "or ils auraient tous dfl dtre stimulus; que cela soit
ton fait ... I" The word read as hangeziSn is problematic; it can
equally be read husaziSn (so M.); a similar ambiguity occurs in other
texts, e.g. SGV VII, 18, 32; XVI 32. Of the two, M.’s reading seems
preferable because it gives a clearer sense, and also because just
after ZarduSt mentions WiStasp’s title, of which the King must be
worthy. A third possible reading is handazi&n, "for them all there
was a judgement (at the Cinwad Bridge), of which you may also be
worthy, WiStasp the world-ruler." The emendation to anespas is made
in the light of the final sentence of the passage quoted above in
n. 25 from MXA LVI:
Yim ud Fredon ud Kayos ud abarig aweSan xwadayan ... andar 
xweS xwaday anespas bud hend ... "Yim, Fred5n, Kay5s and 
those other rulers •.. have become ungrateful to their own 
Lord ... ".
28. The murder of Yim by AZi Dahaka and Spityora is referred to in 
Yt. 19. 1+6, Ind. Bd. XXXI. 3 (West, SHE V. XXXI 5); see also 
Darmesteter ZA II, 62. a., n. 76. As stated in PRDd. 31a. 8-10, it 
seems that Yim’s sin was falsely to have claimed that he had created 
the world.
29* In connection with §88, 9> 10, Mold quotes Pahl. Y. 1+3* 11-12 and 
also a passage from the summary of the Varstmansar Nask in Dk. (DkM. 
851. 2-9) which is a commentary on Y. 1+3* 11* Mold, perhaps with 
justification, sees the passage of the Varstmansar as having served as 
a model for this section of PRDd. (Mold, ldgende, 250). Cf. also 
de Menasce, Donum Natalicum Nyberg, 52 f. for an analogous passage
v
preserved by Sahrastani (Mold’s ref. ibid., loc. cit.). Mold also 
quotes DkM. 1+71+* 11-17 to explain the meaning of tur meniSnlh; perhaps 
more relevant to this ch. is the passage in Pahl. Y., 1+5* Us
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mih-iSan dewan ud pas mardoman 1 tarmeniSnih ke-San en tarmenld 
lien dam!! , any az en ke en bowandag menld, en den I sudomandan
dastwar pad L'xwadayj, han 1 abzonig den dost ud brad ud pid
Ohrmazd
''He who is opposed to those demons and men of contempt who 
despised him [this creature], i.e. (those) other than him who 
thought correctly towards him, he is a priest of the religion of 
the beneficial ones (i.e. the SdSyants) for [the Lord], he is 
friend and brother and father of the bountiful religion, 0 
Ohrmazd."
30. tyefollow Mold’s interpretation of this passage, which requires
no emendation of the text. It is, however, problematic, since, as
Mold indicates, it is not clear to what the enclitic and personal
pronouns of the last phrase refer. Moreover, the whole episode is
unknown with which this section deals, although it appears to have
been some once familiar part of the legend of Fredon.
An alternative reading of this section, with minor emendations,
would suggest a correspondence, though not identity, with a passage
in Ik. IX from the 20th fargard, Vohu XSathram, of the Sudgar Nask.
The reading of PRDd. 1*7• 9 would be:
a-S zarman abar obast, u-S tan I xweS-iz -pad kudenag tuwan bud 
daSt ud a&-ig se *zaxm, wiB peramon padld hend 
Mthen Zarman fell upon him, and he was able to protect his own 
body with (his) mallet, and from the three wounds inflicted by 
him, poisons fell all around."
The passage of Ik. IX is:
ud abar wanldan I fredon dahag margenldan ray wazr abar freg
ud dil mastarg-iz zadan. ud ne murdlanl l dahag az han zaniSn
ud pas pad SafSer zadan ud pad fradom dudlgar sidlgar zaniSn 
az tan I dahag was ewenag xrafstar waStan "And about the smiting 
by Fredon to kill lahag, striking his mace upon (his) neck, 
breast and skull, and lahag not dying from those blows, and then 
by smiting him with a, sword and with the first second and third 
blows the production of many kinds of noxious creature from the 
body of lahag."
As is well known, and according to Ik. IX, Ohrmazd instructs 
Fredon not to slay lahag, because his death will pollute the earth, 
but to bind him in fetters in Mt. lamavand until the end of time. 
Perhaps this passage in PRDd. is composed for this context (to 
emphasise how Fredon, because of his lack of faith in the religion, 
lost his immortality and was smitten by old age) and is modelled on 
the familiar legend of Ik. IX. According to the Sahname, Far I dun died 
at peace of natural causes.
31. As Mol£ notes (l^gende, 2£l), in no other text is KriSasp 
attacked by Akoman. Pace Mole, PRDd. does not state that Akoman
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killed KriSasp, but that he "smote" him. Mold links this episode 
with Rustam’s ordeal against the demon Akvan in the Sahname, and, 
given that the legends of Rustam and the house of KriSasp are 
interwoven in that epic, this is possible. According to Ind. Bd. 29*
7, KriSasp was wounded by the Turk Nohen on the plain of PeSansa 
and was overcome by BuSasp, the demon of sloth, and lies there until
the resurrection. In the same ch. it is stated that the site is "the
most conspicuous upland" balist i paydagtom (similarly in DkM. 805>. 
13-ll+f "the conspicuous upland" is identified as "the plain of PeSnas" 
(balist I paydagtom daSt I peSnas) • MXA 60. 20 explains that the
plain where "Sam’s" body lies bears only com and crops which men sow
and reap and no trees or other plants. In Bd., loc. cit., it is 
stated that KriSasp was wounded "because he despised the Mazda- 
worshipping religion". The simplest explanation of the name Akoman 
"Evil Mind" of KriSasp’s assailant in PRDd. is that this has been 
chosen merely as a representative of the world of evil thinking; 
reference to the familiar legend increases the moral force of this 
episode. Thus in §§8-10, Astwihad, Zarman and Akoman appear to be 
representatives of the forces of evil, serving an allegorical and 
moral purpose. M. translated the final words tentatively: "V/hile
he was in his divan (pad baliSn), which (fact) is very well-known (I 
paydagtom).
32. In WZ XXIV. 7 the same three messengers are said to appear before 
WiStasp. In Dk. VII. i+. 7U the three messengers are Wahman, ASawahiSt 
and AtaxS I abzonig; see Mold, Idgende, 186 ff. (Mold makes a 
metrical reconstruction of an original Avestan text of Dk. VII. h»
75> f•, with the aid of the parallel passage of Vd. farg. 22. 7*)
33. With this section cf. Dk. VII. U* 7^-82 (see appended text); in 
PRDd. the speech of the heavenly messengers is briefer and simpler, 
though apparently based on the same source as Dk. VII. I*. 75> f» No 
mention is made of the awesome descent of the amahraspands as in Dk. 
and ZN.
3l+. §§8l-2 of Dk. VII. 1* are parallel to these two sentences of this
section.
39. These are the Pahl. forms of Av. ASi. Vafthvi "the good ASi" and 
Rasastat. They are mentioned together in Yt. 17 (invocation and v. 12) • 
According to the gloss in Pahl. Y. 60. 1+, ASi. Vanhvi personifies
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"riches that come from virtue" tuwanlgih az fraxonlh. See further 
Darmesteter, ZA 598 ff. In Yt. 17« 1+9 Kavi ViStaspa asks a boon of 
ASi. Vatohvl. On the rarely mentioned Rasastat (perhaps "rectitude")> 
see Barth. Air. Wb, l5l3> ZKA, 172. 18.
36. PiSy5tan is the son of WiStasp who was granted physical 
immortality and who will prepare the world for the birth of the first 
SoSyant, USedar, Zoroaster’s future son. See Darmesteter, ZA II, 666, 
n. 17, 638, n. 125; and see below ch. 1+9• 12-18; ZVYt. VII. 19-20 
(BTA 60-1, 65/121-3; cf. also GBd. XXXIII. 28 (BTA 279).
37* These alternatives are not as they first appear merely the 
promise of heaven and the threat of hell. They state the orthodox 
view of the result of life with and without religion. In Zoroastrian 
orthopraxy, bodies are consumed by vultures. However, WiStasp, as a 
king, rightly expected not to be exposed at death but, as was 
apparently the royal custom, to be embalmed and laid in sepulchres.
—  -X- _  _  _
In Dk. the threat is simply a to pad ullh ne wazenem "then we shall 
not raise you up" (VTI. 1+. 82).
38. In PRDd. WiStasp is still unconvinced. However, in Dk. he is
persuaded by the speech of the Fire of Ohrmazd, and so the visit of
Neryosang and the ensuing action, in which WiStasp drinks from the
spring of life (gyan gaSm) so that he may look into the world of the
spirits (pad abar weniSnih 1 o menogan axwan), is commanded by Ohrmazd
in order to confirm WiStasp in his faith. In ZN, WiStasp is wholly
converted to the religion after the miracle for his horse, yet there
follows a similar episode in which GuStasp is transported to the
spiritual world. M0I6 remarks:
"Le fait qu’il conserve le recit rituel est d’autant plus 
remarquable. Du point de vue purement litteraire cette 
conservation n ’dtait pas indispensable, on a 1 ’impression que 
le roi se convertit deux fois; la signification primitive 
du recit B ’est quelque peu estomp£e" (Culte, 579) •
39* §15 f* transcribed by Widengren, Numen, 2, 1955, 57*
1+0. This is similar to the episode in Dk. VII. 1+. 85* Mang seejns 
here to be a narcotic or hallucinogenic drug. As M. Boyce has 
pointed out, pace Henning, Zoroaster, 32» it seems impossible, on 
theological grounds, that mang should have been a deadly poison. 
Ohrmazd gives mang 1 beSaz "medicinal mang" to the Uniquely Created 
Bull before Ahreman assaulted it (GBd. IV. 20, BTA 5l) • If mang 
were a deadly poison, as suggested by Henning, loc. cit., and
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Mackenzie, Pahl. Dictionary, "hen-bane", then Ohrmazd would have been 
responsible for the death of his own creatures, which is unthinkable 
in Zoroastrianism (see M. Boyce, HZ I. 231, n. 11, 280, n. lU). What 
is more, WiStasp returns to life again after his stupor passes.
I4I. Compared with the fuller accounts in Dk. VII and ZN the text of 
PRDd. is again terse and apparently perfunctory in alluding to only 
bare essentials of a well-known story, i.e. the leitmotiv of the 
living man’s momentous vision of the next world (cf. Arday Wiraz 
Namag). WiStasp’s conversion is effected neither by reason nor by 
persuasion, nor by threats of amahraspands, but only through a 
miraculous epiphany of the ultimate spiritual state (Garodman), 
through divine intervention. Won by such dramatic and numinous 
agency, WiStasp’s new-found faith is all the more inspiring testament 
of the power of the religion. If the narrative is, as Mol£ suggests, 
symbolic of the act of initiation (nawzod), then for the purposes of 
the priestly author the ascent to Garodman, and return to the physical 
world, by a living man, is clearly an allegory of the necessity for 
ritual death and rebirth in initiation to the religion. In texts 
where the author’s purpose is not, as here, overtly pastoral, the 
climactic structure of PRDd. hi is absent. In Dk., WZ and ZN, except 
when he is deceived by the Wise-men, WiStasp does not refuse to accept 
the religion. In PRDd. he refuses repeatedly; the resultant effect is 
that each refusal has increased the importance of his subsequent 
acceptance•
1+2. As ZarathuStra implored Ar^dvl in Yt. £. 10^ to enable him to 
convert VTStaspa, so, in a parallel passage (Yt. 9* 26) he asks 
Drvaspa (and ASi Va/thvi, Yt. 17* h&) for the conversion of Hutaosa, 
VlStaspa’s wife. See Darmesteter ZA II, 1+38, n. 27, and I, 3^3» n »
2^. As Darmesteter points out (ZA I, 3 h n. 19), in a passage in Dk. 
IX. h!?» !?> it is stated:
abar stayiSn I hutos pad rawaglh 1 den mazdesn pad-iS 
budan~ad waxSiSn I ahlayih ud waniSn 1 druz (DkM. 871. h-&) 
’’about the praise of Hutos for the arising of the progress 
of the Mazda-worshipping religion through her, by the growth* 
of righteousness and smiting of the primeval fiend" (transl.
West, SBE XXXVII, p. 300).
Although it is possible that Dk. and PRDd. here refer to an 
ancient tradition that it was through his wife Hutos that WiStasp 
was converted to Zoroaster’s teachings (see M. Boyce, op. cit., 187 
and n. 3£)* if is nowhere stated explicitly. Such a possibility is
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entirely suppressed in the late ZN. Hutos is there said to have 
received the religion after GuStasp and through his influence, as was 
considered proper.
1+3* obvious anachronism; this was the most senior ecclesiastical 
office in later Sasanian times.
1+1+. M. translates: "who was of wolfish behaviour", which seems
preferable to Mold’s colourful "prit la forme d’un loup".
1+5• This was the date on which Zoroaster’s memorial service was held 
annually after the second Sasanian calendar reform; see M. Boyce "On 
the calendar of Zoroastrian feasts", 530-1*
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Notes to Chapter 1*8
1. With this ch. cf. GBd. XXXIII and XXXIV (BTA, 273-293), DkM. 666.
1/4 ff. (Dk. VTI. 8. 1 ff., ed. Sanjana, vol. XIV, transl. West, SBE 
XLVII, p. l(5 ff«)» Sd. Bd. XXXV, and ibid., xatem-i kitab (pp. 173- 
178 in Dhabhar’s ed.), Pahl. T. pp. 106-108. See also ZVYt. (ed. BTA)
IX (West, SBE V, 230-5), and a Persian paraphrase of ZVYt. in Unv.,
Riv. II, 88-101 (transl. D., Pers. Riv., [£7 ff*> esp. i|77-U8l).
2. The name HuSedar is a Pahl. form of Av. ukhSyat.ar^ta "he who makes 
righteousness grow", which occurs, with the names ukhSyat.namah (Pahl. 
HuSedarmah) "he who makes reverence grow" and astvat.arata "he who 
embodies righteousness", in Yt. 13* 128. As M. Boyce says (HZ I.
28/4-5) "These names ... appear to have been added by a later tradition, 
whereby was evolved the myth of two earlier SaoSyants, brothers of 
Astvat.arsta." This latter name personifies a phrase in Y. 1+3• 16: 
astvat aSam hyat "may righteousness be embodied", and translates a 
theme well attested in the Gathas, i.e. that of the embodiement of ASa 
in a future saviour. On the subsequent elaboration of this religious 
idea and its fusion with heroic tales and scholasticism see M. Boyce
op. cit., 282-293* PRDd. 148 is not a unified, coherent narrative, but
a compilation of material from many different sources superimposed 
upon the basic pattern of the following:
§1-9 HuSedar’s mission in the world
§§22-29 HuSedarmah’s mission in the world
§§^ 7-^8
§§5/4 56* S5Syans’ mission, and his raising of the dead
§§70-72 The ordeal of the molten metal
§§9/4-95 The vanquishing of evil.
Into this, various strands of many different legends are woven, of 
primeval and prophetic events, which incorporate ancient heroes and 
demons of mythology into the drama of the future history of the world. 
The fundamental plan is sometimes obscured by these elaborations, and 
there are several inconsistencies and discrepancies. The main themes 
which are interpolated in ch. 148 are:
The Malkusan rain §§10-16 (§§l8-2l)
Yim’s Var §§17
Dahag §§30-36
Kayxosroy §§39—U9
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KriSasp and Tus §§5o-5i
husbands and wives §862-65
Ahlomogih (Heresy) §§73-85
Demons §§90-93
Gaw 1 ewdad §§90-93
Thus it is true of this chapter that, as M. Boyce has said,
"The creation of a detailed chronology appears to have encouraged 
the proliferation of persons and events to fill the empty 
millennia" (M. Boyce, HZ I, 29l),*
and as the same scholar goes on to conclude:
"The general impression which one receives is that the final 
exposition is the product of long transmission and much re-working 
in priestly schools, where the learned drew on ancient traditions, 
but fitted these into new moulds and modified them in the light of 
later events, and so gradually created a harmonious whole;"
(ibid., 292).
Our text does not mention actual contemporary persons, peoples 
and events as does ZVYt., and the events of sacred history of this 
chapter are apparently held apart from secular history. West attempted 
to put a date to the millennium of HuSedar ("about A.D. 593-63!? ... 
till ... about A.D. 1593-1635"), based on the details of ZVYt. (SBE Y, 
231, n. 1, cf. ibid., 228, n. 6, and ibid., 219, n. l). If our text 
is an allegory of contemporary secular history, it is extremely cryptic. 
It appears rather to be a priestly creation which preaches pious 
optimism, in conformity with orthodoxy and its authority, in the face 
of present turmoil and also of the cataclysmic events which it 
prophesies.
3* The phrase be o hampursaglh 1 ohrmazd occurs at the beginning of
each section on the future sons of ZarduSt. ZarduSt first went into
consultation with Ohrmazd, according to Bk., when Wahman asked
ZarduSt to come Ciyon oy ... hampursem ke to dad he, ke man dad he
(DkM. 625* 16) "that we may consult him who created you, him who
created me". This and the subsequent meetings of ZarduSt with Ohrmazd
are called hampursaglh, the first seven of which occurred within ten
years (see DkM. 626. 1 ff., transl. West, SBE XLVII, 5o)-. The purpose
of the consultations of the future sons of ZarduSt is not explained in
our text; however, GBd. XXXIII 29 (BTA 28l) states:
huSedar rad den nimudar. ud rast uavgambar. az Ohrmazd aved:
Ciyon ZarduSt awurd ov-iz den awared. ud rawagened 
"HuSedar ... the demonstrator by Revelation, and the true 
messenger, will come from Ohrmazd; he, too, will bring the 
Revelation just as ZarduSt had brought, and promulgate it"
(BTA loc. cit., with changes in transcription).
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I4. According to DkM. 666-7» HuSedar, like his two younger half- 
brothers HuSedarmah and S5syans, is conceived thirty years before the 
end of the previous millennium, so that he is thirty years old in the 
first year of his own millennium. In ZVYt. the figure 1600 is given 
for his year of birth (West’s reading, SEE V. 231 - BTA reads 1800), 
which West, loc. cit., n. 1 explains as meaning 1600 years after 
ZarduSt’s millennium began, i.e. "in the six hundredth year of his 
own millennium, not at the beginning as (ZVYt. III.) §13 seems to 
imply". If the unreliability of Pahl. numerical orthography is taken 
into account, our text agrees with ZVYt. on this, i.e. that HuSedar 
was b om in the middle of his own millennium. However, it is implied 
in ZVYt., and stated clearly in our text, that HuSedarmah and SbSyans 
will both be bom at the end of the millennium which precedes their 
own reign. This perhaps represents a simplification of the chronology.
5* Our text does not explain why or how this is done - the event is 
taken as a miracle, which requires no explanation. Other texts are 
more explicit, but do not agree. According to ZVYt. (West III. 1+5,
BTA IX. 2), HuSedar orders the sun to stand still, after his meeting 
with Ohrmazd; then "the sun ... stands still ten days and nights; 
and when this happens all people of the world abide by the good 
religion of the Mazdayasnians. Mihr ... cries to HuSedar ... *0 
HuSedar ... cry to the sun ... "Move on!" for it is dark in the regions 
of Arzah ... etc. etc. ... and ... Xwanirah*" (West, loc. cit., l+6f., 
with changes in transcription). In contrast, according to Dk. VTI.
8. 58, ~~
han xwarSed be ested pad balist I asman ... ud abar o han gah 
han abaz berased ku han fradom pad fraz breheniSnlh fraz 
brehenld ... harwisn keSwar abar fazed
"the sun stands still in the zenith of the sky ... and it arrives 
again at that place where it was first appointed by allotment ... 
and it shines over all the regions which are seven" (West, SBE 
XLVII, 106, §58).
As usual, the NP texts are more explicit still, and the stopping 
of the sun by Oshidar is seen as a proof of his authenticity as a 
prophet, e.g. Jamasp Nama, Unv., Riv. II. 110, transl. D., Pers. £iv., 
1+9 2:
"When the people of the world see his radiance and glory, they 
will submit, the more readily, to truth and will have no doubt 
about the religion. It is said that people will ask for miracles 
from him, and he will offer prayers and the sun will stand still 
in the midst of the sky for ten days and will raise up its head. 
When the people of the world will see this miracle they will be 
without any doubt as regards the religion. Then the sun will
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revolve and a great rattling noise will arise at the place where 
there is the sun."
6. The normal processes of nature, which have been necessary during the 
period of "mixture" (gumeziSn) with the forces of death and decay since 
the assault of Ahreman (GBd. IV. 10-28, BTA, 1+9-53)» are here 
temporarily halted. Though it is an event in the future, there is also 
a connection with the past, i.e. the state when the prototype plant 
suffered no decay, and it is for this connection that this is mentioned 
here and in §21+. It is, however, only a minor motif, and serves only 
as another "sign of the times", for it is not mentioned in the 
millennium of SdSyans; the author does not mention whether the arrest 
of the processes of decay is accompanied by an arrest of growth.
7* In Dd. purs. 36. 36 (West, SBE XVTII, xxxvii. 3 P* 9l) HuSedar 
has the epithet mansarig "liturgical", HuSedarmah the epithet da dig 
"legal", and SoSyans gahanig "relating to the Gathas, spiritual".
West notes that these terms are those applied to the three divisions 
of the twenty-one nasks (loc. cit.). Their application to the three 
saviours is just another instance of the multiplied parallelisms 
beloved of the scholastics.
8. By coalescing into one titanic demon, the wolf species appears to 
be a greater threat, but in fact it can be vanquished once and for all 
by the forces of good in a concerted effort. The concept of demonic 
creatures concentrating themselves into one form is an inversion of the 
Zoroastrian theme of original prototype creation: one man, one animal
etc., became many when opposed by the forces of evil.
9 . M. translates:
"first they will perform YaziSn, and they will not be able to 
keep (that wolf) back by the YaziSn".
The passage is parallel to §27 > where the Mazdesns successfully 
rout the serpent. The above translation is perferable, though M. *s 
is also grammatically possible, because the author, who is a priest, 
intends to emphasise the efficacy of ritual worship (yaziSn) against 
the forces of evil. It is clear that this term refers to the yasna 
service. Cf. Yt. 3» 5> on the power of the mathra Airyama. iSyo; this 
prayer will be spoken by the SapSyants at FraSo.karati (Westergaard, 
Fragment 1+. 1, see Barmesteter, ZA III. 1+-5 and further I, civ, and 
M. Boyce HZ I, 26l).. In particular cf. Yt. III. 8: "The brood of the
snake fled away, the brood of the wolf fled away ... etc." (i.e. before
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the Holy Word), Darmesteter, SBE XXXIII. i+i+. Cf. the Persian
paraphrase of ZVYt., Unv., Riv., II:
"At that time the soldiers of the army of Oskedar go forth with the 
high priest to meet that wolf and strive (to kill it) hut are 
overpowered by that wolf. When Oskedar is informed of this he 
reproaches his men. Oskedar with the radiance and glory of the 
Creator Ohrmazd and the ritual of the religion and with the Yasna 
service kills that wolf and (thus) the wolf is made powerless"
(D., Pers. Riv., 1+77)*
and also cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 35* 18 (D., op. cit., £28-9) •
10. The quantity of evil in the world, though not necessarily 
diminished, is thus being concentrated, i.e. the forms in which it 
manifests itself are being reduced. Cf. §29 below, where the 
serpent-demon is annihilated, and the evil of that species moves into 
the demon of the two-legged race, i.e. the anthropomorphic forms of 
Ahlomoglh, XeSm, Az, Dahag, etc.
11. In two HP texts, the NP paraphrase of ZVYt. and Sd. Bd*3£. 21 ff. 
Malkus comes "when three hundred years of the period of Oshedar pass 
by"; this demonstrates that in our text pas az han pad Cahar-sad sal 
war an I malkusan bawed means "After four-hundred years (lit. "After 
that by four-hundred years ... ") there will be the Malkusan rains", 
and not as Mirza translates: "After this, for four-hundred years there
will be Malkosan rain".
12. In our text malkusan is left unexplained. The word occurs in the
commentary of Pahl. Vd. II. 22 to explain Av. zima and Pahl. wadtar
zamestan. J. Darmesteter connects malkusan with Heb. malkdS "rain":
"this seems to be an attempt to identify the Iranian legend with 
the biblical tradition of the deluge" (SBE IV, 16, n. l).
In Pahl. texts malkus is personified; in GBd. XXXIII. 30 he is called
malkus I sej Cihr I az toxmag i tur I bradreS "Malkus of pestilential
nature, of the race ot Tur I BradreS" (BTA, 281, with changes in
transliteration); in DkM. 668. 17 (Dk. VII. 9* 3)» he is called Jadug
malkus "the sorcerer M.", and ibid., 668, 21-2 giSnag zayiSn malkus
"M. of scanty progeny" (see West, SBE XLVII, 108). Darmesteter’s
interpretation seems preferable to that of West, SBE XVIII, 109» h. 2,
and ibid., 1+79» who notes that Malkos has also been read Markus and
traced to Av. mahrkuSa ("Destroyer"); see also Air. Wb., 111+7* and
Westergaard, Fragment VIII. 2, ZA, 33^ +5 Darmesteter, I II, 203-5* Cf.
also M- Boyce, HZ I, 290, n. i+.
13* This whole passage,, including the deliverance and release of
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those within the var of Yim, is reminiscent of the flood narrative in
Gen. 6 ff.; indeed in Gen. 6. 21 God tells Noah:
"For your part provide yourself with eatables of all kinds, and 
lay in a store of them, to serve as food for yourself and them."
On the connection between the story of Yim’s var and the flood story
in the epic of Gilgamesh, and other Mesopotamian legends, see
E. Herzfeld, Zoroaster, I, 331-9 and M. Boyce, HZ, I, 9h-5» In our
text, with its repeated warnings to men to prepare for the deluge, the
author has a pedagogic purpose; to show that in the time that leads up
to the cataclysmic events of the Resurrection, men will be tested
again and again for their faith, and for their obedience to the den
burdaran "upholders of Religion" (§ll), i.e. the priests; those who fail
these tests, as in the last sentence of §§12-13» are doomed. After
§15> there seems to be a gap in the text. GBd. and Sd. Bd., ch. 35*
21 ff. foretell a disaster with great loss of life, and the destruction
of all plant and animal life; our text makes little mention of this
(exc. §18) and does appear to use the whole episode "to fill the empty
millennia" (see above n. 2).
li+. i.e seven full months, from the fifteenth day of the third month
until the fifteenth day of the tenth month.
15. In DkM. 668. 22-669. 1 (Bk. VII. 9. 3, West SBE, XLVII, 108)
Malkus is killed in the fourth winter by Bahmian Afrln. In our text
it is not clear whether the personification of the winters i.e. Malkus,
is cursed and killed by the Mazda-worshippers. In the last sentence of
§17 a demon is still at large. It seems that some part of the text is 
missing between §§l£ and 16 of B.’s edition which would illuminate 
these obscurities.
16. The first sentence of §17 seems out of place in the text as it 
stands, perhaps the next sentence follows on from §l6j the opening of 
the var of Yim does indeed follow the terrible winters in MX. (SBE XXIV. 
XXVTI. 29-31) and in BkM. 669. 1 (SBE XLVII. 108). There is however
a discrepancy in our text: In Vd. farg. 2. 27 Ahura Mazda instructs
Yima to bring to His vara
"the seeds of every kind of cattle, of the greatest, best and 
finest on this earth" (Barmesteter, SBE IV, 17)•
Thus when the var is opened, in theory there shold be no shortage of
gospand in the world; indeed Bk. VII. 9* 5> (BkM. 669* 3-£) states that
there is
"After those winters, the abundant and great increase in the
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milk of cattle, ... the less distress of body in cattle, the 
fullness and prosperity of the world” (Vest, SBE XLVII, 108).
However, in our text there is a scarcity of gospand; this discrepancy
between §§17 and 18 indicates that the text is a compilation of
different sources, and that accuracy of detail is sacrificed to the
author’s main purpose.
17* Cf. the corresponding text in Dk. VII. 9* 7» DkM. 669. 11 ff* 
Presumably, these animals who originate from Yim’s var are not 
accustomed to human violence since it was not necessary in the var.
18. According to Vd. 2. i;l cattle, like humans, reproduce only every 
forty years in the var. For this reason, perhaps, our text foresees a 
diminution of them. (Dk. VII. 9* 7-ll)« Possibly the author of our 
text has misunderstood the Dk. passage.
19-20. Cf. Dk. VII. 9. 8 ff., DkM. 669. 18-670. $. ASawahiSt, in 
this passage, instructs Mazda-worshippers not to kill gospand except if
y  .y. y
one comes up to them saying man az I ogarag be J5yed (DkM. 67O. 2) 
"The devouring dragon will eat me”. In these circumstances, as in our 
text, it is permissible to kill the gospand, presumably because the 
Mazda-worshippers will kill the animal with sacrificial rites, so that 
the soul will be released and will reunite with GsuS Urvan. Killing of 
animals without observation of prescribed rituals incurs the sin of 
budyozadlh "destroying existence" (see further M. Boyce, HZ, I, 1^0, 
and Henning Memorial Volume, 711 and below ch. 5>8. 81-2. Possibly az 
1 ogarag is a reference to the snake-species which is now inhabited by 
the demon of the wolf species (see §9 above). In GBd. XXXIII. 32 the 
snake species which HuSedarmah will destroy is: 
han I az toxmag|dru,T ... ku mar abag xrafstaran
"the druj] of the race of the dragon ... that is ... the serpents 
with the noxious creatures" (BTA, 28l).
21. Each of the saoSyants thus teaches a new way of propagating 
righteousness. Also, in this way the future sons of ZarduSt, who are 
otherwise rather similar, are made distinguishable one from the other.
22. i.e. double the dimensions of the wolf-demon in §5 above; the 
figure 833 is rounded up one digit to accommodate the Zoroastrian 
fondness for the number 33*
23. See above n. 8.
2l|. It is unlikely that this means that Dahag seizes domination from 
HuSedarmah. The latter, like his brothers HuSedar and S5Syans, is the
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epitome of priestly virtue, not of political/military authority; only
secondarily are the three invested with temporal authority (see below
§I|9* Kayxosroy is xwaday, SoSyans is mobadan-mobad). With §30 cf.
ZVYt. IX. 13 ff* (BTA ed.) where Dahag, aroused from his fetters by
Ahlomog "Heresy", devours him, and then one-third of all men, cattle
and gospand etc. He also smites water, fire and plant. In the Persian
paraphrase of ZVYt. it is said that Zohak will reign for one-and-a-
half days in the world. Unv., Riv., II. 86-101; Dhabhar notes:
"According to Jamaspi and Aogemadaecha Zohak ruled after 
Jamsted for 1,000 years less 1 days, and as his period of 
sovereignty was destined to be 1,000 years complete, he will 
complete his reign of 1 days left over, at the resurrection"
(D., Pers. Riv., n. 8).
25* Nyb. reads:
ud dahag han and zaman kuned Cand gospand I andar eranSahr Cahar 
ewag-ew be o^yiid (Man. Pahl. I. 99)
"and Dahag will_spend that much time as he eats of the gospand 
which (are) in EranSahr".
26. M. translates as:
"Who are you, whose soul was the far pervading atmosphere, and 
you turned into the shape of a camel?"
According to Dk. IX. 22nd Fargard, DkM. 817 f.» Kayxosr5y met Vay of
the Long Dominion, transformed him into the form of a camel, sat upon
him and rode upon him to see the places of the immortal heroes (see
West, SBE XXXXII, 223-6).
27. See above n. 26; the same passage in Dk. describes a meeting of 
SoSyans and Kayxosroy; §§39-1;!? are apparently derived from this passage 
of Dk., or both texts might have had some other common source.
28. See Dk. IX., loc. cit., DkM. 8l8; see also MX. II. 95:
"If Kayxosroy should not have extirpated the image-temples which 
were on the lake of CeCist ... the adversary would have become so 
much more violent, that it would not have been possible to produce 
the resurrection and future existence" (based on West, SBE XXIV,
15, with changes in transcription).
29. M. translates (similarly §1+7):
" ... had you not done it, it (i.e. the idol) would have been'a 
hand (of the Dev) during the whole (period of the final)
Revolution (of the earth), which is (the time of) the production 
of the Good FraSkard".
The difficulty in this § is the word written gwb’y which Mirza
translates gaw Av.. gava (Air. Wb. 5o5)* Nyb. reads duzd (GNB*) but
translates this as an adverb: "hardly, scarcely" (Man. Pahl. II. 69).
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30. On the smiting of "Frangrasiyab" (Av. Fraflrasyan) see Yt. 19* 77, 
93 (Darmesteter, SBE XXIII, 30U, 307).
31. Cf. DkM. 818. 9:
stayistan I kayxosroy den mazdesn
"The glorifying of the Mazdar-worshipping religion by Kayxosroy". 
Kayxosroy had lived before Zoroaster had brought the religion, so here 
he is being "updated" and included (anachronistically) in the 
Zoroastrian fold. By contrast, in the next §, the title mobadan mobad 
is a title first attested in the 5th cent. A.D.
32. Cf. Dk. IX, loc. cit. In the Persian paraphrase of ZVYt.. Sam
(KriSasp) makes a similar threat to Zohak:
"Accept the good religion; if not I will separate your life from 
the body with this heavy club," (D., Pers. Riv., 1+73)-
In PRDd. 1*8 Tus takes Sam KriSasp*s place, because the latter has been
demoted to somewhat doubtful status (see above ch. 18).
33* M. translates: "will raise them (in the new body made from) the
dead body", however estend is an intrans. vb. "to stand, be" and must 
be emended to a causative form to give this sense. The above 
emendation may be radical, but appears justifiable. It is assumed that 
YK*YMWNd is the result of a mistaken reading of hngycynd as estend 
(*wstynd); these two verbs are elsewhere confused, e.g. §31 hangezen, 
§56 hangezened.
31*. Cf. GBd. XXXIV. 5 (BTA 285) and Sd. Bd. Xatem-i kitab 11-ll* (D., 
Pers. Riv., 576). Bailey translates the GBd. text in Zor. Prob., 93-^*
35* ewenag here is synonymous with kirb "form", pace BTA, 2 8 7 » who
translates (GBd. XXXIV. 8) ewenag be dahend "they will give (them)
their protoplasm"; Bailey translates this phrase, and also PRDd. XLVIII
55, in Zor. Prob., 97, and states:
"This is clearly not the axSvenak which interprets the 
Aristotelian elites . The whole moves in a sphere of mythology."
36. Cf. GBd. XXXIV. 9:
ud en han 1 man ast kadar-iz-ew han 1 nazdlk paywandtar
"and this is any-whatsoever of my very near relatives" (BTA 287).
M. notes:
"Perhaps this explains Aw. xSnuta: xve8avand< see FO. ch. 5,
WZKM. XIV. 197 (n. 10)."
Unlike GBd. XXXIV. 6, no mention is made of the belief that Gaydmard 
will be resurrected first.
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37• This has the appeal of a popular text, i.e. that the luxury of
sensual pleasures is emphasised. Other texts, e.g. GBd., Sd. Bd.,
Xatem-i kitab, do not mention the enjoyment of food in the resurrected
world; Pahl. T. 107 states:
mardom amarg ud azarman be bawend 
ka nas az han xwariSn ne abaved
ud ka goSt xward ested pad dad I Cehel salag abar hangezend 
ud ka goSt ne xward ested pad dad I panzdah salag ul hangezend 
’’men will he deathless and ageless 
when after that food is not needed
and if meat is eaten they will be raised at the age of forty 
and if meat is not eaten they will be raised up at the age of
fifteen".
Cf. Sd. Bd. (ed. D. 177) > Xatem-i kitab Si+3 5
va hamlSe sir baSand na nau bekar bayad 
va na ab va na hlb ke xorand
va hame kas sir va bl tars va bl blm va bl anduh 
va Sadman va bl nivaz baSand
"They become satisfied for ever. They are not in want 
of bread nor of water, nor of eatables,
and all become satiated, fearless, without dread, without grief, 
happy and without want" (D., Pers. Riv., 578).
It is significant perhaps that our text has so much to say on the
supply and variety of food in the resurrected body, whereas, compared
to other Pahl. and NP texts, it says little of the pain, shame and
torment of souls, righteous and wicked, when they see their own and
others’ deeds (cf. e.g. GBd. XXXIY. Il+-l5, BTA 287-9, Sd. Bd. (ed.
D., 171+-5) Xatem-i kitab §§20-25)*
38. M. translates:
"He who will desire will eat, he who will not desire will not eat."
39* M. reads:
aveSan ka-San yam karreniS u& *reS uS *vizand u& *zaniSn han I 
*diSt-e be kard"
"all those who slayed Yam, and those who inflicted wound, calamity, 
and a cut of one diSt".
Nyb. reads (with Yt. XIX. 2+6, Dk. IX. 21. 2-1+ etc. in mind):
ud ka rist ul hangezed aweSan ka-San yim kirrenld ud raSn-Cin 
1 vivanghanan yagt-ew be kunend (aweSan hamag be mirend se roz
murd nibayend X  ' /
See Man. Pahl. II. 168, 217* The text is corrupt here; the above 
emendations, like those of M. and Nyb., are conjectural.
1+0. M. translates:
"And then these dead (persons) will be raised, also every 
dead (person) of those other margarzan sinners will be raised, 
except those whose (crime) is (that of causing) injury, and also 
others (who are not margarzan sinners)."
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1+1. Spandarmad is the personification of devotion and obedience, and 
as such punishes those guilty of acts of gross impiety and disobedience 
to natural and divine law, such as are named in §§66 and 67* Also, 
as the guardian of earth, most long-suffering and humiliated by evil 
in the world, she at last takes vengeance on her violators.
1+2. Sahrewar is protector of the sky and metals. In GBd. XXXIV. 18-19
(BTA 289) fire and Airyaman melt the metal in the hills and mountains.
(Cf. Sd. Bd., Xatem-i kitab §5 (ed. D., 173):
’’these metals which are melted flow into that place i.e. fill 
in the places of hell until this earth becomes one plain” (D.,
Pers. Riv., ^7^)»
In our text, as in others of the post-Sasanian tradition, all men will 
finally be purged of their sins and pass to Paradise. On the original 
doctrine of the ordeal see Boyce, HZ I, 21+2-3*
1+3* §73 returns to the basic pattern of the chapter.
1+1+. The demon Heresy, as a personification, may be the druz I do zang
of §29* The personification of Heresy as the quintessence of all 
druzlh which the Mazda-worshippers fight in battle (§73* §79 P*)» is 
patently the conception of priestly minds deeply suspici s of
heterodoxy. This term may also have embraced apostasy, and so have
special force in the Islamic period.
1+5* By this admission the author defines Heresy as the shameless work 
of the devil himself, repulsive even to the earth (§77)*
1+6. This simile is reminiscent of GBd. XXXTV. 17 (BTA 289)*
1+7* As in §6 (see n. 9) M. translates:
’’and it will not be possible to keep them back by means of the 
YaziSn”;
this does not fit the context - for in the next section the two are 
defeated.
1+8. Gofiihr and Ahlomogih, ’’Heresy” thus escape to hell. In GBd.
XXXIV. 28 (BTA, 292) all the other demons are destroyed first, then 
Gannag Men5g goes down to Hell and metal is poured down onto him (cf. 
ZVYt., ed. BTA, VII, pp. 67, 12l+).
1+9* By this method SoSyans destroys all the demons (hamag druz), yet 
in §90 f. the demons devise their own method of mutual annihilation. 
This example of duplication further discloses the redactor’s use of 
different sources. Cf. also Pahl. T. 106. 1+ ff.
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ahreman abag dewan, ud druzan, ud hunuSakan, ud s as tar an, ud 
kayakan ud karban , akar “be bawed u-S an devan ud druzan ray hamag 
“be xwared
"Ahreman will become impotent with the dews, and druzs, and little 
devils, and tyrants, and hostile rulers and priests, and he will 
eat all those dews and druzs •"
50. xwardroS is the Pahl. form of Av. xrwidruS-, epithet of AeSma in 
Yt. 19. 92-96. In GBd. XXXIV. 27, Sr5S seizes XeSm (BTA 29l).
51. In GBd. XXXIV. 28 (BTA, 29l) two demons remain: Ahreman and Az.
52. So GBd. XXXIV. 29 (BTA, 29l).
53. Cf. Pahl. T. 107. 5-6:
—  _  —  _  
ud garodman az han gyag ku ast
abaz 5 staroay a? ayed
ud hamag gyag garodman be bawed
"and Garodman will come down
from the place where it is (now) to the star-station, 
and everywhere will be Garodman."
51+• For this translation see Y. Yamamoto, fThe Zoroastrian Temple Cult
of Fire in Archaeology and Literature, II*, Orient XVII 1981, p.99 & ch.5
55* Once again, the motif of the unification of creations is probably 
a late scholastic device to explain the process of FraSegird and to 
link the future with the past by re-enacting, in reverse order, the 
process of creation (bundahiSn)•
56. "Forty" seems odd, as it is old by the Zoroastrian concept of the 
age of physical perfection.
57. i.e. for the yazads. M. reads pad xva6ay, but translates "(to do) 
for oneself".
58. M. translates: "everyone will be different from the other just as 
a woman (is different from a man)."
^9* This seems to be a cryptic reference to the spiritual yasna
mentioned in GBd. XXXIV. 23 (BTA, 289-91), WZ XXXV. 15-16 (ed. BTA,
153-1+, CXXIV-V; transl. M0I6, Culte, 93) • Perhaps the phrase gaw
tan pad menog be kuned in our text is a euphemism for "will sacrifice
the bull". The last sentence of §101+ seems to refer to the rite
whereby all men will partake of the zaothra of the bull Hadhayans and
the parahaoma, after which they will become immortal. So GBd. XXXIV
23, BTA, 289-91:
ud yaziSn 1 pad wirayiSnlh SoSyans abag hayyaran kuned ud gaw 
I hadayans pad han yaziSn kuSend az pih 1 han gaw ud h5m i 
sped anoS wirayend ud o harwisp mardom dahend. ud harwisp mardom
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ahoS bawend ta hame ud hame rawiSnlh
"And SBSyans with his associates will-perform the rite for 
the restoration of the dead; and they will slay the Hadhayans 
gaw for that rite; out of the fat of the gaw and the white 
horn they-will-prepare the-immortal-"beverage, and give it to all 
men; and all men will-"become immortal up to eternity and eternal 
progress" (BTA, 289-91» with changes in transcription).
Thus in our text there is a conflation of ideas in §§103-1+: in §103
the spirits of the gospand are said to merge with gaw I ewdad; in GBd.
III. ll+, however, it is said that the spirits of the gospand are 
absorbed into GoSurwan "the Soul of the Bull"; in our text the latter 
is replaced by gaw I ewdad because it suits the purposes of our author 
to make an actual connection with the primeval bull gaw I ewdad, and 
thus a return to the original state of bundahiSn; but the price of such 
scholastic tidiness is the loss of the multiplicity of animal life in 
the world after fraSegird (see M. Boyce, HZ I, 21+6 and n. 7l+) • In 
GBd. IY. a. 2, BTA, 53» GoSurwan is identified with gaw I ewdad.
A further idea in these §§ is that through this rite, i.e. the 
tasting of the zaothra and parahaoma, men will no longer desire to 
e at me at.
60. M* reads:
ud uas gav-tan I mardoman abaz ave(f. tan-omand ua& getly bave&
"then (afterwards) there will be the ox-body of mankind, and it 
will be in the material form in the world".
M. interprets this as "an idea of Minotaur of GopatSah", n. 19•
However, this seems an unlikely explanation; the above small emendation
of the text gives a much better sense, i.e. that the body of the bull
(incorporating all animal life), having been created in the spiritual
world by the act of sacrifice (§101+ and see n. 57 above) is also
present in the material world of the new creation.
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Notes to Chapter 1+9
1. SyawaS (Av. SyavarSan), the son of Kayus (Av. Kavi Usan), and 
father of Kayxosraw (Av. Kavi Haosravah), was put to death by 
Frasiyab (Av. Fraorasyan) and avenged by Kayxosraw (Yt. 9* 18, 22;
Yt. 17. 1+2; Yt. 19. 77; GBd. XXXIII. 10-11, BTA, 271+-5). SyawaS 
has the epithet bamlg ’’splendid, glorious", like PiSyotan (e.g. ZVYt., 
ed. BTA., VII. 19 ff»> Dd., purs. 89* 5); in Yt. 23* 3 (the Afrln 1 
paygambar ZarduSt) he is called "beautiful of body and without fault". 
SyawaS is traditionally the builder of Kangdiz, "the fortress of 
Kang": according to GBd. XXXII (BTA 269) Kangdiz was one of several
man "mansions" erected by the Kayanians "with glory, which they call 
marvels and wonders" (pad xwarrah, ke abdlha ud Skeftihja] gowend).
The purpose of his building this stronghold is explained in Bk. VII.
1. 38:
ud madan o kaysyawaxS 1 banag; padiS desld kangdiz 1 abd kard 
pad andardariSnlh ud panaglh 1 was warz ud xwarrah ud raz I 
den, 1 az-iS wirayiSn 1 awam ud abaz arastarlh I eran xwadaylh, 
ud abaz paywandiSnxh 1 hamawandlh ud perozgarlh 5 han I ohrmazd 
den paydig (BkM. 598. l5-20)
"And its (the Glory’s) coming to Kay SyawaxS the illustrious; 
though he built wondrous formed Kangdiz for the retention and 
protection of the much power and glory and mystery of the 
religion, through which is manifest the ordering of time and 
restoration of the sovereignty of Eran, and the restitution 
of power and triumph to the religion of Ohrmazd".
See also M. Mol£, La l^gende de Zoroastre ... p. 11.
In the Avesta, Kangdiz is not referred to, but there is an allusion
to the land "Kang" or "Kanha" in Yt. 5>. 51+:
upa dvaram xSathro. sukpm, apano. tamam ka^haya bar^zaintaya 
aSavanaya "at the pass XSathro. suka, the highest in lofty, 
righteous Ka#ha".
(Antara. Kanha is listed among other mountains in Yt. 19* !+•) In
GBd. Kangdiz is a "regibn" (kiSwar) among thos other than Xwanirah
(XXIX. 5>, BTA 2^2-3) and situated in the east:
pad kustag 1 xwarasan, azabar 1 zreh 1 fraxwkard, o han kustag
pad was frasang "In the direction of the east, above the 
ocean Fraxwkard, at many frasangs (distance) in that 
direction" (GBd. XXIX. 10, BTA 2%-5) •
See also MX. LXII. 13» and, on the building of Kangdiz, ZVYt., ed. BTA,
loc. cit.; MX. XXVII. £7> AJ» Messina, VII. 2, Sahname, transl.
Warner, III, p. 6;7» IX, p. 2927» 1* 32^. M. refers to discussions of
Kangdiz in Barth., Air. Wb., 1+37; Herzfeld, AMI. II. 56 ff.; Markwart,
Provincial Capitals of EranSahr, 26 f., 3I+; Tav. OLZ, 1926, 883 (M.,
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p. 1+56, n. l).
2. With this passage cf. the sentence in GBd. XXXII. 12:
kangdiz ray gowed ku: 'dastomand ud •pavomand ud wenag ud rawag, 
hame Sag wahar pad kamal I dewan bad* "Of Kangdiz He (i.e.
Ohrmazd) says •Possessing hands, possessing feet, seeing and 
moving, forever spring-time, it was (borne up) on the heads of 
demons' ."
3. This "coming" refers either to the immediate succession of 
Kayxosraw to SyawaxS and his act of vengeance for his father, or, more 
likely, to the coming of Kayxosraw in the millennium of HuSedarmah, 
when he helps the SdSyans in producing the resurrection (see Dk. VII.
9. 10, SBE XLVII, Dk. VII. 10.10); he becomes Lord of the seven climes 
(kiSwar) while the SdSyans is established as Mobadan Mobad (see ch. 1+8. 
1+8 below). Kayxosraw is immortal and his food is spiritual (D., Pers. 
Riv., 1+31+). Also, see Dk. IX. 16, 19; MX XXVII 59-63, Dd. XXXVI. 3* 
According to Dd. XXXV. 3 Kayxosraw was made to pass away by Way of the 
Long Dominion. In the Sahname he disappears mysteriously and does not 
return (transl. Warner, IV. 308).
1+. M. reads gund and compares with DkM. 628. 10, where Tur is called 
stapr gund, and with ZKA 161. 9 ff»
5» As M. notes (p. 1+58, n. 6) this passage suggests that SyawaSkard
is the historical name of Kangdiz; Markwart quotes Mas^dl’s statement
"Another (fire-)temple called Kangdih was built by Siyavaksh the hero",
and M. suggests that SyawaSkard here "may be the same as 'SiyavuS-abad'
of Ath-Tha*alibi, quoted by Markwart, op. cit., 27", and,
"If Kangdiz is the same as Soghdiana, as proposed by Markwart, 
then all these names would represent one and the same place".
6. According to Dd. purs. 89* 5> Kang is moveable, kang raftar, like
the realm var of Yima/Yim. In GBd. it is said that
"Kayxosraw set it onto the ground and its seven walls are of 
gold, silver, steel, bronze, iron, crystal and lapis lazuli" 
kayxosraw be 5 zamlg niSast, u-S haft frasp ast zarren, . 
asemen, polawaden, brin^en, ahanen, abgenagen ud kaskenen 
(GBd., BTA XXXII. 12).
7. Cf. GBd. IX. 3 sezdah k5f 1 andar kangdiz "thirteen mountains in 
Kangdiz"; also Paz. T. 3^ » 13*
8. On this § see B. Geiger, WZKM XLII. 120. Cf. the three-legged ass 
of Y. 1+1. 28; also xar I se pay of GBd. XXIV. d, BTA 196-7> especially 
the words*.
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ud ka andar zreh me zed hamag ab I zreh yo)fdahr be bawed ke pad 
haft kiSwar "and when it stales in the sea all the water of 
the sea which is in the seven regions becomes purified."
9. Cf. GBd. XXXII. 12:
u-S haft sad frasang I rastagan mayan u-S panzdah dar padiS, 
ke az dar o dar pad asp i rah-e r5z I wahar-e pad panzdah roz 
Sayed gudan "Within it are seven hundred frasangs of roads; 
there are fifteen gates into it, from which one can go from 
gate to gate with a chariot horse in days of spring in fifteen 
days".
10. With this cf. a similar image in Sahname applied to Gangdiz:
"A wall above one hundred cubits high and eight and thirty 
broad; the hold outranged / both shaft and catapult ... "
(transl. Warner, II, p. 281, 11. 25>-7)*
11. Cf. the description of Gangdiz in Sahname as a paradise on earth 
(text p. 6l8, 1. 1720 ff., transl. Warner, p. 280 ff.).
12. With this § cf. Dk. IX. 16. 1$ (DkM. 8o£. 8 ff.):
ud pjgyotan 1 wiStaspan pad kangdiz 1 stendag, ud drafg ke andar 
han bewar, han i *burziSnIgan, ke sya samor dar end, I den 
niyoxSldar 1 ahlaw az pasih I pjgyotan I wiStaspan 
"And PiSyotan son of WiStasp is in Kangdiz the erect, wherein 
there are myriad banners, those of the exalted who wear black 
sables, who are righteous hearers of the religion of the 
following of PiSyotan son of WiStasp";
Cf. also ZVYt. VII. 2k
fraz rawed pjgyotan I bamlg abag sad ud panjah mard, ke sya 
samor darend "forth goes PiSyotan the illustrious, with 
one hundred and fifty men, who wear black sables."
and also ibid., VIII. 7> BTA, 72/12^-6.
13. Cf. Dd., purs. 89* 3-6; according to Dk. IX. I4.I• 6 there are two 
major triumphs of the sacred beings (yazads) over the demons:
(l) when ZarduSt converted WiStasp (§£)
(2; (§6) "second when the power and triumph of renewed sovereignty 
are again connected with the religion, and mankind, on that 
account return to the good religion; and this will be when the 
approach of Hu^edar son of ZarduSt, when the righteous 
*gihr-mayan arrives
dudlgar ka hamawandlh ud perozgarih 1 xwadayih nog abaz o den 
paywandlhed, ud mardom han ray abaz o wehden rasend ud en 
bawed pad nazd rasiSnlh i zarduSt huSedar ka ^ghir-mayan •
1 ahlaw rased .
Herzfeld, AMI II, 2^ , ^7 proposed emending MSS gihr 1 mayan / ctr ZY 
mdy *n to *gihro-menog, a variant spelling of which is 
ctrwm’n. Cihro-menog is one of the epithets of PiSy5tan: on his
miraculous attributes see e.g. PEDd. k7» 13 below; Dk. VII. k» 81,
5. 12.
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Notes to Chapter 50
1. This chapter could perhaps furnish an example of Pahlavi 
scholasticism at one of its low points, in its irrevocably woolly 
definition. Ch. 50 was partly translated by Vest, SEE XXIV, 58, n. 1, 
and also by Christensen, Pr.Hom. I, 5i+* Christensen (ibid., 53-W
discusses the association of Mt. 9razura (of Yt. 19* 2) with the
mountain at the entrance to Hell first mentioned in Vd. III. 7 and Vd.
XIX. 1+5* In the Yt. the mountain is created by Ahura Mazda; in Vd., it
is demonic. Christensen supposes that in the Sasanian period the 
legend of this mountain gave rise to a legend of the son of Ahreman, 
Arzur; according to MX. XXVTI. 15, Gayomard killed this Arzur (on this 
and later, NP and Arabic versions, see Darmesteter ZA. II. 35, n. 11; 
Christensen, loc. cit.; and S.S.Hartman, GaySmart, 31 f., 72 ff»> 116; 
Markwart, Modi Mem. Vol., 7^ +7» 7^7; Reitzenstein, Studien z. antiken 
Synkretismus I., p. 18, n. 1. Argzur is, as Christensen notes, the 
counterpart of Hara barazaiti, the mountain of the gods, but more 
particularly it opposes its peak the Cagad I daidlg, the ’’lawful 
summit", i.e. the peak of Hara, on which is the Cinwad Bridge on the 
ascent to Heaven.
2. M. suggests grlwag might be the crater of a volcano, and that
grlwag corresponds to surax of PRDd. XLVTII. §86. In Vd. farg. 3* 171
it is described:
yaj arazurahe grivaya ... yat ahmya daeva handvaranti dru^5 
haCa gara<Sa6a
"It is the neck of Arezura, whereon the hosts of demons rush 
forth from the burrow of the DruJJ".
The exact nature of this evil place was unknown even to the Pahl.
commentator of Vd., viz.:
duSox azer, zamlg az azabar, abar asman; u-8 dar ul 5 zamlg:
en ku | abar| ... beron l asman ast ayab ne, a-m ne roSn
"Hell is underneath, the earth above, on high the sky: and its
gate is up on the earth: as to whether it is outside the sky or
not, this is not clear to me" (Pahl. Vd. farg. III. 7)«
The fullest description of Argzur, the gateway to hell, is in Dd. purs. 
XXXII. Dd.A., p. 69:
(§6) ed se gyag -pad hanglrdlg duSox xwanihed: ast abaxtarlg« ud 
nigunlg, ud azerlg I en zamlg, ud ta-z abardom nigunlh I 
asaman, u-S dar nad zamlg, az abaxtar nemag gyag-ew, ast 
arzur .griwag xwanihedt kof-ew pad ham kof i aruzur (’lwzwl) 
nam, kl andar^iz ^nibegt kofan I pad dewan meh nam andar 
den guft ested. dewan andar getig hamdwariSnlh ud han^aman 
pad sar I han kof, Ciyon han I arzur kamal xwanihed
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"These three places summarily are called hell; it is northerly, 
and descending, and underneath this earth, even to the utmost 
limitless depth, and its gate is in the earth, a place of the 
northern quarter, and is called the Arzur ridge, a mountain 
which [is] of the same name as mount Aruzur, which is also in 
the scriptures, mountains which are said in the Religion [to 
have] a great fame with the dews. The rushing together and 
assembly of dews in the world are on the summit of that mountain,
[or] as it is called 'the evil head of Arzur' " (cf. Pahl. Vd.XlX-^-S’ 
abar o han I arzur kamal).
3« So MR^, J; M. takes BK, K35> hnblyt1 as ’wblyt, i.e. "obarecf: fill 
up, pour •*., from avabara" (p. 1|66, n. 2), comparing hmb*lynd in 
Pahl. T. 107. 1+; most likely, however, the same verb is required in 
PRDd. i.e. MR^ J ’s hnb’lyt*.
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Notes to Chapter 5l
1. With this sentence cf. Ind. Bd., XV. 22-3, GBd. XIV. 31 (TDA 105):
az awe San pad no mah yuxt-ew zan ud mard az Slrenih f rax and ewag
madar Jud. ewag pidar ud pas Ohrmazd Slrenih I frazandan az
meniSn awurdaran be kard and Cand parvariSn l frazandan ray padig 
be hist hend
’’from them were b om in nine months a pair, woman and man. By-
reason of the sweetness of the children the mother ate one and the
father ate one. Then Ohrmazd removed the sweetness of the children 
from the mind of parents (lit."producers”). So much he left as 
much as is enough for the rearing of children"*
West translates the first part of this chapter in a note to the above
text (SBE V. 57, n. 2) and Christensen reproduces his transl. in Pr.
Horn. I. 57» n. 2. See also Bartholomae WZKM XXIX. 37 (Al-BIrunI
records a similar legend from Abu *A1I Muh. b. Ahmad Al-BalkhI:
wa wulida lihima fa’akalahu hirsan thumma alqa allahu fl 
qulubihuma ra’fatan (ed. Sachau, Lpz, 167$, P* 100* 11* 8-9)
"A child was bom unto them, but they devoured it from sheer 
ravenousness. But then God inspired their hearts with mildness" 
(transl. Sachau, 1879> p. 108),
West offers two possible translations of Sirenlh I farzandan in the
Bd. passage "tenderness for offspring", or "deliciousness of children".
In PRDd. doSaramah lends support to the former, but fa’akalahu hirsan
of Al-BIrunI favours the latter. Bailey’s transl. "sweetness" retains
the ambiguity of the original word (GBd. 105); Zaehner’s interpretation
of these passages and his conclusion that
"The conduct of the first human couple should therefore 
probably be ascribed to a perverted recrudescence of their 
concupiscence" (ZZ 179)
seems to be founded on a basic misconception. His conclusion, ibid.,
178, that their drinking of milk was sinful, in GBd. 102. 1 ff., Ind.
Bd. XV. 11, ignores the fact that Magya’s speech was dro-gowignlh,
i.e. the milk had not harmed his body, and that it was then the demons,
not Ohrmazd, who removed from them the taste of food; so, in fact,
their abstention from food was their sin and punishment. Zaehner gives
an equally alien, Manichaean interpretation for the couple’s sexual
relations. Their barrenness is, however, a punishment for their .
ingratitude and demonolatry (aspaslh ... dew-yazaglh). Zaehner’s
conclusion is that
"Magye obviously did wrong in uniting with Magyane to prolong 
the life of the species",
and thus he finds in their supposed guilt a motive for their devouring
their first offspring. It is clear, however, that this cannot be so,
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since the texts make no mention of guilt, but rather state that they 
were moved by an excess of Slrenih/doSaramlh.
2. Though this may be theologically acceptable, the sentence is 
platitudinous and does not resolve the perversity of this uncomfortable 
myth.
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Notes to Chapter 52
1. This chapter resembles closely a passage in GBd. XXXIV, BTA 
(cited by H.W. Bailey in Zor. Prob., 93-^) • The order of the twelve 
creations is set out in similar fashion, as follows:
PKDd. GBd.
1. asman winnard
2. zamlg winnard
3* xwarSed pad rawiSn dad 
l+. mah pad hamrawiSn dad 
5» star pad hamrawiSn dad
6. Morda hoSag ... be rust
7. andar urwarlha gonag,
boy ud mizag tom tom dad
8. andar urwar ataxS be dad
ud be ne sozed
9• andar aSkamb i madaran 
pus winnaxd
10. murw pad wad dad
11. ab pad rawiSn dad
12• abr (dad) ke-S tan menog 
han l getig ab bared
asman abestan dad 
zamlg dad 
xwarSed ... 
mah ...
starag andar andarway ... wasid 
hend
?1orda dad
andar urwar rang dad 
gonag gonag
andar urwaran ud abarlg CiS 
ataxS dad pad asoziSnlh
andar burdar I mad pus dad
o ab pay dad ku be tazed
abr dad menogig ke han i 
getig ab bared
way dad ke CaSm-did pad 
wad nerog azer
Unlike PRBd., however, GBd. gives a reason why the raising of the dead
is easier for Ohrmazd than his first creating:
ewag ewag az aweSan ka-m dad. padiS duSxwartar bud ku ristaxeziSnih. 
Ce-m andar ristaxez hawarlh l Civon awe San ast I. ka-m awe San 
kard bawed. ne bud, abar niger ku ka han i ne bud eg-im be kard ud 
han I bud Cim abaz.ne saved kardan Ce pad han hangam az menog i 
zamlg ast az ab xon. az urwar moy. ud az wad gyan. Ciyon-iSan pad 
bundahiSn padlrift xwahemr
"When I created these one by one, it was more difficult than the 
raising of the dead, in that in the raising of the dead I have the 
help of such as, when I made them, were not. Consider that, when 
I made what was not, why cannot I make again what has been, since 
at that time I shall.ask from the men5g of the earth bones, from 
water blood, from plants hair, from wind the ^an, as they received 
them in the primal creation" (transl. Bailey, Zor. Prob., 9^ ;
cf. also Bd. purs. XXXVI. 3» WZ XXXIV. 6, cited by Bailey, ibid., 9^-5»
and Sd. Bd., > ed. D., 17^*
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Notes to Chapter £3
1. In the Persian Rivayats the conditions are given under which patet 
may be'performed on another’s behalf (Unv., Riv., I. 3&-3h D., Pers. 
Riv., 23-32). The Rivayats also describe the five forms of marriage, 
including padixSay and Cagar: IJnv., Riv., I. 180 ff., D., Pers. Riv.,
19^-203; on Cagar see also Tavadia, §n5., p. 137> n. 1*; and Kotwal.Sufsp- 
SnS., ch. XII, n. 16. As M. remarks, in PRPd. LII, Cagar is applied
to the father, not, as is usual, the mother.
2. M. reads mard ne Sayed, and translates "(other) man would not do".
3« M. reads ^Savlh 1 man ray pa<5 patit baveh and translates "For my
passing away recite the Patlt". But Saw "go" is more likely, in the
light of the following:
kasl be kasl guyad ke pas guzaSta-ye man az .jada-ye man pis i 
dastur Su va az gunah-d man patet kun (Unv., Riv., I. 37* &)
"A person says to another: 'After my death go to the Dastur for
my sake and repent of my sins ' " (D., Pers. Riv., 33)
(patet should be performed in the presence of a Dastur, according to the
same text, loc. cit.).
i.e. "recite the patetI". On patet "confession", see above, ch.
XV. c, d, e, esp. XV. e,kf which are also translated and discussed
by Asmussen, op. cit., 68 ff. See J.P. Asmussen, jC^stvanlft, p. 1*8,
who translates this passage of PRPd. ^3» and discusses the subject
matter in the course of a general study of the significance of patet
in the religio-historical development of Zoroastrianism. Asmussen
explains that in this passage new elements of doctrine adduced in the
Pahlavi commentary to Vd. 7* 72 axe extended and that PRPd. 5>3 is a
key to the understanding of Vd. 7* 72 >
"the addition of which is only logical and natural when 
•pad patlt and natitih are interpreted as some kind of 
compensation, penance".
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Notes to Chapter 5k
1. The list of heroes seems queer and does not appear to have any 
theological significance. It is probably merely a further variation on 
the theme of the lists of helpers of the SaoSyant in Yt. 19* 95t M .  
purs.3!?> etc., but it does not seem to have the symmetrical 
correspondence with the six keSvars around Khvaniratha which 
Darmesteter noticed in Dd., loc. cit. (Et. ir., II, 206-8, and see
M. Boyce HZ I, 281;). In a Persian Rivayat a series of such heroes is 
linked with Ohrmazd and the six amahraspands, and they are said to 
be "the immortal rulers of the region of glory, Xwanirah" (Unv., Riv., 
II, 1$• 1-10, transl. D., Pers. Riv., k2k»
2. This is another name for the wan I was tokmag "Tree of Many Seeds", 
mentioned above and in GBd. VI. d. 5 (BTA, 79)» etc., also known as 
wan I hamag beSaziSnlh (GBd. XXIV. 8, BTA, 195>)> which grew in the sea 
VourukaSa. It is called Jud-beS "an antidote", lit. "opposing harm" 
(pace Mackenzie "harmless", and it is valued, presumably not because it 
simply grows there in safety, but because from it every year Tir/ 
TiStrya takes its seeds to "rain them upon the world with the rain"
MX LXII. 1*2, see M. Boyce HZ I, 138; as M. Boyce has observed (ibid., 
loc. cit.) there is some confusion in the mythology between this tree 
and the nearby Gokam tree-. Indeed they are identified completely in 
PRDd. 5k  t for it is rather the latter tree which is a "producer of 
PraSegird": the Gokam is said to produce the "White Horn" plant which
will confer immortality upon the resurrected bodies of the dead at 
PraSegird. Cf. MXA I67. 9 ff. (SBE XXIV, ch. 62. 37-1+2).
3. Cf. MXA 167 (SBE XXIV, ch. 62. 31-6); Unv., Riv., II. 70. 13-17;
D., Pers. Riv., l;35-6; see also H.W. Bailey, BSOS VI, 1932, 95>0-3*
1+. Wew/Gev/GIw is not only a very well known figure in Sahname, but 
also a historical Parthian prince, father of "Gotarzes". In Sahname 
GIw and Tus both axe with Kai Khusrau when he disappears.
5• KriSasp is said to have no soul, yet he is a producer of PraSegird. 
Again, then he is the most contradictory of heroes - virtually 
soul-less and a sao&yant at the same time. He is included here 
presumably because of his great role in killing ASi Dahaka; his 
"soul-lessness" is presumably an allusion to his reputed sinfulness 
against fire, whence he, as it were, lost his soul (i.e. righteousness) 
in hell; his body is said to be preserved on the plain of PeSansa
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(see above, ch. 18) and his soul is in Hannnistagan?(see above, ch.J^ -J-3/).
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Notes to Chapter 55
1. The shadow of certain birds - mountain kite, vulture, black crow, 
eagle - destroys the demon NasruSt; see Pahl. Vd. VII. 2; SnS. II. 5; 
Unv., Riv., I. Ill, D., Pers. Riv., 113* These texts deal passim with 
nasa, hixr and other forms of pollution.
2. These two sentences seem out of place and may be an interpolation,
perhaps from ch. 53 supra. As is explained in Sd.N., ch. 1+2, the
hamemal sin is very grave, and unlike most sins:
In gunah ba-kar i kerf a naSavad ta xagm ra xuSnud nakunand (§6)
"this sin does not depart through the act of good deeds so long 
as they do not appease the antagonist."
3* The corpse-bearers * task of conveying the extremely polluting nasa 
to the dakhma is the subject of detailed discussion in Vd. and the Persian 
Rivayats. This matter, however, concerning the bridge is not mentioned 
elsewhere. Perhaps it is concerned with the necessity of maintaining 
the paywand, the tie ritually connecting the corpse-bearers. The point 
here seems to refer to other people standing still or moving and is 
perhaps linked with the idea that when a corpse is jolted the DruJ^
NasuS has a chance to spring out.
[+. This subject is treated of in the Persian Rivayats; esp. Unv., Riv.
I. 83• 7 f»> transl. P., Pers. Riv., 79» concerning skin, flesh, etc., 
dropped in corn-fields. §3 is a general statement. The extent of 
"sin" would presumably vary with what the hixr/nasa came into contact 
with.
5. M. reads ke ostar I hixr-omand "those who are polluted, who are
*
full of defilement". Another possible emendation is MNW *ndk-c hyl 
ZY hyhl,wmnd "who have even a little piece of dirt ... ".
t
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Notes to Chapter 56
1. With this chapter cf. K.J. Jamasp Asa,bHMV 201 ff. (:& Paz.T. 68- 
70), see app.; see also PRDd. 9, and also M., ch. 58. For a detailed 
discussion of the dron service, see M. Boyce and F. Kotwal "Zoroastrian 
bag and dron”, pts. I and II, BSOAS XXXIV, pts. 1 and 2, 1971; Modi, 
Ceremonies, ch. XV; Haug, Essays 1407-9*
2. In this chapter Pahl. dron is a technical term for the unleavened
bread of the yaSt I keh "lesser service"; for an explanation of the
restriction of the term dron ( < Av. draonah "portion") to bread alone,
see Boyce-Kotwal, art. cit. I, 63. As Modi explains (op. cit., 368-9):
"The Darun fruit, flowers, wine, milk, etc., which are offered, 
and over which prayers are recited, are all jointly known as 
myazda."
but he adds (370);
" ... but, latterly, the world Darun has often been mentioned 
separately; for example in the Afrln (Darun yashtahom, niyazd 
hamirayenim)"•
In this chapter, each of the items of myazd are discussed as to their
value and function in the yaSt 1 keh. The latter part of the chapter
describes the form of propriety in the myazd ceremony. The liturgy of
the dron service is a slightly modified form of ha III-VIII of the
yasna liturgy: as yaSt 1 keh it is part of the preparation for the
yaSt 1 meh, "greater service", i.e. the yasna ceremony. It is
performed for three main purposes: first, as a service of thanksgiving
to a particular divine being and his associates; second as sr5s baJJ,
with a Snuman, "dedication", to Ohrmazd and also to SroS to be said in
all fire gahs on all three days after a death; thirdly, as a regular
thanksgiving, the yaSt 1 keh is said as a form of baj I nan xwardan
"grace for eating food", i.e. as an initial baj said before meals (on
these three uses of yaSt 1 dron see art. cit., I, 6I4 ff.). The present
chapter appears to be addressed both to priesthood and laity. In its
non-liturgical form, i.e. as baj I nan, as Boyce-Kotwal explain, it
was practised widely by all adult Zoroastrians:
" ... the dron yaSt, which nowadays ... is used only by priests 
in the fire temples, was formerly celebrated much more generally, 
by the laity as well as priests, by women as well as men; in 
fact by any Zoroastrian who wore sudra and kusti, and by whom 
worship had been, performed (yaSt kard ested), anyone, that is, 
who had reached maturity and had entered fully into the religious 
life of the community."
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3» With this § cf.DHMV 201, 11. 1-9; cf. also Unv., Riv., II,
171 11-12 (transl. D., Pers. Riv. 1*03):
ma*nl-ye dron inast: dar din dron andazar-ye gehan, hamara 
kanare-ye kuh I alburz ke peramun-i gehan ast guzda dar miyan-i 
dron an daze-ye Cakat-i daiti dar miyan-i gehan 
"the symbolism of the dron is this: in the religion the dron is 
like the world, its edge (is like) Mount Alburz which is around 
the world. The go So dag in the middle of the dron (is) like the 
Lawful Summit in the middle of the world."
1*. abzayiSn "increase", the clear reading of three MSS, is a synonym
for abzoniSn, which occurs in J here, and also in PRDd. 98. 1+. M.
reads apzuniSn and translates "the rolling (of the middle part of the
dron)". M. refers to PRPd. LVIII. 1+ as a similar context; in fact that
passage is difficult to interpret:
dron kanarag ul kuniSn ud frasast ne kuniSn ud harw do be 
abzdniSn ud dron ud frasast edon abzoniSn ku surag pad kust 
l did be ne bawed
"The edge of the dron should be lifted up and that of the 
frasast should not be lifted up, and both should be raised, 
and dron and frasast should be raised (to ensure) that the 
holes are not through to the other side".
Cf. Mirza’s transl., p. 320.
This instruction appears to correspond to a detail of an explanation
of the dron-I Hom/dron-I zaban from instruction by a present-day Irani
Zoroastrian priest, Dastur Khodadad Shahriyar Neryosangi of
Sharifabad, described in M. Boyce, "Haoma, Priest of the Sacrifice",
71*:.
"Directly before him (i.e. the zot, the officiating priest), on a 
round tray, are two round "breads", called in Iran luwok. These 
are placed together and slightly overlapping, the left of the right 
hand one, ritually called the dron, being over the right edge of 
the other one (the frasast)."
According to Steingass, afzuni-i nan is "the fermentation or rising of
bread" (82); however, since traditionally dron is properly unleavened
bread, the "rising" must be shaped not leavened. This is the opposite
sense of Mirza’s transl. of 98. kt that
"the comer of the dron cake should be made higher than the 
middle portion , and that of the frasast should not be made 
(higher) ... " (M., 320).
In PRDd. 96. 1 M. does not explain how "the rolling of the middle
(part) of the dron" could represent men, stars and plants. It is more
likely that these creations should be represented by the abzayiSn/
abzoniSn, "increase, rising", of the middle, especially considering th
that Av. spanta is rendered by Pahl. abzonlg. J)HMV 201. 6 has
abzo[n]iSn, Paz.T. afzuiSn.
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5. On goSodag see PRDd. LVIII 15, 16, 32, 33, 67-71*.
6. In the yaSt I dron half of the sacred breads are dron, half are
frasast. According to Modi dron is "named" (Parsi Guj. nam-padela), 
frasast is "unnamed" (Parsi Guj. vagar-namna); this naming is done by- 
cutting nine marks in the dron, in three rows, while thrice muttering 
Av. humata hUxta hvarSta "good thoughts, good words, good deeds" 
(Ceremonies, 279-80). (See PaVry, Future Life, 103> n. 2l*3» Kotwal,
Supp. Sn§., frasast, ll*2, s.v., on how Haug, West, etal. have confused 
dron and frasast.) In the Persian rivayat of Kaus Kamdin it is said:
dar In.ia na-bar-nok-i kart na-mlzanlm (Unv., Riv.. II. 17• ll)»
Dhabhar translates:
"Here (i.e. in Persia) we do not mark (the Darun) with the tip of
of a knife" (D., Pers. Riv., 1*02-3.
Dhabhar adds, in a note:
"Half the number of Daruns are marked with nine cuts in India, 
while being prepared ... ".
Dhabhar understands the text as meaning that no such cuts were made
in Iran. It is perhaps significant that while these "nine cuts" are
always mentioned in modem descriptions of dr5n, they are not referred
to in PRDd. LVI,PHMV 201 f., or PazT 68ff. Perhaps, then, here is an
example of a difference in the ritual practice of the Parthian ( orth-
eastem) and Persian( outh-westem) traditions. In PRDd. LVIII. 58
the only reference to "cut" is in §2:
... ’PS [XN^? bwlk1 BYN kwnSn' ’P S #  PWN n ’tv’n slvSSn® ’YT1 
MNW ’vtwn1 YMRRWNvt * ’YKP bwlkVl^ L’ kwnSn MH gl
(1). M. emends to ^3* (£l These five words lacking in MR^, J. (3^  M. 
omits ’PS FWN p>tv>p slySSn*. (l£l M. reads e<£. (£1 M. emends to 
burr ay-e. fe) MSS TYN*'.
(in a parallel passage, Nir.S. l*0r. 6, u-S ... pad padyab si?e8iSn 
appears in MS TD, but is lacking in DH.) This passage may be 
translated:
"and [this hold should be made in it and it is] to be] kneaded 
purely: there is one who says that a hole should not be made 
(in it) for (the dron is) a ^ mountain".
Where I read gar "mountain" M. supposes an original dl/dar "hole",
"which has been wrongly read here gl:gil: clay, and replaced by the
ideogram TYN,n (M., 1*77» n. 7)• The statements in PRDd. » 1
(dron ... kanarag kof I harburz; ... goSodag Cagad I daidlg pad mayan
I dr5n nihadan ... etc.) suggest that gar "mountain" would give a
reasonable sense here; as M. notes (loc. cit.), in Dd.A. p. 108. 10,
TYH* y hwSd’St’l should be read, gar I h5S-daStar.
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7* The yaSt I dron is dedicated first to Ohrmazd, then to the yazd
of the day. Y/hen it is dedicated with the Shuman of SroS, three dron
and three frasast are consecrated, instead of the usual two and two.
Also, as Modi says, in the SroS Baj:
"the officiating priest makes the chaghjii(i.e. partakes of the 
offered sacred bread, etc.) seven times instead of five as in 
other Ba.js" (ibid., 3^3) •
In PRDd. *f6,§§2 and 3 appear to be contradictory:
§2 ohrmazd pad judaglh l amahraspandan ud yazdan abayed yaSt
§3 abarig abag ohrmazd yaziSn; in fact, however, the meaning is
clear: although (§2) Ohrmazd is to be worshipped separately through
the special consecration of the frasast, the rites are standard for
Ohrmazd and all the other yazds (§3)> except for Sr5S. The protection
of SroS is required at death, and at other times of danger, for the
removal of pollution - both major and minor - e.g. before and after
baraSnom, investiture of kusti, cutting of fingernails, upon going
to sleep and awaking (AvestiUi dast-u-ruy-Soyin, the "Avesta for
washing hands and face", see Boyce-Kotwal, art. cit., II, 3 H  said n*
99).
8. It is not clear to what frasast kanarag ne kardan refers. M. 
translates "making the border of the frasast (higher than the middle 
part)"; this sense is not explicit in the text. A similar phrase 
occurs in PRDd. 58. 1+:
dr5n kanarag ul kuniSn ud frasast ne kuniSn (see above, n. Jj).
It appears that in PRDd. LVIL, 56. 1,J)HMV 201, 5-6, and Paz.T. 68, the 
edge of the dron is likened to Mount Harburz in the way it encircles th 
the earth (u-S kanarag I peramon Ciyon kof I harburz), not in its being
raised. There is no other reference to the edge of the dron and 
frasast. InJSHMV 201 ff; and Paz.T. 68 ff. the sense of PRDd. §§3 and 
1+ is conflated:
ud frasast hemenlh I ohrmazd xwaday ud -pad judafcih. az dron 
nihadan Cim en ku ohrmazd akanarag
"and the frasast is the unity of the Lord Ohrmazd, and the 
reason for putting it separate from the dron is this that 
Ohrmazd is limitless."
In the Persian rivayat of Kama Bohra the shape of the dron is
described for the yaSt I dron with the Snuman of SIruze:
si va se luvak nihadan yek dron yek parsast yek dron pad panj 
guSe darad Cun xurSld yek mah ruy ke an Cun mah baSad (Unv.,
Riy., I, 155, &-7)
"33 luvaks should be placed. (There should be) one lot of damns 
(i.e. sacred cakes with names) and the other lot of farsast
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(cakes without names). One darun should have five comers like the 
sun, and one called the mah-rui which is like the moon” (D., Pers. 
Riv., 169)•
Cf. also the following passages from Unv., Riv.:
bebayad yeki kard xurSld-ruy, bebayad yeki dlgari mah-ruy 
"One must be made "sun-faced", one other must be "moon^faced"
(I, 169, 8-9)
dronl yeki panH guSe konand, z-i har guna-ye mlve bar vei nihand 
yeki mahruL-ye ba-manandar mah, ba ateS dron yaStan an jaigah 
"one five-cornered dr5n should be made, all sorts of fruits should 
be placed on it.
one moon-faced dron resembling the moon before the fire of the 
place of the celebration of the dron"
(I, 169, 19);
see also Unv., Riv., II, l?i 9:
xurSid-ruy andaza-ye xurSid, mah-ruy andaza-ye mah
"The sun-faced (dr5n) represents the sun, the moon-faced (dron)
represents the moon";
this passage is followed by a diagram of dron, frasast, mah-ruy and
xurSid-ruy (see app. Il)*
9. M. reads this § differently and translates':
"The wine which is with the dron represents the water of the sea, 
and (the goblet of wine) should be (completely) filled, because 
on account of its not being full, it should have given the 
evidence that the water of the sea has no tide, the water goblet 
is (like) the forest in the sea."
M. explains that purr "complete" is a play on words with pur "tide"
(n. 1+, p. 1*72-3)> a word whose existence is not supported by the
passage he quotes, i.e. GBd. XXI. 7* M. also interprets MSS *pysl as
a^yir "water goblet" (though this properly requires an emendation); he
does not explain how "the water-goblet" could represent "the forest in
the sea", abglr is a rare word in Pahlj
the more common words for goblet are Jam(ag), paygal, abdan.
M. reads MSS *pysl similarly as aftvir in PRDd. LVIII, 19
*pysl MN kwst ZY dsn1 BR* XMTWUSn affair az kusti daSn be nihiSn.
abglr does not mean "goblet" in UP; according to Steingass it is
"any hollow place where water collects and stagnates; a pool, 
pond, ditch; etc."
It is possible to interpret the phrase as referring to the crown of
froth on the surface of the wine, as in the ghazal of Hafiz (entitled
bar sar 1 bazar janbazan mimada mlzanad):
dux tar I raz Cand ruzi Sud ke as ma gom Sudast ...
jame-I darad zi la*l u nlm taji az habab
"The daughter of the vine, how many days is it since she was lost
from me!
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She is clothed in ruby and has a diadem of bubbles”
(On the forest in the sea, see PRDd* 1*6. lli; cf. also Pahl* Vd* V. 19* 
With this § cf* also TJnv., Riv., II, 17* li|: 
ab va urvar va mlva andaza ye plSa va zirlh
”Ihe water and plants and fruits represent the forest and sea”*)
A sentence in the text abar Cim 1 dron $HMV 201* 10-ll*, Paz.T* 68 ff.)
confirms the reading:
Cim en> ku ohrmazd akanarag> ud hw’pk pad ab I zreh homanag, 
purr abayed kardan, Ce zreh purr ab, ud ka ne purr, ne abayed, 
ud ne homanag abesar (Paz. nlvsr) ud widarag ud asprahm o weSag 
I zreh homanag, abesar I menog
"The matter is, that Ohrmazd is limitless and the ? is like 
the water of the sea, it must be kept full, for the sea is full 
of water, and if it is not full, it is not lawful, and it is 
not like the crown and the path, and the herb is like the 
forest in the sea, the crown of the spirit*”
On wine in the yaSt 1 dron, see PRDd. 58* 18-19*
10. Again it appears that the text abar Cim I dron has conflated two 
paras, of PRDd. 5~6 : the words ud asprahm o we Sag 1 zreh homanag
abesar I menog conflate the sense of §§9 and 6 in PRDd. M. translates
§6 "The flower is (like) an amulet for the Amahraspands". There is an 
obvious symbolic connection between the plant/herb which brings relief 
to physical sickness and the holy (afson) which bring spiritual well­
being into the world. An example of this link is found in the cult of 
Fred5n (Thraetaona), as Dhabhar explains:
"According to Vd. 20, Thrita. generally identified with Faridun, 
was the first person in this world who invented remedies from 
plants for various diseases; hence latterly many nirangs and 
afsuns (i.e. charms) with the intermixture of certain Avesta 
texts are composed in the name of Faridun, to ward off fever, 
sickness, plague and the various evils man is heir to."
(Pers. Riv., 279)
A definitive statement of this symbolism occurs in Pahl. Vd. farg.
VII. Uhi
ka was beSazenldar o ham rasend. Snitaman ZarduSt. ke pad kard 
beSazened ... ke pad urwar beSazened (ke darug dahed) ke pad 
mans ar so and beSazened (ku afson kuned) t m athra han.iasanti vat 
mathr m so nt m baeSaz m ov edar o ham rasend ke pad mansarsoand 
beSazened. Ce han ast 1 az beSazenldaran beS azenldar-tom ke pad 
mansarsoand beSazenldar 1 weh ne kuned. ke mard 1 aSo az uruspar 
biSazendd (ku afson kuned)
"If many healers come together, Spitama ZarduSt, he who heals with 
the knife ... he who heals with herbs (who gives medicine), he 
who heals with the holy word (who makes incantations) "hither do 
they come to him who heals with the holy word (repeated in Pahl.), 
for he is of healers the most healing who heals with the holy word, 
who does not do good, who does not do evil either, the ri^iteous, 
man who heals from his essence (i.e. who makes incantations)".
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On the symbolism of the herbs (sprahm), and their assignation to 
various yazads see Modi, op. cit., 396 ff.
11. CaSnig, the "ritual tasting" of the consecrated bread, water, 
g5Sodag etc. is allowed only after ba^ J is taken, but as Boyce-Kotwal 
explain:
"the yaSt I dron has, exceptionally, no opening baj; but ... 
there is internally an important initial ba.i to the rite of gaSnl 
to which most of the liturgy forms an introduction. The CaSnl 
comes, however, almost at the end of the service, and is followed 
by only a few Avestan sentences, after which there is an elaborate 
closing ba.i to defend the rite" (art. cit.. I, 61+).
CaSnlg (eaSni) of yaSt I dron as baj I nan xwardan, which is now
practised only by priests, is described in detail in Boyce-Kotwal,
art. cit., I, 67-8; see also PRDd. 5% . 62-1*;' Modi, op. cit., 298-9*
321+-5; Darmesteter, ZA, I, 75* In this § it appears that the yaSt I
dron is recommended as a baj 1 nan xwardan for all - priests and laity.
With this § cf. Jamasp Asa,J}HMV 202. 1-6.
12. M. reads:
ke andar myazd vaJrang oaray-e x^are^, e-S vaS 1 *niyazay I 
•pad galuy ne baved
"If a person tastes a piece of orange he shall not have the 
inflammation of necessity in the throat".
The reading of the emended word is difficult, but doubtless the sense
of the § is that the eating of the fruit prevents dyspeptic wind in the
throat. M. sees "a play upon the words vad* and vaxSrang" in §9*
13. On the myazd ceremony see Modi, op. cit., 392-1+; M. Boyce, HZ I,
11+8-9* Like dron, the term myazd has come to designate, in popular
usage, the ceremony of offering consecrated food as well as that food
itself. F. Kotwal, Supp. £n§., l5*7» defines myazd as;
"fruits offered up during the stum, afrlnagan and ba.i (dron) 
ceremonies; hence, one of these ceremonies itself".
As in SnS. 13*29 the term myazd is used of the baj ceremony; so also in
ibid., 12. 19 it "appears to be used for a meal solemnly eaten in
connection with a religious festival" (F. Kotwal, op. cit., 99* n. 19)*
ll+. On the rite of purification, see Modi, op. cit., 91+ ff* With 
this § cf. PRDd. 58. 8, where the necessity for purification is explai 
explained:
ne-z kamaglh I mard ray be nerang I dron ray
"(it is) not just for men’s wishes, i.e. because men want it,
but for the sake of the ritual efficacy of the dron (service)".
See alsoDBMV, 202. 6-8
15• i*e. when yaSt 1 dron is said as a baj 1 nan xwardan (see above, 
n. ll). This form of waz (baj) is referred to in Sd. Bd. 59 (ed. D.,
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p. 131 f•; transl. D., Pers. Riv., 5U7)«
16. M. emends to sayldan "to sweep" by analogy with robiSn "sweep" in
PRDd. 58. 8.
17. M. reads;
... apglr andar dast I mard ast „
"the water-goblet in the hand of the man is-------
The meaning is doubtful, but it is possible, however, that the
preceding tan is the subject of ast and the symbolic meaning is that
man, as viceregent of Ohrmazd in the getig world, holds sovereignty
in his body as a king has it in his crown.
18. With this § cf. Pahl. T. 122. 3-10:
drayan-?l5yign owon skeft ku ka han 1 drayan gVpwign mardom hamag 
xwared ud hamag drayed 1,000 dew pad nerog o abustan bawed bewar 
dew -pad nerog 1 oy be zayed ud damiSn I az zofr ud gundaglh 1 oy 
be 5 garodman 5 peg i ohrmazd Sawed ud mizag i Cagnlg 1 han 
xwariSn be o ah reman ud dewan rased ud hordad ud amurdad abar tan 
i oy nifrln kunend ku to az hordad ud amurdad weS drayan ma xwarad
"[the sin of] chattering while eating [is] so serious that if the
chattering person keeps eating and he keeps chattering, a thousand 
demons are conceived in the womb by his power, ten thousand demons 
are bom by his power, and the breath from the depths and its 
stench goes before Ohrmazd in Ca.rnflman and the savour of the 
tasting of the food reaches Ahreman and the demons, and Hordad and 
Amurdad pronounce curses over his body (saying):
’You, chattering so much against Hordad and Amurdad, do not eat.1 "
Cf. also MXA I. 33-2+, M . , purs. 78. 8 (SBE XVIII, ch. 79. 8), Paz.T.
li|0. 21 f. According to Sd.N., the reason for maintaining silence
while eating is that chattering drives away Hordad and Amurdad:
§2 ... Cun mezd. va afrlnagan xwahand kardan bayad ke hame kas baz 
girand
Ce dar mezd ke nigaste bag and harr mardl ra feregte bar dast-i 
rast istade bagad. va mobadan ra do feregte
§i| va Cun darayan xorand va hados konand feregtagan az-an 
be-gavand va be-.ja-yi feregte divl be-istad
. ..§11 be har loqma ke be-xorand Cun baj bagad xordad va murdad 
amegasfand afrin be-gay and va agar bl ba.i xorad Cun divan 
an.ia hazer bag and guyand ke zahr~i mar xordi(ch. 21, ed. P., p.l9f •)
§2 ... "When they wish to perform myazd and afrlnagan everyone must 
take the ba?1
§3 For those who are seated at the myazd, for every man an angel
is stood at his right hand, and for the priests two angels.
§1| and when they eat chatteringly and converse the angels go away
from there and in place of the angel a demon stands.
§11 With every mouthful they eat when it is the baj, the amega 
suentas Hordad and Amurdad give blessings, and if one eats 
without ba.i. since the demons are present there, they say:
'you might have eaten the poison of a snake' •"
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Hordad and Amurdad are vitally connected with eating and drinking, as
is explained in Dk. III.
ud az az *CarIh I abar Cihr pad anabiSn I Cihr: u-8 abaz daStar
hordad ud amurdad - xwariSn ud xwariSn - az Cihr bandlhed Cihr 
hayyar az hamestar; ud ka hordad amurdad xwariSn ud xwariSn az 
Cihr bandlhed Cihr pad anhayyarlh az az Cihr anablhid ud gyan 
pad tan winnirdan ne Sayed az do winnaxiSnlh 1 gyan pad tan 
dSomandlh hawed 1 tan (UkM. 316•
De Menasce translates:
MLe moyen pour Az d’agir sur la nature est de faire d£p£rer la 
nature: en retenant de la nature Hordat et Amurdat - nourriture
et_hoisson - est retranchd l’adjuvant de la nature et l’adversaire
d*Az; et quand Hordat et Amurdat - nourriture et boisson - sont 
retranch£s de la nature, la nature ddpdrit, n*£tant plus aid£e du 
fait de la presence d’Az en elle. La vie ne peut s ’^ tablir dans 
le corps, la mortality du corps s’en suit11 (illdme Livre du Dk.,
p. 301).
19« As P. Kotwal has noted (op. cit., 110, n. 2), this passage (§§13- 
16) is very similar to SnS. XVIII, 1-1+.
20. On xwedodah see above,ch. 8.
21. On the crime of stealing from the Gahambar see Unv., Riv.,
1+27. 16-17:
va Cun kasl Clzl az gahanbar beduzdld gahanbar tabah Savad va 
kerf a na bovad
"and if one steals anything from the Gahambar-f estival (that 
celebration of) the Gahambar is vitiated and there is no merit 
in it11 •
22. M. does not translate the last nine words of §16.
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Notes to Chapter 5>7
57.1
1. The itha aat yazamaide is a daily prayer of thankfulness and
blessing on the creation. The zand of itha aat yazamaide (Y. 37* l) is
here followed by that of the aSam vohu. Dhabhar appears not to have
noticed this, to judge from his note, PRDd., 170, n. 5:
"the Zand of Yatha and Ashem is not given in the MSS".
However, the closing words znd ZY itha ¥ aSam vohu are resumptive of
this chapter, not prefatory to a lost which followed. The Pahl.
translation of itha here is almost identical to Pahl. Y. 37* 1> 1
and ZKA, ed. D., p. 2 (zand I nan bun), except for the omission here
of the gloss bun ud bar ("root and fruit": see D. *s note in ZKA,
transl. p. 100-101, n. 23). The Av. text of Y. 37* 1 is
itha aat yazamaide ahuram mazd^m va gqmca aSemca dat apasca 
dat urvarasca va*uhiS raoc&sca dat bumimca vispaca vohu
In this form the mg.thra is used together with the aSam vohu especially
as a baj (Pahl. waz) taken before eating meals (see Pahl. Vd., farg.
16. 7> Di* purs. 78; West SEE! XVIII, 233» u. 1; Tavadia, Sn§. V). D.
notes in ZKA, transl., p. 3» that part of this text is reminiscent of
phrases in Y. 12. 1, the beginning of the Fravarane, .
... ahurai mazdai vawhawe vohumaite ... va.zi clca vahiSta 
ve^he gauS ve»ahe aSam yefthe raoclt verahe raocebiS roithwan xvathra.
The Pahl. transl. is
... o ohrmazd weh ... ke Cigam-iz-ew pahlomlh oy dad, ke oy 
gospand, ke oy ahlayih, ke oy roSnlh, ke o roSnih gumext.
On the Fravarane, see further M. Boyce, HZ I, 25>3 ff. Further
comparison may be made with §7 of the Fravarane, which mentions the
creations in the order of their cfeation: water, plant, beneficent
cow, righteous man, etc.
Closest to the text of the itha aat yazamaide, however, is GBd.
XIV. 12 (BTA, 129), which records the first words of MaSya and
MaSyanag (their last before their thinking was defiled by the onslaught
of Ahreman "the assailant"/petyarag):
ohrmazd dad ab ud zamlg ud urwar ud gospand, star ud mah ud 
xwarSed ud harwisp abadlh ke az ahlayih paydagih go wed bun 
ud bar
"Ohrmazd has created water and earth and plants and cattle, 
stars and moon and all prosperity, which is called the revelation
of truth, root and fruit".
The second part of our ch. £7> a Pahl. version of the aSem vohu
interspersed with perhaps corrupt Pahl. glosses, is different from
the standard Pahl. translation of, e.g., ZKA:
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ahlavlh abadlh I -pahlom ast. nek ast F ahlavlh . nek ov ke 
ahlavenldar i han I pahlom ahlavlh (ed. P., l)
"Righteousness is the best prosperity, [righteousness] is good, 
good is he who is the sanctifier of the best righteousness".
For the full zand of the aSam vohu see Av. and Pahl. Y. 20, and Dk.
IX. 1+8 (DkM. 876 f., SBE XXXVII. 308), and for a KP commentary see
Sd. Bd. ch. l+5>, 1-2 (transl. D,, Pers. Riv., 537)*
2. This emendation is made in the light of Nir. f. 19h R. 7» cited 
by Dhabhar, ZKA, transl., 1. n. 2). This "store" links up with 
abadlh in the sense of prosperity (bams full of com, etc.). M. 
reads evbar and translates as "once".
3* M. translates both ahlaylh and fraronlh as "righteousness" 
fraronlh is better distinguished as "honesty"; cf. Sd. Bd., ch. l+£.
1- 2:
az har nlki ke mardom kunand beh az rastl kardan va rastl 
guftan hie kerfe-ve niki nist va rastl az .iumlat-e Clz
behtar ast ... gah-i u kunad kar kerfe ke nik ast rast guftan
nik ast ankas ke rast-guv baSad Ce rast guftan va rastl kardan 
az hame kar behtar ast va bedanad ke in dar fasl-i rast guftan ast 
"There is no merit of a virtue better than speaking the truth 
and practising the truth from out of all the virtues which men 
practise; and truthfulness is the best of all things ... He 
who does duties and good works is good i.e. speaking the truth 
(is good); happy is-that person who is a speaker of truth because 
speaking the truth and practising the truth is better than other 
works; and it should be known that this is on the subject of speaking
the truth" (D.*s translation, with slight alteration, Pers. Riv..
537).
Also, in the above passage it appears that niki/nlk is better 
rendered by "goodness/good" than "happiness/happy", as in Pahl.
(pace D. and M.).
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Notes to Chapter £9
1. As M. Boyce observes, ManuSfiihr, writing of zohr I xar ud xug, 
states:
han goSt rad pakih wizirenid rad be. dadan o gahanbar 
"that meat is to be adjudged clean for giving at the 
gahanbar" (Ed . _Man. I VIII, 3> D.» 3^, cited in M. Boyce,
'AtaS-zohr and Ab- zohr1 , JHAS. 1966, 10k) •
Presumably ManuSfiihr had Muslim dietary laws in mind. All creatures
of Wahman are held to be clean and here it is stated that all gospand,
both wild (kofig) and domesticated (kadlg) are alike; presumably this
means that they are all fit for sacrifice as z5hr and as goSodag. See
also art. cit., 103» n. 5*
2. M. reads varray varray "a ram a ram", without indicating emendation; 
but wlk’/KNN* Mram, lamb" does not in fact appear in the MSS, which 
have p’cyn1 p ’cyn1. pazen "ibex" is a wild animal whose domestic 
counterpart is the goat, buz, ideog. *Z. This ideog. may have been 
misunderstood and "corrected" by a copyist to p ’cyn'. In GBd. XIII.
12, TDA 95• 8,(BTA 120), the species of goat is said to be of five 
kinds: xarbuz gospand ud pazen warrag ud buz "ass-goat, cattle, wild- 
goat, lamb, goat".
3. M. reads
luol ahuy harv sarday: huni ne roSanay ku im sarday ka&ar
"and a gazelle all kinds (of wild gazelle): as regards hunl it is
not clear to which kind it belongs".
Both reading and translation seem unlikely: ahu "gazelle" is not
mentioned as one of the species (sardag) of gospand in GBd. XIII,
whereas all the other animals named in PRDd. 59 are principal creatures
in that description of the species. In GBd. XIII the gospand are
divided into three, five and two hundred and sixty-two species
successively. The classification into three species was probably
the best known:
(1) Carag-ar zanig "fit for grazing" (goat, sheep, camel, pig
horse, ass)
(2) gairiSag ... ud wayendag ... ne dast-amog "mountain-dwellers
• • • and birds • • • not tamed by the hand"
(3) ablg ud unig "those of the waters and of burrows"
(GBd. XIII. 9, BTA 118;
TDA 9I4. 11 ff.).
Possibly this classification underlies this § of PRDd. 59* The pair 
ablg ud unig is sufficiently rare to have been unclear to the copyist
(the punctuation of K35 here with full stops between each word' (00 )
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indicates that the copyist does not understand this part of the text).
MSS huni written in Av. script is hwny in Pahl. script, and identical
to *wny|k]. H.W. Bailey (GBd. 91*• 1 5, n.) says that unig
"is a learned word from Av. una- "hole11, Pahl. Comm, unak explained 
as surah, unlk transl. Av. upasma- "under the earth". Ind.B.,
29» 7 xuni ... ".
See also Bart. Air. Wb., 396-7, 1*01.
The pair ablg ud unig occur in Y. 71* 9 (Av. upapa^ upasma, Pahl.
ablg unig); see further D., Pahl. Y., Glossary 52, s.v. unik; unag-
manist "living in burrows" occurs in GBd. XIII. 19, TDA 96. 11. Cf.
also Unv., Riv., 255* 19 for a UP transl. of GBd., loc. cit.:
panjom ziakl hast xarges panj sarde do viabani sarde yek xu 
manist yek vise manis~F "fifthly that having the form of a hare 
is of five kinds:- two are wild species, one dwelling in a 
burrow, one dwelling in the forest" (D., Pers. Riv., 258).
Birds are not mentioned in our text, presumably because they have a
somewhat ambiguous status. . They are considered, with the exception
of owls, as gospand; hens, as domesticated birds, are sacrificed, but
birds are generally unacceptable to the yazads as offerings, perhaps
because they are eaters of carrion. The dog is also excluded, as it
is virtually sacred.
I*. The reason for this dedication of different parts is, M. Boyce 
has suggested, that thereby the animal sacrificed is wholly given to 
the yazads. The yazads require only the spiritual part of the animal 
and all the odours of sacrifice, which are offered by cooking the meat; 
the celebrant priest ritually consumes some of the physical parts of the 
animal (see M. Boyce, art. cit., 103-W • For a detailed treatment of 
this rite see M. Boyce, Ulaoma, Priest of the Sacrifice', W.B. Henning 
Memorial Volume, esp. p. 7U ff»
5. Cf. Y. 11. kf the source of this statement; as P. Kotwal notes, 
there is no scriptural authority for the dedications that follow 
(Supp. Sn§., 96, nl 7)*
6. In Sn3. XI, WiStasp and Jamasp exchange places.
7» In SnS. only the fatty entrails are dedicated to Arda Frawardj the 
pahlug is given to the menogan "the spiritual beings". In PRDd. the 
distinction between the dedication for the Arda Fraward for females 
and that for males stems, probably, from a wish to explain menogan.
8. As F. Kotwal notes, in Supp. SnS. XI. 1*, the epithets of Sahrewar
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are used for (i.e. instead of) the yazad himself: amurziSn ud
srayiSn 1 driyoSan "compassion and care for the poor".
9* It is noteworthy that amahraspandan is here used as a general term 
equivalent to yazdan *
10. The last phrase seems to be part of an incomplete sentence and may
be compared with SnS. XI. 5 •*
bud hend ke pad nanagih« ud bud ke nad goSodag guft. ke pad 
panagih guft, edon Civon guft, xub: ud ke pad goSodag guft. 
harwiz nameistig ne guft ested
"There have been (some) who have spoken about protection, and there 
have been (some) who have spoken about goSodag. Those who have 
spoken about protection, even as they have spoken, (it is) good; 
and those who have spoken about goSodag, they have not indeed said 
everything specifically " (transl. F. Kotwal, Supp. Sn§., p. 21+ f.).
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Notes to Chapter 60
1. This zand is similar to other Pahlavi interpretations of the Ahuna 
Vairyd, in Pahl« Y. 19* 13-ll+f Pahl. Vd., farg. 8. 19 (transl. by BTA, 
and by West. SBE XVTIIi hh2) $ and ZKA, ed. D., 1 ff., transl. D., 1 ff. 
In the summary of the lost Avestan VarStmansar Nask I in Dk. IX. XXIV 
(DkM. 820 f., transl. West, SBE XXXVII, 227 f*)» ZarduSt is said to 
have been ordained spiritual chief (rad) at birth by Ohrmazd himself; 
in farg. II, entitled yatha ahu vairy5, according to Dk. IX. XXV, 
Ohrmazd addressed ZarduSt, prophet high-priest and epitome of all 
Zoroastrian priests, in what appears to be a commentary on the Ahuna 
Vairya. It is doubtless this tradition which lies behind the zand
of this m^thra in Pahlavi texts. See also Y. 27i Y. 19; ZKA, ed. D.,
8, transl. D., 12; Sd. Bd., ch. 3» For a recent interpretation 
(and review of studies) of the Ahuna Vairya prayer see S. Insler, ’’The 
Ahuna Vairya prayer”, Mon. H.S. Nyberg, Acta Iranica 1^, 1975 > ij.09-21.
2. M. translates kamag here as "absolute” in both phrases, but does 
not explain. For kamag as a translation of Av. vairy5 see Bart.,
Air. Wb., 1373» Pahl. Y., Glossary, 1U5 f*
3* rad is glossed by dastwar in Pahl. Y., 33* 1> radiha by dastwarlha 
in Pahl. Vd., farg. 8. 19; but cf. the gloss fraronlha in some mss of 
ZKA, ed. D., 1 (and see D. *s transl., 2, n. !*).
1;. Pahl. Vd., loc. cit., and ZKA, loc. cit., instead have Ciyon 
ohrmazd kamag "as (is) the will of Ohrmazd”.
£. The gloss ku han mizd ud padaSn ... etc., in PRDd., Pahl. Vd., and 
ZKA, appears to represent a substantial misunderstanding of the 
Avestan; Dhabhar (ZKA, transl., 3» 6, 7) compares this with the
Pahl. gloss of Y. 31* 21 and notes that neither has o or pad before 
wahman.
6. M. follows Bartholomae (Mir. Mund., II. 1‘6 ff.) in emending MR^,
J whSSn to wehlgan "better things” and translates as "amenities (of 
life)”. M. notes that Barth, has shown that vastaram in the Ahunvar 
and vahyo in Y. !?3* 9»c were connected by the Pahl. translators 
(vastar m is the last word in the holiest of prayers, vahyo is the last 
word in the holiest of all texts i.e. the Gathas, and the last phrase 
of both is faintly parallel, viz. Ahunvar: drigubyo ... vastaram
Y. 53* 9: drigaove vahyo). Thus the two words were both rendered by
this word, variously corrupted in the extant texts as nyy’ySn, whSn',
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bhSn'. wehlgan Barth, took as the pi. of wehlg (an adj. formed from 
weh) meaning "res (fortunae) meliores"• Barth, points out that Pahl. Y. 
60. 1+ renders Av. vaiQhaftham by ^PYLyk ’n/wehigan ~ Skt. transl. 
uttamanam uttama "most excellent, best"
7. On this theme see further Dk. IX. 25>, VarStmansar Nask II, 
entitled:
abar arzanlglh I pad getlglg ud renpglg neklh pad xwaday ud 
dastwariharih (dstwblyh’lyh) dadan (DkM. 822. 10 ff.)
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1. The idea that animals can be guilty of offences, even capital 
sins, is orthodox in Zoroastrianism, e.g. Pahl. Vd. 13• 31 explains 
how to treat a mad dog and that it may have to atone for wilful murder.
As Darmesteter pointed out in a note to Vd., farg. 13* 31 (SEE IV, l59>
n. 3)> there is no essential difference made between man and animal in 
these matters and the latter must answer for its guilt. (Similarly
a gospand can be defiled by nasa and must not be allowed to provide 
milk or meat for zohr for one year after the pollution (see Vd., farg. 
7* 77) • §§2-5 of this chapter reflect the sense of ch. ll+. 3-6 above.
2. M. reads mytkww "small fish", and discusses it in his notes to ch. 
58 (p. I+87, n. 5l)» since PRBd. 58. 72 has*.
mytwk weh ku xar ud xug ud madag
M. translates: "small fish are better than an ass or a hog or a
domestic female (animal)" (p. 339)*
As M. notes, a similar word appears in Nir. 113 v. 3 mytwk; GBd., ed.
TDA, p. 95• 7 nmtwk or nmytwk, Pahl. T., 11+5• 18 mtwkck. M. deduces
the meaning "small fish" from the GBd. passage, reading mytwk, and
noting that "mahiy I kucay replaces mytwk in parallel texts", viz.
PRBd., lh» 6 (B., p. I4, 2 ff.) q.v. supra. BTA reads GBd., loc. cit.
as:
•pan.Tom ewenag han 1 abig ke az awe San kar mahlg meh fna-vag:] ud
nldom n a m a t u (p. 120, with adjustment to transcription)
"the fifth genus is that of those dwelling in water, of which 
the kar fish is of the greatest [rank] and the smallest is 
'namatu1 ".
3* This passage is obscure and appears only to be loosely connected
with the foregoing. M. acknowledges that his readings and explanations
are all conjectural. M. explains MSS awake, in Av. script, as a
corrupted form of Paz. awaxS (Paz.T., 778. 1+), which seems
satisfactory, and adds:
"repentance by feet might mean kneeling, particularly for the 
sin committed by the feet, cf. Pahl. T.« I46. 5 winah.I andar 
dast ud t>av" (M. 1+92+» n. 3).
1|. M. reads avaina *hun-e bave<S "avaina will be (explained) a pig", 
referring to PRBd., 59» 2 hunl (B., p. 190. l), which, he says,
"can be read avaina as a Pahl. word (p. 1+92|—5» n. J+). This last 
statement, however, is incorrect.
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5>. M. says raz is "out of the questions", but again M. *s explanation 
varaz, written |w]l*p ~ wz’p vizv) is hardly satisfactory.
6. M. explains keho as a corrupt form of Pahl. k *swk. More likely 
is represents Pahl. kSwk1 "tortoise".
7. See above, ch. . 13 » n* 1*
8. M. explains a connection between warzag and az (his reading) in
gaw I warzag "the labouring ox" (e.g. GBd., ed. TDA, p. 1+0. 7 f») and
gaw 1 az "a cow three years old" (e.g. Pahl. Y. 1+6. 191 see D., Pahl.
Y., Glossary, p. 19)» and gives references for these phrases.
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Notes to Chapter 62
1. Although there are no positive grounds for doubting that this
collection of religious handarz does in fact issue from Adurbad I
Mahraspandan, here called Mansarspandan, and his teacher, Mihr Ohrmazd,
it is quite possible that it derives from other sources. M. Boyce
has pointed out that of the series of handarz which constitute Dk. VI,
"the first and longest set of these probably derives from the MP
translation of the Baris Nask" ("Middle Persian Literature", Iranistik,
1968, p. £2). It is with this set of handarz, in fact, that there is
the greatest correspondence in PRBd. 62 (see further below). A second
possibility is that these handarz may be late gnomic sayings
attributed pseudepigraphically to the Sasanian sages, as S. Shaked
suggests (VSS xviii). Even then, however, such compositions may
originally have been inspired by a much older, Avestan tradition.
Shaked says further:
"As far as one can see, the usual attributions of andarz 
compositions are quite consistent in the various, seemingly 
independent, sources. This fact strengthens the impression 
that on the whole the attribution of individual pieces of 
andarz can be trusted as reflecting a sound tradition"
(loc. cit.).
In the case of PRBd. 62, however, although several of the wazag 
correspond to passages in Bk. VI, and many are similar in thought and 
expression, in fact none of the handarz which are elsewhere attributed 
specifically to Adurbad I Mahraspandan appear in this chapter; and, 
conversely, none of the wazag in this chapter are attributed 
specifically to Adurbad elsewhere. This fact strengthens the 
impression that PRBd. 62 is a compilation of handarz drawn from the 
tradition of which Bk. VI is the most complete extant record.
As High Priest of Sapuhr II (A.B. 309-379)» Adurbad I Mahraspandan 
is a key figure in Zoroastrian history. Accoridng to Ind. Bd., XXXIII. 
3 he was twenty-third in line from ManuSCihr and was bom in the "steel 
period" (Bk. IX. 8. 1|). As R.C. Zaehner has observed, the Pahlavi 
books look back to him as to the very embodiment of orthodoxy (Pawn, 
I87) t who with his austere views "ranked among the dualists as the 
very comer-stone of their orthodoxy" (ibid., 30l)* Zaehner also 
cites BkM. 216. 9-17 = de M., Bk. Ill, 199 §9, p. 208 f., which gives 
the ten counsels of Adurbad (loc. cit.). In Bk. this is followed by 
a striking passage which narrates the twelve counsels of ManI declared 
in contradiction of those of Adurbad (BkM., 216, transl. de M.,
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p. 209)• Adurbad is said to have been the hero of an ordeal by molten
metal to prove the truth of his religious beliefs:
11 (during his controversy with all manner of sectarians and 
heretics.) He triumphed over the greatest of the heretics 
among them, who were also called ’fatalists' " §GV 10, 70-1, 
transl. Zaehner, op. cit., 187)*
This episode is also referred to in one of the Persian Rivayats,
Sogand name, as having occurred "in the time of Sapuhr ArdeSir (D.,
Pers. Riv., 1;6, Unv., Riv., f?0). In the shorter version of the
Sogand name Adurbad’s esteem is such that his name is mentioned in an
oath after that of ZarathuStra and before the souls of the pious (Unv.,
Riv., I. Pers. Riv., J4O)•
In contrast to the foregoing traditional picture of Adurbad as
"the very corner-stone of orthodoxy", M. Boyce has said of this sage:
"it may be safely assumed that he was a Zurvanite, like the 
Sasanian kings and other Persian high priests of their era" 
(Zoroastrians, 118).
If this is correct, then the "fatalists" ( awayastag^ ) over whom
he triumphed obviously preached a heresy that went too far in its
fatalism for Adurbad. Moreover, unless the whole episode is
apocalyptic, political and sectarian differences probably lay behind
such a theological dispute.
Since, however, there is no suggestion of either Zurvanism or
asceticism in PRDd. 62, it is unnecessary here to enter into the debate
referred to by S. Shaked concerning the importance of either in the
Zoroastrianism of the Pahlavi books (WSS, introduction XXIV). This
text is undoubtedly popular in form, and thus, while there are certain
correspondences with Dk. VI, Shaked may well be correct in singling
out the latter text thus:
"Within the fairly large group of andarz books of religious 
character, Denkard VI forms quite clearly a category by itself.
All other andarz compositions, whether religious or secular, 
can be said to possess popular character. They are all meant 
for instruction on a fairly elementary level ... Denkard VT, in 
contrast, is evidently addressed to an audience on a higher 
intellectual level."
For the parallels with Dk. VI see notes below. This text is quits
free of the recondite allusions of Dk. VI (see Shaked, "Esoteric
Trends in Zoroastrianism", The Israel Academy of Sciences and
Humanities, proceedings, vol. Ill, 199» n. 61;, and op. cit., xxiii-
xxiv). Also, it may be noted that after the twenty-two precepts of
the frahang I namCiStlg, Adurbad concludes in §27 with an admonition
that is virtually identical to his simple frahang in §3* This
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demonstrates here (as Shaked has tried at length to show with regard 
to Dk. Vi), that, in spite of an element of sophistication, scholastic 
moralizing and allegorising, such handarz represent not a departure 
from drthodoxy but another means of persuading and urging the laity to 
belief in and action upon the fundamentals of the faith.
2. SnayiSn I dadar ohrmazd is a Pahl. rendering of Av. xgnaothra 
ahurahe mazda "by propitiation of A.M."; thus M. *s translation of the 
opening words "propitiation of the Creator Ohrmazd" is literal, but it 
is unidiomatic English. Shaked*s translation of a similar opening 
phrase in Dk. VI (DkM. 1*73• l) is preferable, VSS p. 3»
3* M. translates as "pupil". On the terms erbad and hawiSt see
5. Shaked, art. cit., App. B;. DkM. £ll. 22-£l2. £ has this to say on
the importance of the hawiSt:
u-San en-iz owon daStt ku -pad den wazag Cahar l aber madayan, 
en-iz ed5n» han I winahgar pad winah ne awenldan, ud han I 
druwand-iz dadestan mard xwadayih ud xwastag ray ne burzi dan 
kirbag padaSn az menogan xwastan ud hawistih kar dan madagwar 
hawiStih kardan Ce han-iz harw pad hawistlh kar dan be Snasihed 
"And this also they held, that in religion there are four 
sayings which are very essential, and these (are) thus, that not 
praising a man of wicked character for the sake of power and 
riches, asking the spirits for the rewards of good deeds, and 
being a disciple. The chief (of these) is to practise 
discipleship, for all those (others) too are known through 
practising discipleship."
1*. frahang has many shades of meaning according to context. R.C. 
Zaehner*s translation (ToM, 101) of frahang in handarz I adurbad I 
mahraspandan §1 as "civilised behaviour" is inappropriate here. In 
Dk. VI. 68, DkM. 1+81+ • 21, Shaked translates frahang as "education" 
and explains that it should be understood in the sense of "chastisement, 
discipline" (68. 2, p. 21+7)» which again is far from the meaning 
required here.
5* In Dk. VI (Shaked, op. cit., C 1+9)» DkM. £62. £ ff., it is said 
that starting from frahang l nek, through good xrad, xog, xem, and 
kuniSn I fraron, man can drive the demons out of the world; conversely 
frahang I wad ultimately leads to their multiplication in the world.
6. "Certainty"/"freedom from doubt" is considered a cardinal virtue,
cf. Dk. VI, 167 (DkM. £09):
• • • pad den wazag ew aber madayan en-iz edon; abegumanlh I
pad den I yazdan ... agar bazag pad bazag be brinend eg-iz az 
xir I yazdan be ne estend
"In this religion one word has much substance, it is even thus:
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being free from doubt concerning the religion of the gods ..• 
those who, come what may (?) do not turn away from the things 
of the gods." (WSS, p. 67.)
Cf. also Dk. VI. 98.
7. For an explanation of this counsel of perfection see DkM. 921+. 12- 
929* 6 = Shaked, WSS §236, transl. p. 93*
8. DkM. 9^6. 18 gives an extra significance to this simple 
benediction:
u-San en-iz owon daSt ku ne herbad bawed [han] 1 ka mord xweS 
tan be awiS dahed eg pad getig ahlaw ne kuned 
’’They held this too: that man is not an erbad who, when a
person surrenders himself to him, does not make him righteous 
in the material world" (WSS, §329, P* 13l)'
In a well-known passage, DkM. 968. 3 (ShakedjDla), Adurbad
1 Mahraspandan lists righteousness as deriving "mostly by action"
(abertar pad kuniSn), rather than by fate, habit, etc.
9* In §3 M. translates ahlaw baweh as an optative, but here as a 
future indicative.
10. The virtue of "worthiness" is also crucial in DkM. 9l2. 17 f«: 
farrox han 1 arzanlg ... Ce harw do den xweS hend menog ud
gej^ S
"a worthy man is happy ... for both religions are his, the 
spiritual one and the material one" (transl. Shaked, op. cit.,
P* 73)*
Cf. also DkM. 973* 6 ff. (- WSS §D7d).
11. The first five named in this series occur in DkM. 1+77* 11 f*
(WSS §23). The omissions from this list are noteworthy. There is 
no direct mention of any of the qualities represented by the 
amahraspands; there is no correspondence with the list of fifteen
characteristics of a Herbad in Unv., Riv., I, 1+89* 12-19 (D., Pers. 
Riv. 330). Above all, there is no reference to purity.
12. M. reads aStanayih "missionary work" and refers to Salemann,
MSt. I, 130 f. aStxwahlh occurs in Dk. VI thrice: DkM. 1+97* 20,
976. 16 and 989. 11+ (= WSS §§lli+, Ell, El+9h), and also in Pahl.T. 92, 
§66 (aStlhxwahlh) •
13* M. translates "cooperation", see n. 27, below.
ll+. M. translates these last three "modesty, humility, unassuming
disposition"•
19. M. translates "comprehension".
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16. M. translates "dispensation".
17• M. translates "uniqueness".
18. On @8 see Bartholomae, M.Mund. II. 8. Cf. DkM. 1*77* li*-l8
radii-] ed pahlom: ke daSn o kas kuned ke az ov ke nad-ig kuned
pad getig Cig-iz uadaSn ne emed ku-g awig rased, u-g en-iz. andar 
nest, ku. ov ke oad-ig kuned weSlgan pad snas ud azadlh dared 
"This generosity is best: one who makes a present to a person
from whom he has no hope of receiving anything in reward in this 
world, and he has not even this (hope), namely, that the recipient 
of his gift should hold him abundantly in gratitude and praise." 
(WSS §23, p. 11).
19. Cf. M .  1*77* 12-11*
rastih ed pahlom: ke andar dam l ohrmazd han kuned I oy pad-iS
kuned owon sudomandtar ka^ -g pad-jg kuned (BkM. 1*77» P» 11)
"This truthfulness is best: one who acts (in such a manner) to
the creatures of Ohrmazd that the recipient of his action has so 
much more benefit when he acts like that to him." (WSS §23).
20. §10 is virtually a verbatim equivalent to DkM. 1+77 • 18-20:
y
hunaromandlh en pahlom ke abag druz I menog kdHsed kadam-iz 
druz namCiSt en pan 3 druz andar o tan ne hiled az areSk war an 
xeSm nang.
In a note to this passage (WSS §23, n. 6, p. 237 f») Shaked
observes that lists of demons are fairly common in Pahlavi literature,
and that there are three types of such lists: one type comprises
"enumerations of demonized vices" (e.go Dk. VI., loc. cit., Pahl.T., 89
etc.), a second type of list
"consists of names of demonic persons the origins of which are 
not necessarily associated with the vices personified",
The third type mentioned by Shaked "consists of archetypal 'sinners’ "
(see Dd., purs. 76).
The allegorical manner of interpretation of the first type is,
according to Shaked, precisely what differentiates the theological
conceptions from the mythological, popular trends of the religion
"in that it regarded the deities (and demons, it must be said) as
abstractions of qualities" (Shaked, art. cit., 198)• Needless to say,
PRDd. 62. 10 belongs to the first type.
21. Cf. DkM. 1*77. 20 ff.:
huxgaglh ed pahlom: ke kar I abar ested pad kardan owon
kard ested ku harw gah tan 1 xweS abeguman ku: agar pad ham
zaman be mired eg dig CiS-iz judtar ne abayed kardan ku han 
i~g kard ested.
"This diligence is best: one who dies the work which he is
engaged in doing in such a manner that at every moment he has 
certainty in himself with regard to the following: were he to
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die at that hour it would not he necessary to do anything 
whatsoever in a way different from that in which he is doing
it" (wss, I23, p. 13);
cf. also DkM. 216. IQ-13 (Bk* HI* 199) cited by Shaked, op. cit.,
§291, n. 1, p. 278.
22. This and the next § teach that the apogee of the virtue 
recommended is in the application of it to one’s own soul; 
interestingly BkM. 1+78• l-5>» which corresponds to this §, does not 
mention this:
jadag-gowlh ed -pahlom: ke oy kas ray saxwan go wed 1 a-go wand.
u-S must ud gilag 1 xweS guftan ne tuwan: han kas ewaz i 
ruwan i xweS ud han i driyoS weh kas marddm i getig ud en Sag 
amahraspand ray gowed.
"That advocacy is best: one who speaks for a person who is
inarticulate, who cannot speak his own misery and complaint; 
that person speaks out the voice of his own soul and that of 
the poor and good person to the people of this world and these 
six amahraspands" (WSS, §23 > p* 13)*
On §12 see Bartholomae, ibid., II. 20.
23* On §13 see Bartholoma-e, ibid., II. 3* I*1 Zoroastrianism the
primordial contract between Ohrmazd and the fravaSis of men is never 
forgotten (see GBd. III. 23—1+) • For a Zoroastrian, to exist is 
therefore already to have entered willingly into a contract with 
Ohrmazd. It is certain that this idea underlies the sense of §13*
2b» dad 1 yazdan is written clearly in K3^* However, this § is 
difficult to translate.
2^. Probably rah I aStih denotes simply an inward disposition
appropriate to the development of the soul, and through it the world.
Cl dag handarz i poryotkeSan, §51+, has:
eg harw kas pad wahman aStih meheniSn. R.C. Zaehner translates:
"then (i.e. at the end of this millennium) everyone must add 
to his [inner] peace through [the power of] Vahuman" (ToM, 27)•
26. In BkM. £69. 1+-5 the same word is defined thus:
dadestan han bawed ke abar den i ohrmazd ested
"That is the law: A man who stands by the religion of Ohrmazd"
(WSS, §B1C, p. 177).
27* hamlh is named as one of the three most important things in 
religion in Bk. VI. l+3« M.’s "cooperation" translates Pahl. hamkarlh 
not hamlh. The inclusion of a handarz on hamlh "union" is significant. 
Shaked noticed that it seems to be a key term in Bk. VI, as it 
designates a relationship of close identification between the righteous 
man and the gods (yazads) (see Shaked, art. cit., 196-8, with citations
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from and references to Dk. Vi). Whereas such "union" is not commonly 
broached or discussed in Pahlavi books (which appear to be concerned 
more with ritual, purificatory, dogmatic and similar areas of 
religion), indeed this idea may be traced back to the Gathas and need 
not be thought of as the result of a borrowing from Christian or 
Islamic doctrine.
28. M. *s translation makes little sense (and the reading is unlikely):
"because that thing which has moderation and no wisdom is 
proper and a good deed".
The above translation is partly corroborated by DkM. 1+80. 10: 
makist pavman kirbag
"the greatest (keeping of) the measure is the virtuous 
deed (WSS, §1+0, p. 17).
29. §§19-21 extol virtues not usually emphasised in texts outside
the genre of handarz. §29 is found in nearly identical form in Dk. 
l+8l. 22-21+ (« WSS §1+9)* On hamal see Bartholomae, M.Mund. I. 5, 28 ff. 
and ibid., III. 30 for Barth.’s translation.
30. Part of this § is cited and translated by Shaked in op. cit., 
p. 269 (§173* n. 2). Shaked finds a NP definition of nihan:
* aqilane va huSyarane va ba-tadblr in Parhang-i NaflsI, and an Arabic
translation of Pahl .T. nihanih ud aStih-xwahlh by al-waqar "gravity, 
staidness, dignity".
31. On the general sense of this cf. DkM. 1+71+* 1 ff* (= WSS, §2), and 
DkM. 581+. 13-15 (= WSS, §E36).
32. Cf. DkM. 51+9* 13-15 (= WSS, §Bll) •
33* This word occurs in DkM. 1+79* 3* gl*ri obar occurs in DkM. 579*
20, which Shaked emends to gilag obar "(a person who) suppresses 
complaint" (WSS, §E30a).
3l+. Cf. DkM. 563* 23, where Shaked translates bowandaglh as 
"satisfaction" (WSS, §C59).
35* This § is similar to DkM. 5^1* 1 ff* (- WSS, §305)» Shaked
points out that in Dk. VI
"there is a sense in which suffering in this world is 
beneficial from the religious point of view. Any 
unpleasantness borne by a person in this world is deducted 
from the punishment due to him in the world to come" (WSS, 
xxxvi f *)•
§§81, 106, A5 and D7b are adduced to make this point. It must be said 
that the sentiments expressed in the remaining §§ of this ch. are
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typical of Dk. VI, rather than of the rest of PRDd. They also suggest 
an attitude of stoical resignation and a mood of finale, both of the 
chapter and of the rivayat preceding the Dd.
36. This sentence is reminiscent of Pahl.T. £8 f.
harw Ce pad to ne nek to-iz pad any kas ma kuned; 
cf. also DkM. 588. 22-589. 2 (= WSS, §El+5e).
37* As M. notes huCaSmlh is not to be found in §7 above. M. suggests 
that there may originally have been more than twenty-two precepts (M., 
n. 10, p. 1*99).
38. This is a stylish form of a rhetorical device used twice before
in this ch., i.e. whereby the exception cited is seen to be more
important than the rule it proves: in §17 > it is said that one should
lay down arms, but never before Ahreman; parallel to this, §18
recommends moderation in all things, except in knowledge, love and
merit. With the general sense of §26, cf. DkM. 5l5* 1-2
u-San en-iz owon daSt ku hunsand-xiran ana-hunsand xrad ud 
daniSn
"They held this too: those who are content with possessions
are discontented with wisdom and knowledge" (WSS, §197* P* 77)*
and see Shaked*s note, §197* 1* P* 270.
39. Cf. DkM. 510. 9 ff. (= WSS, §172), and DkM. 1*73- 11+-20 (WSS, §1C).
1+0. As M. notes (p. 500, n. ll), the title Herbad Xwaday was used to 
address the Hi^i Priests (see Barth., M.Mund., III. 32).
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Notes to Chapter 65
1. This Avestan spell is incomprehensible. Presumably it has been 
endlessly repeated from some originally coherent formula till it has 
become mutilated thus. Eight nirangs are given in Unv., Riv., II.
272-8. D. does not translate them, but notes (op. cit. 589) that 
other nirangs are found in E.X. Antia (ed), Pazend Texts, 174-201.
Also, see below here, nn. 8,9.
2. Because the preceding section is obscure there is no clue as to 
the meaning in context. Thus: If a woman (mad ud duxt used generically 
for women) suffers a wound (perhaps on childbirth, etc., perhaps a 
still-birth is meant) the visitation (rasldan, i.e. of the priest) is 
on three successive days. The Pahlavi is so terse and capable of
such varied interpretations that this is only one of several tentative 
suggested readings. However, the problem of still-birth is given long 
treatment in the Persian Rivayats, The first three days were considered 
critical, in which no drinking water was allowed the woman; she was 
administered padyab. consecrated bullfs uring,, "so that she may cleanse 
therewith her heart and her inside" (ta dil-i u va andaron-i u nak bekonad 
Unv. Riv., I, 228.6, and generally ibid. I 225-236 transl. D., Pers.
Riv.. 224-238, on care and ritual purity concerning childbirth). It 
is possible that the padyab was administered by a priest on the three 
days after birth.
3. tab I 5aharom probably means "the fever on the fourth ^ day/".
Cf. the usage by which the ceremonies of the fourth day after death 
are called simply caharom. not caharom roz (see M. Boyce, Stronghold, 
153, n.31> and D., Pers. Riv. 168, with n.3).
4. i.e. the text recommends that if the usual sacred rites do not 
suffice to purify the patient, the amulet may be used.
5. With this retyping the knotted straw round the arm, one can 
compare Anquetil du Perron, Le Zend-Avesta, Vol..II, 136-40 for various 
♦tavld1 (= NP ta!vlz "charm, amulet » phylactery") or nlrang to be 
attached to the left arm of the person on whose behalf it has been 
uttered. In a Persian Rivayat (not included in Unv. op.cit., but given 
in Persian and English in D., Pers. Riv. 342f. and 342 n.1) in AntisEs 
MSS, see D., op.cit.« it is said that to commemorate the return of 
rain after a drought, on the day Tir of the Month Tir the Dasturs of
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Iran write a nirang and tie it on the hands of the faithful and then 
throw it into the sea (six) on the day Goad (presumably Go§, the 
next day) "So that all calamities may sink into the sea". By the 
18th century the text was evidently written on partchment or paper 
and itself attached to the person concerned.
6. The verb dam- is perhaps a way of saying to *recite noiselessly*,
i.e. paralletl to *mawag. cf. PRBd. 39•13» and Boyce-Kotwal, 
Zoroastrian Ba.1 and Dr on I, 71-2. A pazand nirang would be recited 
noiselessly thus after the Avestan waz.
7. waz az ardwahi&t grift is a technical expression meaning "the 
ba.i of Ardwahi&t is taken*1. Ardwahi&t is concerned with healing, 
being linked with Airyaman; and his ba.i is therefore taken (or, in 
other instances, his ya^t recited). Cf. Anquetil du Perron, op.cit.. 
136, a tavid for a sick child "on recite le Vadj d*Ardibehescht*‘ 
(which is, Anquetil du Perron explains, the two x&numans of this. 
Amesaspand); so also p. 137« for one tormented by dews ;*le Bestour 
ecrit ce /tavid.7 aprls avoir recite le Vadj, le Baroun et l*Iescht
d * Ardibehescht.
8. There are various instructions with the nirang in Anquetil du 
Perron op.cit. for the number of times they are to be recited. On 
p. 1399 one is to be said seven times, another is to be said three, 
another five times, no higher numbers are given. In such usages, 
the number of repetitions is always odd, not even.
9. cf. ADH. Bivar, 'A Parthian Amulet*, BSOAS XXX, 3, 1967, 520-24 
which deals with the side of an amulet which appears to show Fredon 
(Faredon), with mace, subjugating a demon, presumably of sickness.
Most of Anquetil du Perron’s nirang (pp. 136, 137, 158, 159, 140, 141, 
142) invoke Thraetaona /Fredon against sickness and other troubles.
In the Persian Rivayats of Shapur, Bhatuchi Unv., Riv I 284
it is said baz daiStan margira ya^t-i han konand be-nam-i faredon 
"In order to avoid pestilence, the Yasna of Horn should be performed 
in the name of Faredon"; similarily, bimari-ra yaSt-i ardafravahr 
be-nam-i faredon. (Unv., op.cit.. I, 285.1). ’’for (avoiding) 
sickness, the ya^t of Arda fravahr (should be performed) in the name 
of Faredon".
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10. The latter part of this § is obscure. Interpreted as in the 
translation, this may be a borrowing from the legend of Zardust*s 
curing the black horse of Wistasp, but this is a mere guess. MSS
may be TWR? gaw. and the following word, 
maybe something quite unkown.
11. The last word is written in Av. characters (jAUJjjju).This can 
also be read as Pahl. jmgUhiij "good" ( i«e» as a valediction.
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Notes to Chapter 64
1. This chapter was the subject of an article by P. de Menasce
in Anthropos (1942-1945), 180-186. He refers to the study of
lapidary texts brought together by Bidezand Cumont, Les Mages
Hellenises (see esp. Frgs. 053-075, and in the Introduction, 128-
130 and 193-198), and also to K.W. Wirbelauer*s monograph Ant ike
Lapidarien. Wurzburg, 1937• de Menasce mentions also a comparable
text from a Turkish "runique" ms. found at Turf an published by
V. Thomsen, in the Sitzungsberichte of the Academy of Berlin, 1910,
296-306; de Menasce says of it:
Cfest celui qui ressemble le plus a notre lapidaire pehlevi: 
les pierres sont designees par leurcouleur du reflet qu'on 
obtient en les polissant: le titre parle des sept planetes 
et des cinq gemmes et pierres et des vertus qui 1 eur appartiennent. 
II est malheureusement fort court. Certains mots sont obscure 
d*autres suggerent qu*il peut s*agir dfune traduction du pers an"
(art.cit.. 180).
Another text which resembles PKDd. is noticed by de Menasce, from the
Textes Sogdiens, ed. and transl. by E. Benveniste, 1940, no. 3; de
Menasce describes it thus:
"II est plus etendu, mais il est dfune extreme difficulte: 
il nous a cepend^nt permis d*interessants rapprochements 
linguistiques. Etant donne son origine bouddhique on peut 
se demander si, quant a la tradition magique, il ne se rattache 
pas plutot aux lapidaires indiens" (art. cit.. 180).
In this chapter one can only speculate as to the reasons for
attributing different potencies to different coloured stones. Having
enumerated the stones under the order of their first mention (brillante,
noire, jaune, rouge, verdatre, bleu-ciel), de Menasce finds that
he cannot explain the irregularities of the order, and the intrusive
"phrases ou il est question du fpolif, ou. reflet de les pierre
frotteV. This difficulty arises because he has misapprehended the
arrangement of the stones (see art. oit«,. 181). The correct arrangement
is quite logical:
§2 sabz §3 sya + sayisn §4 zard §5 suxr §6- xasen §7 asman-gon
§8 sabz §9 zard + sayisn S10 sya §11 suxr §12 xaSen §13 asman-gon
§14 sabz §15 suxr + sayiSn 616 sya §17 zard §18 xa§en §19 asmah-gon
§20 sabz §21 xaSen + sayisn §22 sy5 §23 zard §24 suxr
§25 sabz §26 asman-gon + sayiSn
827 sya + sayiSn §28 zard §29^ suxr §29b xaSeii §30 sabz
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The seven colours, mentioned in $31» are treated in this way, the 
seventh, i.e. that of the polished stone always occurs second in 
the cycle of six; with the exception of sabz, every colour in turn 
occupies the second position then moves to the position of the colour 
whcih replaces it next in the second position. When the five colours 
have each done this (i.e. by $26), the order is repeated beginning 
again with sya + sayisn as in §3* The last mentioned colour is sabz; 
it occurs where asmah-gon is in the first whole cycle (§7); hence in 
§30 it has characteristics reminiscent of the latter colour in s7.
Sabz is clearly intended in both sentences of §30 (pace de Menasce, 
who inserts /asmah-gon7. see below n.12.). Presumably, the writer 
wished to end as he had begun.
2. de Menasce translates : "signalement des pierres, qui a 1'oeuvre 
sont le couteau du bon medicin qui rend le ciel...etc.". i.e. de 
Menasce reads MSS k flt. but this is surely dared, paralld to dared in 
§2.
3. de Menasce reads MSS spz as spez "brillante" ( lectio difficilior, 
considering Pahl. sabz "green”)• de Menasce compares spez to Ps. Phi. 
131.17 sfcnfn and Man.MP., the derivatives of !spyz. Henning, Verbum, 
178 (art. cit.. 184, n.2). de Menasce translates xaijfen as'Verdatre".
4. These readings are very tentative suggestions, de Menasce reads 
bandend zargon *bar *has veh aparet: "en liant les legumes, on recolte 
du beau fruit precocement".
5. de Menasce reads ne visofet: "ne sera pas vaincu".
6. de Menasce reads pad har hamemal patkar buxtet and translates as
"sortira sauf de tout contestation".
7. de Menasce reads san pasan. and translates "tout *succes et 
^profit" ("conjecturalement en rapprochant de as an faise, facile1", 
art. cit., 185 n. 14). See above, textual note 54 to this ch. de 
Menasce reads ce xveset nevak avafet. "ce qu'il saisira il le 
possedera bien", but notes "tous les passages de notre texte ou ce 
mot apparut autorisent la traduction 'penser'" (art. cit.. 185, n.16).
8. See above textual note 54 to this ch.
9. See above textual note 29 to this ch.
10. Another expression for Fra^egird.
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11. See above textual note 50 to this ch.
12. de Menasce reconstructs the beginning of this o (subdivided 
from D.®s §30) thus: han ke /asman-gon7 daret" "La pierre couleur 
de ciel; celui qui la porte". The insertion is unnecessary, since
han may be taken as a demonstrative pronoun referring to the |/Whrag 1.7 
sabz of the previous sentence, and as object rather than subject of 
dared*. Other sections in this ch. begin with ^  as subject (29a,b, 3$*
Notes to Chapter 65
1. The final chapter is a resume of several important themes in the 
Rivayat,expressed in cosmological terms which contain elements of great 
antiquity in Zoroastrianism. The cosmology is very simply drawn, compared 
with the astrological and cosmological chapters of e.g. GBd.. and it is 
written in a style entirely typical of the Rivayat preceding the Dd.
It seems to have been derived from GBd. or some similarly old Zoroastrian
source. As often in PRBd.. the author*s intention seems to be to convey a
message of pastoral, religious import (not merely a scheme of cosmology).
It is again an exhortation to righteousness, here in terms of the levels
of Heaven for the frawahr i aSowan. woven in with cosmological information
on the nature and movement of the luminaries. It must not be forgotten,
however, that in the Zoroastrian context even the physical luminaries
(rosnan) have significance as getig counterparts of spiritual beings who
are *worthy of worship* (yazad). The sun, moon, stars and heavenly
phenomena are * visible and inapprehensible* (wenag ud agriftar): these
are signs and ‘markers*,so to speak,of the ‘invisible and apprehensible
(i.e. attainable)* (awenag ud griftar) realities of heavenly existence.
Both these visible and invisible things mediate between the seven
invisible and inapprehensible* beings, Ohrmazd and the amahraspands.
and the seven‘visible and apprehensible* creations of this physical world
(such is the conception of GBd. XXVII.17 f., BTA 250, ed. TBA 1 9 4 - ) •
According to Zoroastrian thought, before the attack of the Evil Spirit
the sun, moon and stars stood perfectly still (GBd. II.17,BTA 34> ed, TBA
29.12 ff.) as they will do again at the time of the Resurrection (e.g. GBd.
XXXIII.34, ETA 282, ed. TBA 220.2£). The movement of the sun,moon and stars
is explained as combat with the forces of evil. Zoroastrian eschatological
hope is epitomised in the figure of Mihr,who every night defeats the forces
of Ahreman. It is significant that in PRBd.48.99 it is said that the
spiritual and heavenly beings, and mankind, will coalesce*.
"in the form of a man, who is strong, and they
will all be in the form of a man and they will
come to the earth".
As is shown below (n.10) there is again a connection made between the
eschatological and ritual dimensions of the religion, for it appears that
Mihr is also represented as the Spirit of the Dron (service), menog i dron.
2. The distance between each of the stations of heaven is given in ch. 46.7
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above as 54,000 frasangs.
3. As. H.V, Bailey has said, the explanation of the disappearance (and
reappearance) of the luminaries as through Windows* is set out in most
detail in PKDd. 65 (Zor. Prob.«158). Prof. Bailey gives a transcription
of §§9,5,3, a*id cites an older occurrence of such an account in GBd. Vb.3
(BTA 64, ed. TBA 55«6f.), which in turn is, as he observes, an explanation
of Yt.12.25. Prof. Bailey compares this with the account of celestial
portals and windows in which the sun, moon and stars rise and set in the
Book of Enoch (ibid..159). One detail in GBd., loc.cit., is not mentioned
in PKDd.: the windows are located in Harborz (pace Bailey, *in the crystal
firmament1, op. cit., 138)s
ce sad ud ha^tad rozan ast pad xwarasan sad ud hastad 
gad xwarwaran pad harborz,harw roz nad rozan-e andar
ayifl-Bal „ xpaan-i,,.be, frawsfl
"for there are one hundred and eighty windows in the 
east and one hundred and eighty in the west in Harborz, 
every day it comes in through one window, goes out 
through one window",
i.e. the sun comes in through a 1 window* in the east and goes out through
a *window* in the west. The 360 ’windows* of the sun correspond to the
days of the solar year, minus five days, which are explained in GBd. Vb.6
(BTA 64, ed. TDA 56.6-9):
ud hah pan.T roz T gahanig pad hah rozan be ayed ud be 
^awed; rozan ne guft esfid, Se agar be guft he deWSLn 
raz be danist he ud wizend handaxt he
"and on the five Gatha days it comes and goes through the 
same window(s); the window is not mentioned, for if it 
were mentioned the dews would know the secret and would 
plot harm".
The number of ’windows*for the moon (270) and stars (180) does not 
correspond to their appearances in the year. Presumably they are arrived at 
through mythological or scholastic sense of proportion (of 360). The same 
numbers are given in GBd.
4. The same dimensions for stars, moon and sun are given in GBd.II.16 
(BTA 34, ed. TBA 29.7-12).
5. According to GBd.VII.2 (BTA 86, ed. TBA 72.4ff) some of the stars 
(axtaran) have the seed of water (e.g. TiStrya), some have that of earth 
(e.g. Hafto ring), others of plants.
6. This is Wahi|t’Paradise*, as it is usually known.
7. I.e. it is not, as we say, reflected light. As in many cultures, the
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light of the moon was thought to "be a subtle power; in GBd. the word 
xwarrah is used of its light:
mah xwarrah baxtarih i gehan nanzdah abzaved 
panzdah nirfsed"the moon (in) distribution of 
xwarrah to the world waxes fifteen(days),wanes 
fifteen(days)" ;
cf. H.W. Bailey, op. cit..42. 60 f.).
8. xwarSed payag seems to be a mistake for mah payag. and is probably 
a gloss (cf. S4 above and S 13 below).
9. The narrative is interrupted by this §, which exhorts the laity to 
pay the price of righteousness.
10. In Gbd.XXV1.67 ff. it is said that it is the radiance of the yazad
Xwar which purifies the world after the nocturnal pollution of all the forces 
forces of evil:
harw Sab. bus I asp homanag nasruSt pad zamlg ud ab ud dam
m m  m * iim  - ......  '*  ■"  mm  wm 1 " 1 1 ■ *  ^ 1 "  * —  ■■  " m  •
dam-iz i asowan be dwaredj, ud ka xwarsed ul ayed hamag 
zamig dewan be zaned ud~vn.tdahr be kuned 
"every night like the mane of a horse pollution comes 
to the earth and water and righteous creations also, 
and when the sun rises it smites the dews all over the 
and purifies it (i.e. the world)"
(BTA 222, ed. TDA 171.9ff.).
In PRBd. 65 Xwar yazad is not mentioned; however,in identical imagery
(pad^narag ciyon bus i asp).in PRBd. 3.2 the nightly battle with the
dews is done by the Menog I Dron • Here Mihr performs the same action
every night, and it is reasonable to suppose that they are the same
spiritual being (see above ch. 9, n.3).
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